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The Big Cheese

It’s not every day you get an email from the big cheese. The

head honcho. The big tamale.

Oh, sure, I made contact with plenty of other celebrities in the

production of this book. The note from Jack Scalia, for instance,

duly impressed my assistant at the time. (“Yes! I know who he

is!” she said, she more of the “90210” generation than the “Dallas” one.)

“Dallas.” Song of the ’80s. Song of my youth. My high school years.

Perhaps that’s why the then-35-year-old female who really should have known better, who spent

10 years in the newspaper business and in the course of that met and interviewed many

celebrities, shrieked when she opened the email. Shrieked across the house, maybe across the

yard. “I got an email from Larry Hagman!” Friday, April 25. “Larry Hagman!”

I really should have known better.

Of course ... I am the one who also shrieked when she saw Michael Jackson wave from his white

SUV in downtown Detroit, me in the third-story window of The Detroit News building, he probably

thinking, “Wow, look at that crazy chick up there! I think she needs a wave.” For me, this was the

Michael Jackson of my high school “Thriller” album days, not the Jacko of more recent years.

I really should have known better.

I once bought an autographed, eight-by-ten, black-and-white glossy photo of J.R. Ewing from our

high school radio station’s yearly fundraising auction. He was the big guy, after all. And what was

all that about, really? The ruthlessness, the power, the wealth? The occasional flashes of humanity,

just enough to make you like and admire him? Or would no one in their right mind admire him?

If I could be a character on “Dallas,” I would probably be Pamela Ewing. Geezopetes. So why on

earth would I be so captivated by the charm of her nemesis?

(Along with the rest of the world, I might add!)

It’s the power of the 19-inch screen. Can anyone truly explain it?

6 DESTINATION: DALLAS6
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Perhaps that will reveal why, amid the struggle to publish the first electronic edition of this book by

the April 2003 deadline I had set for myself, amid the 12-hour days on other business, the two-

week computer crash in early April (thank-you, Spence, for your help!) and the printer that

bonked out on me several weeks earlier, the photos that didn’t turn out quite right ...

... I get an email from Larry Hagman, and it was as if the way had been cleared.

OK ... now I can publish this book.

“Mr. Hagman,” you’ve made my week,” I emailed back.

Make that my year.

Fellow fans and any other starry-eyed geeks out there, please enjoy this respectful homage.

7BILLIE RAE BATES 7
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   IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

Just what is it that makes us watch?

You know what we mean ... Just what is it that makes us watch

that amazing thing called a soap opera? A mirror of ourselves

that’s too fantastic, too over-the-top, to believe? A glimpse into a

lavish lifestyle we could only dream about? A look at desperate

lives we would never hope for?!? A chance to be the ultimate voyeur, emotionally invested in

people we’ll never even meet?

Make no mistake — the soap opera genre has always thrived, since (TV!) time began, even. But

through the trials and tribulations of Pine Valley and Bay City and Port Charles and the Webbers

and the Lords and whoever else, it’s the daytime soap that has really thrived best. The soap in

primetime has sputtered at times, sporadic over the years, cemented and popular in “Peyton

Place” in the 1960s but then quite quiet for a decade or two ...

Until a little number called “Dallas.”

David Jacobs had done some writing for the mid-1970s ABC series “Family” (which played like an

’80s “who’s who,” by the way, featuring not only Kristy McNichol, Willie Aames and Dana Plato, but

also some faces that popped up on “Dallas” later: Priscilla Pointer, husband Robert Symonds, Philip

Levien, Laurence Haddon). Jacobs came up with the idea for a sort of American version of Ingmar

Bergman’s 1970s “Scenes from a Marriage,” with some influence from 1957’s “No Down Payment”

(a film about marital difficulties starring Tony Randall and Joanne Woodward that was said to have

inspired “Knots Landing”). Of course, Jacobs’ concept changed just a bit. He was actually originally

asked to do a TV vehicle for actress Linda Evans. The show was first known as the “Untitled Linda

Evans Project.” In Jacobs’ vision, Evans’ role as Pamela Ewing was going to be central to the show;

he even intended to kill off husband Bobby at the end of the fifth episode to portray Pamela

struggling on her own at Southfork. But Evans bowed out of the project (and, arguably, carved out

a bigger niche for herself as one of The Big Three of ABC’s “Dynasty”), and the makeup of the show

evolved in other ways, too. CBS talked Jacobs into keeping the Bobby character at the end of the

“miniseries” first season. And the Romeo and Juliet storyline of Bobby and Pam soon took a

backseat, anyway, for Bobby’s backstabbing bro, the unstoppable J.R. Ewing, played by Larry

Hagman, known then, really, as Major Tony Nelson on NBC’s 1960s “I Dream of Jeannie.”

As this tale of the powerful Ewing Oil family took shape, Texan filming locations were secured. The

Cloyce Box Ranch (since destroyed by fire) in Frisco, Texas, was used as Southfork for the five-

episode first season; thereafter Lorimar leased the Duncan-Forest Ranch (Duncan Acres) near

Plano, Texas, 20 miles north of Dallas, for filming. Skyscrapers and the like from the Dallas area

were utilized — the original Ewing Oil building was Dallas’ 56-story Renaissance Tower, for instance.

(Later in the series, as popularity surged, most interiors were shot by Lorimar Productions at the
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Culver City studios of MGM.)

“Dallas” debuted on CBS on five Sunday nights in April 1978, replacing the long-running “Kojak” on

CBS’ schedule (“Kojak” ended its run on March 18, 1978). When the Ewings returned the following

fall, they moved to 10 p.m. Saturdays, then 10 p.m. Sundays again, before settling into a Friday-

night spot in 1979.

“Dallas wasn’t an instant success,” Larry Hagman told a U.K. magazine in 1988. “At the beginning, I

think, the show ranked 58th. Then it started to climb, and what happened was just incredible.

America was in the middle of a major recession, you have to remember. During the Depression in

the ’30s, people loved to see movies about rich people. And it was the same in the late ’70s.”

The Washington Post called “Dallas” America’s “Upstairs, Downstairs.” As the episodes rolled by, we

couldn’t get enough of that dastardly J.R. Ewing. Just what would he do next, anyway? We tuned

in lasciviously, avidly, to find out. By the time the show’s various juicy plots were careening toward

The Shot Heard ‘Round the World in 1980, the show had gotten so popular that two additional

episodes were ordered for the season. In summer 1980, just the reruns gained an audience of 40

million U.S. viewers and 300 million elsewhere in the world, Christopher Schemering says in “The

Soap Opera Encyclopedia.”

The show easily achieved No. 1 ratings status in the fall 1980, 1981 and 1983 seasons, and No. 2

ratings status in the 1982 and 1984 seasons. And there were what would seem to be the

obligatory struggles behind the scenes for a show of this stature. Gerard J. Waggett notes in “The

Soap Opera Book of Lists” that a feud began between Larry Hagman and executive producer Philip

Capice during the “Who Shot J.R.?” hoopla and Hagman’s contract holdout for more money. “In

front of the cast and crew, Hagman derided Capice’s ability to produce the show and held him

singularly responsible for the show’s declining ratings during the 1985-86 season,” Waggett writes.

According to writer Douglas Thompson, Hagman, in true J.R. style, offered Capice two million

dollars to leave the show. “He didn’t have much of a sense of humor,” Hagman told a magazine

after the fact. “‘Dallas’ has always been a funny show; you need a sense of the absurd, but the

producer didn’t have that. He’s not with us anymore.” Capice left at the end of the 1986 season,

and Leonard Katzman, a name now so synonymous with the show’s success, moved from

producer to executive producer. Also in the ’80s, Donna Reed, who replaced Barbara Bel Geddes

as Miss Ellie, sued CBS Entertainment and Lorimar Productions when she was let go so that Bel

Geddes could be brought back. The suit was settled out of court.

“Dallas” was one of the first TV series to be distributed globally, according to Wikipedia.com.

“Dallas” was eventually translated and dubbed into 90 languages in more than 67 countries,

setting a record for an American television series. The communist government of Nicolae

Ceausescu’s Romania even ran episodes of “Dallas” in the 1980s — but for the purpose of

convincing people that capitalism was corrupt and decadent. Instead, this sowed discontent

within the communist system, Wikipedia says, as viewers saw the portrayal of American lifestyles.

Soon after the government fell, a Romanian businessman created a “Dallas”-themed attraction

that included a replica of Southfork Ranch, to celebrate the show’s role in bringing down

communism!

As “Dallas” gained viewers, it gained more-official accolades, too. The show was nominated for

Emmy Awards throughout its run, and it won for music composition in 1983 and 1984 and for
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costume design in 1985. Bel Geddes won an Emmy for outstanding lead actress in a drama series

in 1980 (notably, Miss Ellie’s mastectomy storyline). She also won a Golden Globe in 1982 and was

nominated in other years. The show itself cleared all kinds of Soap Opera Digest Awards over the

seasons, including numerous trophies between 1984 and 1990 for Hagman, Bel Geddes, Ken

Kercheval, Steve Kanaly, Susan Howard and Patrick Duffy.

For Larry Hagman, it was certainly the role of a lifetime. And he is the only cast member to

appear in 356 of the total 357 episodes of the series, plus the two reunion movies (he did not film

scenes for the “No More Mister Nice Guy” Part 1 episode immediately following J.R.’s shooting,

because of the contract dispute). Hagman, Duffy, Kercheval, Linda Gray and Kanaly are the only

actors to appear in both the first and last episodes of the series.

As the show matured, its characters and plots did, too. “When ‘Dallas’ first started, people were

fascinated by the cars, mink coats, jewelry and the costumes,” Linda Gray told interviewer Simon

Kinnersley in 1988. “It captured true Americana; every bit of it was larger than life. But people are

more affluent now, limousines are less spectacular these days, people’s expectations are more

sophisticated.” Indeed, it was said at the time, as “Dallas” competed with “Dynasty,” that while the

latter kept dishin’ out the glitz, the former favored more down-to-earth bathing suits beside the

Ewing pool. Talk surfaced of taking “Dallas” back away from its episodic format, with each

installment resolving at the end of the hour as in the earliest seasons. There was also talk of

bringing in big-time guest stars. (And we did subsequently get a little Joseph Campanella, a touch

of Denver Pyle, some Lesley-Anne Down and a heapin’ helpin’ of Barbara Eden, truth be told.)

After “Dallas” left the CBS airwaves, and after the reunion movies gave us a few more fresh

glimpses of the Ewings and their terrifically troubled lives, the show certainly did not fade into

obscurity. Episodes aired again on TNN (when it was The Nashville Network) in the later ’90s, then

were revived on SoapNet a few years later. Then, of course, ’round-about 2005 or 2006, news

circulated on the Internet of a big-screen remake of our beloved show. John Travolta’s name was

quickly attached to the project, and a slew of other stars came and went in the movie’s rumor

mill. TVLand bestowed a pop-culture award on the show in 2006, acknowledging what we all

knew ... “Dallas” broke tremendous ground as a primetime soap, as a well-written and well-acted

look at a Texas oil family and that aforementioned lavish lifestyle we could only dream about, and

there wasn’t going to be any fading into obscurity for the show. At least not in this lifetime.

Perhaps that’s part of the reason we watch.

The story behind the scenes of “Dallas” has already been told, and told well, in other books, in

magazine articles and web features. What BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV offers you here is a fun reference guide — a

place where you can look up the actor who played that obscure character in that one episode, or

who’s the long-lost child of whom, and other assorted little facts and such. The BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV fact book

series follows a formula — cast list, character guide, episode guide and so on, in an easy-to-page-

through format that you can have at your side while you’re watching the show. So hop into Jock’s

Lincoln or Bobby’s red-hot Mercedes convertible and c’mon along for the ride ... and enjoy.
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Abel Greeley ... Bill ErBill ErBill ErBill ErBill Erwinwinwinwinwin

Ace Hendricks ... Blue DecBlue DecBlue DecBlue DecBlue Deckkkkkertertertertert

Adam ... Joel Gre Joel Gre Joel Gre Joel Gre Joel Greyyyyy

Afton Cooper ... AAAAAudreudreudreudreudrey Landersy Landersy Landersy Landersy Landers

Al ... Bruno MarcotulliBruno MarcotulliBruno MarcotulliBruno MarcotulliBruno Marcotulli

Al (Alfred) Brindle ... Eddie FirestoneEddie FirestoneEddie FirestoneEddie FirestoneEddie Firestone

Al Dehner ... Dan AmmermanDan AmmermanDan AmmermanDan AmmermanDan Ammerman

Al Halliday ... Lance LLance LLance LLance LLance LeGaulteGaulteGaulteGaulteGault

Al Iudecello ... Patrick CroninPatrick CroninPatrick CroninPatrick CroninPatrick Cronin

Al Parker ... Paul KPaul KPaul KPaul KPaul Koslooslooslooslooslo

Alan Beam ... Randolph PRandolph PRandolph PRandolph PRandolph Pooooowwwwwellellellellell

Alan Bodine ... John PJohn PJohn PJohn PJohn Poseoseoseoseoseyyyyy

Alex Barton ... Michael Wilding Jr.Michael Wilding Jr.Michael Wilding Jr.Michael Wilding Jr.Michael Wilding Jr.

Alex Garrett ... William PrinceWilliam PrinceWilliam PrinceWilliam PrinceWilliam Prince

Alex Ward ... Joel FJoel FJoel FJoel FJoel Fabianiabianiabianiabianiabiani

Alfred Simpson ... FFFFFredericredericredericredericrederick Cofk Cofk Cofk Cofk Coffinfinfinfinfin

Alice Anne ... Brioni FBrioni FBrioni FBrioni FBrioni Farrellarrellarrellarrellarrell  FFFFF

Alice Kingdom ... Katherine JusticeKatherine JusticeKatherine JusticeKatherine JusticeKatherine Justice  FFFFF

Alicia Ogden ... Stephanie BraxtonStephanie BraxtonStephanie BraxtonStephanie BraxtonStephanie Braxton

Alison Kincaid ... Bonnie BurroughsBonnie BurroughsBonnie BurroughsBonnie BurroughsBonnie Burroughs

Allen ... Liam SullivanLiam SullivanLiam SullivanLiam SullivanLiam Sullivan

Amanda Ewing ... LLLLLesleesleesleesleesley Wy Wy Wy Wy Woods / Susan Foods / Susan Foods / Susan Foods / Susan Foods / Susan Frencrencrencrencrenchhhhh

Amelia Wilson ... Dianne TDianne TDianne TDianne TDianne Turleurleurleurleurley Ty Ty Ty Ty Travisravisravisravisravis

Amos Krebbs ... William WindomWilliam WindomWilliam WindomWilliam WindomWilliam Windom

Amy Stevens ... K CallanK CallanK CallanK CallanK Callan

Andre Schumann ... RRRRRod Arrantsod Arrantsod Arrantsod Arrantsod Arrants
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Andrew LeMay ... Garrett ScGarrett ScGarrett ScGarrett ScGarrett Schenchenchenchenchenckkkkk

Andy Bradley ... Paul SorensenPaul SorensenPaul SorensenPaul SorensenPaul Sorensen

Andy Gilmore ... John SheparJohn SheparJohn SheparJohn SheparJohn Sheparddddd

Andy Krebbs ... MikMikMikMikMike Simmrine Simmrine Simmrine Simmrine Simmrin  FFFFF

Andy Sampson ... KaKaKaKaKay E. Ky E. Ky E. Ky E. Ky E. Kutututututererererer

Angela Larkin ... Donna MitchellDonna MitchellDonna MitchellDonna MitchellDonna Mitchell

Angelica Nero ... Barbara CarreraBarbara CarreraBarbara CarreraBarbara CarreraBarbara Carrera

Anita ... Shannon WilcoShannon WilcoShannon WilcoShannon WilcoShannon Wilcoxxxxx

Anita Smithfield ... TTTTTracracracracracy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scoggins  RRRRR  WWWWW

Ann ... Anna Kathryn HolbrookAnna Kathryn HolbrookAnna Kathryn HolbrookAnna Kathryn HolbrookAnna Kathryn Holbrook

Anne ... Cynthia HarrisonCynthia HarrisonCynthia HarrisonCynthia HarrisonCynthia Harrison

Anne McFadden ... RRRRRosemarosemarosemarosemarosemary Fy Fy Fy Fy Forsorsorsorsorsythythythythyth

Annie Driscoll ... Dawn JefforyDawn JefforyDawn JefforyDawn JefforyDawn Jeffory

Annie Ewing ... RRRRRosalind Allenosalind Allenosalind Allenosalind Allenosalind Allen  FFFFF

Appleton ... WWWWWoodoodoodoodoody Eney Eney Eney Eney Eneyyyyy

April Stevens ... Sheree J. WilsonSheree J. WilsonSheree J. WilsonSheree J. WilsonSheree J. Wilson

Arlen / Atticus Ward ... John LarJohn LarJohn LarJohn LarJohn Larccccchhhhh

Arliss Cooper ... Anne FAnne FAnne FAnne FAnne Francrancrancrancrancisisisisis

Arlo Howard ... John HoJohn HoJohn HoJohn HoJohn Howarwarwarwarward Sd Sd Sd Sd Swainwainwainwainwain

Armando Sidoni ... Alberto MorinAlberto MorinAlberto MorinAlberto MorinAlberto Morin

Arthur Elrod ... Barry NelsonBarry NelsonBarry NelsonBarry NelsonBarry Nelson

Atherton ... FFFFFred Hollidared Hollidared Hollidared Hollidared Hollidayyyyy

Ballard ... TTTTTom McGreeom McGreeom McGreeom McGreeom McGreevvvvveeeeeyyyyy

Barbara Barnes ... TTTTTricricricricricia O’Neilia O’Neilia O’Neilia O’Neilia O’Neil  FFFFF

Barbara Walsh ... Gaetana CampbellGaetana CampbellGaetana CampbellGaetana CampbellGaetana Campbell

Barry Lester ... St St St St Stephen Kephen Kephen Kephen Kephen Keepeepeepeepeep

Baxter Kirby ... TTTTTrent Dolanrent Dolanrent Dolanrent Dolanrent Dolan

B.D. Calhoun ... HuntHuntHuntHuntHunter ver ver ver ver von Lon Lon Lon Lon Leereereereereer

Bekins ... James RaJames RaJames RaJames RaJames Rayyyyy

Ben ... Chuck HicksChuck HicksChuck HicksChuck HicksChuck Hicks

Ben Masters ... Stefan GieraschStefan GieraschStefan GieraschStefan GieraschStefan Gierasch

Ben Maxwell ... FFFFFred Beirred Beirred Beirred Beirred Beir

Ben Stivers ... StStStStSteeeeevvvvve Fe Fe Fe Fe Forrestorrestorrestorrestorrest

Benton ... Michael MacRaeMichael MacRaeMichael MacRaeMichael MacRaeMichael MacRae

Bernard Gaynes ... John C. Colton John C. Colton John C. Colton John C. Colton John C. Colton

Bernice Billings ... Marj DusaMarj DusaMarj DusaMarj DusaMarj Dusayyyyy

Beth Krebbs ... Katherine CannonKatherine CannonKatherine CannonKatherine CannonKatherine Cannon  FFFFF

Beth Rutgers ... Lisa SloanLisa SloanLisa SloanLisa SloanLisa Sloan

Betty ... Kathleen YKathleen YKathleen YKathleen YKathleen Yorkorkorkorkork

Betty Lou ... Laura JohnsonLaura JohnsonLaura JohnsonLaura JohnsonLaura Johnson

Betty Lou Barker ... StStStStStephanie Blacephanie Blacephanie Blacephanie Blacephanie Blackmorekmorekmorekmorekmore

Bev ... T T T T Tami Barberami Barberami Barberami Barberami Barber

Bill Crawford ... Michael SkipperMichael SkipperMichael SkipperMichael SkipperMichael Skipper

Billie ... RRRRRosanne Katonosanne Katonosanne Katonosanne Katonosanne Katon

Billy Bob McCoy ... LLLLLee de Brouxee de Brouxee de Brouxee de Brouxee de Broux

Billy Joe Bates ... Bill McIntyreBill McIntyreBill McIntyreBill McIntyreBill McIntyre

Blackie Callahan ... DenDenDenDenDenvvvvver Pyleer Pyleer Pyleer Pyleer Pyle

Blair Sullivan ... RaRaRaRaRay Wisey Wisey Wisey Wisey Wise
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Blount ... Edmund ShaffEdmund ShaffEdmund ShaffEdmund ShaffEdmund Shaff

Boaz Harper ... ClifClifClifClifCliff Pf Pf Pf Pf Pooooottsttsttsttstts

Bob ... RRRRRobert Necobert Necobert Necobert Necobert Nechesheshesheshes  FFFFF

Bobby Ewing ... PatricPatricPatricPatricPatrick Dufk Dufk Dufk Dufk Duffyfyfyfyfy

Bobby Ewing Jr. ... David KatzmanDavid KatzmanDavid KatzmanDavid KatzmanDavid Katzman  FFFFF

Bonnie Robertson ... LindsaLindsaLindsaLindsaLindsay Bloomy Bloomy Bloomy Bloomy Bloom

Boomer ... JoeJoeJoeJoeJoey Arescoy Arescoy Arescoy Arescoy Aresco

Bootsie Ewing ... Kim Johnston UlrichKim Johnston UlrichKim Johnston UlrichKim Johnston UlrichKim Johnston Ulrich  FFFFF

Bradley ... David HaskDavid HaskDavid HaskDavid HaskDavid Haskellellellellell

Brady York ... TTTTTed Gehringed Gehringed Gehringed Gehringed Gehring

Brenda ... KKKKKellie Martinellie Martinellie Martinellie Martinellie Martin

Breslin ... PPPPPeteteteteter Whiter Whiter Whiter Whiter Whiteeeee

Brett Lomax ... Mark LindsaMark LindsaMark LindsaMark LindsaMark Lindsay Chapmany Chapmany Chapmany Chapmany Chapman

Brooks Oliver ... Donald MofDonald MofDonald MofDonald MofDonald Moffatfatfatfatfat

Bruce Burns ... BarneBarneBarneBarneBarney McFy McFy McFy McFy McFaddenaddenaddenaddenadden

Bruce Harvey ... Jonathan GoldsmithJonathan GoldsmithJonathan GoldsmithJonathan GoldsmithJonathan Goldsmith

Bud Brewer ... Sean McGuirkSean McGuirkSean McGuirkSean McGuirkSean McGuirk

Bud Morgan ... Clint Ritchie Clint Ritchie Clint Ritchie Clint Ritchie Clint Ritchie

Bunny Harvard ... KathrKathrKathrKathrKathryn Lyn Lyn Lyn Lyn Leigh Scoeigh Scoeigh Scoeigh Scoeigh Scotttttttttt

Burton ... KKKKKen Fen Fen Fen Fen Farmerarmerarmerarmerarmer

Bushrod ... Brooks GardnerBrooks GardnerBrooks GardnerBrooks GardnerBrooks Gardner

Buzz (B.J.) Connors ... James Whitmore Jr.James Whitmore Jr.James Whitmore Jr.James Whitmore Jr.James Whitmore Jr.

Cal McBride ... Med FloryMed FloryMed FloryMed FloryMed Flory

Caleb ... PPPPPeeeeeyton Parkyton Parkyton Parkyton Parkyton Park

Cally Ewing ... CathCathCathCathCathy Py Py Py Py Podeodeodeodeodewwwwwellellellellell

Captain ... KKKKKen Jenkinsen Jenkinsen Jenkinsen Jenkinsen Jenkins

Capt. Jack Bouleris ... LLLLLee de Brouxee de Brouxee de Brouxee de Brouxee de Broux

Capt. Merwin Fogarty ... MitcMitcMitcMitcMitchell Rhell Rhell Rhell Rhell Ryanyanyanyanyan

Capt. Holgar ... John MahonJohn MahonJohn MahonJohn MahonJohn Mahon

Carl Daggett ... Charles NapierCharles NapierCharles NapierCharles NapierCharles Napier

Carl Hardesty ... John CarterJohn CarterJohn CarterJohn CarterJohn Carter

Carmen Esperanza ... Barbara LunaBarbara LunaBarbara LunaBarbara LunaBarbara Luna

Carol ... SSSSSylvia Brooksylvia Brooksylvia Brooksylvia Brooksylvia Brooks  FFFFF

Carol Driscoll ... Martha SmithMartha SmithMartha SmithMartha SmithMartha Smith

Caroline ... Debi Sue VDebi Sue VDebi Sue VDebi Sue VDebi Sue Voorheesoorheesoorheesoorheesoorhees

Carrie ... Karrie Emerson Karrie Emerson Karrie Emerson Karrie Emerson Karrie Emerson

Carter McKay ... George KGeorge KGeorge KGeorge KGeorge Kennedennedennedennedennedyyyyy

Casey Denault ... AndreAndreAndreAndreAndrew Stw Stw Stw Stw Steeeeevvvvvensensensensens

Cassie ... Anne C. LucasAnne C. LucasAnne C. LucasAnne C. LucasAnne C. Lucas

Cathy Baker ... Melinda FMelinda FMelinda FMelinda FMelinda Feeeeeeeeee

Charles ... Bruce FBruce FBruce FBruce FBruce Frencrencrencrencrenchhhhh

Charles Eccles ... R R R R Ron Ton Ton Ton Ton Tommeommeommeommeomme

Charles Farrington ... Ed QuinlanEd QuinlanEd QuinlanEd QuinlanEd Quinlan

Charlie Haas ... Edson StrollEdson StrollEdson StrollEdson StrollEdson Stroll  FFFFF

Charlie Wade ... Laurie LLaurie LLaurie LLaurie LLaurie Lynn Mynn Mynn Mynn Mynn Myyyyyers / Shalane McCallers / Shalane McCallers / Shalane McCallers / Shalane McCallers / Shalane McCall

Chick Harvard ... David HealyDavid HealyDavid HealyDavid HealyDavid Healy

Chris Mainwaring ... Linden ChilesLinden ChilesLinden ChilesLinden ChilesLinden Chiles

Christopher Ewing ... Eric FEric FEric FEric FEric Farloarloarloarloarlow / Joshua Harris / Chris Demetralw / Joshua Harris / Chris Demetralw / Joshua Harris / Chris Demetralw / Joshua Harris / Chris Demetralw / Joshua Harris / Chris Demetral
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Clarence Melville ... Charles Stratton Charles Stratton Charles Stratton Charles Stratton Charles Stratton

Claude Brown ... LLLLLen Birmanen Birmanen Birmanen Birmanen Birman

Clayton Farlow ... HoHoHoHoHowarwarwarwarward Kd Kd Kd Kd Keeleeleeleeleel

Clem ... TTTTTeddeddeddeddeddy Wilsony Wilsony Wilsony Wilsony Wilson

Cliff Barnes ... KKKKKen Ken Ken Ken Ken Kerererererccccchehehehehevalvalvalvalval

Cliff Barnes Jr. ... Nicolas RNicolas RNicolas RNicolas RNicolas Readeadeadeadead  FFFFF

Clint Ogden ... Monte MarkhamMonte MarkhamMonte MarkhamMonte MarkhamMonte Markham

Cole Young ... WWWWWaltaltaltaltalter Brooker Brooker Brooker Brooker Brookeeeee

Collins ... KKKKKeith Charleseith Charleseith Charleseith Charleseith Charles

Connie ... Donna BullockDonna BullockDonna BullockDonna BullockDonna Bullock

Connie ... Jeanna MichaelsJeanna MichaelsJeanna MichaelsJeanna MichaelsJeanna Michaels

Connie Hall ... Michele ScarabelliMichele ScarabelliMichele ScarabelliMichele ScarabelliMichele Scarabelli

Conrad Buckhouser ... Erik HollandErik HollandErik HollandErik HollandErik Holland

Control ... John HarkinsJohn HarkinsJohn HarkinsJohn HarkinsJohn Harkins

Cookie ... Kathleen KinmontKathleen KinmontKathleen KinmontKathleen KinmontKathleen Kinmont

Courtney ... Denise GentileDenise GentileDenise GentileDenise GentileDenise Gentile  FFFFF

Craig Gurney ... Lane DaviesLane DaviesLane DaviesLane DaviesLane Davies

Craig Stewart ... Craig StCraig StCraig StCraig StCraig Steeeeevvvvvensensensensens

Curley Morrison ... Charles CooperCharles CooperCharles CooperCharles CooperCharles Cooper

Dailey ... Karen AKaren AKaren AKaren AKaren Austinustinustinustinustin

Dan Marsh ... John PJohn PJohn PJohn PJohn Petlocetlocetlocetlocetlockkkkk

Dan Owens ... Thomas CallawaThomas CallawaThomas CallawaThomas CallawaThomas Callawayyyyy

Dana ... KKKKKelly Relly Relly Relly Relly Rooooowanwanwanwanwan

Dandy (Harrison) Dandridge ... Burt RBurt RBurt RBurt RBurt Remsenemsenemsenemsenemsen

Dave Stratton ... Christopher StoneChristopher StoneChristopher StoneChristopher StoneChristopher Stone

Dave Wallace ... RRRRRon Canadaon Canadaon Canadaon Canadaon Canada

David ... Charles BaldridgeCharles BaldridgeCharles BaldridgeCharles BaldridgeCharles Baldridge

David Shulton ... Charles GrantCharles GrantCharles GrantCharles GrantCharles Grant

David Slade ... Bill SmillieBill SmillieBill SmillieBill SmillieBill Smillie

David Stanley ... Bruce GraBruce GraBruce GraBruce GraBruce Grayyyyy

Debbi ... Ellen LEllen LEllen LEllen LEllen Locococococyyyyy  RRRRR

Debbie ... Deborah Marie TDeborah Marie TDeborah Marie TDeborah Marie TDeborah Marie Taaaaaylorylorylorylorylor

Debra Johns ... Martina DeignanMartina DeignanMartina DeignanMartina DeignanMartina Deignan

Debra Lynn Beaumont ... Deborah TDeborah TDeborah TDeborah TDeborah Tucucucucuckkkkkererererer

Dee ... Chana VChana VChana VChana VChana Vooooowwwwwellellellellell

DeeDee ... Eva La REva La REva La REva La REva La Rueueueueue

DeeDee Webster... Diane McBainDiane McBainDiane McBainDiane McBainDiane McBain

Del Greco ... Marty SchiffMarty SchiffMarty SchiffMarty SchiffMarty Schiff

Deputy Matland ... William LuckingWilliam LuckingWilliam LuckingWilliam LuckingWilliam Lucking

Derrick ... Paul GanusPaul GanusPaul GanusPaul GanusPaul Ganus

Det. Bussey ... BucBucBucBucBuck Tk Tk Tk Tk Taaaaaylorylorylorylorylor

Det. Caraway ... JerrJerrJerrJerrJerry Coy Coy Coy Coy Cottttttttttenenenenen

Det. Don Horton ... Michael AlldredgeMichael AlldredgeMichael AlldredgeMichael AlldredgeMichael Alldredge

Det. Frank Howard ... Sam AndersonSam AndersonSam AndersonSam AndersonSam Anderson

Det. Frost ... Nik HaglerNik HaglerNik HaglerNik HaglerNik Hagler

Det. Howard ... R R R R Robert Fobert Fobert Fobert Fobert F. Ho. Ho. Ho. Ho. Hoyyyyy

Det. Jackson ... Mark CarltonMark CarltonMark CarltonMark CarltonMark Carlton

Det. Kane ... Dakin MattheDakin MattheDakin MattheDakin MattheDakin Matthewwwwwsssss
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Det. Markham ... Blue DecBlue DecBlue DecBlue DecBlue Deckkkkkertertertertert  RRRRR

Det. Marshall ... DarDarDarDarDaryl Ryl Ryl Ryl Ryl Roacoacoacoacoachhhhh

Det. Murphy ... JerrJerrJerrJerrJerry Coy Coy Coy Coy Cottonttonttonttontton  WWWWW

Det. Rattigan ... John Williams HogeJohn Williams HogeJohn Williams HogeJohn Williams HogeJohn Williams Hoge

Det. Rigg ... ConroConroConroConroConroy Gedeony Gedeony Gedeony Gedeony Gedeon

Det. Rollins ... JorJorJorJorJordan Charnedan Charnedan Charnedan Charnedan Charneyyyyy

Diana Farrington ... LLLLLeslie Beeslie Beeslie Beeslie Beeslie Bevisvisvisvisvis

Dianne Kelly ... TTTTTracracracracracy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scoggins

Dick Attelsley ... DannDannDannDannDanny Goldringy Goldringy Goldringy Goldringy Goldring

Dick Norton ... LarrLarrLarrLarrLarry Fy Fy Fy Fy Frencrencrencrencrenchhhhh

Digger (Willard) Barnes ... David WDavid WDavid WDavid WDavid Waaaaayne / Kyne / Kyne / Kyne / Kyne / Keenan Wynneenan Wynneenan Wynneenan Wynneenan Wynn

Doctor at Rebecca Wentworth’s crash ... John IngleJohn IngleJohn IngleJohn IngleJohn Ingle

Dolores ... Claudia Bryar Claudia Bryar Claudia Bryar Claudia Bryar Claudia Bryar

Don Lockwood ... Ian McShaneIan McShaneIan McShaneIan McShaneIan McShane

Donia ... Zane LaskyZane LaskyZane LaskyZane LaskyZane Lasky

Donna Krebbs ... Susan HoSusan HoSusan HoSusan HoSusan Howarwarwarwarwarddddd

Dora Mae ... Pat ColbertPat ColbertPat ColbertPat ColbertPat Colbert

Doug Snyder ... Thom McFThom McFThom McFThom McFThom McFaddenaddenaddenaddenadden

Doyle ... Paul LieberPaul LieberPaul LieberPaul LieberPaul Lieber

Dr. Alan Cosby ... Bruce GraBruce GraBruce GraBruce GraBruce Grayyyyy

Dr. Albert Matsuda ... ClyClyClyClyClyde Kde Kde Kde Kde Kusatsuusatsuusatsuusatsuusatsu

Dr. Amy Rose ... F F F F Frances Lrances Lrances Lrances Lrances Lee McCainee McCainee McCainee McCainee McCain

Dr. Anita Krane ... Ellen GeerEllen GeerEllen GeerEllen GeerEllen Geer

Dr. Auclair ... Dan AmmermanDan AmmermanDan AmmermanDan AmmermanDan Ammerman

Dr. Carol Sawyer ... Georgann JohnsonGeorgann JohnsonGeorgann JohnsonGeorgann JohnsonGeorgann Johnson

Dr. Carter ... Gerald GordonGerald GordonGerald GordonGerald GordonGerald Gordon

Dr. Dagmara Conrad ... Gretchen WylerGretchen WylerGretchen WylerGretchen WylerGretchen Wyler

Dr. David Gordon ... Josef RainerJosef RainerJosef RainerJosef RainerJosef Rainer

Dr. David Kenfield ... Sam MelvilleSam MelvilleSam MelvilleSam MelvilleSam Melville

Dr. Feffer ... StStStStStephen Bradleephen Bradleephen Bradleephen Bradleephen Bradleyyyyy

Dr. Forbes ... Dennis HaDennis HaDennis HaDennis HaDennis Hayyyyysbertsbertsbertsbertsbert

Dr. Frank Waring ... EdEdEdEdEdwarwarwarwarward Wintd Wintd Wintd Wintd Wintererererer

Dr. Gibson ... Bibi BeschBibi BeschBibi BeschBibi BeschBibi Besch

Dr. Gordon ... KKKKKenneth Tigarenneth Tigarenneth Tigarenneth Tigarenneth Tigar

Dr. Gresher ... Jim HacJim HacJim HacJim HacJim Hackkkkkettettettettett

Dr. Harlan Danvers ... Dan Ammerman / John ZarembaDan Ammerman / John ZarembaDan Ammerman / John ZarembaDan Ammerman / John ZarembaDan Ammerman / John Zaremba

Dr. Henry Grant ... RRRRRobert Pineobert Pineobert Pineobert Pineobert Pine

Dr. (Herbert Anderson) Styles ... John AndersonJohn AndersonJohn AndersonJohn AndersonJohn Anderson

Dr. Jerry Kenderson ... BarrBarrBarrBarrBarry Jennery Jennery Jennery Jennery Jenner

Dr. Kohler ... Charles KahlenbergCharles KahlenbergCharles KahlenbergCharles KahlenbergCharles Kahlenberg

Dr. Lantry ... Alan FudgeAlan FudgeAlan FudgeAlan FudgeAlan Fudge

Dr. Miles ... StanleStanleStanleStanleStanley Groy Groy Groy Groy Grovvvvvererererer

Dr. Miles Pearson ... PPPPPeteteteteter Donater Donater Donater Donater Donat

Dr. Miller ... Alan Rachins Alan Rachins Alan Rachins Alan Rachins Alan Rachins

Dr. Mitch Andress ... L L L L Leeeeev Mailerv Mailerv Mailerv Mailerv Mailer

Dr. Patrick Knelman ... Don GalloDon GalloDon GalloDon GalloDon Gallowawawawawayyyyy

Dr. Paul Kessler ... TTTTTononononony Millery Millery Millery Millery Miller

Dr. Proctor ... RRRRRobert Kingobert Kingobert Kingobert Kingobert King
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Dr. Rogers ... John HartJohn HartJohn HartJohn HartJohn Hart

Dr. Simon Ellby ... JefJefJefJefJeff Cooperf Cooperf Cooperf Cooperf Cooper

Dr. Suzanne Lacey ... Diana DouglasDiana DouglasDiana DouglasDiana DouglasDiana Douglas

Dr. Unger ... LLLLLeon B. Steon B. Steon B. Steon B. Steon B. Steeeeevvvvvensensensensens

Dr. Wexler ... Harold GouldHarold GouldHarold GouldHarold GouldHarold Gould

Dr. Wykoff ... ChelcChelcChelcChelcChelcie Rie Rie Rie Rie Rossossossossoss

Duke Carlisle .... Claude Earl Jones / ClifClaude Earl Jones / ClifClaude Earl Jones / ClifClaude Earl Jones / ClifClaude Earl Jones / Clif ton Jameston Jameston Jameston Jameston James

Dusty Farlow ... Jared MartinJared MartinJared MartinJared MartinJared Martin

Eb ... Richard LinebackRichard LinebackRichard LinebackRichard LinebackRichard Lineback  FFFFF

Ed Chapman ... H.M. WynantH.M. WynantH.M. WynantH.M. WynantH.M. Wynant

Ed Haynes ... RRRRRobin Clarkobin Clarkobin Clarkobin Clarkobin Clarkeeeee

Eddie ... Felice OrlandiFelice OrlandiFelice OrlandiFelice OrlandiFelice Orlandi

Eddie Cronin ... FFFFFredric Lredric Lredric Lredric Lredric Lehneehneehneehneehne

Edgar ... Dan LivingstonDan LivingstonDan LivingstonDan LivingstonDan Livingston  FFFFF

Edgar Randolph ... Martin E. BrooksMartin E. BrooksMartin E. BrooksMartin E. BrooksMartin E. Brooks

Elaine Eddy ... CrCrCrCrCryyyyystal Carsonstal Carsonstal Carsonstal Carsonstal Carson

Ellie Ewing ... Barbara Bel Geddes / Donna RBarbara Bel Geddes / Donna RBarbara Bel Geddes / Donna RBarbara Bel Geddes / Donna RBarbara Bel Geddes / Donna Reedeedeedeedeed

“Ellie Ewing” in Sue Ellen Ewing’s film ... EvEvEvEvEve Brente Brente Brente Brente Brent

Ellie Ewing ... Kate HortonKate HortonKate HortonKate HortonKate Horton  FFFFF

Elroy Askew ... JerrJerrJerrJerrJerry Hary Hary Hary Hary Hardindindindindin

Emcee at Sue Ellen Shepard’s beauty pageant ... DannDannDannDannDanny Day Day Day Day Daytonytonytonytonyton

Ensign Malley ... Spencer GarrettSpencer GarrettSpencer GarrettSpencer GarrettSpencer Garrett

Eugene Bullock ... E.J. AndréE.J. AndréE.J. AndréE.J. AndréE.J. André

Eugene Inagaki ... Richard NaritaRichard NaritaRichard NaritaRichard NaritaRichard Narita

Evelyn Lombardi ... Marlena GioMarlena GioMarlena GioMarlena GioMarlena Giovavavavava

Evelyn Michaelson ... Patty McCormacPatty McCormacPatty McCormacPatty McCormacPatty McCormackkkkk

Fay Parker ... KKKKKelly Jean Pelly Jean Pelly Jean Pelly Jean Pelly Jean Petetetetetersersersersers

Floyd O’Brien ... MicMicMicMicMichael Crabtreehael Crabtreehael Crabtreehael Crabtreehael Crabtree

Forest ... Arthur MaletArthur MaletArthur MaletArthur MaletArthur Malet

Frank ... Chazz PalmintChazz PalmintChazz PalmintChazz PalmintChazz Palminterierierierieri

Frank Crutcher ... Dale RDale RDale RDale RDale Robertsonobertsonobertsonobertsonobertson

Frank Hillson ... RicRicRicRicRicharharharharhard Easthamd Easthamd Easthamd Easthamd Eastham

Franklin Horner ... Laurence HaddonLaurence HaddonLaurence HaddonLaurence HaddonLaurence Haddon

Fred Hughes ... Gerrit GrahamGerrit GrahamGerrit GrahamGerrit GrahamGerrit Graham

Fred Morton ... Dennis RDennis RDennis RDennis RDennis Robertsonobertsonobertsonobertsonobertson

Frederick Hoskins ... Allan MillerAllan MillerAllan MillerAllan MillerAllan Miller

Fritz Longley ... George CoeGeorge CoeGeorge CoeGeorge CoeGeorge Coe

Garcia ... HenrHenrHenrHenrHenry Darroy Darroy Darroy Darroy Darrowwwww

Garnet McGee ... KatKatKatKatKate Mulgree Mulgree Mulgree Mulgree Mulgrewwwww

Garrett Gordon ... Jim HaJim HaJim HaJim HaJim Haynieynieynieynieynie

Garrison Southworth ... Gene EvansGene EvansGene EvansGene EvansGene Evans

Gary ... Brittain FBrittain FBrittain FBrittain FBrittain Frrrrryyyyyeeeee

Gary Brenner ... William ForwardWilliam ForwardWilliam ForwardWilliam ForwardWilliam Forward

Gary Ewing ... David ADavid ADavid ADavid ADavid Accccckrokrokrokrokroyyyyyd / Td / Td / Td / Td / Ted Shaced Shaced Shaced Shaced Shackkkkkelforelforelforelforelforddddd

Gen. Cochran ... Paul ManteePaul ManteePaul ManteePaul ManteePaul Mantee

Gen. Fritz Longley ... George CoeGeorge CoeGeorge CoeGeorge CoeGeorge Coe

Gentry ... Doug McGrathDoug McGrathDoug McGrathDoug McGrathDoug McGrath

George Hicks ... Arlen Dean SnArlen Dean SnArlen Dean SnArlen Dean SnArlen Dean Snyyyyyderderderderder
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George Middleton ... J. JaJ. JaJ. JaJ. JaJ. Jay Saundersy Saundersy Saundersy Saundersy Saunders

George Parrish ... Ben CooperBen CooperBen CooperBen CooperBen Cooper

George Walker ... Dennis HolahanDennis HolahanDennis HolahanDennis HolahanDennis Holahan

Gerald Kane ... James CromJames CromJames CromJames CromJames Cromwwwwwellellellellell

Geraldine Crane ... JennJennJennJennJenny Shermany Shermany Shermany Shermany Sherman

Gernharst ... David GaleDavid GaleDavid GaleDavid GaleDavid Gale

Gertrude Ewing ... GaGaGaGaGay Hageny Hageny Hageny Hageny Hagen

Gil Thurmond ... Albert SalmiAlbert SalmiAlbert SalmiAlbert SalmiAlbert Salmi

Gilmore ... John ShepardJohn ShepardJohn ShepardJohn ShepardJohn Shepard

Goldman ... Hugh MaguireHugh MaguireHugh MaguireHugh MaguireHugh Maguire

Gordon Wickstrom ... Joe FJoe FJoe FJoe FJoe Faustaustaustaustaust

Gorman ... Macon McCalmanMacon McCalmanMacon McCalmanMacon McCalmanMacon McCalman

Gov. Mark White ... GoGoGoGoGovvvvv. Mark Whit. Mark Whit. Mark Whit. Mark Whit. Mark Whiteeeee

Grace Van Owen ... MeretMeretMeretMeretMerete Ve Ve Ve Ve Van Kampan Kampan Kampan Kampan Kamp

Greg Forrester ... Christopher CofChristopher CofChristopher CofChristopher CofChristopher Coffefefefefeyyyyy

Greg Rupp ... BarrBarrBarrBarrBarry Satty Satty Satty Satty Sattelselselselsels

Gurney ... William H. BassettWilliam H. BassettWilliam H. BassettWilliam H. BassettWilliam H. Bassett

Gus ... RRRRRobert Manningobert Manningobert Manningobert Manningobert Manning

Gustav Helstrom ... Christopher NeameChristopher NeameChristopher NeameChristopher NeameChristopher Neame

Hal ... LarrLarrLarrLarrLarry Ty Ty Ty Ty Tanneranneranneranneranner

Hank Johnson ... RRRRRon Haon Haon Haon Haon Hayyyyyeseseseses

Hap Moody ... RRRRRead Morganead Morganead Morganead Morganead Morgan

Hardy Devers ... RRRRRobert Wobert Wobert Wobert Wobert Walkalkalkalkalkererererer

Harley ... Earl MontgomerEarl MontgomerEarl MontgomerEarl MontgomerEarl Montgomeryyyyy

Harold Haskell ... BernarBernarBernarBernarBernard Behrensd Behrensd Behrensd Behrensd Behrens

Harrison Page ... Mel FerrerMel FerrerMel FerrerMel FerrerMel Ferrer

Harrison Van Buren III ... AndreAndreAndreAndreAndrew Prinew Prinew Prinew Prinew Prine

Harry ... John MuellerJohn MuellerJohn MuellerJohn MuellerJohn Mueller  FFFFF

Harry Owens ... WWWWWarren Varren Varren Varren Varren Vandersandersandersandersanders

Harry Ritlin ... Charles HallahanCharles HallahanCharles HallahanCharles HallahanCharles Hallahan

Harry Shaw ... Joe BratcherJoe BratcherJoe BratcherJoe BratcherJoe Bratcher

Harv Smithfield ... George OGeorge OGeorge OGeorge OGeorge O. P. P. P. P. Petrieetrieetrieetrieetrie

Harvey ... Desmond DhoogeDesmond DhoogeDesmond DhoogeDesmond DhoogeDesmond Dhooge

Hatton ... Dimitra ArlissDimitra ArlissDimitra ArlissDimitra ArlissDimitra Arliss

Hawke ... DDDDD. David Morin. David Morin. David Morin. David Morin. David Morin

Heather Wilson ... Barbara StockBarbara StockBarbara StockBarbara StockBarbara Stock

Henry ... Julius TJulius TJulius TJulius TJulius Tennonennonennonennonennon

Henry Gyster ... Aaron LustigAaron LustigAaron LustigAaron LustigAaron Lustig

Henry Webster ... Jim McKrell Jim McKrell Jim McKrell Jim McKrell Jim McKrell

Herbert Wentworth ... John MartinJohn MartinJohn MartinJohn MartinJohn Martin

Hershey ... FFFFF.J. O’Neil.J. O’Neil.J. O’Neil.J. O’Neil.J. O’Neil

Hiro Tanaka ... Bill SaitoBill SaitoBill SaitoBill SaitoBill Saito

Holgar Kuhn ... Bo BrundinBo BrundinBo BrundinBo BrundinBo Brundin

Holly Harwood ... LLLLLois Chilesois Chilesois Chilesois Chilesois Chiles

Honey North ... TTTTTaafee O’Connellaafee O’Connellaafee O’Connellaafee O’Connellaafee O’Connell

Howard ... RicRicRicRicRicharharharharhard Derrd Derrd Derrd Derrd Derr

Howard ... KKKKKen Fen Fen Fen Fen Foreeoreeoreeoreeoree

Howard Barker ... Herbert RHerbert RHerbert RHerbert RHerbert Rudleudleudleudleudleyyyyy
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Howie ... John TJohn TJohn TJohn TJohn Tripprippripprippripp

Hutch McKinney ... William WWilliam WWilliam WWilliam WWilliam Watsonatsonatsonatsonatson

Inspector Remy ... RaRaRaRaRaymond St. Jacquesymond St. Jacquesymond St. Jacquesymond St. Jacquesymond St. Jacques

Iris Porter ... Barbara CasonBarbara CasonBarbara CasonBarbara CasonBarbara Cason

Ivy ... Amanda VlastasAmanda VlastasAmanda VlastasAmanda VlastasAmanda Vlastas

Jack Ewing ... Dack RamboDack RamboDack RamboDack RamboDack Rambo

Jack Jackson ... Dick WhittingtonDick WhittingtonDick WhittingtonDick WhittingtonDick Whittington

Jack Phipps ... Madison MasonMadison MasonMadison MasonMadison MasonMadison Mason

Jackie Dugan ... Sherill LSherill LSherill LSherill LSherill Lynn (Katzman) Rynn (Katzman) Rynn (Katzman) Rynn (Katzman) Rynn (Katzman) Rettinoettinoettinoettinoettino

Jacob Ewing ... Jan MerlinJan MerlinJan MerlinJan MerlinJan Merlin

James Beaumont ... Sasha MitchellSasha MitchellSasha MitchellSasha MitchellSasha Mitchell

James Kenyon ... Gerald Berns Gerald Berns Gerald Berns Gerald Berns Gerald Berns

Jamie Ewing Barnes ... Jenilee HarrisonJenilee HarrisonJenilee HarrisonJenilee HarrisonJenilee Harrison

Jan Higgins ... WWWWWendendendendendy Fultony Fultony Fultony Fultony Fulton

Janice Hopper ... Laura MaloneLaura MaloneLaura MaloneLaura MaloneLaura Malone

Janine ... Patricia BarryPatricia BarryPatricia BarryPatricia BarryPatricia Barry

Japhet Harper ... Sherman HoSherman HoSherman HoSherman HoSherman Howarwarwarwarwarddddd

Jarrett McLeish ... J. PatricJ. PatricJ. PatricJ. PatricJ. Patrick McNamarak McNamarak McNamarak McNamarak McNamara

Jason Ewing ... Patrick PankhurstPatrick PankhurstPatrick PankhurstPatrick PankhurstPatrick Pankhurst  FFFFF

Jean     (1981) ... Anne BellamAnne BellamAnne BellamAnne BellamAnne Bellamyyyyy

Jean     (1979) ... Jeannie FitzsimmonsJeannie FitzsimmonsJeannie FitzsimmonsJeannie FitzsimmonsJeannie Fitzsimmons

Jean Hallinan ... Ellen BryEllen BryEllen BryEllen BryEllen Bry

Jeanne Lawrence... LLLLLeslie Beeslie Beeslie Beeslie Beeslie Bevisvisvisvisvis  FFFFF

Jeanne O’Brien ... Margaret MichaelsMargaret MichaelsMargaret MichaelsMargaret MichaelsMargaret Michaels

Jeb Ames ... Ed Nelson / SandEd Nelson / SandEd Nelson / SandEd Nelson / SandEd Nelson / Sandy Wy Wy Wy Wy Warararararddddd

Jedediah Joyce ... GregorGregorGregorGregorGregory Wy Wy Wy Wy Walcoalcoalcoalcoalcotttttttttt

Jeff Farraday ... Art HindleArt HindleArt HindleArt HindleArt Hindle

Jeff Larkin ... RicRicRicRicRicharharharharhard Bed Bed Bed Bed Beymerymerymerymerymer

Jeff Peters ... AnthonAnthonAnthonAnthonAnthony Ay Ay Ay Ay Addabboddabboddabboddabboddabbo  FFFFF

Jeff Salem ... Eric PEric PEric PEric PEric Poppicoppicoppicoppicoppickkkkk

Jenna Wade ... Morgan FMorgan FMorgan FMorgan FMorgan Fairairairairairccccchild / Fhild / Fhild / Fhild / Fhild / Francrancrancrancrancine Tine Tine Tine Tine Tacacacacackkkkker / Priscer / Priscer / Priscer / Priscer / Prisc illa Presleilla Presleilla Presleilla Presleilla Presleyyyyy

Jennifer Jantzen ... Michelle Johnson  Michelle Johnson  Michelle Johnson  Michelle Johnson  Michelle Johnson  WWWWW

Jenny Smith ... Morgan HartMorgan HartMorgan HartMorgan HartMorgan Hart

Jeremy Wendell ... William SmithersWilliam SmithersWilliam SmithersWilliam SmithersWilliam Smithers

Jerry Hunter ... LLLLLee Montgomeree Montgomeree Montgomeree Montgomeree Montgomeryyyyy

Jerry Macon ... Bruce FBruce FBruce FBruce FBruce Frencrencrencrencrenchhhhh

Jerry Ziegler ... Richard MinchenbergRichard MinchenbergRichard MinchenbergRichard MinchenbergRichard Minchenberg

Jesse ... Davis RDavis RDavis RDavis RDavis Robertsobertsobertsobertsoberts

Jessica Montford ... Alexis SmithAlexis SmithAlexis SmithAlexis SmithAlexis Smith

Jill ... DoroDoroDoroDoroDorothththththy Parky Parky Parky Parky Parkeeeee

Jim Redfield ... GregorGregorGregorGregorGregory Wy Wy Wy Wy Walcoalcoalcoalcoalcotttttttttt

Jimmy Beaumont Jr. ... ChucChucChucChucChuckie Gravino / Kkie Gravino / Kkie Gravino / Kkie Gravino / Kkie Gravino / Kennennennennenny Gravinoy Gravinoy Gravinoy Gravinoy Gravino

Jimmy Monahan ... James Canning / Philip LJames Canning / Philip LJames Canning / Philip LJames Canning / Philip LJames Canning / Philip Leeeeevienvienvienvienvien

Jimmy Monroe ... Eugene JacEugene JacEugene JacEugene JacEugene Jacksonksonksonksonkson

J.J. Carter ... Joseph MaloneJoseph MaloneJoseph MaloneJoseph MaloneJoseph Malone

Jock Ewing ... Jim DavisJim DavisJim DavisJim DavisJim Davis

Joe Don Ford ... Randolph MantoothRandolph MantoothRandolph MantoothRandolph MantoothRandolph Mantooth

Joe Morris ... Nicolas CosterNicolas CosterNicolas CosterNicolas CosterNicolas Coster
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Joe Newcomb ... MicMicMicMicMichael Dudikhael Dudikhael Dudikhael Dudikhael Dudikofofofofoffffff

Joe Smith ... Jonathan Goldsmith Jonathan Goldsmith Jonathan Goldsmith Jonathan Goldsmith Jonathan Goldsmith

John ... AnthonAnthonAnthonAnthonAnthony Ay Ay Ay Ay Addabboddabboddabboddabboddabbo

John (jeweler) ... RRRRRobert Chaseobert Chaseobert Chaseobert Chaseobert Chase

John Baxter ... RRRRRobin Strandobin Strandobin Strandobin Strandobin Strand

John Jackson ... Donegan Smith Donegan Smith Donegan Smith Donegan Smith Donegan Smith

John James Reebok ... Jim McQueenJim McQueenJim McQueenJim McQueenJim McQueen

John Kane ... Edson StrollEdson StrollEdson StrollEdson StrollEdson Stroll

John Kate ... LLLLLee Gideonee Gideonee Gideonee Gideonee Gideon

John Mackey ... RicRicRicRicRicharharharharhard Herd Herd Herd Herd Herddddd

John Ross Ewing ... TTTTTyler Banks / Omri Katzyler Banks / Omri Katzyler Banks / Omri Katzyler Banks / Omri Katzyler Banks / Omri Katz

John Savory ... Sean Hennigan  Sean Hennigan  Sean Hennigan  Sean Hennigan  Sean Hennigan  WWWWW

Johnnie ... TTTTTrererererey Wilsony Wilsony Wilsony Wilsony Wilson

Johnny Dancer ... RamRamRamRamRamy Zaday Zaday Zaday Zaday Zada

Jonas Smithers ... Michael PrinceMichael PrinceMichael PrinceMichael PrinceMichael Prince

Jones ... David CarlileDavid CarlileDavid CarlileDavid CarlileDavid Carlile

Jordan Lee ... Don StarrDon StarrDon StarrDon StarrDon Starr

Jory Taylor ... DeirDeirDeirDeirDeirdre Imersheindre Imersheindre Imersheindre Imersheindre Imershein

Joseph Lombardi Sr. ... Joseph CampanellaJoseph CampanellaJoseph CampanellaJoseph CampanellaJoseph Campanella

Josh Vaughn ... Don HoodDon HoodDon HoodDon HoodDon Hood

J.R. Ewing ... Larry HagmanLarry HagmanLarry HagmanLarry HagmanLarry Hagman

“J.R. Ewing” in Sue Ellen Ewing’s movie ... Alan McRaeAlan McRaeAlan McRaeAlan McRaeAlan McRae

(Little) J.R. Ewing ... Conor DuffyConor DuffyConor DuffyConor DuffyConor Duffy  FFFFF

Judge Emmett Brocks ... Charles AidmanCharles AidmanCharles AidmanCharles AidmanCharles Aidman

Judge G. Thomas ... Alan WAlan WAlan WAlan WAlan Weekseekseekseekseeks

Judge in John Ross’ custody case ... Dan Ammerman Dan Ammerman Dan Ammerman Dan Ammerman Dan Ammerman

Judge J. Fowler ... James AJames AJames AJames AJames Avvvvverererereryyyyy

Judge Hooker ... L L L L Lee Gideon  ee Gideon  ee Gideon  ee Gideon  ee Gideon  RRRRR

Judge Loeb ... JerrJerrJerrJerrJerry Hary Hary Hary Hary Hardindindindindin

Judge Potter ... John HarkinsJohn HarkinsJohn HarkinsJohn HarkinsJohn Harkins
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Behind the scenesBehind the scenes

When ‘Dallas’ came along, it was a bad yWhen ‘Dallas’ came along, it was a bad yWhen ‘Dallas’ came along, it was a bad yWhen ‘Dallas’ came along, it was a bad yWhen ‘Dallas’ came along, it was a bad yearearearearear. I was quit. I was quit. I was quit. I was quit. I was quite broke broke broke broke broke, living in Nee, living in Nee, living in Nee, living in Nee, living in Newwwww

YYYYYork. Then, right out of the blue, mork. Then, right out of the blue, mork. Then, right out of the blue, mork. Then, right out of the blue, mork. Then, right out of the blue, my agent sent me twy agent sent me twy agent sent me twy agent sent me twy agent sent me two sco sco sco sco scripts to read, saripts to read, saripts to read, saripts to read, saripts to read, sayingyingyingyingying

thethethethethey had to knoy had to knoy had to knoy had to knoy had to know bw bw bw bw by the folloy the folloy the folloy the folloy the following dawing dawing dawing dawing day whicy whicy whicy whicy which one I wanth one I wanth one I wanth one I wanth one I wanted to do. Ted to do. Ted to do. Ted to do. Ted to do. To savo savo savo savo save time,e time,e time,e time,e time,

I read one of them and Maj read the oI read one of them and Maj read the oI read one of them and Maj read the oI read one of them and Maj read the oI read one of them and Maj read the othertherthertherther. Suddenly Maj c. Suddenly Maj c. Suddenly Maj c. Suddenly Maj c. Suddenly Maj cried out, ‘Wried out, ‘Wried out, ‘Wried out, ‘Wried out, ‘We’ve’ve’ve’ve’ve goe goe goe goe gottttt

it, Larrit, Larrit, Larrit, Larrit, Larryyyyy. This is it.’ She’d only go. This is it.’ She’d only go. This is it.’ She’d only go. This is it.’ She’d only go. This is it.’ She’d only gotttttttttten 1en 1en 1en 1en 10 pages into it but af0 pages into it but af0 pages into it but af0 pages into it but af0 pages into it but af ttttter I read thoseer I read thoseer I read thoseer I read thoseer I read those

same pages, I called msame pages, I called msame pages, I called msame pages, I called msame pages, I called my agent right away agent right away agent right away agent right away agent right awayyyyy. ‘This one’s a winner. ‘This one’s a winner. ‘This one’s a winner. ‘This one’s a winner. ‘This one’s a winner,’ I said.,’ I said.,’ I said.,’ I said.,’ I said.

— Larr— Larr— Larr— Larr— Larry Hagman, in a 1y Hagman, in a 1y Hagman, in a 1y Hagman, in a 1y Hagman, in a 19999980 int80 int80 int80 int80 intererererer vievievievieview with writw with writw with writw with writw with writer Fer Fer Fer Fer Fenton Breslerenton Breslerenton Breslerenton Breslerenton Bresler

I read about fivI read about fivI read about fivI read about fivI read about five pages and ee pages and ee pages and ee pages and ee pages and evvvvverererererybodybodybodybodybody was a cad, ey was a cad, ey was a cad, ey was a cad, ey was a cad, evvvvverererererybodybodybodybodybody was a scoundrel.y was a scoundrel.y was a scoundrel.y was a scoundrel.y was a scoundrel.

Mama (Barbara Bel Geddes), DaddMama (Barbara Bel Geddes), DaddMama (Barbara Bel Geddes), DaddMama (Barbara Bel Geddes), DaddMama (Barbara Bel Geddes), Daddy (Jim Davis), Bobby (Jim Davis), Bobby (Jim Davis), Bobby (Jim Davis), Bobby (Jim Davis), Bobby (Patricy (Patricy (Patricy (Patricy (Patrick Dufk Dufk Dufk Dufk Duf fy), andfy), andfy), andfy), andfy), and

eeeeevvvvverererererybodybodybodybodybody and I said, ‘Great! I can do that one!’y and I said, ‘Great! I can do that one!’y and I said, ‘Great! I can do that one!’y and I said, ‘Great! I can do that one!’y and I said, ‘Great! I can do that one!’

————— Larr Larr Larr Larr Larr y Hagman, in an inty Hagman, in an inty Hagman, in an inty Hagman, in an inty Hagman, in an intererererervievievievieview with Soap Opera Netww with Soap Opera Netww with Soap Opera Netww with Soap Opera Netww with Soap Opera Networkorkorkorkork

“

”
“ ”
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Judge Roberta Fenerty ... Virginia KiserVirginia KiserVirginia KiserVirginia KiserVirginia Kiser

Judge Thornby ... Herb VigranHerb VigranHerb VigranHerb VigranHerb Vigran

Judson Neil ... DreDreDreDreDrew Pillsburw Pillsburw Pillsburw Pillsburw Pillsburyyyyy

Judy ... Barbara RhoadesBarbara RhoadesBarbara RhoadesBarbara RhoadesBarbara Rhoades  FFFFF

Julia Cunningham ... RRRRRosalind Allen  osalind Allen  osalind Allen  osalind Allen  osalind Allen  RRRRR

Julian ... FFFFFrancrancrancrancrancisco Lagueruelaisco Lagueruelaisco Lagueruelaisco Lagueruelaisco Lagueruela

Julie Grey ... Tina LTina LTina LTina LTina Louiseouiseouiseouiseouise

Justin Carlisle ... RRRRRobert Sampson / Noble Willinghamobert Sampson / Noble Willinghamobert Sampson / Noble Willinghamobert Sampson / Noble Willinghamobert Sampson / Noble Willingham

Katherine Wentworth ... Morgan BrittanMorgan BrittanMorgan BrittanMorgan BrittanMorgan Brittanyyyyy

Kay Lloyd ... Karen KKaren KKaren KKaren KKaren Kopinsopinsopinsopinsopins

Keller ... MicMicMicMicMichael Phael Phael Phael Phael P. K. K. K. K. Keenaneenaneenaneenaneenan

Kelly ... KKKKKehly Graehly Graehly Graehly Graehly Grayyyyy

Ken Jackson ... AndAndAndAndAndy Jarrelly Jarrelly Jarrelly Jarrelly Jarrell

Ken Morton ... Jerr Jerr Jerr Jerr Jerry Py Py Py Py Pooooottttttttttererererer

Kendall Chapman ... Danone SimpsonDanone SimpsonDanone SimpsonDanone SimpsonDanone Simpson

Kevin Massey ... Donald CraigDonald CraigDonald CraigDonald CraigDonald Craig

Kimberly Cryder ... LLLLLeigh Teigh Teigh Teigh Teigh Taaaaaylor-Yylor-Yylor-Yylor-Yylor-Youngoungoungoungoung

Kimberly Kavanaugh ... TTTTTeri Ann Linneri Ann Linneri Ann Linneri Ann Linneri Ann Linn  FFFFF

Kinsey Richards ... NancNancNancNancNancy Wy Wy Wy Wy Warrenarrenarrenarrenarren

Kit Mainwaring III ... Mark WheelerMark WheelerMark WheelerMark WheelerMark Wheeler

Kit Marlow ... Shari ShattucShari ShattucShari ShattucShari ShattucShari Shattuckkkkk

Kleever ... GregorGregorGregorGregorGregory Whity Whity Whity Whity Whiteeeee  FFFFF

Kristin Shepard ... Colleen Camp / MarColleen Camp / MarColleen Camp / MarColleen Camp / MarColleen Camp / Mary Crosby Crosby Crosby Crosby Crosbyyyyy

Kyle Bennett ... John LJohn LJohn LJohn LJohn Lehneehneehneehneehne

Lam Thong ... James HongJames HongJames HongJames HongJames Hong

Larry ... Joel BrooksJoel BrooksJoel BrooksJoel BrooksJoel Brooks

Larry ... John WJohn WJohn WJohn WJohn Warner Williamsarner Williamsarner Williamsarner Williamsarner Williams

Larry Doyle ... Paul Lieber Paul Lieber Paul Lieber Paul Lieber Paul Lieber

Laurel Ellis ... Annabel SchofieldAnnabel SchofieldAnnabel SchofieldAnnabel SchofieldAnnabel Schofield

Leanne Reese ... VVVVVeronica Hameleronica Hameleronica Hameleronica Hameleronica Hamel

Lee Evans ... George Cooper George Cooper George Cooper George Cooper George Cooper

Lee McHenry ... Philip LPhilip LPhilip LPhilip LPhilip Leeeeevienvienvienvienvien

Lee Miller ... Craig RicCraig RicCraig RicCraig RicCraig Richarharharharhard Nelsond Nelsond Nelsond Nelsond Nelson

LeeAnn De La Vega ... Barbara EdenBarbara EdenBarbara EdenBarbara EdenBarbara Eden

Lefty Simmons ... LLLLLen Wen Wen Wen Wen Waaaaaylandylandylandylandyland

Leo Daltry ... J.A. PrestonJ.A. PrestonJ.A. PrestonJ.A. PrestonJ.A. Preston

Leo Wakefield ... Bill MoreBill MoreBill MoreBill MoreBill Moreyyyyy

Leonard Boyle ... Tim CuttTim CuttTim CuttTim CuttTim Cutt

Les Crowley ... MicMicMicMicMichael Bellhael Bellhael Bellhael Bellhael Bell

Leslie Stewart ... Susan FlannerSusan FlannerSusan FlannerSusan FlannerSusan Flanneryyyyy

Lil Trotter ... KatKatKatKatKate Re Re Re Re Reideideideideid

Lila Cummings ... Barbara RhoadesBarbara RhoadesBarbara RhoadesBarbara RhoadesBarbara Rhoades

Lincoln Hargrove ... John RandolphJohn RandolphJohn RandolphJohn RandolphJohn Randolph

Linda Bradley ... Joan LancastJoan LancastJoan LancastJoan LancastJoan Lancastererererer

Linda Farlow ... MelodMelodMelodMelodMelody Andersony Andersony Andersony Andersony Anderson

Lisa Alden ... AmAmAmAmAmy Stocy Stocy Stocy Stocy Stockkkkk

Liz Adams ... Barbara StocBarbara StocBarbara StocBarbara StocBarbara Stockkkkk

Liz Craig ... Barbara BabcockBarbara BabcockBarbara BabcockBarbara BabcockBarbara Babcock
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Lizzie Burns ... ClaudettClaudettClaudettClaudettClaudette Nee Nee Nee Nee Nevinsvinsvinsvinsvins

Lloyd Bettinger ... Phillip R. AllenPhillip R. AllenPhillip R. AllenPhillip R. AllenPhillip R. Allen

Lloyd Brown ... LLLLLen Birmanen Birmanen Birmanen Birmanen Birman

Lori ... Judith LJudith LJudith LJudith LJudith Ledforedforedforedforedforddddd

Louella Caraway Lee ... Meg GallagherMeg GallagherMeg GallagherMeg GallagherMeg Gallagher

Lowell Hansen ... Hugh GorrianHugh GorrianHugh GorrianHugh GorrianHugh Gorrian

Lt. Lee Spaulding ... Paul GleasonPaul GleasonPaul GleasonPaul GleasonPaul Gleason

Lt. Sutton ... JorJorJorJorJordan Charnedan Charnedan Charnedan Charnedan Charneyyyyy

Lucy Ewing ... Charlene TiltonCharlene TiltonCharlene TiltonCharlene TiltonCharlene Tilton

Luis Rueda ... Alejandro RAlejandro RAlejandro RAlejandro RAlejandro Reeeeeyyyyy

Luke Middons ... RRRRRonnie Sconnie Sconnie Sconnie Sconnie Scribnerribnerribnerribnerribner

Luther Frick ... Brian DennehBrian DennehBrian DennehBrian DennehBrian Dennehyyyyy

Lydia ... RRRRRonnie Claire Edonnie Claire Edonnie Claire Edonnie Claire Edonnie Claire Edwarwarwarwarwardsdsdsdsds

Lyle Sloan ... Nicolas CostNicolas CostNicolas CostNicolas CostNicolas Costererererer

Maggie ... HortHortHortHortHortense Pense Pense Pense Pense Petraetraetraetraetra

Maggie ... Marla MaplesMarla MaplesMarla MaplesMarla MaplesMarla Maples

Maggie Barnes Monahan ... Sarah CunninghamSarah CunninghamSarah CunninghamSarah CunninghamSarah Cunningham

Mancuso ... TTTTTom Boom Boom Boom Boom Bowwwwwererererer

Mandy Winger ... Deborah SheltonDeborah SheltonDeborah SheltonDeborah SheltonDeborah Shelton

Manny ... KKKKKen Smolkaen Smolkaen Smolkaen Smolkaen Smolka

Margaret Barnes ... Christine Joan TChristine Joan TChristine Joan TChristine Joan TChristine Joan Taaaaaylorylorylorylorylor  FFFFF

Maria ... Margarita CorMargarita CorMargarita CorMargarita CorMargarita Cordododododovavavavava

Marilee Stone ... Fern FitzgeraldFern FitzgeraldFern FitzgeraldFern FitzgeraldFern Fitzgerald

Marjorie Mainwaring ... JaJaJaJaJay Wy Wy Wy Wy W. MacIntosh. MacIntosh. MacIntosh. MacIntosh. MacIntosh

Mark ... David WhiteDavid WhiteDavid WhiteDavid WhiteDavid White

Mark Allen ... Liam SullivanLiam SullivanLiam SullivanLiam SullivanLiam Sullivan

Mark Chase ... Nik HaglerNik HaglerNik HaglerNik HaglerNik Hagler

Mark Graison ... John BeckJohn BeckJohn BeckJohn BeckJohn Beck

Mark Harris ... Padraic DuffyPadraic DuffyPadraic DuffyPadraic DuffyPadraic Duffy

Mark Randazzo ... Matt McKMatt McKMatt McKMatt McKMatt McKenzieenzieenzieenzieenzie

Marnie ... AlyAlyAlyAlyAlyson Crofson Crofson Crofson Crofson Crof ttttt

Marshall ... Bill ShickBill ShickBill ShickBill ShickBill Shick

Martha Randolph ... Joanna MilesJoanna MilesJoanna MilesJoanna MilesJoanna Miles

Martin ... Larry CedarLarry CedarLarry CedarLarry CedarLarry Cedar

Martin Cole ... Allen CaseAllen CaseAllen CaseAllen CaseAllen Case

Martin Porter ... RRRRRobert Sobert Sobert Sobert Sobert Symondsymondsymondsymondsymonds

Martin Purcell ... TTTTTom Tom Tom Tom Tom Taaaaaylorylorylorylorylor

Marvel Reed ... Sharon WyattSharon WyattSharon WyattSharon WyattSharon Wyatt

Mary ... Rita VRita VRita VRita VRita Vassalloassalloassalloassalloassallo

Mary Elizabeth McCall ... AmAmAmAmAmy Yy Yy Yy Yy Yasbecasbecasbecasbecasbeckkkkk

Mary Lou Allen ... Laura TLaura TLaura TLaura TLaura Tatatatatateeeee

Mary Lou Harding ... AAAAAudre Johnstonudre Johnstonudre Johnstonudre Johnstonudre Johnston

Mary Lou Lassiter ... Elaine WilkElaine WilkElaine WilkElaine WilkElaine Wilkeseseseses

Mason ... Brad HarrisBrad HarrisBrad HarrisBrad HarrisBrad Harris

Mason ... Sean McGrawSean McGrawSean McGrawSean McGrawSean McGraw

Matt ... Michael McManus Michael McManus Michael McManus Michael McManus Michael McManus

Matt Cantrell ... Marc SingerMarc SingerMarc SingerMarc SingerMarc Singer

Matt Devlin ... Don PDon PDon PDon PDon Portortortortortererererer
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Matt Henderson ... Claude Earl JonesClaude Earl JonesClaude Earl JonesClaude Earl JonesClaude Earl Jones

Maureen ... Jo McDonnellJo McDonnellJo McDonnellJo McDonnellJo McDonnell

Mavis Anderson ... Alice HirsonAlice HirsonAlice HirsonAlice HirsonAlice Hirson

Max ... Tim RTim RTim RTim RTim Rossoossoossoossoossovicvicvicvicvichhhhh

Max Flowers ... DennDennDennDennDenny Millery Millery Millery Millery Miller

Maynard Anderson ... PPPPPeteteteteter Mark Ricer Mark Ricer Mark Ricer Mark Ricer Mark Richmanhmanhmanhmanhman

McGraw ... Michael LaurenceMichael LaurenceMichael LaurenceMichael LaurenceMichael Laurence

McGregor ... VVVVVernon Wernon Wernon Wernon Wernon Weddleeddleeddleeddleeddle

Meg Callahan ... Chris WChris WChris WChris WChris Weatherheadeatherheadeatherheadeatherheadeatherhead

Melinda Carlisle ... Shawn ModrellShawn ModrellShawn ModrellShawn ModrellShawn Modrell

Melissa Anderson ... Niki FlacksNiki FlacksNiki FlacksNiki FlacksNiki Flacks

Melvin ... David GaleDavid GaleDavid GaleDavid GaleDavid Gale

Meredith ... Charles AidmanCharles AidmanCharles AidmanCharles AidmanCharles Aidman

Michelle Stevens ... Kimberly FKimberly FKimberly FKimberly FKimberly Fostostostostostererererer

Mickey Trotter ... TimoTimoTimoTimoTimothththththy Patricy Patricy Patricy Patricy Patrick Murphk Murphk Murphk Murphk Murphyyyyy

Mike (1989) ... AnthonAnthonAnthonAnthonAnthony Py Py Py Py Pecececececkkkkk

Mike (1988-91) ... FFFFFrank Srank Srank Srank Srank Swannwannwannwannwann

Miller ... Paul TPaul TPaul TPaul TPaul Tulleulleulleulleulleyyyyy

Millie Lavern ... Aarika WAarika WAarika WAarika WAarika Wellsellsellsellsells

Minister Brown ... ParleParleParleParleParley Baery Baery Baery Baery Baer

Minister for J.R. Ewing and Cally’s wedding ... John IngleJohn IngleJohn IngleJohn IngleJohn Ingle

Minister for Lucy Ewing’s wedding ... RRRRRobert Robert Robert Robert Robert Rococococockwkwkwkwkwellellellellell

Minister for Tommy McKay’s funeral ... Del HinkleDel HinkleDel HinkleDel HinkleDel Hinkleyyyyy

Mitch Cooper ... LLLLLeigh McCloskeigh McCloskeigh McCloskeigh McCloskeigh McCloskeeeeeyyyyy

Mitzi ... Jane KJane KJane KJane KJane Keaneaneaneanean

Mo ... FFFFFredric Cookredric Cookredric Cookredric Cookredric Cook

Morrisey ... MitcMitcMitcMitcMitch Pileggih Pileggih Pileggih Pileggih Pileggi

Mort Wilkinson ... John CrawfordJohn CrawfordJohn CrawfordJohn CrawfordJohn Crawford

Mouse ... Armand AsselinArmand AsselinArmand AsselinArmand AsselinArmand Asselin

Mrs. Bouleris ... Ellen GeerEllen GeerEllen GeerEllen GeerEllen Geer

Mrs. Gilman ... Eunice ChristopherEunice ChristopherEunice ChristopherEunice ChristopherEunice Christopher

Mrs. Harris ... Laurel LLaurel LLaurel LLaurel LLaurel Lococococockhartkhartkhartkhartkhart

Mrs. Reeves ... Jocelyn BrandoJocelyn BrandoJocelyn BrandoJocelyn BrandoJocelyn Brando

Ms. Perkins ... Barbara P Barbara P Barbara P Barbara P Barbara Perrerrerrerrerryyyyy

Muriel Gillis ... Karlene CrocKarlene CrocKarlene CrocKarlene CrocKarlene Crockkkkkettettettettett

Nakas ... Doug McGrathDoug McGrathDoug McGrathDoug McGrathDoug McGrath

Naldo Marchetta ... Daniel PilonDaniel PilonDaniel PilonDaniel PilonDaniel Pilon

Nancy (1988-89) ... Colleen CofColleen CofColleen CofColleen CofColleen Coffefefefefeyyyyy

Nancy (1978) ... EvEvEvEvEvelyn Guerreroelyn Guerreroelyn Guerreroelyn Guerreroelyn Guerrero

Nancy Scotfield ... Karen CarlsonKaren CarlsonKaren CarlsonKaren CarlsonKaren Carlson

Nanny ... Lillian LLillian LLillian LLillian LLillian Lehmanehmanehmanehmanehman

Naomi Ewing ... Barbara BecBarbara BecBarbara BecBarbara BecBarbara Beckleklekleklekleyyyyy

Nathan Billings ... Nic Nic Nic Nic Nicholas Prholas Prholas Prholas Prholas Pryyyyyororororor

Neal ... Hank RHank RHank RHank RHank Rolikolikolikolikolikeeeee

Neil Hart ... Joseph WJoseph WJoseph WJoseph WJoseph Warrenarrenarrenarrenarren

Nelson Harding ... Dennis LipscombDennis LipscombDennis LipscombDennis LipscombDennis Lipscomb

Nicholas ... George ChakirisGeorge ChakirisGeorge ChakirisGeorge ChakirisGeorge Chakiris

Nicholas Pearce ... JacJacJacJacJack Scaliak Scaliak Scaliak Scaliak Scalia
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Norm Peterson ... Bill WileBill WileBill WileBill WileBill Wileyyyyy

Norman ... LLLLLyman Wyman Wyman Wyman Wyman Warararararddddd

Nurse Anderson ... Cynthia Dorn Cynthia Dorn Cynthia Dorn Cynthia Dorn Cynthia Dorn

Nurse Barker ... MarMarMarMarMaryyyyyedith Burrelledith Burrelledith Burrelledith Burrelledith Burrell

Nurse Richardson ... Anne Gee ByrdAnne Gee ByrdAnne Gee ByrdAnne Gee ByrdAnne Gee Byrd

Ona Evander ... Gloria HenryGloria HenryGloria HenryGloria HenryGloria Henry

O’Neill ... Michael CavanaughMichael CavanaughMichael CavanaughMichael CavanaughMichael Cavanaugh

Oswald Valentine ... Derek McGrathDerek McGrathDerek McGrathDerek McGrathDerek McGrath

Pamela Ewing ... Victoria Principal / Margaret MichaelsVictoria Principal / Margaret MichaelsVictoria Principal / Margaret MichaelsVictoria Principal / Margaret MichaelsVictoria Principal / Margaret Michaels

Pamela Cooper ... Jenna Pangburn / Deborah KJenna Pangburn / Deborah KJenna Pangburn / Deborah KJenna Pangburn / Deborah KJenna Pangburn / Deborah Kellnerellnerellnerellnerellner

Parker Ellison ... RRRRRobert Colbertobert Colbertobert Colbertobert Colbertobert Colbert

Pat Connors ... Michael BellMichael BellMichael BellMichael BellMichael Bell

Pat Powers ... JerrJerrJerrJerrJerry Hay Hay Hay Hay Haynesynesynesynesynes

Patricia Shepard ... Martha ScottMartha ScottMartha ScottMartha ScottMartha Scott

Patrick O’Riley ... RRRRRobert O’Robert O’Robert O’Robert O’Robert O’Reillyeillyeillyeillyeilly

Patrick Wolfe ... VVVVVal de Val de Val de Val de Val de Vargasargasargasargasargas

Patterson ... Ben RawnsleBen RawnsleBen RawnsleBen RawnsleBen Rawnsleyyyyy

Paul Beauvais ... Charles TCharles TCharles TCharles TCharles Tyneryneryneryneryner

Paul Keats ... Charles FCharles FCharles FCharles FCharles Frankrankrankrankrank

Paul Morgan ... Glenn CorbettGlenn CorbettGlenn CorbettGlenn CorbettGlenn Corbett

Paul Winslow ... Ed GilbertEd GilbertEd GilbertEd GilbertEd Gilbert

Paula ... Janine TJanine TJanine TJanine TJanine Turnerurnerurnerurnerurner

Payton Allen ... Cooper HucCooper HucCooper HucCooper HucCooper Huckabeekabeekabeekabeekabee

Pearl ... Sandra KronemeSandra KronemeSandra KronemeSandra KronemeSandra Kronemeyyyyyererererer

Percy Meredith ... RicRicRicRicRicharharharharhard Jaecd Jaecd Jaecd Jaecd Jaeckkkkkelelelelel

Perez ... NatNatNatNatNate Esformese Esformese Esformese Esformese Esformes

Pete ... David CroDavid CroDavid CroDavid CroDavid Crowlewlewlewlewleyyyyy

Pete Adams ... BurkBurkBurkBurkBurke Byrnese Byrnese Byrnese Byrnese Byrnes

Pete Reuther ... JacJacJacJacJack Raderk Raderk Raderk Raderk Rader

Peter Larson ... Joshua BrJoshua BrJoshua BrJoshua BrJoshua Bryantyantyantyantyant

Peter Richards ... Christopher AChristopher AChristopher AChristopher AChristopher Atkinstkinstkinstkinstkins

Phil Bradley ... Bill ThurmanBill ThurmanBill ThurmanBill ThurmanBill Thurman

Phil McKenna... Martin WMartin WMartin WMartin WMartin Westestestestest

Phil Rogers ... Eugene REugene REugene REugene REugene Robert Glazerobert Glazerobert Glazerobert Glazerobert Glazer

Phillip Colton ... John LarroquetteJohn LarroquetteJohn LarroquetteJohn LarroquetteJohn Larroquette

Phillip Telemann ... Christopher CarrollChristopher CarrollChristopher CarrollChristopher CarrollChristopher Carroll

Phyllis Wapner ... Deborah TDeborah TDeborah TDeborah TDeborah Tranelliranelliranelliranelliranelli

Pilot ... LacLacLacLacLacy Wy Wy Wy Wy Waaaaayneyneyneyneyne

Priscilla Duncan ... Sheila Lark Sheila Lark Sheila Lark Sheila Lark Sheila Larkenenenenen

Punk Anderson ... Morgan WMorgan WMorgan WMorgan WMorgan Woodoodoodoodoodwarwarwarwarwarddddd

“Rabbit” Hutch ... Eddie FirestoneEddie FirestoneEddie FirestoneEddie FirestoneEddie Firestone

Randy ... Brad PittBrad PittBrad PittBrad PittBrad Pitt

Raoul ... TTTTTononononony Gary Gary Gary Gary Garcccccia / William Maria / William Maria / William Maria / William Maria / William Marquezquezquezquezquez

Ray King ... MicMicMicMicMichael Alldredgehael Alldredgehael Alldredgehael Alldredgehael Alldredge

Ray Krebbs ... StStStStSteeeeevvvvve Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanaly

Raymond Ferguson ... Dean SantoroDean SantoroDean SantoroDean SantoroDean Santoro

Rebecca Wentworth ... PriscPriscPriscPriscPriscilla Pilla Pilla Pilla Pilla Pointointointointointererererer

Receptionist ... FFFFFran Bennettran Bennettran Bennettran Bennettran Bennett
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Rev. Carson ... WWWWWalkalkalkalkalker Edmistoner Edmistoner Edmistoner Edmistoner Edmiston

“Rhonda Cummings” ... Michelle JohnsonMichelle JohnsonMichelle JohnsonMichelle JohnsonMichelle Johnson

Ricardo Mendez ... LloLloLloLloLloyyyyyd Battistad Battistad Battistad Battistad Battista

Richard Barker ... WWWWWarren Munsonarren Munsonarren Munsonarren Munsonarren Munson

Richard McIntyre ... John AndersonJohn AndersonJohn AndersonJohn AndersonJohn Anderson

Richard Mertz ... Bruce GraBruce GraBruce GraBruce GraBruce Grayyyyy

Richard Taylor ... FFFFFrank McCarthrank McCarthrank McCarthrank McCarthrank McCarthyyyyy

Rita Briggs ... TTTTTalia Balsamalia Balsamalia Balsamalia Balsamalia Balsam

Robert MacCubbin ... RRRRRob Yob Yob Yob Yob Youngbloodoungbloodoungbloodoungbloodoungblood

Rocky Johnson ... Gino DeMauroGino DeMauroGino DeMauroGino DeMauroGino DeMauro

Roger Burke ... Joseph ChapmanJoseph ChapmanJoseph ChapmanJoseph ChapmanJoseph Chapman

Roger Hurley ... JefJefJefJefJeffrefrefrefrefrey Byrony Byrony Byrony Byrony Byron

Roger Larson ... Dennis RDennis RDennis RDennis RDennis Redfieldedfieldedfieldedfieldedfield

Rolf Brundin ... Gunnar HellstromGunnar HellstromGunnar HellstromGunnar HellstromGunnar Hellstrom

Rose Daniels McKay ... Jeri GaileJeri GaileJeri GaileJeri GaileJeri Gaile

Rosemont ... JaJaJaJaJay Gerbery Gerbery Gerbery Gerbery Gerber

Roy Ralston ... John RJohn RJohn RJohn RJohn Reillyeillyeillyeillyeilly

Rudy Millington ... TTTTTerrerrerrerrerry Ly Ly Ly Ly Lestestestestestererererer

Russell Slater ... JacJacJacJacJack Collinsk Collinsk Collinsk Collinsk Collins

Ryan ... Arthur MaletArthur MaletArthur MaletArthur MaletArthur Malet

Sal Lombardi ... EricEricEricEricErich Andersonh Andersonh Andersonh Andersonh Anderson

Sally Bullock ... Andra AkAndra AkAndra AkAndra AkAndra Akers / Joanna Cassiders / Joanna Cassiders / Joanna Cassiders / Joanna Cassiders / Joanna Cassidyyyyy

Sam ... HaskHaskHaskHaskHaskel Cravel Cravel Cravel Cravel Cravererererer

Sam Barker ... TTTTTerrence McNallyerrence McNallyerrence McNallyerrence McNallyerrence McNally

Sam Culver ... John McIntireJohn McIntireJohn McIntireJohn McIntireJohn McIntire

Sam Gurney ... Ed Ed Ed Ed Edwarwarwarwarward Calld Calld Calld Calld Call

Sandy Gordon ... CherCherCherCherCheryl Andersonyl Andersonyl Andersonyl Andersonyl Anderson

Sarah Ewing ... Bea SilvBea SilvBea SilvBea SilvBea Silvernernernernern

Sawyer ... William CortWilliam CortWilliam CortWilliam CortWilliam Cort

Schmidt ... TTTTTononononony Rizzoliy Rizzoliy Rizzoliy Rizzoliy Rizzoli

Schumann ... RRRRRod Arrantsod Arrantsod Arrantsod Arrantsod Arrants

Scott Rutgers ... MicMicMicMicMick Rk Rk Rk Rk Reganeganeganeganegan

Scott Rutgers Jr. ... Daniel WilsonDaniel WilsonDaniel WilsonDaniel WilsonDaniel Wilson

Scotty Demarest ... Stephen ElliottStephen ElliottStephen ElliottStephen ElliottStephen Elliott

Secretary to Jeremy Wendell ... Marie BerrMarie BerrMarie BerrMarie BerrMarie Berryyyyy

Sen. Andrew Dowling ... Jim McMullanJim McMullanJim McMullanJim McMullanJim McMullan

Sen. Bill (“Wild Bill”) Orloff ... Norman AldenNorman AldenNorman AldenNorman AldenNorman Alden

Sen. Carter ... John Hart John Hart John Hart John Hart John Hart

Sen. Cawley ... Buc Buc Buc Buc Buck Yk Yk Yk Yk Youngoungoungoungoung

Sen. Daniel Garrity ... Charles BatemanCharles BatemanCharles BatemanCharles BatemanCharles Bateman

Sen. Dave Culver ... TTTTTom Fuccelloom Fuccelloom Fuccelloom Fuccelloom Fuccello

Sen. Dickson ... Joe WJoe WJoe WJoe WJoe Warrenarrenarrenarrenarren

Sen. Harbin ... David HealyDavid HealyDavid HealyDavid HealyDavid Healy

Sen. Henry Harrison O’Dell ... HoHoHoHoHowarwarwarwarward Dufd Dufd Dufd Dufd Duffffff

Sen. Hunsacker ... NeNeNeNeNewwwwwell Aleell Aleell Aleell Aleell Alexxxxxanderanderanderanderander

Sen. Lee ... ArArArArArccccchie Langhie Langhie Langhie Langhie Lang

Sen. Newberry ... Ed KEd KEd KEd KEd Kenneenneenneenneenneyyyyy

Sen. Pascomb ... RRRRRobert Sampsonobert Sampsonobert Sampsonobert Sampsonobert Sampson
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Sen. Polkinghorne ... Craig LittlerCraig LittlerCraig LittlerCraig LittlerCraig Littler

Sen. Troutt ... Charles BatCharles BatCharles BatCharles BatCharles Batemanemanemanemaneman

Sen. Walter ... David SageDavid SageDavid SageDavid SageDavid Sage

Sen. Wynn ... RRRRRobert Phalenobert Phalenobert Phalenobert Phalenobert Phalen

Serena Wald ... StStStStStephanie Blacephanie Blacephanie Blacephanie Blacephanie Blackmorekmorekmorekmorekmore

Seth Stone ... KKKKKenneth Whitenneth Whitenneth Whitenneth Whitenneth White / Buce / Buce / Buce / Buce / Buck Yk Yk Yk Yk Young oung oung oung oung / Ed KEd KEd KEd KEd Kenneenneenneenneenneyyyyy

Sgt. Crabbe ... RRRRRoooooyyyyyce Dce Dce Dce Dce D. A. A. A. A. Applegatpplegatpplegatpplegatpplegateeeee

Sgt. Harry McSween ... James L. BroJames L. BroJames L. BroJames L. BroJames L. Brownwnwnwnwn

Shaughnessy ... Cliff BemisCliff BemisCliff BemisCliff BemisCliff Bemis

Sheila Foley ... Miranda GarrisonMiranda GarrisonMiranda GarrisonMiranda GarrisonMiranda Garrison

“Sheila Foley” / Hillary Taylor ... Susan LuccSusan LuccSusan LuccSusan LuccSusan Lucciiiii

Sheriff Billy Joe Burnside ... KKKKKen Sen Sen Sen Sen Swwwwwofofofofofforforforforforddddd

Sheriff Fenton Washburn ... BarrBarrBarrBarrBarry Corbiny Corbiny Corbiny Corbiny Corbin

Sheriff Hanks ... W W W W Warren Karren Karren Karren Karren Kemmerlingemmerlingemmerlingemmerlingemmerling

Sheriff Tinsley ... William L William L William L William L William Long Jrong Jrong Jrong Jrong Jr.....

Sheriff Wyatt Mansfield ... RRRRRussell Johnsonussell Johnsonussell Johnsonussell Johnsonussell Johnson

Sheryl Thompson ... LLLLLeslie Nealeeslie Nealeeslie Nealeeslie Nealeeslie Neale

Simms ... LLLLLyle Kanouseyle Kanouseyle Kanouseyle Kanouseyle Kanouse

Sly Lovegren ... Debbie RDebbie RDebbie RDebbie RDebbie Rennarennarennarennarennarddddd

Smith ... Dierk TDierk TDierk TDierk TDierk Torsekorsekorsekorsekorsek

Spangler ... Kirk ScottKirk ScottKirk ScottKirk ScottKirk Scott

Sparks ... David WileDavid WileDavid WileDavid WileDavid Wileyyyyy

Stanley Mallory ... Julian GambleJulian GambleJulian GambleJulian GambleJulian Gamble

Stanton Drake ... MattheMattheMattheMattheMatthew Fw Fw Fw Fw Faisonaisonaisonaisonaison

Stephanie ... MarMarMarMarMary Wy Wy Wy Wy Watsonatsonatsonatsonatson

Stephanie Rogers ... LLLLLesleesleesleesleesley-Anne Doy-Anne Doy-Anne Doy-Anne Doy-Anne Downwnwnwnwn

Stephen Daitch ... TimoTimoTimoTimoTimothththththy O’Hageny O’Hageny O’Hageny O’Hageny O’Hagen

Steve Grisham ... BucBucBucBucBuck Tk Tk Tk Tk Taaaaaylor  ylor  ylor  ylor  ylor  RRRRR

Steve Jackson ... MicMicMicMicMichael Alldredgehael Alldredgehael Alldredgehael Alldredgehael Alldredge

Stevens ... RaRaRaRaRay Girary Girary Girary Girary Girardindindindindin

Sue ... Nikki SandsNikki SandsNikki SandsNikki SandsNikki Sands

Sue Ellen Ewing ... Linda GraLinda GraLinda GraLinda GraLinda Grayyyyy

Susan (1978) ... Lisa LLisa LLisa LLisa LLisa LeMoleeMoleeMoleeMoleeMole

Susan (1980) ... Janine TJanine TJanine TJanine TJanine Turnerurnerurnerurnerurner

Tammy ... Stac Stac Stac Stac Stacy Hogue  y Hogue  y Hogue  y Hogue  y Hogue  RRRRR

Tammy Miller ... Irena F Irena F Irena F Irena F Irena Ferriserriserriserriserris

Tanya Wilkinson ... Julie HaJulie HaJulie HaJulie HaJulie Hayyyyyekekekekek

Taylor “Guzzler” Bennett ... RicRicRicRicRicharharharharhard Kd Kd Kd Kd Keltoneltoneltoneltonelton

Ted ... TTTTTononononony Ay Ay Ay Ay Auerueruerueruer  FFFFF

Teresa ... RRRRRoseanna Christiansenoseanna Christiansenoseanna Christiansenoseanna Christiansenoseanna Christiansen

Thomas Hall ... MicMicMicMicMichael Griswhael Griswhael Griswhael Griswhael Griswoldoldoldoldold

Thornton McLeish ... KKKKKenneth Kimminsenneth Kimminsenneth Kimminsenneth Kimminsenneth Kimmins

Tilly ... Irma PIrma PIrma PIrma PIrma P. Hall. Hall. Hall. Hall. Hall

Tim ... Duane DavisDuane DavisDuane DavisDuane DavisDuane Davis

Tom Flintoff ... PPPPPeteteteteter Broer Broer Broer Broer Brownwnwnwnwn

Tom Fuller ... John Christy EwingJohn Christy EwingJohn Christy EwingJohn Christy EwingJohn Christy Ewing

Tom Mallory ... Paul EidingPaul EidingPaul EidingPaul EidingPaul Eiding

Tom Marta ... Thomas RThomas RThomas RThomas RThomas Ryanyanyanyanyan
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Tom Owens ... RRRRRobert J. Wilkobert J. Wilkobert J. Wilkobert J. Wilkobert J. Wilkeeeee

Tom Reebok ... T T T T Terrerrerrerrerry Evansy Evansy Evansy Evansy Evans

Tommy McKay ... J. Eddie PJ. Eddie PJ. Eddie PJ. Eddie PJ. Eddie Pecececececkkkkk

Toni ... Debi StormDebi StormDebi StormDebi StormDebi Storm

Toni Chastaine ... Susan Krebs Susan Krebs Susan Krebs Susan Krebs Susan Krebs

Tony Bart ... WWWWWoodoodoodoodoody Wy Wy Wy Wy Watsonatsonatsonatsonatson

Tony Crane ... Solomon SmanioSolomon SmanioSolomon SmanioSolomon SmanioSolomon Smaniottottottottotto

Tracey Krauser ... B.J. WB.J. WB.J. WB.J. WB.J. Warararararddddd

Tracy Lawton ... Beth TBeth TBeth TBeth TBeth Toussaintoussaintoussaintoussaintoussaint

Travis Boyd ... Christopher (DennChristopher (DennChristopher (DennChristopher (DennChristopher (Denny) Albeey) Albeey) Albeey) Albeey) Albee

Valene Ewing ... Joan V Joan V Joan V Joan V Joan Van Arkan Arkan Arkan Arkan Ark

Vanessa Beaumont ... GaGaGaGaGayle Hunnicuttyle Hunnicuttyle Hunnicuttyle Hunnicuttyle Hunnicutt

Vaughn ... Don HoodDon HoodDon HoodDon HoodDon Hood

Vaughn Leland ... Dennis PatricDennis PatricDennis PatricDennis PatricDennis Patrickkkkk

Veronica Robinson ... Gail StricGail StricGail StricGail StricGail Stricklandklandklandklandkland

Virgil ... TTTTTom Spratleom Spratleom Spratleom Spratleom Spratleyyyyy

Virginia ... Nanc Nanc Nanc Nanc Nancy Priddy Priddy Priddy Priddy Priddyyyyy

Wade Luce ... RRRRRobert Aobert Aobert Aobert Aobert Accccckkkkkermanermanermanermanerman

Waldron ... StacStacStacStacStacy Ky Ky Ky Ky Keaceaceaceaceach Srh Srh Srh Srh Sr.....

Wally Ford ... Herman PHerman PHerman PHerman PHerman Poppeoppeoppeoppeoppe  FFFFF

Wally Hampton ... Claude Earl JonesClaude Earl JonesClaude Earl JonesClaude Earl JonesClaude Earl Jones

Wally Kessel ... John McLiamJohn McLiamJohn McLiamJohn McLiamJohn McLiam

Wally Windham ... John LarJohn LarJohn LarJohn LarJohn Larccccchhhhh

Walt Driscoll ... Ben PiazzaBen PiazzaBen PiazzaBen PiazzaBen Piazza

Walter Berman ... StStStStStephen Mendelephen Mendelephen Mendelephen Mendelephen Mendel

Walter Kazmayer ... James HarperJames HarperJames HarperJames HarperJames Harper

Walter Kingdom ... James NeJames NeJames NeJames NeJames Newwwwwellellellellell  FFFFF

Walter Sherr ... David TDavid TDavid TDavid TDavid Tressressressressress

Wanda ... Katie GratsonKatie GratsonKatie GratsonKatie GratsonKatie Gratson  RRRRR

Wanda Frick ... Niki FlacNiki FlacNiki FlacNiki FlacNiki Flacksksksksks

Warden Beckman ... TTTTTrororororoy Evansy Evansy Evansy Evansy Evans

Wayne Jessup ... PPPPPeteteteteter Hortoner Hortoner Hortoner Hortoner Horton

Wendy ... AAAAApril Cloughpril Cloughpril Cloughpril Cloughpril Clough

Wes McDowell ... Donald MaDonald MaDonald MaDonald MaDonald Mayyyyy

Wes Parmalee ... StStStStSteeeeevvvvve Fe Fe Fe Fe Forrestorrestorrestorrestorrest

Will Hart ... Stephen DaviesStephen DaviesStephen DaviesStephen DaviesStephen Davies

Willie Gust ... Greg EviganGreg EviganGreg EviganGreg EviganGreg Evigan

Willie Joe Garr ... John AshtonJohn AshtonJohn AshtonJohn AshtonJohn Ashton

Willis ... Richard ErdmanRichard ErdmanRichard ErdmanRichard ErdmanRichard Erdman

Wilson Cryder ... John CalvinJohn CalvinJohn CalvinJohn CalvinJohn Calvin
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   CharactersCharactersCharactersCharactersCharacters

EvEvEvEvEver wer wer wer wer wonder who was father of whom? And who didonder who was father of whom? And who didonder who was father of whom? And who didonder who was father of whom? And who didonder who was father of whom? And who did

what to whom? Here it is, an ewhat to whom? Here it is, an ewhat to whom? Here it is, an ewhat to whom? Here it is, an ewhat to whom? Here it is, an extxtxtxtxtensivensivensivensivensive guide to thee guide to thee guide to thee guide to thee guide to the

cccccharacharacharacharacharacttttters of “Dallas.” Theers of “Dallas.” Theers of “Dallas.” Theers of “Dallas.” Theers of “Dallas.” They’re arrangedy’re arrangedy’re arrangedy’re arrangedy’re arranged

alphabetically balphabetically balphabetically balphabetically balphabetically by first name, as with the cast list.y first name, as with the cast list.y first name, as with the cast list.y first name, as with the cast list.y first name, as with the cast list.

DatDatDatDatDates are inces are inces are inces are inces are inc luded, where knoluded, where knoluded, where knoluded, where knoluded, where known, follown, follown, follown, follown, following thewing thewing thewing thewing the

continuum of when the shocontinuum of when the shocontinuum of when the shocontinuum of when the shocontinuum of when the show originally airedw originally airedw originally airedw originally airedw originally aired

(although w(although w(although w(although w(although we lost a ye lost a ye lost a ye lost a ye lost a year in the Dream Season, but forear in the Dream Season, but forear in the Dream Season, but forear in the Dream Season, but forear in the Dream Season, but for

the sakthe sakthe sakthe sakthe sake of sanitye of sanitye of sanitye of sanitye of sanity, w, w, w, w, we’ve’ve’ve’ve’ve just goe just goe just goe just goe just gotta ignore that!). Wtta ignore that!). Wtta ignore that!). Wtta ignore that!). Wtta ignore that!). We’ve’ve’ve’ve’ve ince ince ince ince inc luded cluded cluded cluded cluded characharacharacharacharac ttttters who maers who maers who maers who maers who mayyyyy

havhavhavhavhave made only one appearance, to make made only one appearance, to make made only one appearance, to make made only one appearance, to make made only one appearance, to make this as all-ince this as all-ince this as all-ince this as all-ince this as all-inc lusivlusivlusivlusivlusive a list as we a list as we a list as we a list as we a list as we could.e could.e could.e could.e could.

Note that some characters had only one name, and sometimes the names of both ofNote that some characters had only one name, and sometimes the names of both ofNote that some characters had only one name, and sometimes the names of both ofNote that some characters had only one name, and sometimes the names of both ofNote that some characters had only one name, and sometimes the names of both of

their parents wtheir parents wtheir parents wtheir parents wtheir parents were noere noere noere noere not knot knot knot knot known. Some facwn. Some facwn. Some facwn. Some facwn. Some fac ts here came from the “Dallas” nots here came from the “Dallas” nots here came from the “Dallas” nots here came from the “Dallas” nots here came from the “Dallas” novvvvvels bels bels bels bels by Ly Ly Ly Ly Leeeeeeeeee

Raintree and Soaps and Serials, published in the latRaintree and Soaps and Serials, published in the latRaintree and Soaps and Serials, published in the latRaintree and Soaps and Serials, published in the latRaintree and Soaps and Serials, published in the late ’7e ’7e ’7e ’7e ’70s to mid-’80s and giving a0s to mid-’80s and giving a0s to mid-’80s and giving a0s to mid-’80s and giving a0s to mid-’80s and giving a

wwwwwealth of bacealth of bacealth of bacealth of bacealth of backkkkkground on the cground on the cground on the cground on the cground on the characharacharacharacharacttttters, though some of whicers, though some of whicers, though some of whicers, though some of whicers, though some of which was noh was noh was noh was noh was not follot follot follot follot followwwwwededededed
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Abel Greeley

Owner of a hardware store whom Donna Krebbs questioned in her research on Sam Culver.

Ace Hendricks

Pool-player victim to pool-shark Tracy Lawton.

Adam

The devil who appeared to J.R. Ewing in the final episode of the series in 1991.

Afton Cooper Van Buren

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Arliss Cooper

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Mitch Cooper

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Harrison Van Buren III

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Pamela Cooper

Beautiful, blond, sultry, nightclub singer who had affairs with J.R. Ewing and Cliff Barnes. Returned

to Dallas in April 1989. Pursued by Cliff Barnes when he learned that Afton’s daughter was his own.

Committed to a sanitarium by J.R. in the first reunion movie in 1996.
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Al

Thug who pressured April Stevens over the Joey Lombardi scandal.

Al / Alf (Alfred) Brindle

Wildcatter who worked with Jock Ewing, Jason Ewing and Digger Barnes. Provided Cliff Barnes with

Digger’s copy of the document that split Ewing Oil.

Al Halliday

Oil-tanker dealer who did business with J.R. Ewing in 1989.

Alan Beam

Hotshot, golddigging lawyer from Chicago who worked with the Smithfield and Bennett firm.

Controlled and paid off by J.R. Ewing. Boyfriend of Lucy Ewing. Conspired against J.R. with Kristin

Shepard while he was physically involved with her.

Alex Barton

Suave, European art dealer who was intrigued with Cally Ewing.

Alex Garrett

Adviser to J.R. Ewing in the Marinos deal in 1986.

Alex Ward

Handsome publishing executive who was involved with Pamela Ewing in 1981. Got Lucy Cooper a

modeling job at one of his magazines.

Alfred Simpson

Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling: Nancy Simpson

CIA file clerk who learned of the buried conspiracy involving B.D. Calhoun and plotted against the

Ewings with his sister in 1987.

Alice Kingdom

Fictional client of Gary Ewing in the dream sequence of the series finale.

Alison Kincaid

Casting agent for Sue Ellen Ewing in her tell-all film about J.R. Ewing.

Amanda Lewis Ewing

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Jock Ewing

Institutionalized first wife of Jock Ewing, visited by the Ewings at various times.

Amelia Wilson

Secretary of the Save the Oceans Fund.

Amos Krebbs    d. October 1982

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Margaret Hunter

Assumed father of Ray Krebbs until it was revealed Ray was the son of Jock Ewing.
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Amy Thompson Stevens

Children:Children:Children:Children:Children: April Stevens, Michelle Stevens

Down-to-earth woman who advised April Stevens about Bobby Ewing.

Andre Schumann

Hired assassin and murderer of Naldo Marchetta and Veronica Robinson.

Andrew LeMay

Party host whom Cliff Barnes contacted after Pamela Ewing was sighted, post-plastic surgery, in

1988.

Andy Bradley

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Linda Bradley

Cartel member and associate of J.R. Ewing.

Angela Larkin

Lawyer to Lisa Alden in the custody suit for Christopher Ewing.

Angelica Nero

Beautiful, exotic business associate to J.R. Ewing who tried to get J.R. involved in a deal with

Marinos Shipping in the Dream Season, 1985, telling J.R. that Jack Ewing was Dmitri Marinos’ son.

Killed Grace Van Owen, then business associate Nicholas.

Anita

Oversexed sanitarium patient known as the Black Widow; slept with J.R. Ewing while he had

himself committed there in 1990.

Anita Smithfield

Uncle: Uncle: Uncle: Uncle: Uncle: Harv Smithfield

Sexy legal counsel for J.R. Ewing in the postseries TV movies.

Anne McFadden

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Veronica Robinson

Woman who helped out Bobby Ewing with Jenna Wade’s defense in Naldo Marchetta’s murder

trial.

Annie Driscoll

Parent:Parent:Parent:Parent:Parent: Billy Driscoll

Stoner friend of Lucy Ewing from her high school, 1979.

Annie Ewing

Fictional ex-wife of Bobby Ewing in the dream sequence of the series finale.

Appleton

Private investigator hired to follow Sue Ellen Ewing in 1981.
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April Stevens Ewing Ewing    d. November 1990

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Amy Stevens

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Michelle Stevens

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Jack Ewing, Bobby Ewing

Initially conniving, then later compassionate, beautiful blond woman who always loved Bobby

Ewing and had an affair with J.R. Ewing because of his promises to bring her closer to Bobby.

Investigated Nicholas Pearce after he tried to entice her into business; brutalized by mob men for

information about him. Schemed with Lucy Ewing to expose the shenanigans of Casey Denault.

Refused advances of Tommy McKay. Ran April Oil Co. Married Bobby, then was killed in Europe in a

shootout involving Sheila Foley’s thugs.

Arliss Cooper

Children: Children: Children: Children: Children: Mitch Cooper, Afton Cooper

Grandchild: Grandchild: Grandchild: Grandchild: Grandchild: Pamela Cooper

Arlo Howard

Man involved with J.R. Ewing and Kimberly Cryder in 1988. Brokered a property sale for J.R. as he

was scheming against Casey Denault.

Arthur Elrod

Lawyer representing Sue Ellen Ewing in divorce proceedings, 1981.

Atticus Ward

TTTTTwin: win: win: win: win: Arlen Ward

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Dusty Farlow

Wealthy businessman who faked his own death and conspired with Jessica Montford in murder.

Friend / associate of Clayton Farlow, Rabbit Hutch and Curley Morrison.

Ballard

Official at the school where J.R. Ewing hid his son John Ross Ewing from Sue Ellen Ewing in 1988.

Barbara Barnes

Fictional wife of Cliff Barnes in the dream sequence of the series finale.

Barbara Walsh

Social worker at Brentwood Adoption Services, where Sue Ellen Ewing went to adopt a child.

Barry Lester

Friend of Cliff Barnes.
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B.D. Calhoun    d. February 1987

Mercenary and business associate of J.R. Ewing in an illegal scheme to lower the price of oil.

Investigated by the CIA. Kidnapped Sue Ellen Ewing, then John Ross Ewing after J.R. backed out on

him.

Ben Maxwell

Squeaky-clean business backer to Cliff Barnes.

Ben Stivers

Mysterious man who was hired on as a ranchhand in the Dream Season, 1986.

Beth Krebbs

Fictional wife of Ray Krebbs in the dream sequence of the series finale.

Beth Rutgers

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Scott Rutgers

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Scott Rutgers Jr.

Friend of April Stevens who lives in April’s hometown in Ohio.

Betty

Waitress with Lucy Ewing when Lucy worked at a diner. Jealous girlfriend of Eddie Cronin who

plotted with Eddie to cheat Lucy out of some cash.

Betty Lou Barker

Girlfriend of Alan Beam.

Billy Bob McCoy

Broker in crude oil who made an offer to J.R. Ewing, 1981.

Blackie Callahan    d. March 1991

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Meg Callahan

Old wildcatter friend of Jock Ewing from Pride, Texas. Contacted by J.R. Ewing in 1990.

Blair Sullivan

Lucy Ewing’s friend and contact in the modeling world.

Blount

Official at the school where J.R. Ewing hid his son John Ross Ewing from Sue Ellen Ewing in 1988.

Boaz Harper

Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Japhet Harper, Cally Harper

Hayleyville resident and troublemaker for J.R. Ewing.

Bobby James Ewing    b. 1949 or 1950 (depending on which episode you believe)

Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Leander Ewing, Sam / Aaron and Barbara Southworth

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Jock and Ellie Ewing

UncUncUncUncUncles:les:les:les:les: Jason Ewing, Garrison Southworth

Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: J.R. Ewing, Gary Ewing, Ray Krebbs
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Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins: Jack Ewing, Jamie Ewing

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Pamela Barnes, April Stevens

Children: Children: Children: Children: Children: Christopher Ewing (adoptive), Lucas Ewing

NepheNepheNepheNepheNephewwwwws and nieces: s and nieces: s and nieces: s and nieces: s and nieces: Lucy Ewing, James Beaumont, John Ross Ewing, Bobby and Betsy Ewing,

Margaret Krebbs, Molly Whittaker, child of Cally Ewing

Former traveling man and playboy for Ewing Oil whose handsome looks and good sense left a

long trail of female admirers (and avid pursuers!): Kristin Shepard, Holly Harwood, Katherine

Wentworth, April Stevens, Michelle Stevens, Tracy Lawton, Kay Lloyd, Sheila Foley, Jeanne O’Brien,

Tammy Miller, Julia Cunningham, Jory Taylor. Involved with Jenna Wade as a teen. Played college

football. Caused a rift by bringing home, at the beginning of the series, his one true love, Pamela

Barnes, who happened to be a child of the family enemies, the Barneses, and whom he met at

the Ewing barbecue in 1977. Took the helm of Ewing Oil, at his father’s request, when J.R. Ewing

was shot. “Acquired” son Christopher through Jeff Farraday. Fought J.R. Ewing for control of Ewing

Oil after their father was killed, and won the contest. Reunited with Jenna in 1984. Shot in 1984 by

an obsessed Katherine. Killed in Dream Season by Katherine in 1985, then resurrected in the

following season when it was learned Pam just dreamed his death. Took the reins of Ewing Oil at

other various times. Always had an interest in the ranching business at Southfork. Remarried Pam

then was abandoned by her. Married April Stevens in 1990 then lost her during their honeymoon in

Paris because of Sheila Foley’s blackmail and kidnapping scheme. (In his mourning, dreamed of

the baby daughter he and April might have had together, Jeanean Robin Ewing.) Left Ewing Oil,

then bought it back in 1996.

Bonnie Robertson

Barfly who slept with Ray Krebbs; Donna Krebbs found them at a motel together.

Boomer

South American gun dealer and explosives-designing associate of Tommy McKay.

Bootsie Ewing

Fictional wife of Jason Ewing in the dream sequence of the series finale.

Brady York

Business associate to Bobby Ewing in 1980-81.

Brenda

Foster girl of the Crane family whom Ray and Donna Krebbs met in the Dream Season, 1986.

Breslin

Detective investigating Hillary Taylor for Bobby Ewing in 1991.
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Brett Lomax

Ex-fiance of Laurel Ellis who appeared in 1988.

Brooks Oliver

Lawyer who was consulted by Ellie Ewing about breaking Jock Ewing’s will.

Bruce Harvey

Sue Ellen Ewing’s Hollywood associate in 1987 and 1989.

Bunny Harvard

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Chick Harvard

Friend of the Ewings who bumped into J.R., Bobby and Cally Ewing on their business trip to Austria

in 1989. Worked for Carter McKay.

Burton

Assistant district attorney in the shooting of J.R. Ewing.

Buzz (B.J.) Connors

Sleazy lawyer and former classmate to Cliff Barnes who sought to procure a black-market baby

for Sue Ellen Ewing.

Cal McBride

Private detective hired by J.R. Ewing to follow Sue Ellen Ewing.

Caleb

Hayleyville hotelkeeper.

Cally (Calpurnia Elizabeth) Harper Ewing    b. 1965

Siblings:Siblings:Siblings:Siblings:Siblings: Boaz Harper, Japhet Harper

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: J.R. Ewing

Child:Child:Child:Child:Child: (unnamed) child by J.R. Ewing in 1991

Poor, lovely, blond, Southern girl from Hayleyville who became J.R. Ewing’s shotgun bride, then legit

bride when she told him (falsely) that she was pregnant. Became friends with James Beaumont.

Left Dallas in 1991 when she really was pregnant by J.R.

Captain

Head of the jail where J.R. Ewing was imprisoned in the 1988-89 season.

Capt. Jack Bouleris    d. January 1990

Helmsman of the Ewing Oil tanker that collided with a Weststar tanker in the Gulf spill in 1989.

Capt. Merwin Fogarty

Investigator in Bobby Ewing’s shooting in 1984.

Carl Daggett

Old pal of Bobby Ewing from when he was a single man.
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Carmen De La Vega Esperanza

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Roberto De La Vega

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Senor Esperanza

Wife of De La Vega Oil worker and vindictive sister-in-law to LeeAnn De La Vega. Husband Senor

Esperanza was under the thumb of LeeAnn.

Caroline

Counselor at John Ross Ewing III’s camp.

Carter McKay

Children: Children: Children: Children: Children: Tommy McKay, Tracy Lawton

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Rose Daniels

Shrewd businessman who competed with J.R. Ewing. Led Weststar Oil. Stirred up a range war with

Southfork in 1988 by diverting precious water to his adjacent land, in a scheme with Jeremy

Wendell.

Casey Denault

Oil-business understudy from Oklahoma who was in league with J.R. Ewing and wooed his

secretary, Sly Lovegren. Did “business” with Marilee Stone. Trapped Lucy Ewing in his web of

revenge on J.R.

Cassie

Waitress at the Oil Baron’s Club.

Cathy Baker

Nurse to Garrison Southworth when he showed up at Southfork in 1979.

Charles Eccles

Attorney that Bobby Ewing consulted about adopting Kristin Shepard’s child.

Charlie (Charlotte) Wade     b. November 1970  (or spring 1971, according to the novel

series)

Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Lucas Wade

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Naldo Marchetta and Jenna Wade

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Lucas Ewing

Irrepressible teenager. Grew attached to Bobby Ewing; often at odds with Ray Krebbs.

Chick Harvard

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Bunny Harvard

Friend of the Ewings who bumped into J.R., Bobby and Cally Ewing on their business trip to Austria

in 1989. Worked for Carter McKay.

Christopher Ewing    b. April 1981 or August 18, 1981 (depending on which episode you

believe)

Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Jock and Ellie Ewing (adoptive), Patricia Shepard

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Jeff Farraday and Kristin Shepard,     Bobby and Pamela Ewing (adoptive)

UncUncUncUncUncles:les:les:les:les: J.R. Ewing, Gary Ewing, Ray Krebbs

AAAAAunts:unts:unts:unts:unts: Sue Ellen Ewing, Lisa Alden
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Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling: Lucas Ewing

Cousins: Cousins: Cousins: Cousins: Cousins: Lucy Ewing, James Beaumont, John Ross Ewing, Bobby and Betsy Ewing (twins), Margaret

Krebbs, Molly Whittaker, child of Cally Ewing

Intelligent, handsome boy then young man who helped his father out on Southfork.

Clarence Melville    b. 1964

UncUncUncUncUncle: le: le: le: le: Red Gardner

Geeky oil-well expert called to the town of Pride, Texas, by the Ewings.

Claude Brown

J.R. Ewing’s associate in his overthrow of a Southeast Asian government in 1981.

Clayton Farlow

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Jessica Farlow

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Amy Farlow, Ellie Ewing

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Dusty Farlow (adoptive)

Aged Texas cowboy who loved Sue Ellen Ewing and later Ellie Ewing. Patriarch of the Southern

Cross ranch, who helped shield Sue Ellen and John Ross Ewing there against J.R. Ewing’s threats.

Attracted to Laurel Ellis and struck up a friendship with her, then was implicated in the murder of

her boyfriend, David Shulton. Friend to Atticus Ward.

Clem

Gas-station attendant in Pride, Texas, the birthplace of Ewing Oil.

Cliff Barnes    b. 1947

Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Henry Barnes

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Digger and Rebecca Barnes

Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Tyler Barnes, Catherine Barnes, Pamela Barnes, Katherine Wentworth

AAAAAunt: unt: unt: unt: unt: Maggie Barnes

Cousin: Cousin: Cousin: Cousin: Cousin: Jimmy Monahan

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Jamie Ewing

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Pamela Cooper

Fierce, tactless but lovable competitor to J.R. Ewing. Loves Chinese food. Involved with Sue Ellen

Ewing. Appointed head of the Office of Land Management. Ran for Congress. Involved with Donna

Culver. Worked with his mother’s company, Wentworth Tool and Dye, then Barnes-Wentworth.

Involved with Afton Cooper. Attempted suicide in 1982. Became friends with Bobby Ewing. Married

Jamie Ewing in 1985 to gain control of Ewing Oil shares, according to an old contract between Jock

and Jason Ewing and Digger Barnes. Joined Ewing Oil for a short time, under Bobby’s leadership.

Involved with Tammy Miller. Named head of the Oil Regulatory Commission with the public-

relations guidance of Stephanie Rogers. Killed Johnny Dancer in self-defense. Assumed control of

Ewing Oil in 1991.

Clint Ogden

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Alicia Ogden

Former flame of Sue Ellen Ewing whom she picked back up with in 1981.

Cole Young

Attorney for Cliff Barnes when he was accused of Julie Grey’s murder.
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Connie

Ewing Oil secretary until 1981.

Connie Hall

Damsel in distress whom Ray Krebbs helped and who later became fatally attracted to him.

Control

Government agent working with Liz Adams.

Cookie

Woman who was punched out by Michelle Beaumont at a bar.

Courtney

Fictional character from J.R. Ewing’s dream sequence in the series finale.

Dale Mattson

Leader of a large modeling agency on the East Coast who tried to woo Mandy Winger into working

for him.

Dan Marsh

Private investigator who did some dirty work for J.R. Ewing.

Dan Owens

Parent:Parent:Parent:Parent:Parent: Tom Owens

Son of a former business associate of Jock Ewing who threatened Jock and his sons on a dove

hunt in 1979.

Dana

Beachside roommate and pal of Jory Taylor. Girlfriend of John.

Dandy (Harrison) Dandridge

Drunk befriended by Cliff Barnes in 1987. Started a drilling project with him.

Dave Stratton

Associate of Cliff Barnes, and of J.R. Ewing.

Dave Wallace

Investigator who helped Cliff Barnes in his search for Afton Cooper and Harrison Van Buren III in

1989.

David Shulton    d. March 1988

Artist who tried to blackmail Clayton Farlow in 1988, telling Ellie Farlow about the involvement of

Clayton and Laurel Ellis. Clayton was almost framed for his murder.

Debbie

Waitress at the Oil Baron’s Club.
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Debra Johns

Reporter for the Dallas Press who spoke with Digger Barnes about John Ross Ewing’s questioned

parentage.

Debra Lynn Beaumont

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: James Beaumont

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Jimmy Beaumont

Woman who came to Dallas in 1991 saying she was James Beaumont’s wife and the mother of his

child. Worked in a bookstore near the college campus when she met James, who was a student

at the college. She was underage when they married, and her parents had a fit. They wanted her

to get an annulment, until they found out she was pregnant.

DeeDee

Galpal of James Beaumont whom Michelle Beaumont fought with in the Southfork pool.

DeeDee Webster

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Henry Webster

Friend of Sue Ellen Ewing.

Del Greco

Sanitarium resident and friend of J.R. Ewing when he was committed there.

Derrick

Hunky secretary to Michelle Beaumont at Ewing Oil.

Det. Bussey

Investigator in the Johnny Dancer murder.

Det. Caraway

Investigator with the Dallas Police Department.

Det. Don Horton

Investigator of J.R. Ewing’s shooting in 1980.

Det. Frank Howard

Investigator of Naldo Marchetta’s murder.

Det. Kane

Investigator in Nicholas Pearce’s death, 1988.

Det. Rattigan

Dirty-deed-doer for J.R. Ewing.

Det. Rigg

Partner of Det. Rattigan who arrested Gustav Helstrom.

Det. Rollins

Investigator in the kidnapping of John Ross Ewing III.
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Diana Farrington

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Charles Farrington

Conscience-free member of Cliff Barnes’ committee to investigate the Gulf oil spill. Had a fling with

J.R. Ewing in 1989.

Dianne Kelly

Pal of Serena Wald who briefly dated Bobby Ewing in 1983.

Digger (Willard) Barnes    d. February 1980

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Henry Barnes

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Maggie Barnes

NepheNepheNepheNepheNephew:w:w:w:w: Jimmy Monahan

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Rebecca Barnes

Children:Children:Children:Children:Children: Tyler Barnes, Catherine Barnes, Cliff Barnes, Pamela Barnes (assumed)

Grandchild: Grandchild: Grandchild: Grandchild: Grandchild: Pamela Cooper

Oil wildcatter with a nose for drilling, longtime alcoholic, rival of Jock Ewing and former lover of

Ellie Southworth. Talked Ellie into drilling on Southfork shortly after the death of Sam Southworth,

but the drilling turned up nothing and almost lost the ranch for Ellie (according to the “Dallas”

novelization). Signed partnership agreement with Jock in 1938 concerning Ewing 23. Killed Hutch

McKinney in 1952, who had an affair with his wife. Confessed to the murder on his deathbed, also

telling Pamela Ewing that Hutch was her biological father.

Don Lockwood

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Sue Ellen Ewing

Screenwriter who collaborated with Sue Ellen Ewing in 1989. Moved to Europe with her.

Donia

Sanitarium resident and friend of J.R. Ewing when he was committed there.

Donna McCullum Culver Krebbs    b. 1951

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Sam Culver, Ray Krebbs

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Margaret Krebbs

Competent, sensible political type, successful author and small-time oilwoman. Involved with Cliff

Barnes. Married Ray Krebbs in 1981. Wrote the book “Sam Culver: The Political Years.” Helped

disband the Office of Land Management and served on the Texas Energy Commission. Pregnant

with a Down syndrome child and miscarried in the Dream Season, 1985. Involved with Sen.

Andrew Dowling. Worked with an oil lobby in 1987.

Dora Mae

Hostess at the Oil Baron’s Club.

Doug Snyder

Oil broker whom J.R. Ewing dealt with in 1989.

Dr. Alan Cosby

Doctor consulted by Bobby Ewing regarding the paternity of Christopher Ewing.
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Dr. Albert Matsuda

Doctor in contact with Pamela Ewing as she pursued the allegedly dead Mark Graison.

Dr. Amy Rose

Physician for Donna Krebbs during her pregnancy, 1985.

Dr. Anita Krane

Physician to Sue Ellen Ewing during her pregnancy.

Dr. Carol Sawyer

Physician who examined John Ross Ewing III in Pamela Ewing’s care, out of town (on the sly).

Dr. Carter

Physician who tended to Bobby Ewing after his shooting at the office in 1984.

Dr. Dagmara Conrad

Psychiatrist to Pamela Ewing and leader of the Brooktree Psychiatric Hospital.

Dr. David Gordon

Plastic surgeon to Pamela Ewing after her disfiguring car crash.

Dr. David Kenfield

Surgeon who tended to Jamie Ewing after she was injured on a work site in the Dream Season,

1985.

Dr. Feffer

OB/GYN to Cally Ewing.

Dr. Frank Waring

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Beverly Waring

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Sandy Waring

Doctor whose wife Mitch Cooper saved from choking at a restaurant, and who wanted to help

Mitch in his medical career.

Dr. Gibson

Psychiatrist to Sue Ellen Ewing after her alcohol detox in the Dream Season, 1985.

Dr. Gordon

Physician to Pamela Ewing, then Clayton Farlow’s doctor after his staircase fall in 1987.

Dr. Harlan Danvers

Ewing family physician. Treated Jock Ewing in his heart bypass and Ellie Ewing during her

mastectomy.

Dr. Henry Grant

Psychiatrist for Jenna Wade during the Dream Season, 1986.
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Dr. (Herbert Anderson) Styles    d. April 1988

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Kimberly Styles

Weststar power figure involved with J.R. Ewing and grooming him as a son-in-law. J.R. fought him,

and Dr. Styles appealed, along with daughter Kimberly Cryder, to Cliff Barnes for help.

Dr. Jerry Kenderson

Doctor who diagnosed Mark Graison’s terminal illness in 1985. Attracted to Sue Ellen Ewing.

Dr. Kohler

Doctor at the sanitarium where Jessica Montford was kept.

Dr. Lantry

Doctor who helped Sue Ellen Ewing through alcohol detox in Dream Season, 1985.

Dr. Mendolson

Physician at the sanitarium where J.R. Ewing committed himself in 1990; gave J.R. drug treatment.

Dr. Miles

Physician who performed the blood tests to determine John Ross Ewing III’s father.

Dr. Miles Pearson

Physician who tended to J.R. Ewing after his shooting, 1980.

Dr. Miller

Physician who assisted when John Ross Ewing III was born.

Dr. Mitch Andress

Surgeon who assisted in Ellie Ewing’s mastectomy.

Dr. Patrick Knelman

Marriage counselor to J.R. and Cally Ewing in 1990.

Dr. Paul Kessler

Physician to J.R. Ewing who put him on a strict health regimen in 1991.

Dr. Rogers

Physician who helped J.R. Ewing commit Sue Ellen Ewing to a sanitarium in 1979.

Dr. Simon Ellby

Psychiatrist to Sue Ellen Ewing, 1979-81.

Dr. Suzanne Lacey

Physician for John Ross Ewing III.

Dr. Unger

Physician to Clayton Farlow.
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Dr. Wexler

Doctor at the sanitarium where J.R. Ewing was committed who tried to “treat” J.R.

Dr. Wykoff

Doctor at the sanitarium where J.R. Ewing was committed, whom J.R. was unable to convince

that his son James Beaumont had trapped him in the facility.

Duke Carlisle

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Melinda Carlisle

Old Ewing friend who did business with James Beaumont and “educated” him in a poker game.

Dusty (Steven) Farlow    b. January

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Atticus Ward and Jessica Farlow, Clayton and Amy Farlow (adoptive)

UncUncUncUncUncle: le: le: le: le: Arlen Ward

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Linda Farlow

Cowboy and rodeo drifter who loved Sue Ellen Ewing and was a rival to J.R. Ewing. Assumed dead

in a plane crash in 1980. Returned and provided asylum to Sue Ellen at the Southern Cross ranch

when J.R. fought her for custody of John Ross Ewing. Came to Sue Ellen’s aid again when she was

institutionalized by J.R. in the Dream Season, 1985.

Eb

Fictional husband of Cally Harper in the dream sequence of the series finale.

Ed Haynes

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Pamela Barnes

Vietnam War veteran whom Pamela Barnes married and divorced quickly as a teen, who showed

up in Dallas in 1978 to try to get her back.

Eddie

Thug who pressured April Stevens.

Eddie Cronin

Uncle: Uncle: Uncle: Uncle: Uncle: Al

Employee at the diner where Lucy Ewing worked in 1984, who began an affair with her. Proposed

a construction project to her but really schemed to cheat her. Boyfriend to Betty.

Edgar Randolph    d. 1984

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Martha Randolph

Troubled businessman who was blackmailed by J.R. Ewing. Committed suicide.

Elaine Eddy

Actress who played Sue Ellen Ewing in the movie Sue Ellen made about her life with J.R. Ewing.

Ellie (Eleanor) Southworth Ewing Farlow    b. 1917

Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Enoch Southworth

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Sam / Aaron and Barbara Southworth

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Garrison Southworth

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Jock Ewing, Clayton Farlow
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Children: Children: Children: Children: Children: J.R. Ewing, Gary Ewing, Bobby Ewing

GrandcGrandcGrandcGrandcGrandchildren:hildren:hildren:hildren:hildren: Lucy Ewing, James Beaumont, John Ross Ewing, Christopher Ewing, Bobby and

Betsy Ewing, Lucas Ewing, Molly Whittaker, child of Cally Ewing

Strong-willed matriarch of Southfork who was like both a son and a daughter to her father, Sam

Southworth. Loved Digger Barnes as a young girl. Married Jock Ewing in 1936 to save the Southfork

Ranch, which Digger had financially endangered by trying to drill on a couple dusters (according to

the “Dallas” novelization). Underwent a mastectomy in 1979. Widowed, then married Clayton

Farlow in 1984. Kidnapped by the mentally unstable Jessica Montford. Bought the town of Pride,

Texas, when she was pursuing a mysterious key sent to the deceased Jock.

Elroy Askew

Business associate of J.R. Ewing.

Ensign Malley

Coast Guard officer on duty when Ewing Oil and Weststar tankers collided in the Gulf in 1989.

Eugene Bullock

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Sally Bullock

Old-time business associate of the Ewings who agreed to supply crude to Bobby Ewing in 1980.

Eugene Inagaki

Asian businessman shrewdly buying up property in Dallas. Employed Michelle Stevens.

Evelyn Lombardi    b. 1933

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Joseph Lombardi Sr.

Children: Children: Children: Children: Children: Joey Lombardi (Nicholas Pearce), Sal Lombardi

Former Mafia wife.

Evelyn Michaelson

Older lover (and patient) of Mitch Cooper, whom Lucy Cooper discovered with Mitch in 1982.

Forest

Comptroller and 40-year employee of Wentworth Tool and Dye.

Frank

Bodyguard to Joseph Lombardi Sr.

Frank Crutcher

Widower friend of Miss Ellie Ewing whom she met at the Oil Baron’s Ball in 1982.

Franklin Horner

Ewing family associate based at the Cattleman’s Bank.

Fred Hughes

Carter McKay’s right-hand man in his range war with the Ewings in 1988.

Frederick Hoskins

Prosecuting attorney in Naldo Marchetta’s murder case.
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Garnet McGee

Country-western singer whom Ray Krebbs was enamored with in 1978. Old acquaintance of

Pamela Barnes.

Garrett Gordon    d. January 1987

Associate of J.R. Ewing; hired by J.R. to investigate Wes Parmalee’s claims in 1986.

Garrison Southworth    d. January 1979

Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Enoch Southworth

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Sam / Aaron and Barbara Southworth

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Ellie Southworth

NepheNepheNepheNepheNephewwwwws:s:s:s:s: J.R. Ewing, Gary Ewing, Bobby Ewing

Long-lost heir of the Southfork Ranch who returned in 1979 from an assumed death.

Gary Brenner

Rehab counselor for Tommy McKay.

Gary (Garrison Arthur) Ewing    b. December 1941 or 1943 (depending on which episode

you believe)

Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Leander Ewing, Sam / Aaron and Barbara Southworth

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Jock and Ellie Ewing

UncUncUncUncUncles:les:les:les:les: Jason Ewing, Garrison Southworth

Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: J.R. Ewing, Bobby Ewing, Ray Krebbs

Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins: Jack Ewing, Jamie Ewing

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Vera Rodriguez, Maureen Ewing (according to the “Dallas” novelization), Valene

Clements, Abby Cunningham, Jill Bennett

Children: Children: Children: Children: Children: Lucy Ewing, Bobby and Betsy Ewing (twins), Molly Whittaker

NepheNepheNepheNepheNephewwwwws and nieces: s and nieces: s and nieces: s and nieces: s and nieces: James Beaumont, John Ross Ewing, Christopher Ewing, Margaret Krebbs,

Lucas Ewing, child of Cally Ewing

“Black sheep” of the Ewing family who wanted nothing to do with the family oil business and left

Dallas at a young age. Loves “the land more than oil, cattle more than cartels,” his mother muses

in “The Dallas Family Album” (see the Merchandise chapter). Recovering alcoholic who joined

Alcoholics Anonymous on the sister series, “Knots Landing.” Married Valene Clements three times.

Gen. Cochran

Air Force officer who visited J.R. Ewing in 1983 regarding his dealings with Harwood Oil.

George Hicks

Member of the Texas Energy Commission who supported J.R. Ewing.

George Middleton

Member of the committee to investigate the Gulf oil spill in 1989.

Gerald Kane

Man hired by J.R. Ewing to tell Pamela Barnes that he flew the assumed-dead Mark Graison to a

foreign clinic.
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Gernharst

Attorney at the reading of the will of April Ewing.

Gil Thurmond

Slimy refinery owner who came on to both Sue Ellen Ewing and Afton Cooper as he was pitching

deals to their men, J.R. Ewing and Cliff Barnes.

Gov. Mark White

Governor of Texas who was an honored guest at the Ewing Rodeo in 1985.

Grace Van Owen    d. March 1986

Assistant to Angelica Nero in the Dream Season, 1985. Arranged for Sam Barker’s death in a car

crash. Attracted to Jack Ewing. Killed by Angelica.

Greg Forrester

College professor of Lucy Ewing and the object of her affection. Had an affair with her, though he

also had a wife and family.

Gurney

Divorce lawyer for Sue Ellen Ewing in 1988.

Gustav Helstrom

Business invesstor and associate of J.R. Ewing.

Hal

Ranchhand at Southfork.

Hank Johnson

Oilman who was a paid contact of J.R. Ewing in Southeast Asia.

Hardy Devers

Lawyer to Clayton Farlow in the Dream Season, 1985.

Harrison Page

Owner of The Store, where Pamela Ewing and Liz Craig worked.

Harrison Van Buren III

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Afton Cooper

Boozing loser who lived in Louisiana and pulled a fast one on Cliff Barnes.

Harry Owens

Ewing Oil employee who opened Ewing 23 for Bobby when he was president of the company.

Harry Shaw

Aide to Cliff Barnes at the Office of Land Management.

Harv Smithfield

Niece: Niece: Niece: Niece: Niece: Anita Smithfield
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Son-in-law:Son-in-law:Son-in-law:Son-in-law:Son-in-law: John Baxter

Jock Ewing’s lawyer and a longtime legal associate of the Ewings. Partner in the Smithfield and

Bennett firm.

Hatton

Female staffperson at Fletcher Sanitarium, where Sue Ellen Ewing was committed in 1979.

Hawke

Friend of Bobby Ewing who pitched a business deal to him in 1987.

Holly Harwood

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Al Harwood

Inheritor of a Texas oil fortune and later oilwoman in her own right. Pursued Bobby Ewing. Had an

affair with J.R. Ewing and set up Sue Ellen Ewing to witness their lovemaking.

Honey North

Friend of Atticus Ward.

Howard Barker

Lawyer who took on J.R. Ewing’s divorce case against Sue Ellen Ewing, 1981.

Howie

Man who was at a bar with Michelle Stevens.

Inspector Remy

Police official in Martinique who investigated the attempt on Jack Ewing’s life in the Dream Season,

1986.

Ivy

Rollerskating friend of Christopher Ewing.

Jack Ewing    b. 1954

Grandparent:Grandparent:Grandparent:Grandparent:Grandparent: Leander Ewing

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Jason and Nancy (Shaw) Ewing

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Jamie Ewing

Cousins: Cousins: Cousins: Cousins: Cousins: J.R. Ewing, Gary Ewing, Bobby Ewing, Ray Krebbs

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: April Stevens

Disinterested and studly guy who provided evidence for J.R. Ewing in 1985 that Jock Ewing had

bought back the Ewing Oil interests of Digger Barnes and Jason Ewing. Attracted to Jenna Wade.

Dated Grace Van Owen. Targeted by Angelica Nero in her Martinique scheme.

Jackie Dugan

Friend of Pamela Ewing and secretary to Cliff Barnes.

James Richard Beaumont

Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Jock and Ellie Ewing

Parents:Parents:Parents:Parents:Parents: J.R. Ewing and Vanessa Beaumont

Siblings:Siblings:Siblings:Siblings:Siblings: John Ross Ewing, child of Cally Ewing
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Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins: Lucy Ewing, Christopher Ewing, Margaret Krebbs, Lucas Ewing, Bobby and Betsy Ewing,

Molly Whittaker

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Debra Lynn Beaumont, Michelle Stevens

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Jimmy Beaumont

Sharp, handsome long-lost son of J.R. Ewing by J.R.’s one true love, Vanessa. Came to Dallas in 1989.

Dated Sly Lovegren. Involved with Michelle Stevens. Opened the nightclub Sliders. Collaborated with

Cally Ewing against J.R., imprisoning J.R. in a sanitarium. Married Michelle in 1991 to get a share in

Ewing Oil.

Jamie Ewing Barnes    b. 1959; d. February 1987

Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Leander Ewing

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Jason and Nancy (Shaw) Ewing

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Jack Ewing

Cousins: Cousins: Cousins: Cousins: Cousins: J.R. Ewing, Gary Ewing, Bobby Ewing, Ray Krebbs

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Cliff Barnes

Naive but sincere woman with an environmental background. Befriended by Sue Ellen Ewing.

Wooed by Cliff Barnes in 1985 so he could get Ewing Oil shares. Killed while living in California and

doing work for Sue Ellen and Valentine Lingerie.

Jan

Modeling contact for Lucy Ewing.

Janine

Woman whom Carter McKay used as his alibi for the murder of Johnny Dancer.

Japhet Harper

Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Boaz Harper, Cally Harper

Hayleyville resident and troublemaker for J.R. Ewing.

Jarrett McLeish

Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling: Thornton McLeish

Business partner of his brother and associate of Bobby Ewing and Cliff Barnes.

Jason Ewing

Fictional brother of Bobby and Gary Ewing in J.R. Ewing’s dream sequence in the series finale.

Jean Hallinan

College lab partner to Mitch Cooper.

Jeanne Lawrence

Fictional lawyer in the dream sequence of the series finale.

Jeanne O’Brien

Mysterious woman who resembled Pamela Ewing and dated Bobby Ewing in 1990.

Jeb Ames

J.R. Ewing’s buddy in the cartel, along with Willie Joe Garr. Helped corner Julie Grey because of the

incriminating Ewing Oil Red File she threatened to give to Cliff Barnes. Released on parole in 1979.
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Jeff Farraday    d. March 1982

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Lisa Farraday / Alden

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Kristin Shepard

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Christopher Ewing

Sleazy drug dealer from San Francisco who blackmailed Bobby Ewing into “buying” his baby son,

Christopher. Parents separated when he was young, and he stayed with his father while his sister

Lisa Farraday went to live with their mother in New Mexico.

Jeff Peters

Fictional Hollywood agent of Sue Ellen Shepard in the dream sequence of the series finale.

Jenna Wade Marchetta Krebbs

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Lucas Wade

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Naldo Marchetta, Ray Krebbs

Children: Children: Children: Children: Children: Charlie Wade, Lucas Ewing

Beautiful and charming girlfriend of Bobby Ewing preshow who jilted him by moving to Europe in

late 1969 and becoming involved with an Italian count. Self-involved and spoiled oil heiress in her

younger years. Involved with Maynard Anderson in 1978. Worked at Billy Bob’s bar in 1983, until

Bobby bought her a boutique, which she opened in 1984. Framed for the murder of her husband

Naldo Marchetta in 1985. Began a new life with Ray Krebbs after the Dream Season.

Jennifer Jantzen

Young, beautiful owner of Jantzen Oil in the postseries reunion movies.

Jeremy Wendell

Owner of Weststar Oil and enemy to J.R. Ewing. Tried to buy up Ewing Oil in 1985. Put Carter McKay

up to trying to buy sections of Southfork in 1988. Romanced Sue Ellen Ewing.

Jerry Hunter

Friend of Peter Richards at college.

Jerry Macon

Private investigator hired by J.R. Ewing to spy on Sue Ellen Ewing.

Jerry Ziegler

Agent for Don Lockwood.

Jessica Farlow Montford

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Clayton Farlow

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Dusty Farlow

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Lord Henry Montford

European royalty and vengeful woman who had an affair with Atticus Ward preshow, producing

her son, Dusty Farlow. Kidnapped Ellie Ewing in 1984. Institutionalized. Charmed by J.R. Ewing in the

sanitarium as he pursued her voting rights to Dusty’s Weststar shares.

Jill

Floozy who came on to Bobby Ewing, then helped him in the Hillary Taylor case by wearing a wire

to entrap Paul Keats.
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Jim Redfield

Owner of the oil refinery that Bobby Ewing bought in 1980.

Jimmy Monahan

Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Henry Barnes

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Maggie Monahan

Uncle: Uncle: Uncle: Uncle: Uncle: Digger Barnes

Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins: Tyler Barnes, Catherine Barnes, Cliff Barnes, Pamela Barnes (assumed)

Fun-loving young man who took a “roll in the hay” with Lucy Ewing at Southfork.

J.J. Carter

District attorney who prosecuted Carter McKay for the murder of Johnny Dancer in 1991.

Jock (John Ross) Ewing    b. May or November 1915 (depending on which episode you

believe); d. 1982

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Leander Ewing

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Jason Ewing

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Amanda Lewis, Ellie Southworth

Children:Children:Children:Children:Children: J.R. Ewing, Gary Ewing, Bobby Ewing, Ray Krebbs

GrandcGrandcGrandcGrandcGrandchildren:hildren:hildren:hildren:hildren: Lucy Ewing, James Beaumont, John Ross Ewing, Christopher Ewing, Bobby and

Betsy Ewing, Margaret Krebbs, Lucas Ewing, Molly Whittaker, child of Cally Ewing

Crude Texas oil wildcatter and rival to Digger Barnes for Ellie Southworth’s love. Had a father who

was an abusive loser and a mother who ran out on them when Jock was just a young child

(according to the “Dallas” novelization). Attended Southern Methodist University. Married Ellie in

1936. Signed partnership agreement with Digger in 1938 concerning Ewing 23. Served in World War

II. Had an affair while married to Ellie and found out years later about the son, Ray Krebbs. Built up

Ewing Oil to a successful business. Killed in a helicopter crash in South America.

Joe Don Ford

Greaseball who pursued the newly divorced Pamela Ewing in 1984.

Joe Morris

Associate of Bobby Ewing in the construction business, 1978.

John

Man who dated Dana and was involved with some seedy types.

John

Jeweler who showed some precious stones to J.R. Ewing for a gift for Vanessa Beaumont, 1991.
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John Kane

Business associate of James Beaumont and Ewing Oil.

John Mackey

Private investigator hired by Pamela Ewing to find her mother.

John Ross Ewing III    b. September 1979

Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Jock and Ellie Ewing, Patricia Shepard

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: J.R. and Sue Ellen Ewing

AAAAAunts:unts:unts:unts:unts: Kristin Shepard, Pamela Ewing, Valene Ewing, Abby Ewing, Jill Ewing, Donna Krebbs, Jenna

Krebbs, April Ewing

UncUncUncUncUncles:les:les:les:les: Bobby Ewing, Gary Ewing, Ray Krebbs

Siblings:Siblings:Siblings:Siblings:Siblings: James Beaumont, child of Cally Ewing

Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins: Lucy Ewing, Christopher Ewing, Bobby and Betsy Ewing, Margaret Krebbs. Lucas Ewing,

Molly Whittaker

NepheNepheNepheNepheNephew: w: w: w: w: Jimmy Beaumont

Bright boy who was being groomed for the oil business by father J.R. Ewing. Lived with his mother

in Europe from 1991 to 1996.

Johnnie

Ewing plane pilot and Vietnam veteran.

Johnny Dancer (John Danzig)    d. December 1990

Associate of Carter McKay and former boyfriend of Liz Adams, whom he called “the love of his life.”

Investigated by the government. Shot to death in self-defense by Cliff Barnes; Carter was accused

of his murder.

Jordan Lee    d. November 1990

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Evelyn Lee

Texas oilman and associate of J.R. Ewing. Longtime cartel member and associate of Cliff Barnes.

Slept with Kristin Shepard and was later blackmailed by her. Killed in Paris by Sheila Foley / Hillary

Taylor and her thugs.

Jory (Marjorie) Taylor    b. February

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: John Foley and Hillary Taylor (stepmother)

Aspiring actress and Malibu beachside resident whom Bobby Ewing questioned in the search for

Hillary Taylor in 1991. Her dad married Hillary when she was 6 years old and then died when she

was 8. Hillary loved her and cared for her as if she was her own daughter. Lived with her

grandparents while Hillary worked to support the family. Roommates: Kit and Dana.

Joseph Lombardi Sr.    b. 1927

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Evelyn Lombardi

Children: Children: Children: Children: Children: Joey Lombardi (Nicholas Pearce), Sal Lombardi

Former Mafia man who testified against the family in 1967 and was relocated by the government.

J.R. Ewing (John Ross Ewing II)    b. 1939

Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Leander Ewing, Sam / Aaron and Barbara Southworth

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Jock and Ellie Ewing
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UncUncUncUncUncles:les:les:les:les: Jason Ewing, Garrison Southworth

Siblings:Siblings:Siblings:Siblings:Siblings: Gary Ewing, Bobby Ewing, Ray Krebbs

Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins: Jack Ewing, Jamie Ewing

Spouses:Spouses:Spouses:Spouses:Spouses: Sue Ellen Shepard (twice), Cally Harper

Children: Children: Children: Children: Children: James Beaumont, John Ross Ewing, child by Cally Ewing

NepheNepheNepheNepheNephewwwwws and nieces: s and nieces: s and nieces: s and nieces: s and nieces: Lucy Ewing, Christopher Ewing, Bobby and Betsy Ewing, Margaret Krebbs,

Lucas Ewing, Molly Whittaker

GrandcGrandcGrandcGrandcGrandchild:hild:hild:hild:hild: Jimmy Beaumont

Wealthy, conniving, shrewd Texas oilman and frequent president of Ewing Oil. Rival to Cliff Barnes.

Drinks bourbon and branch. Devoted to his daddy, Jock Ewing, and later to his memory. Married

Sue Ellen Shepard in 1970. Has had many extramarital dalliances. Hates Pamela Ewing because of

Barnes-Ewing feud; caused her to miscarry when she fell from a hayloft during a scuffle with him.

Committed Sue Ellen to a sanitarium. Shot by Kristin Shepard on March 21, 1980. Remarried Sue

Ellen in 1982. Led Pamela on a wild-goose chase for Mark Graison in 1985. Fiercely battled wife Sue

Ellen for custody of their son. Slept with Abby Cunningham during a visit to sister series “Knots

Landing.” Shot by Sue Ellen in 1988. Often at odds with Clayton Farlow, his mother’s second

husband. Paid Lisa Alden to cause trouble for Bobby Ewing. Met Cally Harper during a hunting trip

with Bobby and their sons. Convicted by backwoods folk of taking advantage of her; put on a

chain gang. Had himself committed to a sanitarium to weasel Weststar voting rights away from

Jessica Montford, then showed a rare glimpse of humanity upon his release. Almost committed

suicide in 1991. Returned from Europe five years later to fake his own death and attempt to worm

his way back into business with a codicil in Jock’s will. Headed Weststar Oil.

Judge Emmett Brocks

Presider in the case against Ray Krebbs for the murder of Mickey Trotter.

Judge J. Fowler

Presider in Christopher Ewing’s custody trial, 1988.

Judge John James Reebok

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Tom Reebok

Judge bribed by J.R. Ewing during the Dream Season, 1985.

Judge Potter

Presider over the preliminary trial in the murder of Julie Grey.

Judge Roberta Fenerty

Judge in the trial for the murder of Naldo Marchetta.

Judge Thornby

Presider in the case of Christopher Ewing’s adoption.

Judy

Fictional character from J.R. Ewing’s dream sequence in the series finale.

Julia Cunningham

Friend of Afton Cooper who took care of Afton’s daughter Pamela Cooper. Knew Bobby Ewing and

dated him in 1996, in the first reunion movie.
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Julie Grey    d. February 1979

Secretary to J.R. Ewing who leaked important papers on Sen. “Wild Bill” Orloff to Cliff Barnes and

ruined Orloff’s career. Returned to town the following year to get revenge on J.R., striking up a

close friendship with Jock Ewing. Killed by a fall from her apartment building, after being cornered

by Willie Joe Garr and Jeb Ames, who knew she was going to give the Ewing Red File to Cliff.

Justin Carlisle

Old friend of Bobby Ewing.

Katherine Wentworth

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Herbert and Rebecca Wentworth

Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Tyler Barnes, Catherine Barnes, Cliff Barnes, Pamela Barnes

Beautiful, brunette, conniving Barnes half-sister and pursuer of Bobby Ewing. Broadcast journalist.

Shot Bobby in J.R. Ewing’s office in 1984. Tried to kill Pamela Ewing but accidentally ran down

Bobby at the beginning of the Dream Season, 1985. Turned up later after Pam’s serious car crash.

Kay Lloyd

Administrative assistant to Sen. Andrew Dowling who became involved with Bobby Ewing. Visited

him in 1989 to warn him that Ewing Oil was a target of the Justice Department.

Keller

Sanitarium resident.

Kelly

Assistant to Sue Ellen Ewing at Valentine Lingerie.

Ken Jackson

Reporter from the Dallas Press who trespassed on Southfork to ask Miss Ellie Ewing about the

plane crash and the missing J.R. and Bobby Ewing.

Kendall Chapman

Receptionist at Ewing Oil.

Kevin Massey

Energy Department member whom Cliff Barnes dealt with in a land scheme.

Kimberly Kavanaugh

Fictional daytime TV actress in the dream sequence of the series finale.

Kimberly Styles Cryder

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Dr. (Herbert Anderson) Styles

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Wilson Cryder

Beautiful young wife of an influential Texas oilman. Had an affair with J.R. Ewing.

Kit Mainwaring III

Parents:Parents:Parents:Parents:Parents: Chris and Marjorie Mainwaring

Heir to a big Texas oil fortune, and fiance to Lucy Ewing in 1979. Homosexual.
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Kit (Katherine) Marlow

Jory Taylor’s beachside roommate and pal.

Kristin Shepard Farraday    b. 1958; d. 1981

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Patricia Shepard

Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling: Sue Ellen Shepard

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Jeff Farraday

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Christopher Ewing

NepheNepheNepheNepheNephew: w: w: w: w: John Ross Ewing

Ambitious, slinky, conniving female with long brown hair who had affairs with Rudy Millington, Alan

Beam, Vaughn Leland, Jordan Lee and J.R. Ewing. USC student with an interest in architecture,

which she used to her advantage as she pursued Bobby Ewing. Shot J.R. Ewing in 1980. Her body

was found floating in the Southfork pool.

Kyle Bennett

Partner in the Smithfield and Bennett law firm who was hired to defend Sue Ellen Ewing in the

shooting of J.R. Ewing.

Lam Thong

Ambassador to the U.S. for the country J.R. led a revolution in, 1981.

Larry Doyle    d. 1988

Private investigator hired by April Stevens to look into Nicholas Pearce’s past.

Laurel Ellis

Mysterious, young, European woman featured in a painting that haunted Clayton Farlow. Grew up

in London and came to Dallas in 1987. Specializes in sculpting trees.

Leanne Reese

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Sarah Reese

Lovely brunette friend of Pamela Ewing and former prostitute who worked under the name

“Amber.” Blackmailed by J.R. Ewing to put Pamela into a risque scene with Ben Maxwell in 1979.

Lee Evans

Pilot who was flying the helicopter in which Jock Ewing died.

Lee McHenry

Soccer coach for children with Down syndrome in the Dream Season, 1985.

LeeAnn Nelson De La Vega

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Roberto De La Vega

South American entrepreneur and a woman from J.R. Ewing’s past who came back for revenge.

Daughter of a Baptist school teacher. Met J.R. at the University of Texas, became involved with him,

and was unable to have children because of the “botched abortion” she had when he abandoned

her. Inherited her husband’s company in 1983. Based in Venezuela before coming to Dallas after

meeting Michelle Stevens at a resort in the Bahamas and learning what J.R. was doing after all

these years.
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Leo Daltry

Central Intelligence agent who pursued J.R. Ewing over his involvement with B.D. Calhoun in 1987.

Leo Wakefield

Accountant to Cliff Barnes.

Les Crowley

Associate of Bobby Ewing at People’s Lone Star Bank who gave him the loan to buy a refinery,

1980.

Leslie Stewart

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Craig Stewart

Public-relations expert who had affairs with J.R. Ewing and his political rival.

Lil (Lillian May) Trotter

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Mickey Trotter

NepheNepheNepheNepheNephew:w:w:w:w: Ray Krebbs

Sensitive mother who took her son Mickey Trotter off life support after his fatal accident.

Lila Cummings

Old college “friend” of J.R. Ewing.

Lincoln Hargrove

Attorney consulted by Ellie Ewing when she considered divorcing Jock Ewing, 1981.

Linda Bradley

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Andy Bradley

Member of the Daughters of the Alamo and friend of Sue Ellen Ewing and Marilee Stone.

Lisa Farraday / Alden

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Jeff Farraday

Duplicitous woman who became attached to Christopher Ewing in 1987 and fought for custody of

him, hired by J.R. Ewing to make trouble. Born in San Francisco. Parents separated when she was

10 years old, and she went to live with her mother in New Mexico while brother Jeff Farraday

stayed with their father.

Liz (Elizabeth) Adams

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Asa (Ace) Adams

Oilwoman who inherited her brother’s company. Former government agent who was once

involved with Johnny Dancer, whom she met while living in New York. Involved with Cliff Barnes in

Dallas in 1990-91. Sold her brother’s company to J.R. Ewing.

Liz Craig

Friend and coworker of Pamela Ewing at The Store.

Lori

Model who auditioned as Sue Ellen Ewing’s new Valentine Girl in 1987.
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Louella Caraway Lee

Secretary at Ewing Oil. Spied on Bobby Ewing for J.R. Ewing while Bobby served as president of the

company. Slept with J.R. Fired by J.R. in 1981.

Lt. Lee Spaulding

Policeman who helped Bobby Ewing in the murder investigation of Naldo Marchetta.

Lt. Sutton

Lawman who investigated the death of Julie Grey.

Lucas Ewing    b. May 1987

Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Jock and Ellie Ewing, Lucas Wade

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Bobby Ewing and Jenna Wade

UncUncUncUncUncles: les: les: les: les: J.R. Ewing, Gary Ewing, Ray Krebbs

Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Charlie Wade, Christopher Ewing

Cousins: Cousins: Cousins: Cousins: Cousins: Lucy Ewing, James Beaumont, John Ross Ewing, Bobby and Betsy Ewing, Margaret

Krebbs, Molly Whittaker, child of Cally Ewing

Lucy Ann Ewing Cooper Cooper    b. 1961

Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Jock and Ellie Ewing, Liliemae Clements

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Gary and Valene Ewing

UncUncUncUncUncles:les:les:les:les: J.R. Ewing, Ray Krebbs, Bobby Ewing, Joshua Rush

Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Bobby and Betsy Ewing (twins), Molly Whittaker

Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins: James Beaumont, John Ross Ewing, Christopher Ewing, Lucas Ewing, Margaret Krebbs,

child of Cally Ewing

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Mitch Cooper (twice)

Bubbly and precocious young woman who slept with Ray Krebbs as a teen (before finding out his

relation to her family!). Hated J.R. Ewing. School cheerleader. Addicted to pills. Attended Southern

Methodist University. Became engaged to oil heir Kit Mainwaring and golddigging lawyer Alan

Beam. Had an affair with her college professor, Greg Forrester. Married Mitch Cooper in 1981.

Worked as a model for Alex Ward’s magazine. Was raped by psycho photographer Roger Larson,

then aborted the child that resulted. Loved Mickey Trotter. Driven to drink after being scorned by

Peter Richards. Became reunited with ex-husband Mitch Cooper in 1985. Returned to Southfork in

May 1988. Schemed with April Stevens to expose the shenanigans of Casey Denault. Bought an art

gallery and palled around with its prime artist, Cally Ewing.

Luis Rueda

Chief of police in Los Gatos, Colombia, in the Dream Season, 1986.
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Luke Middons

Young son of a Southfork ranchhand who struck up a friendship with Bobby Ewing. His father was

bitten by a snake, and they left the ranch.

Luther Frick

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Wanda Allen

Off-kilter man with a criminal mind who took the Ewing women hostage at Southfork in 1978

because of J.R. Ewing’s dalliance with his wife. Brother-in-law to Payton Allen.

Lydia

Psychic who told Pamela Ewing her lost lover would reenter her life. (Pam interpreted it to mean

Mark Graison was still alive.)

Lyle Sloan

Assistant district attorney when Cliff Barnes was accused of Julie Grey’s murder and when Jock

Ewing was brought up for the murder of Hutch McKinney.

Maggie

Employee in the public-relations department of Weststar.

Maggie Barnes Monahan

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Henry Barnes

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Digger Barnes

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Jimmy Monahan

NepheNepheNepheNepheNephewwwwws and nieces: s and nieces: s and nieces: s and nieces: s and nieces: Tyler Barnes, Catherine Barnes, Cliff Barnes, Pamela Barnes (assumed)

Caretaker of young Cliff and Pamela Barnes.

Mancuso

Administrator of the lie-detector test on Wes Parmalee.

Mandy Winger

Model who was involved with Cliff Barnes, then J.R. Ewing. Spied on J.R. for Cliff for the second time

in the Dream Season, 1985. Hired by Sue Ellen Ewing for a Valentine Lingerie ad campaign.

Margaret Barnes

Fictional daughter of Cliff Barnes in the dream sequence of the series finale.

Margaret Krebbs    b. April 1987

Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Jock Ewing and Margaret Hunter

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Ray and Donna Krebbs

UncUncUncUncUncles:les:les:les:les: J.R. Ewing, Gary Ewing, Bobby Ewing

Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins: Lucy Ewing, James Beaumont, John Ross Ewing, Christopher Ewing, Bobby and Betsy

Ewing, Lucas Ewing, Molly Whittaker, child of Cally Ewing

Maria

Nursemaid for Jenna Wade’s son Lucas.
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Marilee Hurst Stone

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Martin Hurst

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Seth Stone

Sophisticated and shrewd wife of a cartel associate of J.R. Ewing (who committed suicide when he

was cheated by J.R.). Member of the Daughters of the Alamo and friend of Linda Bradley and Sue

Ellen Ewing. Went on to become a successful Texas oilwoman and cartel member. Did business in

and out of bed with Cliff Barnes and J.R. Ewing. Detested Jamie Ewing.

Mark Allen

Attorney for Cally Ewing.

Mark Thomas Graison Jr.    d. May 1984

Parent:Parent:Parent:Parent:Parent: Mark Graison Sr.

Wealthy businessman and lover of Pamela Ewing. Died in a plane crash. Was “resurrected” and

married Pamela in the Dream Season, 1986.

Mark Harris

Bicycle-riding boy who helped Bobby Ewing follow Sheila Foley and find the imprisoned April Ewing

in Europe.

Martin Cole

Candidate that the Ewings and the cartel chose to run against Cliff Barnes in his Senate bid.

Marvel Reed

Assistant to Nicholas Pearce.

Mary Elizabeth McCall

Friend of Jamie Ewing Barnes who was there when Jamie was killed.

Mary Lou Allen

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Payton Allen

Woman who had a one-night stand with Ray Krebbs, for which her husband exacted revenge.

Mary Lou Harding

Chairperson of the American Anti-Pollution Society.

Mary Lou Lassiter

Spoiled rich friend of Casey Denault who got irked at him when she bought into some property he

recommended that turned out dry.

Matt

Friend of Ray Krebbs.

Matt Cantrell

Associate who was subsidized by Bobby Ewing in an emerald-mining operation. Went emerald

hunting with Pamela Ewing in a South American jungle (through J.R. Ewing’s conniving) in the

Dream Season, 1985.
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Matt Devlin

Business associate of Ellie Ewing in her environmental work. Attracted to Ellie.

Matt Henderson

Police officer and grimy associate of J.R. Ewing who helped J.R. blackmail Leanne Reese.

Maureen

Woman who dated Ray Krebbs in the first season, 1978.

Mavis Anderson

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Punk Anderson

Kind longtime friend of Ellie Ewing.

Max

Thug who “watched” April Stevens while Al and Eddie shook down Nicholas Pearce, 1988.

Max Flowers

Oil-rig worker in Cliff Barnes’ employ.

Maynard Anderson

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Melissa Anderson

Aspiring Dallas political figure who served on the Texas Energy Commission. Had an affair with

Jenna Wade in 1978.

Melinda Carlisle

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Duke Carlisle

Amorous daughter of a Ewing friend who put the moves on James Beaumont for a deal.

Melissa Anderson

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Maynard Anderson

Wife of aspiring Dallas political figure who strongly blackmailed him into giving up his mistress.

Meredith

District attorney.

Michelle Louise Stevens Beaumont

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Amy Stevens

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: April Stevens

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: James Beaumont

Conniving, beautiful, blond young woman who was in league with J.R. Ewing. Was involved with Cliff

Barnes, then James Beaumont. Planned a nightclub with her sister April Stevens. Ran a resort in

the Bahamas for Eugene Inagaki. Schemed with LeeAnn de la Vega against J.R. and took over

ownership of Ewing Oil in 1991. Married James in 1991 as part of her schemes. Killed Hillary Taylor /

Sheila Foley to avenge April’s death.

Mickey Trotter    d. 1983

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Lil Trotter

Cousin:Cousin:Cousin:Cousin:Cousin: Ray Krebbs
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Southfork ranchhand and boyfriend to Lucy Ewing. Involved in a car crash with the drunk Sue Ellen

Ewing, then taken off life support by his mother.

Mike

Bartender at the Cattleman’s Club, 1988-91.

Miller

Counselor at Lucy Ewing’s high school whom she claimed attacked her in the first season, 1978.

Minister Brown

Officiator at J.R. and Sue Ellen Ewing’s second wedding.

Mitch Cooper

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Arliss Cooper

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Afton Cooper

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Lucy Ewing (twice)

Niece: Niece: Niece: Niece: Niece: Pamela Cooper

Med-school student, and later doctor, who was proud of his humble beginnings. Reunited with ex-

wife Lucy Ewing in 1985. Separated from her, then returned to Dallas to take her back to Atlanta

in November 1988.

Morrisey

Menacing resident at the sanitarium where J.R. Ewing was committed.

Mrs. Harris

Neighbor to Joseph and Evelyn Lombardi in Indiana.

Mrs. Reeves

Nanny to John Ross Ewing III.

Muriel Gillis

Friend of Lucy Ewing.

Naldo Marchetta    d. 1985

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Jenna Wade

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Charlie Wade

Dark and mysterious Italian count of a renowned family line who kidnapped daughter Charlie

Wade and blackmailed Jenna Wade into remarriage.

Nancy

Secretary to Carter McKay.

Nancy Simpson Scotfield

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Alfred Simpson

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Mark Scotfield

Wife of the man who caused an explosion at a Ewing Oil facility in 1986; pleaded his case to

Bobby Ewing then, when Bobby couldn’t help her, plotted revenge against the Ewing family with

her brother.
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Nanny

Caretaker for Pamela Cooper.

Nathan Billings

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Bernice Billings

Chairman of the Texas Energy Commission whom J.R. Ewing went after in 1985.

Neal

Diner worker in Montana encountered by Clayton and Ellie Farlow in 1989.

Neil Hart

Architect working with the land development project that Ray and Donna Krebbs were involved in,

1981.

Nelson Harding

IRS agent and associate of J.R. Ewing.

Nicholas    d. March 1986

Nervous associate to Angelica Nero in the Dream Season, 1985. Killed by her.

Nicholas Pearce (Joey Lombardi)    d. 1988

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Joseph and Evelyn Lombardi

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sal Lombardi

Investment banker and former New York Mafia son living under an assumed identity. Grew up in

Bensonhurst. Loved Sue Ellen Ewing. Killed by a fall from a window, a death that the jealous J.R.

Ewing later tried to pin on Sue Ellen.

Nurse Richardson

Worker at the sanitarium where J.R. Ewing was committed in 1990.

Ona Evander

Wealthy older woman who bought one of Cally Ewing’s paintings.

O’Neill

Employee at the Office of Land Management whom Cliff Barnes asked to investigate Ewing Oil.

Oswald Valentine

Rather eccentric partner with Sue Ellen Ewing in the lingerie business.

Pamela Jeanne Barnes Haynes Ewing Ewing    b. 1952

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Hutch McKinney and Rebecca Barnes, Digger Barnes (assumed)

Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Tyler Barnes, Catherine Barnes, Cliff Barnes, Katherine Wentworth

Cousin:Cousin:Cousin:Cousin:Cousin: Jimmy Monahan (assumed)

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Ed Haynes, Bobby Ewing (twice)

Children: Children: Children: Children: Children: two miscarriages, Christopher Ewing (adoptive)

Sensitive, pretty woman who was involved with Ray Krebbs preshow. Met Bobby Ewing at the

Ewing barbecue in 1977. Married him despite the longstanding hatred her father, Digger Barnes, felt

toward the Ewings. Hated by J.R. Ewing, who caused her to fall from a barn loft and lose her child
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in 1978. Wooed by Alex Ward. Worked at The Store. Searched for her mother (who was assumed

dead) in 1980. Wooed by Mark Graison in 1983. Was engaged to remarry Bobby Ewing when she

dreamed he was killed and she married Mark; woke up to find Bobby in her shower and to realize

the whole thing was a dream. Also took Bobby’s place at Ewing Oil in the Dream Season.

Remarried Bobby in 1986. Involved in a serious car crash in 1987, after which she had plastic

surgery and left town.

Pamela Rebecca Cooper    b. 1984

Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Grandparents: Digger and Rebecca Barnes, Arliss Cooper

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Cliff Barnes and Afton Cooper

Uncle:Uncle:Uncle:Uncle:Uncle: Mitch Cooper

AAAAAunts: unts: unts: unts: unts: Pamela Ewing, Katherine Wentworth

Cute blond teen who palled around with Christopher Ewing and John Ross Ewing in the 1990s.

Parker Ellison

Chairman of the board at Wentworth Industries who helped Pamela Ewing flee her family after

her disfiguring accident.

Pat Connors

Detective hired by J.R. Ewing to find Cally Ewing in 1991.

Pat Powers

Friend and business associate to Punk Anderson.

Patricia Shepard

Children:Children:Children:Children:Children: Sue Ellen Shepard, Kristin Shepard

GrandcGrandcGrandcGrandcGrandchildren: hildren: hildren: hildren: hildren: John Ross Ewing, Christopher Ewing

Protective and snobbish mother who encouraged her daughters to latch onto rich men. Visited

Dallas at the time of John Ross Ewing’s birth, then returned to Dallas in 1985 when Sue Ellen was

institutionalized by J.R. Ewing in the Dream Season.

Patrick O’Riley

Drug dealer with Tommy McKay.

Paul Beauvais

Farmer who was holding out when Cliff Barnes wanted to secure a right of way to transport his

natural gas after his big strike.

Paul Keats

Corrupt founder of the Red Rock Savings and Loan and partner to Hillary Taylor. Investigated by the

government. Bobby Ewing shook him down for information on Hillary Taylor in 1991.

Paul Morgan

Attorney and friend to Donna Culver. Advised Ray Krebbs on his divorce from Donna. Represented

Bobby Ewing in his custody fight for Christopher Ewing against Lisa Alden.

Paul Winslow

New York stockbroker whom J.R. Ewing consulted about putting Ewing Oil on the stock market.
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Paula

Casual pal of Lucy Ewing.

Payton Allen

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Wanda Allen

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Mary Lou Allen

Off-kilter man who, with brother-in-law Luther Frick, held the Ewing women hostage at Southfork

in 1978 because of J.R. Ewing’s dalliances with his sister.

Percy Meredith

Assistant district attorney when Ray Krebbs stood trial for the murder of Mickey Trotter.

Perez

Business associate of J.R. Ewing in Cuba.

Pete Adams

Private investigator for J.R. Ewing who looked into the deal with Angelica Nero in the Dream

Season, 1985.

Pete Reuther

Refinery owner whom Bobby Ewing dealt with in 1989.

Peter Larson

College roommate of Cliff Barnes who ran PR for him in his campaign for a Senate seat.

Peter Richards

Camp counselor to John Ross Ewing and younger lover to Sue Ellen Ewing. Pursued by Lucy Ewing.

Framed by J.R. Ewing on drug possession and shipped out of Dallas.

Petey

Man who recognized Nicholas Pearce as Joey Lombardi from the old days in Bensonhurst.

Phillip Colton

Lawyer for Lucy Ewing in her divorce from Mitch Cooper.

Phillip Reece

Lawyer consulted by Sue Ellen Ewing for her second divorce from J.R. Ewing, 1985.

Phyllis Wapner

Secretary to Bobby Ewing, beginning in January 1981.

Priscilla Duncan

Woman who kidnapped the infant John Ross Ewing III after the loss of her own child.

Punk (Marvin) Anderson

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Mavis Anderson

Oilman and longtime friend of Jock Ewing.
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“Rabbit” (Robert) Hutch    d. February 1990

Elderly friend of Clayton Farlow who was accused of murder in 1990.

Randy

Boyfriend of Charlie Wade.

Raoul

Member of the staff at Southfork.

Ray King

Defense attorney to Carter McKay in the murder of Johnny Dancer.

Ray (Raymond) Krebbs    b. October 19, 1945

Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Grandparent: Leander Ewing

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Jock Ewing and Margaret Hunter, Amos Krebbs (assumed)

AAAAAunt:unt:unt:unt:unt: Lil Trotter

Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: Siblings: J.R. Ewing, Gary Ewing, Bobby Ewing

Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins:Cousins: Jack Ewing, Jamie Ewing, Mickey Trotter

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Donna Culver, Jenna Wade

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Margaret Krebbs

NepheNepheNepheNepheNephewwwwws and nieces:s and nieces:s and nieces:s and nieces:s and nieces: Lucy Ewing, James Beaumont, John Ross Ewing, Christopher Ewing, Bobby

and Betsy Ewing, Lucas Ewing, Molly Whittaker, child of Cally Ewing

Humble, down-to-earth Southfork ranch foreman. Arrived at Southfork at age 15, when his

mother died, with a note from his mother asking Jock Ewing to look after him. Loved Pamela

Barnes preshow. Briefly involved with country singer Garnet McGee. Loved and married successful

careerwoman Donna Culver in February 1981, but often felt inferior to her. Loved and married

Jenna Wade in 1987. Left Dallas with her in 1988.

Raymond Ferguson

Lawyer for Cliff Barnes.

Rebecca Barnes Wentworth    d. February 1983

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Digger Barnes, Herbert Wentworth

Children:Children:Children:Children:Children: Tyler Barnes, Catherine Barnes, Cliff Barnes, Pamela Barnes, Katherine Wentworth

Grandchildren: Grandchildren: Grandchildren: Grandchildren: Grandchildren: Christopher Ewing, Pamela Cooper

Woman who was assumed dead until tracked down by her daughter, Pamela Ewing. Involved with

ranchhand Hutch McKinney in the early 1950s; bore a child by him. Rejected her old life in Dallas,

at first, in favor of her life as a Wentworth, but sought out Pam after the death of her second

husband, Herbert Wentworth, in 1981. Welcomed son Cliff Barnes into her life with leadership in

her company. After Cliff attempted suicide because of J.R. Ewing’s machinations, she started her

own feud against the Ewing family. Killed in a plane crash.

Rev. Carson

Clergyman who married Lucy and Mitch Cooper the second time, 1985.

“Rhonda Cummings”

Woman hired by Lila Cummings to pose as her daughter and seduce the chairman of the Texas

Energy Commission, Nathan Billings, as a favor for J.R. Ewing.
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Richard Barker

Justice Department member with a dislike for the Ewings.

Richard McIntyre

Former State Department member who advised J.R. Ewing about his trip to Cuba in 1983.

Richard Taylor

Justice Department investigator who went after J.R. Ewing in 1987.

Rita Briggs

Woman from whom Sue Ellen Ewing tried to adopt a “black market baby” in 1979.

Rocky

Young rodeo rider in the Dream Season, 1985.

Roger Burke

Business associate of Sue Ellen Ewing.

Roger Hurley

Classmate of Lucy Ewing who tried to blackmail her in the first-season miniseries.

Roger Larson

Psycho photographer who kidnapped and raped Lucy Ewing.

Rolf Brundin    d. September 1989

Business associate of the Ewing brothers in Salzburg, Austria. Killed by Tommy McKay.

Rose Daniels McKay

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Carter McKay

Ex-prostitute and romantic associate, then wife, of Carter McKay in 1989.

Roy Ralston

Dallas TV news personality who interviewed J.R. Ewing on his low-price gas stations in 1983.

Rudy Millington

Boyfriend to Kristin Shepard.

Ryan

Sanitarium resident and friend of J.R. Ewing when he was committed there.

Sal Lombardi

Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Parents: Joseph and Evelyn Lombardi

Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling: Joey Lombardi (Nicholas Pearce)

Kind blue-collar man and former mob son.

Sally Bullock

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Eugene Bullock

Attractive and shrewd businesswoman much younger than her husband. Dallied with J.R. Ewing.
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Sam Barker    d. December 1985

Private investigator and partner to Pete Adams. Killed by Grace Van Owen in Dream Season, 1985.

Sam Culver    d. 1979

UncUncUncUncUncle: le: le: le: le: Jonas Culver

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Donna McCullum

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Dave Culver

Powerful Texas politician and majority leader in Congress who was approached for support by J.R.

Ewing in 1979. Subject of widow Donna Culver’s first book.

Sandy Gordon

Attorney for Donna Krebbs in her divorce from Ray Krebbs.

Sarah Ewing

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Jacob Ewing

Children: Children: Children: Children: Children: Naomi Ewing, David Ewing

Jewish woman who saved Jock Ewing’s life in Holland during World War II in 1944, and whom Jock

helped get to the United States. Took the last name of her benefactor.

Sawyer

Adviser on custody proceedings for John Ross Ewing to J.R. Ewing.

Scotty Demarest

Famed criminal lawyer hired to defend Jock Ewing for the murder of Hutch McKinney and hired to

defend Jenna Wade in Naldo Marchetta’s murder.

Sen. Andrew Dowling

Lawmaker who became involved with Donna Krebbs in Washington, D.C., in 1987.

Sen. Bill (“Wild Bill”) Orloff

Lawmaker who was tight and friendly with the Ewing family.

Sen. Cawley

Lawmaker involved in the investigation of the Ewing Oil / Weststar tanker collision.

Sen. Daniel Garrity

Head of the Energy Committee blackmailed by J.R. Ewing in 1991. Has a penchant for underage

females, and Stephanie Rogers would arrange a meeting for him with a female each Friday.

Sen. Dave Culver

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Sam Culver

Lawmaker from a powerful political family who worked with Donna Krebbs on occasion.

Campaigned for governor in 1980. Reassigned to Washington in 1981.

Sen. Dickson

Colleague of Bobby Ewing when he served in the state Senate.
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Sen. Henry Harrison O’Dell

Lawmaker who tried to get a bribe out of Bobby Ewing in exchange for the Ewing Oil name in

1988.

Sen. Newberry

Lawmaker whom J.R. Ewing appealed to for the disbanding of the Office of Land Management.

Serena Wald

Friend and no-strings-attached lover of J.R. Ewing who appeared in the early 1980s and 1990.

Seth Stone                    d. March 1980

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Marilee Stone

Oil cartel member and business associate of the Ewings. Committed suicide after losing a fortune

from the Asian leases he purchased through J.R. Ewing.

Sgt. Crabbe

Investigator in the shooting of J.R. Ewing in 1981.

Sgt. Harry McSween

“Niece”:“Niece”:“Niece”:“Niece”:“Niece”: Sly Lovegren

Longtime Dallas Police sergeant, detective and dirty-work-doer for J.R. Ewing.

Shaughnessy

Refinery owner whom the Ewing brothers courted in 1989.

Sheila Foley (Hillary Taylor)    d. April 1991

StStStStStepcepcepcepcepchild: hild: hild: hild: hild: Jory Taylor

Cunning, vindictive banker who pursued Bobby Ewing in Paris as part of her plot to assassinate an

OPEC official. Has an MBA from Harvard and was raised in Lobell, Texas. Parents died in 1987.

Started Red Rock Savings and Loan with Paul Keats. Involved with Foley Petrotech of Odessa, Texas,

and with John Foley. Killed by Michelle Beaumont at Southfork as revenge for the death of

Michelle’s sister April Ewing in Sheila / Hillary’s OPEC scheme in Europe.

Sheriff Billy Joe Burnside

Lawman in Braddock County.

Sheriff Fenton Washburn

Lawman investigating the appearance of Hutch McKinney’s remains at Southfork, as well as the

car crash involving Sue Ellen Ewing and Mickey Trotter.

Sheriff Hanks

Lawman in Hayleyville.

Sheriff Tinsley

San Angelo lawman and friend of Clayton Farlow.

Sheriff Wyatt Mansfield

Lawman who helped look for Jack Ewing in the Dream Season, 1985.
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Sheryl Thompson

Receptionist and friend of Jeanne O’Brien.

Simms

Kin of the Harpers in Hayleyville.

Sly (Sylvia) Lovegren

“Unc“Unc“Unc“Unc“Uncle”: le”: le”: le”: le”: Harry McSween

Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling: Steve Lovegren

Longtime secretary to J.R. Ewing beginning in 1981. Blackmailed by Cliff Barnes into spying on J.R.,

then used by J.R. to nail Cliff back. Dated James Beaumont.

Spangler

Attorney to Arlen Ward.

Sparks

Owner of a boardinghouse in Pride, Texas.

Stanley Mallory

Man whose family Jock Ewing helped after they saved his own life in Holland in World War II.

Stanton Drake

Dallas real-estate agent.

Stephanie

Real-estate agent for Michelle Stevens.

Stephanie Gail Rogers

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Phillip Todd Rogers

Political PR woman to Cliff Barnes. Victim of J.R. Ewing’s plot to derail Cliff.

Stephen Daitch

Onetime date of Michelle Stevens.

Steve Grisham

Detective hired by J.R. Ewing to find Afton Cooper and her daughter Pamela Cooper in 1996.

Steve Jackson

Man hired by Pamela Ewing to find the plane that Mark Graison allegedly crashed in, 1984.

Sue Ellen Shepard Ewing Ewing Lockwood    b. 1948
Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Patricia Shepard

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Kristin Shepard

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: J.R. Ewing (twice), Don Lockwood

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: John Ross Ewing, plus a miscarriage in February 1984

NepheNepheNepheNepheNephew: w: w: w: w: Christopher Ewing

Miss Texas 1967 and long-tolerating wife of the cheating J.R. Ewing. Alcoholic. Married J.R. in 1970

the first time, then the second time in 1982. Institutionalized at Fletcher Sanitarium while pregnant
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with her son, then institutionalized again in the Dream Season, 1985. Involved with Cliff Barnes and

loved Dusty Farlow, then Clint Ogden. Involved with the much-younger Peter Richards, her son’s

camp counselor. Owned her own successful lingerie company called Valentine Lingerie, hiring

Mandy Winger as her star model. Involved with Nicholas Pearce. Shot J.R. in 1988. Became involved

with screenwriter Don Lockwood while producing a movie about J.R. Moved to Europe with Don

and her son, John Ross Ewing. Returned to Dallas in 1996; bought into Ewing Oil.

Susan

Friend of Lucy Ewing.

Tammy Miller

Bobby Ewing’s old friend in whom Cliff Barnes found solace in 1988.

Tanya Wilkinson

Actress and acquaintance of Don Lockwood.

Taylor “Guzzler” Bennett

Bobby Ewing’s chumpy college friend who proposes a partnership with him in the construction

business in 1978.

Teresa

Longtime maid in the Ewing household.

Thornton McLeish

Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling: Jarrett McLeish

Business partner of his brother and associate of Bobby Ewing and Cliff Barnes.

Tim

Employee at the sanitarium where J.R. Ewing committed himself in 1990.

Tom Flintoff

Man who attacked Sue Ellen Ewing.

Tom Fuller

Private eye hired by Sue Ellen Ewing to follow J.R. Ewing and prove his infidelity.

Tom Marta

Private eye hired by Bobby Ewing and Cliff Barnes to find Pamela Ewing and hired by Bobby to

investigate Lisa Alden.

Tom Owens

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: Dan Owens

Former business associate of Jock Ewing who harbored a grudge against Jock and threatened him

and his sons decades later during a dove hunt.

Tom Reebok

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: John James Reebok

Man whom J.R. Ewing helped get a job in an effort to influence his father, a judge, in the Dream
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Season, 1985.

Tom Selby

Chief accountant at Ewing Enterprises.

Tommy McKay    d. October 1989
Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Carter McKay

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Tracy Lawton

Ex-convict of a South American prison (on drug charges). Made advances toward April Stevens and

suffered Bobby’s Ewing’s fist for it. Planted an explosive in Bobby’s briefcase. Killed in a

confrontation with father Carter McKay.

Toni Chastaine

Woman who helped Bobby Ewing and his detective find the “real” Sheila Foley.

Tony Crane

Hearing-impaired child whom Ray and Donna Krebbs considered adopting in the Dream Season,

1986.

Tracey Krauser

Woman who tried to help Cliff Barnes secure a right of way for his natural gas strike from the

farmer-holdout, Paul Beauvais.

Tracy (McKay) Lawton

Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Carter McKay

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Tommy McKay

Beautiful, sensible blonde who ran from her father, then reunited with him. Fell for Bobby Ewing.

Travis Boyd

Business associate of Bobby Ewing.

Valene Clements Ewing Ewing Gibson Waleska Ewing    b. 1945
Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Parent: Liliemae Clements

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Joshua Rush

Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Spouses: Gary Ewing, Ben Gibson, Danny Waleska

Children: Children: Children: Children: Children: Lucy Ewing, Bobby and Betsy Ewing (twins)

Down-to-earth, kind diner waitress who married into the Ewing family as a teen and was hated

by J.R. Ewing. Remarried Gary Ewing and left town with him in 1979. At the sister series, “Knots

Landing,” she wrote a bestselling book about the Ewings called “Capricorn Crude” and also

researched a book about Greg Sumner. Divorced Gary in the 1980s, then remarried him in 1991.

Vanessa Beaumont

Child: Child: Child: Child: Child: James Beaumont

GrandcGrandcGrandcGrandcGrandchild:hild:hild:hild:hild: Jimmy Beaumont

J.R. Ewing’s first and truest love, reunited with him briefly overseas. Came to Dallas and became

engaged to J.R. in 1991.
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Vaughn Leland

Executive at the Cattleman’s Bank. Lover of Kristin Shepard and suspect in J.R. Ewing’s shooting.

Veronica Robinson    d. 1985
Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling:Sibling: Anne McFadden

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Bob Robinson

Former lover of Naldo Marchetta who helped him kidnap Charlie Wade and who was to testify for

Jenna Wade in Naldo’s murder trial in 1985. Killed on an airplane.

Virgil

Aged cowboy who knew Hutch McKinney and testified in Jock Ewing’s trial for his murder.

Virginia

Assistant to Stephanie Rogers.

Wade Luce

Oilman of Jock Ewing’s generation. Cartel member with Seth Stone, Andy Bradley and Jordan Lee.

Wally Hampton

Chairman of one of the biggest conglomerates in the Southwest U.S. J.R. Ewing conspired with him

to get Cliff Barnes an out-of-state job offer.

Wally Kessel

Farmer who owned some land that the Ewings wanted to drill on. Cliff Barnes double-crossed the

Ewings by working out a deal with him to hold out on the Ewings’ offer.

Wally (Wallace) Windham

Man who bought Jason Ewing and Digger Barnes’ thirds of Ewing Oil early on, then sold them to

Jock Ewing in 1932. Came to Dallas to testify for the Ewings in 1985.

Walt Driscoll    d. May 1983
Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Carol Driscoll

Head of the Office of Land Management in 1982 and business partner to J.R. Ewing in dealings with

Cuba. Drove the other car in a crash with Sue Ellen Ewing and Mickey Trotter, from which Mickey

eventually died. Committed suicide, overcome with guilt.

Walter Berman

Lawyer with whom J.R. Ewing schemed when he committed himself to the sanitarium in 1990.

Walter Sherr

Developer who worked with Ray Krebbs on a San Antonio land project.

Wanda Allen Frick

Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Sibling: Payton Allen

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Luther Frick

Woman who had a one-night stand with J.R. Ewing, for which her husband exacted revenge.
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Wayne Jessup

Teen drug-pusher to Lucy Ewing at her high school.

Wes Parmalee

Man who appeared at Southfork claiming to be Jock Ewing.

Willie Gust

Psycho thief who terrorized a runaway Lucy Ewing in 1978.

Willie Joe Garr

Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse:Spouse: Marilou Garr

J.R. Ewing’s buddy in the cartel, along with Jeb Ames. Helped corner Julie Grey because of the

incriminating Ewing Oil Red File she threatened to give to Cliff Barnes. Released on parole in 1979.

Wilson Cryder

Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Spouse: Kimberly Styles

Stern and slimy Weststar Oil bigwig.
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able to do a studable to do a studable to do a studable to do a studable to do a study drawing for the painting. Then afy drawing for the painting. Then afy drawing for the painting. Then afy drawing for the painting. Then afy drawing for the painting. Then af ttttter that, I did a 2er that, I did a 2er that, I did a 2er that, I did a 2er that, I did a 20 b0 b0 b0 b0 by 2y 2y 2y 2y 244444
acacacacacrrrrrylic painting that was the best intylic painting that was the best intylic painting that was the best intylic painting that was the best intylic painting that was the best interpretation I could makerpretation I could makerpretation I could makerpretation I could makerpretation I could make of thee of thee of thee of thee of the
painting. I also found some small picpainting. I also found some small picpainting. I also found some small picpainting. I also found some small picpainting. I also found some small pictures on the wtures on the wtures on the wtures on the wtures on the web that shoeb that shoeb that shoeb that shoeb that showwwwwed theed theed theed theed the
painting, but the lighting was poorpainting, but the lighting was poorpainting, but the lighting was poorpainting, but the lighting was poorpainting, but the lighting was poor, so I had to do a lo, so I had to do a lo, so I had to do a lo, so I had to do a lo, so I had to do a lot of wt of wt of wt of wt of work to cork to cork to cork to cork to creatreatreatreatreate ae ae ae ae a
true resemblamce to Jim Davis, and ytrue resemblamce to Jim Davis, and ytrue resemblamce to Jim Davis, and ytrue resemblamce to Jim Davis, and ytrue resemblamce to Jim Davis, and you see the results.”ou see the results.”ou see the results.”ou see the results.”ou see the results.”

“The stud“The stud“The stud“The stud“The study drawings I did of Jim Davis wy drawings I did of Jim Davis wy drawings I did of Jim Davis wy drawings I did of Jim Davis wy drawings I did of Jim Davis were to help me get a cere to help me get a cere to help me get a cere to help me get a cere to help me get a clearer idealearer idealearer idealearer idealearer idea
before I did the actual painting. The pastel one is with lighter bluebefore I did the actual painting. The pastel one is with lighter bluebefore I did the actual painting. The pastel one is with lighter bluebefore I did the actual painting. The pastel one is with lighter bluebefore I did the actual painting. The pastel one is with lighter blue
bacbacbacbacbackkkkkground, and the second studground, and the second studground, and the second studground, and the second studground, and the second study drawing was done in colored pency drawing was done in colored pency drawing was done in colored pency drawing was done in colored pency drawing was done in colored pencil.il.il.il.il.
MMMMMy painting that I sold to a fan is also attacy painting that I sold to a fan is also attacy painting that I sold to a fan is also attacy painting that I sold to a fan is also attacy painting that I sold to a fan is also attached. Mhed. Mhed. Mhed. Mhed. My study study study study study drawings arey drawings arey drawings arey drawings arey drawings are
the ones I sell prints of on eBathe ones I sell prints of on eBathe ones I sell prints of on eBathe ones I sell prints of on eBathe ones I sell prints of on eBayyyyy. All m. All m. All m. All m. All my wy wy wy wy work is based on mork is based on mork is based on mork is based on mork is based on my drawingy drawingy drawingy drawingy drawing
what I see and doing mwhat I see and doing mwhat I see and doing mwhat I see and doing mwhat I see and doing my oy oy oy oy own intwn intwn intwn intwn interpretation, so as to noerpretation, so as to noerpretation, so as to noerpretation, so as to noerpretation, so as to not merelyt merelyt merelyt merelyt merely
duplicatduplicatduplicatduplicatduplicate someone else’s we someone else’s we someone else’s we someone else’s we someone else’s work.”ork.”ork.”ork.”ork.”

YYYYYou can contacou can contacou can contacou can contacou can contact Jorgenson at t Jorgenson at t Jorgenson at t Jorgenson at t Jorgenson at markamarkamarkamarkamarkayart@yahoo.comyart@yahoo.comyart@yahoo.comyart@yahoo.comyart@yahoo.com, and see all of his, and see all of his, and see all of his, and see all of his, and see all of his
amazing celebrity art at amazing celebrity art at amazing celebrity art at amazing celebrity art at amazing celebrity art at MarKayArtCelebrities.comMarKayArtCelebrities.comMarKayArtCelebrities.comMarKayArtCelebrities.comMarKayArtCelebrities.com.....
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CharacCharacCharacCharacCharacttttter recap:  Marriages and birthser recap:  Marriages and birthser recap:  Marriages and birthser recap:  Marriages and birthser recap:  Marriages and births

MarriagesMarriagesMarriagesMarriagesMarriages

Jock Ewing and Ellie Southworth, 1936

Ellie Ewing and Clayton Farlow, May 1984

J.R. Ewing and Sue Ellen Shepard, February 1970, December 1982

J.R. Ewing and Cally Harper, December 1988, February 1989

Gary Ewing and Valene Clements, 1961, 1979, 1991

Bobby Ewing and Pamela Barnes, April 1978, November 1986

Bobby Ewing and April Stevens, April 1990

Ray Krebbs and Donna Culver, February 1981

Ray Krebbs and Jenna Wade, December 1987

Lucy Ewing and Mitch Cooper, January 1981, May 1985

Cliff Barnes and Jamie Ewing, May 1985

James Beaumont and Michelle Stevens, February 1991

Sue Ellen Ewing and Don Lockwood, November 1990

Jenna Wade and Naldo Marchetta, 1970, December 1984

Carter McKay and Rose Daniels, December 1989

BirthsBirthsBirthsBirthsBirths

John Ross Ewing III, September 1979

Christopher Ewing, August 18, 1981 or April 1981

     (depending on which episode you believe)

Pamela Rebecca Cooper, 1984

Margaret Krebbs, April 1987

Lucas Ewing, May 1987

YYYYYea, that’s right, yea, that’s right, yea, that’s right, yea, that’s right, yea, that’s right, you kou kou kou kou keep thoseeep thoseeep thoseeep thoseeep those
fingers crossed, girl!  Sue Ellen,fingers crossed, girl!  Sue Ellen,fingers crossed, girl!  Sue Ellen,fingers crossed, girl!  Sue Ellen,fingers crossed, girl!  Sue Ellen,

plaplaplaplaplayyyyyed bed bed bed bed by Linda Gray Linda Gray Linda Gray Linda Gray Linda Grayyyyy, married J.R., married J.R., married J.R., married J.R., married J.R.
Ewing, plaEwing, plaEwing, plaEwing, plaEwing, playyyyyed bed bed bed bed by Larry Larry Larry Larry Larry Hagman,y Hagman,y Hagman,y Hagman,y Hagman,

more than once.  Yikmore than once.  Yikmore than once.  Yikmore than once.  Yikmore than once.  Yikes!es!es!es!es!
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  EpisodesEpisodesEpisodesEpisodesEpisodes

“Dallas” was a mighty long-running sho“Dallas” was a mighty long-running sho“Dallas” was a mighty long-running sho“Dallas” was a mighty long-running sho“Dallas” was a mighty long-running showwwww, lasting a, lasting a, lasting a, lasting a, lasting a

whopping 1whopping 1whopping 1whopping 1whopping 14 seasons. Here are all the episodes, in4 seasons. Here are all the episodes, in4 seasons. Here are all the episodes, in4 seasons. Here are all the episodes, in4 seasons. Here are all the episodes, in

chronological order. The seasons are numbered from thechronological order. The seasons are numbered from thechronological order. The seasons are numbered from thechronological order. The seasons are numbered from thechronological order. The seasons are numbered from the

vvvvvererererery first fey first fey first fey first fey first few episodes, whicw episodes, whicw episodes, whicw episodes, whicw episodes, which ach ach ach ach actually did notually did notually did notually did notually did not comprise at comprise at comprise at comprise at comprise a

whole “season” — the showhole “season” — the showhole “season” — the showhole “season” — the showhole “season” — the show ran for a few ran for a few ran for a few ran for a few ran for a few ww ww ww ww weeks starting ineeks starting ineeks starting ineeks starting ineeks starting in

AAAAApril 1pril 1pril 1pril 1pril 199999777778, in a miniseries, then pic8, in a miniseries, then pic8, in a miniseries, then pic8, in a miniseries, then pic8, in a miniseries, then pickkkkked baced baced baced baced back up again ink up again ink up again ink up again ink up again in

the fall. Nethe fall. Nethe fall. Nethe fall. Nethe fall. Nevvvvvertheless, for our intertheless, for our intertheless, for our intertheless, for our intertheless, for our intents and purposes, wents and purposes, wents and purposes, wents and purposes, wents and purposes, we’lle’lle’lle’lle’ll

consider those first feconsider those first feconsider those first feconsider those first feconsider those first few episodes as Season 1w episodes as Season 1w episodes as Season 1w episodes as Season 1w episodes as Season 1, as does, as does, as does, as does, as does

WWWWWarner Bros. Yarner Bros. Yarner Bros. Yarner Bros. Yarner Bros. You’ll noou’ll noou’ll noou’ll noou’ll nottttte that sometimes soure that sometimes soure that sometimes soure that sometimes soure that sometimes sources varces varces varces varces vary ony ony ony ony on

the acthe acthe acthe acthe ac tual episode titles, whictual episode titles, whictual episode titles, whictual episode titles, whictual episode titles, which wh wh wh wh were noere noere noere noere not shot shot shot shot shown onwn onwn onwn onwn on

scscscscscreen in the episodes but whicreen in the episodes but whicreen in the episodes but whicreen in the episodes but whicreen in the episodes but which are noh are noh are noh are noh are now found on thew found on thew found on thew found on thew found on the

DDDDDVDs and in oVDs and in oVDs and in oVDs and in oVDs and in other places. This guide takther places. This guide takther places. This guide takther places. This guide takther places. This guide takes either thees either thees either thees either thees either the

acacacacactual Wtual Wtual Wtual Wtual Warner Bros. info or the majority varner Bros. info or the majority varner Bros. info or the majority varner Bros. info or the majority varner Bros. info or the majority vooooottttte of soure of soure of soure of soure of sources!ces!ces!ces!ces!

Season 1 — Spring 1978

“Digger’s Daughter,” April 2, 1978

Meet the Ewing family, owners of the opulent Southfork Ranch and the Texas heavyweight Ewing

Oil. In the series opener, guess who’s coming to dinner? It’s the fruit of a Ewing enemy’s loins — and

it’s also Bobby Ewing’s new wife! He and Pam arrive at Southfork and tell the story of standing in

front of an “old Baptist preacher” in New Orleans. The powerful J.R. Ewing immediately sees

Pamela Barnes Ewing as a threat, especially since Bobby — who’s been a traveling playboy —

seems to be taking more of an interest in the family business. Pam tells her brother Cliff Barnes

that she’s married Bobby, and he can’t believe she married a Ewing. “He’s a man,” she insists.

“Bobby Ewing is not a man,” he retorts. “Pamela, he’s a Ewing.” Bobby starts working at the Ewing

Oil offices, much to J.R.’s dismay. J.R. makes sure — with the help of secretary Julie Grey — Bobby

doesn’t get to some of the Ewing Oil secrets. Ranch worker Ray Krebbs (who just happens to be

Pamela’s old flame), meanwhile, is involved with Ewing granddaughter Lucy. J.R. uses Ray’s former

relationship with Pamela to his advantage, setting up a scene to make it look like the two are

picking back up again, in an effort to drive “that Barnes woman” off the ranch. Victoria Principal

and Ken Kercheval both remarked in the 2004 “Dallas Reunion: The Return to Southfork” special

that they actually wore their own clothes in this pilot episode. Kercheval told Inside Soap

magazine in 1998: “The first scene I filmed was with Victoria Principal, and it was freezing. I

remember having to take in my own sheepskin coat to try to keep warm, because in the early

days the men didn’t have a clothing budget and we had to wear our own clothes.”

“The Lesson” (also called “Lessons”), April 9, 1978

The irrepressible young Lucy doesn’t much like school, and Miss Ellie suspects Lucy has been

skipping class. After she talks to one of the school officials, Pamela takes an interest in the girl,
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even though Lucy wants nothing to do with her. Pamela walks in on Lucy and Ray in their little

hayloft hideaway and decides to take a stern approach with the teenager. But Lucy then tries to

frame a school counselor for impropriety, making her clothing look torn up and running out of the

counselor’s office. Another student at school, Roger, sees her ruse and tries to blackmail her for

favors. They head to a disco, where they run into not only Ray, but Bobby and Pamela, too. At the

Ewing Oil offices, Bobby has questions for secretary Julie, who promptly reports this to her boss.

Julie Grey is played by “Gilligan’s Island” castaway Tina Louise.

“Spy in the House,” April 16, 1978

Who leaked out a document linking the Ewings to questionable financial dealings and maybe even

bribery with Sen. Wild Bill Orloff? (No, it wasn’t her, even though it ended up in her brother Cliff’s

hands!) Bobby and Pam get on the case, though, to clear her name. Come to find out, Julie has

been feeling mistreated by J.R. lately, and Cliff gave her just the incentive to spill some secrets. Julie

feels remorse about her actions toward her bosses. J.R. doesn’t believe, at first, that Julie could

possibly be the spy that leaked the secrets. Julie ends up quitting her job. As the characters are

being developed in these first five episodes, you can believe that creator David Jacobs drew Cliff

Barnes as a politically minded crusader reminiscent of Jack and Bobby Kennedy.

“Winds of Vengeance,” April 23, 1978

As the result of one of J.R.’s many extramarital dalliances (in Waco, with Ray in tow), two very

strange men, Luther Frick and his brother-in-law Payton Allen, visit Southfork during a vicious

storm. They intend to get revenge on J.R. and Ray by doing to “their women” the same thing that

they think was done to their wives, Wanda and Mary Lou. J.R. and Ray return to the ranch during

the storm and get caught in the mess. Miss Ellie has been upstairs, not feeling well. Bobby and

Jock are still out on the road. Luther and Payton terrorize the Ewings, making Sue Ellen don her

Miss Texas outfit and sing for them as J.R. watches helplessly. Finally Ellie — with her daddy’s gun —

stops the painful charade, and Jock and Bobby arrive. Brian Dennehy plays Luther Frick. It’s a

pretty humiliating episode for former beauty queen Sue Ellen Ewing, and a rare glimpse of snow

at Southfork. In the novelization of this episode, included in Lee Raintree’s rather graphic “Dallas,”

Sue Ellen is actually raped by one of the men.

“Bar-B-Que” (also called “Barbecue”), April 30, 1978

Can’t everyone just get along at the annual Ewing event — Ewing and Barnes? Since their two

families are now connected by marriage, Digger drops by the barbecue, which doesn’t make Jock

happy. Ellie, however, warmly greets her old friend, and they talk about old times, including Ellie’s

admission that she married Jock to save her daddy’s ranch. Ray brings a date to the barbecue,
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Maureen, whom Lucy watches enviously. Lucy has a roll in the hay with Pam’s cousin Jimmy

Monahan. Pamela learns she is pregnant. (“What do you get when you cross a Barnes with a

Ewing?” she asks Bobby. “A boy or a girl.”) The news makes a big splash, driving the jealous Sue

Ellen to get wasted at the barbecue, but also driving Jock and Digger to shake hands over this

mutual grandchild. Digger just gets drunker and drunker, though, causing a scene. And the thought

of Pamela bearing the first Ewing grandson — rather than Sue Ellen — riles J.R. After he gets

punched out by Bobby for calling Pamela trash, he retreats to the hayloft, where he sees Pamela

and causes her to fall and miscarry in his own drunkenness.

Season 2 — 1978-79

“Reunion,” Part 1, September 23, 1978

Bobby finds his brother Gary in Las Vegas. Gary’s been working as a casino attendant and he

arranges to bump into Bobby when he learns his brother is in town. Lucy, meanwhile, has been

seeing her mother Valene on the sly at the diner where Val works (with the help of Jimmy

Monahan, who gives her a lift). Bobby convinces Gary to return to the ranch. Ellie can’t wait to see

Gary again and warns her family that his visit better go well. Lucy, excited to be reunited with her

father, arranges a meeting between him and Valene, who is eventually convinced to return to

Southfork, also. J.R., of course, having driven Valene off the ranch when Lucy was just a baby, sees

this as another threat to his power in the family and in Ewing Oil. A drunken Digger, meanwhile, is

hospitalized. David Ackroyd plays Gary. Digger Barnes is played by David Wayne.

“Reunion,” Part 2, September 30, 1978

Good old J.R. sets a trap for Gary by luring him into running one of the smaller Ewing properties.

Val suspects it’s another one of J.R.’s plots, not believing, as Gary is, that J.R. has changed. Ellie tries

to reassure her, and Bobby keeps his eyes on J.R., as well. Pamela struggles with her father

Digger’s latest drinking binge — and his rejection of her because she married a Ewing. Her Aunt

Maggie tells her she might want to lay low for a while, where Digger is concerned. Then Digger

storms up to Southfork, and he and Jock haggle over a “price” for Pamela (truly disgusting, BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV

says). Caving under the pressure of running the Ewing holding as he is feeling rather inadequate,

Gary leaves Southfork, and after another blackmail attempt by J.R., Val is right behind him.

“Old Acquaintance,” October 7, 1978

Jenna Wade, “the” former girlfriend of Bobby who makes Pam very nervous, shows up. Jilted by

her lover, Maynard Anderson, as he’s promoted to the Texas Energy Commission, and egged on by

J.R. and his wild tales of Bobby’s “disastrous” marriage and Pam’s “temper,” Jenna asks Bobby for

help for herself and her daughter, Charlie. Bobby helps the two move into a new place. Jenna

pours on the charm, even implying that Charlie is Bobby’s child as leverage. J.R. is happy to try to

get Jenna and Bobby together, but Pam must get a grip on the situation to save her husband from

Jenna’s enticement. She goes to Jenna’s home and forces an answer out of her on just who

Charlie’s father is. Prolific TV star Morgan Fairchild makes her sole appearance as Jenna Wade.

“Bypass,” October 14, 1978

Jock has been noticing the tension between his two sons at Ewing Oil. Bobby, increasingly

disgruntled by J.R.’s business practices, has been thinking about leaving the company, an idea that

upsets his father. Jock wants Bobby’s role in the company to be bigger. Jock calls J.R. to the carpet

(well, actually, the Southfork front yard) about how J.R.’s been nosing Bobby out of any of the
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important business deals. While arguing, Jock has a heart attack and is rushed to the hospital. The

family members, especially Miss Ellie, worry at the hospital. As Jock’s heart attack mandates

open-heart surgery, J.R., of course, cuts some deals on the side. He’s been telling Jeb Ames and

Willie Joe Garr that Jock’s will leaves him rights to drill for oil on Southfork. Bobby feels guilty about

Jock’s heart attack and distracts himself with work on the ranch.

“Black Market Baby,” October 15, 1978

Pamela’s friend, Liz Craig, is offering her a great new job, and it takes Pamela’s focus off having a

baby. Still, with Pamela around the house, Sue Ellen Ewing is so uptight about being the first one to

produce a male Ewing heir. She doubts J.R’s “ability” to do the job and even has a one-nighter with

Ray Krebbs (and in an unsettling twist, Ray has now nailed three out of four Ewing females). Then

she investigates adoption, then she looks into the black market. She meets the sleazy lawyer

Buzz Connors, who specializes in such “private adoptions.” She insists on meeting the expectant

mother that Buzz mentions, Rita Briggs, and begins a relationship with the coarse and

unappreciative girl. Pamela sees Sue Ellen shopping for baby items with Rita. J.R. also gets wind of

Sue Ellen’s schemes and deals with them in his own special J.R. way. “I had to put an end to it,” he

tells Sue Ellen later at Southfork. “I want it to be our child, not someone else’s.” You gotta love

those safari-type shirts J.R. wore early on in the series.

“Double Wedding,” October 21, 1978

Pam’s ex-husband, Ed Haynes, rears his ugly head, claiming they are still married because he

never received the annulment papers she filed while he was off in Vietnam. He first tries to track

Pam through Aunt Maggie. Then he visits Ewing Oil and talks to J.R., who’s more than delighted to

hear the news, and who immediately passes it on to the family. Ed also contacts Digger to get fuel

for his moves against Pam. Pamela explains to the family that the marriage was a mistake of her

youth that was annulled, but she has no way to prove it. Bobby tracks down Haynes’ partner to

get the annulment papers. Meanwhile, Bobby has been dabbling in the construction business and

is working on a project with one of Sue Ellen’s community groups.

“Runaway,” October 28, 1978

Everybody seems to be involved in the plans for Lucy’s birthday party except Lucy herself, and

she’s tired of being treated like a child. She gets a letter from her mother, who explains that J.R.

tried to pay her off to leave the ranch (again). Lucy wants to invite Valene to the birthday party,

and when Jock refuses, Lucy can’t take it anymore: She runs away (in J.R.’s Mercedes, to add

insult to her own injury!), then runs into a psycho named Willie Gust, who tries to involve her in his

thievery. He finds out he has a Ewing by the tail, and soon Lucy is held against her will. Bobby
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tracks Gust and his now-reluctant fugitive, even as Lucy’s birthday party is going on without her

back in Braddock! Hunky Greg Evigan of “B.J. and the Bear” plays psycho Willie Gust.

“Election,” November 5, 1978

Cliff’s is running for the state Senate, on a platform opposed to the independent oil producers like

the Ewings. Jock and J.R. have been trying to get Cliff’s opponent Harrison Slade elected with the

help of their old buddy Congressman Oates. Sue Ellen’s Daughters of the Alamo group holds a

political forum with Cliff and his opponent, and sparks fly when Cliff and Sue Ellen exchange words

at the event. Pamela offers to raise funds for Cliff’s campaign, upsetting relations at Southfork, but

then she inadvertently gives J.R. the dirt on Cliff: that a former girlfriend died mysteriously. When

J.R.’s guy Dan Marsh investigates, he finds a botched illegal abortion in Cliff’s past. J.R. uses it to the

Ewings’ advantage, and a scandal ensues. Pam storms into the office where Jock and J.R. are and

screams at them, “How could you have done it?” Jock throws a hand up in the air: “Politics is

politics.”

“Survival,” November 12, 1978

A storm forces the plane carrying Bobby and J.R. to crash-land, and Pam and Sue Ellen wait for

word on them, learning more about each other while Ellie keeps the news from Jock, who’s still

recovering from heart surgery. Jock hears Miss Ellie talking to a reporter about it, and the jig is up.

Jock then powers into action, sending Ray out to help with the search and instructing him to look

for “three of anything,” the survival signal for help that Jock taught J.R. at a young age. Ray does

go on the search, and spots the crash site, marked with the “three” signal. Jock’s two sons are

brought home safe. Sue Ellen spends more time with Cliff, telling him about her attempts at

adopting a baby. This episode includes a tense moment between Sue Ellen and Pamela that ends

in Pamela slapping her sister-in-law, drawing a distinction between the fortitude of the two Ewing

females in times of distress.

“Act of Love,” November 19, 1978

Sue Ellen, who has been having an affair with Cliff Barnes, is finally pregnant — but is the child a

Ewing or a Barnes? J.R. is leery that Sue Ellen has finally become pregnant after so many years of

marriage, and he goes back over in his mind the trip to Austin he took several weeks ago, since

Sue Ellen is six weeks pregnant. “I’ve been just as faithful to our marriage vows as you have,

darling,” Sue Ellen purrs to him. Cliff also wonders if the child is his. Pam gets a job promotion that

has her flying overseas just as Bobby needs her for an important work function with some

business associates from the East Coast. She’s torn between her need to be with him and be

supportive of his business and her need to pursue her own interests. Nicolas Coster, who would go

on to star in NBC’s daytime soap “Santa Barbara,” is Joe Morris.

“Triangle,” November 26, 1978

Lucy gets a little jealous when Ray starts hanging out with a new woman (and of course, we’ll just

ignore that, since we’ll soon find out that Lucy and Ray are related). J.R. discovers Ray’s new love

interest, country singer Garnet McGee, and immediately moves in on her. Lucy wants a country-

music career of her own, and when she goes to J.R.’s office to ask him for help, she discovers J.R.’s

contract for Garnet. She tries to blackmail J.R. with the knowledge, but he’s not listening. She then

promptly tells Ray the terms of the contract, then Ray finds J.R. and Garnet together. Jock,

meanwhile, has given Ray a gift for his 20 years of service at the ranch: a nice chunk of property

on Southfork, which had caused him to think quite seriously about Garnet and settling down.

After Ray and J.R. fight, Bobby asks Ray to stay on at Southfork, while J.R. wants him out. Ray
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resolves to stay.

“Fallen Idol,” December 3, 1978

Bobby’s old college chum (and surrogate big brother), Taylor “Guzzler” Bennett, is really a chump.

He comes to town for a visit and doesn’t make a great impression on Pam when he takes Bobby

out and gets him drunk. He proposes a partnership with Bobby in a shopping-mall project — but

part of the land is on Southfork, the much-contended and oil-rich Section 40. J.R., meanwhile, has

been cutting his own illicit deals with the property on the sly — and against his parents’ wishes

that Section 40 should never be drilled on. Jock and Ellie give Bobby the OK for the mall project,

and when Jeb Ames and Willie Joe Garr hear this, they come to J.R.’s office with questions. J.R.

sees what Guzzler’s up to, and he even has lunch with Pam to warn her about her husband’s old

pal.

“Kidnapped,” December 17, 1978

When Bobby is kidnapped by criminals who mistake him for J.R., Cliff is chosen as the go-between.

J.R. doesn’t like that and tries to control the situation himself. Pam struggles with the kidnapping,

and Cliff is determined to pull this job off right, not just for his sister but also because he knows

Bobby is a good guy. J.R. enlists the aid of Ray to intervene in the kidnapping to spare the

multimillion-dollar ransom, and they wind up shooting the kidnappers but also putting Cliff’s life in

danger.

“Home Again,” January 7, 1979

Miss Ellie’s brother Garrison Southworth returns from an assumed death, and Jock and J.R. suspect

he’s just sniffing around for some cash. Ellie decides to right an old wrong and give her brother the

ranch that is rightfully his, since their daddy left it to Garrison in his will. Everyone else in the

family, of course, objects. Garrison and his lovely female companion are shocked and hurt by the

nasty insinuations of J.R., and they storm off Southfork. Ellie later learns that Garrison’s

companion, Cathy, is really his full-time nurse, and that he’s dying. She invites him to move back to

Southfork, where he dies shortly thereafter. Jock and Ray, meanwhile, learn that a well on

Southfork’s Section 40 has been tampered with, and Ray suspects J.R. is up to something.

“For Love or Money,” January 14, 1979

Look out: Sue Ellen’s materialistic mother Patricia and slithering sister Kristin have arrived in Dallas,

and they plan to stay awhile. J.R. can’t believe how much Kristin has grown up since he last saw

her! Patricia wants Kristin to be just like Sue Ellen and marry herself some rich guy. And Sue Ellen

turns to Cliff once again as J.R. continues to be unfaithful to her. She heads out of Southfork, and

J.R. has her tailed, enlisting the services of Dan Marsh again. Cliff is being offered the helm of a

newly created Office of Land Management in Dallas, but the offer has some strings attached —

he’s asked to OK a new development project. J.R. learns of Cliff and Sue Ellen’s affair and confronts

Cliff about it. Pamela also suspects an affair. Colleen Camp plays Kristin. Newcomer Fern Fitzgerald

portrays Marilee Stone.

“Julie’s Return,” January 26, 1979

Jock’s feeling a bit old and useless, believing that he’s being treated like an invalid as J.R. keeps

him out of Ewing Oil and Bobby keeps him out of the ranch business. Jock runs into the vivacious

Julie Grey, the former Ewing Oil secretary who has returned to town for revenge on J.R. and who

figures an easy route is through J.R.’s father. As the two spend more time together, J.R. and Bobby

are concerned — Bobby for moral reasons and J.R. for concerns over his dealings with Ames and
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Garr. J.R. decides to tell Miss Ellie, and Ellie confronts both Julie and Jock separately. Jock at first

tells Ellie it’s none of her business, but then thinks better of it and breaks off his new friendship.

“The Red File,” Part 1, February 2, 1979

Ray tries to track a man who might know more about the drilling on Section 40, and he knows

J.R. is hiding something. J.R. picks up where he left off with Julie, and as they spend time together

(her friendship fling with Jock now cooled), J.R. asks her to spy on Cliff for him. Julie realizes she’s

been used by J.R. once again. But she has a trump card — the photocopies she once made of J.R.’s

notorious Red File. She intends to go to Cliff with the goods (or “bads,” actually), but before she can

have the meeting, she’s visited by Willie Joe Garr and Jeb Ames. They corner her, intending to get

her out of town because of the threat the Red File poses to their own business, but Julie falls to

her death from the roof of her apartment building. J.R., who’s had Cliff’s phone line tapped, wastes

no time pointing the police toward an incriminating message Julie left for Cliff on his answering

machine. The police arrest Cliff for Julie’s murder.

“The Red File,” Part 2, February 9, 1979

Believing J.R. framed Cliff for Julie Grey’s murder, Pam angrily moves out of Southfork. Blaming J.R.

and wanting Pam back, Bobby is determined to find the information to clear Cliff of Julie’s murder.

He discovers a clue in Cliff’s mail: Julie sent Cliff a key and a pawn ticket before she was killed.

Bobby finds out where the key fits, and learns some unsavory stuff about J.R. (surprise, surprise!),

as well as Willie Joe and Jeb. One of the grimy little items Bobby unearths is J.R.’s scheme

regarding Jock’s will and the drilling on Southfork’s Section 40. Cliff is cleared as the real murderers

are found, but this doesn’t help Pam feel like she can move back to Southfork just yet.

“Sue Ellen’s Sister,” February 16, 1979

We could call this one “All the Women Love Bobby Ewing, Part 1: Kristin Shepard.” Seeing his

marital trouble, Kristin sets her sights on Bobby, and J.R. loves that. Lucy is none too impressed by

the opportunistic Kristin, however. When he can’t get key Ewing information out of Sue Ellen, Cliff

uses Pam to screw up a Ewing business deal. He borrows money from Pam (which she borrowed

from Bobby) to pay off farmer Wally Kessel, so Wally doesn’t have to sell out to the Ewings, who

want to drill on his property. This, of course, causes more conflict between Pamela and Bobby,

because when Bobby tells her, she won’t believe that about Cliff.

“Call Girl,” February 23, 1979

Pam has a new friend at The Store, Leanne Reese (played by the lovely Veronica Hamel), and Pam

moves into Leanne’s apartment while she’s trying to sort out things with Bobby. Leanne is a former

prostitute who’s working hard to get to the point to be able to bring her young daughter home

with her. J.R. is out to get Ben Maxwell, a supporter of Cliff, so he blackmails Leanne (with her

shady past) into staging a naughty scene between Ben and Pam (kill two birds with one stone,

you know!). An incriminating photo of Pam, Ben and Leanne makes the front page of the paper

the next morning. Bobby gets to the bottom of the matter, though, and it brings him and Pam

back together, and Pam back to Southfork. Bobby also has worked out the situation with farmer

Wally Kessel, and Pam overhears Cliff gloating about the whole thing to a business partner, so she

learns the truth about her brother. Bobby and Ray meet up with Kit Mainwaring, whose wealthy

family, like the Ewings, has been hit by cattle-rustlers. Larry Hagman’s daughter Heidi, who had

several small roles on the series, shows up as an employee at the health club.
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“Royal Marriage,” March 9, 1979

Directed by Gunnar Hellstrom, who would return in 1989 to play the role of Rolf Brundin.

Lucy begins dating Kit Mainwaring III, heir to the fabulous Mainwaring oil fortune! Finally, she comes

to know what it is to be truly loved. J.R., meanwhile, sees the potential for this union of two

powerful oil-rich families, as he has been working on a refinery deal with Kit’s father, Chris

Mainwaring. Lucy and Kit officially announce their engagement, and Lucy basks in the glow of this

highly anticipated society event. Things fall apart, though, when it is revealed that Kit is actually

gay. J.R. blackmails Kit into going on with the wedding. Kit comes clean with Lucy, and Lucy nobly

fabricates a story to protect his reputation.

“The Outsiders,” March 16, 1979

Ray meets Donna at the bar, but she’s no common bar fly. He can see that this lady has class.

They start seeing each other, and Donna doesn’t tell him that she’s married. Bobby and Pam find

out just who Ray’s mystery woman is, and, with memories of Garnet McGee fresh on their minds,

they’re very concerned that Ray is going to once again get hurt. J.R. has been working on getting

Donna’s husband, the powerful Sam Culver, to lessen the strength of Cliff Barnes’ pesky Office of

Land Management. When he finds out Donna has been seeing Ray, he attempts to blackmail her.

Donna is no chump, though, going to her husband and removing J.R.’s threat by being honest with

Sam. Sue Ellen has been indulging her alcoholism. Sensing a liability for the Daughters of the

Alamo, Marilee asks Ellie to have Sue Ellen resign from the group’s presidency.

“John Ewing III,” Part 1, March 23, 1979

Call this the addiction episode: Sue Ellen has her alcohol, and Lucy has her pills. Jock and Ellie

become increasingly concerned about Sue Ellen’s drinking, which she continues despite the threat

to her unborn child. Even warnings from her doctor, Anita Krane, don’t stop her. She passes out in

her car, then falls down the stairs (as a strung-out Lucy watches), and J.R. first tries locking down

all the alcohol in the house and having the servants closely watch his wife. Then he uses her

trouble as an excuse to have Sue Ellen committed to a sanitarium. Bobby, meanwhile, hides Lucy’s

problem with pills from his parents. He and Ray must fish Lucy out of a stoner party at the home

of her buddy Annie Driscoll. Bobby insists on Lucy’s pledge that she will quit the Quaaludes.

“John Ewing III,” Part 2, April 6, 1979

J.R. shows Sue Ellen evidence that Cliff is seeing another woman, which enrages her. Jock calls J.R.

to task over his wife, telling him he better be as good a husband as he is a businessman. One of

the sanitarium’s orderlies, Hatton, has decided she can cash in on Sue Ellen’s predicament; she

sells her some booze. Bobby comes to visit Sue Ellen, who at times is trying to appear unfazed by

the situation and at other times is too weak to stand it. She confides in Bobby about her affair

with Cliff. Bobby then visits Cliff and punches him out. Pamela confronts Cliff about Sue Ellen and

her fragile state. Sue Ellen drunkenly sneaks her way out of the facility, steals a car then gets into

a wreck. We see Muriel Gillis here, who will be a close friend to Lucy over the years.

Season 3 — 1979-80

“Whatever Happened to Baby John?” Part I, September 21, 1979

Sue Ellen returns from the hospital and doesn’t seem to want anything to do with her new child,

who must stay at the hospital for the time being and whom the other Ewings visit and coo over.

J.R. tries to love up to Sue Ellen with an expensive ring. Cliff has his own interest in both the child
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and Sue Ellen — he’s claiming the child is his. Jeb Ames and Willie Joe Garr get paroled from jail

(the headline in The Dallas Chronicle says “Prominent Dallas Businessmen Free on Parole”) and try

to contact J.R., who won’t return their calls. J.R. begins mentoring a golden-boy lawyer, Alan Beam,

who’s working with Harv Smithfield at Smithfield and Bennett and who could help the Ewings in

their environmental reports for the Office of Land Management. Cliff’s aide at the OLM, Harry Shaw,

warns his boss to take it slowly with his Ewing vendetta. The Ewings learn that Baby John has

been kidnapped from the hospital.

“Whatever Happened to Baby John?” Part 2, September 28, 1979

Bobby suspects Cliff Barnes in the kidnapping, and he tries to find him. When he does, Cliff says he

was out of town at the time of the kidnapping. After a tussle, the brothers-in-law decide to work

together to find the child. Garr and Ames call J.R. and claim to be the kidnappers, demanding a

million-dollar ransom. J.R. secretly goes to Vaughn Leland and secures the cash. Pamela, though,

solves the kidnapping when she remembers a woman at the hospital eyeing the babies. The

woman, whose name is Priscilla Duncan, is suffering from the loss of both her own baby and her

husband, who left her. Pam, Bobby and Cliff find Baby John at Duncan’s home, and the child is

returned to the Ewings, though it seems Sue Ellen could care less. J.R. realizes the scheme of Garr

and Ames before he pays them off.

“The Silent Killer,” October 5, 1979

Digger Barnes visits Cliff and Pam from the West Coast. But he’s sick, and a trip to the doctor finds

him diagnosed with neurofibromatosis, a genetic disorder that is often fatal in infants and that

killed Digger’s other two children, Tyler and Catherine Barnes. This news makes Pam nervous about

Baby John, whom she suspects is Cliff’s child, as well as any children she hopes to have with Bobby.

She keeps the disorder secret from Bobby for now, though, not knowing for sure if she has the

disease. She takes little John Ross to a doctor out of town to have him examined for any signs of

the disease. He doesn’t show any. Kristin Shepard returns, along with mother Patricia Shepard. J.R.

starts to think that he’s got some uses for the spicy Kristin. All the while, he’s still trying to mend

fences with Sue Ellen, now that he has Baby John to think about. And he’s striking up a

partnership with Alan Beam to get Cliff Barnes out of Ewing Oil’s hair. Kristin tells Sue Ellen how

she’d love to meet a man just like J.R. Mary Crosby takes over the role of Kristin Shepard. And yes,

neurofibromatosis is a real disease.

“Secrets,” October 12, 1979

Lucy’s mother, Valene, tracks her daughter to her new life at Southern Methodist University (Jock’s
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alma mater). Lucy gives her the cold shoulder, convinced that Val took a bribe from J.R. when she

left the last time. Val tries to get closer to her, using Bobby as the go-between. Lucy overhears J.R.

trying to antagonize Valene again, and she realizes what her mother has had to deal with. Pam

gets a doctor’s exam to see if she has any signs of neurofibromatosis, and she learns she is

pregnant again. She worries about her unborn baby, in light of Digger’s genetic disorder. She

debates not telling Bobby about the pregnancy. J.R. and Alan scheme to get Cliff out of his OLM

post.

“The Kristin Affair,” October 19, 1979

Jordan Lee is concerned that Cliff’s efforts to destroy Ewing Oil are dragging down the business of

the rest of the cartel. Kristin worms her way into a summer job as a secretary at J.R.’s office, and

she tries to cut herself more of his attention. J.R. doesn’t mind, and he even sets up Kristin in a

fabulous new condo. J.R. is investigating drilling in Southeast Asia, with the help of his man Hank

Johnson. Not only are Asian oil leases expensive and lucrative, but they are out of the reach of the

pesky Cliff Barnes and his Office of Land Management. J.R. is so interested in his drilling deal that

he puts Southfork on the line to fund it, not telling other key family members about it, of course.

Kristin snoops around and discovers J.R.’s treachery in the Asian deal. Bobby learns that Pam is

pregnant and is overjoyed. She still doesn’t tell Bobby about the threat of the genetic disorder,

though.

“The Dove Hunt,” October 26, 1979

When Jock and the boys go hunting in a small town near Caddo Lake, on the Louisiana side, Tom

Owens, a man he doesn’t even recall, hunts Jock for revenge on a decades-old grudge. He and J.R.

get shot at their camp by Tom’s son Dan, and Bobby and Ray go for help. As he lies wounded, Jock

confides the secret to J.R. about his first wife, Amanda. He asks J.R. to set up a trust fund for his

ex-wife, as he wants to make sure she’s always taken care of. Owens sneaks up on them and

pulls a gun on Jock, who challenges him to just go ahead and kill him. Owens thinks better of it,

and the two men make a sort of peace, with Jock determined to make amends for Owens’ lost

business years ago. Ellie struggles with a disturbing find — a lump in her breast — and worries that

she might need surgery.

“The Lost Child,” November 2, 1979

Luke Middons, the young son of one of the Southfork ranchhands, earns a special place in Bobby’s

heart. Seeing how her husband feels about the boy, an uneasy Pam finally tells Bobby about the

secret threat to her unborn child. J.R. hires private detective Cal McBride to tail Sue Ellen, who

seeks a shrink, Dr. Simon Ellby, to deal with her depression. When McBride spills Ellby’s name, J.R.

learns of his reputation as a womanizer. He confronts Sue Ellen about it. Cliff thinks he’s found the

financial support for a Congressional run. Pam falls from her horse and again miscarries. Digger is

upset by this loss of a grandchild — until Cliff tells him he does have a grandchild, John Ross Ewing.

“Rodeo,” November 9, 1979

Sue Ellen sparks up a friendship with cowboy Dusty Farlow at the annual Ewing Rodeo, and is very

intrigued by him, before and after she learns his family’s ranch is the plush Southern Cross of San

Angelo. J.R. is dismayed to see his wife’s open interest in Dusty. Even while Kristin is demanding his

attention, he’s brushing it aside to keep an eye on Sue Ellen. J.R. also sets up a very public scene

at the rodeo to make it look like he and Alan Beam have had a falling-out, because he’s got a

plan to use Alan to set Cliff up in his Congressional run. But when Alan and J.R. “fight” at the rodeo,

Lucy sees this young hotshot lawyer standing up to J.R. and is mighty impressed. Digger comes to
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the rodeo, determined to see “his” grandson. When he holds Baby John in his arms, he keeps

mum for now, not wanting to hurt Ellie, the woman he’s always loved. Lucy forces Ray to deal

with something he was trying to forget, learning of the letters he’s received from Donna but never

opened, and uncovering the fact for Ray that Donna only reconciled with her husband because

Sam was dying. Dusty comes out the victor at the rodeo, and maybe he’s about to win something

else ...

The show’s intro starts reviewing the previous episode. At this point, also, to varying degree, the

episodes start to lapse onto each other, becoming more of a soap, rather than resolving at the

end of each hour.

“Mastectomy,” Part 1, November 16, 1979 (first of a two-hour special)

After weeks of self-debate, Jock finally tells Ellie about his first wife, and the secretly ill Ellie is

most upset by the fact that Jock left his first wife when she became ill. Miss Ellie is afraid Jock will

leave her if she undergoes a mastectomy. Still, she decides to go through with the surgery, ever

concerned that she won’t be seen as the same person in her husband’s eyes. Pam tries to

comfort her and convince her to confide in Jock. J.R. continues his plot with Alan Beam to get Cliff

out of the Office of Land Management and into a Congressional bid. Alan sets up a campaign

headquarters for Cliff. Sue Ellen spends more time with Dusty, who tells her that his family is just

as powerful as the Ewings.

“Mastectomy,” Part 2, November 16, 1979 (second of a two-hour special)

Uncomfortable about her grandmother’s cancer, and worried how it might affect her someday,

Lucy avoids Miss Ellie after the surgery. Ellie’s surgery has been successful; the cancer was

stopped. Miss Ellie and Jock grow apart because of his recently revealed secret about Amanda

Ewing. Digger and Ellie have a long talk when he visits her at the hospital. Sue Ellen becomes more

involved with Dusty. Jock backs J.R. in his plot against Cliff, despite the fact that Bobby is trying to

attack the Cliff problem from a more legal and moral angle. Ellie finally comes to terms with her

physical loss and decides to move forward with her life. Barbara Bel Geddes won an Emmy for her

performance in this season, which was true to life for the actress and her own early-’70s breast

cancer surgery. This storyline, which greatly highlights the perspective of the Ewing females, was

the basis for Burt Hirschfeld’s book “The Women of Dallas.”

“The Heiress,” November 23, 1979

Lucy is quite convinced that the handsome young Alan Beam is the man for her, especially after

seeing Alan stand up to J.R. once again, at Jock’s birthday get-together. Alan, on the other hand,

sees dollar signs when he looks at Lucy. In the midst of it all, J.R. must run interference so Lucy

doesn’t realize the true nature of his association with Alan. But Lucy does

witness a meeting between J.R. and Alan. Pam thinks Bobby is trying to ruin

Cliff, then Cliff tells her that the Ewings are investigating oil leases in Asia.

She goes to Bobby with this, but it’s news to him. Bobby does some

investigating of his own and learns that J.R. has mortgaged Southfork for the

Asian deal. Sue Ellen continues to discuss her problems with Dr. Ellby. Alan

tells his girlfriend Betty Lou that he’s only interested in Lucy for her money.
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“Ellie Saves the Day,” November 30, 1979

Directed by Gunnar Hellstrom.

For J.R., the cat is out of the bag: his family members now know of his treachery in the Southfork

mortgage for the Asian deal. A typhoon delays drilling in Asia, the bank loan is due, and J.R. might

have lost Southfork for the Ewings if powerhouse Miss Ellie hadn’t stepped in. She (very) reluctantly

allows drilling on the ranch, despite her daddy’s wishes and her own convictions. Cliff’s watchdog

post at the Office of Land Management certainly didn’t help J.R.’s efforts, and he’s increasingly

determined to relieve Cliff of it. Pamela, on the other hand, tells Cliff he should stay in the OLM job.

Cliff runs into Sue Ellen and tells her he’s making “big” plans for the three of them to be together.

“Mother of the Year,” December 14, 1979

Directed by Larry Hagman.

Sue Ellen’s avoidance of her son causes friction with J.R. and with Pam, who is beginning to love

the boy and is the one who seems to be paying the most attention to Baby John at Southfork.

Bobby is concerned about that. Sue Ellen’s therapy drives her to confront Cliff over “using” her. Cliff

spits back that Sue Ellen is the real user and that she doesn’t even love her own son. This causes

Sue Ellen to think, and she even asks J.R. if he thinks she’s a user. Dr. Ellby helps her realize that

she’s afraid to show love to Baby John. Miss Ellie’s pain at seeing oil being drilled from Southfork

causes Jock to decide to sell the Asian oil leases for a loss, much to J.R.’s dismay. Ray finds a

human skull on Southfork.

“Return Engagement,” December 20, 1979

Directed by Gunnar Hellstrom.

It’s Gary’s birthday, and Miss Ellie is thinking about her son and missing him very much. She

appeals to Valene to tell Gary she wants to see him. Gary and Valene then resurface in Dallas and

plan to remarry. Ellie is delighted, but she wisely decides to keep the news from the out-of-town-

on-business J.R. Sue Ellen, however, tells J.R., and she also tells Kristin’s love interest, Rudy

Millington, about Kristin’s trip with J.R. Kristin goes to the hotel to find J.R., who brushes her off

while talking “business” with Eugene Bullock and his savvy wife Sally. Rudy tries to talk some

sense into Kristin about this whole J.R. relationship. She doesn’t listen. Bobby has been working on

a new housing development in Knots Landing, California, and Ellie buys one of the houses for Gary

and Val. This episode, of course, helped lead into the “Dallas” spinoff “Knots Landing,” which aired

its pilot the following week.

“Love and Marriage,” December 27, 1979

J.R. suggests that Bobby return to Ewing Oil and Jock spend more time with Ellie. He also schemes

with Pam’s boss Harrison Page to get a promotion for Pam, who’s been hiding her marital woes in

her job. Pamela has continued to spend a lot of time with Baby John, and she even resents it

when Sue Ellen finally wants to spend some time with the child, herself. J.R. lures Pam into some

verbal volleying, but Pam ends the game by telling him she knows John Ross is Cliff’s son. Donna

comes back into Ray’s life; her husband Sam has died. Ray has been working on his house at

Southfork and even talks marriage with Donna, who thinks it’s a little too soon after Sam’s death

to start thinking about that. The sheriff finds a bullet hole in the skull Ray found at Southfork,

which they figure is about three decades old.

“Power Play,” January 4, 1980

The gold-digging Alan Beam proposes to Lucy, and Kristin discovers their involvement and plans to

tell J.R. But J.R. is all for it, thinking it would be real nice to get Lucy off Southfork. His approval of
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the engagement causes Lucy to reconsider saying yes. Lucy also realizes how much time J.R. has

been spending with Kristin lately. Pam’s coldness perplexes Bobby as she continues to throw

herself into her work at The Store. Cliff ’s campaign seems to be going along very well. Alan sets up

Serena Wald with J.R., though Kristin tries to intercept their meetings. To ensure that Lucy will

marry Alan, J.R. feigns opposition to the union in front of the rest of the family.

“Paternity Suit,” January 11, 1980

At last, Alan pulls the plug on Cliff’s campaign, saying his contributors have withdrawn, forcing Cliff

to publicly resign his run. Digger hits the bottle again, then blabs to reporter Debra Johns that John

Ross is Cliff ’s son. The Ewings retaliate by alleging defamation. Cliff sues for custody of little John

Ross. This finally forces blood tests for all involved to determine John Ross’ paternity. J.R. and Sue

Ellen go to a clinic for the test (not their own doctor — so the physician couldn’t be bribed). Harv

then interrupts a Daughters of the Alamo cocktail party at Southfork to deliver the news that the

baby’s father is J.R. after all. J.R. makes a tender trip to the nursery to hold his son.

“Jenna’s Return,” January 18, 1980

Pam’s boss sends her on a working trip to Paris, and Bobby runs into Jenna Wade (now played by

Francine Tacker) as he drops Pam at the airport. J.R. is unhappy about the affairs of Sue Ellen,

who’s seeing Dusty more and more. This cowboy shows Sue Ellen more tenderness than her

husband or even Cliff Barnes ever could. Kristin decides this is a great time to really move in on J.R.

Ray doubts his standing with Donna after spending a dinner date with her and Dave Culver, both

of whom are all about politics. J.R. eggs on Ray about how different Donna is, but Donna suspects

his meddling. Bobby and Jenna spend some time together, and Bobby is tempted for more.

“Sue Ellen’s Choice,” February 1, 1980

Dusty pushes Sue Ellen to leave J.R. Sure, J.R. will give Sue Ellen the divorce — if she gives him their

most valuable asset: John Ross. Sue Ellen debates it for a while, threatening to leave Southfork,

but then does the only thing she can, leave Dusty. After coming home early from Paris and

hearing Bobby talk about his time with Jenna, a distraught Pam wonders if Bobby would be more

happy with his former girlfriend. She’s overcome by the fact that she can’t bear Bobby a child. She

confides in Cliff. Then Jenna comes to Pam and tells her she’ll take Bobby if Pam doesn’t want him.

Donna tries to convince Ray to keep their relationship, even asking Jock to talk to Ray about it.

“Second Thoughts,” February 8, 1980

Lucy says yes to Alan’s proposal, but then rethinks things a bit (again) as she learns more about

him and as she sees more of her handsome college professor, Greg Forrester. J.R. pushes for the

marriage, eager to get his troublesome niece out of Dallas. But then Jock gets Alan a law

partnership in town! Kristin tells Lucy that Alan has a girlfriend. J.R. is not liking Kristin’s meddling,

wondering if he should hire back Louella at Ewing Oil. J.R. is irked when Bobby tries to help Cliff find

another job. Lucy finally calls off the wedding, and Alan even loses Betty Lou in the deal, to boot.

Sue Ellen seems to warm up to J.R. — to a point, that is. She’s planning on making the appearance

of a much better wife and mother, so that she can ultimately get custody of her son. Christopher

Coffey, who played Greg Forrester, tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV that in his character’s first meeting with Lucy

Ewing, he improvised the scene by bringing in a special orchid to present to her. The shooting

stopped when the unscripted orchid appeared, but Coffey was able to sell the idea to the director,

even offering the technical name of the plant!
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“Divorce — Ewing Style,” February 15, 1980

Sue Ellen is the perfect host at an anniversary party for her and J.R. Kristin is returning to

California, as Louella gets her job back at Ewing Oil. J.R. spends more time with Serena. Alan gets

fired from Smithfield and Bennett and confronts J.R. about it. J.R. is being followed, and he has

Harry McSween look into it. It’s a private eye hired by Sue Ellen, who’s proceeding with the

divorce. J.R. does what he does best, gathering the goods on her. He focuses on her problem with

alcohol for his case, then he bribes her detective to file a flawless report on him, making her look

bad for even investigating him. He has Kristin help, and she manages to spill her drink on Sue Ellen

so that Jock and Ellie smell the alcohol on her! Cliff is hired into the district attorney’s office. Ellie

has taken on an environmental project, coming up against Matt Devlin.

“Jock’s Trial,” Part 1, February 22, 1980

Jock wonders why Ellie has been spending so much time away from home. It’s former ranchhand

Hutch McKinney whose remains surface on Southfork, and signs point to Jock as the murderer.

Cliff licks his chops at the prospect of the case, from his new perspective in the D.A.’s office. He

uncovers clues that seem to implicate Jock, including Jock’s old Colt gun and the news that Jock

once had a serious fight with McKinney. A belt buckle is found, inscribed to an “H.M.” from a “R.B.”

The Ewing patriarch is arrested. "JOCK EWING INDICTED FOR MURDER," the headline in The Dallas

Press reads. Fighting to convince everyone that she’s not drinking again, Sue Ellen makes plans to

take off, without her baby, then work her fight from outside Southfork. She hears that Dusty was

killed in a plane crash. Kristin is waiting for J.R. to divorce Sue Ellen and marry her. Ellie’s meetings
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with Matt Devlin on the Mimosa Park project have taken a romantic turn.

“Jock’s Trial,” Part 2, February 29, 1980

With the news of Dusty’s death, Sue Ellen turns to the bottle again. Digger has been hospitalized

for drinking again, and even Aunt Maggie comes to see him. The Ewing family braces for a trial

that seems to already have Jock hung. They hire a famous lawyer, Scotty Demarest, and Jock is

released on bail. Jock recalls only fighting with Hutch McKinney over embezzlement allegations.

But Digger Barnes, now on his deathbed, does the right thing and comes clean about McKinney —

and Pam. He says Pam’s mother Rebecca had an affair with Hutch, and that after Jock fired him,

Hutch was going to leave town with Rebecca — and their unborn child. Digger says he killed Hutch

in a rage because of the affair. And the child? Yes, it was baby Pamela.

“The Wheeler Dealer,” March 14, 1980

With Digger now dead and after hearing this troubling news on her parentage, Pam decides to

look for information on her mother, who’s believed to be dead. She goes through Digger’s

belongings and finds nothing, though Cliff finds some information that could mean a piece of the

Ewing Oil drilling pie. Sue Ellen hits the bottle even harder, pleasing J.R. The family visits Jock’s first

wife Amanda in a sanitarium, and Amanda mistakes Bobby for a young Jock. J.R. learns from Hank

Johnson that a revolution is afoot overseas, so J.R. advises him to lay out some cash to influence

the rebels. Then J.R. decides to sell the Asian leases to his cartel buddies for some capital. J.R. sees

Vaughn Leland’s attraction to Kristin and figures he can use her as leverage. Kristin and Alan Beam

scheme against J.R. Kristin also entertains Jordan Lee. Amanda Ewing is played by Lesley Woods.

“A House Divided,” March 21, 1980

Greg Forrester cancels a date with Lucy because of a family emergency. J.R.’s sale of the Asian oil

leases and their nationalization wipes out the fortunes of many of his associates. “EWING OIL

EMPIRE COLLAPSES: Oil Fields Nationalized,” the headline in The Dallas Press reads. One of the cartel

members who’s lost everything, Seth Stone, commits suicide. Vaughn Leland is also wiped out, and

Jordan Lee is enraged. Bobby and Pam are disgusted with J.R.’s dealings and move out of

Southfork. Pam’s search for her mother takes her to Corpus Christi, where she meets a woman

who remembers Rebecca. Sue Ellen, whom J.R. is thinking he should put back into a sanitarium,

plots revenge against J.R., as does Cliff, who was shut out of his new legal claim when J.R. halted

drilling on one of the Ewing wells. J.R. realizes Kristin has double-crossed him and demands she

leave town. He also enlists Harry McSween’s aid to put the heat on Alan to leave town. And then ...

it happens: J.R. has gathered more enemies than even he can handle, and as he works late at the

office, “The Shot” rings out — and is truly heard ’round the world.

Season 4 — 1980-81

“No More Mister Nice Guy,” Part 1, November 7, 1980

J.R. is found unconscious on the floor at the Ewing Oil offices, having been shot after-hours. He’s

rushed to the hospital and still does not awaken. He needs a transfusion but has a difficult blood

type to match. People are starting to look suspiciously at Sue Ellen, who can’t remember anything

from the night before, and whom Kristin says went drunkenly charging about with a gun looking

for J.R. Ray tries to round up Lucy, and Muriel finally tells him that Lucy is with Greg Forrester. Ray

enlists the aid of Greg’s wife to find the twosome in a motel. The family members, with Gary and

Valene even returning to town, and Bobby and Pam being called back from the road, wait for J.R.’s
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condition to improve, so that he can identify his shooter. The police continue to search for clues

and investigate suspects.

“No More Mister Nice Guy,” Part 2, November 9, 1980

When J.R. awakens, he claims he didn’t see his shooter. Jock turns Ewing Oil over to Bobby as J.R.

undergoes surgery and is faced with the prospect of paralysis. Sue Ellen panics like crazy, not able

to remember every moment of her drunken stupor and wondering if she really did shoot J.R.

Bobby must intervene when Marilee Stone decides to sue Ewing Oil for the wrongful death of her

husband. Alan Beam is questioned in J.R.’s shooting but has an alibi. A bullet fished out of J.R.’s

body does not match Cliff’s gun as suspected. J.R. tries to do some business from his hospital bed.

Lucy heads out to the bar with her buddies, and the cab driver who takes her home at the end of

the evening is none other than med student Mitch Cooper (and new series regular Leigh

McCloskey), whom she tracks down the next day.

“Nightmare,” November 14, 1980

Sue Ellen is having nightmares about being in the sanitarium again. Even dealing with limited

mobility, J.R.’s not too down-and-out to undermine Bobby’s dealings at Ewing Oil from his hospital

bed, putting the heat on banker Franklin Horner so he won’t extend the loan that Bobby wants,

and other nasty stuff. He also begins physical therapy and gets a hospital visit from the angry

Jordan Lee. Lucy confronts Greg Forrester about the fact that he’s married, which he managed to

hide from her, and she ends her affair with him. She sees Mitch again, and she’s impressed by his

character. Kristin taunts J.R. about his manhood from the hospital bed. Jock finds the gun used to

shoot J.R. — in J.R.’s closet, as it’s J.R.’s own gun. J.R. is released from the hospital.

“Who Done It?” November 21, 1980

Sue Ellen’s fingerprints are found on the “smoking gun,” and she is arrested. Kyle Bennett of

Smithfield and Bennett is hired to defend her. Feeling like the Ewings want nothing to do with her

after Jock even vetoes paying her six-figure bail, Sue Ellen turns to Cliff and to her sister Kristin. An

unknown benefactor gets her out on bail. Donna warns Cliff away from his association with Dave

Culver. Lucy sees Mitch again. Bobby makes a wise, wise move for Ewing Oil — he sets out after a

refinery, which Jock has always wanted and which J.R. was never able to achieve. But he hits a

wall because Franklin Horner is in J.R.’s pocket. Sue Ellen appeals to Bobby to allow her to see John

Ross. And at last, with the help of Dr. Ellby’s hypnosis of Sue Ellen for the details of the night J.R.

was shot, the mystery is revealed, and we all find out it was that rotten little Kristin who actually

did the dirty deed. But Kristin’s got a little leverage ... Six different versions of J.R.’s shooting were

filmed to help mask the identity of the real killer to the public: Sue Ellen, Cliff, Kristin, Jock, Miss

Ellie (!) and even J.R. himself as a joke, reports “The Soap Opera Encyclopedia.” This episode is the

second-highest-rated TV episode in history, after the finale of “M*A*S*H.” It drew a 53.3 rating and

76 share, with 83 million viewers. A session of the Turkish parliament was even suspended to allow

legislators a chance to get home in time to view the episode, Wikipedia.com says. At this point,

the idea of the TV-series “cliffhanger” would really catch on.

“Taste of Success,” November 28, 1980

Kristin explains what happened the night of J.R.’s shooting, and the fact that she put the gun back

in the closet and thereby framed her own sister. In his quest for Jim Redfield’s refinery, Bobby puts

up some Ewing collateral for a whopping-big loan at another bank. He deals to have some more

crude brought in to supply the refinery. He sets out to reopen Ewing 23. As Bobby attacks his new

role furiously, his daddy and his big brother tensely watch every move, while Pam gets a little
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concerned that her husband’s newfound power might change him. She decides to go back to

work at The Store. Sue Ellen and J.R. are getting close again, but when Kristin is shipped off to

California and Sue Ellen learns that her sister is pregnant with what could be J.R.’s child, she

confronts J.R. later at home. She lashes out at J.R. for immediately believing that Kristin’s baby is

his, after doubting that John Ross was his son. Cliff is interested in a bill to

protect a wildlife area, Takapa.

“The Venezuelan Connection,” December 5, 1980

Will Jock have to choose between Bobby and J.R. for who will run the

company? J.R.’s ready to go back to the office, but Bobby’s standing firm in

the president’s chair. The division even affects the Ewing women, as Sue

Ellen thinks Ellie is siding with Bobby. Bobby deals with Eugene and Sally

Bullock to secure some crude oil, which they agree to have brought in by

tanker from Venezuela, but J.R. is cutting deals on the side with the luscious

and shrewd Sally. Lucy is excited to introduce her new pal, med student

Mitch, to her friends, but he just doesn’t fit in. A proud young man, Mitch

insists on paying his own way and is insulted at the thought of what he sees

as “handouts” from Lucy. As J.R. and Sue Ellen frolic and lounge together in

the Ewing pool, Pamela comes to Bobby to tell him that John Mackey from

the detective agency may have some news about her mother. He cautions

her, and she takes it badly. Even Cliff is not as into finding their mother as

Pam is. Punk Anderson mentions a land development deal to Jock.

“The Fourth Son,” December 12, 1980

Ray’s missing “father,” Amos Krebbs, whom he hasn’t seen since he was a young child, shows up

on Ray’s porch with Ray’s birth certificate and baby photos. Ray is angry. Amos goes to Jock and

shows him Margaret’s diary, which says that Ray is Jock’s son. Jock wants to buy the diary from

Amos. The tanker carrying Bobby’s thousands of gallons of oil sinks. Bobby goes to Eugene Bullock

after learning the oil was uninsured. He and Mr. Eugene play detective in Sally’s files, then Bobby

takes the information to Sally and forces her to sign over the crude belonging to him, which she

diverted to another port on a different tanker. Pamela continues searching for her mother, and

she finds a clue that indicates the woman is still alive. Jock then goes to Ray to tell him about his

affair with Ray’s mother. Ray says nothing needs to come out into the open. But Jock doesn’t

necessarily feel the same way about his fourth son. He comes clean with his family about Ray.

The idea of making Ray this lost son of Jock was actually the idea of Larry Hagman, according to

Wikipedia.com. Hagman pitched it to Leonard Katzman, and it saved an increasingly frustrated

Steve Kanaly from leaving the series.

“Trouble at Ewing 23,” December 19, 1980

An extortionist threatens to blow up Ewing 23. Bobby appeals to Les Crowley to get together the

cash needed. J.R. uses the situation to his advantage, gaining back his favor in the company by

showing up Bobby. Right on the extortionist’s deadline, he’s shot by men that J.R. called in, but he

blows up the oilfield anyway! He turns out to be a former Ewing 23 employee named Gillis. Ray’s

still insecure about his relationship with Donna, even though he’s now a Ewing. Donna has been

spending a lot of time with Cliff — and Pam tells this to the Ewings. Ray tries to be understanding

about it with Donna.
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“The Prodigal Mother,” January 2, 1981

Mitch has dinner at Southfork, and it does nothing to endear him to the family — or the family to

him! Nevertheless, Lucy proposes to Mitch. Pam finds her mother in Houston, alive and well, but

the woman doesn’t quite want to be found yet — she disavows any knowledge of Pam. She is the

former secretary, then wife, of businessman Herbert Wentworth. J.R. schemes further to make

Bobby look bad to Jock in his rivalry and bid to regain complete control of Ewing Oil. But Jordan

Lee is looking to deal with Bobby — if J.R. is left out of it. Jock and Ray find out more about the

Takapa project from Punk and his buddy, Pat Powers. Dave Culver holds a fundraiser, with Jock,

Ellie, J.R., Sue Ellen, Bobby and Pam in attendance, and Pamela sees Herbert and Rebecca there.

Then, Rebecca finally confesses to Pamela that she’s her mother, but that she hasn’t told her

husband about her previous life in Dallas. Pamela decides not to tell Cliff about it.

“Executive Wife,” January 9, 1981

Jeremy Wendell of Weststar (new series regular William Smithers) makes Bobby an enticing deal

to buy some gasoline, but it conflicts with Bobby’s existing business with Brady York. While

Bobby’s immersed in Ewing Oil, Pam starts hanging out with Alex Ward, who gives her more

attention than Bobby has. J.R. asks Sue Ellen to meet him at the jeweler and charms her with an

expensive new trinket. J.R. finds a way to drive a wedge between his brother and his father as he

encourages Jock in the Takapa development project. Bobby confronts J.R. and his daddy over the

$10 million Jock took out of Ewing Oil’s accounts, which upset his own need for liquid assets when

he asked Les at the bank to transfer $12 million. Bobby and Jock have it out at the Cattleman’s

Club, eye to eye, over the control of Ewing Oil. “You gave me the power to run that company,”

Bobby says, “and d**n it, I intend to run it!” Jock returns, “Nobody gives you power! Real power is

something you take!”

“End of the Road,” Part 1, January 16, 1981

Mitch wants to make sure Lucy is willing to live on his salary and support. J.R. sees a kindred spirit

(or something) in Mitch’s sister Afton Cooper (new series regular Audrey Landers), who has arrived

with her mother Arliss for the upcoming nuptials of Mitch and Lucy. Sue Ellen takes note of J.R.’s

interest, but Afton has her own agenda. Alex becomes increasingly attached to Pam. Bobby

scrambles to gather the quick $12 million he needs for the oil-drilling agreement with the cartel.

Donna and Dave Culver are working with Cliff on the Takapa project, working to preserve the land

from development (and help Dave’s political campaign in the process), and they decide to take

their cause to the Daughters of the Alamo. Louella is feeding inside office information to J.R. — for

his usual price. Bobby accepts Jordan’s deal and gets a good corporate financial report from Tom

Selby. J.R. is working behind the scenes with Jeremy. Audrey Landers tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV that she was

originally supposed to do just two episodes. “I guess they liked me,” she quips.

“End of the Road,” Part 2, January 23, 1981

It’s supposed to be a happy occasion, Lucy and Mitch’s wedding, with even Lucy’s parents Gary

and Val in town for the occasion. But the participants have their own problems. Lucy is upset at

Mitch’s pride in the face of her family’s generosity. Sue Ellen sees her old college flame, Clint

Ogden, and is drawn to him. Alex shows up and continues chasing Pamela. J.R. nails Afton in the

bedroom upstairs, and Sue Ellen later sees the mussed-up sheets and delivers the classic sarcastic

line about J.R. “coming home.” Miss Ellie feels like she’s losing Gary all over again in this brief visit,

especially now that the newest “Ewing” is running the ranch. Ray is agitated at seeing Donna at

the wedding. And Bobby tells Jock and J.R. that he’s stepping down as president of Ewing Oil: He’s
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turned down Jeremy’s deal and decided that the people in his life are more important. Ted

Shackelford and Joan Van Ark guest-star.

“Making of a President,” January 30, 1981

Directed by Gunnar Hellstrom.

Bobby steps down from the Ewing Oil presidency, taking a chunk of Ewing 23’s profits with him to

start a side venture. J.R. hires public-relations guru Leslie Stewart to polish his image as he returns

to the big seat of the company. (His old cartel buddies don’t want anything to do with him these

days.) Leslie has a more national vision of Ewing Oil. Bobby talks to Leslie about his own project,

too. He runs into his old friend, Justin Carlisle, whom Leslie cuts loose. Sue Ellen tries to corrupt the

virtuous Pam into having an affair when she spies her sister-in-law with the handsome Alex Ward.

Sue Ellen tells Dr. Ellby that being a Ewing female drives her to having affairs. J.R. gets Afton a

singing gig. Deborah Tranelli makes her debut as Phyllis Wapner, secretary to Bobby, replacing

Jeanna Michaels as Connie, whose last appearance was the previous episode.

“Start the Revolution With Me,” February 6, 1981

Directed by Larry Hagman.

With news from his field man, Hank Johnson, J.R. moves to overthrow a darn foreign government in

Southeast Asia after they take away his oil wells — is there nothing that man can’t do? His

platinum-tressed new PR rep, though, is resisting his advances. Ellie feels that Ray is getting too

much of Jock’s attention these days. The Daughters of the Alamo get behind the Takapa

preservation. Dave Culver is reassigned in Washington, leaving his state Senate seat vacant. Pam

goes out of town for The Store, and Alex arranges to see her there. Just when he gets her into a

hot moment, though, a phone call from Bobby pulls her back to reality.

“The Quest,” February 13, 1981

Directed by Gunnar Hellstrom.

J.R. plots to make sure Cliff doesn’t get Dave Culver’s Senate seat. Donna suggests to Bobby that he

make a run for the Senate post, an idea that J.R. likes much better. Sue Ellen thinks she’s being

followed, but she can’t seem to convince anyone else of that idea. Clint leaves town for Japan.

Lucy suspects Afton’s “association” with J.R. and lets her know it. Pamela tells Bobby she almost

slept with Alex, but that she loves Bobby too much to do it. Bobby tells his father that he better

talk to Ellie about Takapa, but Jock feels he’s been getting too much of the cold shoulder lately

from Ellie. Leslie advises J.R. that it’s better for his image not to show up in places like the bar

where Afton sings.

“Lover, Come Back,” February 20, 1981

The mystery of who has been following Sue Ellen is solved: Dusty Farlow is really alive, Sue Ellen

learns, though he’s now in a wheelchair and they’re not able to pick up again where they left off.

J.R.’s foreign coup brings him back into the cartel’s good graces, as the overseas oil wells are

returned to their owners. But Cliff has gotten wind of Hank Johnson and decides to poke around a

bit. Mitch is upset that Lucy splurged on a cleaning lady for their home. Leslie tries to end her work

for J.R., now that he’s sitting pretty with the coup, but he says he needs her. She’s secretly taping

their conversations. Ray and Donna have an argument over Takapa that turns passionate, and

they make wedding plans. Lucy asks Pam to get her a modeling job at Alex’s new magazine.

Howard Keel makes his debut as Clayton Farlow.
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“The New Mrs. Ewing,” February 27, 1981

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

Ray and Donna get married. Bobby gets into the state Senate for the 33rd District and gets

increasingly frustrated over Pam as he sees how much time she’s been spending with Alex. Bobby

confronts Alex about it, but Alex has some advice for Bobby. Miss Ellie is also increasingly

frustrated, over Jock’s trust fund for Ray. Lucy shows up for her modeling gig, but then Alex sends

her to a photographer to build a portfolio. Jordan and Marilee approach J.R. about a mining project

in Utah, which Leslie warns J.R. against. Justin tells Leslie that J.R. is just using her. Clint returns from

overseas and meets up with Sue Ellen. Bobby hires Cliff as his legal counsel. And, just as Ellie

happily announces the Daughters of the Alamo’s injunction against the Takapa project, she learns

just how Jock feels about the matter as he bellows, “I am Takapa!”

“The Mark of Cain,” March 13, 1981

Directed by Larry Hagman.

Takapa draws a big line down the middle of the Ewing family. Bobby, in particular, is caught in the

middle as he talks with each of his parents and also knows his new role in the Senate gives him

some power in the Takapa matter. Jock and Ellie are both determined to see through their beliefs

in the project. Meanwhile, Bobby and Pam patch things up for their marriage. Leslie officially

resigns from her work with J.R. Though distraught over not being able to be with Dusty, Sue Ellen

tells Dr. Ellby she finds comfort in Clint’s arms. Herbert Wentworth has died, and Rebecca tells

Pamela she now wants to be a part of her life. As a parting act, Leslie placed a Ewing Oil ad

claiming protection of the environment and opposing strip mining. Mitch is upset over Lucy’s photo

shoot at their home.

“The Gathering Storm,” March 27, 1981

Jock is so upset over Ellie’s ecology stand that he threatens to sell Ewing Oil while she threatens

divorce. Pam is avoiding introducing Rebecca to her son, so Rebecca goes and sees Cliff on the sly,

pretending to be someone who knew his mother. She gets a chilly reaction from her son. Leslie

and J.R. renew their partnership as J.R. sets her up with a new PR firm and tells her he’s even

going to divorce Sue Ellen for her (a familiar refrain). Sue Ellen is still not willing to commit to Clint.

Mitch confides in chum Jean about his marital concerns as Lucy cashes in on the modeling work.

Bobby asks Phyllis to check on a particular piece of property. Faced with the prospect of Ewing Oil

being sold by Jock, J.R. has a chat with Jeremy about Weststar purchasing the company.

“Ewing vs. Ewing,” April 3, 1981

Ellie makes the decision to divorce, even talking with attorney Lincoln Hargrove. Ray and Donna,

who only want peace between two people they respect very much, take matters into their own

hands with the rift between Jock and Ellie. Ray draws up documents disavowing any interest in

Ewing properties. J.R. works with Dave Stratton to find out what Cliff knows about the foreign

coup, but Jeremy intercepts Stratton and aims to find out the information first. Leslie’s ex-husband

Craig comes to town. Clint offers to divorce his wife for Sue Ellen. Cliff sees Pam dining with

Rebecca and finally learns about his mother. Afton talks to Cliff at the bar where she sings. Bobby

comes up with a compromise on Takapa, proposing the other chunk of land he’s been

investigating. Peace returns, at last, to the Ewing household, with the help of Ray’s legal gesture.

“New Beginnings,” April 10, 1981

Jock and Ellie settle their differences and go on a second honeymoon. (Unfortunately, it would be

the last we see of Jock and his fine portrayer, Jim Davis, who in real life had become increasingly
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ill). J.R.’s attempt to sell Ewing Oil is stalled by his parents’ reconciliation, which upsets the waiting

Wendell. Jeremy then makes a rapid turn in his dealing with Dave Stratton, wanting now for Dave

to give Cliff the information he needs to bury J.R. in the foreign coup mess. Since Ray is in business

with Punk Anderson, Donna warns J.R. that Ray better not get hurt. Cliff and Afton sleep together,

and she’s a big hit with his ego by saying he performs better than J.R. did. Alicia Ogden meets with

Sue Ellen — not to tell her to stay away from Clint, but to tell her to keep it hush-hush! Pam and

Rebecca bond as they discuss families and children. Sue Ellen and J.R. reminisce about when they

first met. “With all those ladies in the State of Texas after you,” Sue Ellen asks, “why me?” He says

watching all those women go by in the Miss Texas beauty pageant was like watching a “cattle

auction in Fort Worth,” but Sue Ellen in a bathing suit had a certain panache. Then, in a brutal

interruption of the moment, Kristin calls to say she’s had a baby boy.

“Full Circle,” April 17, 1981

J.R. consults with Lincoln Hargrove about divorcing Sue Ellen. Pam visits the doctor to check on her

fertility, but the news isn’t good. Kristin resurfaces in Dallas, and she’s got a scheme that she plays

on more than one of Dallas’ oil men as she makes mysterious phone calls regarding her baby. Sue

Ellen hooks up with Dusty again, drawing closer to him and his father, Clayton, as she tries to

figure out what she’s going to do about J.R. Cliff reconciles with his mother. Cliff delivers info to

Bobby and his Senate committee that implicates J.R. in the Southeast Asian coup. Lucy moves out

on Mitch after they argue once again about her modeling work, which takes her out of town, and

after she finds Jean in her home. Jeremy tries unsuccessfully to get info on J.R. out of Leslie. Ellie

checks in with a phone call from her and Jock’s European honeymoon.

“Ewing-Gate,” May 1, 1981

The Southeast Asian oil scandal makes a sticky mess for J.R., as he tries to batten down the

hatches at Southfork from the press corps. Ellie hears about the scandal from overseas but tells

J.R. she won’t tell Jock the news. Dusty tells Sue Ellen she should leave J.R. — with John Ross in tow.

She almost does it, but J.R. stops her from taking the boy. J.R. tries to get information about the

case against him from a senator, who refuses. Leslie works to score herself a great PR position

with Weststar by promising Jeremy the proof that J.R. caused the foreign coup. J.R. gets out of the

charges against him by being able to show that he was actually “investing” in the nation with his

cash, not funding an insurgence. He fires secretary Louella for not getting Claude Brown out of the

country as he asked her to. Having already blackmailed Jordan Lee, Kristin next hits up J.R. Ray

withdraws money from Donna’s account to get in on a deal with Punk. Pam helps Sue Ellen get

little John Ross off Southfork. At the end of the episode, when Cliff comes by Southfork, he finds a

body floating in the pool. Watching him from the balcony above is none other than J.R. The
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mystery of the body in the pool was set up by the fact that Sue Ellen, Pam and Kristin all wore

similar black-and-white outfits in this episode.

Season 5 — 1981-82

Jim Davis is dropped from the show’s introduction and Susan Howard is added.

“Missing Heir,” October 9, 1981

Yes, it was Kristin in the pool ... but now where’s this baby she’s supposed to have? J.R. and Cliff

are, of course, each saying that the other committed the horrible deed, and the police have

questions for both, especially given the fact that the railing of the balcony is broken. Cliff alleges

J.R. must have pushed Kristin off the balcony. J.R. claims he saw Cliff drowning Kristin in the pool,

from his vantage point on the balcony. J.R. learns from Harry McSween that John Ross is at the

Southern Cross Ranch. He goes there to get his son back, but he can’t get past the unified front of

the Farlows and Sue Ellen. Afton gives Mitch some marital advice — lose the self-righteousness. J.R.

hires lawyer Howard Barker for divorce proceedings.

“Gone But Not Forgotten,” October 16, 1981

J.R. and Cliff both have to take the stand regarding Kristin’s death. The coroner learned that Kristin

had drugs and alcohol in her system, and that she fell from the balcony and hit her head, thus

drowning. Cliff tries to get a job at Weststar, but Jeremy’s not interested in “losers.” Cliff later cries

on Rebecca’s shoulder. J.R.’s new secretary, Sly, arrives. J.R. hires Jerry Macon to watch Sue Ellen at

the Southern Cross. Bobby is concerned over Pamela’s alliance with Sue Ellen and John Ross, since

Pam has been so obsessed over having a child of her own. Barker advises J.R. to keep his nose

clean for a while, as he seeks to cast Sue Ellen in the opposite light. J.R. tries to grab back his son,

but Dusty proves too smart for his maneuvering. Jock and Ellie are due home within a week.

“Showdown at San Angelo,” October 23, 1981

Ellie returns from overseas, while Jock flies to Washington to meet with Dave Culver. Jock then

calls and says he’s been asked to go to South America and assist the oil industry in a developing

area. Bobby looks into adoption, but he learns it would be a long wait. J.R. uses the ultimate tool —

Miss Ellie — to try to get his son off the Southern Cross ranch. He sends in his mother as a Trojan

horse, accompanying her. Ellie and Clayton meet, on peaceful terms despite the dispute going on

around them (shades of what would come for them). Sue Ellen has second thoughts about Dusty.

J.R. waits for his moment to seize the boy and usher him onto the waiting Ewing helicopter, but

Ellie won’t participate, giving the child back to Sue Ellen. Rebecca takes Cliff to a Wentworth Tool

and Dye board meeting, and he makes a great impression. Rebecca decides to give him a job.

“Little Boy Lost,” October 30, 1981

J.R. uses Afton to try to entice the judge in his custody hearing. He also fights his war using Sue

Ellen’s dirty laundry. Ellie suspects her son is about to do this and even goes to the hearing to

watch the proceedings and look out for Sue Ellen’s welfare. J.R. claims that Sue Ellen is having an

affair with Dusty while her son is nearby at the Southern Cross. The Farlows’ reps reply by

asserting that this is not possible — since Dusty is impotent! The judge finds for Sue Ellen, granting

her not only custody of John Ross but a nice monthly settlement check from J.R. Bobby thinks he

should get professional help for Pam. Cliff settles into his office at Wentworth Tool and Dye,

learning the larger extent of his mother’s holdings. Rebecca’s daughter Katherine Wentworth (and

new series regular Morgan Brittany) arrives. Ray sees profits from the project he’s been working
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on. Mitch saves a woman from choking at a restaurant and gets a hefty thank-you from her

husband, Dr. Frank Waring. Pam is missing.

“Sweet Little Smell of Revenge” (also called “The Sweet Smell of

Revenge”), November 6, 1981

Ray and Punk poke around in a new development project. It’s all-out war between J.R. and the

Farlows, but J.R. underestimates his opponent, Clayton, as he seeks to block oil from the Farlows’

suppliers. Pam is found, just as she’s about to jump off a tall building! Bobby grabs her in time and

takes her to the hospital. Pamela meets with Dr. Dagmara Conrad. Dr. Waring asks Mitch to join

him in his plastic surgery practice, where he helps those who are disfigured from burns and other

accidents. Bobby admits Pam to a psychiatric hospital. He also gets a mysterious letter regarding

Kristin and her baby. He might find out more ...

“The Big Shut Down,” November 13, 1981

Punk plans to join Jock in the South American venture. Bobby seeks the identity of the father of

Kristin’s baby. He meets with Jeff Farraday, who says he was Kristin’s boyfriend in California and

wants to assure that the little guy will have the kind of decent life he cannot provide him. Bobby

checks out the information Jeff gives him, which points to some mysterious payments from Jordan

Lee. J.R. has Afton entice banker Vaughn Leland, whom he’s been working in his vendetta against

the Southern Cross. The Farlows learn that their refineries have stopped receiving oil. Sue Ellen

learns a little more about Clayton and his deceased wife, Amy. Pam meets her sister, Katherine

Wentworth. When Punk must pull out of his land deal with Ray, Donna offers to buy in. Vaughn

has the loan J.R. is seeking.

“Blocked,” November 20, 1981

Mitch stays in Dallas for an internship with Dr. Waring while Lucy heads to Houston for her

modeling work. J.R. runs into trouble with his schemes against the Farlows: Clayton still refuses to

get Sue Ellen and John Ross off his ranch, and the price of crude oil is dropping dramatically. Jock

calls J.R. from South America, and J.R. claims everything is OK. Bobby talks to Jordan Lee, who

reluctantly admits that he was involved with Kristin (along with how many other men?) and says

Farraday tried to blackmail him. Jordan has a blood test showing he’s not the father of Kristin’s

child. Sen. Dickson warns Bobby about the poor attendance he’s shown in his Senate duties. Cliff

figures his new post at Wentworth Tool and Dye will help his clout with the lovely Afton. Rebecca

and Cliff visit Pam at the hospital, and Pam is very distant.

“The Split,” November 27, 1981

Afton is repulsed by the idea of doing any more of J.R.’s dirty work with Vaughn Leland, and as J.R.

gets threatening with her, Mitch steps in to break it up. Afton later tells Cliff all about J.R.’s

involvement with Leland. While he’s been gone, Jock has done a little legal

maneuvering where Ewing Oil is concerned. He’s still “on assignment” for the

state department in South America, but he sends home some information,

detailing the split of the company’s voting shares. His determination: 30

percent for Ellie, 20 percent each for J.R. and Bobby, and 10 percent each for

Gary, Ray and John Ross. Now J.R. has added incentive: control of his son’s
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shares if John Ross is living at Southfork. J.R. meets up with Dusty at the football stadium, berating

him for his impotence in the face of Sue Ellen’s sexual needs. “You do like to get down in the dirt,

don’t you?” Dusty tells him. Ray learns from Neil Hart that the condition of the land might raise the

costs for his development project. Ted Shackelford and Joan Van Ark cross over from “Knots

Landing.”

“Five Dollars a Barrel,” December 4, 1981

Vaughn has an offer for Cliff and the cartel. Broker Billy Bob McCoy wants to unload some excess

crude on J.R., but not at a good price. Donna is talking to a publisher about her biography on Sam

Culver. After watching his old rodeo videos, Dusty wants to get back on the horse, so to speak!

And ... it’s a sad state of affairs when Cliff Barnes holds the note on your hefty loan, but J.R. won’t

give up, even as Cliff brings up nasty words like “foreclosure.” Cliff wants J.R. to sign over the rights

to the Ewing field that Digger originally discovered. J.R. tries to get the voting shares of both Gary

and Ray as he deals with the fact that oil prices have been dropping. Investigating for Bobby, Phyllis

finds some documentation connecting J.R. to some monetary gifts to Kristin when she was in

California. Pam visits Southfork from the hospital, then is released from the hospital. Bobby

negotiates a price with Jeff Farraday for Kristin’s child.

“Starting Over,” December 11, 1981

J.R. consults a stockbroker about putting Ewing Oil on the stockmarket. Ellie learns Ewing Oil is in

trouble, and she finds out that J.R. was scheming to get Ray’s shares and taking advantage of Ray

in a bad financial situation. Ellie clues in Donna, then confronts J.R. about it. As she’s talking to J.R.

at the ranch, Bobby arrives with his “surprise” for J.R. — baby Christopher. He’s fairly convinced that

J.R. is Christopher’s father. Bobby stands waiting, and Pamela comes in and is beside herself with

glee to see the baby. Amid the dealings with Jeff Farraday and the uncovering of clues regarding

the child’s parentage, Bobby has almost unwittingly provided his wife with that treasure she’s

always desired. Sue Ellen ends her relationship with Dusty, after fearing for his life with his return

to the rodeo.

“Waterloo at Southfork,” December 18, 1981

Sue Ellen checks into a hotel. Ellie works with Clayton to sell oil and lessen Ewing Oil’s losses. As

Jock is (allegedly) still in South America, J.R. seems more out of control all the time, and Ellie calls

a family vote on his job. She says she’ll back him as president only if he takes it easy on Sue Ellen

in the custody situation over John Ross. She shows up in court to assure this, forcing J.R. to back

down. She also mends the situation with Ewing Oil’s creditors and the cartel (definitely a power

episode for the Ewing matriarch). J.R.’s still plotting to have Sue Ellen declared an unfit mother.

Pam is happy to take care of Christopher, and Bobby investigates the possibility of legal adoption
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of him. Ray must put an end to his development deal, telling Walter Sherr he has no more money

to put into it; he’s too proud to ask Donna or his family for help.

“Barbecue Two,” January 1, 1982

With the help of Clayton, Sue Ellen moves into a new apartment with John Ross. J.R. darkens her

doorstep rather quickly, saying he got her new address from his mother and bringing a gift of

blocks for little John Ross. Sue Ellen asks him why he didn’t bring the nastier details of her life into

the custody proceedings, and J.R. says he wants John Ross to grow up respecting both of his

parents. As Donna gets some press for her new book at a bookstore in town, Lucy meets

photographer Roger Larson. Afton loves up to Cliff over lunch. Katherine Wentworth returns to

Dallas from New York, just in time for the Ewing Barbecue. If Bobby is going to adopt Christopher,

he’s going to have to clear the hurdle of learning who the boy’s father is. Donna is asked to write

another book. J.R. is not happy to see Sue Ellen and Cliff dancing. The annual Ewing Barbecue —

with attendees that include Clayton Farlow and Rebecca Wentworth — is the absolute worst place

to find out that Jock isn’t coming home! Evidently, his helicopter has crashed in South America. At

last, the show has acknowledged the passing of the great Jim Davis.

“The Search,” January 8, 1982

After talking Miss Ellie out of making the trip, too, the boys — J.R., Bobby and Ray — travel to South

America to find out just what happened to their father (who appears in flashbacks in the

episode). They meet Punk there. The women wait at Southfork, taking calls from concerned

friends (and Lucy talks to Gary over the phone, also). The men meet an injured lite-plane pilot

who saw Jock’s copter sink in the storm. Bobby and Ray dive in the nearby lake and find some

wreckage of the chopper. Bobby finds Jock’s gold lion’s head pendant, and he tells his brothers it’s

over. J.R. and Ray are determined to press on. Still, they must return home and tell their mother

the news. Ellie has a great deal of difficulty facing Jock’s death, and the patriarch’s oldest son has

his own trouble losing his mentor. Sue Ellen, who stayed at Southfork awhile, returns to her

apartment, concerned about how J.R. is going to deal with this. “Everything he does, he does for

his daddy,” she tells Donna and Pam. After the closing shot of J.R. standing outside Southfork,

clutching his daddy's lion pendant, a tribute screen appears, with the famous portrait of Jock and

“JIM DAVIS, 1909-1981.”

“Denial,” January 15, 1982

Taking his father’s death especially hard, J.R. slacks off at work and tells Sue Ellen anew that she’s

not going to take his son away from him. He’s angry that Jock knew John Ross was off Southfork,

convinced that Sue Ellen made him look bad to his daddy. Bobby jumps in at Ewing Oil once again

to fill the void, as Ellie refuses to read Jock’s will or have him declared legally dead, despite Harv

Smithfield’s urging. Also devastated by Jock’s death, Ray is hesitant to embark on another

business deal with Punk. Donna’s publishing success has been bothering Ray. Sue Ellen meets a

new man, Tom Flintoff, who comes on to her, bur whom she brushes off. Mitch tells Lucy she

should move on without him. Lucy talks with photographer Roger Larson. Bobby fakes a name on

legal documents for Christopher.

“Head of the Family,” January 22, 1982

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

Sue Ellen invites Clayton to a dinner party hosted by her buddy DeeDee. Bobby runs both

Southfork and Ewing Oil as J.R. and Ray and everyone else grieves. But Ellie doesn’t want Bobby to

be named as Ewing Oil president just yet. Lucy talks to Blair Sullivan, a talent scout who sees
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great potential in her. Bobby hides the truth about Christopher’s parentage from Pam, fabricating

a story about the death of the child’s parents when she asks questions. Jeff Farraday calls him

again. Bobby also enlists the help of Dr. Conrad concerning Miss Ellie’s grief. Ray is nasty to Donna’s

publisher. Cliff and Sue Ellen spend the night together. Cliff taunts J.R. about Ewing 6, the field he

got from Ewing Oil, a site that has been renamed Barnes-Wentworth 1. Bobby finally gets through

to J.R. about Jock’s legacy and J.R.’s responsibilities to his son. “Get off your butt, J.R.! We’ve got

work to do!” Bobby says. And, in a touching scene at the Southfork dinner table as Miss Ellie chats

with Lucy about her portfolio and Donna about her next book, little John Ross innocently climbs

into Jock’s empty chair, and the world grinds to a halt. “He’s really a Ewing, that’s for sure,” J.R.

says. Barbara Stock plays Heather Wilson here; she returns a decade later to portray Liz Adams.

“The Phoenix,” January 29, 1982

Returning to work with renewed energy, J.R. takes John Ross into the office on a Sunday to show

him around. “You know, your granddaddy taught me everything I know about this business,” he

tells his son. “He’d be so proud if he knew I was doing the same with you.” J.R. wants to get back

in with the oil cartel, and he uses Marilee Stone to do it (and yes, we do mean in that way). J.R.

also is not sure about the reading of Jock’s will and how it will affect his role. Ray has been

neglecting the ranch, and Bobby confronts him harshly about it. It comes to blows between the

brothers. Ray beds a woman he met in the bar, Bonnie Robertson. In her new modeling pursuit,

Lucy’s photographer friend Roger is giving her the creeps. Devoting all of her care and attention to

little Christopher, Pam still wants to know more about his parents. Cliff sets up Afton with a new

singing gig.

“My Father, My Son,” February 5, 1982

Bobby begins the adoption proceedings for little Christopher, and lawyer Charles Eccles tells him he

must talk to Sue Ellen, since she’s Kristin’s closest living relative. Sue Ellen is involved with Cliff

again, and even though J.R. knows this he is trying to get in good with her by issuing kind

invitations to the park and such. He tells Afton he’s still in love with Sue Ellen. Donna heads out of

town to research her second book, telling Ray that the time apart might be good. J.R. tries to get

to Ray’s voting shares through Donna. A distraught Lucy overhears Mitch talking to a new female,

Evelyn Michaelson, and assumes they’re involved. This causes her to spend more time with the off-

kilter Roger. Afton gets wind of Cliff’s interest in Sue Ellen and warns him that J.R. will destroy him.

Katherine is not too happy with what Cliff is doing at her daddy’s company.

“Anniversary,” February 12, 1982

J.R. tries to get rid of Cliff by having corporate bigwig Wally Hampton offer him a big-time job in

another state. Donna finds Ray at a motel with Bonnie, a scene helped along by J.R.’s

machinations. J.R. continues his wooing of Sue Ellen, even showing her the video of her beauty

pageant days, when he was a pageant judge, as they once again reminisce. Bobby buys Pam an

aerobics club so that she can spend time with Christopher as she works. Evelyn makes her

intentions regarding Mitch clear, and it’s not what Lucy wants to hear. Evelyn lies and says she’s

slept with Mitch. This drives Lucy over to Roger’s place, where he sees her vulnerability and takes

advantage of it, pronto.

“Adoption,” February 19, 1982

Directed by Larry Hagman.

J.R. makes a major power move when Ray is weak and grabs some more voting shares. Hurt and

in jail, Ray decides he wants to cut all ties with the Ewings, and he wants a divorce from Donna.
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Donna not only tells him it’s a no-go, but she hunts down his floozy girlfriend, Bonnie, at the bar

and punches her! J.R. drops by Sue Ellen’s home with a yellow flower and an invitation to dinner at

Southfork for her and John Ross, and she accepts. Cliff tries to warm up to the cartel and Marilee

and Jordan, but to no avail. Bobby talks to Sue Ellen about Christopher, and she signs the

necessary paperwork to allow the adoption, but she’s now even madder at J.R. for his philandering

and the possibility that Christopher is his child. Roger presses Lucy for involvement. Cliff learns that

J.R. was behind his big job offer, and he confronts his archenemy about it.

“The Maelstrom,” February 26, 1982

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

As Christopher is adopted into the Ewing family, J.R. starts to think, “Hmm ...” He also meets

Katherine Wentworth, as she is conducting interviews on the street, and there are definitely hints

of future shenanigans. Mitch asks Lucy where they stand, causing her even more emotional

distress. Ray and Donna reconcile. Donna tracks something disturbing in her research on Sam

Culver. Sue Ellen confides in Clayton over her woes with J.R. and his infidelity. J.R. visits Sue Ellen

with a gift of a beautiful glass sculpture. After he leaves, Sue Ellen thinks more and more about

the situation and hurls the sculpture against the fireplace, shattering it to bits before she places a

phone call — to a certain man she wants to see that night. It’s Cliff. Jeff Farraday wants to meet

with Bobby.

“The Prodigal,” March 5, 1982

Katherine Wentworth continues to eye Cliff’s power grab at the family company, and she corners

him about it, saying her daddy ran the company well and Cliff is going to destroy it. She, of course,

consults with J.R. about the matter, who always has a scheme in mind. In her research, Donna

learns that her late husband conspired with Jock to have Sam’s Uncle Jonas committed so they

could get his oil-rich land. And Jonas Culver committed suicide. She gets a lead to talk with an

Abel Greeley about it. After Roger gets upset because Lucy requested another photographer from

Blair, Pam tries to warn off Roger about his attachment to Lucy. Farraday blackmails Bobby.

Concerned about Sue Ellen, Clayton does some digging on Cliff through Afton. J.R. manages to get

hold of Christopher’s birth certificate. Afton confronts Sue Ellen about her relationships with Cliff

and Clayton.

“Vengeance,” March 12, 1982

Mitch asks Lucy to meet with him, and then asks her for a divorce. Lucy is kidnapped by the

increasingly psycho Roger. J.R. gets falsified geological reports on a chunk of land, then Cliff goes

out on a limb over this land deal, thinking he’s about to get oil-rich and even talking with Sue Ellen

about a more permanent arrangement between them. Rebecca tells Ellie about J.R.’s moves

against Cliff. Ellie goes to Sue Ellen to talk to her about her “love triangle.” J.R. is quite convinced

he’s Christopher’s father, and he plans to blackmail Bobby for his Ewing voting shares. Donna

consults with Dave Culver about the news she’s learned about Sam and Jock.

“Blackmail,” March 19, 1982

Clayton leaves the country on a trip to get some distance from Sue Ellen, and Sue Ellen thinks J.R.

has ruined her friendship with the man. Donna’s book research about Jock and Sam Culver

doesn’t sit too well with Miss Ellie. J.R. tells Bobby what he knows about Christopher, telling him

he’ll keep mum if Bobby will vote in his favor at the company. The family panics about Lucy’s

disappearance. Roger takes Lucy to his studio and photographs her. He says he’s going to take her

away to New York. He rapes Lucy. Bobby finds Farraday murdered, and he’s brought in for
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questioning by the police. Cliff is going to drill on his new property without a second opinion, and

he’s made it clear to J.R. how happy he was to make the purchase! Later, J.R. lowers the boom on

him, telling him the land has no oil.

“The Investigation,” March 26, 1982

Seedy underworld types contact Bobby while he’s being investigated for Farraday’s murder.

Evidently, Farraday was involved in some drug deals. Pam and Bobby rescue the bound-and-

gagged Lucy from Roger and take her to the hospital. Mitch visits her there, but they decide to

proceed with the divorce. Rebecca learns from the company’s longtime comptroller Forest that

Cliff has been withdrawing funds from Wentworth Tool and Dye (which was, of course, because of

J.R. drawing him into the land scheme). Cliff then tries to borrow money from Sue Ellen, who’s very

turned-off by that. Marilee and J.R. toast their scheme against Cliff. Cliff inquires into selling his

Ewing oil field. The buyer? Yes, J.R.! Sue Ellen passes along Cliff’s troubles to Pam. Ellie’s not talking

to Donna because of the news Donna gave her about her research.

“Acceptance,” April 2, 1982

Rebecca Wentworth corners her son on his embezzlement of Wentworth Tool and Dye. She fires

him, and Cliff is devastated. Not even Afton can really comfort him. Bobby puts the sting on the

druggies who contacted him about Farraday, as they were the real murderers. Miss Ellie finally

reconciles herself to Jock’s death — and Donna’s research findings — with the help of Ray, who tells

her to remember Jock for who he really was. After some amicable words with Lucy, Mitch moves

to Atlanta. J.R. shows up on Sue Ellen’s doorstep with lots of yellow roses this time and the news

that Cliff’s mother fired him. Punk wants to set up a scholarship at Southern Methodist University

in Jock’s honor, and he tries to convince Ellie to go to the Oil Baron’s Ball with him and Mavis. Afton

tries to console Cliff, telling him she still loves him.

“Goodbye, Cliff Barnes,” April 9, 1982

Bobby tells Pam who Christopher’s parents are. They then both learn that the baby’s father is

actually Jeff Farraday, who had married Kristin, and that Kristin had miscarried J.R.’s child. Clayton

returns to town. Lucy reveals to her friend Muriel that Roger raped her. J.R. cuts off his relationship

with Marilee, and Marilee goes to Cliff to apologize for the land scheme setup. J.R. and Sue Ellen

reconcile, as he has been busy wooing her with a long sable coat, telling her he needs her and

asking her to marry him. When Cliff learns Sue Ellen is going to marry J.R., he tries to take his own

life with pills. Afton fills in Rebecca on J.R.’s plot and how it led to Cliff’s failure. Sue Ellen visits Cliff’s

hospital room and gets only a big chill from Afton. Sue Ellen then tells J.R. she can’t marry him if

Cliff dies. An angry Rebecca tells Miss Ellie about J.R.’s big plot against Cliff — and that the Barnes-

Ewing feud will continue. Ellie reels with this, telling J.R. she’s going to unseat him at Ewing Oil.

Daytime soap regular Stephen Nichols plays a paramedic.

Season 6 — 1982-83

“Changing of the Guard,” October 1, 1982

The Ewings, led by Miss Ellie, take J.R. off the helm of Ewing Oil, despite the fact that Ray has sold

his votes to J.R. J.R. tries to threaten Bobby to get his vote, but he instead learns that Christopher is

not his son and gets a swift punch from his little bro. Cliff, still comatose, gets visits from his family

members. Lucy fears she is pregnant with Roger’s child and considers an abortion. The offices of

Ewing Oil get a makeover, and Bobby takes the captain’s seat, explaining some changes to Sly,
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Phyllis and new secretary Kendall. Bobby meets the vivacious Holly Harwood (new series regular

Lois Chiles), who offers the out-of-work J.R. the chance to run her oil company — and to own a nice

chunk of it. Clayton asks Sue Ellen to reconsider her reconciliation with J.R. Cliff wakes up from his

coma.

“Where There’s a Will,” October 8, 1982

Lucy tells Pam that she is pregnant from the Roger trauma. J.R.’s a bit too curious about Jock’s

will, but Harv Smithfield sticks to Jock’s wishes that the will can’t be viewed just yet. J.R. gets his

mistress Serena to help him sneak a peek, through John Baxter, Harv’s son-in-law. Sue Ellen visits

Cliff and wonders if remarrying J.R. is the best thing to do. She also pays a visit to Clayton at the

Southern Cross, leaving John Ross at Southfork. Cliff recovers, though he is depressed at first and

even draws Pam’s reprimand about how he’s behaving toward Afton and his mother. Ray gets a

letter from his Aunt Lil about Amos Krebbs’ failing health and plans to send her some money for

his care. Marilee Stone offers Cliff a job. Bobby meets up with old pal Carl.

“Billion Dollar Question,” October 15, 1982

Donna finishes her book, and Ray and Donna are about to travel to the publisher to deliver it

when Ray’s Aunt Lil calls with news that Amos Krebbs has died. Lucy has an abortion. J.R. sics IRS

agent Nelson Harding on Bobby regarding reading Jock’s will and its ramifications on tax

responsibility, even as he tries to convince his mother to read the will. Miss Ellie, meanwhile, is

feeling like she needs to get out of the house and recover from her mourning. Holly fends off J.R.’s

advances, then double-checks his advice on the sly with Bobby (she is enamored with him, after

all). Cliff accepts Marilee’s offer of a VP seat at her company, turning down Rebecca’s offer that he

return to his post at Wentworth Tool and Dye. While Sue Ellen is at the Southern Cross, J.R. comes

there to see her, convincing her to attend the Oil Baron’s Ball with him. Dusty might be coming

back, Clayton learns.

“The Big Ball,” October 22, 1982

J.R. pushes for Jock to be declared legally dead, because it’s in his best interest, of course. Dusty

surprises Sue Ellen at the Southern Cross — and he has his new wife with him (her name is Linda —

is that an inside joke?). Sue Ellen then leaves the Southern Cross, after venting her frustration at

Dusty leaving her for the rodeo circuit, only to later recover from his impotence. At the Oil Baron’s

Ball, Punk Anderson announces the SMU scholarship set up in memory of Jock. With her two sons

at her side, Ellie bravely addresses the oil barons from the podium, touching on the legacy of Jock

Ewing. With that, Ellie decides to have Jock declared dead and the will read. Ray and Donna

attend the funeral services for Amos Krebbs and meet Ray’s wayward cousin Mickey Trotter.

“Jock’s Will,” October 29, 1982

J.R. needs a witness to Jock’s death. The helicopter pilot, Lee Evans, is found and testifies for the

proceedings. Learning about the troubles that his cousin Mickey has with the law, Ray asks the

young man to move to Southfork where he can keep an eye on him and help him out. He sets up

bunkhouse accommodations for Mickey, who shows his irreverence for Ray and his position at

Southfork. Pam tells Lucy she should get back to work and back to her life. Thornton McLeish

approaches Bobby about a business idea. As Ellie dines with Punk and Mavis, she sees Frank

Crutcher, a man she met at the Oil Baron’s Ball. J.R. and Sue Ellen set a December wedding date.

Jock is finally declared dead, and his will is read, setting off the two brothers’ big yearlong fight for

Ewing Oil. Ted Shackelford as Gary visits from “Knots Landing” for the reading of the will, then J.R.

and Bobby make appearances in the “Knots” episode that continues from the will-reading.
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“Aftermath,” November 5, 1982

Jock’s will says J.R. and Bobby must compete for Ewing Oil, and compete they will! The big contest

begins, with Pam telling Bobby he must fight for Christopher’s sake, and Sue Ellen telling J.R. she

knows darn-well he found out the contents of that will before it was read. Punk assures Miss Ellie

that Jock believed this was the only way to know Ewing Oil would be run well, by the strongest

son. Lucy contacts Blair Sullivan about modeling again — with a female photographer this time. J.R.

tries to hit up Walt Driscoll, current head of the Office of Land Management, for an oil-drilling

variance. When he says no, J.R. attacks it from a different angle, putting his man Harry McSween

on the case to dig up some dirt. In her own vendetta against the Ewings, Rebecca buys Wade

Luce’s oil company then offers the helm to Cliff, even though Afton is urging him to put away his

Ewing hatred. Pam talks to her mother about how the feuding could affect her and Bobby.

“Hit and Run,” November 12, 1982

As Lucy proceeds with her divorce, her lawyer warns her about Mitch’s possible monetary desires.

Cliff moves into his offices as president of Barnes-Wentworth Oil, leaving Pam a little leery of her

eternal middle position between the Ewings and the Barneses. She talks to her mother again

about the vendetta. Pam also helps Bobby nail a Canadian deal with the McLeish brothers, who

were getting antsy with Bobby’s way of doing business and who were talking to Cliff about the

deal, too. Mickey’s getting into some trouble around the ranch, Ray suspects. Ellie strikes up a

friendship with Frank Crutcher, who is widowed like her. J.R. and Harry McSween set up a hit-and-

run car crash for Walt Driscoll’s wife, Carol. J.R. then tells Walt he can “fix” the situation for him, for

a price. Thinking he’s the lesser bet in the fight for Ewing Oil, the cartel shies away from dealing

with Bobby. John Larroquette of “Night Court” takes a rather ironic guest spin as Lucy’s lawyer,

Phillip Colton.

“The Ewing Touch,” November 19, 1982

The Ewing boys dig into their competition, J.R. drilling and Bobby dealing in

Canada. J.R. pressures Walt Driscoll for the oil variance, then he gets Driscoll a

plane ride out of town and drills like crazy, even though there’s an oil surplus.

He offers to supply crude to Holly Harwood, then wants to buy a refinery from

Gil Thurmond. Miss Ellie makes amends with Rebecca. She also brings her new

friend Frank to dinner at Southfork. Christopher’s adoption is official. Cliff is

none too pleased when he learns of Pam’s involvement in Bobby’s successful

Canadian deal. Ray finds Mickey at the bar and is ever determined to have a

positive effect in the young man’s life. Sue Ellen asks Clayton to give her away

at her wedding next month. Lucy is creeped out by the advances of one of her

new modeling contacts, Bill Johnson. Her divorce goes through, meanwhile.

“Fringe Benefits,” November 26, 1982

Gil Thurmond makes pitches to both J.R. and Cliff — and to both their women.

Cliff ends up getting the deal, because Afton lent a hand. Weather conditions

put a hamper on Bobby’s Canadian deal. Pam and Sue Ellen grow closer, and Sue Ellen moves

along preparations for her wedding to J.R. Pam is concerned about what Jock’s will is doing to

Bobby. She appeals to him to give up the fight. J.R. is suspicious of Frank Crutcher. Rebecca avoids

visiting her grandson Christopher while he’s at Southfork. The Texas oil men — along with Ellie,

Bobby and Punk — wonder why J.R. is pumping all that oil, and just what he’s doing with it.
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“The Wedding,” December 3, 1982

The cartel hasn’t been too happy with J.R. lately, with Jordan Lee appealing to Bobby to have J.R.

slow down that oil pumping, as Punk Anderson tells J.R. he better behave. Mickey and Lucy meet,

and right away Ray has a bad feeling about that (and hey, we’re seeing some sparks! we loved

that pampered heiress / bad cowboy relationship). At the helm of Harwood Oil, J.R. dupes Holly

into making a sale to his dummy corporation. With the help of Dave Culver and Donna, the

legislature decides to disband the OLM. Donna agrees to serve on the Texas Energy Commission

that will replace it, and that could put her in a good position to stop J.R. in his renegade oil

pumping. Ellie and Clayton are growing closer. An insecure Afton is noticing how Cliff seems to

behave where Sue Ellen is concerned. Against her better judgment, Sue Ellen goes and marries

that J.R. again, even as Cliff threatens to ruin the happy (?) occasion! Prolific classic TV star Parley

Baer plays the minister at the wedding.

“Post-Nuptial,” December 10, 1982

Good old Cliff starts a fight at the wedding, and several people — Ewing brothers and others — end

up in the Southfork pool. J.R. then does some dealin’ for his dummy company on his honeymoon.

Bobby thinks J.R. might be dealing in oil with an embargoed country, and he talks to J.R. about it.

Holly tells Bobby that J.R. owns part of Harwood Oil. Bobby tries to track where else J.R.’s crude is

going, calling on Eugene Bullock for help. In her continued vendetta against the Ewings, Rebecca is

gunning for the cartel to come down on J.R. Donna wonders if her new post with the Texas Energy

Commission will create too much tension in the family, even though she spoke to Miss Ellie about it

beforehand. She sets out to rescind J.R.’s oil-pumping variance. Bill Johnson keeps hitting on his

favorite model, Lucy.

“Barbecue Three,” December 17, 1982

Mickey asks Lucy out and gets shot down, but he later realizes she has a fear that has nothing to

do with him. Holly appeals to Bobby about J.R., concerned about her company and realizing J.R.’s

use of the dummy corporation (and also being one of the many women to fall for Bobby, of

course). The out-of-control J.R. continues to make enemies at the Texas Energy Commission,

acquiring a large number of gas stations to deal in his abundant, cheap oil. He hosts a grand

opening with a press audience. Bobby once again accuses J.R. of dirty pool in the fight for Ewing

Oil. Cliff leads a group of hostile oilmen into a confrontation with J.R. at the annual Ewing

Barbecue. (One of those oilmen, Ken Farmer, talks with BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV about this tense barbecue scene

and his other “Dallas” roles — see the interview in the Fun & Useless Information chapter.) Even

though the Ewings (particularly Bobby and Ray) close ranks around J.R., this pushes Ellie to the

breaking point over her sons’ contest; she decides to try to break Jock’s will.

“Mama Dearest,” December 31, 1982

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

Miss Ellie threatens to contest Jock’s will, which brings Bobby and J.R. to the same side, for once.
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Pam takes Miss Ellie’s stance regarding the will, knowing how destructive the fight has been to her

marriage. Harv Smithfield won’t represent Miss Ellie in the matter, because of his loyalty to Jock,

so Miss Ellie finds another lawyer, Brooks Oliver, who tells her she might have to bring Jock’s

mental competence into question. Cliff tries to rally the cartel further against the Ewings, but Punk

doesn’t like the way Cliff is approaching it. Donna hits a roadblock in the Energy Commission as J.R.

gets his variance back (with the help of Commissioner George Hicks). Afton tries to get closer to

Cliff, bringing up the “m” word as they look for a place to live together. Clayton spends more time

at Southfork.

“The Ewing Blues,” January 7, 1983

Bobby tries to work around the cartel’s refusal to let him drill on some Wellington property. How

badly does Ellie want to end her boys’ feuding? Is she willing to say Jock was mentally

incompetent? Ray punches out J.R. for his dealings with Donna in the Energy Commission. In

working on the will-contesting with Ellie, Pam meets Mark Graison, a client of Oliver who certainly

likes the looks of her and seeks out ways to bump into her. Sue Ellen appears on TV with J.R.,

who’s getting quite a media reputation for his low-price gas stations. Sparks continue to fly

between Lucy and Mickey (they’re pretending they hate each other, at this point — oooh, we just

love that!). J.R. blackmails Holly over some of her company’s contracts, and she again turns to

Bobby for help. Bobby advises her to try to get her chunk o’company back from J.R. Lane Davies,

who would begin his run as Mason Capwell on NBC’s “Santa Barbara” the following year, guests as

Craig Gurney.

“The Reckoning,” January 14, 1983

If Jock’s last will is overturned, Ellie would get control of Ewing Oil, according to an earlier will. That

will, from years earlier, does not account for Gary or (the undiscovered) Ray. A united J.R. and

Bobby appeal to Punk Anderson for support with the will. Tension escalates between Pam and

Bobby. Mark stops by Pam’s aerobics club to see her, though she brushes him off. Sue Ellen notices

how Mark is eyeing Pam and tells J.R., who has ideas of his own about the situation. J.R. and Ray

tussle again. Even after going on record with that whole mental incompetence thing, and

considering the testimony of Dave Culver, Franklin Horner and Punk, Miss Ellie loses the court case

over the will.

“A Ewing is a Ewing,” January 28, 1983

Ellie leaves town after Jock’s will is upheld, and she runs into Clayton. Cliff plots to get J.R. to run for

office (turning the tables from earlier seasons!). Gen. Cochran of the Air Force drops in on J.R.

because of Harwood Oil’s cancelled contracts with the military. J.R. lies to him, then confronts

Holly about it. Holly threatens J.R. with a gun after he makes a move on her. Bobby sees J.R.

talking to Commissioner George Hicks and suspects J.R. has bought him. Bobby cooks up his own

plan where Hicks is concerned, contacting his buddy Carl about some “female” assistance. J.R.

uses Sue Ellen to get to Clayton and his oil refineries, but to no avail. Mark tries the flowers-and-

champagne approach with Pam, making more progress this time.

“Crash of ’83,” February 4, 1983

After confronting Hicks about J.R. and only getting lies, Bobby blackmails Hicks to change his vote

on J.R.’s variance. Afterward, Bobby feels horrible about sinking to this level. Pam is disgusted by

the blackmail. Courtesy of Rebecca, J.R. is still having trouble getting a refinery, even after locating

an antsy refinery owner in Houston. Ellie gets closer to Clayton, and J.R. feels threatened by that.

Lucy and Mickey spend a little time together. Cliff finds out that the reason he got the deal from
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Gil Thurmond was because of Afton’s charm, and he’s enraged. Afton gets news that a

Wentworth jet has crashed. Walt Driscoll dials up J.R. from the Cayman Islands with a deal to

make.

“Requiem,” February 11, 1983

Directed by Larry Hagman.

Rebecca Wentworth is in critical condition from the plane crash, then dies, and Cliff’s grief is

especially intense. He seeks comfort from Afton. Clayton says her death is J.R.’s fault, as she was

on her way to talk with the refinery owner that J.R. was trying to deal with. Mark Graison attends

Rebecca’s funeral. Katherine Wentworth returns to Dallas from New York and considers moving

there. Her mother’s death sparks more of her hatred toward brother Cliff. After the Energy

Commission rescinds J.R.’s variance, J.R. learns that it was Bobby’s blackmail of George Hicks that

changed the tide. J.R. works on a deal in the Caribbean with Walt Driscoll. In her grief, Pam tells

Bobby she doesn’t want to be around the Ewings right now. John Ingle, who has played Edward

Quartermaine on ABC’s “General Hospital,” plays a surgeon here.

“Legacy,” February 18, 1983

The fed-up Pam leaves Southfork to do some thinking. J.R. tells Mark that Bobby and Pam are

through, so Mark visits Pam at her hotel. As Bobby tries to contact Pam, he just gets Katherine’s

lies then bumps into an adoring Holly. Rebecca’s children learn the contents of her will, which

gives Cliff ownership of the company, leaves Pamela sitting pretty and even recognizes Afton as a

special person in the lives of the Barnes-Wentworth family. Lucy and Mickey become better

friends. J.R. tries to dangle a deal in front of Bobby’s eyes that he calls a “compromise,” but Bobby

will have none of it. Cliff and Katherine make up. Jordan and the cartel warm up to Ray and

Donna since Donna was so helpful with rescinding J.R.’s variance. Even though he lost the

variance, J.R. continues selling his cheap gas. Clayton has an honest talk with Sue Ellen about his

former feelings for her — and his new feelings for Miss Ellie.

“Brothers and Sisters,” February 25, 1983

Ray cautions Bobby about his new business practices and how they’re affecting his marriage. The

evil Katherine sets it up so Bobby sees Pam at a restaurant with Mark Graison. J.R. happily takes

note of Katherine’s interest in Bobby and machinations against her sister. When they talk about

Cliff’s woes, Mark mentions to Pam that he’s got a business he’d like to sell. Holly confronts J.R.

about his Caribbean oil shipments. Clayton sells the Southern Cross, and Ellie helps him find a new

Dallas home. J.R. makes plans with Walt Driscoll to sell oil to Cuba, quite a dangerous proposition,

when it comes to the law. Donna, Ray and Dave Culver, meanwhile, wonder if J.R. has his eye on a

U.S. Senate seat. Phyllis has to wake up Bobby at his office desk. Phyllis also overhears Sly on the

phone with Walt Driscoll.

“Caribbean Connection,” March 4, 1983

J.R. tells Holly to buy and ship some Puerto Rican oil, sending Holly to Bobby with her suspicions.

But J.R. has leverage with Holly — a document he had her sign earlier that has some fun fine print.

While J.R. works on his Cuban oil deal, Bobby and Ray learn more about it and step in with a great

plan, knowing that Ewing Oil could be in danger with the law. Katherine encourages Mark to

pursue Pam. Cliff rises up from his funk over his mother’s death, even purchasing the company

from Mark. Donna thinks Mickey is just interested in Lucy’s cash. J.R. is contemplating that bid for

the Senate seat, though Sue Ellen sees her own shady past with alcoholism as a potential liability

for his run.
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“The Sting,” March 11, 1983

Bobby and Ray’s plan comes through as Walt Driscoll is arrested at the airport with a briefcase

that they switched out. J.R., of course, leaves him hanging in jail. He confronts Bobby about the

frameup of Driscoll. Ray then bails out Driscoll — with J.R.’s money. Katherine and J.R. band

together against Cliff. Holly learns that it’s her oil and cash that are in Cuba, and she vows revenge

against J.R. Miss Ellie and Clayton worry about Pam’s involvement with Mark, and Pam tells Bobby

she has no regrets about it. Bobby angrily confronts Mark. The newly remarried J.R. is dallying with

old pal Serena. Mickey and Lucy go out, then kiss, and Lucy tells him about her ordeal with the

off-kilter Roger.

“Hell Hath No Fury,” March 18, 1983

J.R. plans a trip to Cuba to salvage his scheme. Having lost millions of dollars, Holly plans to destroy

J.R.’s marriage, even having a talk with Sue Ellen about J.R.’s infidelity. Holly’s not too happy about

Bobby’s involvement in the deal, either. Lucy gets back into modeling and is spending a lot of time

with Mickey. Bobby and Pam reunite for an evening, but it was just a momentary indiscretion

(discretion?) for Pam, who says no when Bobby asks her to move back to Southfork. Katherine

tells Mark he should take Pam to France. Weather once again threatens Bobby’s Canadian deal.

Ray offers cash backing to Bobby for his fight against their brother. With the help of Harry

McSween, J.R. presses Walt for the name of his contact overseas as he prepares to go to Cuba. He

appears on Roy Ralston’s TV show setting up the need for negotiations of a businessman like

himself with foreign countries.

“Cuba Libre,” March 25, 1983

While Pam and Mark are away, the Kat will play — with Bobby. With a prototype Wentworth drill

that could solve Bobby’s cold-weather woes, she involves herself in the Canadian deal even as Pam

is playing things rather cool with Mark in France. Cliff and Bobby butt heads over the Canadian

deal, though, as Cliff doesn’t want to loan the drill to Bobby, and he is also worried about his

sister’s marriage to this Ewing. Aunt Lil visits Mickey in Dallas. She sees Mickey’s relationship with

Lucy and has her concerns. Sue Ellen has doubts about Holly’s claims regarding J.R., and she

questions Bobby about his brother. Holly reiterates to Sue Ellen what her relationship with J.R. is,

and she warms up to J.R. to further her setup. J.R. gets arrested in Cuba. Both Donna and Punk

Anderson have questions about Ellie’s involvement with Clayton.

“Tangled Web,” April 1, 1983

A phone call from Afton warning of Katherine’s maneuverings back home interrupts an intimate

moment with Mark in France, but only leaves Pam more befuddled (oooh, so frustrating — why

couldn’t Afton’s message get across!). J.R.’s Cuban oil deal contact, Perez, visits him in Havana, and

J.R. is released from jail. J.R. gloats to Bobby that he’s won the contest for the company. Miss Ellie

has questions for Clayton about his relationship with Sue Ellen. Katherine clashes with Cliff about

Bobby’s Canadian business associates. Holly finally gives Sue Ellen the proof she needs — and in a

masterful and disturbing scene, she sets it up perfectly so that Sue Ellen sees her and J.R. in bed.

Yikes.

“Things Ain’t Goin’ too Good at Southfork,” April 15, 1983

After Sue Ellen sees J.R. in delicato with Holly, she hits the bottle again — and ends up in Clayton’s

bed, though the wary Clayton doesn’t take the bait. Pam returns to Dallas with questions for

Bobby about Katherine, and Bobby says Katherine has been a great support for him while Pam’s

been gone. Katherine denies any involvement with Bobby and tells Pam that Afton was just
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confused. Walt Driscoll disappears. Bobby and Cliff are still at odds over the drill bit that would save

his Canadian deal. A drunken Sue Ellen lashes out at Miss Ellie about her love for Clayton, then

confronts J.R. about Holly, then gets into a car. Mickey, who’s nearby with Lucy, valiantly runs to the

car and tries to stop her. In a heartbreaker of a scene, they crash the car. The driver of the other

car doesn’t stop.

“Penultimate,” April 29, 1983

After the car crash, Mickey lies unconscious in the hospital, facing possible paralysis. The

devastated Lucy blames Sue Ellen for the accident. Clayton takes it out on J.R., because he has

driven Sue Ellen back to the bottle. Bobby, meanwhile, blames the manipulative Holly for Sue

Ellen’s rage. Pam tells Bobby she still has feelings for him, even though Mark is now in the picture.

Pam also has a talk with Christopher about her and Bobby. J.R. offers Holly a buyout with Harwood

Oil, but when Bobby finds out, he cautions Holly to pay the amount to J.R. in installments so that

J.R. won’t have that kind of advantage in the fight for Ewing Oil. Bobby tells Sue Ellen that the

scene with Holly was a setup, but Sue Ellen is still distraught over J.R., who even apologizes to her

later over the whole thing. Aunt Lil is concerned that Mickey might be paralyzed.

“Ewing Inferno,” May 6, 1983

Pam slaps J.R. when he makes insinuations about her trip with Mark. Though she’s voting for

Barnes-Wentworth to give him the drill bit for the Canadian deal, Pam tells Bobby she wants a

divorce. Katherine has her own brand of consolation all ready for Bobby. Clayton asks Miss Ellie to

go on a trip with him. Sue Ellen doesn’t want J.R. to see John Ross. J.R. tells Bobby that maybe

they should stop this fight for the company. Ray learns from Sheriff Washburn that Walt Driscoll,

bent on revenge against J.R., caused Mickey’s crash by hitting their car, and the devastated Driscoll

has committed suicide. Ray confronts J.R. at Southfork. “You’re the reason Mickey’s in the

hospital!” he rails at J.R. He approaches J.R., who grabs a candlestick off the mantel and hurls it at

him. It flies past Ray and sets a fire as it lands, but the two disregard this as they start to brawl.

The smoke alarm goes off, and J.R. realizes Sue Ellen and John Ross are sleeping upstairs. He heads

up the fiery staircase. Infernos are sooooo “this season” — “Dynasty” ended its own 1982-1983

season with a fire trapping Alexis and Krystle at a cabin!

Season 7 — 1983-84

“The Road Back,” September 30, 1983

The Ewings deal with the aftermath of the fire that ravaged Southfork, where Bobby was able to

arrive and help save the family. As Donna embraces Ray on the ranch grounds, glad to find him

OK, he and J.R. almost start their fight back up again. Bobby seeks to reconcile Ray and J.R., but

J.R.’s holding a grudge over the sting Ray and Bobby set up with Walt Driscoll. Pam comforts Sue

Ellen, even taking her shopping for new clothes. Sue Ellen becomes much more signed-on to the

idea when their host at the store serves them drinks. Out of town, Clayton acts as a go-between

for Ellie and the Ewings, and he hides the Southfork fire from Ellie. Bobby and J.R. want Harv to

stop the competition of Jock’s will. Sue Ellen realizes Driscoll caused the car crash and is angry

with J.R. for letting her think it was her fault. Mickey wakes up from the coma.

“The Long Goodbye,” October 7, 1983

As Southfork undergoes reconstruction, now it’s Sue Ellen who’s into this whole idea of an open

marriage, and J.R. is not pleased. Bobby tries to get Pam back, telling her that soon the brothers’
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contest will be over and the pressure will be off. His overtures irk Katherine. They also irk Cliff, who

wants Pam and Mark together for his own business interests. Afton wants Cliff to stop meddling in

his sister’s love life. Mickey’s injury is permanent, but he says he wants to marry Lucy when he

gets out of the hospital. Mark presses Pam for commitment, and J.R. outright threatens her — and

her brother’s welfare — if she reconciles with Bobby. Clayton is still taking care of Ellie.

“The Letter,” October 14, 1983

John Ross is having some emotional problems, and when J.R. and Sue Ellen take him to a camp,

they meet the youthful, handsome camp counselor Peter Richards (new series regular Christopher

Atkins). Ray feels guilty for what has happened to Mickey, even though Mickey seems to be doing

OK in the hospital. J.R. confides his problems to Serena Wald. Katherine makes the move that

actually ends it all for Bobby and Pam — she lures Bobby away with a fake goodbye letter that

Bobby thinks is from Pam. (Probably BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV’s least favorite turn of events in the series — we

always did favor Pam!) Bobby doesn’t let on that he’s read this piece of pure filth(!), but later

when he and Pam get together, he takes what he thinks is the high road by telling her it’s over.

“Sometimes when people fight so hard for something that means a whole lot to them, they seem

to lose track of the truth,” he tells her in their somber Thanksgiving Square meeting, “and ever

since you’ve left me, I’ve done everything I can to try and get you to come back. ... I finally

realized that what I’ve been fighting so hard to try and keep just doesn’t exist anymore.”

“My Brother’s Keeper,” October 21, 1983

Sue Ellen attracts John Ross’ new camp counselor, Peter, and J.R.’s bound to notice, isn’t he? Lucy

stands by the injured Mickey, who doesn’t want to live on life support and feels like he’s dragging

Lucy down with him. “If anything happens,” Mickey privately tells Ray, “I don’t know what, but the

idea of living like a vegetable with some d**n machine keeping me alive disgusts me. It’s the

worst horror I could imagine.” Donna meets an old friend, Paul Morgan. Pam sees Bobby out with

another woman, Serena’s pal Dianne Kelly, and gets upset. Afton just knows that something’s up

with Katherine regarding Bobby and Pam; she tries to tell Pam, but Pam won’t believe her. Bobby

and Pam officially divorce, with Katherine playing Pam’s best friend, and J.R. laying some fake

sympathy on Bobby. Tracy Scoggins of “Dynasty” and “The Colbys” guests as Dianne Kelly; she pops

up later as Harv Smithfield’s niece in the “Dallas” movies. Paul Morgan is played by hottie Glenn

Corbett, whom BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV just looooooved in that classic “Star Trek” episode “Metamorphosis.”

“The Quality of Mercy,” October 28, 1983

Pam moves into her mother’s house and might take a job with Cliff and Mark. She tells her pal

Jackie that she can get her a job at Barnes-Wentworth. Bobby confides in Phyllis about his

marriage heartbreak. Cliff coerces J.R.’s secretary, Sly, into spying for him, telling her he could help

out her incarcerated brother. After angrily driving both Lucy and Aunt Lil away with his words on

how he no longer wants to live, the distraught Mickey slips back into a coma. Mark proposes to

Pam, and Katherine keeps zeroing in on Bobby, offering her own special brand of sympathy and

not at all liking this Holly Harwood person that Bobby’s spending time with. Punk tells J.R. and

Bobby the contest audit results will arrive soon. Aunt Lil and Ray are found in Mickey’s hospital

room with his life-support unplugged.

“Check and Mate,” November 4, 1983

Ray is arrested for the mercy-killing of Mickey. “I did what I had to do,” he tells Donna when she

visits him in jail to discuss his defense. Cliff collects some of J.R.’s secrets from Sly and tells her to

continue her spying. He then beats J.R. to some oil fields he was eyeing. Cliff, Pam and Mark launch
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their business venture, but Cliff’s shenanigans against J.R. disgust Pam. Holly makes a move on

Bobby, who refuses her. Aunt Lil is unresponsive about Mickey, while Lucy vents her rage against

the just-released Ray, who doesn’t even want to hire a lawyer to defend him. Donna hires her

friend Paul to the case, just the same. Bobby’s Canadian deal comes in at last — putting him over

the top for the Ewing Oil contest, just when the results were about to show J.R. as the winner. But

Jock’s letter reveals that his contest was just aimed to teach the boys to learn more about each

other and the business. Bobby accepts that sentiment gracefully.

“Ray’s Trial,” November 11, 1983

Ray is indicted. Holly taunts J.R. about his loss of the Ewing Oil contest. Bobby runs into old

girlfriend Jenna Wade (now played by Priscilla Presley) who’s working as a waitress but not much

interested in spending time with Bobby. Pam’s not happy to hear that Jenna has made contact

with Bobby again. Katherine takes note of this Jenna chick, also, and promptly calls in

reinforcements — J.R., who refuses to help her out this time (he’s already gotten what he wanted,

after all — Bobby’s divorce). Peter comes to dinner at Southfork, and Sue Ellen is continually

intrigued by him while J.R. is increasingly suspicious. Lucy testifies against Ray, Bobby testifies for

him, and Ray objects when Paul wants to call Aunt Lil to the stand.

“The Oil Baron’s Ball,” November 18, 1983

Aunt Lil’s testimony fishes Ray out of a prison sentence: She was the one who insisted that the

plug be pulled and that Mickey’s desire be granted. Ray’s sentence is reduced to probation. Sue

Ellen (showing how she is gaining strength through the seasons), sleeps with J.R. then tells him

afterward that she just used him for the sex. Cliff wonders if Bobby is the father of Jenna’s

daughter. Sue Ellen sets up Peter with a date with Lucy for the Oil Baron’s Ball. Bobby escorts

Jenna, who has a run-in with Pam at the event. “You’re not married to Bobby anymore, Pam. You

gave him up,” Jenna says in the ladies’ room, as Sue Ellen, Katherine and Afton tensely look on.

Mark tries to reassure Pam when she’s upset that Jenna is there. Can you believe — Cliff is named

Oilman of the Year? On his way to the podium he has a threat for J.R. ...

“Morning After,” November 25, 1983

We should have known that Cliff couldn’t accept his award without harping on about Jock Ewing

and how Digger was the one who really found the drilling sites. Of course, a brawl ensues at the

ball, with Mark even throwing in for the Barnes side and Peter jumping in for the Ewing table.

When Ellie (still out of town) finds out about the fight, she sheds a little light on the early days with

Jock and Digger. Mark presses Pam about marriage, but she’s hesitant. Jenna tells Charlie they’ll be

seeing a lot of Bobby now. Uptight about Jenna, Katherine confesses her love to Bobby, then again

asks J.R. for help in splitting up the pair. Paul hints at his feelings for Donna. Donna convinces Ray

to go on a second honeymoon with her. Peter first decides he doesn’t want to

have a relationship with Sue Ellen, but then he kisses her.

“The Buck Stops Here,” December 2, 1983

Bobby asks Jenna who Charlie’s father is (again, really). Pam tells Bobby that

Jenna’s not good for him. J.R. loses a deal to Cliff and thinks Pam has been

spying for him, not realizing the spy is right under his nose. He gets his buddy
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Harry McSween in on the investigation. Katherine tries to buy Jenna right out of town, but Jenna

sees her true motives. J.R. has been watching Sue Ellen’s attentions to and from Peter and

confronts her about it, though she pretty much tells him to buzz off. There’s a charity rodeo event

at Billy Bob’s bar. In a nod to the film “Urban Cowboy” (which had its own veiled reference or two

to this TV show, as well), it’s mechanical bull time for the ladies: Pam and Donna do very well, but

Jenna really scores with Bobby. Mark then scores with the distraught Pam that evening!

“To Catch a Sly,” December 9, 1983

Not much gets past J.R., who catches on to Sly’s misdeeds with Cliff and naturally twists them to

his advantage — siccing the spy back on her mission control. Pam and Bobby have a talk when he

arrives to pick up Christopher from her. Pam tells both Christopher and Katherine of her feelings

for Bobby. Jenna visits Southfork with Bobby. Ray and Donna accompany Bobby and Jenna out,

and the former couple believe they haven’t seen Bobby this happy in a long time. Katherine is

poking into Charlie Wade’s parentage. Lucy asks out Peter, but he’s too conflicted with his feelings

for Lucy’s aunt. Sue Ellen tells Peter she wants to break off their fling.

“Barbecue Four,” December 16, 1983

Bobby doesn’t like Jenna’s job at the bar, and she says that she would like to get a job that would

allow her to spend evenings with Charlie. Katherine travels to Italy and finds out that Charlie’s birth

certificate lists Bobby as the father. J.R. learns from Edgar Randolph of the Energy Commission that

the government is going to auction off some offshore oil leases. Sly finds out Cliff hasn’t been up-

front with her about his promise to help her imprisoned brother. J.R. pretends to want to end the

Ewing-Barnes feud, even inviting the Barneses to the annual Ewing Barbecue. Sue Ellen is at first

uneasy to see Peter there, also, who’s Lucy’s date. He and Sue Ellen sneak off for a kiss, however.

Mark assures Bobby that he’ll treat Pam right. Ellie and Clayton return to Southfork, and Clayton

announces his engagement to Ellie at the barbecue.

“Past Imperfect,” December 23, 1983

Directed by Larry Hagman.

J.R. is upset about his mother’s engagement and hires McSween to dig up some dirt on Clayton.

This leads to the discovery about Clayton’s sister Jessica, along with the fact that Clayton’s wife

died in a fire on the Southern Cross two decades ago. Clayton and Ellie know the heat they’ve

caused in the family with their news, and Clayton wonders if they should live off Southfork. Ellie

won’t leave, though. Peter, meanwhile, leaves school and sets up a little love nest for Sue Ellen and

him, but is Sue Ellen really interested? Lucy also wonders why Peter moved out of his room at

school. Bobby buys Jenna a boutique, which at first causes an argument between them. Katherine

traces a mysterious Renaldo Marchetta as she continues her investigation of Jenna in Italy.

“Peter’s Principles,” January 6, 1984

Sue Ellen tries to convince Peter to stay in school. Ellie warns J.R. not to interfere with her

relationship with Clayton. Afton feels left out of Cliff ’s life, then walks in on him in an interesting

position with Marilee Stone (Cliff is working the cartel about the offshore-lease deal — not knowing

that someone else is working him!). Afton turns to Pam about Cliff’s infidelity, and Pam questions

Cliff. Pam talks to Bobby about the Ewing-Barnes feud, which irks Mark. John Ross is attached to

Peter as a friend. Clayton is thinking about Dusty on his birthday. He also gets some advice from

Ray about living on Southfork — Ray points out that when Jock originally came to the ranch, it was

Ellie’s daddy’s spread, and he had to make himself fit in, too. Julie Ronnie, who would go on later

that year to originate the Laken Lockridge role on NBC’s “Santa Barbara,” steps in as a girl at the
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college.

“Offshore Crude,” January 13, 1984

J.R. continues laying the trap for Cliff, enticing him — indirectly — with the idea of offshore drilling.

Sue Ellen tries to avoid Peter, then spends more time with him. Lucy invites Peter to Southfork. Cliff

tries to make amends with Afton, at the same time continuing to woo Marilee and the cartel for

the deal. J.R. first tries to buy off Edgar Randolph, and when Randolph refuses, he digs into the

man’s past to blackmail him. Learning that Renaldo Marchetta disappeared years ago, Katherine

returns from her trip, but Pam’s not interested in her findings on Jenna and Charlie. Clayton doesn’t

want to reveal much to Ellie about his sister Jessica, whom he tells her left home decades ago for

England.

“Some Do ... Some Don’t,” January 20, 1984

J.R. doesn’t like Bobby’s idea of buying pal Travis Boyd’s company, and they both have to sign off on

it. Sue Ellen wants out of her relationship with Peter, but even after his friends mistake Sue Ellen

for his mother, he tells her the age difference doesn’t matter. J.R. keeps trying to influence Sue

Ellen out of their “open marriage,” even suggesting they have more children. Clayton’s difficult

adjustment at Southfork is helped again by Ray’s friendship. Donna warns Edgar Randolph about

J.R., who keeps pressing Randolph regarding the offshore leases. Pam sternly warns Marilee away

from Cliff. J.R. beds Katherine then blackmails her with the tape of their lovemaking. Mark secretly

checks into a hospital out of town. Jenna officially opens her boutique.

“Eye of the Beholder,” January 27, 1984

When Mark can’t make a date with Pam, Bobby ends up spending lunch with her, even though he

has just (re)consummated his relationship with Jenna. They spend the time fondly reminiscing. Her

own fears of rejection, and the pain of her mastectomy, change Ellie’s mind about marrying

Clayton. Marilee tells Cliff that Pam is a problem for them, and Cliff is concerned about cheating on

Afton with Marilee, even though he needs this cartel deal. Still not realizing that Peter and Sue

Ellen have been involved, Lucy invites Peter to a party at Muriel’s. In Atlanta, Mitch gets a

promotion. Clayton goes into a drunken rampage at Southfork, prompting J.R. to pull a gun on him.

“Twelve Mile Limit,” February 3, 1984

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

Mark proposes to Pam, and Katherine tries to convince her sister what a great move this would

be. Donna and Ray find Edgar Randolph unconscious, and even though Randolph tries to make it

look like an accident, they know it was a suicide attempt — aggravated by J.R. Ellie and Clayton

reconcile. Afton visits Mitch in Atlanta. Marilee wants the geological reports from Cliff before she’ll

invest in his project; neither realizes, of course, that J.R. already has that angle covered, sliding

through fake reports via Sly. Katherine continues her search for Renaldo Marchetta, thinking he

might be in America, not Italy. McSween delivers some goods about Clayton’s first wife to J.R.,

telling him how broke Clayton was when his wife died and left him a huge trust. Funny to see how

the 1980s exercise craze affected both “Dallas” and “Dynasty” — each featured a fitness / workout

room in the family mansion. In this episode, we see J.R. working out before going to the office.

“Where is Poppa?” February 10, 1984

Sue Ellen tells Peter that she and J.R. have separate bedrooms, and Peter wants a commitment

from her. Lucy asks Peter to go to a party with her, but Sue Ellen warns him to decline the invite.

Bobby buys Charlie a horse. Edgar is released from the hospital, and Martha Randolph investigates
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her husband’s “accident.” Donna is also investigating Edgar’s life through her friend Paul. Marilee

goes in on the lease deal with Cliff, and Afton suspects it’s still more than business. The

investigator that Katherine hired thinks he’s located Naldo Marchetta. Bobby invites Clayton into a

deal with Ewing Oil. Sue Ellen is rushed to the hospital after she’s hit by a car, and J.R. and Peter

both rush there, too. Sue Ellen will be OK — though she lost the baby!

“When the Bough Breaks,” February 17, 1984

Both J.R. and Peter believe they were the father in Sue Ellen’s surprise pregnancy. J.R. tries to learn

more about Cliff’s association with Marilee in the offshore deal — he has his own offer for Marilee.

Through Paul, Donna learns that Randolph was once institutionalized. Katherine meets with Naldo

Marchetta in Los Angeles, and he tells her that yes, he is Charlie Wade’s father. Mark takes an

overseas trip. Sue Ellen finally breaks it off with Peter after he tries once again to get closer to her.

Clayton declines Bobby’s offer of the Ewing Oil deal, thinking it carries risk and it might look bad for

him in his relationship with Ellie. Bobby has yet another conversation with Jenna about Charlie and

her parentage.

“True Confessions,” February 24, 1984

Marilee takes J.R.’s advice on the offshore deal and backs out with Cliff, even as Cliff is trying to

lure Pam into the deal. Lucy asks Peter if he wants to go on a modeling job with her. Marchetta

comes to Dallas to drop in on Jenna, and Bobby finally finds out that Marchetta is Charlie’s father,

even though Bobby is named on the birth certificate. But it’s Katherine who arranged (and paid

for) this little family meeting. Katherine also runs interference on any communication Pam tries to

have with Bobby. Jenna admits to Bobby that she named him on the birth certificate so she could

keep Naldo away from Charlie. Ray and Donna uncover J.R.’s scheme with Edgar Randolph. They

talk to a woman who knew Randolph when he was institutionalized, and they learn that it

followed a molestation case involving a young girl.

“And the Winner Is ...” March 2, 1984

The cornered Randolph finally gives J.R. the lease-bid information he is seeking. J.R. feeds more bid

information to Cliff via Sly. The bids come in for the offshore leases — and J.R. cuts well below Cliff.

J.R. later taunts Cliff about the drilling rights he’s won, saying Cliff won’t find a drop of oil on that

land. Bobby tells Pam he’s not seeing Jenna anymore (he’s upset that she wasn’t honest with him

about Charlie). He spends time with Pam and Christopher, which registers on Katherine’s radar. J.R.

is not happy to see Marchetta has shown up in town, since he’s been plotting to get Bobby and

Jenna married. Ellie wants to invite Clayton’s sister Jessica Montford to their wedding, but Clayton

doesn’t like that. Ray and Donna talk to Randolph about his institutionalization. Edgar and Martha

angrily confront J.R. Edgar plans to leave his government post.

“Fools Rush In,” March 9, 1984

Cliff tries to raise cash for his offshore drilling debt, but J.R. is plotting with banker Vaughn Leland

regarding his nemesis. Charlie’s disappointed that Bobby’s not spending time with her mother

anymore. Ellie calls Jessica and invites her to stay at Southfork. Pam has turned down Mark’s

proposal. At Southfork, Sue Ellen lets Bobby in on this news, telling him that it’s because of Pam’s

feelings for him that she won’t marry Mark. Bobby tries unsuccessfully to reconcile with Jenna,

who told him that he’s self-centered and inflexible. Pam goes on a trip in Houston and meets

Mark’s friend Jerry Kenderson, then learns that Mark is seriously ill. J.R. seems to want Peter to

spend time with John Ross at Southfork — but what is he up to? Government rep Iris Porter is

played by Barbara Cason, real-life wife of Dennis Patrick, who portrayed Vaughn Leland.
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“The Unexpected,” March 16, 1984

Concerned for his health and welfare, Pam tells Mark she will marry him, after all. Katherine learns

of Mark’s medical condition. Clayton’s mysterious sister Jessica arrives in Dallas with a flourish. Cliff

takes out loans to pay for his offshore drilling, falling into J.R.’s scheme with Leland. Peter turns

down Lucy’s offer for another modeling assignment. Bobby, admitting the hold Pam has on him, is

hurt when he learns she’s decided to marry Mark. J.R. is still holding a tape of himself and

Katherine, and he tells her she can have it after Pam and Mark are married. J.R. lures Peter further

into his plot.

“Strange Alliance,” March 23, 1984

J.R. and Jessica find a common interest: preventing the nuptials of Clayton and Ellie. Jessica plays

cat-and-mouse with Clayton in front of Ellie by raising secret skeletons of the past. Pam works to

shield Mark’s terminal illness from him. Lucy remains intrigued by Peter, even asking Sue Ellen if

she thinks Peter is gay, while J.R. is trying to ruin him, pretending to be nice to him and plotting

with McSween to set him up. Weststar’s oil hit irks Cliff. Charlie and Christopher are bonding, but

Bobby tells Jenna he needs time to get over Pam’s new engagement. Sly’s information for Cliff

feeds his ego as she tells him J.R.’s worried about his latest deal.

“Blow Up,” April 6, 1984

Mark wants a big wedding, but Pam wants to hurry things along. J.R. implies to Lucy that Peter is

involved with Sue Ellen. Lucy gets drunk and goes into a rage, and J.R. uses the incident to try to

get Sue Ellen back. J.R. has an eye on Wentworth land and enlists Katherine’s aid to get it.

Katherine later tells Bobby she can offer him a nice parcel of Wentworth land if he’ll give her some

pointers on the oil business. Donna is suspicious of Jessica after interrupting a rather tense

conversation between Jessica and Ellie and seeing Jessica talking to Ray. Clayton asks Ray to be his

best man. Punk Anderson asks Bobby and Jenna about their own wedding plans.

“Turning Point,” April 13, 1984

Jessica’s got a secret, and you better believe J.R. wants in after he hears Clayton and Jessica

discussing it, since he wants to stop Ellie’s wedding. Ewing Oil buys the Wentworth land, and it’s

Bobby and Katherine who celebrate. Vaughn Leland threatens to call in Cliff’s loan as Cliff gets

more and more extended on his drilling. Cliff scrambles for cash, and even questions Afton’s

spending. Lucy and Peter make up. Katherine vows to hurt J.R. Peter is arrested for drug

possession, courtesy of J.R. and his buddy McSween. Jessica confronts Clayton about his sale of the

Southern Cross, which she felt should have been Dusty’s someday. As Sue Ellen has questions for

Pam’s change of heart about marrying Mark, Jenna is still wondering why she can’t get that ring

on Bobby’s finger.

“Love Stories,” May 4, 1984

Bobby finally proposes to Jenna, and she accepts. Mark finds out about his illness from his doctor,

Jerry Kenderson, after Katherine spouts off in a drunken haze. J.R. digs further into the death of

Clayton’s wife Amy, the night of which Clayton conveniently gave all of the Southern Cross workers

the evening off. Katherine comes clean with Bobby about the blackmail tape, taking away J.R.’s

leverage over her, and Bobby confronts J.R. about it. Peter tries to get help from Sue Ellen as he sits

in jail. J.R. pledges to get Peter the best legal help money can buy. Cliff has been ruined, he tells

Pam. Mark spends one last night with Pam then flies out of town. Pam gets news that his plane

has crashed.
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“Hush, Hush, Sweet Jessie,” May 11, 1984

Reports come in of Mark’s death, and it keeps Jenna and Bobby from announcing their plans to

marry. Mark has left a suicide note to Pam, who’s comforted by Bobby. Pam learns the truth about

the (piece of pure filth) letter that Katherine set up with Bobby. Pam then has a big confrontation

with Katherine (thank-you-very-much!). The downtrodden Cliff asks Katherine for a loan, and her

response is an offer to buy him out of the family company. Clayton tells a secret to Donna and

Ray about Dusty, who calls Clayton at Southfork: Dusty is really Jessica’s son, not Clayton’s, but

Clayton and Amy took Dusty in after Jessica needed to be institutionalized. J.R. finds Jessica’s diary

and worries about his mother’s safety. Miss Ellie, meanwhile, is abducted by Jessica!

“End Game,” May 18, 1984

Bobby is angry with J.R. over his plotting with Jessica regarding Miss Ellie and Clayton, and Clayton

and J.R. go head-to-head, as well. Cliff tries to get Jordan Lee to help him with his offshore drilling

project. Sue Ellen reaches out to Pam as she mourns Mark (and we get to see their nice

developing friendship here, more and more). Jessica is found, then Miss Ellie is rescued from the

trunk of her car. It’s revealed that Jessica is the one who set the fire to the Southern Cross years

ago, angry that Amy was replacing her as Dusty’s mother. Ellie marries Clayton, then they go off

on a honeymoon (and that’s the last we see of Barbara Bel Geddes for a while). Edgar Randolph

shows up again in town, and he’s planning to get even with J.R. Threatened with the takeover of

his company if he doesn’t strike oil by the deadline, Cliff gets drunk and kicks Afton to the curb.

But then, the offshore tract finally comes in! J.R. reveals his setup to Cliff, and he reveals his plot

against Peter, then tries to blackmail Sue Ellen (racking up the enemies, just as he did right before

The Shot Heard ’Round the World). And yes, a killer stalks around the Ewing Oil offices again — but

shoots Bobby this time!

Season 8 — 1984-85

Barbara Bel Geddes is dropped from the show’s introduction; Priscilla Presley and Howard Keel are

added.

“Killer at Large,” September 28, 1984

So who shot Bobby Ewing? Afton, who found Bobby at the office, wonders if Cliff pulled the trigger.

J.R. realizes the shooter was after him. Bobby undergoes surgery and is blinded from the shot.

Marilee doesn’t fancy the fact that Cliff’s tract came in, and she tells J.R. all about it. Pam and

Jenna meet at Bobby’s hospital bed, but Pam keeps Katherine from entering. Afton leaves Cliff,

disgusted by his behavior, and Marilee seduces him. Randolph pulls a gun on J.R. but is subdued.

When Bobby awakens, he says he had found a listening device in his phone and had gone to J.R.’s

office to check his phone, as well, when he was shot. Capt. Fogarty finds that Randolph has an

alibi for the shooting. The killer is still “at large,” everyone realizes.

“Battle Lines,” October 5, 1984

More phones at the Ewing Oil offices are found to be bugged. Cliff threatens Vaughn over his

banking practices. Bobby holds off marrying Jenna because of his blindness. Bobby doesn’t like the

fact that J.R. is minding the office in his absence, and he asks Ray and Donna to look over things.

Pam tells Bobby that Katherine wrote the infamous letter that led to their split. “Pam, that letter

changed everything!” Bobby says incredulously. J.R. realizes that his scheme against Cliff’s offshore

tracts isn’t working; he has another scene with Cliff at the Oil Baron’s Club. Andy Bradley and

Jordan Lee join Cliff’s celebration of the offshore strike. Cliff is arrested for the attempted murder of
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Bobby. J.R. is standing by his brother in the attempt on his life, which impresses Sue Ellen. She tells

him her involvement with Peter was not what J.R. thought. Bobby doesn’t want his mother (who’s

overseas) to know he’s blind.

“If at First You Don’t Succeed,” October 12, 1984

J.R. reprimands Sue Ellen for inviting Donna to dinner, as he’s irate that Donna’s covering for Bobby

at Ewing Oil. Martha Randolph confronts J.R. about her husband Edgar. J.R turns to Sue Ellen for

solace after it seems everyone is mad at him. Lucy visits the diner where her mom used to work

— and they’re hiring, she learns. Cliff’s arrest has put Sue Ellen and Pam at odds, as Pam is

determined to stand by her brother. Cliff is released on bail but admits to Pam that he wanted to

see J.R. dead. He is cleared when Mandy Winger (newcomer Deborah Shelton) appears with an

alibi for him during the shooting. Bobby might have surgery to regain his sight. Katherine

Wentworth pays a sinister visit to Bobby’s bedside. The Ewings hear from Harv Smithfield that

Jock’s brother Jason has died.

“Jamie,” October 19, 1984

Just as she’s about to harm Bobby in his hospital room, Katherine is apprehended, and it’s learned

she is mentally disturbed in her obsession over Bobby and that she was the one who fired the

shot that wounded him. She promptly skips town. Bobby’s eyesight returns. Donna buys an oil

company. J.R. has bugged Bobby’s office, and he doesn’t have much of an explanation of that for

his little bro. Cliff hits on the lovely Mandy, even while J.R. is wondering who this chick is. Ray finds

out Lucy has been working as a waitress at the diner. Bobby is put off by a man courting Pam

(and Christopher) at her house, Joe Don Ford, and he pushes the guy into the pool. Up the

Southfork driveway comes a scraggly, long-lost Ewing cousin, Jamie (newcomer Jenilee Harrison of

ABC’s sitcom “Three’s Company” — didn’t it seem unbelievable that she could do a role like this?

but she pulled it off).

“Family,” October 26, 1984

Jamie Ewing just wants to belong, and J.R. Ewing, of course, just gives her a hard time while Sue

Ellen befriends her and the Ewings want to learn more about Jason Ewing and his family. J.R. asks

Sue Ellen to try to find out if Jamie is really who she says she is. Even Jenna, the newest occupant

of Southfork, is suspicious. Jamie seems to know a lot about the oil business, though. Jeremy

Wendell and Dave Stratton of Weststar have an offer for Cliff. Pam is suspicious of Wendell, and

Cliff sends Mandy in to find out more. The Ewings have Harv investigate Jamie. Pam sees Mark

Graison’s car in a parking lot and wonders if Mark could possibly still be alive. Eddie Cronin sticks

up for Lucy at the diner where they work.
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“Shadow of a Doubt,” November 2, 1984

Pamela learns that all of Mark’s belongings have been left intact and untouched, furthering her

theory that Mark might be alive. Then she receives flowers that are supposedly from Mark and

has a talk with his lawyer. J.R. keeps needling away at Jamie, risking his newfound good relations

with Sue Ellen, who likes Jamie and even took her shopping for a new wardrobe. J.R. sniffs out

Weststar’s offer to Cliff for a corporate merger, and Cliff loses out on the deal. In response, Wendell

rethinks his approach with Cliff. Eddie’s jealous girlfriend Betty and Lucy have a confrontation at

the diner. Bobby and Jenna turn to more concrete plans for their nuptials.

“Homecoming,” November 9, 1984

Pam has inherited Mark’s wealth, and that makes J.R. antsy. Miss Ellie and new husband Clayton

get back to town (and Donna Reed is added to the cast), though the spectre of Jock haunts

Clayton at Southfork, and even Jock’s famous portrait on the wall is a point of contention among

the Ewings. Ray and Donna worry about Clayton and his adjustment. Mandy overhears Sue Ellen

telling Jamie how concerned J.R. is about Cliff’s newfound wealth and power. Mandy scores points

with Cliff when she relays the info to him later. Pam talks to Jerry Kenderson about Mark’s suicide

letter, and she has the wreckage of Mark’s plane salvaged and suspects he might not have been

on the plane when it blew. Eddie finds out that Lucy is a Ewing.

“Oil Baron’s Ball III,” November 16, 1984

Pam stays determined in her search for Mark and the plane he crashed in, even though Bobby

tells her she’s overreacting. Cliff is also concerned about his sister’s state of mind. Eddie finds out

more about Lucy’s life and, consequently, asks her out. J.R. tries to get a job for Jamie — in another

part of the state. To ease Clayton’s adjustment, Ellie even chooses new furniture for their bedroom

suite. And, oh goodness, who’s on who’s arm for the social event of the season, the Oil Baron’s

Ball? And just what is J.R. going to announce? Hint: The announcement devastates Pam —

especially the way it’s worded (“the one girl that he’s loved all of his life”? give us a break!). Cliff is

invited by Dave Stratton to sit at the Weststar table at the event. Jeremy is named Oilman of the

Year.

“Shadows,” November 23, 1984

Bobby is irked that J.R. announced his wedding plans at the ball to hurt Pam, even though Pam is

trying to play cool about the wedding. Bobby goes to Pam and apologizes for it. “I wanted to tell

you myself privately,” he says. Pam keeps focusing her energy on finding Mark’s plane and gets

very angry when the search brings up nothing. J.R. has Mandy Winger investigated. Lucy and Eddie

spend more time together, despite the jealousy of Eddie’s girlfriend Betty. Miss Ellie takes down

Jock’s portrait at Southfork to make Clayton feel more comfortable, which angers J.R. Naldo

Marchetta rears his head and says he wants to spend more time with Charlie. Jenna finds out how

Katherine cooked things with Charlie’s birth certificate.

“Charlie,” November 30, 1984

Miss Ellie doesn’t like that Lucy is gone from home so much. J.R. and Jeremy Wendell talk business.

Cliff sees this and sets Mandy to spying on J.R. Bobby approaches Naldo Marchetta to buy him off,

to no avail. Charlie Wade disappears after finding out who Marchetta is. Ray eventually finds

Charlie, who’s upset to learn that Bobby is not really her father as she assumed. Eddie tells Lucy

he knows she’s a Ewing, causing a rift between them. Lucy, meanwhile, has her own unkind words

for Clayton when she comes back to Southfork. Some pieces of the wreckage of Mark’s plane are

found, making Pam think more and more that Mark is alive. Donna’s company might be striking oil
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soon, and she knows that will put added stress on her marriage.

“Barbecue Five,” December 7, 1984

Jamie starts working as a receptionist at Ewing Oil, and Sue Ellen gets a car for her. Jerry

Kenderson is concerned that Pam is chasing down the clues in what she believes was Mark’s

faked death. Pam even consults a psychic, who seems to indicate that Mark is alive. J.R. indulges

Mandy with a private lunch at his Texas Stadium box. At the annual Ewing Barbecue, Jamie gets

mad, and Marilee Stone ends up in the pool (shades of “Dynasty” catfights, for sure)! Marchetta

terrorizes Jenna, making clear his intentions toward her, and Jenna wonders if Charlie should

spend time with him. Lucy and Eddie make up, and Eddie meets Miss Ellie, telling her about Lucy’s

job at the diner. Donna’s oil company is taking a lot of her time away from Ray. Jamie produces

an old document indicating that Jock, Jason and Digger originally intended to equally share all

profits of Ewing Oil. Ronnie Claire Edwards, well-known as Corabeth Godsey on “The Waltons,”

shows up as the psychic, Lydia. Deborah Shelton reminisced with interviewer Erik Bloom on

shooting the Texas Stadium box scene with Larry Hagman: “It was like 105 degrees that day, and I

was wearing a red wool dress. It was so hot; they had to keep rolling out my hair. Well, we had

caviar and champagne, and the champagne was the real thing! They kept retaking the scene –

and I got pretty hammered! From then on, Mandy only ordered soft drinks.”

“Do You Take This Woman ... ” December 14, 1984

Jamie’s document challenging the ownership of Ewing Oil shakes up the family. J.R.’s first

inclination is to boot her off the ranch, but Sue Ellen offers to play the liaison between Jamie and

the family. Harv has his own warning to J.R. about the document, which Cliff wants a peek at, too.

Cliff decides to check his Aunt Maggie’s records for a copy of it. Pam hires a detective to find Mark,

combing medical clinics around the world, and she even puts an ad in the paper. Jenna stands up

Bobby again — on their wedding day! Charlie disappears, as well, after Marchetta has given her a

special family gift and has even told Jenna that he won’t interfere with her wedding plans.

“Deja Vu,” December 21, 1984

Pam flies to the Caribbean to search for Mark, and Bobby has a search of his own to conduct — for

his runaway bride. Jenna is allowed to speak to Charlie, who’s being held by a woman named
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Veronica. Aunt Maggie tells Cliff she gave all of Digger’s documents to a lawyer. J.R. and Cliff

actually work together to keep apart Bobby and Pam, as J.R. doesn’t like the fact that Bobby’s

wedding was off — without a hitch! Cliff rethinks his views on Pam’s search for Mark. J.R. talks to

the pilot that Pam was conferring with, Gerald Kane, whom J.R. presses to keep Pam occupied as

long as he can. The befuddled Bobby finally finds Jenna — and her new husband, Marchetta!

Gerald Kane is played by James Cromwell, known in the “Star Trek” universe as one of the men

who portrayed legendary Zefram Cochrane (the other: Glenn Corbett!).

“Odd Man Out,” December 28, 1984

Directed by Larry Hagman.

Marchetta is actually holding Jenna against her will, making it look like the two are happily

married and occasionally trying to force himself on her. Bobby drinks to forget Jenna and her new

“marriage,” causing Phyllis to alert J.R. (interrupting his date with Mandy). J.R. tries to plant bad

thoughts in his head about Pamela. Lucy quits her waitressing job but wants to keep making time

with Eddie, who’s not seeing things the same way. Donna decides to search Sam Culver’s files for

clues on the document, then she talks to Dave Culver about it. Dave directs her to a place where

Sam stored stuff. Pam finds a clinic where Mark stayed after his mysterious disappearance.

Marchetta is found murdered, and Jenna is found at the body.

“Lockup in Laredo,” January 4, 1985

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

Jenna is arrested for Marchetta’s murder. With Scotty Demarest as her lawyer, she pleads not

guilty and is denied bail. Bobby looks for the kidnapped Charlie. Pam’s search for Mark leads her to

Jamaica. J.R. is determined to get Mandy away from Cliff. Lucy and Eddie talk through an idea for a

new construction business. Ray and Donna track down Sam’s documents in storage and find a

diary from the time of Jamie’s document. At Southfork, Jamie criticizes J.R.’s unfaithfulness with

his “tall blonde” (Serena) just as Sue Ellen comes down the staircase. “You’ve got a lot of gall,

young lady!” J.R. barks at Jamie. “It’s not Jamie’s fault,” Sue Ellen defends. J.R. orders Jamie out,

and Jamie tells him she will use that document against Ewing Oil, after all. As Sue Ellen heads

back up the stairs, she says to J.R., “I hope she fights you for Ewing Oil. And I hope she wins.”

“Winds of War,” January 11, 1985

Lucy goes into the construction business with Eddie the “operator.” Jenna’s fingerprints are found

on the murder weapon. Jamie angrily leaves Southfork. Mandy sours on both Cliff and J.R. as she

learns she’s been used by them. J.R. continues trying to warm up to her. Sue Ellen and Jamie

argue, which almost makes Sue Ellen drink again. Ray and Donna find a note from Sam backing

up the idea of Jamie’s document splitting Ewing Oil into three equal parts. Cliff, meanwhile, has his

own ideas about Jamie and her document. Pam returns from her unsuccessful search for Mark.

Bobby is contacted about Charlie, then he is able to retrieve her (for a price) from Veronica

Robinson, who tells him she is a former lover of Marchetta.

“Bail Out,” January 25, 1985

Cliff and Jamie team up with her document, hiring a lawyer and beginning a claim. Pam wants no

part of that. The newly inflated Cliff makes a scene at Ewing Oil. Ellie gets nervous about the idea

of the company Jock worked so hard to build falling into the control of strangers, even though Sue

Ellen wouldn’t mind one bit if J.R. got his comeuppance through the legal feud. The fight draws

Bobby and J.R. closer together. Mandy gets mad at Cliff and turns to J.R. Jenna gets another bail

hearing and doesn’t want to marry Bobby until this whole legal mess is over. Pam tells Bobby why
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she had planned on marrying Mark and even confides in him about her visions of being with

Bobby. Pam finds out from J.R. that Marchetta is really Charlie’s father after all, and that J.R.

actually led her on the wild-goose chase for Mark!

“Legacy of Hate,” February 1, 1985

The fed-up Pam aligns with Cliff and Jamie, Sue Ellen steps back from J.R., and Bobby rails at J.R. (in

the Southfork pool!) for his cruelty to Pam. Jenna looks for assurance that Bobby will still marry

her. Clayton tries to talk Jamie out of the lawsuit. Mandy doesn’t like how much time Cliff is

spending with Jamie and leaves him. Veronica’s sister, Anne McFadden, sheds some light on Naldo

Marchetta, who gave her cocaine and with whom she says her sister was hoping to reconcile via

her illicit deeds. Lucy has no idea that her man Eddie’s been with his girlfriend Betty behind her

back while they work on their construction project. J.R. and Bobby do a little digging for other folks

who were around back in the day when Jock, Digger and Jason were together. They get a hand

from Punk Anderson, who IDs the other two men in the photo of Jock, Jason and Digger — Al

Brindle and Joe Davis. Cliff and Jamie move for an injunction to freeze Ewing Oil’s assets. Rosemary

Forsyth, who originated the role of Sophia Capwell on “Santa Barbara,” plays Anne McFadden.

“Sins of the Fathers,” February 8, 1985

Directed by Larry Hagman.

As battle lines are drawn in the fight for Ewing Oil, Ray stands by Jock’s good name, and Pamela

defends Bobby to Cliff. Old wildcatter and “roughneck” Al Brindle surfaces, with the help of J.R. and

Ray, but he turns his assistance to Cliff ’s cause, presenting another copy of the document Jamie

introduced. J.R. works to stash a bunch of Ewing goodies in dummy corporations. The company

assets are temporarily frozen by the courts while the case is decided. Jenna’s afraid she really did

kill Marchetta, since she cannot remember anything of the murder. The construction project of

Lucy and Eddie begins. Tipped off by Bobby, Pam tries to find out who might have collaborated

with J.R. on her wild-goose chase for Mark. Her brother Cliff has nothing but denials about it. But

then she gets a tip from overseas that where there’s smoke, there really might be fire.

“The Brothers Ewing,” February 15, 1985

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

Pam pursues her new lead on Mark in Hong Kong, and Sue Ellen goes along for the ride. Lucy

wants to move in with Eddie. Charlie is running into trouble from her schoolmates, and Jenna

wants a change of venue for her trial. J.R., Bobby and Ray band together in the court fight against

Cliff and Jamie, and they appeal to Clayton for help. Miss Ellie, though, disagrees with that, and

Donna doesn’t much like Ray’s involvement in the case, either. J.R. comes up with contingency

plans (land purchase, etc.) in the event Cliff wins the court fight and gains control of the company.

Mandy has left Cliff, and now she leaves J.R., too.

“Shattered Dreams,” February 22, 1985

Eddie’s girlfriend clues Lucy in about their relationships with Eddie. Lucy then tells Eddie off.

Donna’s little company strikes oil. Donna argues with Ray over the Ewing Oil fight. Times get more

and more turbulent at Southfork, but Ellie is determined to stand firm. Jenna might have a witness

for her case. Even on her Hong Kong search for clues on Mark, Pam tells Sue Ellen she still loves

Bobby. Cliff offers Jamie a job. J.R. continues unsuccessfully to win over Mandy, spending the night

on her couch while Sue Ellen is away and intercepting a message from Cliff on her answering

machine. Mandy later tells him what she’s interested in is being his wife. Veronica contacts Bobby

and agrees to testify for Jenna if she’s protected, but then she turns up dead at the airport.
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“Dead Ends,” March 1, 1985

Bobby suspects something is amiss in Veronica’s death on the airplane, which

the police think was from a drug overdose. He and Jenna find a passenger

from the flight, George Parrish, who recalls how strangely Veronica acted

during the flight. Sly returns to Ewing Oil, and Jamie starts working for Barnes-

Wentworth as a consultant. Pam thinks J.R. might have sent her to Hong Kong,

also, but then she digs a little deeper. She pays her way through to a hard-to-

find clinic resident, only to see that he’s a Mark look-alike. (But we learn that

the clinic staff has been otherwise paid off.) Ray defends his actions regarding

Ewing Oil to Donna. Marilee calls a truce with Cliff — and Jamie. J.R. and Cliff

duke it out over Mandy when they’re out in public.

“Trial and Error,” March 8, 1985

Sue Ellen consoles Pam over her dead-end in Hong Kong. Ray gets all bent out

of shape over Donna’s oil-company success and goes out and gets drunk.

Donna moves into Southfork. Jenna’s trial begins. The motel manager says he

heard Jenna threaten Naldo. Bobby is called to testify against Jenna. J.R. wants

to ensure that Jenna’s trial goes the right way and Jenna and Bobby are

reunited. Veronica’s sister Anne refuses to testify, telling Bobby she’s frightened for

her life. Mandy is leery of getting involved with J.R. again. Bobby comforts Christopher, who is

missing his mom. Jamie is pushing all the right buttons with Cliff, even ordering Chinese for them.

“The Verdict,” March 15, 1985

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

Anne McFadden could have what Bobby needs for Jenna’s defense, and he’s going to make sure

she testifies. Scotty Demarest points out in court that Jenna was too drugged to have committed

the murder. J.R. sets up a Texas Energy Commission member, Nathan Billings, with an enticing

female, after one of the Ewing wells is shut down because of drinking water contamination. Pam

and Sue Ellen postpone their return from Hong Kong, then eventually come back to Dallas. Bobby

has kind words for Pam in her heartbreak, a scene that Jenna witnesses. Ray wants Donna to

return to him. The fact that J.R. is still married to Sue Ellen is a sticking point for Mandy. A verdict is

announced for Jenna. Michelle Johnson shows up as Rhonda Cummings here; she would go on to

play Jennifer Jantzen in the “Dallas: War of the Ewings” movie. Larry Hagman’s daughter Heidi

shows up here as the jury foreperson.

“Sentences,” March 29, 1985

Jenna is found guilty and sentenced to several years in prison. Now it’s Pam’s turn to console

Bobby. Jamie and Cliff grow closer, and Jamie tells Sue Ellen about their relationship. Bobby claims

he’s Charlie’s father so the girl can live at Southfork. Sue Ellen finds out about Mandy (with the

help of Marilee Stone) and threatens J.R. with divorce. After Lucy has a final and amicable

conversation with Eddie, Ray tells her she should get in touch with her ex Mitch. J.R. approaches

Pam and actually tells her how miserable Bobby has been without her! Scotty Demarest and

Bobby question a stewardess who remembers Veronica and her last flight. Under J.R.’s blackmail

control, Nathan Billings sets out after Cliff and his offshore operation, telling him a leak has been

found and he might be shut down. Soap fave Marj Dusay plays Bernice Billings.

“Terms of Estrangement,” April 12, 1985

A mysterious caller claims he can help J.R.’s fight for Ewing Oil. Lucy contacts Mitch and gets a
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letter from him. J.R. actually hopes for a reconciliation between Bobby and Pam (and what fresh

you-know-what is this?). Bobby finds out about another person who was on Veronica’s last flight —

a hit man named Andre Schumann. But Jenna is only pushing Bobby away from her cell. Mandy

tells off J.R., again. Cliff proposes to Jamie. Jamie’s brother Jack (new series regular Dack Rambo)

shows up in Dallas; he’s the one who mysteriously contacted J.R. He claims that Jamie’s document

won’t hold up, and he asks J.R. for 10 percent of the company in exchange for his help. Did ya

know that Dack Rambo was rumored to be considered for the replacement of Bobby, when

Patrick Duffy told producers he was leaving? Stacy Keach’s father, Stacy Keach Sr., guest-stars as

Waldron.

“The Ewing Connection,” April 19, 1985

John Ross gets sick with appendicitis while Sue Ellen is away at a health clinic, and J.R. plays that

to his advantage, making Sue Ellen feel guilty. J.R. and Bobby join in with the mysterious Jack

Ewing, whose appearance has upset Jamie. Lucy reconnects with Mitch, who has a good position

at a hospital in Atlanta. Cliff ’s offshore operation, Gold Canyon, is shut down, and he’s not happy

with the Energy Commission. Pam and Bobby reminisce and even kiss. Donna finds out she’s

pregnant but is apprehensive about telling the husband she’s separated from. Authorities tail

Andre Schumann. Cliff wants to marry Jamie — fast.

“Deeds and Misdeeds,” May 3, 1985

After J.R.’s guilt trip over John Ross’ sickness, Sue Ellen hits the bottle again. J.R. is thinking he might

move mistress Mandy onto the ranch in her absence. A pregnant Donna gets some advice from

Clayton. Cliff and Jamie get ready for their wedding. Bobby is torn between Pam and Jenna. Pam

helps Cliff in a deal with Jordan Lee. Police arrest Schumann. The four Ewing men — J.R., Bobby, Ray,

Jack — travel to California for clues in the legal fight over Ewing Oil, learning from a man named

Wally Windham that they must talk to Jock’s ex-wife Amanda, who has some papers that could

help. Cliff’s Gold Canyon operation starts pumping again. Pam doesn’t believe Cliff is marrying Jamie

because he loves her. Lucy wonders if Mitch has a girlfriend. John Larch, who plays Wally

Windham, would return later in the series to play Clayton’s twin friends Arlen and Atticus Ward.

“Deliverance,” May 10, 1985

Bobby and Pam appear close to a reconciliation, discussing their love for each other, just as Jenna

could win her release from prison. Donna conceals her pregnancy from Ray as she watches his

excitement over the Ewing Oil court case. Marchetta’s murderer Schumann confesses, and Jenna

is cleared and released. It’s still not apparent, though, who ordered the hits on Marchetta and

Veronica. Ewing Oil’s ownership is decided in court, and with the help of Wally Windham, the

Ewings win. He tells the court the story of how Jason and Digger came to him to sell their shares

of the company because they thought the Depression would render the shares useless. Then, he

said, Jock came to him and bought the shares for himself. Mitch asks Lucy to move in with him,

and they decide to remarry. J.R. figures that to get Sue Ellen out of the picture and Mandy in, he

should get Sue Ellen committed to an institution (again!).

“Swan Song,” May 17, 1985 (90-minute special)

The Ewings celebrate Jenna’s court victory. Donna tells Ray she’s pregnant. Mitch and Lucy

remarry. Cliff might want to annul his marriage to Jamie. Ellie agrees with J.R. to institutionalize

Sue Ellen, whose drunken rages have gone too far and who even tries to convince Clayton and Ellie

that there’s no problem. Dusty pops up again. Bobby visits Pam at her house, telling her how Lucy

told him she wanted to be invited to his wedding, and that even though Lucy meant the wedding
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to Jenna, something still showed on Bobby’s face, “that it’s you I really love,” he tells Pam. “I can’t

marry Jenna; it would be wrong.” He proposes to Pam, and she joyfully accepts. (And it’s not the

only time this episode brings tears to our eyes! BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV must note, also, how masterful the music

was for this scene — joyous, but with a foreboding that something awful was going to happen.)

Then, the next morning, a heartbreaking tragedy strikes: As the two are standing outside Pam’s

house saying goodbye for now, and Bobby is heading for his red Mercedes convertible, just after

the gardener has parked his truck nearby and is mowing the lawn, another car comes barreling

up the drive toward Pam. Bobby sees it and pushes Pam out of the way, then goes hurtling over

the car and onto the pavement. (But hey — don’t worry about it.) The car crashes into the

gardener’s truck, and the driver is revealed to be Katherine Wentworth, who’s dead at the wheel

(and shown at just head and shoulders, reportedly, because the actress was pregnant at the

time). Victoria Principal later noted that she didn’t even realize she crawled over to Duffy on her

hands and knees in this scene, until she saw it on film. Bobby is rushed to Dallas Memorial

Hospital, and the family gathers around his bedside: Pam, Jenna, Miss Ellie, Clayton, Ray, Donna, J.R.

“All that wasted time,” Bobby murmurs to Pam, with Jenna standing nearby, “we should’ve been

married.” His (not so) final words: “Be good to each other. Be a family. I love you so much.”

Season 9 — 1985-86 (Dream Season)

Barbara Bel Geddes is added back into the show’s intro; Patrick Duffy is taken out.

“The Family Ewing,” September 27, 1985 (first of a two-hour special)

Barbara Bel Geddes returns to her role as Miss Ellie as the Ewings mourn Bobby. “You and I have to

be strong,” Ellie tells J.R. Sue Ellen returns to Southfork to hear the somber news. Gary visits from

California. Sue Ellen hits the skids, despite Dusty’s appeal to help her and Miss Ellie’s view that Sue

Ellen needs professional help. Pam blames herself for Bobby’s death, even with the reassurances

of Cliff and Jamie that Katherine was at fault. Jenna wishes she would have married Bobby. Cliff

offers to help Pam in overseeing Christopher’s inheritance. Ray and Donna, in their mourning,

decide to work to save their marriage. At Bobby’s grave, we see a tender moment from J.R.

“Rock Bottom,” September 27, 1985 (second of a two-hour special)

Ellie, Clayton, Ray, Donna, Jenna, J.R., Pam and Jamie gather to hear Bobby’s will. Bobby leaves

Jenna her boutique, Ray some nice real estate, a horse to Gary and a couple hunting guns to J.R.

But J.R.’s hating it: Bobby’s will gives his 30 percent of Ewing Oil to Christopher, with Pam in control.

He immediately appeals to Harv to try to “fix” this awful situation. Sue Ellen sinks deeper, losing

her purse and her car after a trip to the bar, and ending up on the street with the homeless! Ellie

and Clayton go out looking for her, but she gets into more and more trouble, losing her wedding

ring, too. J.R. and Mandy put their heads together on how to deal with Sue Ellen. Donna tells Jenna

that she and Ray are going to work things out, and that she’s pregnant. Cliff tells the cartel they
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better stick together to ward off J.R.’s attacks. In one of his first roles, Lou Diamond Phillips shows

up here as a thug on the sidewalk.

“Those Eyes,” October 4, 1985

Sue Ellen turns up in a police drunk tank, then is sent to detox. Ellie is disheartened and tells J.R.

he better take responsibility for his wife. In the detox ward at the hospital, Dusty visits Sue Ellen

and tells her he’s going to make sure she gets well. She’s distraught, telling him she wants a drink.

Then J.R. comes in and assaults Dusty, who screams that he’s not going to let J.R. hurt Sue Ellen

again. Jenna figures she should leave Southfork, though Charlie wants to stay, and Ellie doesn’t

want them to leave, either. J.R. wants to buy Christopher’s shares of Ewing Oil. Jeremy Wendell

tempts Cliff with a business deal (he’s eyeing Christopher’s Ewing Oil shares), while Cliff has his own

tempting offer for Marilee Stone and Jordan Lee, regarding some exclusive info about J.R. Mandy

suspects J.R. still cares for Sue Ellen, but J.R. is signing those papers, once again, to commit Sue

Ellen to a sanitarium.

“Resurrection,” October 11, 1985

Wendell pays a visit to Ellie and Clayton, appealing to Ellie to sell him Ewing Oil. Ellie is tempted. J.R.

scrambles to keep family members from selling their shares of Ewing Oil to Wendell and learns

that Jock’s will doesn’t at all prevent such sales. A stranger follows Pam as she settles into her

offices at Ewing Oil, still grieving over the loss of Bobby. Dusty disagrees with the decision to

commit Sue Ellen to the sanitarium. He tries to visit her there and is told he can’t, then bribes his

way in. Sue Ellen’s emotional state is disheartening. One of her attendants offers to sell her booze

(a recurring theme), but she resists. Cliff questions Jack’s family loyalties, and Jack says he’s going

to pool his own 10 percent of Ewing Oil with Christopher’s 30 percent. Jack takes an interest in

Jenna. At her home, just after a grieving phone conversation with the chairman of Wentworth

Industries, the shaken Pamela turns around and bumps right into the stranger who’s been

following her: Mark Graison.

“Saving Grace,” October 18, 1985

Mark reconnects with Pam, telling her his incurable disease is in remission, then he angrily

confronts J.R. about the wild-goose chase he sent her on overseas. J.R. plans to overload Pam with

work so she’ll be turned off by her new career at Ewing Oil. Ray warns Jack not to trust J.R., who’s,

incidentally, digging for dirt on Jack. Miss Ellie tells Dusty to stay away from Sue Ellen, who fearfully

goes through alcohol rehabilitation. Jenna gives Donna a gift for the baby. Mandy is trying to

distance herself from J.R. Jack’s passport gets stolen.

“Mothers,” October 25, 1985

Sue Ellen’s mother arrives to smother her, visiting her at the sanitarium and questioning Miss Ellie

about her management. Pam decides Christopher’s interests are more important than her disdain

for Ewing Oil. Mark acts as Pam’s liaison to her would-be business associates, J.R. and Wendell.

Jack is secretly being photographed. Jack confides in Ray about his attraction to Jenna, though

Ray tells him to take it slow. J.R. wants to have Bobby named as Oilman of the Year, while Mark

wants to start up a medical research center. Dusty plans to go to Cheyenne for divorce

proceedings. Martha Scott reprises her role as Patricia Shepard.

“The Wind of Change,” November 1, 1985

Miss Ellie overhears J.R. saying he’s going to leave Dallas with his son, and she retracts her decision

to sell to Wendell. Sue Ellen leaves the sanitarium after completing the treatment program,
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planning to stay with her mother. The reunited Donna and Ray learn from Dr. Amy Rose that their

unborn child has Down syndrome. Angelica Nero (new series regular Barbara Carrera) arrives,

revealed as the one who’s been spying on Jack. J.R. courts Jordan and Marilee with his own share

of Ewing Oil. Pam makes an announcement at the Oil Baron’s Ball as Bobby is named Oilman of

the Year and as Cliff and Jamie make a scene. Jamie is getting increasingly frustrated as she

witnesses Cliff’s life priorities. Charlie likes that her mother is dating Jack.

“Quandary,” November 8, 1985

Now that Pam won’t be selling Christopher’s shares to Wendell, J.R. works to squeeze her out of

the adjoining office, but she’s determined to do Bobby well, despite Mark’s misgivings about her

being at Ewing Oil. Ray meets a Down syndrome child who affects him greatly. Representing

Marinos Shipping, Angelica has a deal for Cliff. J.R. does some sniffing out of Marinos Shipping,

himself. Sue Ellen is new and improved, even impressing Mandy, who’s now back with J.R., and

holding off Dusty in his determination to marry her. Angelica’s assistant Grace follows Jack, and it’s

clear the females have sinister plans for Jack. Pam and Mark grow closer.

“Close Encounters,” November 15, 1985

Angelica makes it clear to J.R., as they discuss a “co-venture,” that Jack is very crucial in her

dealings with Ewing Oil. Sue Ellen confronts Mandy at the Ewing Rodeo, telling her she’s only

temporary like the rest of J.R.’s girlfriends. Patricia also meets Mandy and tells J.R. how “common”

she looks. Jenna notices Angelica’s interest in Jack at the rodeo, while Cliff is perturbed when

Angelica spends time with J.R. Dusty, Ray and Jack all take turns in the bareback contest, while

Sue Ellen, Jenna and Jamie do the barrel race. Donna takes a fall and loses her child. J.R. recruits

Jack to Ewing Oil. Angelica doesn’t like the fact that J.R. shares the Ewing Oil decision-making with

Pam. Sue Ellen decides she cannot live at Southfork. She and Dusty make love. Texas Gov. Mark

White plays himself, an honored guest at the Ewing Rodeo.

“Suffer the Little Children,” November 22, 1985

Ray comforts Donna, who takes the miscarriage very hard. J.R. threatens Sue Ellen in her custody

fight over John Ross, and she hires a lawyer, aiming to get full custody herself. The stronger Sue

Ellen fights off her mother’s prying questions and tells Dusty she only wants his companionship

right now. Pam retains Phyllis as her secretary. Cliff reconciles with both Jamie and Pam, telling

Pam he loves Jamie and telling Jamie he used her to try to get control of Ewing Oil. J.R. wants to

talk with Dmitri Marinos, a known recluse, but Angelica tries to avoid that. J.R. arranges to

investigate the mysterious man behind Marinos Shipping. Deborah Tranelli, who played Phyllis, tells

BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV she enjoyed the friendship she grew with Victoria Principal and the character of Pamela

Ewing while Pam was working in Bobby’s place at Ewing Oil during the Dream Season.

“The Prize,” November 29, 1985

Cliff and Jamie revive their marriage. J.R.’s detective Pete Adams investigates Marinos Shipping in

Athens, and Angelica gets wind of it from her associate, Nicholas. Adams tells J.R. to hold off on

the deal, but he’s being watched by Nicholas. The detective fails to return to the U.S. Having

difficulty with the custody case despite his mother’s reassurances, John Ross disappears, but then

is found in the Southfork treehouse by Miss Ellie. “I’m scared, Grandma,” he tells her. “I want things

to be like they used to be.” The judge interviews the boy, along with his parents, separately, and

then works toward a decision in the custody case. Jack reminisces with Jenna about his mother,

Nancy. Sue Ellen has nightmares. Pam opposes the Marinos deal, making her a bit of a target with

Angelica.
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“En Passant,” December 6, 1985

Pete Adams is held captive by Nicholas while Grace attempts to get her hands on the envelope he

mailed to J.R., which has something to do with Jack’s parents. J.R. bribes the judge in John Ross’

custody case by getting the judge’s son a job. The judge has awarded custody of John Ross to Sue

Ellen, who leaves the boy at Southfork for now. Sue Ellen’s mother disagrees with Sue Ellen’s future

plans. Jack feels caught in the middle between J.R. and Pam at Ewing Oil. Pam finally approves the

venture with Marinos Shipping. As Donna becomes more and more distant in her grief, Ray goes

into a rage at the construction site of his new home. In her own grief over Bobby, Jenna is

uncomfortable with Jack’s intentions toward her.

“Goodbye, Farewell and Amen,” December 13, 1985

Clayton conceals the sale of some business property from Miss Ellie. Jenna wants to break it off

with Jack. Angelica secures the detective’s envelope then arranges to have him charged wrongly

to keep him out of the way. Pam will take a European vacation with Mark, but she might not

marry him. Dusty says goodbye to Miss Ellie and Clayton. Sue Ellen fights with her mother, telling

her she’s not going to control John Ross’ life like Patricia controlled hers, then makes up, then

Patricia leaves Dallas. Sue Ellen decides to return to Southfork, which makes J.R. happy, since Harv

told him this could forfeit her custody of John Ross. The cartel is interested in the Marinos deal, but

J.R. plays it close to his vest.

“Curiosity Killed the Cat,” December 20, 1985

Jack disappears after Jenna breaks up with him. Mandy’s none too happy that Sue Ellen is living

back at Southfork. Cliff works to woo Mandy away from J.R., using J.R.’s many affairs as evidence

that J.R. won’t be with her for long, even spying on Angelica and J.R. to use as evidence. Ray and

Donna temporarily move in at Southfork when a water pipe breaks at their house. Angelica and

Grace eliminate the partner of J.R.’s detective, Pete Adams, when the partner recognizes Grace.

Pam receives an emerald in the mail meant for Bobby from his friend Matt Cantrell, and she learns

Bobby was supporting a mining operating in Colombia. Mark hires Sue Ellen as a fundraiser for the

research center. Ellie is upset that Clayton has been distant.

“The Missing Link,” January 3, 1986

Mandy agrees to spy on J.R. for Cliff. Matt Cantrell comes to town, expecting to see Bobby in his

office but finding Pam there instead. Pam tells him she’ll consider continuing the funding of his

mining operation, despite J.R.’s objections. Ellie finds out Clayton is in serious financial trouble, and

she appeals to Punk Anderson for help. Donna visits a school for handicapped children. The

Marinos deal might be in trouble, and J.R. blames Pam when he suspects a rat, not knowing it’s

the rat in his own bed! Jamie has an accident, and the need to find Jack becomes even more

urgent. Sue Ellen settles into her office at Graison Research and meets Jerry Kenderson.

“Twenty-Four Hours,” January 10, 1986

Jamie needs a blood transfusion. Jenna is obsessed with finding Jack, who’s actually at a mountain

cabin, and even J.R. pushes for Jack to be located, though his own motives are his business deal.

Angelica’s partner Nicholas comes to Dallas and is also upset that Jack is missing. Not knowing J.R.

is on to her, Mandy almost confesses her spying to J.R., but then spies for Cliff, again! Donna

decides to work with handicapped children. Ellie tells Ray about Clayton’s financial trouble and

might try to buy a couple of the assets Clayton is selling. Charlie wants to go to boarding school,

but Jenna doesn’t like that idea. J.R. refuses to back Matt’s emerald mine, so Pam decides to put

up her own money for it. Jenna finds photos of Jack’s that give a clue as to his whereabouts, and
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she and Ray locate Jack. He’s brought back to town and his blood is analyzed for compatibility

with Jamie’s.

“The Deadly Game,” January 17, 1986

Directed by Larry Hagman.

Jamie is stabilized. J.R. finds out Jack’s true parentage — which is the same as Jamie’s — as

Angelica admits she lied to J.R. about Jack. Pam invests further into the emerald mine and wants

to visit the site, which Mark doesn’t like. J.R. is revealed to be plotting with Matt about Pam and

the mine. Marilee buys into the Marinos deal at one-third, then J.R. sells interests to Jordan Lee

and Andy Bradley, as well, arranging it so the cartel takes all the risk. Clayton’s mood improves

when he learns he has a buyer for his assets, but when Ellie eyes more purchases, Punk has an

uneasy feeling. Jack decides to attend the much-awaited oil conference in Martinique with

Angelica and J.R.

“Blame it on Bogota,” January 24, 1986

J.R. learns that Miss Ellie is bailing out Clayton. J.R. plans to show the court Pam’s business

ineptitude after she spends a lot of cash on the worthless emerald mine. Cliff buys into the

emerald mine, too, at the tune of a couple million. Sue Ellen spends time with Dr. Kenderson.

Jamie’s health is improving, and she may be able to go home from the hospital soon. Jenna keeps

talking about Bobby and is acting a little strangely. Jack is spending a lot of time with Grace,

whom he learns is an engineer, but it’s part of Angelica’s plot to control Jack’s actions for the oil

summit. Pam and Matt go to Colombia. Donna wants to bring some of her handicapped students

to Southfork for a visit.

“Shadow Games,” January 31, 1986

While Pam is overseas, J.R. feels a freer reign at the office. J.R. decides to dump his Marinos deal

on the cartel. Jenna starts to wig out, visiting Bobby’s grave a lot. Nicholas has news that will

threaten the Martinique scheme. Miss Ellie is happy with Donna’s new work interest. J.R. confronts

Clayton about Ellie bailing him out, accusing him of taking advantage of her, and Clayton is

dismayed that Ellie is his buyer. Later, he decides he should just sell off Farlow Industries

altogether. Sue Ellen attends the Graison Research fundraising dinner (which she organized) with

J.R., introducing him to Kenderson. Angelica shows up (in a ruffled dress that walks in 10 minutes

before she does) and gets the brushoff from J.R. Cliff and J.R. get into a bidding war in the auction

of a sculpture. In Colombia, Matt awaits a package of emeralds supposed to be delivered by

orders from J.R., and he and Pam take a trip to the mine. Once there, though, he hears Pam

screaming and realizes she’s been abducted.

“Missing,” February 7, 1986

Cliff and Mark blame Matt for Pam’s kidnapping. This wasn’t part of J.R.’s plan with Matt, so J.R.

flies to Colombia to try to find Pam himself, fearing blame if something happens to her. Cliff and

Mark head to Colombia, too, while Matt fields the greedy Luis Rueda’s offers to find Pam for a

price. Angelica suspects J.R.’s sudden trip to Europe is because he learned that Dmitri Marinos is

dead. Grace more fiercely pursues Jack at Angelica’s request, querying him about Jenna. Mandy

won’t spy on J.R. for Cliff anymore. The fundraiser for Graison Research is a success for Sue Ellen.

Mark and Matt get into a physical fight. Matt gets an instruction note about Pam.

“Dire Straits,” February 14, 1986

Jerry Kenderson admits he’s attracted to Sue Ellen. When the kidnappers request $100,000, Mark
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and Cliff agree to let Matt be the go-between. They get another note saying that Pam is going to

be released, and they wait tensely. Mark has plans for Pam when she’s released. Donna advises

Jenna to see a counselor, which she resists at first. Jack and J.R. prepare for the Martinique

conference. J.R. sees Kenderson and Sue Ellen kissing. J.R. investigates Dmitri Marinos and sees a

familiar face with him in a news clip, an attorney J.R. knows, Alex Garrett.

“Overture,” February 21, 1986

Pam is recovered at last. J.R. plots with Matt to keep Pam away from Ewing Oil, and Mark advises

she stay at the mine awhile, but she’s thinking she’s seen this thing through. Matt almost

confesses J.R.’s involvement in the emerald mine. J.R. invites Sue Ellen to go to Martinique with

him. Kenderson realizes J.R. wants Sue Ellen back, and J.R. plots against him, asking Harry

McSween to investigate him. Jenna tries to put on a good front for the family, but she’s really

having a lot of trouble. She lies about her appointment with the psychiatrist, but Donna finds out.

Grace is becoming genuinely attracted to Jack. Jamie returns to work. Ray connects with a deaf

boy, Tony. Sue Ellen tells J.R. they will never be together again unless he can be faithful to her.

“Sitting Ducks,” February 28, 1986

Mark, Cliff and Pam return from Colombia. J.R. ignores warnings from Garrett about the Martinique

deal. Jack finds out Grace has been plotting against him. Nicholas, Angelica and Grace discuss the

upcoming appearance of “Dmitri Marinos,” who looks amazingly like Jack, but Jack is reluctant to

play along with this plan. Even as she tells Jack she loves him, Grace is willing to see the scheme

through with Angelica. Ray learns Tony is an orphan who’s living in a foster home. Sue Ellen won’t

go to Martinique with J.R. Pam is glad to see Christopher warming to Mark. Cliff sells his interest in

the mine back to Pam and thinks that she should pull out, as well. Rueda thinks Matt is only after

Pam’s money. Lucy’s marriage strikes a major nerve with Jenna.

“Masquerade,” March 7, 1986

Directed by Larry Hagman.

Pam considers selling Christopher’s shares of Ewing Oil to J.R. Garrett is missing in Martinique, but

he manages a phone call to J.R., arranging to talk further at the masquerade ball. Angelica

witnesses the closeness of Jack and Grace and reminds Grace of their plan, which involves Jack’s

death. Grace tips off J.R. and Jack of the impending danger. J.R. talks to Garrett at the ball, and

Garrett tells of Angelica’s forging of the real Dmitri’s signature to gain control of his business

dealings. Pam continues to invest in Matt’s emerald mine. Jenna brushes off appointments with
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her psychiatrist. Pam tells Jenna that she and Bobby were going to marry, and Jenna lashes out

that she must be lying. Construction of Ray and Donna’s new house continues, with Ray’s

newfound optimism. Cliff dreams of a business merger with Pam and Mark, but Jamie is less-

enthused. At the masquerade, Jack makes his debut as Dmitri Marinos — with near-fatal results.

“Just Desserts,” March 14, 1986

Directed by Linda Gray.

Angelica’s whole plot is revealed at the masquerade, and she disappears, leaving J.R., Jack and

Grace to tell her story to the police. Nicholas has a chance to confess to some part of the scheme

and save himself, Garrett points out. The Ewing-Marinos drilling deal, meanwhile, must be put on

hold while Dmitri’s real status is sorted out. Angelica kills Grace for revenge in what she saw as

Grace’s betrayal of her. Ray and Donna want to adopt Tony. Pam decides to sell out of Ewing Oil.

Jenna wants to leave Dallas, but Charlie doesn’t. Mark backs up Pam’s story to Jenna that she and

Bobby were going to wed. Pam worries about Jenna, and the two make peace as Jenna explains

her own reactions to Bobby’s death. Both J.R. and Kenderson express their love for the confused

Sue Ellen.

“Nothing’s Ever Perfect,” March 21, 1986

J.R. breaks it off with Mandy to pursue Sue Ellen. He showers Sue Ellen with gifts. He also puts into

motion a loan to purchase Christopher’s Ewing Oil shares. Mandy decides to leave Dallas, even

telling Sue Ellen that J.R. left her. Jenna says a heartfelt goodbye to Bobby, and Miss Ellie tries to

convince Jenna to stay at Southfork. McSween reports to J.R. that he can’t find any dirt on

Kenderson. Pam and Christopher spend some quality time with Mark. Mark proposes to Pam. Ray

and Donna begin adoption proceedings for Tony, thrilling the rest of the family, too. Pam has

second thoughts just as she’s about to sign the papers giving J.R. the shares of Ewing Oil that

meant so much to Bobby. Out of the U.S., Angelica is securing false identity papers and leaving a

trail of bodies, as she kills Nicholas with her hairpin!

“J.R. Rising,” April 4, 1986

J.R. works to buy back his Marinos interests. Matt actually discovers real emeralds in the mine in

Colombia, much to Rueda’s shock and delight. J.R. and Jack wonder what will happen to them,

now that Nicholas has been murdered. Mickey’s death could affect the adoption proceedings for

Ray and Donna, but the greater difficulty is that Tony might not want them to adopt him. Clayton

and Ray convince Jack to stay in Dallas as they talk about a horse-breeding operation, and Jack

spends time with Jenna and Charlie. Cliff and Jamie go to the cartel with an idea for a consortium.

Reconciling with J.R. is making Sue Ellen uneasy, she confesses to Ellie and Pam. Angelica returns

to the U.S.

“Serendipity,” April 11, 1986

Just after Matt decides to tell Pam about the emerald strike, an earthquake hits the mine. Donna

and Ray invite Tony to Southfork to ease his mind about being adopted. Angelica is pulled over for

speeding, then taken into custody, then released. Sue Ellen breaks it off with Kenderson and toys

with returning to J.R. Flush with such a huge chunk of Ewing Oil already, J.R. turns down Jack’s offer

to sell his 10 percent of the company. Charlie goes out on a date. Mandy tries to pick it up again

with J.R. Mark learns that J.R. was investigating both him and Kenderson, and he warns J.R. off.

Clayton, Ray and Jack form Saddletree Enterprises, their horse-breeding and racing operation.
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“Thrice in a Lifetime,” May 2, 1986

Against her better judgment AGAIN, Sue Ellen is charmed by J.R. The mysterious Ben Stivers is hired

on with Saddletree Enterprises. An oil glut shuts down the Ewing-Marinos drilling. Cliff doesn’t like

the fact that Jamie tried to make peace with J.R., but Cliff and Jamie later reconcile. Even though

Tony is no longer apprehensive, the adoption petition is denied for Ray and Donna. Matt returns

from Colombia. Marilee green-lights the consortium with Cliff. John Ross shows an interest in

working at Ewing Oil, to J.R.’s delight, of course. Matt punches J.R. for what he did to Pam in the

mining operation. Ellie meets the new ranchhand, Ben.

“Hello ... Goodbye ... Hello,” May 9, 1986

With the Ewing-Marinos wells capped, J.R. is hurting for cash. Marilee tells Cliff about an

opportunity with a company J.R. couldn’t put the cash up for, but Cliff stays back, having pledged

to Jamie that he’s not going to go after J.R. Mandy pursues J.R., however! Ray’s Aunt Lil testifies for

him at the adoption hearing, and it gives them another chance to proceed. Clayton thinks Ben

knew the Ewing brothers and Digger in the old days. Punk thinks he might have met that Ben

character somewhere before. McSween digs up some dirt on Mark regarding a college fraternity

prank that turned fatal. Jack plans to leave town after Mark and Pam’s wedding. Angelica pops up

and holds J.R. at gunpoint.

“Blast From the Past,” May 16, 1986

Angelica gets control of J.R. by telling him she has a way to uncap the Ewing-Marinos wells. He

agrees to buy her documents. Pam and Mark head down the aisle. Sue Ellen shows off the

knuckle-sized diamond J.R. gave her. Jack offers to give Ray and Clayton his share of Saddletree

Enterprises, though Ray and Clayton want to pay him his due for it. Tony calls Ray “dad.” Ben

dodges Ellie’s questions about his personal life. J.R. gets Angelica to admit to her misdeeds

(secretly being overheard), and McSween arrests her. But Angelica has planted bombs at Ewing Oil

and in Jack’s car. Jamie gets into Jack’s car and is killed, just as Jack is on the phone with J.R.,

checking to see if he’s OK. Sue Ellen comes to J.R.’s office and Angelica’s briefcase explodes. ...

Then ... in the moment that will forever be remembered in television history ... Pam gets out of

bed, goes to her shower, and therein stands the ever-charming Bobby! We later learn in the fall

that this whole season of the show was all a dream! Larry Hagman, reportedly fed-up with the

direction this Dream Season had gone, was the one to convince Patrick Duffy to return, and also

was instrumental in “upgrading” Leonard Katzman from producer to executive producer. Ken

Kercheval told Inside Soap magazine in 1998, “The bottom line is, they didn’t know how to bring

back Patrick Duffy. I think the audience felt that their intelligence was being insulted, and rightfully

so. But everyone got over it, because having Patrick back was more important than one dumb

episode.”

BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV notes with pleasant amusement that only in Pamela Ewing’s dream would Cliff and Jamie

stay blissfully married, Sue Ellen become stronger and Pam make peace with and bond with

Jenna — and work at Ewing Oil to give J.R. a run his money! Of course, the fact that Bobby never

died and all of these events were a dream presented a problem to “Dallas” sister show “Knots

Landing,” where references to the death of Gary’s brother Bobby couldn’t be so easily explained

away!
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Season 10 — 1986-87

Patrick Duffy returns to the show’s intro.

“Return to Camelot,” Part 1, September 26, 1986 (first of a two-hour

special)

The show “resets” to the end of Season 8 as Pam wakes up from her dream: Bobby steps out of

the shower and calms the shaken Pamela. “It’s over,” he says as she recounts her nightmare to

him. “None of that happened.” She’s reunited with Bobby, as he’s just spent the night at her place,

while Ray and Donna are separated, and Jenna is trying to rebuild her life. J.R. is still promising

Mandy to get Sue Ellen out of the picture. He also must deal with lower profits on some of the

Ewing oil wells and he tells his employees to shut down some of the wells. Ray and Clayton talk

about going into business together. Cliff is dealing with his rich Gold Canyon, while trying to unite

the independent oilmen. He takes some advice from Jamie on lobbying the government and

presents it as his own. J.R. has a disagreement with Jack over what to do in business and thinks

he’d be better off without his little cousin around the company.

“Return to Camelot,” Part 2, September 26, 1986 (second of a two-hour

special)

One of the Ewing wells is hit by an explosion, and Bobby suspects an angry ex-employee. Sue Ellen

has a discussion / debate with Mandy about whom J.R.’s really going to leave. In a show of some

newfound power, Sue Ellen comes on to J.R. then brushes him off. Charlie is proving to be a bit of a

headache to her mother. Jenna leaves Southfork. Ray and Clayton hire a new ranchhand, Wes

Parmalee (who, of course, bears a striking resemblance to the Ben Stivers of Pamela’s dream!).

J.R. figures he’s found a great new lobbying job for Donna, getting behind Cliff ’s idea, though it’s in

his own best interests, of course. He proposes it, and the oilmen approve. Sue Ellen hires a

detective to spy on J.R.
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of those rare timesof those rare timesof those rare timesof those rare timesof those rare times

that twthat twthat twthat twthat two old guyo old guyo old guyo old guyo old guysssss
can be the leads incan be the leads incan be the leads incan be the leads incan be the leads in

a thing."a thing."a thing."a thing."a thing."
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“Pari Per Sue,” October 3, 1986

Wendell meets with J.R. and Bobby to make an offer on Ewing Oil, which is turned down, of

course. Donna goes to Washington and collaborates with Cliff on a lobbying project that the

oilmen had all agreed on, to deal with the lower oil prices, and her new interest makes Ray even

more uneasy. Wes Parmalee snakes his way around Southfork, asking interesting questions. This

causes tension between Miss Ellie and Clayton. Sue Ellen decides to embarrass J.R. by going into

the lingerie business, purchasing 90 percent of Valentine Lingerie and keeping the owner on as a

silent partner. J.R. wants to get rid of Jack, considering him an “outsider,” and Cliff eyes Jack’s 10

percent of Ewing Oil. J.R. explores another angle on the falling oil prices, meeting with a military

man about some tactical moves overseas.

“Once and Future King,” October 10, 1986

J.R. talks over the possibility of utilizing a mercenary named B.D. Calhoun to solve the oil-industry

problems. Pam tries to make peace with Jenna, though largely unsuccessfully. Sue Ellen delves into

her new lingerie business, setting her sights on a bankable model — Mandy Winger. Cliff offers Jack

an incentive for an interest in Ewing Oil. Charlie rebels at home. Ray spends time with Jenna and

Charlie. Cliff and Jamie drift further apart. A Mrs. Scotfield tells Bobby it was her husband who

caused the Ewing oil well explosion, and she asks for his help. But before Bobby can help, her

husband commits suicide. J.R. confronts the detective that Sue Ellen hired. Ellie finds Jock’s things

at Wes’ bunkhouse, and finds something oddly familiar about the man.

“Enigma,” October 17, 1986

Wes claims to be Jock, and Ellie boots him off Southfork. She goes to Punk Anderson with the

story, while Ray finds Wes to try to learn more. Mandy has no idea that Sue Ellen’s behind this

great new lingerie modeling gig she’s looking into. Sue Ellen is feeling pretty buoyed these days

since she stopped drinking. Cliff appeals to Pam for money for one of his deals with Jordan Lee.

When Donna calls Ray from Washington, Jenna answers the phone. The Ewing brothers appeal to

Franklin Horner and the Cattleman’s Bank for a loan. J.R. has a talk with Sue Ellen about her hired

detective, offering her a divorce, then he tells Mandy they better lay low. J.R. makes plans to meet

with B.D. Calhoun.

“Trompe L’Oeil,” October 24, 1986

Wes tells Miss Ellie that after the helicopter crash in South America he was taken to a hospital

and struggled with amnesia while he was being put back together again. Wearing a fabulous

dark, slinky outfit, Jack’s ex-wife, April Stevens (new series regular Sheree J. Wilson), arrives, just as

Jack is liking the idea of cashing in on his 10 percent of Ewing Oil. She tells him that the divorce

proceedings granted her a portion of his future earnings, including his chunk of Ewing Oil. J.R.

meets with B.D. Calhoun about a plan to blow up some oil fields in the Middle East. Pam plans her

wedding to Bobby. Clayton vows to keep Ellie, despite Wes’ claims. Ellie tells the family of her

confusion over Wes, then Bobby and J.R. each react with disbelief about Wes’ claims that he’s

Jock. They figure he’s a scammer. But Wes knows too many details that only Jock would know. J.R.

sees the new print campaign featuring Mandy and decides to look into this Valentine Lingerie

company.

“Territorial Imperative,” October 31, 1986

Mandy makes waves as the new Valentine Girl, and the company is thriving. Pam reluctantly loans

Cliff the cash he needs, even though she sees him as a user. Harv advises J.R. on Wes’ claims and

whether or not Wes could get hold of Ewing Oil. Ray reaches out to Jenna, who’s having more
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trouble with Charlie. J.R. cautions B.D. Calhoun about the covert operation and any risk to

American lives. Jenna gets some disturbing health news — and it’s not the ulcer she suspects from

troubles with Charlie! J.R. and Bobby investigate Wes, afraid of a court battle. Sue Ellen pays her

own visit to Wes, offering her help to him. Pam yanks her financial backing of Cliff. April meets

both Cliff and J.R. Cliff is interested in purchasing her 5 percent of Ewing Oil. Donna asks Ray if he’s

sleeping with Jenna. Ray counters by asking her to move into his new house.

“The Second Time Around,” November 7, 1986

Miss Ellie agrees to meet with Wes, who has been talking with John Ross, and who agrees to take

medical tests regarding his identity. Bobby wants to make peace with Jenna but just gets Charlie’s

anger instead. Cliff develops a friendship with April, even taking her to the wedding of Bobby and

Pam, while Jamie attends the wedding with Jack and is none too pleased to see Cliff on the arm of

another woman. She moves out of her and Cliff’s home. Oswald Valentine won’t tell J.R. who

actually owns his lingerie company. Jenna’s pregnancy just about brings Bobby and Pam’s wedding

to a screeching halt as Ray makes a scene with the disturbing news.

“Bells Are Ringing,” November 14, 1986

Jenna refuses to talk to Bobby as Bobby and Pam remarry anyway, and Bobby reels with the news

that Jenna’s carrying his child. Ray apologizes to Jenna for letting the cat out of the bag. J.R. runs

into Sue Ellen at Valentine Lingerie, but she gives him a cover for why she’s there. April schemes

with Cliff against Jack, who’s not liking April’s presence in Dallas one bit. J.R. asks Jack to sell his 10

percent of Ewing Oil to him, but Jack refuses. Wes’ claims freeze up Ewing Oil affairs, while he

shows a knowledge of Ewing history that only Jock would have. Jenna tells Bobby he’s not going to

have a place in her child’s life. Ellie has her secret meeting with Wes, where he makes further

appeals to her heart. Even while he has Harry McSween investigating Jack and April’s marriage, J.R.

has a report from Garrett Gordon on Wes, whose story is sounding legit overseas.

“Who’s Who at the Oil Baron’s Ball?” November 21, 1986

Wes causes more trouble between Ellie and Clayton as Clayton feels increasingly threatened by

not only the spectre of Jock, but this new guy claiming to be him. He presses Ellie to tell him how

she feels about Wes’ claims. J.R. takes an interest in April and her potential 5 percent of Ewing Oil.

Donna gets a doctor’s checkup and makes plans to return to Washington. Sue Ellen strikes a deal

with Hollywood producer Bruce Harvey, who’d like to use Mandy in some filmwork. Jenna comes

between Pam and Bobby – again – as she struggles to figure out what she’s going to do about this

pregnancy. The CIA warns J.R. about dealing with B.D. Calhoun. At the Oil Baron’s Ball, Sue Ellen

antagonizes J.R. when she sees Mandy arrive, telling him “she doesn’t look nearly as trashy in

person as she does in those pictures.” Wes shocks the oil barons at the ball, taking the stage just

as Ellie is summoned up to give the “Jock Ewing Memorial Award.” He thunders at the crowd as

the enraged J.R. and Bobby look on, “Any of you wanting to do business with Ewing Oil, the man to

talk to is me!” Clayton ends up threatening him.

“Proof Positive,” November 28, 1986

Mandy does well on her screen test and she’s offered a film contract. She holds off, though,

wanting to talk to J.R. and still having the hope that he’ll leave Sue Ellen for her. Wes passes a lie-

detector test, much to the shock of J.R. and Bobby. Clayton moves out, and J.R. talks to his mother

about that. Ray invites Clayton to live at his house. Ellie has another secret meeting with Wes. The

EPA wants to shut down one of Cliff’s operations, and Jamie has a possible solution, but he’s

determined to ignore her brains again. Pam makes Jenna an offer to adopt the baby, which Jenna
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has decided not to abort, but Jenna’s not interested. She boots Pam out of her boutique. Wendell

has approached Wes with an offer to buy Ewing Oil, Wes reports to his “family.”

“Something Old, Something New,” December 5, 1986

Bobby heads to South America to look for clues on Jock’s death and discount Wes’ claims, though

it’s a painful journey for Jock’s youngest son. Sue Ellen reveals her role in Valentine Lingerie to

Mandy, just before Mandy leaves the country for the movie set. J.R. is impressed by Sue Ellen’s

newfound business acumen. Jamie leaves Barnes-Wentworth, despite her lingering feelings for Cliff

and his business. Jenna wants to buy Bobby out of the boutique and out of her life. Leery of the

CIA’s warnings, J.R. tries to get out of his deal with B.D. Calhoun, but Calhoun tells him he’s going

through with it and he’ll keep J.R.’s name out of it. Miss Ellie still wonders if Wes could be Jock,

even having dinner with him, and Bobby and J.R. both tell her they’ll move out if she brings Wes to

Southfork to live as Jock. Donna keeps on working in Washington, D.C.

“Bar-B-Cued,” December 12, 1986

J.R. uses both Sly and April in his move to protect Ewing Oil from Wes Parmalee (and Jeremy

Wendell), setting up Sly as “president” of some dummy holdings and sending April in to tempt Wes.

Donna meets the powerful Sen. Andrew Dowling, and they seem to have a lot in common. J.R.

gets news about B.D. Calhoun and the Middle East and fears that Calhoun might be dead. Cliff

lunches with Jamie, who unexpectedly gives him a big bill for her work as a consultant. Pam

finalizes a business deal with Cliff for a large chunk of Barnes-Wentworth in exchange for her

monetary help. Cliff and J.R. once again make waves at the annual Ewing Barbecue. Jack sells his

shares of Ewing Oil to Jamie for one dollar. Bobby returns from South America with the evidence

the Ewings needed, and Wes ’fesses up with Miss Ellie that he’s not really Jock.

“The Fire Next Time,” December 19, 1986

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

Franklin Horner comes back to J.R. and Bobby with an offer, but they no longer have the stomach

for the banker who let them down when they needed him. Now that the Wes Parmalee scandal

is over, Clayton goes hunting for Wes with vengeance on his mind. Ellie is concerned about her

husband’s hunt. Donna returns to Dallas and visits Ray with a suggestion that they divorce. April

plans to legally challenge Jack’s “sale” of Ewing Oil shares to Jamie. Calhoun, alive and quite well,

threatens J.R. with a little sabotage of Ewing Oil property. Pam gets protective of Christopher in her

worries over Jenna’s unborn child. Jamie goes to the West Coast on business for Sue Ellen and

Valentine Lingerie. Donna and Jenna talk about their relationships to Ray. Wendell wants Cliff to

use his sister against the Ewings.

“So Shall Ye Reap,” January 2, 1987

April meets with Jeremy Wendell, seeing some potential in an association with this devout enemy

of the Ewings. J.R. decides he needs some distance from B.D. Calhoun, who’s becoming more

threatening. He asks Gordon to try to buy Calhoun out, but when they’re scheduled for a meeting

J.R. finds Gordon dead in his office instead. Donna is going to move off Southfork, as Jenna cuts ties

with Bobby. J.R. gets April an apartment. Ray consults Paul Morgan about his parental rights.

Calhoun contacts Sue Ellen, who doesn’t know of his dealings with J.R. Pam and Cliff argue over

business as she sniffs around in some of his less-than-savory dealings. She wonders just how Cliff

has used the money she gave him.
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“Tick, Tock,” January 9, 1987

Calhoun goes after J.R. through Sue Ellen, using the name Peter Duncan and making sure he runs

into Sue Ellen and Pam at an opportune moment. He takes Sue Ellen’s car keys. He also gets into

the Ewing Oil offices and Southfork. John Ross and Christopher aren’t getting along well, and their

tussle in the Southfork pool reminds Ellie of the past with their fathers. Pamela is not at all

amused when she thinks John Ross is antagonizing Christopher. Jeremy Wendell further plots

against Ewing Oil, pitting Cliff and April against each other. Ray considers a court fight to ensure

he’s going to be a part of his child’s life. Charlie grows fonder and fonder of Ray. Sen. Dowling

invites Donna back to Washington. Clayton goes into the horse business with Ray (for real this

time), which doesn’t make Miss Ellie happy. April wants to find Jamie. Sue Ellen looks for a new

Valentine Girl. Signy Coleman of NBC’s “Santa Barbara” and 1980s Huey Lewis and the News videos

makes a guest shot on this episode.

“Night Visitor,” January 23, 1987

Directed by Larry Hagman.

After stopping a bomb from exploding in his bedroom, J.R. appeals to Harry McSween for help. He

lets Bobby in on his concerns about Calhoun after Bobby notices J.R. worrying about Southfork’s

security and aiming a gun in his office. Ewing Oil is on the upswing as J.R. and Bobby have fought

hard together. Ray works with Paul Morgan to get custody of his child, slowing down his

relationship with Jenna at Paul’s suggestion. Jenna, though, has been enjoying her time with Ray.

Donna experiences pains and is rushed to the hospital in D.C., but it’s not labor contractions. Ray

flies to Washington to see Donna, and he finds Sen. Dowling there. Cliff agrees, reluctantly, with

Wendell’s plan regarding Ewing Oil. April seduces J.R. Jenna is determined to cut all ties with the

Ewings. Calhoun finds Sue Ellen at a coffeeshop and drugs her drink. When she passes out, he

swoops in to “take care” of her, telling the waitress he’s a friend.

“Cat and Mouse,” January 30, 1987

In Washington, Ray expresses his dismay to Dave Culver about Donna’s friendship with Sen.

Dowling. Calhoun has abducted the drugged Sue Ellen — and she can’t remember a thing! She

shows up at Southfork the next morning and tells the family — Ellie, Clayton, Bobby, Pam and J.R. —

that she spent the night in her car. J.R. receives mysterious photos of Sue Ellen, and the family

thinks she might be drinking again. Cliff feeds information he gets from Pamela to Wendell, against

his better judgment. Wendell, of course, is working both sides, then consulting with April. Sue Ellen

questions J.R. about Calhoun. Bobby and J.R. do a little detective work and find the hotel that

Calhoun took Sue Ellen to. Jenna tells Charlie she’s getting too attached to Ray, but she admits that

she misses Ray, too.

“High Noon for Calhoun,” February 6, 1987

J.R. and Bobby try to elude Calhoun’s threat by sending their wives and sons out to California, but

Calhoun manages to kidnap John Ross. The Ewing boys plot to trick the terrorist. A showdown at a

hotel room in California leaves Calhoun horizontal, but only after J.R. is wounded and John Ross

almost killed. Sen. Dowling courts Donna in D.C., asking her what the attraction was for her with

Ray. Miss Ellie and Clayton enjoy a getaway. April learns that crime doesn’t pay. Wendell tells April

he knows where Jack is, but he wants information about J.R. first. Cliff is determined to get out

from under Wendell’s thumb and wants to count on Pam’s support in his precarious dealings, but

she’s not there to bail him out, now. Hunter von Leer, who portrayed Calhoun, expressed to BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV

his disappointment in how his death scene panned out — he was certainly relishing the idea of

“shooting J.R.,” but the script originally called for the two men to draw their guns at the same
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time, on the count of three. It was changed during filming to Calhoun drawing early — and

cheating — on two. He says he saw Calhoun as essentially a good guy, a shrewd mercenary; read

more in our interview with him in the Fun & Useless Information chapter.

“Olio” (also called “Sad News for Southfork”), February 13, 1987

Directed by Steve Kanaly. This episode title was painfully ironic, as Kanaly first heard the news

about the deaths of Patrick Duffy’s parents on the radio as he was driving to Culver City for his

very first day of directing for this episode, he said in the 2002 U.K. documentary “Dallas: After They

Were Famous.”

J.R. feels the heat over his involvement with Calhoun, recovering in the hospital from the shooting

and getting a visit from the CIA which has dropped all charges against J.R. but is keeping an eye on

him. Sue Ellen comes to his defense with the family, and she and J.R. get closer. With Pam gone

from the office, Cliff loses out on a business deal. The Ewings learn that Jamie has died. Bobby

takes over at Ewing Oil, as J.R. works his own angle through April, who feeds some info to Wendell

about a company J.R.’s supposedly interested in. Her oil lobbying efforts aren’t going as well as

Donna would like. Sen. Dowling has all kinds of questions for her about Ray. April feels lonely and

gets a phone call from her mother. Oswald Valentine looks for a model replacement for Mandy.

“A Death in the Family,” February 20, 1987

Pam breaks the news to Cliff about Jamie’s death, while J.R. plots to frame him. Who owns the 10

percent of Ewing Oil that Jamie left behind? J.R. and April look for Jack. Christopher and John Ross

play with guns around the house, much to the dismay of their grandma. Bobby and Pam have a

sitdown with Christopher about it. Wendell hones in on the company that he learned J.R. wanted,

MacArthur Mining. Sue Ellen closes her lingerie operation in L.A., though she keeps her Dallas shop

and is unimpressed with Oswald’s choice for the new Valentine Girl. Donna pushes Sen. Dowling

away, then makes up with him, while Ray asks Jenna to move in with him. Ray must consider

some not-so-nice ideas in his custody battle with Donna. Cliff sorts through Jamie’s belongings, not

finding their divorce agreement, and he also talks with Jamie’s friend in California. Apparently,

since the divorce wasn’t finalized, Cliff inherits everything.

“Revenge of the Nerd,” February 27, 1987

Directed by Linda Gray.

Sue Ellen finds a new Valentine Girl. Cliff and April have a fight. Cliff steps in with word that he and

Jamie never divorced, therefore he must hold the 10 percent! Egads! J.R., of course, accuses Pam

of plotting with Cliff against Ewing Oil. Pam is disgusted at Cliff because he never even treated

Jamie well, but then she offers to buy the 10 percent of Ewing Oil from Cliff, for Christopher’s sake.

Sue Ellen tries to reach out to Pam in the mess, and even asks Pam to come work in the lingerie

business with her. Miss Ellie is also feeling the heat of this angry feud and wants peace in the

house. Just shy of mudslinging on Ray’s part, Ray and Donna officially divorce, and Ray starts

drinking. Bobby fights with Cliff about the effects that Cliff ’s business scheming has on Pam. April

goes looking for comfort, of the male variety.

“The Ten Percent Solution,” March 13, 1987

Jeremy wants his $6 million loan back from Cliff, and he suggests that perhaps Cliff ’s 10 percent of

Ewing Oil would help. Cliff goes to a bank for a quick loan but is unsuccessful. J.R. is quite

concerned about Cliff owning that 10 percent of the company, taking April to meet with a judge,

asking Bobby to talk to Pam about it, and getting his man Harry McSween on the case. He then

goes to Cliff’s office to ask to buy the shares, putting on an act of being ill so he can swipe some
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notepads off Cliff’s desk. Harry uses the notepads to help frame Cliff for Jamie’s “murder.” Bobby

gets a call from a man who wants to sell him info on Jack’s whereabouts. They arrange to meet

at the Rialto bar, where a fight ensues when Bobby says the tip wasn’t worth the ten grand. Cliff

takes his need for quick cash to Marilee, who sees right through his romantic ruse (“Get your

hands off me, you little worm, before I break them.”). As Donna wrestles with her feelings for Ray

and her friendship with Sen. Dowling, Ray suggests to Jenna that they live together after all. Sue

Ellen meets with filmmaker Bruce Harvey, who’s still quite enamored with Mandy Winger. The

widow of the killed Ewing employee (from earlier in the season), Nancy Scotfield, vents her ill will

against the Ewings to her brother, Alfred, a CIA clerk, who tells her what he learned about a

buried scandal involving a certain B.D. Calhoun.

“Some Good, Some Bad,” March 20, 1987

Given the (planted) evidence that Cliff took a hit out on his wife, he’s brought in for questioning. J.R.

then goes to a judge for an injunction against Cliff’s Ewing Oil interests. Jenna and Charlie move in

with Ray. Sue Ellen is determined to revive her lingerie business in the absence of Mandy, despite

Oswald’s pessimism. Jeremy tells Pam about his loan involving Wentworth Tool and Die, offering

her a chance to bail her brother out at $6.4 million. Jack turns up, but he’s not interested in

helping the Ewings fight for that 10 percent. Sue Ellen is leery of moving back into J.R.’s bed just

yet. Bobby wants to return to better terms with Ray, but he’s upset to find Jenna living at Ray’s

place. Pam confronts Cliff about the Wendell loan: “I may love you, but I don’t like you!” she rails.

“As far as I’m concerned, I don’t have a brother!” Pam then learns that Jenna (“baby and all!”) is

living with Ray, and she wigs out. When April bumps into Sue Ellen dining with Oswald Valentine,

he figures he’s got his next top model. Alfred considers stealing the incriminating evidence

concerning B.D. Calhoun from the files at work. Jack decides to side with the Ewings to fight Cliff.

“War and Peace,” April 3, 1987

Pamela’s still fuming at Cliff, and she suggests he sell her his 10 percent of Ewing Oil. “Don’t take

the one thing that means the most to me — revenge!” Cliff pleads. Oswald Valentine laments to

Sue Ellen the loss of Mandy, since their business has declined. J.R. assures Sue Ellen that Mandy is

in the past, even if Sue Ellen brings her back to Valentine Lingerie. Ellie talks with Jenna, as Clayton

talks to Ray, about their new living arrangements. Meanwhile, Ray is having trouble living with the

precocious, teenage Charlie. J.R., Bobby, Jack, April and Harv hold a little war council before their

court session regarding the 10 percent. Nancy Scotfield talks to a newspaper editor about the

Calhoun-Ewing affair, then convinces her brother Alfred to steal the incriminating film. Bobby and

Ray try to make up from their fight. Donna goes into labor and has a baby girl. The judge decides

that April gets her 5 percent of Ewing Oil, but Jack’s 5 percent stays where it is, in Jamie’s estate —

and Cliff’s hands.

“Ruthless People,” April 10, 1987

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

Wendell drops in on April following her court victory, only to meet with the gloating J.R. and the

realization that he’s been double-crossed. Ray visits Donna and his new baby girl, Margaret, then

has a sitdown with Sen. Dowling regarding his family. Harv stops by Southfork to tell the family

how the Dallas Press picked up the story, from the Navarro Weekly Sentinel, of the Calhoun-Ewing

controversy. J.R. and Bobby go to the Navarro paper and demand a retraction. The CIA, however,

has stepped in to kill the story, with Leo Daltry having a little “talk” with Nancy and Alfred. When

they go out to dinner, Clayton and Ellie must deal with the public backlash over the scandal. The

fed-up Ellie then meets with her two oldest sons at the office to tell them they don’t deserve to
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own Ewing Oil. Oswald Valentine retrieves Mandy as his Valentine Girl. J.R. speaks to the media

about the Calhoun mess. Bobby tells Pam he’s fed up with J.R. and his schemes and he’s getting

out of Ewing Oil. Wendell visits Nancy Scotfield and has a look at that incriminating evidence.

“The Dark at the End of the Tunnel,” May 1, 1987

Bobby, Ray and Miss Ellie decide to bail out of Ewing Oil, selling their shares to J.R. Phyllis is upset,

though Bobby plans to keep her as an assistant. Pam tells Cliff she wants out of Barnes-

Wentworth. The filthy rich April strikes back at some folks, including a restaurant that had turned

her away, which she now owns. Sue Ellen sets up a lunch date between Bruce Harvey and Mandy,

arranging for J.R. to bump into Mandy, as well. Wendell leaks the Calhoun scandal to the Justice

Department. Cliff approaches April with some business opportunity, but she’s got interests of her

own now. When Donna learns that the Justice Department is investigating Ewing Oil, she calls Ellie,

who’s heartbroken. Clayton charges off after J.R. and is knocked unconscious after the physical

confrontation. Larry Hagman’s son Preston Hagman shows up as a masseuse for April.

“Two-Fifty,” May 8, 1987

As he recovers at the hospital, Clayton hides a medical condition from Miss Ellie. April has second

thoughts about Cliff’s business offer. Mandy pursues J.R., and Sue Ellen is watching J.R.’s fidelity

closely. J.R. appeals to CIA agent Daltry for help, to no avail. He also leans on some congressmen

he’s purchased over the years. Bobby also appeals to Sen. Dowling, who agrees to look into

whether or not Ewing Oil can survive. Pam tells Cliff he should get out of Ewing Oil in this mess, but

Cliff resists that idea. Jenna goes into labor during a visit from Bobby, and she gives birth to a baby

boy. A court injunction temporarily shuts down Ewing Oil as the Justice Department investigates.

Even Wendell doesn’t appear to be interested in Ewing Oil anymore. Of course, he’s working the

Scotfield angle so closely, anyway.

“Fall of the House of Ewing,” May 15, 1987

Jenna names her boy after her father, Lucas. Pam and Bobby explain to little Christopher that he is

adopted. “The most important thing for you to remember is that you’re our son, and you’ll always

be our son,” Pam replies to his questions. Ellie is worried that Clayton is overexerting himself with

all the exercising he’s been doing. She then learns of Clayton’s heart problem. Sue Ellen and Mandy

have a confrontation, with Sue Ellen calling her a “viper.” “You’re nothing more than a disposable

piece of facial tissue,” Sue Ellen tells her. With the loss of Ewing Oil a possibility, J.R. fights for his life.

He and Bobby come to an understanding with the Justice Department. But then, as J.R. and John

Ross are at the Ewing Oil offices, Wendell comes in and delivers the news that these are his offices

now. When he goes to take the portrait of Jock off the wall, J.R. threatens him with his life then

proudly walks out, son and portrait in tow. Pam’s doctor tells her she actually can have a child

now. Once again, the dreams of Pam and Bobby are shattered by a car crash, this time striking

Pam: As she’s driving home in his red Mercedes convertible, telling him over the phone the exciting

news from the doctor that she can carry a child, a semitruck pulls out in front of her. The car is

engulfed in an explosion on impact. Last appearance of Susan Howard.
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Season 11 — 1987-88

Victoria Principal and Susan Howard are dropped from the show’s intro.

“After the Fall: Ewing Rise,” September 25, 1987 (first of a two-hour

special)

Pam’s car crash has left her in critical condition with serious burns at Dallas Memorial, though she

is likely to live. Bobby must later explain all of this to little Christopher. Cliff is distraught to learn

about Pam’s accident. J.R. decides to form a new company called J.R.E. Industries, and he gives his

son and Sue Ellen a look at the potential new offices. Sly also gets a champagne tour after J.R.

signs on to the new space. Clayton seems to be grasping for his youth, and it concerns Miss Ellie.

Cliff must deal with his sense of failure regarding Ewing Oil; April helps console him. Jenna and Ray

make a home for baby Lucas. April meets Wilson Cryder at Wendell’s offices; he’s covering for

Jeremy for a while.

“After the Fall: Digger Redux,” September 25, 1987 (second of a two-hour

special)

Ewing Oil signs come down, and Weststar signs go up. Cliff meets a elderly, drunken man, Dandy

Dandridge, who reminds him of his father. Sue Ellen wants to buy Oswald out of Valentine

Lingerie. Investment banker Nicholas Pearce (new series regular Jack Scalia) offers Sue Ellen some

business assistance. Ray finds out about Clayton’s health situation and decides he’ll help look after

his elder friend. J.R. gets a peek at Pamela’s will (in case anything happens, of course!). A veiled

figure visits Pam’s hospital room, and we see that it’s the evil Katherine Wentworth.

“The Son Also Rises,” October 2, 1987

Feeling insecure about being adopted, Christopher runs away from Southfork and to the hospital

to visit his mother, who’s making slow progress. Clayton’s tired of Miss Ellie treating him like an

invalid, but she thinks that he’s taking his quest for health too far. Ray and Charlie come to an

understanding in their tension at home, as Charlie deals with pressures at school. J.R. meets the

gloating Wilson Cryder of Weststar. Dandy visits Cliff at the office. As Bobby sits at the bedside of

Deborah TDeborah TDeborah TDeborah TDeborah Tranelliranelliranelliranelliranelli
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the fully bandaged Pam at Dallas Memorial, Katherine Wentworth enters the room. Shocked, he

quickly ushers her outside. “From now on, there’s going to be a guard at this door 24 hours a day,”

Bobby tells her, “and if you show your face here, I will have you arrested.” J.R. meets up with

young upstart Casey Denault (new series regular Andrew Stevens), whose father he was trying to

contact.

“Gone With the Wind,” October 9, 1987

Ray arranges for Bobby to see his son, despite Jenna’s reluctance. Cliff finds Dandy setting up shop

at his offices and tells him to get out, but then later goes looking for the elder man. Nicholas tells

Sue Ellen she should expand Valentine Lingerie, and they go on a business trip to Los Angeles

together. April meets Nicholas. J.R. has Casey scheming with him, pretending they are enemies in

front of the cartel members. Clayton is angry that his doctor told Miss Ellie about his heart

condition. Before taking the bandages off Pam’s face, the doctors issue warnings to Cliff and Bobby,

who confides to Miss Ellie that he doesn’t know how Pam is going to handle her new appearance.

When Bobby then goes to the hospital to see her, he learns she has disappeared.

“The Lady Vanishes,” October 16, 1987

Pam is gone, having left a goodbye note for Bobby. Cliff thinks Bobby should have turned in

Katherine to the police. Bobby and Cliff hire a detective to find Pam, suspecting Katherine has had

something to do with it and chasing the lead of the nurse who was taking care of Pam when she

disappeared. Casey brokers a deal for J.R. for an

oil field. Jenna rethinks her feelings for Ray. J.R.

meets up with a woman from his past, former

mistress Serena Wald, who’s not hooking

anymore but who needs J.R.’s help with her

boyfriend’s problem. Cliff finds Dandy. Sue Ellen is

increasingly impressed with the smooth Nicholas

Pearce, who convinces her to purchase a retail

chain. Bobby and Cliff meet with Pam’s nurse

and learn she was paid to help usher Pam out of

the hospital and to an airport. Pam left a note to

Bobby asking him not to pursue her.

“Tough Love,” October 23, 1987

Bobby gets depressed and goes on a rampage,

and Ray and J.R. must stop him from ripping up a

bar. Ellie realizes that her grandson Christopher is

ignoring his true grief over the loss of his mother.

Bobby meets the mysterious Lisa Alden at the

skating rink with his son; she’d already scoped

them out on an earlier outing. Jenna extends her

friendship to the distraught Bobby. Casey does

“business” with Marilee Stone, just like his

mentor J.R. Nicholas wants Sue Ellen and April to

work together on some mutually beneficial

investments. J.R. has a new way to help Serena’s boyfriend, and it involves sending Serena in on

the Wilson Cryder problem. Dandy tells Cliff that he’s found oil on a parcel of land he owns.
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My darling Bobby,

Please forgive me. I know how I've hurt youand Christopher. But believe me, I've done thebest thing for all of us. When I saw myself inthe mirror, I couldn't stand the thought of youor Christopher ever seeing me that way. I don'tknow if anything can ever be done to help me, butI couldn't stand to destroy our love by havingyou see me the way I am. You know how muchI love you both, and if you love me, I beg younot to try and find me. Remember me as I wasbefore the accident, and take care of our son.The hardest thing I've ever done in my life is toleave the two of you. Understand that, andplease let me find the way myself. I love youforever.
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“Last Tango in Dallas,” October 30, 1987

Ellie talks to Clayton again about his heart problem, but he’s not listening. Nicholas entices April

into his business venture. Dandy talks Cliff into drilling on what could be dry land — Cliff is feeling

sorry for Dandy, who reminds him so much of Digger. Ray proposes to Jenna at the Oil Baron’s Ball.

Pam has left Bobby her interests in Wentworth Industries, he learns from board chair Parker

Ellison. Bobby goes out with Lisa Alden after she happens by his office on a false pretense. J.R. isn’t

making great progress for inside information on Wilson Cryder, so he sets his sights on another

target — Wilson’s wife. Just as he’s announcing that Punk Anderson is this year’s Oil Man of the

Year, Clayton has a heart attack.

“Mummy’s Revenge,” November 6, 1987

Clayton has surgery. J.R. reaches out to his mother as she worries about Clayton. J.R. investigates

Kimberly Cryder (new series regular Leigh Taylor-Young) in his pursuit of her husband Wilson’s

Weststar Oil; he also keeps encouraging Casey to continue his romps with Marilee Stone. Sue Ellen

tells April she didn’t take her on as a partner because she has something to prove on her own. The

two ladies compare notes on Nicholas. April seeks Bobby’s financial advice. Ray presses Jenna for

honesty regarding his proposal. Jenna admits to Ellie that she still loves Bobby. Cliff helps Dandy out

of a financial mess; he’s determined to believe in this drunken loser. Lisa is trying to get closer to

both Bobby and Christopher, while she’s consulting with a secret person on the phone about

them. Bobby gets more bad news as Pam files for divorce.

“Hustling,” November 13, 1987

Miss Ellie visits baby Lucas. Marilee Stone hits on Bobby (“All the Women Love Bobby,” Part 3,688 or

so), but of course he’s not interested. Nicholas is “mistaken” for some Joey Lombardi guy, and April

decides to do a little investigating on him. Sue Ellen’s not happy that Nicholas hasn’t been around

when she’s wanted to talk to him; the two have words but then reunite for business sake. Casey

dreams of setting up his own cartel. Even as Donna tells Ray she plans to marry Sen. Dowling,

Jenna accepts Ray’s proposal. Christopher is getting attached to Lisa. J.R. plays games with Wilson

Cryder, wooing Kimberly on the side then arranging a dinner with the Cryder couple.

“Bedtime Stories,” November 20, 1987

April tracks the past of Joey Lombardi, who seems to have disappeared altogether a couple

decades back. Nicholas, meanwhile, phones a family member about his being “spotted.” Bobby

severs ties with Lisa, thinking this would be better for the grieving Christopher, but then Lisa starts

following him and Christopher. She is then revealed to be Jeff Farraday’s sister, and she’s thinking

she’ll abandon her “mission” because her nephew Christopher seems perfectly happy. Bobby

bumps into an old female friend, divorcee Tammy Miller. J.R. appeals to Bobby for some

Wentworth help in his fight against Weststar, but Bobby’s not interested. Cliff shuts down Dandy’s

drilling project and learns that Dandy is in jail. J.R. and Nicholas have a confrontation about Sue

Ellen and the way Nicholas is helping her. J.R. has an interesting talk with Kimberly Cryder about

his fight with her husband — she’s quite intrigued, indeed.

“Lovers and Other Liars,” November 27, 1987

Sue Ellen once again sees J.R. in his true light (with Kimberly) and pursues Nicholas. Lisa is on her

own pursuit — of Christopher. Bobby has it out with Lisa, who offers Christopher a ride home from

school. At Southfork, Lisa even charms Miss Ellie so that she can be close to the boy. J.R. wants

April to buy Weststar shares. Bobby and April spend time together. In his pursuit of Weststar, J.R.

learns that Kimberly’s daddy really holds all the power. Ray looks for Bobby’s approval for his
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marriage to Jenna. Jenna asks Charlie to be her maid of honor. Dandy holds the drilling workers

hostage at gunpoint to keep the drill running. This evokes Cliff’s sympathy, again, but as he takes

the gun from Dandy, the rig starts shooting out oil. But wait — then it stops, and Cliff is disappointed

again.

“Brothers and Sons,” December 4, 1987

Sue Ellen meets Kimberly (formally) at a DOA meeting. Ray and Jenna marry, and Bobby serves as

Ray’s best man. Christopher finds out who Lucas’ father is, and it’s quite befuddling for him. Cliff

and Dandy strike it rich, but not in oil — in natural gas. April turns up a roadblock as she digs into

Nicholas’ past, and Nicholas angrily confronts her. Lisa has a lot of contact with Christopher, and it

hurts Bobby. Lisa then shows up on the Southfork grounds during the Ewing Barbecue with a legal

notice that she is suing Bobby for custody of Christopher. Also at the barbecue, Sue Ellen pointedly

“introduces” her pal Kimberly to her husband, telling Nicholas later that she’s “setting the stage.”

Upset that Cliff put his holdings in his own name when he paid the taxes on them, Dandy pulls a

gun on Cliff at the Ewing Barbecue.

“Brother, Can You Spare a Child?” December 11, 1987

Who’s behind all the evil in the world, including Lisa’s battle for custody of Christopher? You got it —

J.R. is, again! The unsuspecting Bobby tries to shore up as much legal protection as he can, while

he faces the daunting task of making it all make some kind of sense to little Christopher. Raw

from his involvement with Dandy, Cliff meets with Miss Ellie, showing her some old photos and

telling her — at last — that he realizes Jock did not try to cheat Digger all those years ago. Sue Ellen

arranges a dinner with the Cryders, revenge against J.R. first and foremost on her mind. Nicholas

apologizes to April. Ray and Jenna are concerned about Charlie’s new boyfriend Randy (guest star

Brad Pitt, in one of his very first roles!) and even walk in on them in a rather physical moment.

Clayton is dismayed when Ellie has interests that don’t include him. Casey is plotting against J.R.

“Daddy’s Little Darlin’,” December 18, 1987

Bobby faces a fierce court battle and fears that the nature of Christopher’s adoption may come

out. He enlists the help of attorney Paul Morgan. Cliff encounters trouble with his natural-gas

project. J.R. finds out through Casey’s friend Mary Lou Lassiter that his young buddy is out to get

him. Clayton becomes intrigued by the young, female subject of a painting. Cliff tries to buy off

Lisa. Sue Ellen’s questions about his family make Nicholas nervous. April tells Bobby he’s still hung

up over Pam, but then later the two kiss. After tireless efforts, J.R. finally meets Dr. Styles,

Kimberly’s father, who seems to agree with J.R. about Wilson’s general incompetence and

irrelevance. Ray pulls Randy aside for a talk about Charlie.

“It’s Me Again!” January 8, 1988

Lisa apologizes to Cliff then honeys up to him to get information to give to J.R. J.R. demands a

show of faith from Kimberly before he’ll leave Sue Ellen. Jenna reveals deep feelings for Bobby, and

April shows she cares about him, too. (All the women do love him, after all.) April even gives up

some time with Bobby so that he can be with Christopher, thinking this will help her relationship

with him. But for Jenna, Bobby stands by his loyalties to his brother Ray, and the fact that he

believes it’s the old Bobby that Jenna really loves. J.R. tells Sly he’s going to activate the dummy

corporation she’s president of, to buy up Weststar stock. Sue Ellen and Nicholas finalize a deal,

then Nicholas says he’s leaving their association because he’s attracted to her but does not want

to be a pawn used against her husband. April talks to Petey, the guy who recognized Nicholas

from the old days, and learns this “Joey Lombardi” had mob connections. Ray catches Charlie and
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her boyfriend Randy in the hay and angers Charlie with his firmness. Through artist David Shulton,

Clayton meets Laurel Ellis, the young female from the painting. Wilson Cryder offers to purchase

Barnes-Wentworth from Cliff. For a look inside the script of this episode, see the “Your script, sir (or

ma’am!)” section in the Fun & Useless Information chapter.

“Marriage on the Rocks,” January 15, 1988

Directed by Larry Hagman.

Clayton lunches with his new art-model pal, Laurel. Kimberly divorces and expects J.R. to do the

same, per their deal. J.R. plots to get control of Weststar, even considering joining forces with Cliff

to do it as he coerces Cliff to buy Weststar stock. Cliff won’t support Lisa in her custody fight. Sue

Ellen tells Nicholas she wants to be friends, and they put their heads together about the J.R.-

Cryder-Weststar situation. Sue Ellen then lunches with April and warns her about the Weststar

investments April’s been making. Bobby’s not happy that Cliff’s been spending time with Lisa. Ray

has a long talk with Charlie, determined to be a good father to her.

“Anniversary Waltz,” January 22, 1988

Having been handed his you-know-what by J.R., Casey tells him he knows when he’s been beaten

and plans to leave town. Bobby and Christopher get on better terms. Bobby learns from Dave

Culver that it might be possible to get the Ewing Oil name back, now that the Calhoun hoopla has

died down. Cliff tells Bobby he likes Lisa. April ignores her P.I.’s warnings about investigating the dark

past of Nicholas. Clayton forgets his wedding anniversary amid his preoccupation with Laurel.

Charlie and Jenna fight. Oswald Valentine visits Sue Ellen, then goes to J.R. about possibly investing

in his new business. J.R. approaches Bobby and tells him he can make this whole Lisa thing go

away — if Bobby will use his power of attorney at Wentworth to buy up Weststar stock for him

and help him with the takeover. Bobby realizes J.R.’s involvement with Lisa and is, of course,

enraged. He charges at his brother. Linda Gray’s daughter Kehly Sloane plays Sue Ellen’s assistant,

Kelly, by the way.

“Brotherly Love,” February 5, 1988

Directed by Linda Gray.

In the wake of Bobby’s rage, J.R. sends Lisa off. The angry Bobby moves to regain the Ewing Oil

name — for himself. Ellie sees her sons feuding again and is oblivious to the fact that her own

husband has been pursuing other interests. April learns that Joey Lombardi faked his own death.

Casey and Sly start dating. Laurel’s “friend” David Shulton interrogates Clayton about his intentions.

Sue Ellen gets closer to Nicholas, ever intent on revenge against J.R. Jenna drops in on Bobby at the

office and exchanges words of peace. Cliff gets clearance for his natural-gas pipeline and

celebrates with a party. J.R. blackmails April in his scheme to get control of Weststar, telling her all

about Holly Harwood and Bobby’s distaste for the fact that Holly had been with J.R.

“The Best Laid Plans,” February 12, 1988

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

April asks Bobby herself about Holly Harwood, and Bobby seems to back J.R.’s story. Laurel’s ex-

boyfriend Brett arrives from England. J.R. and Kimberly stage a “bedding” for Sue Ellen to behold,

but she’s wiser than they think. Back at home, she packs her bags — for her old bedroom. She’s

not giving him a divorce, she tells J.R., and she’s staying right there to raise her son on Southfork.

Sue Ellen then joins forces with Bobby, and talks to Nicholas about her real divorce strategy. Miss

Ellie sees Laurel kissing Clayton. Charlie complains to Bobby about Ray. April seeks to get J.R. out of

her life. Lisa continues following Bobby and Christopher, but she’s a no-show at the trial, which is
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cancelled. Casey keeps pouring it on with Sly, pursuing key information on Ewing Oil.

“Farlow’s Follies,” February 19, 1988

Directed by Steve Kanaly.

In a surprising and amusing turn, Miss Ellie, having seen Clayton with Laurel, gets drunk! She then

administers the silent treatment to Clayton. April comes clean to Bobby about sleeping with J.R.,

removing J.R.’s blackmail leverage. Bobby goes to Washington to try to regain the Ewing Oil name,

meeting up with Kay Lloyd, assistant to Sen. Dowling. Charlie apologizes to Ray and gets another

chance with Randy, in Jenna’s and Ray’s eyes. Someone’s been at April’s apartment. J.R. wants Sly

to sell her interests in Weststar, and Dr. Styles puts the heat on J.R. to get divorced and get son-in-

law-ed. Sly notes that all Casey seems to want to talk about on their dates is J.R. Casey keeps the

smooth-talk comin’, just the same. Charles Bateman, the third C.C. Capwell of NBC’s “Santa

Barbara,” guests here as Sen. Troutt.

“Malice in Dallas,” February 26, 1988

Directed by Larry Hagman.

April’s snooping has put both her and Nicholas in danger, as she learns her detective has been

killed. She comes clean to Nicholas about investigating his true identity. Mavis Anderson has a talk

with Ellie about husbands and their affairs, having learned from experience. Charlie is getting poor

grades. Kimberly meets with Casey to charm him over to the Weststar side in the battle against

J.R. Nicholas visits his family in Indiana. The custody trial for Christopher begins, but Lisa drops the

custody case. Bobby again confronts J.R. on his involvement in the Lisa Alden mess. The slimy

David Shulton tries to convince Laurel of the financial potential of her involvement with Clayton.

Brett wants Laurel to return to England with him. Ellie leaves town on a trip. James Avery of NBC’s

“The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air” guests as the judge in the custody case.

“Crime Story,” March 4, 1988

In Washington, Bobby is enticed by Kay Lloyd. J.R. keeps Casey up in his charade with Kimberly. Sue

Ellen is still resisting any idea of divorce from J.R., especially now that the Ewing Oil name might be

bandied about again. April goes into hiding from Nicholas’ former “associates.” Nicholas tells Sue

Ellen he’s got to go into hiding, himself, leaving Sue Ellen wondering what on earth is going on. J.R.

convinces Cliff to hang onto his Weststar shares. Miss Ellie next goes to Atlanta to visit Lucy. David

Shulton tries to blackmail Clayton over his knowledge of his fascination with Laurel, but Clayton

replies with a threat. Ray and Jenna catch Charlie trying to sneak out of the house. J.R. forces April

to sell her Weststar stock. Bobby doesn’t think April and he should see each other anymore.

When April gets back to her place, there are a couple ugly mugs waiting for her.

“To Have and to Hold,” March 11, 1988

Directed by Larry Hagman.

The thugs force April to reveal Nicholas’ identity. Ray wants no part of J.R.’s plan to take over

Weststar. J.R. is gearing up against Dr. Styles while the elder mogul’s daughter is worried about his

health. Nicholas gets roughed up and is forced to reveal his family in Indiana — though when the

thugs arrive, the situation is already cleared away. Casey is honest with Sly about his dreams for a

big business and his vendetta against J.R. Ray and Jenna decide to send Charlie to an overseas

boarding school, a decision that vexes Jenna. Kay comes to Dallas to see Bobby. Cliff is taking pills.

Miss Ellie returns from vacation and confronts Clayton about Laurel. She boots him out.
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“Dead Reckoning,” March 18, 1988

Jenna tells Ray that she never thought she’d have to choose between her daughter and him. Ray

helps a woman, Connie Hall, on the roadside after taking Jenna and Charlie to the airport. Casey

meets Cliff and decides they have something in common: the evil and menacing J.R. Nicholas has

made it look like his family is dead, telling his brother how they’ll need to keep their parents out

of sight for a while. Clayton tries to defend his friendship with Laurel. Ellie tells the family over the

breakfast table that Clayton is no longer living at Southfork (and J.R. is rather pleased at that).

David tells Miss Ellie that Clayton slept with Laurel. Clayton later beats up David. Clayton is then

arrested for David’s murder! Bobby continues to spend time with Kay. Michele Scarabelli of Fox’s

“Alien Nation” plays Connie Hall.

“Never Say Never,” April 1, 1988

Bobby, Miss Ellie and Harv try to help Clayton in the murder charges. Clayton apologizes to the

family for the trouble, then Laurel tries to explain the truth to Miss Ellie. But J.R. has his own grimy

thoughts about the lovely Laurel. He arranges a meeting, at which Laurel brushes him off. Casey

tells Cliff he better buy up some of that Weststar stock soon, as the price is going up. The very

thankful Connie Hall calls on Ray, as Jenna phones from Europe to say that her stay will be

extended. With the help of Kay, Bobby meets Sen. O’Dell, who could help him in his quest

regarding Ewing Oil. Kimberly introduces Cliff to her father, thinking Cliff could help them in their

fight against J.R., but Cliff wants no such thing. Kimberly turns down J.R.’s offer for her company.

“Last of the Good Guys,” April 8, 1988

Bobby rejects the idea of bribing Sen. O’Dell to get the Ewing Oil name, and he has Phyllis do some

investigating of the senator. Bobby also turns down J.R.’s idea that they work together again.

Bobby’s able to reach a compromise with Sen. O’Dell, however. Ray continues an association with

the obsessive Connie while Jenna and Charlie are overseas, feeling uneasy all the while. J.R. might

be able to clear Clayton, and he doesn’t mind the idea of making Laurel one of the notches on his

bedpost. J.R. has no idea what Bobby’s been doing in D.C., but he does appeal to his brother for

help in the Weststar situation. Kimberly recruits an ally in Sue Ellen in the fight to keep Weststar.

J.R. solves the Shulton murder case — to his advantage, of course.

“Top Gun,” April 15, 1988

Bobby might be playing second fiddle to Kay’s career. He runs into a wall in his Washington fight to

get the Ewing Oil name, and he sees just how powerful Kay is. When her father dies, Kimberly

takes it out on J.R., who is close to getting his prize of Weststar Oil. April reminds him how she’s

helped his quest and wants a seat on the Weststar board. Connie plays a strange joke on Ray.

Laurel tells Clayton about J.R.’s blackmail plot, and Clayton confronts J.R. about it. Casey meets

April, who tells him she doesn’t want to see Cliff get hurt. Nicholas tells Sue Ellen the truth about

his family. J.R. gets a big shock at the Weststar board meeting when Sue Ellen shows up to bolster

Kimberly’s holdings — then Jeremy Wendell arrives and regains his post as CEO. Linda Gray fought

for the right to portray Sue Ellen as a stronger woman and no longer a drunk. She told a U.K.

publication in 1988: “We all have some sort of vice which we are striving to overcome. With Sue

Ellen, she didn’t do that. Whenever she had a problem, which was all the time, she’d just reach for

a drink or another man. That’s not representative of the way women are in the ’80s. They’re

learning to handle these things, and surviving. I felt that it was time to change and bring in a new

phase in her life.”
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“Pillow Talk,” April 29, 1988

Bobby and Kay continue to see each other. At last, Bobby wins the fight to get the Ewing Oil name

back. Ray tries to shake Connie’s “fatal attraction,” but the off-kilter woman then wants revenge

against him. Seeing his struggles to be the “man of the house,” Ellie tells Clayton she wants to give

him partial ownership of Southfork. Cliff offers his gas line to Wendell, thinking this will help with

his J.R. situation. Sue Ellen gets victory over J.R., telling him he’s cheated on her for the last time,

and he retorts that she’ll never see little John Ross again. None too concerned, she leaves

Southfork and retains a lawyer to challenge J.R. regarding her son. Jenna calls Ray again from

overseas. April is leery of becoming business partners with Casey. The longtime Rosa Andrade of

NBC’s “Santa Barbara,” Margarita Cordova, plays Maria.

“Things Ain’t Goin’ So Good at Southfork, Again,” May 6, 1988

J.R. threatens Sue Ellen again regarding John Ross, but she has Nicholas on her side. Still, J.R. is as

charming as always, and Sue Ellen begins to listen. Connie tries to stab Ray with a knife, and a

tussle ensues. Jenna returns from overseas and finds no one in the house. Ray is at the hospital,

though, and he’ll be OK. He tells Jenna about the Connie ordeal. After J.R. fires Casey, Sly is upset.

News of Clayton’s co-ownership of the ranch causes J.R. to move out. April and Cliff strike a deal

with Casey. Lucy comes back from Atlanta, and she confides to her grandmother that Mitch is

more interested in his patients than he is in her.

“The Fat Lady Singeth,” May 13, 1988

Sue Ellen and Nicholas search for John Ross, putting a tail on J.R. and trying to find the boy at a

school. Lucy meets Casey (meow!) and they certainly have something in common — a dislike for

J.R. J.R. gets his Ewing Oil property back from Wendell, then learns from Bobby that his little bro

has won back the Ewing Oil name. He then wants to partner up with bro, of course. Ray and

Jenna try to recover from the Connie experience and decide that the only way they can preserve

their marriage is to leave Dallas. Cliff learns that Jordan Lee has seen Pam. Cliff plans to take a trip

to Europe with April. In a tense moment during their search for John Ross, Nicholas, Sue Ellen and

J.R. get into a rumble. Nicholas ends up over the balcony of J.R.’s condo, and Sue Ellen fires shots at

her husband.

Season 12 — 1988-89

Steve Kanaly and Priscilla Presley are dropped from the show’s intro; Charlene Tilton returns to it,

and Sheree J. Wilson is added.

“Carousel,” October 28, 1988

This time Sue Ellen really DID shoot J.R., and J.R.’s milking his injuries for all they’re worth. Lucy

helps Sue Ellen get John Ross back, happy to oppose J.R. in the matter. Cliff comes face-to-face

with ... Pam? (It’s guest star Margaret Michaels in the role.) Pam lies to her brother about why she

won’t return home (she’s really dying), then Cliff lies to Bobby later about the encounter, saying

the woman wasn’t Pam. Jeremy and Bobby trade threats. Bobby considers taking J.R. back at

Ewing Oil, with the condition that J.R. not try to seize control of the company. Colorado rancher

Carter McKay considers purchasing Ray’s spread. The case of Nicholas Pearce’s death is closed.

“No Greater Love,” November 4, 1988

J.R. fires McSween and moves back to Southfork to get into position to win back John Ross. Cliff

wants out of the oil business and offers Barnes-Wentworth to Bobby. Mitch comes to take Lucy
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back to Atlanta, and they argue about their lives. April talks to Bobby about Cliff’s secret. Bobby’s

old friend Tammy reappears, and Bobby ends up at her place after learning that Cliff lied about

seeing Pam. The shooting involving his parents causes trouble for John Ross at school. Clayton

might sell his refineries to Bobby. Carter McKay takes possession of Ray’s property, and it’s clear

he’s got some ulterior motives. Sue Ellen brings John Ross to Southfork, on the condition that it be

completely his choice whether he lives there. “I’m the only one who’s ever done what’s right for

him,” Sue Ellen tells J.R., “or cared about what he wanted.”

“The Call of the Wild,” November 11, 1988

A recuperated J.R. and Bobby take their sons on a hunting trip to the backwoods of Arkansas, just

like the hunting trips Jock used to take them on ... and along comes lovable bumpkin Cally (new

series regular Cathy Podewell), serving up the brew at a local bar. J.R. puts the moves on her. John

Ross, meanwhile, isn’t taking to this hunting trip, reluctant to fire a gun and thinking meat isn’t the

best dietary choice, anyway. Casey Denault returns to town, celebrates an oil strike with April, and

suddenly gets too big-in-the-britches for “just a secretary” Sly. Instead, he drops in on Lucy, who’s

certainly more his speed. Cliff next offers Barnes-Wentworth to Jordan Lee. Sue Ellen finds a

renewed attraction for her former flame Cliff. J.R. stays behind in Hayleyville while the other boys

go home. Cally’s big, burly brothers find J.R. in bed with the girl.

“Out of the Frying Pan,” November 18, 1988

J.R.’s lust for Cally gets him into serious trouble, though the local sheriff intervenes. J.R. is then

jailed and vows to marry Cally if he gets freed. Bobby confronts Cliff about lying to him after seeing

Pam. He also apologizes to April for treating her harshly when she delivered the news. A water

shortage at Southfork perplexes Clayton, but Carter is not surprised about it, despite what he tells

Clayton. Lucy gets snared in Casey’s web of revenge against J.R. Sue Ellen continues with her

divorce. Cliff sells Barnes-Wentworth to Wendell, which Miss Ellie doesn’t like, as she was hoping

Bobby might take Cliff in at Ewing Oil. Cally busts J.R. out of jail, but they don’t get very far and J.R.

winds up in more legal trouble than he was already.

“Road Work,” December 2, 1988

Again incarcerated (and on a chain gang — an image we’ll all certainly remember!), J.R. tries to

bribe his way out. Bobby calls Hayleyville looking for his brother. Cliff does actually partner up with

Bobby at Ewing Oil! While hanging out with Cliff, Bobby is drawn in by the pool-hustling Tracy

Lawton. Jeremy pours on the charm with Sue Ellen, offering to help her in her fight against J.R.

Clayton finds out that Carter is behind the water shortage at Southfork when he sees that the

river running across the ranch has been blocked. The two men have a tense confrontation. Carter

is working a sinister plot with his foreman, Fred Hughes. Lucy continues her relationship with

Casey, traveling with him. J.R. seems to be making progress in his attempts to bribe the prison

guards, but then he’s looking down the barrel of Boaz Harper’s gun once again.

“War and Love and the Whole Damned Thing,” December 9, 1988

J.R. marries Cally to get off the hook with her brothers. He works the Harper farm while Cally

threatens her brothers to behave. Ray returns to Dallas to find a range war between the Ewings

and McKay. Sue Ellen seems to have found a true scheming partner in Jeremy Wendell, as they

both set out to do in J.R. Miss Ellie decides to solve the water problem by blowing up the dam,

which brings the authorities and Carter to her door. Carter then hires some men to deal with the

situation. Lucy tells Casey she doesn’t want to get too close. Bobby encounters Tracy Lawton

again, and they make plans. At the bar, a fight ensues between the Southfork crew (including
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Bobby and Ray) and Carter’s hands.

“Showdown at the Ewing Corral,” December 16, 1988

The barfight ends with one of Carter’s hands shooting and killing a Southfork employee. Bobby

learns that Tracy has some secrets (chiefly the one involving Carter, who is shocked as he sees the

two together). Carter ends up at Tracy’s place, but she doesn’t want to talk to him. The desperate

J.R. tells Cally he’ll take her with him if she helps him escape. J.R. does flee the Harper farm for

Dallas (leaving Cally behind, of course) and is just as shocked as the rest of the oil community to

find his worst enemy a partner in Ewing Oil! The range war between Southfork and Carter McKay

escalates as Carter buys off some Southfork ranchhands. Miss Ellie vows to stay and fight it out at

her daddy’s ranch.

“Deception,” January 6, 1989

John Ross has been moved off Southfork for security measures, which Sue Ellen takes issue with.

McKay reveals his intentions: buying parcels of Southfork (he has his eye on that famous oil-rich

Southfork 40). J.R. hires mercenary workers for the effort and covertly consults with Harv about his

out-of-state “situation” and how he might further elude the evil Harper brothers and Hayleyville.

He’s also bought himself a new cop, Rattigan. April meets with Lucy about the conniving Casey, as

Lucy is buying into Casey’s company. Bobby learns who Tracy’s father is, though he doesn’t realize

Carter’s role in the war on Southfork. J.R. suspects someone else is pulling Carter’s strings, and we

learn that he was right. It’s Wendell.

“Counter Attack,” January 13, 1989

Christopher gets injured in the range battle, his horse throwing him in the midst of gunfire, and it’s

all-out war, with Bobby lashing out at J.R. because he brought the boys back to the ranch. Cliff

turns to Bobby’s old pal Tammy for comfort. April sets out to ruin Casey financially. She tells him
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they need more funding for their joint venture, which, of course, sends him in Lucy’s general

direction. Sue Ellen is turned off to see Jeremy’s coldness regarding her son. Carter says goodbye

to galpal Rose, and he questions his daughter about Bobby. Clayton, Ray and J.R. ambush some of

Carter’s men, and Carter must shoot one of the men to save Bobby’s life. The two men talk, with

Carter explaining his side of the story of Tracy’s mother’s death, which Tracy holds him responsible

for. Under further threat from McKay, Miss Ellie decides to sell the Southfork parcel to him.

“The Sting,” January 20, 1989

Ray leaves Southfork to go back overseas. Ellie, ready to sell part of Southfork to McKay, has no

idea his backer is Jeremy. Wendell, meanwhile, gets the cash ready for the sale, as Carter

pressures him to get Carter’s son Tommy released from prison as promised. April and Lucy close in

on Casey’s con game, confronting him while pretending not to know each other’s interests.

Jeremy proposes to Sue Ellen, who gives him the boot. Sue Ellen also has a score to settle with J.R.

for putting John Ross in harm’s way at Southfork. April goes into business with J.R. Carter helps put

the sting on Wendell for the range war, and he celebrates with the Ewings afterward. Carter and

Tracy make up as they anticipate Tommy’s release from prison. Carter gets a visit from Kimberly

Cryder regarding Weststar. Cally shows at Southfork, looking for her hubby.

“The Two Mrs. Ewings,” January 27, 1989

John Ross has questions about who this Cally person is. J.R. doesn’t like Bobby’s relationship with

Tracy. Sue Ellen’s Hollywood pal Bruce Harvey drops by and puts some ideas in motion for her, and

she heads off to check out a film studio. Cliff pursues Tammy with a fervor. Marilee has an offer for

Cliff, and Cliff passes the information along to Bobby. Lucy tries to give Cally a makeover as J.R. tries

unsuccessfully to pursue an annulment. Carter gets to visit his son. Divorce papers arrive for Lucy.

At the Oil Baron’s Ball, Sue Ellen has a punch in the face for J.R. after meeting his new wife;

Tammy, Tracy and April compare notes on Bobby (“All the Women Love ...” oh, you know!); and

McKay is named chairman of the board at Weststar.

“The Switch,” February 3, 1989

Sue Ellen buys a movie studio and even gets this great new idea for a film(!). Determined to keep

her husband, and even wanting a more proper second wedding at the ranch, Cally questions J.R.

on his dalliances with April. Cally gets advice from ... Sue Ellen? Cliff thinks April has cut Ewing Oil

out of some deals. Christopher becomes a friend to Cally, while John Ross resents her. J.R.

investigates Carter. Tammy breaks it off with Cliff. Carter seems to think that Bobby is a good part

of his daughter’s life, and he also wants Tracy to come work with him at Weststar. J.R. gets wind

that mobster Joseph Lombardi Sr. is wondering what happened to his son, aka Nicholas Pearce.

“He-e-ere’s Papa!” February 10, 1989

Lombardi comes knockin’ on the Ewing door, with revenge in mind, and J.R. has questions for Sue

Ellen about this whole Mafia thing. John Ross further rejects Cally, and Sue Ellen tries to explain to

him that his parents will never reunite. In an amusing turn, meanwhile, Cally has an interest in

raising chickens on the ranch. Tracy learns more about the oil business. Carter seeks to befriend

Sue Ellen, while Tracy and Cally do some girl bonding. Sue Ellen comes through for J.R., telling

Lombardi that Nicholas’ death was an accident. Cliff pursues dealings in Washington and digs a

little into the files at Ewing Oil. Joseph Campanella is big-man Lombardi, while film star Chazz

Palminteri plays Frank, his bodyguard.
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“Comings and Goings,” February 17, 1989

McKay’s son Tommy (new series regular J. Eddie Peck, also appearing as Roger Grimes on

“Dynasty”) shows up, just released from a foreign prison on a drug sentence. He tells his dad he’s

going to clean up his life, but that’s not really the case. Sue Ellen meets with screenwriter Don

Lockwood and starts making her movie — based on her life with J.R.! Lucy lends a hand, spilling all

about J.R.’s torment of her mother Valene (with Joan Van Ark appearing in flashbacks). Cally tries

to buddy up with John Ross and even saves his life in the pool. J.R. puts the kabosh to a land deal

of Bobby and Cliff’s, aiming to blackmail his way back into Ewing Oil. A drunk Cliff shows up at

April’s place.

“Country Girl,” February 24, 1989 (first of a two-hour special)

Miss Ellie and Clayton return from Europe. Sue Ellen shows Lockwood her journals and shares the

experiences regarding her sister Kristin (with Mary Crosby showing up in flashbacks). Seeking to

encourage Cally despite the discouragement she’s getting from J.R., Miss Ellie takes the girl to a

meeting of that obligatory diversion of the Ewing females, the Daughters of the Alamo. Cally also

gains a more peaceful relationship with John Ross. Tommy has a gleam in his eye for Cally but

learns that she’s married. Tommy then eyes April. Bobby thinks something might be up with

Tommy. Carter realizes his son isn’t over his drug problem. Cally tells J.R. she’s pregnant. J.R. ropes

April into dealings against Bobby and Cliff. When Cally threatens to leave, J.R. finally warms up to

the idea of a proper wedding.

“Wedding Bell Blues,” February 24, 1989 (second of a two-hour special)

Black clouds hang over Southfork as Cally finally gets her fittin’ wedding. It begins to pour, and

everyone must move inside. The stay-over guests have some interesting encounters. Sue Ellen

invites Lockwood to Southfork for research on the screenplay, and Lockwood meets J.R. (As J.R.

and Cally dance, Sue Ellen mutters, “Being married to J.R. is like a Hitchcock movie. You start out

laughing and then you find yourself screaming in terror.”) Carter wants Tommy to work at

Weststar. J.R. tells Sue Ellen to stay away from Cally as Cally lets him know that the two females

plotted against him to force the marriage and that she never was pregnant. Lucy tries to warn

Tracy away from Bobby. Tommy makes a pass at April and is angry to be shot down. John Ingle

plays the minister.

“The Way We Were,” March 3, 1989

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

Bruce Harvey wants to start casting for Sue Ellen’s movie. Tommy sets up his own “import-export”

business in Dallas with some slightly illegal substances; April, meanwhile, continues to resist his

advances. Tracy wants to see her brother and father get along, and she even offers to help

Tommy in his new business. Cally wants to stop Bobby and J.R. from feudin’ so much, while Bobby

is upset that J.R. is dealing behind his back. Cliff has questions for April about Tommy. Tommy,

meanwhile, tells J.R. that Carter is responsible for his mother’s death. Sue Ellen and Lockwood get

intimate as she seeks to learn more about his background. Jordan Lee tells Cliff he wants to sell

out of the oil business. The flashbacks continue in the storyline featuring Sue Ellen’s tell-all film,

this time with Timothy Patrick Murphy appearing as Mickey Trotter.

“The Serpent’s Tooth,” March 10, 1989

J.R. uses Tommy’s need for $$$ to get some more Weststar secrets. Bobby’s trying to reignite his

romance with Tracy, but her family tensions are interfering. April celebrates her birthday alone,

complete with cake and candles, but then Bobby and Cliff take her out. April asks Bobby about his
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relationship with Tracy, which he tells her is not exactly aflame. As he retires, Jordan Lee talks

about old times with Miss Ellie. Lockwood visits J.R.’s office and has words with him about his ex-

wife. As Cally spends more time with John Ross, Christopher feels excluded. Cally also wants to

learn more about the oil business. Sue Ellen and Lockwood fight.

“Three Hundred,” March 17, 1989

Sly becomes a pawn for J.R., just like old times, when he’s looking for some inside info on Ewing

Oil. Phyllis learns this and passes it on to Bobby, who orders J.R. out of the business, but the two

get trapped in an elevator with some good booze and ... well, gosh, they’ll always be brothers, and

J.R. weasels his way back into full standing at Ewing Oil. Sue Ellen has some second thoughts

about the powerful film she’s making as she reviews the set for Southfork. Tommy tries to sponge

some cash off his dad, then off April. Feeling sorry for him, April goes out with Tommy, but when

she wants to call it a night, he does not.

“April Showers,” March 31, 1989

April tries to talk to Tracy about her brother’s aggressiveness. On the run from drug dealers,

Tommy sells some more information to J.R. Cally wants to help J.R. at work., so J.R. recruits her to

meet a would-be business investor, Gustav Helstrom (whom he’s also recruited Rattigan to

investigate). Cliff doesn’t much like the fact that J.R. is back at the Ewing Oil offices. Tommy returns

to April’s place and pounds the crap out of her, then Bobby goes and pounds the crap out of

Tommy, so things aren’t looking good for Bobby and Tracy, who’s quite defensive about her brother.

This isn’t such a bad thing for April, as she aims to get closer to that Ewing prince all the women

love. Carter also lashes out at Bobby regarding Tommy.

“And Away We Go!” April 7, 1989

Cliff is upset when Jordan sells his company to Carter. Tommy leaves town, and Tracy leaves to

look for him, saying adieu to Bobby. Bobby visits April at the hospital. Cliff hunts down Afton, who’s

in town for a gig, and tells her that his days of fighting Ewing Oil are over. J.R. and Cally (enjoying

being at J.R.’s side in his business dealings) show their European investor friend a good time. Bobby

meets up with Gustav. J.R. blackmails Gustav after he arranges a fight where the other guy dies.

Sue Ellen feels insecure in her relationship with Lockwood as she works on casting the part of J.R.

in her movie and gets a hand, again, from Lucy.

“Yellow Brick Road,” April 14, 1989

In some interesting European intrigue, J.R., Bobby and Cally go to Salzburg, Austria, to compete

with McKay for a deal. They meet up with a couple pals, the Harvards, who are there working for

McKay. Cally can’t get enough of this beautiful place (they just don’t have fancy stuff like that in

Hayleyville!). Bobby also has a surprise waiting for him in Austria: April. Afton avoids Cliff’s interest

in her, but he’s more than intrigued by her beautiful little daughter, Pamela Rebecca Cooper. The

Ewing boys get an offer for Ewing Oil on their overseas trip by businessman Rolf Brundin. Back at

the ranch, Clayton doesn’t come home, worrying Miss Ellie. She learns he took a spill on a horse

and might have amnesia. Real-life Playboy Bunny Kathryn Leigh Scott plays Bunny Harvard.

“The Sound of Money,” April 28, 1989

Sue Ellen’s worried that her film will upset Miss Ellie. J.R. and Bobby smell a Carter ... er, a rat ... in

the offer from Brundin. The Ewings continue on to Vienna, where J.R. meets up with the only

woman he has ever truly loved, Vanessa Beaumont. In the romantic overseas setting, Bobby and

April get closer. The Ewings are indeed up against Carter McKay in this European deal. Though
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Afton is angry that Cliff dropped in on her home and saw little Pamela, Cliff continues to warm her

and proposes to her. But Afton is just getting over a bad marriage. Clayton is having memory

trouble and confusing details about the ranch and Southern Cross. Lockwood tells Sue Ellen that

she reminds him of his late wife.

“The Great Texas Waltz,” May 5, 1989

Directed by Linda Gray.

In their European adventure, the travelers venture into the lovely Grand Vienna Ballroom. Vanessa,

who has deliberately bumped into J.R. on this trip, wants to be with J.R. again, despite Cally’s

presence. Carter tries to use April in his appeals to Bobby. Cliff, of course, wonders about the

paternity of Afton’s daughter and hires a detective to find out more. He learns that the birth

certificate doesn’t list a father at all. John Ross doesn’t like Mom’s pal Lockwood. Miss Ellie finds

Clayton visiting the grave of his first wife. After the consortium takes in the offers of both Ewing Oil

and Weststar, Vanessa tells the Ewing party that they must go to Moscow.

“Mission to Moscow,” May 12, 1989

The not-so-stupid Cally warns J.R. about Vanessa. A familiar face, Sue Ellen, jogs Clayton’s memory.

Vanessa convinces J.R. and Bobby to go to Moscow’s Red Square concerning their dealings with

McKay and Brundin. There, they receive a warning (and the dubbed Russkies provide an

interesting, if puzzling, element to this episode!). Sue Ellen finds her film increasingly painful,

especially the scenes between her own J.R. and Sue Ellen, which make her think long and hard

about her relationship with Lockwood. Cliff finds out that Afton’s daughter is his own, and he’s

more and more determined to make a commitment to her. But she and little Pamela disappear.

“Reel Life,” May 19, 1989

The Ewing party returns from Europe, and Bobby and April keep the romance going. April gets

some anonymous phone calls. Bobby suspects Tommy is making the calls, and he confronts Carter

about it. Cliff chases down the disappeared Afton to Louisiana, where he meets her ex-husband,

Harrison Van Buren III. Van Buren says he’ll set Cliff up with a meeting with Afton, but it’s all just a

con. Cally gets some more advice about J.R. from his ex-wife. Lockwood invites Sue Ellen to move

overseas with him, but John Ross is not too keen on that idea. Sue Ellen invites J.R. for a special

screening of her movie, and he threatens to sue her after seeing it. She delights in that, actually,

and decides to hold the film over his head awhile. Miss Ellie receives a birthday card for Jock, a

card that contains a mysterious key.

Season 13 — 1989-90

The show gets a totally new introduction, with snapshots of all the characters flashed before

they’re introduced by name. Kimberly Foster, George Kennedy and Cathy Podewell join the lineup.

“Phantom of the Oil Rig,” September 22, 1989 (first of a two-hour special)

J.R. puts Rattigan on the task of getting his hands on Sue Ellen’s film. After the European deal,

Ewing Oil and Weststar are at odds and J.R. is learning more and more how much he’s been losing

out to Weststar. Tommy McKay returns and apologizes to Bobby, but it’s revealed that his

intentions are not so noble as he consults later with an explosives expert. Tommy also tells his

father he wants to work at Weststar with him. April’s sister Michelle Stevens comes to town.

Cally’s paintings catch the eye of an art dealer. Ellie and Clayton learn the key that arrived for

Jock’s birthday fits a Massachusetts bank vault. Cliff and Dave Wallace go to Charleston in his
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search for Afton and her ex-husband, Harrison Van Buren III.

“The Leopard’s Spots,” September 22, 1989 (second of a two-hour special)

In Charleston, Afton and Harrison put on a show for Cliff, with Harrison stringing Cliff along

regarding little Pamela’s parentage. Ellie and Clayton go to New England as they investigate the

mysterious key, which leads to more keys and some old photos. J.R. scrambles for crude oil to

meet a deadline he made without Bobby’s knowledge. Michelle is intrigued by Bobby but won’t

mess with her sister’s affairs. She targets Cliff instead, and she meets up with J.R., which can only

be bad news! Marilee talks buyout with J.R. Carter believes Tommy has changed. With a little help

from Lucy, one of Cally’s paintings gets in front of an art gallery owner, Alex Barton (played by

suavo Michael Wilding Jr., son of the legendary Elizabeth Taylor and British actor Michael Wilding),

who’s impressed with the work.

“Cry Me a River of Oil,” September 29, 1989

J.R., having gone behind Bobby’s back, turns to other sources for the crude he needs. Bobby learns

of his bro’s back-door-dealing and has it out with him. Tommy brings a briefcase of explosives to

Bobby’s office but is unable to “accidentally” leave it behind — thanks to Bobby’s trademark

courtesy. J.R.’s past dalliances with April again leave Cally uneasy. April moves out of Southfork in

the wake of Cally’s distrust. Lucy doesn’t at all mind encouraging Alex’s interest in Cally. Claiming

to be protecting his father, Tommy pushes Rolf Brundin in front of a moving vehicle! After quizzing

Jordan Lee, Ellie and Clayton learn that the key to the key may lie in a little town called Pride,

Texas, where Jock had his first oil strike.

“Ka-Booooom!” October 6, 1989

This time, Tommy plants explosives in Bobby’s own briefcase (which certainly keeps us on edge

through the episode, with Christopher nearly opening it, and various other antics). Michelle betrays

April to pursue Cliff, telling Cliff about a conversation she overheard between April and Bobby and a

chunk of land April’s been trying to sell. Art-dealer Alex has his eye on Cally. Rose comes back to

visit Carter, telling him how she’s started her own business, but Tommy scares her off again. John

Ross visits his mother in England. One of Cally’s paintings sells. Carter gets clued in to Tommy’s

psychological problems from his caseworker. J.R. purchases an oil tanker from Al Halliday. Cally

tells Miss Ellie about her difficulty fitting in as J.R.’s wife. Bobby’s briefcase finally explodes, after he

and April have accidentally dropped it over her balcony.

“Sunset, Sunrise,” October 13, 1989

Sasha Mitchell as James Beaumont is added to the show’s intro.

J.R.’s new tanker meets with a Gulf storm. He considers buying Marilee’s company, while Cally

considers Marilee’s tomcattin’ ways. April doesn’t particularly like Cliff dating Michelle, and she

confronts Cliff about the nature of their relationship. As Bobby tries to trap Tommy into admitting

his guilt in the briefcase bombing, Carter and Tommy have a confrontation with a gun, and Tommy

ends up dead. At the funeral, Tracy is hurt to find her father acting so harshly. She turns her anger

about her brother’s death toward April. Cally ponders J.R.’s infidelity, as she gets her own studio

and Alex advises her to paint without the last name Ewing. April proposes to Bobby. A smart-aleck

kid pokes around the Ewing Oil offices — now who could he be?

“Pride and Prejudice,” October 20, 1989

Clayton and Ellie’s mystery takes them to a boardinghouse in Pride, where they run into a

roadblock by the bank that owns the old boardinghouse. Ellie solves that dilemma, though, in fine
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Ewing style, buying the whole town, kit and kaboodle. Their key unlocks a clock, and from it they

retrieve a map of a site in Montana. April finds a buyer for her Ellis County property — Carter. Cally

and Alex ask personal questions about each other. Little Christopher, “dating” already? Bobby is

concerned. April wants a commitment from Bobby. Vanessa Beaumont drops in to retrieve her

son, who has made quite an impression with his daddy, J.R., and has been learning more about

Dallas. James asks out Kendall to try to learn more about the oil business, as well.

“Fathers and Other Strangers,” November 3, 1989

Bobby and April fight with Cliff and Michelle. James next asks out Sly. Cliff is getting sick of second-

class treatment at Ewing Oil and decides to go solo. J.R. is only too happy to buy him out (and

Michelle has been helping in that effort). J.R. and Vanessa talk about the old days as Cally does

what she can to take the high road with the “love of J.R.’s life” present. Ellie and Clayton go to

Montana and meet some more “Ewings” — a family that Jock brought to the U.S. during World War

II. Sarah Ewing gives Ellie a treasured letter that Jock wrote to his son many years ago. One of

Carter’s tankers has crashed and is leaking oil in the Gulf. James decides to “unveil” himself at the

Oil Baron’s Club and ...

“Black Tide,” November 10, 1989

... James brings a perfectly nice dinner affair to a screeching halt when he reveals he’s J.R.’s son,

prompting Cally’s ire at Vanessa, who assures J.R. that the revelation is true. Carter arrives at the

Oil Baron’s Club to tell J.R. and Bobby that the reason his tanker crashed is that it was hit by J.R.’s

tanker! Cliff then ditches his job at Ewing Oil and joins forces with Carter to investigate the tanker

collision. For his part, J.R. angrily goes back to the source, Al Halliday, who then goes to Carter for a

little behind-J.R.’s-back dealing. Bobby is left sorting out the PR mess. Michelle feels double-

crossed by J.R. after Cliff leaves Ewing Oil and J.R. doesn’t keep his end of the bargain with her. She

tries to sniff out favors from Carter next. Vanessa wants James to go back to Europe with her, but

he feels right at home, and he even moves into Southfork.

“Daddy Dearest,” November 17, 1989

J.R. takes James under his wing at Ewing Oil, giving him Cliff’s old office, and John Ross feels left out

as he returns from Europe and meets his new brother. Cliff works for a seat on the committee

that will probe the tanker crash and its oil spill, and Bobby tries to prevent that. Ewing Oil

continues to face a public backlash from the tanker spill. April boots out Michelle, and Michelle

moves in with Cliff. She also meets James, and sparks fly! (BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV always enjoyed that pairing — it

was like the youthful new generation of “Dallas” power-mongers!) Bobby is warming to the idea of

marrying April. J.R. gets his long-lost letter from Jock, and it’s enough to give him a boost in the

wake of the tanker scandal.

“Hell’s Fury,” December 1, 1989

Bobby talks with Jack Bouleris, the captain of the Ewing tanker involved in the Gulf spill, as Cliff and

Carter continue to scheme against the Ewings. Kay Lloyd shows up from Washington with a

warning for Bobby. Michelle sleeps with James. Cally has suspicions about J.R. and Michelle, and

she’s right — Michelle is working a plot against Cally’s marriage, embellishing the truth a little to

rattle Cally’s cage. When James warms up brotherly relations with John Ross, conflicts arise

between the two youngest Ewing boys, causing Bobby to have a talk with Christopher. Fed up with

J.R., Cally drops in on Alex late at night. Armed with information from Michelle, J.R. turns on the

charm with Diana Farrington, a member of Cliff’s investigation committee.
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“Cally on a Hot Tin Roof,” December 8, 1989

Directed by Larry Hagman.

Cally angrily confronts J.R. about Michelle. Having sniffed out his interest in Cally, J.R. blackmails

Alex and runs him out of town, even though Alex and Cally are bluffing and didn’t actually sleep

together. Carter puts his own PR spin on the Gulf cleanup efforts. James makes an impression on

Bobby, and he also has a word of warning for Cliff regarding his daddy. April senses chemistry

between Bobby and Kay, and that makes her uneasy. Bobby steps up in his response, being honest

with Kay that he doesn’t want to lose his relationship with April. J.R. cuts a deal with Diana

Farrington to secure her cooperation in the tanker investigation. Lucy has given sleeping pills to

Cally, and James finds Cally unconscious and feels guilty about his own actions toward her.

“Sex, Lies and Videotape,” December 15, 1989

J.R. and Cally make up, with J.R. feeling remorse after Cally’s bout with the pills. Carter brings Rose

back to Dallas with marriage — and a scheme — in mind: His new wife sleeps with Cliff, and Carter

gets the whole thing on video, giving him leverage in the oil-spill probe. The cleanup in the Gulf

costs big; Bobby must sell a Ewing holding to pay up. Kay talks to Bobby about his relationship

with April. James angrily questions J.R. about his many infidelities, and J.R. defends his “business”

actions. Bobby is able to confirm that the captain of J.R.’s tanker, Bouleris, wasn’t drunk when the

collision happened. Kay leaves for Washington, and Bobby tells April that it’s time for the two of

them to get legal. Lucy tells Cally she shouldn’t give up her art — since Lucy just bought herself an

art gallery.

“Tale of Two Cities,” January 5, 1990

Bobby has hired back Capt. Bouleris, and J.R. doesn’t like that. James gets Michelle an apartment.

Bobby and April plan their wedding. James gets caught in the crossfire while trying to protect J.R.

and Cally in the videotape scandal with Rose and Cliff, and he’s just not so sure about the immoral

workings of the oil business. Bobby also gets wind of Carter’s blackmail plot and tries to buy the

video from Rose, who refuses. Cally has a successful solo showing of her work at the gallery that

Lucy purchased. Both Bobby and Cliff talk with Coast Guard officers about the tanker collision,

while Carter works to hide the fact that no one was watching the radar on his own tanker when

the collision occurred.

“Judgment Day,” January 12, 1990

Michelle has kept up the spying for J.R., but she wants out, especially after she’s seen how James

has been involved in J.R.’s infidelity messes. She comes clean with Cliff. The fate of Ewing Oil rests

in Cliff’s hands as the committee prepares to announce its decision on the oil spill, and Cliff tries to

vent the pressure at his father’s grave. Capt. Bouleris commits suicide. Rose is upset that Carter

has used her in his schemes. Carter destroys the video of Rose and Cliff. Ellie turns retrospective at

the site of Jock’s first oil strike. Carter makes an offer on Ewing Oil, which Bobby turns down,

despite the fact that Carter has even appealed to April to convince Bobby to sell. As J.R. is feeling

defeated, the committee determines that the oil spill was an accident.

“Unchain My Heart,” January 19, 1990

Lesley-Anne Down as Stephanie Rogers is added to the show’s intro.

Public-relations guru Stephanie Rogers woos Cliff with promises of political success. J.R. takes John

Ross to Pride, Texas, to show him what made Ewing Oil great, as Miss Ellie and Clayton plan to start

a new oil venture there. Bobby gives April an engagement ring. Bobby finds out, though, that April

and her April Oil bought up some Ewing Oil fields. April then moves to sell the fields — to Weststar,
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right before Bobby offers to buy them back himself! Yikes! Bobby also must deal with James’

business moves in the Ewing name. The romance between James and Michelle heats up again.

April and Michelle talk over an idea for a business venture. Bobby thinks he might have seen Pam.

“I Dream of Jeannie,” February 2, 1990

April has the blues. Cally and James commiserate on their respective relationships. Bobby pursues

the mystery gal he sighted who looks exactly like Pam, whose name is Jeanne O’Brien and who is

a real-estate agent. He even pulls Cliff into the situation to see if this woman could be Pam, and

Cliff tells him she’s not. J.R. pursues an old wildcatter friend of Jock’s named Blackie Callahan

(guest star Denver Pyle of “The Dukes of Hazzard” — a nice tribute to classic 1980s television and

the bond these two CBS shows once shared in their Friday-night timeslots!), talking with his

daughter Meg, then finding Blackie himself, happy at home in the local jail. Cliff does a little

investigation on Stephanie Rogers, just to make sure this isn’t another one of J.R.’s traps.

“After Midnight,” February 9, 1990

Directed by Ken Kercheval.

Michelle and April shop for property in the warehouse district for the nightclub idea they have.

Michelle goes to Carter for help when the man who owns the warehouse they like, Eugene

Inagaki, proves difficult. April, meanwhile, is considering leaving town. Bobby and Jeanne O’Brien go

to a barn dance, and it invokes memories of Pam while endangering his relationship with April.

Jeanne catches on to the reason behind Bobby’s fascination and actually plays along with it.

James starts wheeling and dealing and could be in over his head with Duke Carlisle and his

interesting daughter Melinda, who won’t let the deal happen if James doesn’t sleep with her. J.R.

teams with Blackie to search for oil in Pride, and they make a strike.

“The Crucible,” February 16, 1990

Directed by Larry Hagman.

Clayton attends the reading of the will for old chum Atticus Ward, a reading that features a

mysterious death of its own. J.R. intercedes on James’ solo deal with Duke Carlisle and gets one

over on his son. Cliff could be scoring a job with the Oil Regulatory Commission, and J.R. is

wondering just how his loser adversary could do that. Out on the town, April and Michelle tussle

with Lucy and Cally, who’s still torqued about J.R.’s affairs with them. J.R. tries to appeal to

Stephanie to do some work with the Ewings, but she’s not interested. Bobby kicks Jeanne to the

curb, saying goodbye to the painful memories of his lost wife, as well.

“Dear Hearts and Gentle People,” February 23, 1990

Clayton wants to help his friend, Rabbit Hutch (gotta like that!), who is accused of murdering

Atticus Ward’s beneficiary Curley Morrison, but then Rabbit ends up dead, too. Carter’s business

help pleases Michelle, while April goes to her hometown to visit her mother and forget about

Bobby. Determined not to be refused, J.R. further targets Stephanie. Cliff achieves the chairmanship

of the Oil Regulatory Commission. Bobby pursues April in Ohio and fights his way past the

protective Amy Stevens. J.R.’s longtime lady helper Serena Wald returns. J.R. moves to a hotel as

he and Cally keep fighting, and Cally and James keep bonding. The mother of April and Michelle is

played by K Callan, who was Ma Kent on ABC’s “Lois & Clark: The New Adventures of Superman.”

“Paradise Lost,” March 9, 1990

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

Cally is suspicious of J.R., who’s been seeing a marriage counselor, Dr. Patrick Knelman, with her.
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J.R., though, is plotting to get Cally out of his life. James and Cally continue to spend a lot of time

together. James has come on board with Michelle’s nightclub project, though they’ve hit a zoning

snag that might require Carter’s help again. Bobby tries to win back April, who has “rediscovered

herself” in Ohio. J.R. investigates Stephanie with the help of Serena, who finds out what she can

from Stephanie’s ex-husband. Rabbit was a victim of murder, not suicide, Ellie and Clayton learn.

When Atticus’ twin Arlen shows up, they get suspicious and begin to believe that Atticus never

really died.

“Will Power,” March 16, 1990

Directed by Larry Hagman.

Clayton and Ellie investigate Arlen, Atticus’ twin, and whether he had an alibi in the death of

“Atticus.” They question Honey North, who was in cahoots with Arlen / Atticus. The authorities are

not too hip on the sleuthing of this dynamic duo, however. J.R. snoops in Stephanie’s personal files,

again with Serena’s help and an assist from Rattigan. Bobby leaves April in Ohio, but April’s mother

Amy helps her make a decision about her life. Bobby is thinking he’ll take Christopher to see Paris.

Cally is still determined to make her marriage work, so J.R. has to think even harder to get rid of

her. She even goes onto a TV talk show, which is an uneasy experience for her. James and

Michelle have another tussle, and another reconciliation. April and Michelle’s nightclub project is in

danger.

“The Smiling Cobra,” March 30, 1990

April has returned to Dallas, and to Bobby, but she bows out of the project with Michelle so she

can focus on her wedding plans. She asks Michelle to be her maid of honor. The deal of April and

Michelle goes sour, anyway. Clayton is next on Atticus’ list of inheritors, putting him in danger.

Carter reveals that Atticus had a big share in Weststar stock, so Carter is there to look after those

interests. April and Cally make peace in the face of April’s wedding plans. Cally and James band

together to fight J.R.’s evil ways. Atticus Ward is discovered to be alive, after all, and he comes to

Dallas, only to be promptly killed! James and Bobby learn that J.R. was the one stalling the

nightclub project, and James defiantly tells his father that he’s even going to marry that Michelle

chick that J.R. disapproves of.

“Jessica Redux,” April 6, 1990

James seeks to help out Michelle by buying her another building for her nightclub. He also tells her

he was just blowing smoke at J.R. when he said he planned to marry her, and this crushes her

hopes and causes her and James to fight again. The Atticus Ward mystery leads to Jessica

Montford, whom Clayton contacts. Miss Ellie has an underhanded mission cooking in her brain to

get a look at Atticus’ will, and she looks to the resident expert at underhanded, her son J.R., for

help. She learns that Atticus’ beneficiary is ... Dusty Farlow? Bobby asks Cliff to be the best man at

his wedding. J.R. tries to strong-arm Michelle out of town because of her involvement with James,

using Inagaki as a pawn, and he also tries to use Stephanie to derail Cliff. But Cliff has his own

warning to Stephanie regarding J.R.

“Family Plot,” April 13, 1990

Det. Marshall determines that Jessica was behind Curley Morrison’s death. Jessica reveals that

Dusty is really Atticus’ son, and that she was plotting with him for their mutual gain — an

inheritance for her son and his enemies disposed of. Carter realizes that Clayton is connected to

Atticus’ Weststar stock and tries to get a handle on that. With Michelle lured out of town secretly

by J.R. (and Inagaki’s business proposal to run an exotic resort for him), Cally and James together
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vow revenge on J.R. J.R.’s plans for Stephanie foil Cliff, as Cliff’s career takes a downward turn, and

Stephanie realizes the nature of J.R.’s plotting when she has a bitter turn with Cliff. April and James

check up on Michelle.

“The Southfork Wedding Jinx,” April 27, 1990

James and Cally each make up to J.R. in their own way to carry out their plot. Bobby has a

bachelor party. Then, at last, April does what so many women before her failed to do: She nabs

Dallas’ most eligible and valuable bachelor, Bobby Ewing. They wed at Southfork. Cally, meanwhile,

finds out she’s pregnant. Clayton might go into business with Carter, much to J.R.’s dismay. Bobby

and Carter try to make peace. Clayton and Ellie take a trip overseas, while Lucy plans her own trip

to Europe. Liz Adams (new series regular Barbara Stock) emerges, needing advice on the

company she just inherited, and she and Cliff go out. J.R. tries to get closer to Jessica Montford —

and the Weststar shares she’s about to sign over to her brother for Dusty — by having himself

committed to the sanitarium where she is! (What IS it with that man and sanitariums?)

“Three, Three, Three,” Part 1, May 4, 1990

J.R. makes sure his new status as a “patient” in the sanitarium is a secret as he plots to get

Jessica’s Weststar shares. He has a little trouble, though, with his fellow facility residents, and he

proves that even in a sanitarium, J.R. never has trouble scoring with the ladies! Cally is staying at

April’s place, and she tells James she just wants to go back to Hayleyville alone to raise her child.

James tells her there are more options to consider. They get the help of a bigshot attorney to

bring J.R. down. They also get wind from the not-so-sly Sly of certain paperwork J.R. entrusted her

with. Carter has his own plans for Clayton at Weststar. Liz Adams charms Cliff, and vice-versa.

Mitch Pileggi, best known for his work on Fox’s “The X-Files,” does an interesting turn as sanitarium

resident Morrisey.

“Three, Three, Three,” Part 2, May 11, 1990

Liz and Carter McKay have someone in common — a business associate named Johnny Dancer

who’s on his way to Dallas. Navigating his way around the “black widow” resident Anita, J.R.

manages to secure Jessica’s Weststar voting rights with the promise that he’ll look after Dusty.

Cally decides to divorce J.R., and she’s not telling him about the pregnancy. Cally and James find

out where J.R. is, and in a classic “Dallas” moment, James proves he is, indeed, his father’s son: J.R.

is waiting on his lawyer, Walter Berman, to come release him, but James blackmails him into

signing a divorce agreement with Cally, then destroys J.R.’s release papers, and it looks like dear

old Dad might be taking up permanent residence at the institution! Sasha Mitchell tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV

that out of all the “Dallas” females he worked with, his scenes with Cathy Podewell as Cally were

the most pleasant because of the platonic relationship between the two characters.

Season 14 — 1990-91

Barbara Bel Geddes and Lesley-Anne Down are dropped from the show’s intro; Barbara Stock is

added.

“April in Paris,” November 2, 1990

Despite his protests, J.R. is moved to solitary confinement, and Morrisey taunts him. Bobby and

April arrive in France and bump into (literally) a “mystery woman,” Sheila Foley (new series regular

Susan Lucci). They give her a lift then go get coffee. Sheila tells them her husband John committed

suicide when things went bad with his company, Foley Petrotech. James shows Cally the signed
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divorce settlement from J.R., and tells her that he tore up his release papers. Cally is afraid J.R. will

want revenge, but James brushes it off. When Dr. Wykoff leaves his office, J.R. calls Ewing Oil, but

James has just closed down the offices after Sly told him how J.R. left him in charge while he’s

gone! Then his friends at the sanitarium have a surprise to welcome him back from solitary: a

special sign made from the shredded pieces of his voting-rights papers! Bobby and April run into

Jordan Lee, who mentions the OPEC ministers’ conference in Paris. J.R. learns that Jessica has been

transferred to an institution for women only. Bobby goes off for a drink with Jordan while April

buys a purse for her mother in a shop. When Bobby comes back to the shop, she’s gone. He waits

for her at the hotel, where he finds Sheila in the bar. Later, he goes up to the room, and Sheila is

there, telling him she’s taking April’s place for a few days and that Bobby better not make any

wrong moves.

“Charade,” November 9, 1990

Sheila tells Bobby that he’s going to attend a series of events with her and pretend that she’s his

wife, or April dies. James works his way into J.R.’s seat at Duke Carlisle’s poker table, the spectre of

J.R.’s fast playin’ haunting him around the table. He puts his nightclub, Sliders, on the table for a

bet of half a mil. Duke cans his butt with a royal flush. Bobby goes to the French authorities and

gets their reluctant help, but when they check the passport of “Mrs. Ewing” they see a luscious

studio photo of Susan Lucci — er, we mean, Sheila Foley. Sheila then warns Bobby about being

“difficult” and arranges for him to see April in a passing car so he’ll know she’s still alive. J.R. tries to

get the protection of Dr. Wykoff from Morrisey and the knitting-needle-wielding Anita, but he just

sounds even more paranoid and the doctor thinks he should double J.R.’s medication. The

defeated and deflated James goes to Cally for a place to crash, but she tells him to get a room.

James then heads to a tattoo parlor (and gets a tatt that looks just like the large dragon on Sasha

Mitchell’s left shoulder, which Mitchell tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV is “not that big”). Bobby secretly goes to Jordan

Lee for help, but he learns that Sheila's treachery extends further than he figured. J.R. rallies his

fellow sanitarium residents against Morrisey (getting the “F Troop” instead of the “A-Team,” as he

puts it). Carter sees Cliff and Liz and mentions how having a woman like Liz at his side will help

Cliff’s quest to be the national energy czar. Liz goes home to a gentleman at her place, who tells

her Johnny Dancer is on his way to town. Sheila suggests sex to Bobby and is irate when he turns

her down. Patrick Duffy’s son Padraic guests as the bicycling kid Mark Harris — the name of Duffy’s

character on his pre-“Dallas” gig, “The Man From Atlantis.”

“One Last Kiss,” November 16, 1990

April is shocked to see that Sheila is in on this kidnapping. She punches Sheila out, and Sheila

explains the scheme and warns her not to make trouble: “All I have to do is nod my head and

you’ll be dead before you hit the ground.” Bobby hires bicyclist Mark Harris to follow the vehicle

carrying April. Dr. Wykoff tells J.R. he’s putting him on a special drug therapy. In his quest to

contact Sly, J.R. has Donia get a message through, and Sly comes to see her now-drugged-up boss

at the sanitarium. Bobby realizes Sheila has a grudge against OPEC because of what happened to

John Foley’s company, and she tells him she’s going to “change the course of history” in Paris. Sly

runs a full-page newspaper ad appealing to Cally to contact her, and Cally comes through. She

goes to see J.R., having a heart-to-heart with him about wanting to be remembered as the

woman who brought out the best in him, and that he should not look for her when she goes. She

gets him released in exchange. Armed with the address from Mark Harris, Bobby breaks into the

room where April is kept, but he’s then overpowered by the men guarding her and he invokes an

even-greater wrath from Sheila. J.R. bestows heartfelt goodbyes (yes, believe it) and lavish gifts on

his friends at the sanitarium. He gets back to the office and cleans house — even firing Sly. At a
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reception, Bobby is shocked when Jordan calls Sheila “April,” as well.

“Terminus,” November 23, 1990

Bobby confronts Jordan, who tells him to play along because these people hold all the cards, and

that Sheila just wants to give a speech with clout, as Mrs. Bobby Ewing. “You don’t kidnap people

and take their place to give some speech!” Bobby rails at Jordan. J.R. drops by Cally’s apartment

looking for James, and Cally tells him he’s working at Dallas Construction. Sly goes to the

construction site herself, giving James a swift slap for getting her fired. But Sly then reminds

herself (and James) how she has records of all of J.R.’s misdeeds. Liz tells her mystery visitor, who’s

a government agent, that she wants “out” because she’s building a new life with Cliff. J.R. comes to

the construction site and has James fired. J.R. calls Europe and learns Sue Ellen has married Don

Lockwood. Carter goes to Cliff with a request for a variance in exchange for cash for his “war

chest.” Duke Carlisle tells J.R. how he and the boys cleaned house on James at the poker table,

and J.R. makes moves to bust Duke’s daughter Melinda on possession of drugs. Bobby appeals to

Jordan to (finally) help him, but then Jordan is gunned down in a phone booth — just before

making the call! James warns J.R. that he might lose both sons with his vendetta. John Ross then

calls his dad from Europe and J.R. learns James was bluffing. Carter invites Liz over to talk, and into

the office walks Johnny Dancer, who claims he’s gone legit. Once Bobby and Sheila arrive to the

big OPEC event, Sheila secretly retrieves a gun from underneath a seat cushion. In a slow-motion

sequence, some OPEC officials take the podium, Sheila gets the gun out of her purse, Bobby sees it

and grabs her arm, shots ring out right and left, and April is struck in the stomach. (In a very good

death scene, by the way — and Soap Opera Digest agreed, awarding it “Best Death Scene: Prime

Time” in 1992.)

“Tunnel of Love,” November 30, 1990

“Nobody but a Ewing touches a Ewing,” J.R. tells Duke Carlisle when he comes to Ewing Oil to try to

give J.R. the what-for. James, now working and living at a motorcycle shop, takes a look at Sly’s

files and tells her she needs more names and details. In a scene filled with her favorite things from

New York, Cliff asks Liz to marry him, and she says she’s got to think about it. Bobby wanders the

streets of Paris, defeated and alone, seeing April everywhere he turns. He holds her funeral there.

Johnny Dancer tells Liz he wants to buy her brother’s oil company he left her. Her government

contact Control later tells her that Johnny had her brother killed to get to the company. James

tries to make peace with J.R., in light of April’s death, but it doesn’t turn out well. James then goes

to Cliff and suggests they work together to bring J.R. down. Cliff’s not interested. J.R. witnesses an

angry exchange between Carter and his wife Rose. Wheels turning, he moves in on Rose, knowing

now that Carter had her sleep with Cliff in his schemes. Bobby returns from Paris and finds Cally at

April’s place. He says she should run from the Ewings as fast as she can, as the Ewings are

“cursed.” Cliff gets a threat at gunpoint to never see Liz again. Sasha Mitchell tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV that the

bike shop used for his character — a bike shop that Sly explains to J.R. is “on Hillcrest,” was

Bartell’s, owned by a friend of his and at which he really had worked.

“Heart and Soul,” December 7, 1990

Michelle has a big slap across the face for Bobby for burying April in Paris “without the people who

loved her.” Clayton returns to Dallas, but without Ellie, and he hasn’t told Ellie yet about April. To

get her government buddy off her back, Liz warms up to Johnny with her brother’s company.

Bobby explains to little Christopher the guilt he feels over April’s death, and he’s vowed to find

Sheila and bring her to justice. J.R. blackmails Rose into planting a bug in Carter’s office. Having an

attack of conscience, Sly wants out of her new partnership with James, but he just takes her files
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in response. Michelle goes to a church (!) and confesses her remorse over April’s death. The

detective agency that Bobby bought digs into Sheila’s past. Clayton offers Carter his voting rights —

if Carter agrees to leave Ewing Oil and “the boys” alone. Carter agrees. Cliff sees Liz dining with

Johnny, and blows are exchanged. “If I see you again, I’ll kill you,” the embarrassed “Cliffie” emits as

Liz and Danzig leave. James offers Sly’s incriminating files to Carter, but he just tells the boy that he

also had a son who was consumed with hate and he doesn’t want the files. Johnny tells Liz she’s

like a wild horse he can’t wait to break, and she pulls a gun on him to get him to leave. April has

left her estate to Michelle. Vanessa shows up at J.R.’s door. He tells her he’s never letting her go

again. Michelle approaches J.R. for help hurting Bobby, but J.R. kicks her out. The room-service lady

finds Johnny Dancer dead in his hotel room.

“The Fabulous Ewing Boys,” December 14, 1990

Control thinks Liz is the one who killed Johnny, and he tells her she’s going to burn for it. Michelle

apologizes to Bobby for her anger and wants to help find Sheila Foley. J.R. drops by Sly’s place to

hire her back, and she ’fesses up to giving James her files. Liz asks Bobby — now immersed in

ranching activities — for help finding Cliff, who’s suddenly nowhere to be found. She even offers to

help him find Sheila with her government contacts. Vanessa finds her son at the motorcycle shop,

hoping to get his blessing on her new relationship with J.R., but James doesn’t see the same rosy

picture of the three of them together that she does. J.R. tells her he’ll make things right between

them. The police tell Liz not to leave town, in light of the Johnny Dancer investigation. Vanessa

meets with Cally to see what went wrong with their relationship, and Cally encourages her. “I

think you’re the one that he measured all the rest of us against, and we fell short,” Cally says. She

also slips and tells Vanessa she’s pregnant. J.R.’s bugging of Carter’s office turns up a rather

incriminating conversation of him threatening Johnny Dancer. Bobby gets word that Sheila’s been

found in Odessa, and he tells J.R. he plans to sell Ewing Oil.

“The Odessa File,” December 21, 1990

Michelle convinces Bobby to take her along to Odessa, bent on revenge for Sheila. Irate that she

lied for an alibi for Carter, Rose demands the truth about Johnny Dancer. J.R. tells Harv to hold off

on Bobby’s instructions to sell the company. “Where’s your loyalty?” he asks the attorney who

served Jock Ewing. Bobby meets the “real” Sheila Foley, in a wheelchair. She shows him photos,

one of which includes Jordan Lee and the woman he thought was Sheila. Rose comes clean with

Carter about her tryst with J.R. and planting the bug in Carter’s office. J.R. (unsuccessfully)

approaches an Asian business associate to purchase Ewing Oil then sell it to him for a profit.

Carter realizes that J.R. was able to overhear his talk with Dancer. A glimpse at Carter’s weekly

calendar shows “Breakfast with Leslie Moonves”: From 1989 to 1993, Moonves was president of

Lorimar Television.

“Sail On,” January 4, 1991

J.R. tells Vanessa that Bobby sold the company to a female (introducing the lovely Barbara Eden,

Larry Hagman’s co-star on “I Dream of Jeannie”). Carter wants to know from Rose who helped her

plant the bug, and she gives him Rattigan’s name. Vanessa visits James at work and tells him she’s

made an offer on the motorcycle shop so that he can be his own boss. Dave Culver drops by Cliff's

office and warns him he better distance himself from the Danzig case. J.R. comes to his old / her

new office and “meets” LeeAnn De La Vega, telling her he wants to buy the company himself.

She’s upset that he doesn’t recognize her, as she tells Michelle later over lunch. They reminisce

about when they met, while Michelle was working at Inagaki’s resort in the Bahamas. Carter both

bribes and threatens Rattigan to find the incriminating tape of him, but then Rattigan is caught by
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J.R. in his office. Michelle goes to a biker bar looking for James. Harv represents J.R. at the divorce

hearing with Cally, and the divorce is granted per the signed agreement. J.R. and Vanessa hold an

engagement party at the Oil Baron’s, where James brings down the house with another shocking

announcement, this time telling the world that Cally is pregnant! Since Carter has told her he’s

pimping her out again, this time to J.R. to find out where that tape is, Rose decides to leave town.

She offers a sincere goodbye to Cliff. Armed with the tape, Rattigan arrests Carter for Johnny

Dancer’s murder. J.R. goes after Cally, but she tells him James is actually the father of her child!

“Lock, Stock and Jock,” January 11, 1991

J.R. has an angry confrontation with James about Cally. LeeAnn swipes J.R.’s table (oops, we mean,

“Ewing Oil’s table”) at his favorite lunch spot. Liz tells Cliff that now that Carter is the prime murder

suspect, they can get on with their life together. Answering his New York-themed scene with a

Texan setup of her own, Liz shows Cliff she does, indeed, want to marry him. After lunching with

LeeAnn, J.R. is irate to see the Ewing Oil glass sign removed from his former offices. LeeAnn then

makes him an offer to work with her at the company. Later, she tells the story of meeting J.R. at

college and getting pregnant by him, then having to get a very risky abortion because he left her.

“I’m going to change his life totally,” she tells Michelle, “just like he changed mine.” Michelle visits

James at the bike shop once again and berates him for not only letting his mother marry that

“snake” J.R. but for working as a mechanic. James tells her to get lost, that even a mechanic like

him couldn’t fix what’s wrong with her “motor.” J.R. recruits Sly to spy for him at LeeAnn’s offices.

LeeAnn invites Vanessa to lunch in her continuing scheme of revenge on J.R. Bobby’s search for

Sheila is proving rather difficult. Carter names a BIG name for an alibi in the Dancer murder, and

his high-profile and married female comes forward and refutes his story. LeeAnn comes on to J.R.

Ironically, LeeAnn’s maiden name is Nelson, the same surname her costar Hagman’s character

had on “I Dream of Jeannie.”

“‘S’ is for Seduction,” January 18, 1991

Bobby is still imagining seeing April (and Sheree J. Wilson is still showing up on the scene and in the

opening credits). Liz stops by Southfork to tell Bobby she’s found out that the woman he met in

Paris is actually Hillary Taylor, a business partner of John Foley. Bobby goes to Midland and talks to

Hillary’s partner Paul Keats, who’s being investigated by the government for fraud but who clams

up to Bobby. Liz offers to talk to him wearing a wire. Sly’s spying turns up an emotional letter

written by LeeAnn about J.R. to her sister-in-law. But it’s all part of LeeAnn’s “slow seduction,” and

she’s got Michelle covering the Vanessa angle, too, with her sob story of being hurt deeply by

James. In the Johnny Dancer murder trial, Rose is called to the stand regarding her alibi lie for

Carter. “I don’t care what anybody thinks about me anymore,” she tells the court. “But I didn’t

marry Mac for his money. … He’s not a bad person, but yes, I think he was capable of killing that

man.” LeeAnn asks J.R. to go to Caracas with her on business, but Vanessa feels uncomfortable
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with that. Carter is found guilty. Cliff calls Liz away, so when Bobby gets propositioned by a floozy

at the bar, he decides to recruit her to wear the wire with Keats. When Liz rushes to Cliff’s side,

he’s distraught because of Carter’s guilty verdict, and he confesses to Liz that he is the one who

killed Johnny Dancer in a struggle with the gun. Keats sings like a bird to the wired floozy, and

Bobby shakes him down.

“Designing Women,” February 1, 1991

D.A. J.J. Carter and his colleagues are none too happy with Cliff’s new confession, since to go back

on Carter’s conviction will be embarrassing. Bobby chases down a lead from Keats on Hillary’s

daughter Jory. In Caracas, LeeAnn continues loving up to J.R., even pledging him a full partnership in

De La Vega Oil because of his business skill. The judge declares a mistrial for Carter, and he’s freed.

LeeAnn tells Vanessa that she and J.R. are lovers. She does the whole Holly Harwood thing and

gives Vanessa a key to her suite so that she can prove it to her. Michelle dons biker-chick garb to

meet up with James and recruit him to her vendetta against J.R. LeeAnn ushers J.R. up to her suite

and gets him hot and heavy, but Vanessa decides not to use the key. She still changes her mind

about marrying J.R. Michelle (in a hot black backless dress — meow!) calls LeeAnn to tip her off.

“I’m afraid if we married, our candle would never last the night,” Vanessa later tells a saddened J.R.

on her way out. Michelle shows James her paperwork for the scheme against J.R. — which simply

requires James to marry her. When Carter gets home, Rose is waiting for him with a gun. She

demands a hefty settlement from him. J.R. gets money together to buy back his company from

LeeAnn, and she lowers the boom on him, refreshing his memory about their past together — and

telling him Michelle now owns Ewing Oil.

“90265,” February 8, 1991

J.R. demands to know from Michelle just what’s going on here. She tells him LeeAnn sold to her for

a “really” good deal. She fires J.R., then Phyllis and Sly. Bobby gets a lead on Hillary’s daughter and

heads to California, but not before J.R. expresses his dismay to him that the company is gone and

Southfork feels so empty these days. J.R. next cries on Sly’s shoulders, and she offers more than

her shoulders for comfort. Michelle and James marry. At Hillary’s Malibu home, Bobby meets the

“sociable” Dana and Kit, then the coy Jory. Michelle drugs her new hubby to make him a little

more amenable. J.R. goes to the bike shop to try again to make peace with James. Bobby trades

his cowboy boots for swim trunks as he rents the pad next to Jory’s and starts getting acquainted,

posing as Bobby “Southworth.” Michelle hires a hunky male secretary, Derrick, to join Kendall and

Jackie. With their new truce, James surprises “Daddy” by moving into Southfork — with his new

wife! But their marital relations are lukewarm at best: “What do you think?” Michelle asks him as

she disrobes. “I think you’ve gained weight,” James returns. Kelly Rowan of “The O.C.” portrays

Jory’s pal Dana.

“Smooth Operator,” February 15, 1991

Directed by Larry Hagman.

Jory’s friend Kit has a friendly warning for Bobby regarding Jory’s feelings for him. J.R. meets the

lovely Carmen Esperanza, sister-in-law of LeeAnn, who tells him that LeeAnn killed her brother

Roberto. She also says LeeAnn is short on cash and vulnerable to attack. Later, in her hotel room,

she comes on to J.R. in a sexy negligee. Michelle tells her bored secretary Derrick to drop the act

when James is not around — “You’re only useful as long as he’s here to see you.” J.R. has had Sly

look for new offices for them. At the seedy biker joint Skivey’s, Michelle tracks down her hubby

and punches out a blonde bimbo who’s coming on to him (meow! says BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV!). Jory tells Bobby

that Hillary is really her stepmother and only about 14 years older than her. She also tells Bobby
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about Hillary’s affair with a married man. J.R. asks Sen. Daniel Garrity for a meeting, and Garrity

has kind compliments for Liz when they encounter her at lunch. J.R. asks Garrity to stall Cliff’s

assignment as national energy czar. A couple goons come by Jory’s place looking for her, giving

Bobby a bad feeling. Her place is then ransacked. She finds a mysterious pawn ticket, even though

she’s never pawned anything. Loving NBC's “Twin Peaks” so much, BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV had to appreciate how

Dana's boyfriend John is describing to Bobby a new idea for a TV show — featuring a lady who

talks to logs and a few jelly doughnuts. “Twin Peaks” premiered in April 1990. Sen. Garrity is played

by Charles Bateman, who also played Sen. Troutt. BarBara Luna tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV that the few days she

spent on the “Dallas” set filming this episode were a little strange — “cosmic,” as she says. Her very

first role in show business was with Larry Hagman’s mother Mary Martin in Rodgers and

Hammerstein’s “South Pacific.” And then, while she was working with Hagman years later, he was

actually mourning his mother, who died in early November 1990.

“Win Some, Lose Some,” March 1, 1991

James brings home the lovely DeeDee (the lovely and big-haired Eva LaRue), and Michelle takes

her for a cozy little walk, which ends in the pool — for both of them! Later, at Ewing Oil, Michelle

has it out with him. “You own 50 percent just as long as we’re married. If you want to keep it, you

better clean up your act.” Bobby and Jory go to the pawnshop, and the ticket gets them a

briefcase filled with bags of cocaine; Dana’s date John has evidently gotten himself into big

trouble. Liz tells J.R. she’ll sell him her brother Ace’s company — just as soon as Cliff is named

national energy czar. Michelle brings Derrick home for dinner. (When J.R. calls him Darrin, we can

only reminisce about how his “Dynasty” counterpart, Alexis, used to always call her hunky male

secretaries by the wrong names!) When Bobby and Jory encounter Mark Harris, back in the U.S.

from France, Bobby must cover for that whole “Team Ewing” biking thing he’s talking about. Back

at the beachhouse, Bobby finds Kit has been knocked unconscious, then a delivery boy comes up

with a letter for him. Jory is kidnapped, and Bobby must choose to rescue her instead of getting to

the airport for Jory’s brief rendezvous with Hillary. Bobby explains the whole thing to Jory and says

that when she finally does see her mother again, “Tell her Bobby Ewing saved your life.” Flashing

James a couple episodes ago wasn’t enough — this time Michelle flashes J.R. from his shower. He’s

very turned off by that. J.R. learns that Blackie Callahan died; he plans to fly to the funeral in

Oklahoma.

“Fathers and Sons and Fathers and Sons,” March 8, 1991

Directed by Larry Hagman.

James and his daddy are sealin’ deals and bondin’ like crazy, irking Michelle. Bobby gets back to

the ranch, closing the book on his need for revenge on Hillary. Carter approaches Det. Bussey with

an offer of a cushy security job — if he can find out who really killed Johnny Dancer. Then he goes

to J.J. Carter and puts the heat on him until he learns that Cliff confessed to killing Dancer. James

and Michelle do a TV interview on young successful oil-business executives. Blackie’s daughter tells

J.R. she knows he’s been paying royalties to Blackie out of his own pocket. “There may just be a

heart of gold beating in that chest,” she tells him. Michelle loves up to Cliff in her vendetta against

J.R. The Ewing men go on a cattle drive together — J.R., John Ross, James, Bobby and Christopher.

J.R. talks with Bobby about how the old wildcatters have died off and the new execs like James

are taking over. (And the writers were really setting it up for J.R.’s dejectedness in the series

finale.) Carter invites Liz to the Oil Baron’s to talk about Johnny Dancer. Cliff speaks to the press

about his new energy czar appointment, noting that he’ll be taking up residence in D.C. Carter tries

to shake down Liz about Cliff’s confession, then Cliff comes by their table to do a little trash-talkin’.

J.R. gets back to Southfork early from the cattle drive, finding a young woman claiming to be
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James’ wife — with James’ son in tow! Sasha Mitchell tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV that the cattle drive was his

favorite scene while he was with the show.

“When the Wind Blows,” March 29, 1991

Directed by Patrick Duffy.

James’ wife, Debra Lynn, explains that her parents had a fit when she married James, because she

was underage, and they wanted her to get an annulment — until it was learned she was

pregnant. J.R. gets her a room at the Singletree instead of the “tacky little fleabag” motel she was

booked at. J.R. then goes back to the cattle drive to encourage James to work on his marriage to

Michelle. He goes to Michelle at Southfork and encourages her, as well. Carter blackmails Cliff with

his newfound knowledge of Dancer’s murder, telling him to resign as energy czar. Cliff takes his

rage to Liz, accusing her of telling Carter. Liz then goes to Carter and shakes him down with her

own incriminating file on him. J.R. enjoys secretly spending time with his new grandson. Bobby

takes Christopher to a cattle auction and runs into his buddy Frank Jobs, who tells him about Cliff’s

resignation. Bobby figures Cliff needs a friend so he visits him to get the real scoop. J.R.’s

matchmaking of James and Michelle works. During a break from racquetball, Bobby has a heart-

to-heart talk with Christopher about possibly leaving the oil business. Jory gets a call from Hillary

and tells her she’s met Bobby. J.R.’s legal adviser says that James is still legally married to Debra

Lynn and not Michelle. In a truly precious moment in the Southfork living room, just as Michelle is

explaining to J.R. that she’s about to make James an unconditional partner in Ewing Oil, Debra

Lynn bursts in, yells at J.R. and says she’s still married to James and that Michelle is “outta here!”

“Those Darned Ewings,” April 5, 1991

As John Ross and Christopher listen with amusement, and as Bobby arrives to the ranch, the

adults try to untangle the mess of Debra Lynn, James and Michelle. Later, J.R. tries to smooth

relations with Debra Lynn, then Michelle. But Michelle has her own words for “Grandpa”: “If I’m not

legally married, you can forget about a Ewing ever having anything to do with Ewing Oil.” While

James plays Daddy with Debra Lynn and little Jimmy, Michelle must cover for him in his big deal

with John Kane at the office. Jory shows up at Southfork, telling Bobby that her mother told her

the whole story. Jory is crushed by what Hillary did. J.R.’s physician Paul has some stern words for

him, putting him on a new plan with exercise, and no caffeine or alcohol (and setting things up,

again, for the series finale). Michelle continues to keep her cool in the Debra Lynn thing, which

James takes note of. She also confides in Cliff. Bobby spends quality time with Jory as she struggles

with her disillusionment over Hillary. Cliff drops by Ewing Oil for a chat with James about the value

of family. J.R.’s attention to little Jimmy takes away from his time with John Ross. “All these people

around here are starting to get to me,” John Ross tells his father. Michelle approaches Debra Lynn

about adopting little Jimmy. “You want a family — start your own!” Debra Lynn tells her. J.R.

mentions to James about Cally’s pregnancy, and James clues him in that it’s really J.R.’s child after

all.

“Farewell, My Lovely,” April 12, 1991

Lotsa comings and goings in this appropriately titled episode: Debra Lynn is having difficulty fitting

in at Southfork and wants to leave (and it doesn’t help that Michelle has put the heat on J.R. to

get rid of her). James decides to cleave to his first wife — and leave Dallas. He starts making some

plans to that end. John Ross is also thinking about leaving, to live with his mom in England, since

(as he told J.R. in the last episode) Southfork doesn’t feel the same anymore with all these new

people around. Clayton returns to town, with some news — Miss Ellie is giving Southfork to Bobby!

Michelle goes after Debra Lynn, getting an assist from Cliff. J.R. finds Cally in Florida, but then has a
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change of heart and decides to leave her alone. Just as a romance heats up between Jory and

Bobby, Hillary Taylor comes looking for Jory! Carter sells his ranch and leaves town.

“Some Leave, Some Get Carried Out,” April 19, 1991

James wants to end his marriage to Michelle, and he gets some help from J.R. Michelle,

meanwhile, is taking ownership of Carter’s ranch and sees it as a homestead for her and James.

But then she learns that James is going to leave town with Debra Lynn and little Jimmy. She turns

to Cliff, who seeks to get back into Ewing Oil; he suggests they get married! John Ross does decide

to join Sue Ellen in Europe. He leaves with Clayton. Hillary wants to apologize to Jory for all the

trouble she’s caused, but Jory tells her she better talk to Bobby. They have a confrontation at

Southfork. Michelle goes to Southfork with a gun, determined at last to get that J.R., but it’s Hillary

she finds, and when she realizes that this is the chick that killed her sister, Hillary becomes quite

dead herself.

“The Decline and Fall of the Ewing Empire,” April 26, 1991

Directed by Ken Kercheval.

The police question the Ewings about the murder at Southfork. Michelle is arrested, but J.R. seeks

to get the charges dropped. In Michelle’s personal turmoil, she has passed on Ewing Oil to J.R. —

and Cliff! Partners, again? No way! Jory heads back to Malibu after her mother’s funeral.

Christopher decides to visit his cousin John Ross overseas. Sly leaves J.R.’s employ to get married,

and when J.R. offers Sly’s job to Phyllis he gets a flat refusal (Deborah Tranelli tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV this was

one of her favorite scenes). Just as J.R. plans to get the board chair at Weststar, Dusty sells his

shares to Carter and thwarts him. The phone call J.R. gets from John Ross only gets him down, and

Bobby’s no friend right now, either, refusing to sell J.R. any part of the Southfork he now owns fully.

Sullen and contemplative, J.R. starts drinking ...

“Conundrum,” Part 1, May 3, 1991 (first of a two-hour special)

Here we have it — the conclusion of the “Dallas” TV series (although, thankfully, TV movies would

follow). Instead of recapping the previous episode, this two-parter begins with a rundown of the

show’s famous cliffhanger moments, season by season, as if to warn us that another major

cliffhanger was on its way!

The drunken J.R. is on the brink of despair, holding a gun to his

own head, when he’s visited by a dapper, other-worldly type

named Adam. He takes a mystical journey in a “It’s a Wonderful

Life” slant and finds out what the lives of those around him would

have been like had there never been a J.R. Ewing. With a

wonderful sense of humor, the writers give us a world where

Gary Ewing is a successful Beverly Hills lawyer, Cliff Barnes is vice-

president of the United States (!), Cally Harper is a battered wife

who takes her situation into her own hands and might pay the

penalty for it, Bobby Ewing is a wandering loser in Las Vegas, Sue

Ellen Shepard is a thriving daytime TV actress married to Nicholas

Pearce, Kristin is a professional con, Carter McKay is a casino

mobster, Ray has a happy family life, and the other Ewing son is

named Jason — and is a weasely little user and jerk.
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“Conundrum,” Part 2, May 3, 1991 (second of a two-hour special)

J.R. is realizing that this “angel” who’s taking him on a tour of the world without J.R. Ewing is not

quite as heavenly as he thought. Adam tries to entice him to pull the trigger on that gun. Finally,

the two-parter — and the series — end with a gunshot just as Bobby arrives home. Did J.R. do it?

How can he, when we have reunion movies to do? Long live the king!!!!!! And, BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV notes, long

live the brilliance of the amazing Larry Hagman! This series finale brought back many beloved cast

members: Linda Gray, Ted Shackelford, Joan Van Ark, Jack Scalia, Mary Crosby. Well-regarded stage

star Joel Grey plays Adam. Patrick Duffy’s son Conor Duffy plays Little J.R. in the dream sequence.

Rosalind Allen, who plays Annie Ewing (Bobby’s wife) in the dream sequence, shows up later, in

the reunion movie “Dallas: J.R. Returns,” as Julia Cunningham.

Beyond the series

“Dallas: The Early Years”

A CA CA CA CA CBS-TV moBS-TV moBS-TV moBS-TV moBS-TV movie airing Marvie airing Marvie airing Marvie airing Marvie airing Marccccch 2h 2h 2h 2h 23, 13, 13, 13, 13, 1999998888866666

This three-hour TV movie served as a “prequel” to the TV series, airing while it was still in its run. It

features the early days of Jock Ewing and Digger Barnes, from the point they met as hobos on a

train to their falling-out as they both vied for the hand of the young Miss Ellie. Jock is an honorable

man. Digger has a gift for finding oil, but he’s still the alcoholic that you see in later years in the

series. To lessen confusion, we didn’t include the cast credits with the cast listing of this book, but

we’ll list them here. Jock Ewing: Dale Midkiff, Digger Barnes: David Grant, Eleanor Southworth:

Molly Hagan, Jason Ewing: David Wilson, Aaron Southworth: Hoyt Axton, Garrison Southworth: Matt

Mulhern, Gary Ewing: Joel Allen, Young J.R. Ewing: Kevin Wixted, Young Bobby Ewing: Ryan Beadle,

Young Cliff Barnes: Johnny Felder, Young Pamela Barnes: Andrea Wauters, Barbara Southworth:

Marjie Rynearson, Seth Foster: Bill Duke, Ed Porter: Geoffrey Lewis, Amanda: Diane Franklin, Dr. Ted

Johnson: Marshall Thompson, Newman: William Frankfather, Cherie Simmons: Elizabeth Keifer,

Honey: Wendel Meldrum, Sam Culver: Joe Rainer, Roscoe: Joe Berryman, Deborah: Angie Bolling,

Jeanne: Cynthia Dorn, Maggie: Norma Moore, Benjamin Foster: Terrence Riggins, Haskins: Lee

Gideon, Priscilla Foster: Rhashell Hunter, Abernathy: T.J. Kennedy, Crick: Dennis Letts, Webster: L.

Gregg Loso, Benjamin: Bernie Moore, Joanne Haskins: Debra Lynn Rogers.

“Dallas: J.R. Returns”

A CA CA CA CA CBS-TV moBS-TV moBS-TV moBS-TV moBS-TV movie airing December 1vie airing December 1vie airing December 1vie airing December 1vie airing December 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 1999999999966666

Well, that old J.R. didn’t really commit suicide — he’s back in action: He returns from five years in

Europe and, fresh off the plane, he visits Cliff at the offices of Ewing Oil and, of course, tells him

he’s going to take his company back. Bobby, meanwhile, is at the near-empty Southfork, feeling

lonely as a widower but enjoying a great relationship with his son Christopher. Bobby decides to

put Southfork up for sale. He runs into old pal Julia Cunningham, and the two go out. Christopher is

intrigued by Julia’s charge Pamela (who is actually Pamela Cooper). Cliff is negotiating the sale of

Ewing Oil to competitor Weststar and Carter McKay. J.R., about to lose his treasured home and his

just-as-treasured company, enlists the aid of Harv Smithfield’s lawyerly niece, Anita. Together they

discover a secret codicil in Jock’s will that leaves stock in a software company to John Ross — and

that stock is now worth big bucks. It can only be claimed, though, after J.R.’s death. So what does

he do? He fakes his own death, of course! Sue Ellen and John Ross return to Southfork to grieve.

J.R. then crashes his own memorial service at Southfork! The sale of Southfork is now off, with the

return of family members. Meanwhile, J.R. has Afton Cooper tracked in Waco, arrested and

committed to a sanitarium. Cliff also has been tracking Afton and Pamela. J.R. buys up all the
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stock he needs in Weststar, and then it’s revealed that Bobby is the new owner of Ewing Oil. Fed

up with J.R.’s antics, Sly tells all to Sue Ellen, who then buys into Ewing Oil with Bobby. J.R. seems

to have gotten what he’s wanted in the end, with the Ewings back in Ewing Oil. There’s a bigger

and bolder portrait of Jock hanging at Southfork now.

“Dallas: War of the Ewings”

A CA CA CA CA CBS-TV moBS-TV moBS-TV moBS-TV moBS-TV movie airing Avie airing Avie airing Avie airing Avie airing April 2pril 2pril 2pril 2pril 24, 14, 14, 14, 14, 1999999999988888

“Dallas” fans must have enjoyed the inside joke at the beginning of this second reunion movie:

Bobby is shown in his famous Dream Season shower scene, turning around and saying hello — but

it’s Sue Ellen he’s greeting! And this time, the shower scene is actually the dream, and it’s J.R. who

thankfully wakes up. J.R. is now the owner of Weststar Oil, the largest independent oil company in

Texas, while Ewing Oil — now owned by Bobby and Sue Ellen — is right behind it. J.R. decides he’d

like to get Ewing Oil back. Anita Smithfield is at his side again. J.R. finds out that Ray’s ranch might

have oil under it, and he thinks this could get him the collateral he needs for a loan to do the

Ewing Oil takeover. He fakes a bar fight while he, Sue Ellen and Bobby are having lunch, and Ray

appears to help, explaining that he’s back in town doing work for a European company. Ray later

tells Bobby that he’s broke. Carter McKay has an offer for Sue Ellen that he says will make Ewing

Oil even bigger than Weststar. While J.R. is trying to feed conspiracy theories to Sue Ellen about

Bobby to drive them apart, J.R.’s limo explodes without him in it. J.R. also pours on the charm with

Sue Ellen, but she’s wise to that. Anita sees that McKay is courting Sue Ellen and Bobby and clues

J.R. in, and it’s clear he has to move fast to get Ray’s ranch and its overdue mortgage — and the

precious oil underneath it. Jennifer Jantzen of Jantzen Oil seeks advice from J.R., and he’s thinking

she might be a nice distraction for Bobby. The plan seems to work, but then Bobby smells a rat

when she drops some key information to him. J.R. is shot at while at a hotel. Cattle rustlers force

some gunplay at Southfork. The suspicions J.R. has planted in Sue Ellen’s mind are starting to work

as she questions Bobby’s business acumen. Bobby picks back up again with Jennifer after she

apologizes for her spywork for J.R. Ray discovers that J.R. set up the cattle rustling. Businessman

Ellington is revealed to be the one behind the attempts on J.R.’s life. Ellington pulls a gun on Sue

Ellen then threatens to kill her if J.R. doesn’t let McKay win the bidding war on Ray’s ranch. J.R. is

shot during the rescue attempt for Sue Ellen, but he was wearing a bulletproof vest. McKay now

owns Ray’s ranch, but it is learned that Jock stipulated that only Ewings have drilling rights on the

property, so McKay didn’t quite get what he bargained for.

Behind the scenesBehind the scenes

Barbara Bel Geddes and I wBarbara Bel Geddes and I wBarbara Bel Geddes and I wBarbara Bel Geddes and I wBarbara Bel Geddes and I were doing film in the drivere doing film in the drivere doing film in the drivere doing film in the drivere doing film in the driveeeeewawawawawayyyyy. It was blac. It was blac. It was blac. It was blac. It was blacktop, andktop, andktop, andktop, andktop, and

it was 1it was 1it was 1it was 1it was 1222220-something degrees, and the direc0-something degrees, and the direc0-something degrees, and the direc0-something degrees, and the direc0-something degrees, and the director said ‘Ator said ‘Ator said ‘Ator said ‘Ator said ‘Accccction.’ Wtion.’ Wtion.’ Wtion.’ Wtion.’ We just stoode just stoode just stoode just stoode just stood

there, and he thought wthere, and he thought wthere, and he thought wthere, and he thought wthere, and he thought we didn’t hear him. He said ‘Ae didn’t hear him. He said ‘Ae didn’t hear him. He said ‘Ae didn’t hear him. He said ‘Ae didn’t hear him. He said ‘Accccc tion’ again. Notion’ again. Notion’ again. Notion’ again. Notion’ again. Nothingthingthingthingthing

happened. Our high heels had gone into the blacktop. It was so hot. It meltedhappened. Our high heels had gone into the blacktop. It was so hot. It meltedhappened. Our high heels had gone into the blacktop. It was so hot. It meltedhappened. Our high heels had gone into the blacktop. It was so hot. It meltedhappened. Our high heels had gone into the blacktop. It was so hot. It melted

the blacthe blacthe blacthe blacthe blacktop. Wktop. Wktop. Wktop. Wktop. We we we we we were just sitting there — standing there, going ‘Were just sitting there — standing there, going ‘Were just sitting there — standing there, going ‘Were just sitting there — standing there, going ‘Were just sitting there — standing there, going ‘We can’te can’te can’te can’te can’t

momomomomovvvvve, we, we, we, we, we can’t moe can’t moe can’t moe can’t moe can’t movvvvve.’ It was he.’ It was he.’ It was he.’ It was he.’ It was hyyyyystststststerical. The things — yerical. The things — yerical. The things — yerical. The things — yerical. The things — you knoou knoou knoou knoou knowwwww, the wind, and, the wind, and, the wind, and, the wind, and, the wind, and

the hair and the lip gloss. I thought whthe hair and the lip gloss. I thought whthe hair and the lip gloss. I thought whthe hair and the lip gloss. I thought whthe hair and the lip gloss. I thought why are they are they are they are they are they sitting outside in thisy sitting outside in thisy sitting outside in thisy sitting outside in thisy sitting outside in this

tornado wtornado wtornado wtornado wtornado weather?eather?eather?eather?eather?

— Linda Gra— Linda Gra— Linda Gra— Linda Gra— Linda Grayyyyy, talking about filming at Southfork Ranc, talking about filming at Southfork Ranc, talking about filming at Southfork Ranc, talking about filming at Southfork Ranc, talking about filming at Southfork Ranch, on “Larrh, on “Larrh, on “Larrh, on “Larrh, on “Larry King Livy King Livy King Livy King Livy King Live”e”e”e”e”

“

”
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“Dallas Reunion: The Return to Southfork”

A CA CA CA CA CBS-TV moBS-TV moBS-TV moBS-TV moBS-TV movie airing Novie airing Novie airing Novie airing Novie airing Novvvvvember 7ember 7ember 7ember 7ember 7, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2004004004004004

Larry Hagman’s voiceover intro with the opening credits sets the scene as his co-stars arrive at the

grounds of Southfork Ranch (and he comes in via helicopter) to reminisce about the show in this

documentary special. Later, in impressive formal attire, Hagman, Patrick Duffy, Linda Gray, Steve

Kanaly, Ken Kercheval, Victoria Principal, Mary Crosby and Charlene Tilton chat it up. Footage of the

show is interspersed in their conversations. Henry Winkler of “Happy Days” fame, one of the

producers, went on to produce the very similar “Dynasty” reunion in 2006. Here are a few notable

quotables from the “Dallas” reunion ...

Patrick DuffyPatrick DuffyPatrick DuffyPatrick DuffyPatrick Duffy

To Principal: “I remember being at CBS, and there were two or three actresses that were being

considered for Pam. And then you came in the room, and the minute you walked in the room, I

went, ‘Oh, please, oh, please, let that be Pam! Please let that be Pam ...’ And you hadn’t even

opened your mouth yet! And the whole room was just slack-jawed when you walked in the

room, because you came in exactly the way Pam was on the show for the entire time you were

there. ... I think that’s why people liked us as Bobby and Pam — even when we weren't together,

we knew we should be together; everybody looked at us and went, ‘That’s love.’ ”

On the “Who Shot J.R.” storyline: “People were placing bets in Las Vegas. It was a whole running

tab, who did it.”

Victoria PrincipalVictoria PrincipalVictoria PrincipalVictoria PrincipalVictoria Principal

To Duffy: “There’s something you don’t know; there’s something no one knows because I’ve never

said it out loud before. A year before, you’d been on the cover of TV Guide. It was such an

incredible handsome cover, that I propped it up against my bookcase. So the day I came in to do

the audition, not only was I a nervous wreck because I really wanted the part on ‘Dallas,’ the guy

who was leaning against my bookcase for the last year was who I was auditioning with. ... About

our marriage, I think back, and I think about who Pam and Bobby were on television, and I’m so

proud of us, because I think we brought a loving, married couple, and I think we were Romeo and

Juliet in Dallas.”

To Kercheval: “It was really you and me against the world. Our daddy was undependable. We

weren’t sure who our mother was. ... Originally David Jacobs had based your character on Jack

and Bobby Kennedy. So for the first five episodes, you were Kennedy-esque. ... You were all over

the girls. There was a different girl coming out of your bedroom every episode!”

On sharing scenes with Cliff: “I would think, ‘This week, how can I look a new kind of disgusted?’”

Charlene TiltonCharlene TiltonCharlene TiltonCharlene TiltonCharlene Tilton

On Lucy’s affair with Ray: “Now that I look back on it, it was pretty twisted!”

On Barbara Bel Geddes and the “Mastectomy” storyline: “She was so brave to address a subject

that was very close to her. ... I will never forget that performance. It was amazing.”

StStStStSteeeeevvvvve Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanaly

On Jim Davis: “He was like a team captain, a cheerleader; he just stayed with everybody,

encouraging us all to do our best, to work as a team.”

On the show’s stunts: “Patrick and I, we never had doubles. But Larry, Larry couldn’t do anything.”
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KKKKKen Ken Ken Ken Ken Kerererererccccchehehehehevalvalvalvalval

“People would say to me that I was the bad guy, and I always defend that and say no, I wasn’t the

bad guy. If it hadn’t been for the things that J.R. did to me, I would’ve been a nice guy. But I had to

defend myself. ... The first time it happened, that’s one thing. The second time it happened, that

was another thing. That’s playable. Then the third time it happened, I went to the producer, Lenny

Katzman, and I says, ‘Hey, Lenny, wait a minute, I can’t turn the other cheek. I’ve only got two

cheeks.’ And he says, ‘No, you’ve got two more.’ ”

On Barbara Bel Geddes: “I was in New York in the late ’50s and early ’60s. Barbara’s name was on

a theater marquee in one theater, the next theater. She just went from one Broadway show to

the next.”

“Dallas”

A theatrical moA theatrical moA theatrical moA theatrical moA theatrical movie in devie in devie in devie in devie in devvvvvelopment 2elopment 2elopment 2elopment 2elopment 200000000005-25-25-25-25-2008008008008008

In this much-anticipated, completely recast, big-screen remake of the TV series, John Travolta

takes on the role of J.R. Ewing. Other names were attached to, then detached from, the cast:

Shirley MacLaine as Miss Ellie, Jennifer Lopez as Sue Ellen Ewing, Katie Cassidy (David Cassidy’s

daughter) as Lucy Ewing. Robert Luketic signed on to direct, then was replaced by Gurinder

Chadha, who went on maternity leave in 2007 then was replaced by Betty Thomas. Then Pam

Brady was signed on to write the script.
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“Dallas: J.R. Returns”
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It’s good to be the king: It’s good to be the king: It’s good to be the king: It’s good to be the king: It’s good to be the king: A look at the show’s many awards

11111999998 08 08 08 08 0

Emmy Award for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Drama Series: Barbara Bel Geddes

Young Artist Award for Best Juvenile Actress in a TV Series or Special: Charlene Tilton

11111999998888811111

Eddie Award from American Cinema Editors, USA: Best Edited Episode from a Television Series, Fred

W. Berger, for episode “A House Divided”

11111999998888822222

Golden Globe for Best Performance by an Actress in a TV Series — Drama: Barbara Bel Geddes

TP de Oro (Spain) Award for Best Foreign Series

11111999998888833333

Emmy Award for Outstanding Achievement in Music Composition for a Series (Dramatic

Underscore): Bruce Broughton for episode “The Ewing Blues”

11111999998 48 48 48 48 4

Emmy Award for Outstanding Achievement in Music Composition for a Series (Dramatic

Underscore): Bruce Broughton (composer) for episode “The Letter”

Soap Opera Digest Award for Exciting Female Newcomer — Prime Time: Priscilla Presley;

Outstanding Supporting Actor — Prime Time: Steve Kanaly; Outstanding Actress in a Mature Role —

Prime Time: Barbara Bel Geddes; Outstanding Villain — Prime Time: Larry Hagman; Outstanding

Juvenile Actor — Prime Time: Omri Katz; Outstanding Juvenile Actress — Prime Time: Shalane McCall

Telegatto (Italy) Award for Best Foreign TV series

11111999998888855555

Emmy Award for Outstanding Costume Design for a Series: Travilla (costume designer) for episode

“Swan Song”

Soap Opera Digest Award for Outstanding Lead Actor — Prime Time: Patrick Duffy; Outstanding

Supporting Actor — Prime Time: Steve Kanaly; Outstanding Villain — Prime Time: Larry Hagman;

Outstanding Youth Actor / Actress — Prime Time: Shalane McCall

Young Artist Award for Best Young Actress in a Daytime or Nighttime Television Series: Shalane

McCall
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Behind the scenesBehind the scenes

Before, the producers wBefore, the producers wBefore, the producers wBefore, the producers wBefore, the producers weren’t willing to use the aceren’t willing to use the aceren’t willing to use the aceren’t willing to use the aceren’t willing to use the actors. I studied directors. I studied directors. I studied directors. I studied directors. I studied direc ting,ting,ting,ting,ting,

with a Fwith a Fwith a Fwith a Fwith a Frencrencrencrencrench th th th th teaceaceaceaceacherherherherher, Lillian Chauvin. I didn’t hav, Lillian Chauvin. I didn’t hav, Lillian Chauvin. I didn’t hav, Lillian Chauvin. I didn’t hav, Lillian Chauvin. I didn’t have time to take time to take time to take time to take time to take regulare regulare regulare regulare regular

ccccclasses, so I wlasses, so I wlasses, so I wlasses, so I wlasses, so I workorkorkorkorked wed wed wed wed weekeekeekeekeekends with herends with herends with herends with herends with her. I took it upon m. I took it upon m. I took it upon m. I took it upon m. I took it upon myyyyyself. I figured, itself. I figured, itself. I figured, itself. I figured, itself. I figured, it

wwwwwould be easier for a man. I wantould be easier for a man. I wantould be easier for a man. I wantould be easier for a man. I wantould be easier for a man. I wanted to be able to saed to be able to saed to be able to saed to be able to saed to be able to sayyyyy, if I w, if I w, if I w, if I w, if I were askere askere askere askere asked about med about med about med about med about myyyyy

credentials, that I had studied, that I had done this, that I had done that.credentials, that I had studied, that I had done this, that I had done that.credentials, that I had studied, that I had done this, that I had done that.credentials, that I had studied, that I had done this, that I had done that.credentials, that I had studied, that I had done this, that I had done that.

— Linda Gra— Linda Gra— Linda Gra— Linda Gra— Linda Grayyyyy, on ho, on ho, on ho, on ho, on how she came to direcw she came to direcw she came to direcw she came to direcw she came to direct episodes of “Dallas,”t episodes of “Dallas,”t episodes of “Dallas,”t episodes of “Dallas,”t episodes of “Dallas,”

in an intin an intin an intin an intin an intererererervievievievieview with w with w with w with w with BankRatBankRatBankRatBankRatBankRate.come.come.come.come.com

“
”
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Telegatto (Italy) Award for Best Foreign TV series

111119999988888 66666

Soap Opera Digest Award for Outstanding Lead Actor — Prime Time: Larry Hagman; Outstanding

Supporting Actress — Prime Time: Susan Howard; Outstanding Villain — Prime Time: Larry Hagman

Telegatto (Italy) Award for Best Foreign TV series

11111999998888877777

BMI TV Music Award: Jerrold Immel and Lance Rubin

Telegatto (Italy) Award for Best Foreign TV series

111119999988888 88888

Soap Opera Digest Award for Outstanding Supporting Actor — Prime Time: Steve Kanaly;

Outstanding Villain — Prime Time: Larry Hagman

11111999998888899999

Soap Opera Digest Award for Outstanding Villain — Prime Time: Larry Hagman

1111199999 9 09 09 09 09 0

Soap Opera Digest Award for Outstanding Supporting Actor — Prime Time: Ken Kercheval

1111199999 9999922222

Soap Opera Digest Award for Best Death Scene: Prime Time: “April Ewing”

222220 00 00 00 00 011111

Young Artist Awards’ Former Child Star Lifetime Achievement Award: Charlene Tilton

22222 0 00 00 00 00 033333

TV Land Award for Soapiest Show in Primetime

2 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 62 0 0 6

TV Land Pop Culture Award

Behind the scenesBehind the scenes

Oh, no. Who wOh, no. Who wOh, no. Who wOh, no. Who wOh, no. Who would eould eould eould eould evvvvver think it wer think it wer think it wer think it wer think it would go likould go likould go likould go likould go like that. Ie that. Ie that. Ie that. Ie that. I

didn’t think it wdidn’t think it wdidn’t think it wdidn’t think it wdidn’t think it would go at all, to tould go at all, to tould go at all, to tould go at all, to tould go at all, to tell yell yell yell yell you the truth.ou the truth.ou the truth.ou the truth.ou the truth.

— Larr— Larr— Larr— Larr— Larry Hagman, afy Hagman, afy Hagman, afy Hagman, afy Hagman, af ttttter Larrer Larrer Larrer Larrer Larry King asky King asky King asky King asky King asked him if heed him if heed him if heed him if heed him if he

thought, at the time, that “Dallas” wthought, at the time, that “Dallas” wthought, at the time, that “Dallas” wthought, at the time, that “Dallas” wthought, at the time, that “Dallas” would be a success,ould be a success,ould be a success,ould be a success,ould be a success,

on “Larron “Larron “Larron “Larron “Larry King Livy King Livy King Livy King Livy King Live”e”e”e”e”

“ ”
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   Up for DebateUp for DebateUp for DebateUp for DebateUp for Debate

One of the greatOne of the greatOne of the greatOne of the greatOne of the greatest aspecest aspecest aspecest aspecest aspects of a juicts of a juicts of a juicts of a juicts of a juicy ty ty ty ty teleeleeleeleelevision shovision shovision shovision shovision show likw likw likw likw like “Dallas” is Mondae “Dallas” is Mondae “Dallas” is Mondae “Dallas” is Mondae “Dallas” is Monday’sy’sy’sy’sy’s

watwatwatwatwatererererercooler talk (or perhaps, first-hour senior-ycooler talk (or perhaps, first-hour senior-ycooler talk (or perhaps, first-hour senior-ycooler talk (or perhaps, first-hour senior-ycooler talk (or perhaps, first-hour senior-year Goear Goear Goear Goear Govvvvvernment cernment cernment cernment cernment c lass talk, as it waslass talk, as it waslass talk, as it waslass talk, as it waslass talk, as it was

in BRB’s case! ). As win BRB’s case! ). As win BRB’s case! ). As win BRB’s case! ). As win BRB’s case! ). As we delight in the escapades of our fave delight in the escapades of our fave delight in the escapades of our fave delight in the escapades of our fave delight in the escapades of our favoritoritoritoritorite ce ce ce ce characharacharacharacharac ttttters, wers, wers, wers, wers, we can’te can’te can’te can’te can’t

help but analyze and nitpichelp but analyze and nitpichelp but analyze and nitpichelp but analyze and nitpichelp but analyze and nitpick and studk and studk and studk and studk and studyyyyy. That’s the reasoning behind this feature for. That’s the reasoning behind this feature for. That’s the reasoning behind this feature for. That’s the reasoning behind this feature for. That’s the reasoning behind this feature for

BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV, “Up for Debat, “Up for Debat, “Up for Debat, “Up for Debat, “Up for Debate.” Submitte.” Submitte.” Submitte.” Submitte.” Submitted, for yed, for yed, for yed, for yed, for your consideration, are the folloour consideration, are the folloour consideration, are the folloour consideration, are the folloour consideration, are the following points ofwing points ofwing points ofwing points ofwing points of

debatdebatdebatdebatdebate. There are a whole loe. There are a whole loe. There are a whole loe. There are a whole loe. There are a whole lot of yt of yt of yt of yt of you “Dallas” eou “Dallas” eou “Dallas” eou “Dallas” eou “Dallas” experts out there; yxperts out there; yxperts out there; yxperts out there; yxperts out there; you’vou’vou’vou’vou’ve emailede emailede emailede emailede emailed

BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV! Send an! Send an! Send an! Send an! Send any thoughts yy thoughts yy thoughts yy thoughts yy thoughts you havou havou havou havou have to e to e to e to e to dallas@brbtvdallas@brbtvdallas@brbtvdallas@brbtvdallas@brbtv.com.com.com.com.com, and the, and the, and the, and the, and they might be incy might be incy might be incy might be incy might be inc ludedludedludedludedluded

in the next electronic edition of “Destination: Dallas”! (That’s one of the reasons it’sin the next electronic edition of “Destination: Dallas”! (That’s one of the reasons it’sin the next electronic edition of “Destination: Dallas”! (That’s one of the reasons it’sin the next electronic edition of “Destination: Dallas”! (That’s one of the reasons it’sin the next electronic edition of “Destination: Dallas”! (That’s one of the reasons it’s

called an “intcalled an “intcalled an “intcalled an “intcalled an “interaceraceraceraceractivtivtivtivtive” PDF!)e” PDF!)e” PDF!)e” PDF!)e” PDF!)

�����  Can y Can y Can y Can y Can you be a moral person and still enjoou be a moral person and still enjoou be a moral person and still enjoou be a moral person and still enjoou be a moral person and still enjoy “Dallas”?y “Dallas”?y “Dallas”?y “Dallas”?y “Dallas”?

OK, OK, we know, it’s considered a guilty pleasure, a TV show like “Dallas.” And we know that

sometimes, when you’re sitting on your couch all engrossed, feeling that perhaps your brain cells

are dying, you also might be feeling that you’re becoming somehow ... tainted? Do you feel that

you’re learning too much by watching the antics of the Ewings, particularly J.R.? Well, having faith

in all things, BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV firmly believes that you can be a moral person and still enjoy “Dallas.” In fact,

we believe you can be a moral person and actually learn some things to apply to your moral life

by watching these characters. Case in point: Pamela Ewing. Watch how she handles situations.

Take, also, Miss Ellie. Now there’s a good example. Talk about the moral compass of the family!

Just how many times has she had to put J.R. in check?

�����  Whic Whic Whic Whic Which “Dallas” female was / wh “Dallas” female was / wh “Dallas” female was / wh “Dallas” female was / wh “Dallas” female was / would be the best matould be the best matould be the best matould be the best matould be the best mate to J.R.?e to J.R.?e to J.R.?e to J.R.?e to J.R.?

Ruthlessness, personified! We all loved him, in spite of ourselves! Now which female character on

the show truly matched him best, or would have matched him best, and why?

�����  Whic Whic Whic Whic Which “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” characharacharacharacharac ttttter could yer could yer could yer could yer could you plaou plaou plaou plaou playyyyy, and wh, and wh, and wh, and wh, and why?y?y?y?y?

Look deep within yourself! Which character always struck a chord with you?

�����  Ho Ho Ho Ho How ww ww ww ww would ould ould ould ould yyyyyououououou  hav hav hav hav have brought Bobbe brought Bobbe brought Bobbe brought Bobbe brought Bobby bacy bacy bacy bacy back from the dead?k from the dead?k from the dead?k from the dead?k from the dead?

That shower scene, and the idea that a whole TV season was merely a dream, met with some

criticism, for sure. But you have to give the producers credit for their boldness and imagination! If

you were in control, how would you have resurrected this vital and well-loved character to the

show?

�����  Whic Whic Whic Whic Which “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” characharacharacharacharacttttter shoer shoer shoer shoer showwwwwed the most personal groed the most personal groed the most personal groed the most personal groed the most personal growth owth owth owth owth ovvvvver the seasons?er the seasons?er the seasons?er the seasons?er the seasons?

It’s a heckin’ long time, 13 years. People change — often for the better. Which character do you

think really “grew up” on the show, really showed more maturity at the end of their time than at

the point when they debuted?

�����  What’s y What’s y What’s y What’s y What’s your favour favour favour favour favoritoritoritoritorite J.R. line?e J.R. line?e J.R. line?e J.R. line?e J.R. line?

He was just a fount of wit, wasn’t he, that old sneak? He’s been quoted here and there,

particularly on Internet fan sites. What did J.R. Ewing say that you have a particular fondness for

or remembrance of? And why?
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Behind the scenesBehind the scenes

He was likHe was likHe was likHe was likHe was like a te a te a te a te a team captain, a ceam captain, a ceam captain, a ceam captain, a ceam captain, a cheerleaderheerleaderheerleaderheerleaderheerleader, encouraging us all to do our best., encouraging us all to do our best., encouraging us all to do our best., encouraging us all to do our best., encouraging us all to do our best.

— St— St— St— St— Steeeeevvvvve Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanaly, on Jim Davis,, on Jim Davis,, on Jim Davis,, on Jim Davis,, on Jim Davis,

“The R“The R“The R“The R“The Return to Southfork” reunion speceturn to Southfork” reunion speceturn to Southfork” reunion speceturn to Southfork” reunion speceturn to Southfork” reunion spec ial on Cial on Cial on Cial on Cial on CBS, NoBS, NoBS, NoBS, NoBS, Novvvvvember 2ember 2ember 2ember 2ember 2004004004004004“ ”

  Fun & Useless InformationFun & Useless InformationFun & Useless InformationFun & Useless InformationFun & Useless Information

Jim DavisJim DavisJim DavisJim DavisJim Davis

The rugged, powerful man who brought Jock Ewing to life, and in so many ways defined the Ewing

family long after the death of himself and his character, was a true cowboy, through and through.

Decades before he portrayed the patriarch of Southfork Ranch, he starred in an endless array of

westerns.

The 6-foot-2 Jim Davis was born Marlin Davis on August 26, 1909 in Missouri. His acting career

began in the 1940s with flicks such as “Northwest Rangers,” “Salute to the Marines” and “The

Fabulous Texan.” He played good guys and bad guys with ease, his IMDb bio notes, and was known

for his days at Republic Pictures. (“Dallas” guest star Nicolas Coster reminisced with BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV about

often spotting Davis leaving the Republic lot at the end of the day — making “horse operas” —

when Coster was a little boy waiting for his mom, who worked there.) Because the genre was so

popular in the ’40s and ’50s, companies such as Republic were churning out those “pulp” westerns

at breakneck speed. Davis himself appeared in dozens of movies in that era, where he shared

credits with the likes of “Wild” Bill Elliott, Lloyd Bridges, Gene Autry, Kirk Douglas, James Arness and

his future “Dallas” co-star Keenan Wynn.

Though as Jock Ewing he might have seemed stern or even downright crusty, Davis actually had an

easy way about him. He was close to his “Dallas” co-star Victoria Principal, the IMDb says, and

even was buried with a photo of her in his pocket. (And we do have to admit, don’t we, that we

even saw ole Jock Ewing soften to Pamela over the first few seasons.) Davis had lost his own

daughter to a car crash when she was only a teen.

Davis was stricken with cancer during the third season of “Dallas,” but he held onto the role as

long as he could, working even when he was sick, Wikipedia says. And after he was gone, the

producers chose not to recast Jock as they later would other characters. Indeed, the spectre of

Jock Ewing — and Jim Davis — lived on, both at Southfork and at Ewing Oil. In fact, rumors

circulated a couple years after his death that he was actually haunting the “Dallas” set —

appearing to his co-stars!

Davis, who died on April 26, 1981, as the Takapa storyline was put to a halt on the show, is buried

in the Forest Lawn Memorial Park Cemetery in Glendale, California.
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Barbara Bel GeddesBarbara Bel GeddesBarbara Bel GeddesBarbara Bel GeddesBarbara Bel Geddes

Taking on the unenviable task of balancing the shrewd iron fist of Jock Ewing with the warm,

compassionate, maternal touch of Southworth heir Miss Ellie Ewing was Miss Barbara Bel Geddes.

But make no mistake — each of these women had enduring strength in her own right.

Barbara Bel Geddes was born on Halloween 1922 in New York City. While her on-screen Ewing

husband was immersed in the pulp westerns, Bel Geddes was on the Broadway stage. She grew

up around the stage, actually, since her father, Norman Bel Geddes, was a theatrical designer. Her

most notable stage performances included the role of Maggie “the cat” in Elia Kazan’s original

production of Tennessee Williams’ “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” in 1956, and the title role in “Mary, Mary”

in 1961. She was nominated for a Tony Award for those roles.

She made a transition to film in “The Long Night” with Henry Fonda in 1947. She even earned an

Oscar nomination for 1948’s “I Remember Mama.”

Time magazine spotlighted Bel Geddes in its April 9, 1951 issue for her role in the stage production

of “The Moon is Blue”: “Barbara Bel Geddes shines and twinkles with an authentic radiance. Her

give and take with co-stars Donald Cook and Barry Nelson is sharp, sure and exquisitely timed. Her

poise is unshakable.”

In the early 1960s, Bel Geddes turned her love for drawing into a children’s

book, “I Like to Be Me,” published by Viking Press. She followed it up in the

’70s with “So Do I.”

Wikipedia credits Bel Geddes as the first one signed to the “Dallas” cast.

Believe it or not, she was the only cast member to win an Emmy (1980) and

a Golden Globe Award (1982) for “Dallas” (the mastectomy storyline certainly

inspired the Emmy, and it was a performance informed by her own

mastectomy experience earlier in the 1970s).

It was a heart attack and subsequent heart surgery that took her off the

“Dallas” set, to be replaced only temporarily by the not-well-received TV

icon Donna Reed. Bel Geddes returned to the role the following year, in

fall 1985, but then retired altogether in 1990. Married twice, she had

two daughters, Susan and Betsy.

Bel Geddes died peacefully at her home in Northeast Harbor, Maine,

on August 8, 2005, her family tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV.
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Barbara BelBarbara BelBarbara BelBarbara BelBarbara Bel
Geddes as MaggieGeddes as MaggieGeddes as MaggieGeddes as MaggieGeddes as Maggie
in “Cat on a Hotin “Cat on a Hotin “Cat on a Hotin “Cat on a Hotin “Cat on a Hot
Tin RTin RTin RTin RTin Roof,”oof,”oof,”oof,”oof,”
phophophophophotographed btographed btographed btographed btographed byyyyy
Carl VCarl VCarl VCarl VCarl Van Van Van Van Van Vececececechththththten,en,en,en,en,
June 1June 1June 1June 1June 199999555555.5.5.5.5.
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LarrLarrLarrLarrLarry Hagmany Hagmany Hagmany Hagmany Hagman

It’s not hard to believe that the man who portrayed the unstoppable J.R. Ewing is

Texas-born — Fort Worth, as a matter of fact, a town that got lots of mention on

“Dallas.” As a young boy, he worked as a ranchhand, according to Wikipedia. And

while “Dallas” was still airing, he even hosted a documentary series on the

history of Texas, in celebration of its 150th anniversary as an independent

republic.

Larry Hagman was born on September 21, 1931. His dad was an attorney and his

mom, Mary Martin, was about to embark on a successful career on Broadway. In

fact it was his mother, so well-known for her role as Peter Pan, who got Hagman

into acting as a teen.

It was the stage where Hagman first got his acting chops. He spent five years in England as part of

his mother’s successful production of “South Pacific,” according to his official website. He joined the

U.S. Air Force, reportedly as a way to avoid being pulled into the fighting of the Korean War, and

produced and directed shows for the military. While there, he met the gal who would become his

wife, Maj Axelsson, a Swedish clothing designer. They married in 1954. That Hagman has sustained

a 50-plus-year marriage in Hollywood is certainly testament to his character and strength.

Along came the small screen for Hagman, back in the U.S. Besides his second-best-known role as

Major Tony Nelson on Sidney Sheldon’s wildly popular comedy “I Dream of Jeannie,” he did stints

on “The Edge of Night,” “Night Gallery” and “Love, American Style.” But then came the decision that

would change his life, in 1977 — a decision to which he credits Maj. A lil’ ole show called “Dallas,” on

which his J.R. Ewing wasn’t even planned as the main star but quickly became it. Hagman says

the day that the “Who Shot J.R.?” episode aired (“Who Done It?”, November 21, 1980) is one of the

two dates he will never forget (the other is the day of his well-publicized 1995 liver transplant).

And we won’t forget, either. The man who defined J.R. for us also defined power, corruption,

cunning, suaveness ... so many things. How ironic, as psychologist and author Lew Ryder put it, that

the man we loved to hate was so well-loved around the country, and world. Wikipedia notes that

Hagman was the only “Dallas” actor to appear in almost all of the show’s 357 episodes (his

contract negotiations kept him physically off the set for the fourth-season opener “No More Mister

Nice Guy,” Part 1, though his character was present in the storyline).

Known as a hard worker since his days on “Jeannie,” Hagman was nominated for various Emmys,

Golden Globes and Soap Opera Digest awards over the years, and he nabbed several of those. But

while his career was skyrocketing, Hagman’s personal life was marked by the use of several

artificial substances — alcohol, LSD, marijuana — and he’s spoken out about that very frankly. At

the same time, though, Hagman’s life was also marked by some very close Hollywood friendships:

co-star Patrick Duffy, Peter Fonda, Carroll O’Connor, the Who drummer Keith Moon.

In 1991, when “Dallas” left its original run on CBS, Hagman kept involved with not only screenwork

(the “Dallas” reunion movies, of course, along with roles in big-screen stuff like “Nixon” and

“Primary Colors”) but also with more charitable and civic endeavors. He has lent a hand to the

American Cancer Society with antismoking campaigns. He has represented the National Kidney

Foundation. And he’s adopted a “Don’t worry, be happy, feel good” way of living at his ranch in Ojai,

California.
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Ooooh, what aOoooh, what aOoooh, what aOoooh, what aOoooh, what a
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Larry HagmanLarry HagmanLarry HagmanLarry HagmanLarry Hagman
at age 1at age 1at age 1at age 1at age 199999.....
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Linda GraLinda GraLinda GraLinda GraLinda Grayyyyy

She was almost a foil to J.R., wasn’t she? Weak where he was strong (though only at first), out of

control where he was always at the helm, female to his male, and so often conniving against him.

Sue Ellen Ewing is definitely the role for which Linda Gray is best known, but she’s done so much

other stuff over the years.

Born a California girl as Linda Ann Gray on September 12, 1940, she was shy as a child, according

to her IMDb bio, and sent to the Dale Carnegie School. Her father, Leslie, was a watchmaker who

had a shop in Culver City. “I was always playing the good little girl,” Gray told interviewer Lisa

Stacey in the late ‘80s. “My childhood, my schooling and the church were so restrictive and

repressive. I was brought up to believe that nice girls don’t do this and they certainly don’t do that.

I let other people tell me what to do.”

Gray defied her strict parents to begin modeling at age 17. Gray also got bit by the acting bug,

performing neighborhood plays as a child and participating in high-school stage productions,

TV.com says. She attended Notre Dame Academy in Culver City, California.

As her official website bio says, Gray got her real start in acting through the “Marcus Welby, M.D.”

show in the 1970s. She went on to play Linda Murkland in Norman Lear’s “All That Glitters” comedy

series of the ’70s. And she enjoyed her modeling career (did you know it was her leg with Dustin

Hoffman on the movie poster for “The Graduate”?).

The role of Sue Ellen was originally supposed to go to Mary Frann. Gray, 38, at first saw “Dallas” as

a very male-oriented show, she has said, with the women being just “fillers.” She worked to

change that, injecting much gusto into the character of Sue Ellen in later seasons. Gray’s daughter,

Kehly Sloane, also appeared on “Dallas.” Never lacking in initiative, Gray almost lost her job when

she asked to direct some episodes in the eighth season; Larry Hagman saved her job by

threatening to leave if she were not allowed to direct. The two remain good friends to this day, and

Gray lived near the Hagmans’ house in Malibu after her divorce.

Beyond “Dallas,” Gray has kept busy. Notably, she went on to play the mother of the 1990s queen

of the primetime soaps, Heather Locklear, on Fox’s “Melrose Place,” then took that same

character, Hillary Michaels, to “Models Inc.,” both products of Aaron Spelling. In 2005, she appeared

on CBS’ daytime soap “The Bold and the Beautiful,” as Priscilla Kelly. More recently, she’s starred in

an independent film written and directed by Kathi Carey, “Reflections of a Life,” and a 2007 stage

production of Larry McMurtry’s well-known book “Terms of Endearment.”

Her official website also says Gray is following in the footsteps of the late Audrey Hepburn, being

named Ambassador of Goodwill for the United Nations. “My role is to meet people, listen to what

they have to say and see what we can do to help,” she says.

She lives in L.A. these days and has her own production company, L.G. Productions (further shades

of Sue Ellen, perhaps?).
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PatricPatricPatricPatricPatrick Dufk Dufk Dufk Dufk Duffyfyfyfyfy

The practice of Buddhism, a longtime Hollywood marriage, a love for acting, and some great

steady work over the years characterize the bio of our Bobby Ewing’s real-life alter ego, Patrick

Duffy. And if some of those good-guy qualities of Bobby seem to spill over into Duffy’s life, how can

we be surprised?

Born on March 17, 1949 in Townsend, Montana, Duffy spent the latter part of his childhood in the

Seattle area. He attended Cascade High School in Everett, Washington, according to his Wikipedia

bio, and went on to the University of Washington in Seattle. His involvement in the drama

department of the former led him to a lucrative professional actors’ training program in the latter.

In the program, he worked with ballet and opera companies. According to his IMDb bio, it was

about this time that he met his future wife, Carlyn, a ballerina, who introduced him to Buddhism,

which he has practiced ever since.

Duffy did some Off-Broadway plays in New York then headed to Hollywood. His first major role

was the lead one in NBC’s “The Man From Atlantis,” for which, of course, he’ll forever be

remembered, even though the show lasted only a little over a year. He went immediately to

“Dallas” from there, then even went immediately to a seven-year stint on ABC’s sitcom “Step By

Step.” “Going from ‘Man From Atlantis’ to ‘Dallas’ was one week, and then from ‘Dallas’ to ‘Step By

Step’ was two weeks,” he told TVGuide.com in a 2006 interview. “That was a great 23 years, I

must say!”

In 1986, Duffy’s parents were murdered in the tavern they owned, a high-profile incident for the

actor for which he credits his beliefs as helping him through. Duffy and his wife have two children,

sons Padraic and Conor, who both appeared on “Dallas.”

Often speaking appreciatively of his time on “Dallas,” Duffy doesn’t seem to mind being

remembered for one of TV history’s great moments, the infamous shower-wakeup scene. It had

only been a season since he’d bowed out of “Dallas” to pursue other work, but then, he told

TVGuide.com, “I got a phone call from Hagman saying he wanted to ‘get together and talk,’ but

we’ve been friends for too long, I could hear it in his voice. I turned to my wife and said, ‘They’re

going to ask me back on the show,’ and her rejoinder was ‘The only way you could go back is if

that whole year was a dream.’ ” Hmmm ... That was the same idea the producers had, it turned

out!

Ahhh ... Bobby ... we’re so glad you said yes. “You could never, nor should you want to, escape from

that family of ‘Dallas,’ ” he once said in a televised interview.

In his post-“Dallas” and “Step By Step” world, Duffy has done stints on CBS’ “The Bold and the

Beautiful,” some Hallmark Channel movies and some voicework on animated series such as

“Justice League” (the hunky Steve Trevor!) among other things.
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VicVicVicVicVictoria Princtoria Princtoria Princtoria Princtoria Princ ipalipalipalipalipal

As Pamela Ewing, she was the lovely female half

of a tortured “Romeo and Juliet”-style pairing —

and often the object of J.R. Ewing’s wrath. In her

post-Pam years, Victoria Principal has emerged

as an accomplished author and beauty-product

maven.

Principal was born Victoria Ree Principale on

January 3, 1950 in Japan (reports conflict on her

birth year, but her media rep tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV it was

1950). She was the eldest of two daughters born

to Victor Principal, a U.S. Air Force sergeant, and

Ree Veal. Her father was often transferred to

different duty stations, so Principal grew up in

various locales such as London, Florida, Puerto

Rico, Massachusetts and Georgia.

While in England, she studied with the Royal

Academy of Ballet for two years. She was only

the second American ever accepted to that

prestigious program. An introverted youngster,

who grew to be an even shyer teen, she often found herself distracted by the fantasies of books,

stage and motion pictures. She dreamed of becoming an actress as a child but then later decided

on a career in medicine. A car crash changed her mind back again.

In 1971, she moved from London to the U.S. to embark on a film career. “I arrived in California with

no job, no car and no money,” she says on her official website, “but, like millions of other girls — a

dream.” Principal’s first film role was with her future co-star Steve Kanaly. They starred in the Paul

Newman movie, “The Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean” in 1972, for which Principal received a

Golden Globe nomination. A couple years later, she decided to become an agent, then shortly

after that, she switched gears again and wanted to attend law school. To pay for it, she got back

into acting. Principal was in her late 20s when she came to “Dallas,” and it launched her into

superstardom.

Along came a book career, too. In 1983, Victoria authored “The Body Principal,” published by Simon

& Schuster. Her second book, “The Beauty Principal,” was released in fall 1984 and her third book,

“The Diet Principal,” was published in spring 1987. She released a fourth book, “Living Principal,” in

April 2001.

Post-“Dallas,” Principal starred in a variety of TV movies and miniseries. In 2000, she returned to

the primetime soap world as the beautiful and shrewd matriarch Gwen in the short-lived NBC soap

“Titans.” Over a 12-year period, Victoria served the Arthritis Foundation as honorary chairperson

and ambassador to government (both of her parents suffered from arthritis). She has served as

the co-chair of Victory Over Violence, the L.A. County Domestic Violence Council Community

Advisory Board. She took up residence in Beverly Hills. Though it was reported that she bought a

home in Montecito, California, from her “Dallas” costar Priscilla Presley, her media rep assures

BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV this is not so. She has frequently appeared on QVC to promote her skin-care line, the

Principal Secret.
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Behind the scenesBehind the scenes

I had been in the film business for eight yI had been in the film business for eight yI had been in the film business for eight yI had been in the film business for eight yI had been in the film business for eight years prior and had done a loears prior and had done a loears prior and had done a loears prior and had done a loears prior and had done a lot oft oft oft oft of

films and said I don’t really need TVfilms and said I don’t really need TVfilms and said I don’t really need TVfilms and said I don’t really need TVfilms and said I don’t really need TV. Larr. Larr. Larr. Larr. Larry Hagman said, wait a minuty Hagman said, wait a minuty Hagman said, wait a minuty Hagman said, wait a minuty Hagman said, wait a minute pal, thise pal, thise pal, thise pal, thise pal, this

is going to shape up, its gonna be something.is going to shape up, its gonna be something.is going to shape up, its gonna be something.is going to shape up, its gonna be something.is going to shape up, its gonna be something.

I was in loI was in loI was in loI was in loI was in lovvvvve with this ce with this ce with this ce with this ce with this characharacharacharacharacttttter of Raer of Raer of Raer of Raer of Ray Krebbs. I wanty Krebbs. I wanty Krebbs. I wanty Krebbs. I wanty Krebbs. I wanted the part badlyed the part badlyed the part badlyed the part badlyed the part badly. I had. I had. I had. I had. I had

done sedone sedone sedone sedone sevvvvveral weral weral weral weral westestestestestern films in mern films in mern films in mern films in mern films in my career at that point and there wasn’t mucy career at that point and there wasn’t mucy career at that point and there wasn’t mucy career at that point and there wasn’t mucy career at that point and there wasn’t muchhhhh

opportunity then to plaopportunity then to plaopportunity then to plaopportunity then to plaopportunity then to play wy wy wy wy westestestestestern roles on tern roles on tern roles on tern roles on tern roles on teleeleeleeleelevision at that time.vision at that time.vision at that time.vision at that time.vision at that time.

FFFFFor me, Raor me, Raor me, Raor me, Raor me, Ray Krebbs was the dream cy Krebbs was the dream cy Krebbs was the dream cy Krebbs was the dream cy Krebbs was the dream c haracharacharacharacharactttttererererer, all-American, w, all-American, w, all-American, w, all-American, w, all-American, westestestestestern-style,ern-style,ern-style,ern-style,ern-style,

bright, capable of getting in trouble, trying to do the right thing most of thebright, capable of getting in trouble, trying to do the right thing most of thebright, capable of getting in trouble, trying to do the right thing most of thebright, capable of getting in trouble, trying to do the right thing most of thebright, capable of getting in trouble, trying to do the right thing most of the

time. He was the blue-collar hero in the ‘Dallas’ stortime. He was the blue-collar hero in the ‘Dallas’ stortime. He was the blue-collar hero in the ‘Dallas’ stortime. He was the blue-collar hero in the ‘Dallas’ stortime. He was the blue-collar hero in the ‘Dallas’ storyyyyy.....

DespitDespitDespitDespitDespite what people think of coe what people think of coe what people think of coe what people think of coe what people think of cowbowbowbowbowboyyyyys, thes, thes, thes, thes, they taky taky taky taky take pride in hoe pride in hoe pride in hoe pride in hoe pride in how thew thew thew thew they look, andy look, andy look, andy look, andy look, and

that look is important to them.that look is important to them.that look is important to them.that look is important to them.that look is important to them.

— St— St— St— St— Steeeeevvvvve Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanaly, from , from , from , from , from BrainBrainBrainBrainBrainyQuoyQuoyQuoyQuoyQuottttte.come.come.come.come.com

“
”

“
“
“

”
”

”

StStStStSteeeeevvvvve Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanaly

Rugged and handsome and such a cowboy, for Steve Kanaly, the role of Southfork foreman and

long-lost Ewing son Ray Krebbs fit like a glove.

Born Steven Francis Kanaly on March 14, 1946, in Burbank, California, Kanaly graduated from Van

Nuys High School in Van Nuys in 1964, according to the IMDb. He went on to serve in the U.S. Army

as an infantry radio operator attached to the First Air Cavalry during the Vietnam War, 1966-67.

(He later would request a Vietnam storyline for Ray, according to “The Soap Opera Book of Lists.”)

Like Victoria Principal, Kanaly’s first role was in “The Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean” in 1972. He

played Pretty Boy Floyd in the film “Dillinger” the next year, then went on to a variety of other

roles through the ’70s leading up to his call to a plum role in the Lonestar State. He did stints on

“Hawaii Five-O,” “Charlie’s Angels,” “Starsky and Hutch” and other classic stuff.

Would you believe that Kanaly was initially cast as Bobby Ewing on “Dallas”? Somehow, we can’t

picture that! His role as Ray just came so naturally! “I came in thinking about Bobby Ewing, but I

love this Ray Krebbs role,” he is quoted as saying on BrainyQuote.com. Kanaly won three Soap

Opera Digest awards for supporting actor during his “Dallas” run, in 1984, 1985 and 1988.

He skipped out of “Dallas” a couple years before the show left the air, but he didn’t abandon that

cowboy / tough guy thing. A role on CBS’ “Walker, Texas Ranger,” a cowboy part on CBS’ “In the

Heat of the Night,” the sheriff’s part in “The Last Chance Detectives” series of the ’90s. He also did

some directing, not only “Dallas” episodes but an independent film called “The Marksmen” in 1997.

Kanaly is an accomplished painter of watercolors. He and his wife, Brent Power, have a ranch in

Ojai, California, just like some other “Dallas” cast member we know.
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Susan HoSusan HoSusan HoSusan HoSusan Howarwarwarwarwarddddd

Calm, cool and collected ... could that be the way we characterize Donna Culver Krebbs, and her

portrayer, Susan Howard? Must be, because Howard took a one-episode guest shot and turned it

into an eight-year role.

A Texan, Howard was born Jeri Lynn Mooney on January 28, 1944, in the town of Marshall.

Dreaming of becoming an actress one day, she studied dramatic arts at Marshall High School, then

went on to the University of Texas (like her costar Mary Crosby). In her young 20s, she hit the

ground running with roles on “The Monkees,” “The Iron Horse” and “The Flying Nun.” In 1968, she

had the great fortune to board the “Star Trek” train, playing a Klingon female in the episode “Day

of the Dove” and certainly guaranteeing a seat in the comic-con circuit for life, if the rest of her

career hadn’t worked out! She also did a guest stint on her costar Larry Hagman’s show “I Dream

of Jeannie.” Steady work through the late ’60s and ’70s followed until she scored her keystone role

on “Dallas.”

After she left “Dallas” in 1987, Donna having lost her man to Jenna Wade, Howard for the most

part left the acting world. Howard said in an interview with the UltimateDallas.com site that she

believes she was written off the show because of her opposition to the idea of Donna aborting her

Down syndrome child in the Dream Season. Over the years, she has turned her talents to

screenwriting.

When George W. Bush was governor of Texas, he named her to be a commissioner for the Texas

Parks and Wildlife Department, according to her IMDb bio. She has also been a member of the

board of directors for the National Rifle Association and the Texas Republican Party. In 1974, she

married Calvin Chrane, and they have one daughter and two grandchildren. She still makes trips to

that hometown of Marshall, the IMDb says.
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Charlene TiltonCharlene TiltonCharlene TiltonCharlene TiltonCharlene Tilton

Charlene Tilton, the troublesome-turned-gracious Lucy Ewing, went on to not only write a

newspaper gossip column, but also to design beachwear. BRB owns a cute little black bikini with

Tilton’s signature label!

The young’un (and smallest — 4-foot-11) of the original Ewing clan, Tilton was born in San Diego on

December 1, reportedly in 1958, though her official website says she was 17 when she began her

role as Lucy. An only child, according to her IMDb bio, she attended Hollywood High School, where

she was a varsity cheerleader and president of the Thespians’ Club.

Before she was Lucy Ewing, she had done the 1976 film “Freaky Friday” and some episodes of

ABC’s “Happy Days” and “Eight is Enough.” Like her costar Audrey Landers, Tilton did her own

singing when her “Dallas” role called for it, namely when Willie Gust kidnapped Lucy (remember

that bar scene?).

Tilton took a break from her “Dallas” time between 1985 and 1988, only picking up a few roles (her

daughter Cherish was a young child at the time).

More recently, she’s written a Hollywood gossip column and has made appearances such as the

Motor City Comic Con in Novi, Michigan, in May 2006. In 2006 she also did a Madonna takeoff

performance that was pretty highly publicized in the “Dallas” fan Internet community.

Charlene Tilton poses with a fan at the 2Charlene Tilton poses with a fan at the 2Charlene Tilton poses with a fan at the 2Charlene Tilton poses with a fan at the 2Charlene Tilton poses with a fan at the 2006 Mo006 Mo006 Mo006 Mo006 Motor City Comic Con in Notor City Comic Con in Notor City Comic Con in Notor City Comic Con in Notor City Comic Con in Novi,vi,vi,vi,vi,
Michigan.Michigan.Michigan.Michigan.Michigan.
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TTTTTed Shaced Shaced Shaced Shaced Shackkkkkelforelforelforelforelforddddd

He took over the role of black-sheep-of-the-family Gary Ewing from actor David Ackroyd and ran

with it, parlaying it into the successful “Dallas” spinoff, “Knots Landing.” So what’s Ted Shackelford

all about, anyway?

He was born Theodore Tillman Shackelford III on June 23, 1946, in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,

according to the IMDb. His father was a military man, so Shackelford grew up in Tulsa where he

was stationed. He went on to attend the University of Denver. He turned to the acting world when

he was about 30 years old, nabbing a role as Ray Gordon on “Another

World,” then guest spots on “The Rockford Files,” “Wonder Woman” and

other shows in the 1970s. He crossed over to “Knots Landing” from

“Dallas” in 1979 and rode the wave for many years.

(Did you know, by the way, that Shackelford appeared on the cover of

Warren Zevon’s 1982 album, “The Envoy,” at right?)

After leaving “Knots” in 1988, Shackelford had no shortage of TV roles. In

2006, he joined the cast of CBS’ “The Young and the Restless” as Genoa

City D.A. Will Bardwell.

Joan VJoan VJoan VJoan VJoan Van Arkan Arkan Arkan Arkan Ark

The fact that Joan Van Ark has been married more than 40 years is

quite a testament to her character. Her husband is her childhood

sweetheart, John Marshall.

Joan Van Ark’s father named her after Joan of Arc because he was

certain that she would become famous, according to Wikipedia. Van

Ark’s paternal great-grandfather, Gradus, was an immigrant from the

Netherlands. Her father, mother and sister were all writers. She grew

up in Boulder, Colorado. Just out of high school, she was the second

youngest student to attend the Yale School of Drama on a scholarship,

her official website says. She began her professional career at the

Minneapolis Guthrie Theater in Moliere’s “The Miser,” then went on to a

wealth of stage work. She garnered awards along the way for her

theater work.

In front of the camera, her credits span from the late ’60s (“Peyton Place,” “The Mod Squad”) all

the way up to the present. She appeared on just about any classic TV show you can name.

Beyond “Knots,” she did the reunion miniseries “Knots Landing: Back to the Cul-de-Sac” in 1997,

and, of course, she popped up back in “Dallas” now and then.

Van Ark and her husband have one daughter, Vanessa Marshall, who’s done a wealth of acting

work, herself. Read more about Joan Van Ark in our interview with her, later in this chapter.
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KKKKKen Ken Ken Ken Ken Kerererererccccchehehehehevalvalvalvalval

We always admired the skill with which Ken Kercheval delivered the long-suffering nemesis of J.R.

Ewing to our living room. The consummate professional performed on Broadway for 20 years and

came aboard “Dallas” when he was 42, after he’d gotten his TV feet wet on the soap “Search for

Tomorrow” in 1967 and a spattering of other shows.

Born July 15, 1935, in Wolcottville, Indiana, Kercheval grew up in Clinton. His dad was a physician

and his mother a nurse, according to the IMDb. He studied music and drama at Indiana University,

and attended the University of the Pacific in Stockton, California. He studied acting at the

Neighborhood Playhouse in New York.

Kercheval began acting on Broadway in 1962 and continued through several shows over the years.

He hit the TV airwaves at the same time, appearing in shows such as “The Defenders” and “The

Nurses” and a number of others over the years, before and beyond his “Search for Tomorrow” stint,

great classic stuff like “CHiPs,” “Starsky and Hutch” and “Hotel.” After Cliff Barnes duked it out one

last time with J.R. on the “Dallas” run, he kept up a few appearances here and there. He was

nominated several times for Soap Opera Digest Awards and won once for his role as Cliff.

A longtime smoker, Kercheval lost half of his lung to cancer. But the fact that he survived is quite

remarkable for lung cancer patients, actually. Originally considered for the role of Ray Krebbs,

Kercheval, along with Larry Hagman, was there for the whole ride, every season, and nearly every

episode of “Dallas.”

Even into his 70s, Kercheval keeps busy. In November 2007, for instance, he was

starring with Lorna Luft in a production of “White Christmas” at the Edinburgh

Playhouse in Scotland. He also has been “one of America’s foremost 19th-

century figural glass collectors,” according to a 1988 issue of Glass Collector’s

Digest by Crunruh Books. “Patterns such as Lion, Three Face, Actress, Log Cabin,

Jumbo, Monkey, Westward Ho, Frosted Magnet & Grape, and Cactus are the

focus of his exceptional collection,” the publication says. Its February / March

1988 issue featured Kercheval on the cover.

Kercheval lives in California but still visits his hometown of Clinton a couple

times a year.
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MarMarMarMarMary Crosby Crosby Crosby Crosby Crosbyyyyy

Here’s a question for you ... Do you think of Bing when you think of Mary Crosby? Probably not,

we’d wager. Because her famous Hollywood lineage has long been eclipsed by the fact that she

was the one who, indeed, shot J.R.

Born Mary Frances Crosby on September 14, 1959, in Los Angeles to the legendary Bing Crosby and

Kathryn Grant, she is also the aunt of Denise Crosby of “Star Trek: The Next Generation” fame. All

those other Crosbys aside, however, the young Mary came into some great talents in her own right

as she was growing up in Hillsborough, outside of San Francisco.

She had no shortage of brain power, for instance. “My mom taught me to read when I was 3,” she

told journalist Arthur Swift in a 2004 interview. “And I had enough credits to graduate high school

when I was 15. It really wasn’t hard, actually; you just had to double up. I went to UT (University of

Texas) and became a drama major. I found pretty soon that I didn’t want to build sets, which is

what you do as a drama major, but that I just wanted to act. So I left there after a year and

became the youngest person accepted at the American Conservatory Theater in San Francisco.”

Crosby had one quick role in the late ’60s, then began acting in earnest a decade later. In her

“Dallas” role, despite the amorousness of her character, she admits to being skittish about the at-

times extremely sexual scenes. “I remember there was one time when I talked to the director,

whose name was Irving, and I said, ‘Irving, I can’t do this!’ It was written that Larry (Hagman)

grabbed me on the a**. But Larry took me aside and said, ‘If you have a problem, come to me

instead and I will fix it.’ He talked to Irving and it was changed to me wearing a backless dress and

Larry running his hand down my back and I arched it. That was much more sexy than the way it

was written.”

After her time on “Dallas,” Crosby did parts on “The Fall Guy,” “Hotel,” “The Love Boat” and other

shows, and even appeared on a “Star Trek: Deep Space Nine” episode. She came to the stage to

help the “Dallas” cast accept its Pop Culture Award from TVLand in 2006, looking young and

wonderful, BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV must say.

Crosby married Mark Brodka in 1998 and they have two children. They settled in Malibu.
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Sasha MitcSasha MitcSasha MitcSasha MitcSasha Mitchellhellhellhellhell

Sasha Mitchell came along late in the “Dallas” run as the son J.R. never knew he had, James

Beaumont. He’s known for two other major roles in his career: the lovable and goofy Cody

Lambert on ABC’s ‘90s sitcom “Step By Step,” where he starred with his “Dallas” mate Patrick

Duffy, and the “Kickboxer” movies, where he took over the lead from Jean-Claude Van Damme.

(After loving him as Cody for so many years, and after chatting with him via phone in 2007, BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV

is quite convinced that there’s a reason the “Step By Step” role came so easy to him!)

Mitchell was born on July 27, 1967, in Los Angeles. He grew up in Laurel Canyon, Hollywood, he tells

BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV. Contrary to his IMDb bio, he’s actually 6'4", not 6'3". (He did get “bigger,” he tells us, when

he turned 30, though his metabolism had slowed down. It was pretty clear that Mitchell had

bulked up considerably when the early-’90s “Kickboxer” movies came out and right on through to

the 2001 film “Slammed.”) Mitchell has what is called a “giant” tattoo of a dragon on his left

shoulder. (“It’s not that big,” he insists.)

As a teen, Mitchell worked as a Calvin Klein blue jeans model, and he studied acting at the

National Comedy Theater in New York City for six months. He also attended military school in New

York. He was introduced to acting and his agent through a photographer friend, which eventually

launched him into the role of James Beaumont at the tender age of 22. After his two seasons on

“Dallas,” he joined Duffy on the “Step By Step” set at around the fourth episode of the sitcom’s

first season. Though Duffy had only a couple weeks between the two shows, Mitchell had several

months off.

Mitchell rode through his “Step By Step” years with much fame and acclaim, despite the publicity

of a difficult marriage. (He alludes to the trouble, which had started when he was with “Dallas,” in

our interview, later in this chapter.) After his divorce, Mitchell got full custody of his four children:

Paulina Justine, Caroline, Jocelyn (who is sometimes referred to as Stacy, though Mitchell tells us

that Stacy was the name of Jocelyn’s art teacher when she was 4, and she wanted to be called

that for awhile) and Ethan. The family lives in California’s San Fernando Valley.
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TheTheTheTheThey just couldn’t seem to decy just couldn’t seem to decy just couldn’t seem to decy just couldn’t seem to decy just couldn’t seem to decide on a good Jenna Wide on a good Jenna Wide on a good Jenna Wide on a good Jenna Wide on a good Jenna Wade for “Dallas” ...ade for “Dallas” ...ade for “Dallas” ...ade for “Dallas” ...ade for “Dallas” ...

... First she was Morgan FMorgan FMorgan FMorgan FMorgan Fairairairairairccccchildhildhildhildhild in 1978. . . . . Actually born in Dallas, Fairchild’s soapy roots go back

to “Search for Tomorrow,” where she was Jennifer Phillips. She also starred in CBS’ “Falcon Crest,” as

well as the “North and South” miniseries. Born as Patsy Ann McClenny and taking the name

Morgan from a David Warner movie, according to the IMDb, she’s also done a large amount of

Broadway over the years. And of course, she has shined on more recently in numerous TV locales,

including Old Navy commercials and the “Fashion House” TV series for MyNetworkTV.

... then came FFFFFrancrancrancrancrancine Tine Tine Tine Tine Tacacacacackkkkkererererer in 1980, who had done “The Paper Chase” in 1978 on CBS (as

Elizabeth Logan), “Goodtime Girls” for ABC in 1980, and went on to “Oh Madeline” in 1983 for ABC,

then in 1984 played Amelia Lapidus on the CBS sitcom “Empire.” Tacker was married to actor

Robert Ginty.

... Finally, it was PriscPriscPriscPriscPriscilla Beaulieu Presleilla Beaulieu Presleilla Beaulieu Presleilla Beaulieu Presleilla Beaulieu Presley y y y y who took on the role of Jenna in 1983. She was

famous back then pretty much for being Elvis’ former wife, but Presley came into her own, later,

with this role and others such as the “Naked Gun” movies. Can you believe she was almost a

Charlie’s Angel? She turned down one of the roles in the hit TV show in the ’70s. She’s been

developing fragrances since the 1980s (see our Merchandise chapter as well as the photos below,

of her “Moments” and “Indian Summer” fragrances). These days, she designs linens, among other

things. Her rep at Rogers and Cowan told BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV in July 2006, “Priscilla partnered with Australian

entrepreneur and designer Bruno Schiavi to create and co-design a range of exclusive luxury

linens. The collection, labeled ‘The Priscilla Presley Collection,’ has launched in Australia (Meyers

Stores) and the U.K. (Harrod’s and House of Fraser Stores) and will launch this October in Canada.”

Presley visited some Harrod’s and House of Fraser sites in April 2006 for the linen launch. Presley

also worked on a special stage production called “Burning Love,” telling the rollercoaster tale of her

life with Elvis. “Ms. Presley is in the very preliminary stages of production on the play, and it is too

early to say when it will launch,” her rep told us.
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Omri KatzOmri KatzOmri KatzOmri KatzOmri Katz, the little guy, John Ross Ewing, went on to star in the 1991 NBC series “Eerie, Indiana”

and the 1993 Bette Midler movie, “Hocus Pocus.” We got to see him again, older, in the reunion

movie “Dallas: J.R. Returns,” in 1996. Of Israeli descent, Katz has spent some of his post-“Dallas”

years living in Israel.

The luscious Ginger Grant of CBS’ “Gilligan’s Island,” Tina LTina LTina LTina LTina Louiseouiseouiseouiseouise, arrived in Dallas as Ewing Oil

secretary Julie Grey in the show’s first season. She returned shortly thereafter, briefly, to woo Jock

Ewing, then get killed! Louise did quite a bit of TV work before her breakout on the island. And

speaking of Gilligan and his crew, the guy who played the professor, RRRRRussell Johnsonussell Johnsonussell Johnsonussell Johnsonussell Johnson, showed up

on “Dallas” later as Sheriff Wyatt Mansfield, who helped search for Jack Ewing when he retreated

to the middle of nowhere during the Dream Season.

JacJacJacJacJack Scaliak Scaliak Scaliak Scaliak Scalia, who was the hunky Nicholas Pearce / Joey Lombardi, starred in the 2006 Sci-Fi

original movie “Kraken: Tentacles of the Deep,” a movie named by Sci-Fi fans in a special contest.

He also appeared in Wes Craven’s film “Red Eye” in 2005. This Brooklyn native and former model,

who even speaks Italian like his “Dallas” character, portrayed Joey Buttafuoco in “Casualties of Love:

The Long Island Lolita Story” in 1993.

Our own Mandy Winger, Deborah SheltonDeborah SheltonDeborah SheltonDeborah SheltonDeborah Shelton, shared the set in 2006 with TTTTTracracracracracy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scoggins, who

played Anita Smithfield in the “Dallas” movies and made a brief appearance in the series itself, in

the movie “The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.” This adaptation of the well-known Robert

Louis Stevenson classic, directed and written by John Carl Buechler, put Scoggins front and center

as Karen Utterson, with Shelton playing a character named Donna Carew. Did you know that

Shelton, by the way, is a beauty queen: She was Miss Virginia USA, then crowned Miss USA in May

1970, Wikipedia says. She went on to the Miss Universe contest in Miami, the same year where

she placed first runner-up to Marisol Malaret of Puerto Rico. Shelton said in an interview on her

official fan-run website that when she auditioned for the part of Mandy Winger, she figured it was

a waste of time — it called for a “very young, blonde hooker with a heart of gold.” She said she

was terrified to audition in front of Leonard Katzman, Philip Capice and Barbara Miller, the casting

director. But hey, maybe it helped that Capice was actually backstage when Shelton was chosen

as Miss USA 1970! The Texas-born Scoggins, meanwhile, played Cat on ABC’s notable “Lois & Clark:

The New Adventures of Superman,” and has made a whole other career as Capt. Elizabeth Lochley

in the “Babylon 5” world.

You remember RRRRRonnie Claire Edonnie Claire Edonnie Claire Edonnie Claire Edonnie Claire Edwarwarwarwarwards ds ds ds ds as Corabeth Godsey in “The Waltons” on CBS? She played

a psychic in “Dallas,” giving Pam an inkling that the assumed-dead Mark Graison was still alive. She

also starred as a nun on “Dynasty” in the mid-’80s.

A blond Janine TJanine TJanine TJanine TJanine Turnerurnerurnerurnerurner, who played one of Lucy’s casual poolside pals early on in the series,

soaped it up again for ABC’s “General Hospital,” as Laura Templeton, then gained wider recognition

as Maggie O’Connell on CBS’ “Northern Exposure.”

K CallanK CallanK CallanK CallanK Callan, who played April Stevens’ mom Amy, played another well-known mom, Martha Kent, on

“Lois & Clark: The New Adventures of Superman.”

Speaking of April Stevens, actress Sheree J. WilsonSheree J. WilsonSheree J. WilsonSheree J. WilsonSheree J. Wilson first starred as Rita Danzig on ABC’s short-

time nighttime soap, “Our Family Honor.” She went on from “Dallas” to star in CBS’ “Walker, Texas

Ranger” in the ’90s. In 2006, she had a great leading role in “Killing Down,” a film based on the life
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of Steven Down, who went underground after being tortured in Nicaragua as a U.S. Army

intelligence officer. Wilson’s degree in fashion merchandising and business inadvertently got her

into modeling, which led to acting, her official website says.

John AshtonJohn AshtonJohn AshtonJohn AshtonJohn Ashton, who was wheelin’ and dealin’ oil cartel member Willie Joe Garr here, appears in

the 2007 Ben Affleck film “Gone, Baby, Gone.” Before he starred in those first couple seasons of

“Dallas,” Ashton did some fun classic TV, such as “Wonder Woman,” “Police Woman,” “M*A*S*H”

and “Starsky and Hutch.” He’s also appeared in films such as “Beverly Hills Cop I” and “II.”

Martin E. BrooksMartin E. BrooksMartin E. BrooksMartin E. BrooksMartin E. Brooks, who played the tragic figure of Edgar Randolph, is perhaps most recognizable

as Dr. Rudy Wells of the 1970s ABC show “Six Million Dollar Man” and its companion show “The

Bionic Woman” on ABC/NBC (both fine, fine shows in our book). Brooks also played Lt. Samuels in

the early-’70s CBS series, “Medical Center.”

The lovely AAAAAudreudreudreudreudrey Landersy Landersy Landersy Landersy Landers, one-half of the well-known Landers Sisters of the ’80s, played Afton

Cooper here. She’s dabbled in all sorts of TV appearances over the years, including the requisite

“Fantasy Island” and “Charlie’s Angels” and the like. More recently, she’s tried her hand at writing

and directing. In 2006, she was working on a film with her whole family, “Circus Island.” The plot

line from the IMDb: “In this lighthearted family adventure, 15-year-old Gabrielle runs away from

home to find her deadbeat dad, who is a trapeze flyer living on a tropical island. Together, they

turn the island into a circus camp for teens. It is a family circus in more ways than one. Danger,

tears, love and laughter: It all happens under the big top!” Landers passed along to BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV a little

bit more info about the film: “We do not yet have an airdate for ‘Circus Island,’ ” she said to

answer our initial question, “but we are recording more songs to add to the soundtrack album —

songs performed and written by myself, Daniel, my 12-year-old son, who already has hits in

Europe, and Lindsey and Kristy, Judy Landers’ beautiful and talented daughters.”

Our own Carter McKay, George KGeorge KGeorge KGeorge KGeorge Kennedennedennedennedennedyyyyy,,,,, has had a very robust acting career. He played Father

Samuel Cavanaugh, or “Sarge,” as the NBC 1971 drama was called. He was the cop Bumper

Morgan in CBS’ “The Blue Knight” in 1976. He played President Warren Harding in NBC’s very short-

lived 1979 drama, “Backstairs at the White House.” Plus, he’s had roles in movies such as 1973’s

“Cahill — U.S. Marshall,” starring John Wayne.

Morgan BrittanMorgan BrittanMorgan BrittanMorgan BrittanMorgan Brittanyyyyy, the scheming Katherine Wentworth, plays Georgina in the 2007 romantic

comedy “Americanizing Shelley.” Born Suzanne Cupito in Los Angeles, Brittany starred in a few

episodes of “The Twilight Zone” as a child in the 1960s, and even showed up, uncredited, as a child

in Alfred Hitchcock’s “The Birds.” She kept acting on through the ’60s and ’70s, even doing an

episode of “The Dukes of Hazzard” before coming to “Dallas.” After her juicy run as Katherine

Wentworth, she did lots of other television, such as “Melrose Place,” “The Nanny” and “Silk

Stalkings.”

Behind the scenesBehind the scenes

In a 2In a 2In a 2In a 2In a 200000000005 int5 int5 int5 int5 intererererer vievievievieview with Healthw with Healthw with Healthw with Healthw with HealthyHearing.com on hearing lossyHearing.com on hearing lossyHearing.com on hearing lossyHearing.com on hearing lossyHearing.com on hearing loss

and hearing aids, George Kand hearing aids, George Kand hearing aids, George Kand hearing aids, George Kand hearing aids, George Kennedennedennedennedennedy said his favy said his favy said his favy said his favy said his favoritoritoritoritorite moe moe moe moe movie rolevie rolevie rolevie rolevie role

was in 1was in 1was in 1was in 1was in 199999666663’s “Charade.”3’s “Charade.”3’s “Charade.”3’s “Charade.”3’s “Charade.”
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RaRaRaRaRay Wise,y Wise,y Wise,y Wise,y Wise, who played Lucy Ewing’s modeling contact Blair Sullivan, went on to make an impact

as Leland Palmer in David Lynch’s phenomenal ABC series “Twin Peaks” in 1990. Wise also played

Spiros Koralis on ABC’s “Dynasty” spinoff, “The Colbys,” in the mid-1980s. (To learn more about

“Dynasty” and “The Colbys,” check out the sister book to “Destination: Dallas,” “Dynasty High.”)

John IngleJohn IngleJohn IngleJohn IngleJohn Ingle, the doctor who reported on Rebecca Wentworth’s death, played patriarch Edward

Quartermaine on ABC’s “General Hospital” in the ’90s.

Speaking of Rebecca Wentworth, the woman who played her, PriscPriscPriscPriscPriscilla Pilla Pilla Pilla Pilla Pointointointointointererererer, is the mother of

actress Amy Irving. She’s played Irving’s mother in three movies: Besides the well-known “Carrie” in

1976, there was “Carried Away” and “Honeysuckle Rose.” Pointer’s husband is RRRRRobert Sobert Sobert Sobert Sobert Symondsymondsymondsymondsymonds,

who not only played Martin Porter on “Dallas,” but also Dr. Jonas Edwards on “Dynasty.” They were

married for 26 years before his death in August 2007.

Did any of us believe that ABC’s “Three’s Company” funnygirl Jenilee HarrisonJenilee HarrisonJenilee HarrisonJenilee HarrisonJenilee Harrison (the first “Chrissy

replacement,” Cindy Snow) could get serious for her “Dallas” role as Jamie Ewing? Sure enough, she

did. And, ironically, before that, Harrison showed up in a 1977 episode of ABC’s “Love Boat,” with

Patrick Duffy, playing his love interest!

John LarroquettJohn LarroquettJohn LarroquettJohn LarroquettJohn Larroquetteeeee, Dan Fielding of NBC’s “Night Court,” showed up as a lawyer for Lucy Ewing.

Daniel Pilon,Daniel Pilon,Daniel Pilon,Daniel Pilon,Daniel Pilon, the evil Naldo Marchetta, was just about as menacing on ABC’s daytime soap

“Ryan’s Hope.” Pilon also played Alan Spaulding for a time on CBS’ “Guiding Light.”

Still more soapy connections: Susan LuccSusan LuccSusan LuccSusan LuccSusan Lucciiiii, who adds more melodrama than we could possibly

stand to the role of Erica Kane on ABC’s “All My Children,” played Bobby Ewing-taunter Hillary

Taylor late in the “Dallas” run. Her “AMC” castmate Eva La REva La REva La REva La REva La Rueueueueue showed up as DeeDee in “Dallas.”

PPPPPeteteteteter Mark Ricer Mark Ricer Mark Ricer Mark Ricer Mark Richmanhmanhmanhmanhman, shown at left, who played Maynard Anderson here, has the distinction of

being a BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV triple-shot: He was also Andrew Laird on ABC’s “Dynasty” and the

original C.C. Capwell on NBC’s “Santa Barbara.” His TV appearances are extensive,

especially in the ’70s and ’80s, from ABC’s “The FBI” to CBS’ “Barnaby Jones” and

“Mission: Impossible” and beyond. He’s just one of those faces you see in a whole

lot of places. Richman, who assumed his first name, Peter, spiritually in 1971, has

a long theater resume and is also a prolific novelist (see the Merchandise

chapter), film writer and painter.

We knew exactly what the producers were thinking when they hired on

Christopher AChristopher AChristopher AChristopher AChristopher Atkinstkinstkinstkinstkins as Peter Richards, John Ross’ camp counselor and the kid who falls hard for

Sue Ellen Ewing. He starred in “The Blue Lagoon” and in other places as a hunky kid. Atkins has

kept up steady acting work over the years and reportedly owns an outdoor sports company.

Lovely LLLLLesleesleesleesleesley-Anne Doy-Anne Doy-Anne Doy-Anne Doy-Anne Downwnwnwnwn played Stephanie Rogers in “Dallas” and the much put-upon Madeline

Fabray in ABC’s mid-’80s epic “North and South” miniseries. Down also had a role in the NBC soaps

“Days of Our Lives” and the now-defunct “Sunset Beach,” then went on to “The Bold and the

Beautiful” in 2003.
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Barbara CarreraBarbara CarreraBarbara CarreraBarbara CarreraBarbara Carrera, who was the menacing

Angelica Nero in the Dream Season, is an

accomplished artist these days. Known for

being one of the beautiful Bond girls,

starring in 1983’s “Never Say Never Again,”

Carrera even painted a portrait of her Bond

costar Sean Connery. Born in Nicaragua

and educated at an American convent,

she has shown her art at the Makk

Galleries in Beverly Hills and the Roy Miles

Gallery in London since the ’80s. Besides

Connery, she has painted screen legends

such as Vivien Leigh, Rock Hudson, Bette

Davis and Paul Newman. “I wanted to

capture each subject’s inner beauty as

well as their outer charisma,” she says in a

Go-Star.com story by Ken Hall. “In each

instance, I strove to capture the soul

through the eyes.” Barbara Carrera’s art is

available through Cheryl Perkey Fine Art of

Los Angeles, (310) 204-2787,

cperkeyfineart@earthlink.net. “She has

been very active as a painter for many

years, and has gained much acclaim for

her art,” Perkey tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV. Motown’s

Berry Gordy is among those who own

Carrera’s works.

While on the set withWhile on the set withWhile on the set withWhile on the set withWhile on the set with
Paul NePaul NePaul NePaul NePaul Newman during thewman during thewman during thewman during thewman during the
filming of 1filming of 1filming of 1filming of 1filming of 19999980’s “When80’s “When80’s “When80’s “When80’s “When
Time Ran Out,” BarbaraTime Ran Out,” BarbaraTime Ran Out,” BarbaraTime Ran Out,” BarbaraTime Ran Out,” Barbara
Carrera took someCarrera took someCarrera took someCarrera took someCarrera took some
photos of him during aphotos of him during aphotos of him during aphotos of him during aphotos of him during a
break. One of thosebreak. One of thosebreak. One of thosebreak. One of thosebreak. One of those
phophophophophotos, of Netos, of Netos, of Netos, of Netos, of Newman withwman withwman withwman withwman with
a pencil perched on hisa pencil perched on hisa pencil perched on hisa pencil perched on hisa pencil perched on his
ear in a thoughtfulear in a thoughtfulear in a thoughtfulear in a thoughtfulear in a thoughtful
moment, his famousmoment, his famousmoment, his famousmoment, his famousmoment, his famous
bright blue ebright blue ebright blue ebright blue ebright blue eyyyyyes shining,es shining,es shining,es shining,es shining,
inspired this painting,inspired this painting,inspired this painting,inspired this painting,inspired this painting,
"Paul Ne"Paul Ne"Paul Ne"Paul Ne"Paul Newman," oil onwman," oil onwman," oil onwman," oil onwman," oil on
cancancancancanvas, 2vas, 2vas, 2vas, 2vas, 24" b4" b4" b4" b4" by 3y 3y 3y 3y 30".0".0".0".0".
Special thanks toSpecial thanks toSpecial thanks toSpecial thanks toSpecial thanks to
Barbara Carrera andBarbara Carrera andBarbara Carrera andBarbara Carrera andBarbara Carrera and
CherCherCherCherCheryl Pyl Pyl Pyl Pyl Perkerkerkerkerkeeeeey for they for they for they for they for the
info and the photos!info and the photos!info and the photos!info and the photos!info and the photos!

“Bett“Bett“Bett“Bett“Bette Davis,” oil on cane Davis,” oil on cane Davis,” oil on cane Davis,” oil on cane Davis,” oil on canvas, 40" bvas, 40" bvas, 40" bvas, 40" bvas, 40" by 3y 3y 3y 3y 30"0"0"0"0"
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HoHoHoHoHowarwarwarwarward Kd Kd Kd Kd Keel,eel,eel,eel,eel, our own Clayton Farlow, was another member of the “Dallas” cast long respected

for his acting resume. Born Harold Clifford Keel on April 13, 1919 (though some reports say it was

1917) in Gillespie, Illinois, Keel suffered an abusive childhood that reportedly gave him a rebellious

spirit. He worked for MGM during his movie heyday and was known for his handsome looks and

confident demeanor, with his female co-stars often standing on boxes to meet his tall, robust

frame in the shots. He gained stardom for his role in the 1954 musical “Seven Brides for Seven

Brothers.” He was married three times and also had a child by fellow MGM film star Esther

Williams.

You know KKKKKellie Martin ellie Martin ellie Martin ellie Martin ellie Martin of ABC’s “Life Goes On” and CBS’ “Christy,” as well as the rockin’-good

“Mystery Woman” movies on the Hallmark Channel. Well, you might not have even recognized her,

as a very young tyke, in a scene during the Dream Season of “Dallas,” 1985-86, when Ray and

Donna are visiting another couple regarding the adoption of Tony. That’s her, little Brenda, who

comes into the room briefly.

You just never know who is going to pop up on a vintage series like this, as you can see from the

above item! Another example: SignSignSignSignSigny Colemany Colemany Colemany Colemany Coleman of 1980s Huey Lewis and the News music videos

and soaps such as the aforementioned “Santa Barbara” on NBC (as Celeste) and CBS’ “Young and

the Restless” (as the blind Hope). Well, lo and behold, when it comes time for Sue Ellen Ewing to

audition a new Valentine Girl to replace Mandy Winger in 1987, Coleman appears as a very

exasperated model.

Of course, ’90s-and-beyond superstar hunk Brad Pitt Brad Pitt Brad Pitt Brad Pitt Brad Pitt showed up in ’80s “Dallas” as Randy,

troublemaker suitor to Charlie Wade.

The 1999 movie “Scorpio One” has some “Dallas” connections: It was produced by AndreAndreAndreAndreAndrewwwww

StStStStSteeeeevvvvvens ens ens ens ens (Casey Denault), and it starred StStStStSteeeeevvvvve Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanaly (Ray Krebbs) and Lance LLance LLance LLance LLance LeGault eGault eGault eGault eGault (Al

Halliday). The son of Stella Stevens and ex-husband of actress Kate Jackson, Andrew Stevens has

worked as not only an actor and producer, but also a director and writer in Hollywood. His

Andrew Stevens Entertainment and Stevens Entertainment Group have produced movies starring

Wesley Snipes, Steven Seagal, Elizabeth Hurley and other megawatties. While Stevens has been

producing, he’s continued to act, as well.

A 1A 1A 1A 1A 19999980s stamp-80s stamp-80s stamp-80s stamp-80s stamp-
signed card forsigned card forsigned card forsigned card forsigned card for
AndreAndreAndreAndreAndrew Stw Stw Stw Stw Steeeeevvvvvens.ens.ens.ens.ens.
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Beth TBeth TBeth TBeth TBeth Toussaintoussaintoussaintoussaintoussaint, who was Carter McKay’s daughter Tracy Lawton here, went on to another soapy

role in Aaron Spelling’s short-lived “Savannah” on the WB network in the ’90s. Toussaint married

fellow soap star Jack Coleman (second Steven Carrington of “Dynasty” and Noah Bennett of NBC’s

“Heroes”) in 1996.

Jared MartinJared MartinJared MartinJared MartinJared Martin, the tall, rugged but sensitive Dusty Farlow, is pretty tall in real-life, too. Six-three, to

be exact. Though his acting resume was expansive before “Dallas,” beginning in the late 1960s, his

life was largely out of the limelight after his time on the Southern Cross. Since then, he’s founded

the Big Picture Alliance, a Philadelphia organization that helps inner-city youth learn more about

the acting world. Born in Manhattan in 1943, Martin has a son who’s gone into showbiz: Christian

Martin has worked as a producer for “Dateline NBC.”

Sharon WyattSharon WyattSharon WyattSharon WyattSharon Wyatt, who played the amazing Tiffany on ABC’s “General Hospital” for several years

(with enough style to sink a freighter), showed up on “Dallas” as an assistant to Nicholas Pearce

named Marvel Reed.

Derek McGrathDerek McGrathDerek McGrathDerek McGrathDerek McGrath was the hilarious Oswald Valentine, business partner to Sue Ellen as she started

standing on her own two feet. McGrath is a career funnyman, really, having made his way through

many comedic turns. McGrath tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV he was born on July 15, 1949 (a birthdate often

misreported) in South Porcupine, Ontario, Canada. McGrath is well-known for his role as “Andy-

Andy” on “Cheers.” You can find out more about him in our interview, later in this chapter.

MicMicMicMicMichele Scarabellihele Scarabellihele Scarabellihele Scarabellihele Scarabelli, who had a very scary role as psycho Connie Hall, played the alien Susan

Francisco in Fox’s 1989-1991 “Alien Nation.”

Brian DennehBrian DennehBrian DennehBrian DennehBrian Dennehyyyyy showed up in the very first season of “Dallas” as the creepy Luther Frick. Dennehy

has done other television, including the part of Arnie Sutter on “Big Shamus, Little Shamus” on CBS

in 1979, and the role of Buddy Krebs on “Star of the Family” on ABC in 1982. He did a spin as Jake

Dunham on “Dynasty.”

Jocelyn BrandoJocelyn BrandoJocelyn BrandoJocelyn BrandoJocelyn Brando, who was Mrs. Reeves here, the nanny to little John Ross, is the real-life older

sister of Marlon Brando.

James AJames AJames AJames AJames Avvvvverererereryyyyy, the exasperated Uncle Phil to Will Smith in the late-’80s-’90s “Fresh Prince of Bel

Air,” played Judge J. Fowler on “Dallas.”

Joseph CampanellaJoseph CampanellaJoseph CampanellaJoseph CampanellaJoseph Campanella, who played former crime lord Joseph Lombardi Sr. here, was Hutch

Corrigan in ABC’s “The Colbys.” Campanella had already starred in CBS’ early-’60s “The Nurses” as

Dr. Ted Steffen, NBC’s early-1970s “The Lawyers” as Brian Darrell, and CBS’ 1967-75 “Mannix” as Lou

Wickersham. Campanella also hosted the documentaries “The Undersea World of Jacques

Cousteau” for ABC in 1976 and “Emergency Call” for syndication in 1991.

MarMarMarMarMarc Singer c Singer c Singer c Singer c Singer (the shyster Matt Cantrell) sure looked familiar to us. He also played Johnny Captor in

“The Contender” on CBS in 1980 and Andy Warner in “Roots: The Next Generations” on ABC in 1979.

Perhaps we know him best, though, as Mike Donovan in NBC’s sci-fi “V” in the mid-’80s, which later

spawned miniseries and series.
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HuntHuntHuntHuntHunter ver ver ver ver von Lon Lon Lon Lon Leereereereereer, who played mercenary / terrorist B.D. Calhoun, has done a wealth of other

acting over the years, beginning in the 1970s. Born Paul Hunter von Leer in Terre Haute, Indiana, on

April 3, 1944, he tells BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV he was named after his father, Hunter von Leer. Nowadays, he splits

time between his Santa Monica home (and relatively new wife) and his cattle farm back in

Indiana. Read more in our interview with him later in this chapter.

Can you believe the sanitarium resident who menaced J.R. toward the end of the “Dallas” run,

MitcMitcMitcMitcMitch Pileggih Pileggih Pileggih Pileggih Pileggi as Morrisey, went on to star in Fox’s “The X-Files”?

AleAleAleAleAlexis Smithxis Smithxis Smithxis Smithxis Smith, by the way, who played the evil Jessica Montford, was married for 49 years (until

her death) to Craig StCraig StCraig StCraig StCraig Steeeeevvvvvensensensensens, who showed up on “Dallas” as Leslie Stewart’s husband, Craig

Stewart.

Another “Dallas” real-life marriage: Alice HirsonAlice HirsonAlice HirsonAlice HirsonAlice Hirson (Mavis Anderson) and Stephen Elliott Stephen Elliott Stephen Elliott Stephen Elliott Stephen Elliott (Scotty

Demarest) for 25 years until his death in 2005.

DacDacDacDacDack Rambok Rambok Rambok Rambok Rambo, who played a Ewing cousin that sorta popped up out of the woodwork, has gone

on record as saying he was extremely unhappy in his three years on the show. The actor, who

died of AIDS in 1994, said in an interview two years earlier that he turned to prescription drugs

when he had difficulty fitting in on the “Dallas” set and even asked to be let off the show (when he

had heavily campaigned to be there in the first place!).

Sherill LSherill LSherill LSherill LSherill Lynn Rynn Rynn Rynn Rynn Rettinoettinoettinoettinoettino, who was Cliff Barnes’ secretary Jackie Dugan, was the daughter of

producer Leonard Katzman and sometimes billed on the show as Sherrill / Sherril / Sherill Lynn

Katzman. She died of breast cancer in 1995, at age 39. Her brothers Frank and Mitch worked

behind the scenes on “Dallas” and its reunion movies.

You’ll note some crossovers between the “Dallas” cast and “The Dukes of Hazzard” cast, which for

a while were filmin’ for CBS at the same time (“Dukes,” in fact, gave “Dallas” its strong lead-in on

Friday nights): DenDenDenDenDenvvvvver Pyleer Pyleer Pyleer Pyleer Pyle, the unforgettable Jesse Duke, showed up as old coot Blackie Callahan.

AAAAAudreudreudreudreudrey Landersy Landersy Landersy Landersy Landers had a role in two “Dukes” episodes. Danone SimpsonDanone SimpsonDanone SimpsonDanone SimpsonDanone Simpson, who played Kendall

Chapman on “Dallas,” showed up as Melanie DuBois in the “Dukes” episode, “Miss Tri-Counties.”

And, TTTTTracracracracracy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scoggins played a very-blond, law-enforcing babe in “The Dukes,” then had a one-

episode role as Dianne Kelly in “Dallas,” then found her niche with roles in “Dynasty” and “The

Colbys.” To read more about “The Dukes,” by the way, check out the BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV book, “Them Dukes!

Them Dukes!”

Ever watch the aforementioned NBC daytime soap “Santa Barbara”? You’ll recognize not one but

two of the men who played Mason Capwell on “SB”: TTTTTerrerrerrerrerry Ly Ly Ly Ly Lestestestestestererererer,,,,, who played Kristin Shepard’s

former boyfriend Rudy Millington, and Lane DaviesLane DaviesLane DaviesLane DaviesLane Davies, the talented, Shakespeare-loving actor who

played Craig Gurney. Also, there’s PPPPPeteteteteter Mark Ricer Mark Ricer Mark Ricer Mark Ricer Mark Richmanhmanhmanhmanhman (see his item earlier in the chapter). Then

(we’re not stopping now), there’s HenrHenrHenrHenrHenry Darroy Darroy Darroy Darroy Darrowwwww, Cruz Castillo’s father on “SB,” who dealt with J.R.

as Garcia. Nicolas CostNicolas CostNicolas CostNicolas CostNicolas Costererererer, the much-loved papa Lockridge on “SB,” showed up as Joe Morris and

as Lyle Sloan. And Marj DusaMarj DusaMarj DusaMarj DusaMarj Dusayyyyy, who was Pamela Capwell, played Bernice Billings in “Dallas.”
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QuitQuitQuitQuitQuite franklye franklye franklye franklye frankly, the c, the c, the c, the c, the crossorossorossorossorossovvvvvers with the “Star Ters with the “Star Ters with the “Star Ters with the “Star Ters with the “Star Trek” wrek” wrek” wrek” wrek” world are staggering:orld are staggering:orld are staggering:orld are staggering:orld are staggering:

For one thing, both men who played Zefram Cochrane (the inventor of warp speed) in the “Trek”

realm have shown up in “Dallas”: James CromJames CromJames CromJames CromJames Cromwwwwwellellellellell, who appeared in the “Trek” movie “First

Contact,” played Gerald Kane, the man who helped J.R. lead Pam on a wild-goose chase for the

“allegedly” dead Mark in the Caribbean. Also, the hunk-o-man who played Cochrane in the classic

TV series, Glenn CorbettGlenn CorbettGlenn CorbettGlenn CorbettGlenn Corbett, showed up as Donna’s lawyer-pal Paul Morgan. (Meow! says BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV!)

Susan HoSusan HoSusan HoSusan HoSusan Howarwarwarwarwarddddd, our very own Donna, played a Klingon woman in the classic “Trek” episode “Day

of the Dove.”

Bibi BescBibi BescBibi BescBibi BescBibi Beschhhhh, who played Dr. Gibson, is Capt. James T. Kirk’s former love and mother of his son in

the “Trek” universe, appearing in the second movie, “The Wrath of Khan.”

KatKatKatKatKate Mulgree Mulgree Mulgree Mulgree Mulgrewwwww warmed up to Ray Krebbs early in the series as the country/western singer

Garnet McGee. Of course, she’s also the female captain of “Trek,” Capt. Kathryn Janeway of

“Voyager.” Incidentally, Mulgrew was also Mary Ryan Fenelli on ABC’s “Ryan’s Hope.”

Barbara BabcocBarbara BabcocBarbara BabcocBarbara BabcocBarbara Babcock,k,k,k,k, Pam’s friend Liz Craig, starred in the classic “Trek” episode “A Taste of

Armageddon,” and years later was Jane Seymour’s pal Dorothy in CBS’ “Dr. Quinn: Medicine

Woman.” (Her “Dr. Quinn” castmate Gail StricGail StricGail StricGail StricGail Stricklandklandklandklandkland, incidentally, showed up in “Dallas” as

Veronica Robinson.)

Morgan WMorgan WMorgan WMorgan WMorgan Woodoodoodoodoodwarwarwarwarwarddddd, the longtime Punk Anderson, appeared in two classic “Trek” episodes:

“Dagger of the Mind” and “Omega Glory.”

BarBara LunaBarBara LunaBarBara LunaBarBara LunaBarBara Luna, who showed up as LeeAnn De La Vega’s sister-in-law Carmen Esperanza, is

known for her role in a very popular classic “Trek” episode, “Mirror, Mirror.” Luna was that cute,

petite and conspiring “captain’s woman” in the alternate universe, Lt. Marlena Moreau. She has

vast Broadway experience and has also done stints on soaps “One Life to Live” and “Search for

Tomorrow.” Luna spoke with BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV during an appearance at the Motor City Comic Con in May

2007, reminiscing on the “cosmic” experience of appearing with Larry Hagman on “Dallas” in 1991,

as he was mourning his mother Mary Martin, when Luna’s very first role in show business had

been with Martin in “South Pacific.” She prefers to be called “Luna,” by the way, and you can learn

more about her at her official website — see the Websites chapter.

Too bad it was all a dream: The intriguing RRRRRobert Wobert Wobert Wobert Wobert Walkalkalkalkalkererererer, who played Charlie X in the very, very

early “Trek” episode of the same name, showed up as Clayton Farlow’s lawyer in the Dream

Season, looking not a whole lot older!

One last little tidbit about the show: You might wonder how on earth the producers of the show

kept secret Bobby Ewing’s fabulous resurrection from the dead — and into Pam’s shower. Well,

Leonard Katzman hired a non-“Dallas” crew to shoot an Irish Spring commercial starring Patrick

Duffy. They then spliced the key parts into the last few moments of the season finale. Not even

Duffy’s fellow castmates knew how he was being resurrected! We at BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV understand why the

producers went to such great pains; explaining the whole Bobbyless season as a dream has to be

the single-most brilliant way (though so despised by many) to resurrect a soap-opera character —

ever! It lives on in television history!
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Casting about and casting asideCasting about and casting asideCasting about and casting asideCasting about and casting asideCasting about and casting aside

Like many other soap operas, “Dallas” certainly had its fair share of casting changes.

�����     Robert Foxworth of “Falcon Crest” turned down the role of J.R. Ewing because he thought it was

too wicked, according to “The Soap Opera Book of Lists.”

�����     Ken Kercheval was originally considered for the role of Ray Krebbs, according to the IMDb.

�����     Mary Frann was reportedly in the running for the role of Sue Ellen Ewing.

�����     Steve Kanaly was originally considered for the role of Bobby Ewing. Ironically, the actor is

reported to have lamented, before Ray’s parentage was brought forth, that of all the male actors

he looked most like a son that Jock would have had.

�����     Linda Evans of “Dynasty” was originally chosen as Pamela Ewing, and the project of “Dallas” was

actually originally thought of as the “Untitled Linda Evans Project.” Evans opted out, though, and

Judith Chapman and Victoria Principal were then in the running for the role.

�����     Pamela Ewing was played by Victoria Principal through most of the series, except after Pamela’s

car crash, when Margaret Michaels briefly stepped into the role.

�����     Principal also briefly played her character’s mother, Rebecca Barnes, in a flashback in the 1980

episode “Jock’s Trial,” Part 2.

�����     Willard “Digger” Barnes was played initially by David Wayne, then by Keenan Wynn.

�����     Jenna Wade was played by three actresses: Morgan Fairchild, Francine Tacker and Priscilla

Presley.

�����     Kristin Shepard’s role was originated by Colleen Camp then taken over by Mary Crosby.

�����     J.R. Ewing was played by Larry Hagman through almost all of the “Dallas” episodes. The one

exception occurred when Hagman was trying to renegotiate his terms in the midst of the “Who

Shot J.R.?” hoopla (and Robert Culp’s name came up as a possible replacement for Hagman,

according to “The Soap Opera Encyclopedia” and according to Hagman himself, quoted in TV

Guide). A stand-in was reportedly used in the “No More Mister Nice Guy,” Part 1 season-opening

episode for some shots where you didn’t see J.R.’s face. Hagman is still the only one credited as

J.R. in the episode, however.

�����     Ellie Ewing was, of course, played by the legendary Barbara Bel Geddes and the quite-

legendary-herself Donna Reed. When Bel Geddes originally left the show in 1984, however, the

name of Larry Hagman’s real-life mother, Mary Martin, was rumored for a replacement. The IMDb

says she was offered the role and turned it down.

�����     There were lots of family connections in the “Dallas” casting: Linda Gray’s daughter Kehly Sloane

appeared as Sue Ellen’s assistant Kelly, Patrick Duffy’s son Padraic played Mark Harris in the Paris

storyline, Duffy’s son Conor played one of Bobby’s sons (“little J.R.”) in the series finale dream

sequence, Larry Hagman’s son Preston popped up as a masseur working with April Stevens in the

1986-87 season, Hagman’s daughter Heidi had several small roles, including a jury foreperson in

1985.

A cA cA cA cA chat with Sasha Mitchat with Sasha Mitchat with Sasha Mitchat with Sasha Mitchat with Sasha Mitchell: hell: hell: hell: hell: More a Cody than a James?

Sasha Mitchell is known for three things in the acting world. Besides his role as J.R.’s long-lost son,

James Beaumont, he was the goofy, lovable Lambert with a heart of gold, Cody, on ABC’s sitcom

“Step By Step” (where, of course, he starred with Patrick Duffy). Then there were those

“Kickboxer” movies — and some serious bulking-up for our young’un James. So who is Sasha
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Mitchell, nowadays? Well, you might be surprised. Mitchell was kind enough to talk with BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV

while building a computer (!) before lunch at his job in California in April 2007, reminiscing about

James Beaumont and the “Dallas” days that were not always easy for him, due to marital

difficulties that became well-publicized.

HoHoHoHoHow did yw did yw did yw did yw did you hear about the role on “Dallas”?ou hear about the role on “Dallas”?ou hear about the role on “Dallas”?ou hear about the role on “Dallas”?ou hear about the role on “Dallas”?

“I don’t even remember. My agent probably talked to me about it. He didn’t want me to do it. He

didn’t like TV at all. He was like, ‘You know, they want you to do a show, but I don’t want you to do

it.’ I didn’t even watch the show before I heard about it. I heard about who shot J.R. and all that

stuff when I was a little kid, but I didn’t know the show. And my agent liked movies better than

TV.”

AnAnAnAnAny similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities between James Beaumont and Sasha Mitceen James Beaumont and Sasha Mitceen James Beaumont and Sasha Mitceen James Beaumont and Sasha Mitceen James Beaumont and Sasha Mitchell?hell?hell?hell?hell?

“When I came into town, I’m like, ‘Look, I don’t want anything from you. I just wanted to say hi to

you and meet you.’ He thought the kid wanted money or something. They were set at odds,

because of that. Other than that, they probably would have gotten along. But I’m different than

what I was then. I was probably 20 years old then. So then, I (James) just said, I’m going to work

at a motorcycle shop. I always kinda did that, anyway. That’s where I came from. That’s why in

‘Dallas’ they put me in a friend of mine’s shop, working on bikes. A lot of that stuff was stuff that I

do. I started out as a machinist, working on cars and bikes. The shop on ‘Dallas’ was called

Bartell’s, that was owned by Bill Bartell and his son Ronnie. We filmed at Lorimar, and the shop

was right up the street. That was on Washington Boulevard. They moved since then. Now they’re

in Marina del Ray. They’ve got a bigger place. It’s beautiful, gorgeous now.”

HoHoHoHoHow mucw mucw mucw mucw much input did yh input did yh input did yh input did yh input did you havou havou havou havou have in the direce in the direce in the direce in the direce in the direction of the ction of the ction of the ction of the ction of the characharacharacharacharac ttttter James Beaumont?er James Beaumont?er James Beaumont?er James Beaumont?er James Beaumont?

“They were really nice to me. It was kinda hard, because ‘Dallas’ was kinda sexually oriented, for

back then. Back then it was pretty racy. I was married, and it was really hard. They always put

me in bed with this girl or that girl, and it was really rough. They were really nice about it,

especially Leonard Katzman. They would have me start arguing with Larry instead of sleeping with

Michelle. My ex was really jealous, because anytime somebody was calling the house, it was a

female. But Leonard Katzman was really accommodating. I liked him a lot.”

YYYYYes, as J.R.’s son, yes, as J.R.’s son, yes, as J.R.’s son, yes, as J.R.’s son, yes, as J.R.’s son, you certainly goou certainly goou certainly goou certainly goou certainly got to intt to intt to intt to intt to interaceraceraceracerac t with quitt with quitt with quitt with quitt with quite a fee a fee a fee a fee a few of the females of thew of the females of thew of the females of thew of the females of thew of the females of the

cast: Kcast: Kcast: Kcast: Kcast: Kendall and Sly the secendall and Sly the secendall and Sly the secendall and Sly the secendall and Sly the secretaries, Callyretaries, Callyretaries, Callyretaries, Callyretaries, Cally, Mic, Mic, Mic, Mic, Michelle, Debra Lhelle, Debra Lhelle, Debra Lhelle, Debra Lhelle, Debra Lynn the wife who poppedynn the wife who poppedynn the wife who poppedynn the wife who poppedynn the wife who popped

out of the wout of the wout of the wout of the wout of the woodoodoodoodoodwwwwwork. Whicork. Whicork. Whicork. Whicork. Which ach ach ach ach actress in the “Dallas” cast wtress in the “Dallas” cast wtress in the “Dallas” cast wtress in the “Dallas” cast wtress in the “Dallas” cast would yould yould yould yould you saou saou saou saou say yy yy yy yy you wou wou wou wou workorkorkorkorkededededed

the best with or had the best chemistry with?the best with or had the best chemistry with?the best with or had the best chemistry with?the best with or had the best chemistry with?the best with or had the best chemistry with?

“I think the scenes for me were easier with Cally than anyone else. She was married to Larry in

the show. And he was always kinda screwing around on her, and he was always fighting with me.

There wasn’t anything sexual between us, so there wasn’t anything bad for me with my wife. It

wasn’t anything like having to work with Michelle in the bathtub scene or something like that. My

wife would just scream at me for that. ... I had done comedy. I hadn’t done soap opera stuff

before. Drama is hard. It’s like you talk for pages and pages and pages without really saying

anything. There’s no punchline. With comedy, they’re telling jokes, so there’s a point to what

they’re saying. Comedy was a lot easier for me.”

What was yWhat was yWhat was yWhat was yWhat was your favour favour favour favour favoritoritoritoritorite episode or scene as James?e episode or scene as James?e episode or scene as James?e episode or scene as James?e episode or scene as James?

“You know what I like — I like the way they did that cattle drive. Me, Patrick and Larry. We all went

down to San Juan Capistrano for a couple days. We were there for like three days. It was really
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fun. I had a good time.”

Is there anIs there anIs there anIs there anIs there anything about the cything about the cything about the cything about the cything about the characharacharacharacharac ttttter of James yer of James yer of James yer of James yer of James you wou wou wou wou would havould havould havould havould have dee dee dee dee devvvvveloped difeloped difeloped difeloped difeloped dif ferentlyferentlyferentlyferentlyferently

if yif yif yif yif you wou wou wou wou were the one who was writing it?ere the one who was writing it?ere the one who was writing it?ere the one who was writing it?ere the one who was writing it?

“I thought he was really nice. I didn’t really know anything about writing soap operas. I liked what

they did. But I didn’t understand why they kinda just gave up. I was talking to them and saying

why don’t you have Patrick run for governor and have Larry get in trouble and protect Bobby or

something like that. I didn’t know why they just didn’t want to do the show anymore.”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you havou havou havou havou have ane ane ane ane any trinky trinky trinky trinky trinkets or collecets or collecets or collecets or collecets or collectibles from the “Dallas” set?tibles from the “Dallas” set?tibles from the “Dallas” set?tibles from the “Dallas” set?tibles from the “Dallas” set?

“You know, I did, but I don’t have anything now. My ex-wife emptied my house — my tools, my kids’

toys, my clothes.”

MaMaMaMaMaybe theybe theybe theybe theybe they’vy’vy’vy’vy’ve been sold on eBae been sold on eBae been sold on eBae been sold on eBae been sold on eBay or something!y or something!y or something!y or something!y or something!

“Yea, yea. Most likely they’ve been left in someone’s backyard.”

It looks likIt looks likIt looks likIt looks likIt looks like ye ye ye ye you wou wou wou wou went right from “Dallas” to “Stent right from “Dallas” to “Stent right from “Dallas” to “Stent right from “Dallas” to “Stent right from “Dallas” to “Step bep bep bep bep by Sty Sty Sty Sty Step,” also a Lep,” also a Lep,” also a Lep,” also a Lep,” also a Lorimar Producorimar Producorimar Producorimar Producorimar Production,tion,tion,tion,tion,

in 1in 1in 1in 1in 1999999999911111. Did y. Did y. Did y. Did y. Did you havou havou havou havou have ane ane ane ane any time ofy time ofy time ofy time ofy time of f betwf betwf betwf betwf between?een?een?een?een?

“Yea, like almost a whole year.”

YYYYYes, the waes, the waes, the waes, the waes, the way I understand it, yy I understand it, yy I understand it, yy I understand it, yy I understand it, you didn’t come on as Codou didn’t come on as Codou didn’t come on as Codou didn’t come on as Codou didn’t come on as Cody until about the fourthy until about the fourthy until about the fourthy until about the fourthy until about the fourth

episode of the first season of “Stepisode of the first season of “Stepisode of the first season of “Stepisode of the first season of “Stepisode of the first season of “Step bep bep bep bep by Sty Sty Sty Sty Step.”ep.”ep.”ep.”ep.”

“Yea.”

WWWWWere yere yere yere yere you approacou approacou approacou approacou approached about appearing in the “Dallas” TV mohed about appearing in the “Dallas” TV mohed about appearing in the “Dallas” TV mohed about appearing in the “Dallas” TV mohed about appearing in the “Dallas” TV movies?vies?vies?vies?vies?

“I don’t know. I don’t know if they talked to my agent or not. I was working with Patrick on ‘Step

By Step’ at the time, so if Patrick was involved I’m sure I would’ve heard about it. Larry would

come by the show every now and then and say hi, hang out with us.”

What are yWhat are yWhat are yWhat are yWhat are you doing these daou doing these daou doing these daou doing these daou doing these dayyyyys?s?s?s?s?

“I work for a company that makes clothing in different countries around the world, like Peru and

India and Hong Kong. I do all their networking, their email and firewalls and firewall routers. I build

all their laptops. I travel for them.”

Did yDid yDid yDid yDid you go to scou go to scou go to scou go to scou go to school for that, or did yhool for that, or did yhool for that, or did yhool for that, or did yhool for that, or did you deou deou deou deou devvvvvelop those skills on yelop those skills on yelop those skills on yelop those skills on yelop those skills on your oour oour oour oour own?wn?wn?wn?wn?

“I just always knew how to do that. I wrote my first program in middle school. Remember basic

programming? Basic was ‘if then’ statements, all truth and algorithms. But a variable really like

turned me on, so I made a program that rolled dice, played craps. I thought that was really cool.

That was my first program in class. I always built computers, but I didn’t do it for a living. People

always call you when something is broken. ... I built networks for people, built them from scratch.”

Do people recognize yDo people recognize yDo people recognize yDo people recognize yDo people recognize you when you when you when you when you when you travou travou travou travou travel for wel for wel for wel for wel for work?ork?ork?ork?ork?

“Yea, they do. They think it’s funny. I’m bigger now than I was then. When I was 30, my body

started to slow down, and I actually got bigger. I work out two hours a day right now.”

HoHoHoHoHow manw manw manw manw many yy yy yy yy years has it been since years has it been since years has it been since years has it been since years has it been since you did the “Kicou did the “Kicou did the “Kicou did the “Kicou did the “Kickbokbokbokbokboxxxxxer” moer” moer” moer” moer” movies? Yvies? Yvies? Yvies? Yvies? You did three ofou did three ofou did three ofou did three ofou did three of

them?them?them?them?them?

“I did three of them. I did some other one where I played like this crazy robot teacher, a guy who
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was beating up the bad kids. The kids would be bad and he’d throw ’em off the roof and set ’em

on fire. It was pretty funny.” Editor’s note: The movie was 1994’s “Class of 1999 II: The Substitute.”

What perWhat perWhat perWhat perWhat percentage of the time wcentage of the time wcentage of the time wcentage of the time wcentage of the time would yould yould yould yould you saou saou saou saou say yy yy yy yy you’re remembered for “Stou’re remembered for “Stou’re remembered for “Stou’re remembered for “Stou’re remembered for “Step bep bep bep bep by Sty Sty Sty Sty Step”ep”ep”ep”ep”

and what percentage for “Dallas”?and what percentage for “Dallas”?and what percentage for “Dallas”?and what percentage for “Dallas”?and what percentage for “Dallas”?

“It totally depends on who they are. If it’s kids, it’ll be ’Step By Step.’ If it’s older people, it’ll be

‘Dallas.’ Kids don’t even know ‘Dallas’ was on. Middle-aged guys will recognize me for the

kickboxing shows. It depends on the demographic. It’s such a totally different audience for the

three main things that I did.”

YYYYYou’vou’vou’vou’vou’ve ke ke ke ke kept up some TV appearances oept up some TV appearances oept up some TV appearances oept up some TV appearances oept up some TV appearances ovvvvver the yer the yer the yer the yer the years. Do years. Do years. Do years. Do years. Do your future plans incour future plans incour future plans incour future plans incour future plans inc ludeludeludeludelude

acting?acting?acting?acting?acting?

“I don’t think so. I don’t have an agent or anything. I build computers; that’s what I do.”

What is yWhat is yWhat is yWhat is yWhat is your all-time favour all-time favour all-time favour all-time favour all-time favoritoritoritoritorite role, of all the roles that ye role, of all the roles that ye role, of all the roles that ye role, of all the roles that ye role, of all the roles that you’vou’vou’vou’vou’ve had?e had?e had?e had?e had?

“They’re all different. They’re all really cool. ‘Dallas’ was really cool because I got to meet George

Kennedy. I was a big fan of his when I was a kid. I liked ‘Step by Step’ because it made people

laugh and people really dug it. They were all different. ‘Dallas’ was really hard for me personally.

They were really nice people, and it was a really cool job, but it was a rough one.”

What does a daWhat does a daWhat does a daWhat does a daWhat does a day in yy in yy in yy in yy in your life look likour life look likour life look likour life look likour life look like noe noe noe noe nowadawadawadawadawadayyyyys?s?s?s?s?

“It’s pretty easy. I get up at like five-thirty, mess around with the kids and get ’em up, and we have

breakfast and go to Starbucks and screw around there. Then I take two of the kids to school. Then

I take my daughter to her zoology / biology high school, then I come here to work. Then I leave

to go pick them up. Then I go home and make dinner. Go to the gym, go to sleep.”

When yWhen yWhen yWhen yWhen you wou wou wou wou were a kid, what did yere a kid, what did yere a kid, what did yere a kid, what did yere a kid, what did you want to be when you want to be when you want to be when you want to be when you want to be when you greou greou greou greou grew up?w up?w up?w up?w up?

“A scientist, probably. I would’ve wanted to work at a college or lab. I wanted to do something for

poor people. Definitely not acting.”

HoHoHoHoHow did yw did yw did yw did yw did you get into acou get into acou get into acou get into acou get into acting, then?ting, then?ting, then?ting, then?ting, then?

“I was living in New York, going to military school. A friend of mine was a photographer; he was an

Italian photographer. He said, ‘Listen, I can introduce you to this agent, take a picture of you ...’ He

said it would be a hundred bucks to just go meet the guy. I thought OK, cool. It was just a hustle,

you know. ... So you go to Vegas, and they pay for your room, your food. They wanted to take a

picture of boxers for this magazine. That guy that I met turned out to be my agent.”

YYYYYour agent through the “Dallas” and “Stour agent through the “Dallas” and “Stour agent through the “Dallas” and “Stour agent through the “Dallas” and “Stour agent through the “Dallas” and “Step By Step By Step By Step By Step By Step” yep” yep” yep” yep” years?ears?ears?ears?ears?

“Yea.”

Do anDo anDo anDo anDo any of yy of yy of yy of yy of your cour cour cour cour children havhildren havhildren havhildren havhildren have an inte an inte an inte an inte an interest in acerest in acerest in acerest in acerest in acting? The older girls?ting? The older girls?ting? The older girls?ting? The older girls?ting? The older girls?

“I think Caroline would like to model. She’s pretty tall. She’s like five-ten, 105 pounds. The other

one’s too smart.”
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A cA cA cA cA chat with Ahat with Ahat with Ahat with Ahat with Audreudreudreudreudrey Landers: y Landers: y Landers: y Landers: y Landers: Life’s a “Circus,” and more ...

We have to admit ... She was one of our favorite characters on “Dallas.” Whether it was her

natural beauty and charm, or the way she seemed to play all the angles, or just the fact that she

saw something in Cliff Barnes that no one else would dare see, we really liked Afton. BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV had

the pleasure of catching up with the lovely Audrey Landers, our own Afton Cooper, in fall 2006 via

email to see what she has been doing since her “Dallas” days, and to reminisce a bit ...

First ofFirst ofFirst ofFirst ofFirst of f, current projecf, current projecf, current projecf, current projecf, current projects: I think the last time wts: I think the last time wts: I think the last time wts: I think the last time wts: I think the last time we spoke spoke spoke spoke spoke via email, we via email, we via email, we via email, we via email, we talke talke talke talke talked abouted abouted abouted abouted about

the made-for-TV film “Cirthe made-for-TV film “Cirthe made-for-TV film “Cirthe made-for-TV film “Cirthe made-for-TV film “Circus Island,” starring ycus Island,” starring ycus Island,” starring ycus Island,” starring ycus Island,” starring yourself and yourself and yourself and yourself and yourself and your family members. (Iour family members. (Iour family members. (Iour family members. (Iour family members. (I

just watcjust watcjust watcjust watcjust watched the trailer on yhed the trailer on yhed the trailer on yhed the trailer on yhed the trailer on your wour wour wour wour websitebsitebsitebsitebsite; it looks fun!) Will this be billed as a familye; it looks fun!) Will this be billed as a familye; it looks fun!) Will this be billed as a familye; it looks fun!) Will this be billed as a familye; it looks fun!) Will this be billed as a family

momomomomovie (looks vvie (looks vvie (looks vvie (looks vvie (looks vererererery family-friendly), and any family-friendly), and any family-friendly), and any family-friendly), and any family-friendly), and any updaty updaty updaty updaty update on an aire on an aire on an aire on an aire on an airdatdatdatdatdate?e?e?e?e?

“ ‘Circus Camp,’ as it is now titled, is a family-friendly film. Still no confirmed airdate. It definitely is

a challenge to try to sell family programming, especially if it is an independent production like

ours.”

In the various projecIn the various projecIn the various projecIn the various projecIn the various projects that Landers Products that Landers Products that Landers Products that Landers Products that Landers Productions currently has in detions currently has in detions currently has in detions currently has in detions currently has in devvvvvelopment, areelopment, areelopment, areelopment, areelopment, are

there othere othere othere othere other films that yther films that yther films that yther films that yther films that you will be starring in?ou will be starring in?ou will be starring in?ou will be starring in?ou will be starring in?

“We are developing various other projects — and, in a variety of capacities — for example; some

projects we are the writers; others, we will direct. We have a very strong focus in music and music

videos in Europe.”

AnAnAnAnAnything else yything else yything else yything else yything else you’d likou’d likou’d likou’d likou’d like to noe to noe to noe to noe to nottttte about ye about ye about ye about ye about your current projecour current projecour current projecour current projecour current projects?ts?ts?ts?ts?

“My 13-year-old son, Daniel, has recorded several duets with me in Europe

— and is just being released as a solo artist. I write many of his songs — as I

have written many of my hits. We have international TV and live

performances in the upcoming months.”

OK, on to “Dallas” ... OK, on to “Dallas” ... OK, on to “Dallas” ... OK, on to “Dallas” ... OK, on to “Dallas” ... In the role of AfIn the role of AfIn the role of AfIn the role of AfIn the role of Af ton Cooperton Cooperton Cooperton Cooperton Cooper, y, y, y, y, you goou goou goou goou got tot tot tot tot to

indulge what yindulge what yindulge what yindulge what yindulge what you call you call you call you call you call your first loour first loour first loour first loour first lovvvvve — music — as Afe — music — as Afe — music — as Afe — music — as Afe — music — as Af ton was anton was anton was anton was anton was an

accomplished singeraccomplished singeraccomplished singeraccomplished singeraccomplished singer. Ho. Ho. Ho. Ho. How did that facet of Afw did that facet of Afw did that facet of Afw did that facet of Afw did that facet of Af ton’s cton’s cton’s cton’s cton’s characharacharacharacharactttttererererer

come about?come about?come about?come about?come about?

“Music is where it all started for me. As a child and young teen, I wrote

songs — had my first country ‘hit’ when I was about 13 or 14 on Epic records. (It was a song that I

wrote called ‘The Apple Don’t Fall Far From the Tree.’) Then I was cast in a soap opera, ‘The Secret

Storm,’ as a moody, guitar-playing, singing, teen, and then again a few years later, as Heather on

‘Somerset’ — also a teen who sang and played the guitar. When I got the role of Afton, it was only

supposed to be for two episodes. I guess they liked me.. :-)”

By the time yBy the time yBy the time yBy the time yBy the time you came aboarou came aboarou came aboarou came aboarou came aboard on “Dallas,” yd on “Dallas,” yd on “Dallas,” yd on “Dallas,” yd on “Dallas,” you’d alreadou’d alreadou’d alreadou’d alreadou’d already done quity done quity done quity done quity done quite a bit of TV we a bit of TV we a bit of TV we a bit of TV we a bit of TV workorkorkorkork

(great, c(great, c(great, c(great, c(great, c lassic stuflassic stuflassic stuflassic stuflassic stuf f likf likf likf likf like “Charlie’s Angels,” “Pe “Charlie’s Angels,” “Pe “Charlie’s Angels,” “Pe “Charlie’s Angels,” “Pe “Charlie’s Angels,” “Police Wolice Wolice Wolice Wolice Woman,” etc.). Hooman,” etc.). Hooman,” etc.). Hooman,” etc.). Hooman,” etc.). How did yw did yw did yw did yw did you hearou hearou hearou hearou hear

about the “Dallas” role?about the “Dallas” role?about the “Dallas” role?about the “Dallas” role?about the “Dallas” role?

“You’re right — I had done a lot of episodics, as well as a short-lived series called ‘Highcliffe Manor,’

and about a half-dozen pilots that were not picked up ... and of course, the four years I spent on

the soaps during my teens.”

Had yHad yHad yHad yHad you watcou watcou watcou watcou watched the shohed the shohed the shohed the shohed the show before yw before yw before yw before yw before you goou goou goou goou got the role of Aft the role of Aft the role of Aft the role of Aft the role of Af ton?ton?ton?ton?ton?

“I was probably the only person who had not watched ‘Dallas’ — so my mom / manager gave me
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a bunch of videos of episodes so that I could get a crash course!”

Did yDid yDid yDid yDid you read for anou read for anou read for anou read for anou read for any oy oy oy oy other roles on “Dallas”?ther roles on “Dallas”?ther roles on “Dallas”?ther roles on “Dallas”?ther roles on “Dallas”?

“No, that was the role they were casting for — and as I recall, the competition was really tough. It

came down to the wire between me and Lisa Hartman.”

What was yWhat was yWhat was yWhat was yWhat was your favour favour favour favour favoritoritoritoritorite part of the role of Afe part of the role of Afe part of the role of Afe part of the role of Afe part of the role of Af ton Cooper?ton Cooper?ton Cooper?ton Cooper?ton Cooper?

“I loved the fact that Afton was so different from me! She was conniving, and sultry.”

Are there anAre there anAre there anAre there anAre there any similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities between Afeen Afeen Afeen Afeen Af ton Cooper and Aton Cooper and Aton Cooper and Aton Cooper and Aton Cooper and Audreudreudreudreudrey Landers?y Landers?y Landers?y Landers?y Landers?

“The similarities ... hmmmm ... well ... the singing and songwriting was all me. Afton sang the songs

I wrote.”

Who was the best / most fun to wWho was the best / most fun to wWho was the best / most fun to wWho was the best / most fun to wWho was the best / most fun to work with on the “Dallas” set?ork with on the “Dallas” set?ork with on the “Dallas” set?ork with on the “Dallas” set?ork with on the “Dallas” set?

“Larry was funny — and easy to work with.”

What was the episode or storWhat was the episode or storWhat was the episode or storWhat was the episode or storWhat was the episode or storyline that yyline that yyline that yyline that yyline that you loou loou loou loou lovvvvved the best, as Afed the best, as Afed the best, as Afed the best, as Afed the best, as Af ton?ton?ton?ton?ton?

“I always loved the storylines where Afton was anything but the nice girl! When the writers made

Afton a ‘good’ person, they seemed to have lost the essence of her character — and the writing

was boring. Afton’s best attributes were that she was good deep down — but you had to search

through many layers to find that side of her. She used to surprise the audience with her brazen

choices — but then, alas, she became nice — and there was nowhere left to go with her

character!”

In the “Dallas” reunion moIn the “Dallas” reunion moIn the “Dallas” reunion moIn the “Dallas” reunion moIn the “Dallas” reunion movie that yvie that yvie that yvie that yvie that you starred in, there was a nice resolution of aou starred in, there was a nice resolution of aou starred in, there was a nice resolution of aou starred in, there was a nice resolution of aou starred in, there was a nice resolution of a

“loose end” betw“loose end” betw“loose end” betw“loose end” betw“loose end” between Afeen Afeen Afeen Afeen Af ton and Clifton and Clifton and Clifton and Clifton and Clif f — namely their little daughtf — namely their little daughtf — namely their little daughtf — namely their little daughtf — namely their little daughtererererer, Pamela. The, Pamela. The, Pamela. The, Pamela. The, Pamela. The

ccccc iriririrircumstances (a ccumstances (a ccumstances (a ccumstances (a ccumstances (a child he didn’t knohild he didn’t knohild he didn’t knohild he didn’t knohild he didn’t know about) really seemed to bring a toucw about) really seemed to bring a toucw about) really seemed to bring a toucw about) really seemed to bring a toucw about) really seemed to bring a touchinghinghinghinghing

quality out of Clifquality out of Clifquality out of Clifquality out of Clifquality out of Clif fffff ’s c’s c’s c’s c’s characharacharacharacharactttttererererer. Ho. Ho. Ho. Ho. How do yw do yw do yw do yw do you picou picou picou picou picture Afture Afture Afture Afture Af ton and Clifton and Clifton and Clifton and Clifton and Clif f nof nof nof nof nowadawadawadawadawadayyyyys, ys, ys, ys, ys, yearsearsearsearsears

latlatlatlatlater? And what wer? And what wer? And what wer? And what wer? And what would yould yould yould yould your on-scour on-scour on-scour on-scour on-screen daughtreen daughtreen daughtreen daughtreen daughter Pamela be doing, if “Dallas” wer Pamela be doing, if “Dallas” wer Pamela be doing, if “Dallas” wer Pamela be doing, if “Dallas” wer Pamela be doing, if “Dallas” wereereereereere

still on the air?still on the air?still on the air?still on the air?still on the air?

“I really loved the reunion — and the fact that Afton was a single mom with a teenage daughter. I

guess that Afton and Cliff would probably have gotten together. They had matured — and learned

some tough life lessons. They deeply loved each other.”

AnAnAnAnAny oy oy oy oy other nother nother nother nother notttttes yes yes yes yes you’d likou’d likou’d likou’d likou’d like to add about “Dallas”?e to add about “Dallas”?e to add about “Dallas”?e to add about “Dallas”?e to add about “Dallas”?

“I was so disappointed that the movie reunion never evolved into the second generation of ‘Dallas’

kids — The kids of Afton and Bobby and J.R. It could have been the predecessor to shows like the

‘OC’ with a cast of parents that were already recognizable — with a lot of wonderful fans.”

A cA cA cA cA chat with Art Hindle: hat with Art Hindle: hat with Art Hindle: hat with Art Hindle: hat with Art Hindle: Farraday, nowadays ...

Brokering babies — though lucrative — may not be the best business to be in! But that’s what Jeff

Farraday is known for in the “Dallas” realm. Of course, the man who portrayed him is known for a

lot of other (much better) things. Art Hindle, born July 21, 1948 in Nova Scotia, Canada, is an

accomplished actor with decades of great credits to his name. He chatted via email with BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV

in May 2007.
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Did yDid yDid yDid yDid you groou groou groou groou grow up in Now up in Now up in Now up in Now up in Nova Scova Scova Scova Scova Scotia?tia?tia?tia?tia?

“My dad was in the Canadian Navy stationed in Halifax. I grew up in the east end of Toronto, a

section called ‘The Beaches.’ ”

Where did yWhere did yWhere did yWhere did yWhere did you attou attou attou attou attend scend scend scend scend school? Did yhool? Did yhool? Did yhool? Did yhool? Did you studou studou studou studou study acy acy acy acy acting?ting?ting?ting?ting?

“As a matter of fact, tonight I am attending the 100th anniversary of one of my high schools,

Riverdale Collegiate (just like Archie and Jughead in the comics). The other was Malvern Collegiate

... many, many public schools, including a one-room schoolhouse in the country. The explanation

for that is my parents were divorcing; it’s a long story ... I studied acting with a man named Eli Rill,

a wonderful mentor from the Actors Studio.”

What first goWhat first goWhat first goWhat first goWhat first got yt yt yt yt you into acou into acou into acou into acou into acting?ting?ting?ting?ting?

“I had an uncle who was married to my mother’s sister and I really looked up to him. He is an

actor altho’ retired now, Michael Kane (‘Three Days of the Condor’).”

HoHoHoHoHow did yw did yw did yw did yw did you come to hear about the role of Jefou come to hear about the role of Jefou come to hear about the role of Jefou come to hear about the role of Jefou come to hear about the role of Jef f Ff Ff Ff Ff Farradaarradaarradaarradaarraday on “Dallas”?y on “Dallas”?y on “Dallas”?y on “Dallas”?y on “Dallas”?

“Leonard Katzman called me and offered me the role, probably at the suggestion of Barbara

Miller, Lorimar’s casting head; God bless their souls!”

Had yHad yHad yHad yHad you watcou watcou watcou watcou watched the shohed the shohed the shohed the shohed the show before, at that point? (How before, at that point? (How before, at that point? (How before, at that point? (How before, at that point? (How does the popularity ofw does the popularity ofw does the popularity ofw does the popularity ofw does the popularity of

“Dallas” in Canada compare to the U.S., b“Dallas” in Canada compare to the U.S., b“Dallas” in Canada compare to the U.S., b“Dallas” in Canada compare to the U.S., b“Dallas” in Canada compare to the U.S., by the way the way the way the way the way?)y?)y?)y?)y?)

“Who didn’t??!! I think it was as popular in Canada as it was in the USA altho’ I have lived in Los

Angeles since 1974.”

What did yWhat did yWhat did yWhat did yWhat did you likou likou likou likou like the most about the ce the most about the ce the most about the ce the most about the ce the most about the characharacharacharacharac ttttter of Jefer of Jefer of Jefer of Jefer of Jef f Ff Ff Ff Ff Farradaarradaarradaarradaarraday?y?y?y?y?

“It was hard to ‘like’ anything about him but he was certainly resourceful and good-looking, I

thought ... LOL.”

Who wWho wWho wWho wWho would yould yould yould yould you saou saou saou saou say yy yy yy yy you enjoou enjoou enjoou enjoou enjoyyyyyed wed wed wed wed working with the most, from the “Dallas” cast?orking with the most, from the “Dallas” cast?orking with the most, from the “Dallas” cast?orking with the most, from the “Dallas” cast?orking with the most, from the “Dallas” cast?

“I mainly worked with Patrick and he was nice enough, but Larry Hagman was the sweetest

person and would do anything for you. He welcomed me with open arms my first day even tho’

we hadn’t met before!”

Is there anIs there anIs there anIs there anIs there anything yything yything yything yything you wou wou wou wou would havould havould havould havould have done dife done dife done dife done dife done dif ferently with the Jefferently with the Jefferently with the Jefferently with the Jefferently with the Jeff Ff Ff Ff Ff Farradaarradaarradaarradaarraday cy cy cy cy characharacharacharacharactttttererererer, if, if, if, if, if

yyyyyou wou wou wou wou would havould havould havould havould have been writing it?e been writing it?e been writing it?e been writing it?e been writing it?

“I would have kept him alive longer ’cause I was having so much fun doing the show.”

AnAnAnAnAny similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities between Jefeen Jefeen Jefeen Jefeen Jef f Ff Ff Ff Ff Farradaarradaarradaarradaarraday and Art Hindle?!?y and Art Hindle?!?y and Art Hindle?!?y and Art Hindle?!?y and Art Hindle?!?

“Other than we both sell babies? JUST KIDDING!! ... None, other than we are both good-looking ...

kidding again ... I tell people, ‘If my lips are moving, then I’m kidding, and if I’m not kidding, you’ll

know it!’ ”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you havou havou havou havou have ane ane ane ane any ky ky ky ky keepsakeepsakeepsakeepsakeepsakes from the “Dallas” set?es from the “Dallas” set?es from the “Dallas” set?es from the “Dallas” set?es from the “Dallas” set?

“Not a one. Strange, because I usually try to steal something.”

TTTTTwwwwwenty-six yenty-six yenty-six yenty-six yenty-six years latears latears latears latears latererererer, what comes to mind first when y, what comes to mind first when y, what comes to mind first when y, what comes to mind first when y, what comes to mind first when you think about you think about you think about you think about you think about your “Dallas”our “Dallas”our “Dallas”our “Dallas”our “Dallas”

dadadadadayyyyys?s?s?s?s?

“The morning after my first day when I was in the shower and shaving as usual and wondering
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why my razor was so dull as I tried to shave my upper lip ... I had decided to wear a mustache for

the role and had forgotten in my morning sleepiness!”

YYYYYou’vou’vou’vou’vou’ve done a ton of great ace done a ton of great ace done a ton of great ace done a ton of great ace done a ton of great acting oting oting oting oting ovvvvver the yer the yer the yer the yer the years — cears — cears — cears — cears — c lassic ’80s TV liklassic ’80s TV liklassic ’80s TV liklassic ’80s TV liklassic ’80s TV like “Mure “Mure “Mure “Mure “Murderderderderder, She, She, She, She, She

WWWWWrororororottttte” and “MacGe” and “MacGe” and “MacGe” and “MacGe” and “MacGyvyvyvyvyver” and “Airer” and “Airer” and “Airer” and “Airer” and “Airwwwwwolf,” as wolf,” as wolf,” as wolf,” as wolf,” as well as a loell as a loell as a loell as a loell as a lot of mot of mot of mot of mot of movies. What has been yvies. What has been yvies. What has been yvies. What has been yvies. What has been yourourourourour

favfavfavfavfavoritoritoritoritorite role, thus far?e role, thus far?e role, thus far?e role, thus far?e role, thus far?

“I have a couple, actually. Mike Fennell in a fabulous show we did here in Canada called ‘E.N.G.’ (96

episodes). I also directed some episodes. The show won four Geminis (Canadian Emmys), and I

won one, also. My other favorite role was Ted Jarvis in ‘Porky’s.’ I worked a number of times with

Bob Clark (recently deceased) and he wanted me especially for that role. It was a great time on

and off the set.”

What role wWhat role wWhat role wWhat role wWhat role would yould yould yould yould you saou saou saou saou say yy yy yy yy you’re best knoou’re best knoou’re best knoou’re best knoou’re best known for?wn for?wn for?wn for?wn for?

Everyone knows me from ‘Porky’s.’ ‘Weren’t you the cop?!!’ ”

When yWhen yWhen yWhen yWhen you wou wou wou wou were a cere a cere a cere a cere a child, what did yhild, what did yhild, what did yhild, what did yhild, what did you want to be when you want to be when you want to be when you want to be when you want to be when you greou greou greou greou grew up?w up?w up?w up?w up?

“A fighter pilot. In fact, I joined the Air Cadets instead of Boy Scouts. Later, an architect and also a

lawyer. Now I’ve done them all. In real life, I was a stockbroker for a few years until I took on

acting full-time.”

What can yWhat can yWhat can yWhat can yWhat can you tou tou tou tou tell us about yell us about yell us about yell us about yell us about your current projecour current projecour current projecour current projecour current project, “Blind Tt, “Blind Tt, “Blind Tt, “Blind Tt, “Blind Trust”? When will it berust”? When will it berust”? When will it berust”? When will it berust”? When will it be

coming out? On what netwcoming out? On what netwcoming out? On what netwcoming out? On what netwcoming out? On what network? (I see that it’s a Canadian producork? (I see that it’s a Canadian producork? (I see that it’s a Canadian producork? (I see that it’s a Canadian producork? (I see that it’s a Canadian production — will wtion — will wtion — will wtion — will wtion — will we see ite see ite see ite see ite see it

here in the U.S.?)here in the U.S.?)here in the U.S.?)here in the U.S.?)here in the U.S.?)

“Even tho’ ‘Blind Trust’ says ‘in production’ on www.imdb.com, it has been shown only in the States

on Showtime Channel, a couple of weeks ago. Right now we are in pre-production for a third

season of ‘Paradise Falls,’ which I am the lead actor in and direct, as well.”

Where do yWhere do yWhere do yWhere do yWhere do you livou livou livou livou live noe noe noe noe now?w?w?w?w?

“I spend my time between King City, outside of Toronto on a horse farm, and Southern California.”

What do yWhat do yWhat do yWhat do yWhat do you do when you do when you do when you do when you do when you’re noou’re noou’re noou’re noou’re not act act act act ac ting?ting?ting?ting?ting?

“I spend a lot of time with my grandkids if I can. Reading and golf are my two passions, and I

dabble in theatre, recently performing the role of Bottom from ‘Midsummer Night’s Dream.’ But

mostly I try to spend every waking and sleeping hour with my beautiful wife. My wife’s name is

Brooke. We recently married in 2004. Between us we have eight children (my five, her three) and

six grandchildren.”

Is there anIs there anIs there anIs there anIs there anything else yything else yything else yything else yything else you’d likou’d likou’d likou’d likou’d like to add, about “Dallas” or ane to add, about “Dallas” or ane to add, about “Dallas” or ane to add, about “Dallas” or ane to add, about “Dallas” or anything else?ything else?ything else?ything else?ything else?

“Just that I am proud to have been a small part of a legendary show such as ‘Dallas’ and to have

known a wonderful man like Larry Hagman.”

A cA cA cA cA chat with Deborah That with Deborah That with Deborah That with Deborah That with Deborah Tranelli: ranelli: ranelli: ranelli: ranelli: From Ewing Oil to the recording studio

For a decade she was Phyllis Wapner, secretary to Bobby Ewing at the Ewing Oil offices, faithful

and true, dedicated to her boss, sensible and dependable. BRB BRB BRB BRB BRBTV TV TV TV TV had the pleasure of catching up

with Deborah Tranelli via phone in October 2006 to learn more about this longtime character of

“Dallas” lore, and more about her current music career.
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Where are yWhere are yWhere are yWhere are yWhere are you originallyou originallyou originallyou originallyou originally

from?from?from?from?from?

“Schenectady, N.Y.” (upstate)

What statWhat statWhat statWhat statWhat state are ye are ye are ye are ye are you living in,ou living in,ou living in,ou living in,ou living in,

currently?currently?currently?currently?currently?

“I live in Manhattan right now. I

went to school outside Chicago; I

went to Northwestern University.

Then I went from Chicago to Los

Angeles for almost 14 years, then

moved back to New York state,

and into the city. So I’ve done coast

to coast, and everything in-

between!”

AnAnAnAnAny family yy family yy family yy family yy family you’d likou’d likou’d likou’d likou’d like toe toe toe toe to

mention to the fans?mention to the fans?mention to the fans?mention to the fans?mention to the fans?

“I still have my mom and dad with

me, I’m happy to say. I have two

brothers, an older brother and a

younger brother. I’m a girl in the

middle!”

What was the description forWhat was the description forWhat was the description forWhat was the description forWhat was the description for

the cthe cthe cthe cthe characharacharacharacharacttttter of Pher of Pher of Pher of Pher of Phyllis thatyllis thatyllis thatyllis thatyllis that

yyyyyou receivou receivou receivou receivou received when yed when yed when yed when yed when you firstou firstou firstou firstou first

auditioned for the part?auditioned for the part?auditioned for the part?auditioned for the part?auditioned for the part?

“I moved to Los Angeles in

November of 1980, right before

Thanksgiving, and talk about the

luck of falling in at the right time

and the right place. Basically, I was

actually trying to get an agent, and

when I went to see the agent, he

said, ‘You know, this role is opening

up on “Dallas.”’ … I started filming

‘Dallas’ two days before Christmas.

It was a nice Christmas present. … I

replaced a cast member, another

secretary. She left, and I was the

replacement. … It wasn’t a huge character description … I don’t know if they said she had to be a

brunette, but the woman I was replacing was a brunette. Mid-20s, warm, friendly. … I asked, ‘Do

they want a Texas accent?’ They said no, they definitely didn’t want an accent, so I said, ‘Oh, I

guess she’s a northern girl looking for a husband, then.’ ” (laughs) “But Phyllis was never married. …

In the last episode I did, Sly announced that she was getting married and leaving, and J.R. asked if

I would be his secretary, and I said, ‘J.R., hell would have to freeze over before I would ever work

for you,’ and I smiled and walked away.”
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Did yDid yDid yDid yDid you read for anou read for anou read for anou read for anou read for any oy oy oy oy other roles on “Dallas”?ther roles on “Dallas”?ther roles on “Dallas”?ther roles on “Dallas”?ther roles on “Dallas”?

“Just that one role. As a matter of fact, I seem to recall somewhere in the back of my mind that

they may have given me lines for another character. At that point, I don’t even know if they had

the name Phyllis or not. They were creating a whole new secretary.”

YYYYYou wou wou wou wou were on the shoere on the shoere on the shoere on the shoere on the show for a vw for a vw for a vw for a vw for a vererererery long time, from 1y long time, from 1y long time, from 1y long time, from 1y long time, from 199999888881 until 11 until 11 until 11 until 11 until 1999999999911111. What did y. What did y. What did y. What did y. What did you likou likou likou likou likeeeee

most about the role, and what did ymost about the role, and what did ymost about the role, and what did ymost about the role, and what did ymost about the role, and what did you likou likou likou likou like the least?e the least?e the least?e the least?e the least?

“I actually filmed my first episode in December 1980, and it aired in 1981. I wasn’t on the very last

episode, but I did film until the end of the series, the spring of 1991. … I would say that what I liked

the most about the role was that I got to work with Patrick Duffy. He was just a joy. We had so

much fun. I had a great time working with everyone, but I would say that getting to be Patrick’s

secretary was terrific, because he was such a great guy. I wish the audience could have seen on-

screen the fun that we had off-screen. … We were great friends. I was very loyal, and he trusted

me. I suppose the downside of it was, because I was the good guy’s secretary, and they didn’t

want to allude to anything going on with the secretaries, I didn’t get some of the juicy things to do

… My character wasn’t as developed outside the office as Sly’s character was. Once in a while, I

would go have a drink with Bobby, and the secretaries were invited to the family weddings. … The

good guys get to keep their jobs a long time, but they’re not always the juicy roles or storylines. Of

course, Deborah Rennard had great stuff, and she was on for a long time.”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you havou havou havou havou have a fave a fave a fave a fave a favoritoritoritoritorite episode or store episode or store episode or store episode or store episode or storyline of the shoyline of the shoyline of the shoyline of the shoyline of the show?w?w?w?w?

“Let me think about that ...” (laughs) “I did about 165 episodes …. It was interesting because, when

Patrick was supposedly off the show or dead or in the shower, Victoria Principal came into the

office, and she wanted to develop the characters more. Some of the nicest scenes I had were

with her. … When I thought Bobby had died, it was really just a very emotional scene. As an

actress, I thought Patrick was gone. I was able to combine those emotions to more strongly feel

the loss of both the character and the actor. … I had an episode where I thought Bobby wasn’t

standing up to J.R. I was boosting his spirits a bit. I loved when we had those moments. … And I can

type!”

YYYYYou’vou’vou’vou’vou’ve said that Phe said that Phe said that Phe said that Phe said that Phyllis’ last name was Wyllis’ last name was Wyllis’ last name was Wyllis’ last name was Wyllis’ last name was Wapnerapnerapnerapnerapner. W. W. W. W. Was it eas it eas it eas it eas it evvvvver stater stater stater stater stated on the series?ed on the series?ed on the series?ed on the series?ed on the series?

“At that time, ‘People’s Court’ was coming on. I would tell people Phyllis’ last name, and they

would say, ‘Wapner, as in the judge?’ … Phyllis was an actual Lorimar secretary; all of those

secretaries were named for Lorimar secretaries. … On my first day, J.R. came in and walked into

the office and said, ‘Who are you?’ I don’t think I even said my last name.” (She mentioned her

desk nameplate on the Ewing Oil set, which read Phyllis Wapner.) “I wish I would’ve kept that

nameplate.”

Are there anAre there anAre there anAre there anAre there any similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities between Pheen Pheen Pheen Pheen Phyllis Wyllis Wyllis Wyllis Wyllis Wapner and Deborah Tapner and Deborah Tapner and Deborah Tapner and Deborah Tapner and Deborah Tranelli?ranelli?ranelli?ranelli?ranelli?

“I think so; I think very much so. I think I am a loyal person, and hard-working, committed to

whatever I do. I also have a warm sense of humor, which Phyllis did.”

WhicWhicWhicWhicWhich member of the “Dallas” cast did yh member of the “Dallas” cast did yh member of the “Dallas” cast did yh member of the “Dallas” cast did yh member of the “Dallas” cast did you enjoou enjoou enjoou enjoou enjoy wy wy wy wy working with the most? (And yorking with the most? (And yorking with the most? (And yorking with the most? (And yorking with the most? (And yououououou

probably alreadprobably alreadprobably alreadprobably alreadprobably already answy answy answy answy answered that one!)ered that one!)ered that one!)ered that one!)ered that one!)

“I certainly loved working with Patrick. I would do different voice impressions for him, like Judy

Holliday, and that was a lot of fun. … We would have POV, and when you’re filming it means point

of view, so they were filming point of view for Patrick, he would have me do that voice just to

make him laugh and get through the scene. … Some of the biggest laughs I ever had were in
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watching Patrick and Larry together. They were truly cutups, like brothers. People saw them

fighting each other on-screen, but the truth is, Patrick and Larry were just like the boy cutups in

school. They loved to pull pranks. The thing they liked to do to the women was clip our skirts. We

had these big metal clips that were used for the set, and you would walk into a scene and feel

this big heavy thing hanging on your skirt and realize they’d gotten you! … I truly loved working

with Deborah Rennard, who played Sly, and Sherill Lynn Katzman. The secretaries, we really did go

out to lunch together. … You really are family when you work 10 months out of the year

together.”

Who from the “Dallas” cast are yWho from the “Dallas” cast are yWho from the “Dallas” cast are yWho from the “Dallas” cast are yWho from the “Dallas” cast are you still in toucou still in toucou still in toucou still in toucou still in touch with?h with?h with?h with?h with?

“I do still stay in touch, on occasion, with Patrick and Larry. Living in New York with all of them

being on the West Coast, it’s difficult staying in touch. I do stay in touch with Danone Simpson and

Deborah Rennard. Unfortunately, Sherill has passed away. … I’m a singer as well, and a lot of the

cast members would come and watch me perform. If I was doing theater, or they were, we would

come and support each other outside of the workplace.”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you havou havou havou havou have ane ane ane ane any eBay eBay eBay eBay eBay-wy-wy-wy-wy-worthorthorthorthorthy trinky trinky trinky trinky trinkets or collecets or collecets or collecets or collecets or collectibles from the shotibles from the shotibles from the shotibles from the shotibles from the show’s filming?w’s filming?w’s filming?w’s filming?w’s filming?

“They were very careful that we didn’t remove things from the set! But I do have some of my

scripts, and one particular one that includes the signatures of just about everyone. I do have some

memorabilia from some of our anniversary parties. We always got show jackets, so I’ve got a

couple of show jackets or sweatshirts, even a big fancy ‘Dallas’ belt buckle, in keeping with that

western theme! And I do have one great photograph of the cast and crew from one of our

Christmas parties. We had a 100th episode party, a 200th and a 300th episode party. One of my

greatest memories was of my parents being with me and meeting everyone for the 200th

episode party.”

When yWhen yWhen yWhen yWhen you wou wou wou wou were a kid, what did yere a kid, what did yere a kid, what did yere a kid, what did yere a kid, what did you want to be when you want to be when you want to be when you want to be when you want to be when you greou greou greou greou grew up?w up?w up?w up?w up?

“I have had music in my life since I was a little girl. I was singing at a very early age. By the time I

was 12 or 13, I knew that music would be in my life. When I was 13, I was in a community

production of ‘The Sound of Music,’ and I knew that’s what I wanted to do. I also liked ballet. … I

thought at one time of being a speech or physical therapist because my older brother has

cerebral palsy. … I’ve been very blessed to make my living at this for 30 years now, at least

professionally 30 years.” (She mentioned the determination required.) “You hear ‘no’ more often

than you hear ‘yes,’ I can tell you that.”

Did yDid yDid yDid yDid you do anou do anou do anou do anou do any professional singing while yy professional singing while yy professional singing while yy professional singing while yy professional singing while you wou wou wou wou were doing yere doing yere doing yere doing yere doing your acour acour acour acour acting roles?ting roles?ting roles?ting roles?ting roles?

“Absolutely. I’ve always sung. I’ve always done cabaret work. I was a commercial jingle singer. On

a small scale, I did some commercials in areas like Chicago or Milwaukee. The group sounds, like

for the Coca-Cola commercials, or 7-Up commercials. I also did a lot of on-camera commercials

over the years. I was network announcer for CBS for their weekly lineup. I probably made more

money doing radio and television commercials with my voice than I did on ‘Dallas.’ ”

TTTTTell us a little bit about yell us a little bit about yell us a little bit about yell us a little bit about yell us a little bit about your current projecour current projecour current projecour current projecour current projects. Yts. Yts. Yts. Yts. You, of course, released the debutou, of course, released the debutou, of course, released the debutou, of course, released the debutou, of course, released the debut

album in 2album in 2album in 2album in 2album in 2004, “A L004, “A L004, “A L004, “A L004, “A Looooot of Livin’.” Wt of Livin’.” Wt of Livin’.” Wt of Livin’.” Wt of Livin’.” Won outstanding recoron outstanding recoron outstanding recoron outstanding recoron outstanding recording in 2ding in 2ding in 2ding in 2ding in 200000000005. Earlier this y5. Earlier this y5. Earlier this y5. Earlier this y5. Earlier this yearearearearear,,,,,

yyyyyou wou wou wou wou were touring in the musical “Mamaleh.” Are there plans for more albums, orere touring in the musical “Mamaleh.” Are there plans for more albums, orere touring in the musical “Mamaleh.” Are there plans for more albums, orere touring in the musical “Mamaleh.” Are there plans for more albums, orere touring in the musical “Mamaleh.” Are there plans for more albums, or

more touring?more touring?more touring?more touring?more touring?

“Right now, I’m working on two new musicals that are being developed. The one project is called

‘Friends Like These,’ and it’s kind of like a musical ‘Sex in the City,’ but not quite as racy. It’s very
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witty, sharp dialogue, but with the topics of a woman in New York. I play a daytime soap actress,

sort of a Susan Lucci character. … It’s probably going to begin in 2007. They’re looking for the

money right now. Karen Mason is also in it. It’s just a four-person cast. We hope that we’ll get a

production somewhere in New York, but they might develop it at a regional theater. Broadway is

wonderful, and off-Broadway is, but there is some wonderful stuff coming out of regional theater.

I’ve worked all over the country. There’s wonderful, healthy theater all over the place. … I’m

hopefully going to be booking some concert work, probably for the 2007 season. … And I just

finished doing a production of ‘The Full Monty.’ I was one of the wives.” (laughs) “I played Vicki. …

‘Mamaleh’ – I just finished an East Coast tour of that. It’s one of those shows that’s Jewish in nature

and the characters are Jewish, because the authors are, but it really celebrates women. Because I

have such a strong relationship with my mother, I really enjoyed that. … I’m always auditioning,

just like every other actor. You finish one thing, and you’re on to the next audition.”

AnAnAnAnAny immediaty immediaty immediaty immediaty immediate plans for more albums?e plans for more albums?e plans for more albums?e plans for more albums?e plans for more albums?

“The music business has changed. People don’t go to a record store and shop for records; they go

to iTunes. I have many ideas to do another one, but at this point, I’m still promoting the 2004

album. … I’m always out there singing. Sometimes it takes 10 years to get a show to Broadway,

and years to do an album.”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you havou havou havou havou have a we a we a we a we a websitebsitebsitebsitebsite, currently?e, currently?e, currently?e, currently?e, currently?

“I do not have a website, and everybody’s saying you have to have a website, to let people know

what you’re doing. … I’m in the computer age, but I haven’t made it to the website yet.”

AnAnAnAnAnything else yything else yything else yything else yything else you’d likou’d likou’d likou’d likou’d like to add?e to add?e to add?e to add?e to add?

“I am engaged. I have no wedding date set. I am engaged to a man who has two daughters, so I

will be walking into an instant family.” (The daughters were 23 and 10 at the time.) “It definitely

changes your priorities for being able to go on tour for a long time. It’s a balancing act, like lots of

people have. … I would say that I’m very lucky, because I’ve been able to make a living doing what

I love to do, and I’m still passionate about it. I’m not jaded. … It’s nice to know that I still get as

excited about going out on stage or walking onto the concert stage as I did when I was young.”

A cA cA cA cA chat with Christopher Cofhat with Christopher Cofhat with Christopher Cofhat with Christopher Cofhat with Christopher Coffefefefefey: y: y: y: y: Still teaching after all these years

Christopher Coffey, who played Greg Forrester, Lucy’s handsome professor at Southern Methodist

University, is just a born instructor. He’s a successful behavioral coach and workshop leader these

days, based in Marina del Ray, California, and traveling the country and instructing corporate CEOs

and other high-profile leaders. BRB BRB BRB BRB BRBTV TV TV TV TV had a nice talk with Christopher Coffey via phone in

January 2007 about “Dallas,” his career now — and his thoughts about returning to the screen.

What are yWhat are yWhat are yWhat are yWhat are your remembrances of wour remembrances of wour remembrances of wour remembrances of wour remembrances of working on “Dallas”? Is there anorking on “Dallas”? Is there anorking on “Dallas”? Is there anorking on “Dallas”? Is there anorking on “Dallas”? Is there anything in particularything in particularything in particularything in particularything in particular

that stood out, in the experience?that stood out, in the experience?that stood out, in the experience?that stood out, in the experience?that stood out, in the experience?

“My first appearance on ‘Dallas’ was when I meet Charlene, who’s a student of mine, and it was

my first engagement in California since moving out here. In reading the script, it seemed to start

from nowhere, so I actually brought in an orchid to the set, to give her. I didn’t know quite how

they were going to respond; I was actually adding a line to the script. I introduced myself to her

and I told her, ‘Should I tell the director?’ And she said, ‘No, let’s just do it.’ When we shot it, I just
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did it. Then of course, everybody stopped. The director walked up to me and wanted to know

what I was doing.” Coffey explained his idea about the orchid, and gave its actual name to the

director, and the director liked it. Coffey says he enjoys that kind of improvisation. “That’s the craft

of acting — playing with it. Finding it.”

What was it likWhat was it likWhat was it likWhat was it likWhat was it like to we to we to we to we to work with Charlene Tilton?ork with Charlene Tilton?ork with Charlene Tilton?ork with Charlene Tilton?ork with Charlene Tilton?

“I found Charlene to be very receptive of things I wanted to do. ... I’m tall, and she’s short. When

we were standing and we would kiss, it was a little challenging. She’s probably a foot shorter than

me. I’m six-one.”

What did yWhat did yWhat did yWhat did yWhat did you likou likou likou likou like or dislike or dislike or dislike or dislike or dislike about the ce about the ce about the ce about the ce about the characharacharacharacharac ttttter of Greg Fer of Greg Fer of Greg Fer of Greg Fer of Greg Forrestorrestorrestorrestorrester?er?er?er?er?

“He sorta was deceptive with Lucy. I found that to be interesting. I tended to be beaten up in most

of the things I did. Anthony Hopkins was Bo Derek’s professor in ‘A Change of Seasons,’ and I play a

ski bum (which is pretty easy for me to do!). And of course, I try to hustle Bo and take her away

from him on the dance floor. And of course, I get beat up. ... It was nice to play sort of devious and

evil. That’s a little bit unlike me. Most people find that to be unusual that I get to play those kinds

of characters. Finding that part of you and not commenting on it, just being.”

AnAnAnAnAny similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities between Greg Feen Greg Feen Greg Feen Greg Feen Greg Forrestorrestorrestorrestorrester and Christopher Cofer and Christopher Cofer and Christopher Cofer and Christopher Cofer and Christopher Cof fefefefefey?y?y?y?y?

“At the time I didn’t see any. But what’s interesting now is, I am a teacher. He was a professor at

SMU, and I teach at UCLA Extension. I teach in corporate America. It’s interesting that I didn’t see

the similarities then, but here we are 25 years later, and I’m doing what he did.”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you havou havou havou havou have ane ane ane ane any ky ky ky ky keepsakeepsakeepsakeepsakeepsakes from the “Dallas” set (ashtraes from the “Dallas” set (ashtraes from the “Dallas” set (ashtraes from the “Dallas” set (ashtraes from the “Dallas” set (ashtrayyyyy, no, no, no, no, notttttepad, etc.?!)?epad, etc.?!)?epad, etc.?!)?epad, etc.?!)?epad, etc.?!)?

“Nothing.”

Did yDid yDid yDid yDid you want to be an acou want to be an acou want to be an acou want to be an acou want to be an actor when ytor when ytor when ytor when ytor when you wou wou wou wou were a kid, or is it something that “justere a kid, or is it something that “justere a kid, or is it something that “justere a kid, or is it something that “justere a kid, or is it something that “just

happened” with the role in “A Change of Seasons”?happened” with the role in “A Change of Seasons”?happened” with the role in “A Change of Seasons”?happened” with the role in “A Change of Seasons”?happened” with the role in “A Change of Seasons”?

“‘Dallas’ was the first thing that I did when I moved back to California. (I lived in New York and

studied at HB Studios. I got cast with John Ritter in ‘Hero at Large’ in California.) I know this is

accurate: My daughter Morgan was born February 8, 1980,

in the evening, when my first guest shot on ‘Dallas’ was

airing, so I never saw it.”

YYYYYou saw it in repeats, right?ou saw it in repeats, right?ou saw it in repeats, right?ou saw it in repeats, right?ou saw it in repeats, right?

“I don’t think I’ve ever seen it.     ... I had no aspirations of being

an actor. None. Zippo. I left Aspen, Colorado (I lived in Aspen

as a ski bum — that’s what it says on my website), I ended up coming to California, started law

school, met an actress, and the next thing I knew, I was in the acting business. ... I just liked it. I

didn’t like law school, particularly.”

What various projecWhat various projecWhat various projecWhat various projecWhat various projects are yts are yts are yts are yts are you wou wou wou wou working on these daorking on these daorking on these daorking on these daorking on these dayyyyys?s?s?s?s?

“I teach twice a year at UCLA in what they call their technical manager program. It’s mostly for

technical and sciences. I teach leadership for UCLA Extension. I lead workshops, I do keynote

speeches, I recently spoke to a group of federal court judges, presidential appointees. The subject

was how to help successful people do even better. There I am, in front of very erudite federal

court judges. ... I do workshops for corporate America, the Fortune 500 companies. And one other

thing — I coach executives. This is rather unique. I work with an executive for a year, I do not get
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paid for a year, and I only get paid if they have become more effective and improved on the

couple of specific things we worked on. It is a money-back guarantee.

“Arnold Schwarzenegger made more money from the movie ‘Twins’ than from any other movie.

Part of it was, he took no salary. So there are a number of actors who want to do a project, and

the project doesn’t have a lot of money, so they’ll work for scale and take a piece of it.”

YYYYYou mentioned getting bacou mentioned getting bacou mentioned getting bacou mentioned getting bacou mentioned getting back into some film wk into some film wk into some film wk into some film wk into some film work. Can york. Can york. Can york. Can york. Can you elaboratou elaboratou elaboratou elaboratou elaborate — in whate — in whate — in whate — in whate — in what

capacity?capacity?capacity?capacity?capacity?

“I still take acting classes whenever I’m in town, whenever I can fit it in. I just love it. It’s fun. I’ve

actually put down ‘Glengarry Glen Ross’ on DVD. It’s pretty much the opening scene with Alec

Baldwin. I’ve also done Hamlet’s ‘To Be or Not to Be.’

“The only reason I haven’t taken on new projects is the hassle of finding an agent that’s creative

enough. I would love to find an agent that’s creative enough to work with me. What I really could

do would be films as opposed to TV. If somebody were to say, we have a film that’s going to start

shooting 3-4 months from now, and your part is 7-10 days. I could easily book those days out.

What becomes more challenging — the opposite end of that — is television commercials. ... It’s all

sort of immediate stuff. But boy, if somebody were to say, we’ve got a film, we’re thinking about

shooting it in the fall. If you could hold a couple weeks in October ... I could easily do that. ... When

I dabbled in this years ago, there were agents who were interested, but they backed off because

it would be too difficult to work with the schedule.” Coffey mentions that he’s bicoastal; he and his

wife go back and forth between L.A. and N.Y.

HoHoHoHoHow manw manw manw manw many speaking engagements or wy speaking engagements or wy speaking engagements or wy speaking engagements or wy speaking engagements or workshops do yorkshops do yorkshops do yorkshops do yorkshops do you do a you do a you do a you do a you do a yearearearearear, typically?, typically?, typically?, typically?, typically?

“I probably do between six and 10 keynotes a year. And probably between 18 and 25 workshops,

one to two days each, leadership and team-building workshops. And between three and five of

those executive coaching engagements.”

AnAnAnAnAnything else yything else yything else yything else yything else you’d likou’d likou’d likou’d likou’d like to add?e to add?e to add?e to add?e to add?

“My wife’s an artist. Go to her web page and look at her work: www.michellecoffey.net.”     Coffey

also mentions his two children from a previous marriage: Daughter Morgan, 26, is a special-ed

teacher, and son E. Christopher, 23, is following in his footsteps. “He’s a Venice, California, product,”

Coffey jokes. “He’s a big man in Venice.”

A cA cA cA cA chat with Hunthat with Hunthat with Hunthat with Hunthat with Hunter ver ver ver ver von Lon Lon Lon Lon Leer: eer: eer: eer: eer: A good guy in bad guy’s clothing!

He was a terrorist back in the 1980s, when the term terrorist didn’t mean quite the same thing it

does now. Of course, as he aptly points out, he was a mercenary first — and a good guy: Mr. B.D.

Calhoun, who was hired by J.R. to do a little blowup job in the Middle East, and who didn’t like it so

much when J.R. turned on him. The man who played him, Hunter von Leer, has done a world of

television, but can you believe that he’s still quite well-remembered for his “Dallas” role? And you’ll

find that this avid gun collector and adventurer is not all that far removed from the (good-guy!)

character he brought to life in “Dallas.” Von Leer took the time to chat with BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV via telephone

from his home in Santa Monica in June 2007.
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Where did yWhere did yWhere did yWhere did yWhere did you go to scou go to scou go to scou go to scou go to school?hool?hool?hool?hool?

“I graduated from Indiana State University in Terre Haute.”

WWWWWere yere yere yere yere you inou inou inou inou invvvvvolvolvolvolvolved in high sced in high sced in high sced in high sced in high school theathool theathool theathool theathool theater or local theater or local theater or local theater or local theater or local theater before professionallyer before professionallyer before professionallyer before professionallyer before professionally

acting?acting?acting?acting?acting?

“I was probably the definition of a jock. I was on the Indiana State swimming team. I paid my way

through college skydiving with a team called the Sharpshooters. Back then, that was a rare thing,

because that was back in the ’60s.”

I see yI see yI see yI see yI see you startou startou startou startou started aced aced aced aced acting in the ’7ting in the ’7ting in the ’7ting in the ’7ting in the ’70s. What go0s. What go0s. What go0s. What go0s. What got yt yt yt yt you into it?ou into it?ou into it?ou into it?ou into it?

“I was in the service, and I came back and finished college. I only had two more years to go. The

truth of it is, I had never met an actor or anybody in the movie business before, but because of my

athletic background I thought it’d be fun to be a stunt actor. I was burned out; I couldn’t look at

another book. I thought stunt work might be fun. So my mother co-signed a loan at the bank, and

I got $500 and I got a car and drove to California. I got a job for one year teaching high school in

California. On every day I had off, I would drive down to the studios and sneak onto the lot and bug

people and ask questions. As soon as the first year was over, which was nine months, I said bye — I

loved teaching, but that was not what I came to California to do. I started knocking on doors and

studied and studied and went to classes, and in the daytime I would sneak into studios.”

HoHoHoHoHow did yw did yw did yw did yw did you first hear about the role on “Dallas”?ou first hear about the role on “Dallas”?ou first hear about the role on “Dallas”?ou first hear about the role on “Dallas”?ou first hear about the role on “Dallas”?

“I’d interviewed for ‘Dallas’ several times. I’m also a pilot and had a bush plane. I’d met Larry

Hagman’s son Preston, and he’s a pilot also. We got to talking and became friends. One time I

told him I was doing an interview for ‘Dallas’ in the part of the mercenary. He said, ‘Oh yea, you’d

be perfect for that,’ and I’m quite sure he put a word in for me.”

WWWWWere yere yere yere yere you a fan of the shoou a fan of the shoou a fan of the shoou a fan of the shoou a fan of the show?w?w?w?w?

“I was a fan of the show, but what you normally do if you’re an actor, is you try to watch the show

a few times to get a feel on the way it’s directed and the way the actors work and how much

comedy’s involved, etc. … When the part was written and I was hired, Calhoun was like the most

famous mercenary in the world. He was hired by J.R. to go into Saudi Arabia and blow up some oil

wells. He started out as a good guy. Of course, I never played a good guy hardly in my life; I’ve

always played the villains!”

AnAnAnAnAny similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities between B.Deen B.Deen B.Deen B.Deen B.D. Calhoun and Hunt. Calhoun and Hunt. Calhoun and Hunt. Calhoun and Hunt. Calhoun and Hunter ver ver ver ver von Lon Lon Lon Lon Leer?eer?eer?eer?eer?

“Probably so. I’m an avid outdoorsman. I’m a huge antique gun collector. I hunt and fish and sky-

dive and lots of dangerous things. Of course, I’ve slowed down now that I’ve hit the 60s. But I was

never a spectator, always a participant. The more dangerous it was, the more I liked it.”

Is there anIs there anIs there anIs there anIs there anything yything yything yything yything you wou wou wou wou would havould havould havould havould have done dife done dife done dife done dife done dif ferently with the cferently with the cferently with the cferently with the cferently with the characharacharacharacharacttttter if yer if yer if yer if yer if you had beenou had beenou had beenou had beenou had been

writing him?writing him?writing him?writing him?writing him?

“I would’ve loved to have had a lot more action scenes. And my character started out as a man of

high morals and principles. That’s why being double-crossed by J.R. set so heavily on me. At the

end of the show when I was killed in the final episode, I shot J.R. In the actual script, it was a fair

gunfight. We were going to draw on the count of three. But they edited it so I draw on two, so it

wasn’t a fair fight. I would’ve followed the script.”
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Who was the most fun to wWho was the most fun to wWho was the most fun to wWho was the most fun to wWho was the most fun to work with on the “Dallas” cast?ork with on the “Dallas” cast?ork with on the “Dallas” cast?ork with on the “Dallas” cast?ork with on the “Dallas” cast?

“Linda Gray.”

HmmmHmmmHmmmHmmmHmmm .  Wh. Wh. Wh. Wh. Why?y?y?y?y?

“Besides the fact of having a big crush on her(!), she was just an

absolute doll to work with and just a true class act. That’s a woman

whose smile and personality just melts a guy. There was no

pretentiousness. She was just a real classy lady.”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you havou havou havou havou have a fave a fave a fave a fave a favoritoritoritoritorite scene or episode from ye scene or episode from ye scene or episode from ye scene or episode from ye scene or episode from your time onour time onour time onour time onour time on

“Dallas”?“Dal las”?“Dal las”?“Dal las”?“Dal las”?

“Obviously the last episode stands out the most, because in most of the

shows I do, I die. All of the scenes with Larry

Hagman were fun because he was just fun to

work with. He was a real kick.”

AnAnAnAnAny funny funny funny funny funny stories from behind they stories from behind they stories from behind they stories from behind they stories from behind the

scenes?scenes?scenes?scenes?scenes?

“There were a lot of times. ... But one time on

‘In the Heat of the Night,’ when I was

appearing in an episode that Larry Hagman

was directing, an electric wire came crashing

down on the street, and Larry dove in and

rescued this woman who would’ve been

electrocuted. A very gallant move on his part!

It caught him off-guard. ... He and I were going

out to have lunch when it happened.”

That was filmed right here in CoThat was filmed right here in CoThat was filmed right here in CoThat was filmed right here in CoThat was filmed right here in Covington, Georgia.vington, Georgia.vington, Georgia.vington, Georgia.vington, Georgia.

“Yes, it was. It happened on one of the main streets of town.”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you havou havou havou havou have ane ane ane ane any ky ky ky ky keepsakeepsakeepsakeepsakeepsakes from the “Dallas” set?es from the “Dallas” set?es from the “Dallas” set?es from the “Dallas” set?es from the “Dallas” set?

“I never kept anything I wasn’t supposed to keep, but I’ll tell you a funny story. I’m a gun collector

and I’m a Colt collector. And when I knew I was on the show for sure, I went to the

Colt people I knew and told them I wanted

some free guns for myself and some of the stars of the show. They said, ‘Yea right, Hunter!’ I said,

‘Look, I’m going to shoot J.R. Now I can either shoot him with a Colt, or I can shoot him with a

Smith and Wesson.’ They put in an order.” (laughs) “The gun that I shot J.R. with, I was later talked

out of it by the Sultan of Brunei. That’s part of his collection, along with the script from my last

show and a video of the episode. … I know the guys who trained and supplied all the Sultan’s

military and police needs, surveillance equipment and things like that. … The Sultan of Brunei’s

favorite show was ‘Dallas’; that’s how I ended up meeting him.”

AnAnAnAnAny phoy phoy phoy phoy photos from the filming that ytos from the filming that ytos from the filming that ytos from the filming that ytos from the filming that you could share with us?ou could share with us?ou could share with us?ou could share with us?ou could share with us?

“I’ve never been a person that carried a camera around with me on the set. That’s kind of like an

unwritten thing. You don’t go snapping pictures in the makeup chair. I never once took a picture

on the set ever.”
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I imagine that the enI imagine that the enI imagine that the enI imagine that the enI imagine that the environment “Dallas” was filmed in bacvironment “Dallas” was filmed in bacvironment “Dallas” was filmed in bacvironment “Dallas” was filmed in bacvironment “Dallas” was filmed in back then was difk then was difk then was difk then was difk then was dif ferent fromferent fromferent fromferent fromferent from

todatodatodatodatodayyyyy, when the paparazzi are really out of control., when the paparazzi are really out of control., when the paparazzi are really out of control., when the paparazzi are really out of control., when the paparazzi are really out of control.

“It was the same thing back then. And Larry Hagman had a sense for them. I would see him turn

and shift in his chair. He would say, ‘Don’t look now — there’s a guy with a camera leaning against

a mailbox a quarter-block away.’ He would spot ’em a hundred yards away.”

What has been yWhat has been yWhat has been yWhat has been yWhat has been your best-loour best-loour best-loour best-loour best-lovvvvved role, thus far?ed role, thus far?ed role, thus far?ed role, thus far?ed role, thus far?

“I’ve worked with John Wayne; I’ve worked with Jack Nicholson, Glenn Ford, Vincent Price, Charles

Bronson, Lee Majors, everybody. But I have to tell you, of all the movie and TV shows I’ve ever done,

I’ve never had more fun and more respect for anybody than when I did ‘History of the World’ with

Mel Brooks. He was liberal with what the actors wanted to do. He hired you because he thought

you were going to give him a performance; he didn’t try to put the performance in you. He didn’t

inhibit you at all. It was one of the best experiences I’ve had, one of the most memorable

experiences I’ve had, in my 38 years in the business.”

What role do yWhat role do yWhat role do yWhat role do yWhat role do you think people remember you think people remember you think people remember you think people remember you think people remember you best for?ou best for?ou best for?ou best for?ou best for?

“As crazy as it sounds, it’s Lt. Bob in ‘History of the World: Part 1’ and then ‘Dallas.’ For ‘History of

the World,’ the lines I did were so outrageous that still people on the street walk up to me and

quote back the lines.”

What do yWhat do yWhat do yWhat do yWhat do you havou havou havou havou have going on noe going on noe going on noe going on noe going on nowadawadawadawadawadayyyyys?s?s?s?s?

“Besides having a few commercials on (I do the commercial for Scott’s Liquid Gold), I retired last

year. I love acting, but I’m burned out on the audition process. The business has changed so much.

Before, you would walk in and meet with the director, and he knew right off whether you would

give the performance or not. Now, you go in and meet with the casting directors and there’s 15

other people with suits and ties making a committee decision. It’s a different ball game. Other

than for the big stars, the pay has actually gone down. Now, they need the big names to be

guaranteed to sell the movies, so they take all the money. I invested my money wisely, and I spend

most of my time on my cattle ranch in Indiana. I have 700 acres. When I’m not doing that, I’m

shark-fishing! I did two years of the show ‘Shark Hunters.’ So now when I go to the airport, people

come up to me and say, ‘Oh you’re that shark-fisher guy!’ … So now I work for nothing!”

HoHoHoHoHow about family? Wife? Children?w about family? Wife? Children?w about family? Wife? Children?w about family? Wife? Children?w about family? Wife? Children?

“I got married for the first — and only — time when I was 57. She was born in Tehran. She’s a very

successful State Farm agent. She loves to fish and hunt, and I’m an extremely lucky guy. We have

no children, but we’ve been married now for five, going on six years. We got married on the back

of a fishing boat in Dutch Harbor, Alaska. She has five world records for fishing. And I take total

credit for teaching her! Her name is Fariba Zand. Her father was the ambassador to England under

the Shah. She was raised and went to school in England. When the Ayatollah took over, everything

was confiscated, but she’d been living over here for quite some time. She went to school in

England from junior high school age. She’s been over here for 25, 30 years.”

Where do yWhere do yWhere do yWhere do yWhere do you livou livou livou livou live noe noe noe noe nowadawadawadawadawadayyyyys?s?s?s?s?

“We live in Santa Monica. I’ve lived here forever, it seems like. My farm is close to Bedford, Indiana.”

Von Leer adds in this advice for anyone wanting to get into acting:

“If there’s a choice between 70 percent perseverance and 30 percent talent, and 30 percent

perseverance and 70 percent talent, I would say go for the 70 percent perseverance. There are
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hundreds of good actors in every acting class, but it takes a lot of balls to be totally persistent,

because they’re not going to come looking for you. I think I’ve gotten jobs in the past because

they just wanted to get me out of their hair.”

A cA cA cA cA chat with Joan Vhat with Joan Vhat with Joan Vhat with Joan Vhat with Joan Van Ark: an Ark: an Ark: an Ark: an Ark: A quick decision paid off

She was the sweet Valene Ewing, the down-home girl thrust into the middle of the storm of the

Ewing family (namely, J.R.) at a young age. And though her character was still a bit naive when

“Dallas” hit the airwaves in 1978, the woman who played her was already a seasoned TV

professional. Born in New York, New York, the daughter of Carroll and Dorothy Jean Van Ark (her

father was a Life Magazine photographer and writer, by the way), Joan Van Ark went on from

“Dallas” to many solid years on its spinoff, “Knots Landing.” Van Ark took the time to talk with

BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV via phone in September 2007.

By the time “Dallas” came along, yBy the time “Dallas” came along, yBy the time “Dallas” came along, yBy the time “Dallas” came along, yBy the time “Dallas” came along, you had done a loou had done a loou had done a loou had done a loou had done a lot of tt of tt of tt of tt of teleeleeleeleelevision. Hovision. Hovision. Hovision. Hovision. How did yw did yw did yw did yw did you firstou firstou firstou firstou first

hear about the role on “Dallas”?hear about the role on “Dallas”?hear about the role on “Dallas”?hear about the role on “Dallas”?hear about the role on “Dallas”?

“It was a straight-out offer, an overnighter, practically. They were starting to film in 48 hours on the

part in Dallas, Texas. I believe Carol Lynley, who’s a former model, had been offered the part but

suddenly pulled out at the last second. So they were under the gun. They flat-out offered it. It

meant flying right to Dallas. It’s not like I heard about it and chased it — it came to me. … I was

due in New York in a few days for another job — Estee Lauder commercials — and they were to

start filming down at Southfork in Dallas in 48 hours. Travel one day, and wardrobe when you got

in that night, which is what I did, and filming the next morning. I looked at my husband and said,

‘How can I be in three places at once?’ The show had only been on a few episodes. There was a

lot of buzz on it. The first couple or three episodes had really sort of caught people’s attention. My

husband talked me into it and said, ‘You can do it.’ Of course, I’m glad I did it, because it gave me

the next 15 years of my life. It really was a gift, and she, Valene, was a gift, because I got to

create her.”

What did yWhat did yWhat did yWhat did yWhat did you likou likou likou likou like best about the Ve best about the Ve best about the Ve best about the Ve best about the Valene calene calene calene calene characharacharacharacharac ttttter?er?er?er?er?

“I liked that she was a character. I had played what I felt like were a lot of generic characters —

they felt more generic going through the door.  Valene seemed different and interesting. … There

were lots of little things with her, with the ponytails and the braids. Holly Hunter is doing it right

now with ‘Saving Grace.’ It’s a character thing. Valene was a character, working as a waitress. She

had a backstory that made her very interesting. Not at all generic.

“J.R. didn’t like her at all, so there was a tension between these two characters. I knew enough

about ‘Dallas’ to know that J.R. / Larry Hagman was central, so I knew I had an interesting

dynamic with the central character of the show.”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you think there are anou think there are anou think there are anou think there are anou think there are any similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities between Joan Veen Joan Veen Joan Veen Joan Veen Joan Van Ark and Van Ark and Van Ark and Van Ark and Van Ark and Valene Ewing?alene Ewing?alene Ewing?alene Ewing?alene Ewing?

“Well, I’ve always said in interviews, I was born in New York City, and when I was 7 we moved to

Colorado. Valene Ewing was the Colorado in me. The lady I will play next will be the New York in

me. I would say that the wholesomeness of Valene was out of the Boulder, Colorado, Joan Van

Ark. She got more neurotic and complicated as it went on, but I realized that the more problems,

the richer the part, so I went with that and loved it. She became more complicated.”
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In the “RIn the “RIn the “RIn the “RIn the “Reunion” tweunion” tweunion” tweunion” tweunion” two-parto-parto-parto-parto-partererererer, y, y, y, y, your first appearance on the shoour first appearance on the shoour first appearance on the shoour first appearance on the shoour first appearance on the showwwww, it was David A, it was David A, it was David A, it was David A, it was David Accccckrokrokrokrokroyyyyyddddd

yyyyyou wou wou wou wou workorkorkorkorked with insted with insted with insted with insted with instead of Tead of Tead of Tead of Tead of Ted Shaced Shaced Shaced Shaced Shackkkkkelforelforelforelforelford. And. And. And. And. Any dify dify dify dify dif ference in the cference in the cference in the cference in the cference in the chemistrhemistrhemistrhemistrhemistry there?y there?y there?y there?y there?

“They’re both wonderful actors. Ted had a volatility which would feed the Gary Ewing alcoholism.

David is very even and very professional and a remarkable actor. Ted had an unpredictability

about him. Of course, Ted and Joan and Gary and Val — our connection grew through the 13 years

of ‘Knots Landing.’ David was more even. Ted truly could have been the black sheep, in that he

was a rebel. David had versatility as an actor, but it might not have been first base with David;

he’s real smooth. Ted and I are more high-strung; maybe it’s the blondness. When they were

casting the pilot, David was unavailable.  And they said, ‘We’re looking at some new Garys. One

that we’re particularly fond of is Ted Shackelford.’ I thought, ‘Oh, no!’ We’d just worked together on

‘Wonder Woman,’ and I thought we were too much alike. It turned out they were 100,000 percent

right, and I was 100,000 percent wrong, because we were worked well together.”

I see David AI see David AI see David AI see David AI see David Accccckrokrokrokrokroyyyyyd shod shod shod shod showwwwwed up lated up lated up lated up lated up later on “Knoer on “Knoer on “Knoer on “Knoer on “Knots Landing” in 1ts Landing” in 1ts Landing” in 1ts Landing” in 1ts Landing” in 199999888882 as Bill Medfor2 as Bill Medfor2 as Bill Medfor2 as Bill Medfor2 as Bill Medford. Didd. Didd. Didd. Didd. Did

yyyyyou share anou share anou share anou share anou share any scenes with him?y scenes with him?y scenes with him?y scenes with him?y scenes with him?

“I didn’t even know that he did! Omigod! But everybody I meet in this business says they were on

‘Knots Landing.’ It’s the Six Degrees of ‘Knots Landing.’ … Halle Berry, Bruce Greenwood, Gary Sinise,

Ava Gardner . . . the list is so awe-inspiring you can’t believe it. … It probably was a business

storyline with David at the office. Valene was never in the business storylines; she was more

about the home.”

Who was the greatWho was the greatWho was the greatWho was the greatWho was the greatest to west to west to west to west to work with, from york with, from york with, from york with, from york with, from your perspecour perspecour perspecour perspecour perspec tivtivtivtivtive, on the “Dallas” set?e, on the “Dallas” set?e, on the “Dallas” set?e, on the “Dallas” set?e, on the “Dallas” set?

“The first one that really pops in my mind is Patrick Duffy. I adore him. But I adore Larry, too,

because I had the most challenge and fun with my nemesis. Larry’s character J.R. was always

anti-Valene Ewing, so those were the most rewarding scenes to do. But Patrick was a joy because

he’s fun and utterly professional and made the scenes very easy. I loved Barbara Bel Geddes, too,

because she was always saying, ‘What lipstick is that? What lipstick are you wearing?’ Here’s this

great Broadway star, and she’s always asking about my lipstick ... and ‘could she try it?’ ”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you kou kou kou kou keep up with Teep up with Teep up with Teep up with Teep up with Ted Shaced Shaced Shaced Shaced Shackkkkkelforelforelforelforelford these dad these dad these dad these dad these dayyyyys?s?s?s?s?

“Oh yes, oh yes. Ted, Michele, Julie, forever. Forever. I talked to him last maybe a month ago. He’s

doing a show that I was on, ‘The Young and the Restless,’ and he’s loving it. They killed him off, and

now he’s back. I do talk to him, and I adore him and forever will. Michele, Donna, too. I don’t see

Larry as much because he lives up in Ojai, but once in a while at Oscar parties I’ll see him.”

What do yWhat do yWhat do yWhat do yWhat do you think Vou think Vou think Vou think Vou think Valene and Garalene and Garalene and Garalene and Garalene and Gary wy wy wy wy would be doing noould be doing noould be doing noould be doing noould be doing nowwwww, if “Kno, if “Kno, if “Kno, if “Kno, if “Knots Landing” and / orts Landing” and / orts Landing” and / orts Landing” and / orts Landing” and / or

“Dallas” w“Dallas” w“Dallas” w“Dallas” w“Dallas” would havould havould havould havould have continued?e continued?e continued?e continued?e continued?

“I do think Valene would be running a company. But that would be my wish because of my

investment in her and the growth that she went through. ... I would want to see her in charge of

something — a company, a studio. I’d really want to see her come full circle to have grown

internally and externally. She’s sort of the Felicity Huffman character for ‘Knots Landing.’ I would

like to see her with her act completely put together and calling the shots. Ted, I don’t know,

because he has the potential for going back on the bottle. I would hope that they would still be

together.”

YYYYYou sure did a ton of cou sure did a ton of cou sure did a ton of cou sure did a ton of cou sure did a ton of classic TVlassic TVlassic TVlassic TVlassic TV, espec, espec, espec, espec, especially in the ’7ially in the ’7ially in the ’7ially in the ’7ially in the ’70s. What w0s. What w0s. What w0s. What w0s. What would yould yould yould yould you saou saou saou saou say was yy was yy was yy was yy was yourourourourour

favfavfavfavfavoritoritoritoritorite shoe shoe shoe shoe show to do a guest show to do a guest show to do a guest show to do a guest show to do a guest shot on?t on?t on?t on?t on?

“Joe’s ex-wife on ‘Rhoda’ ... or the Rashomon episode of ‘The Odd Couple’ with Tony Randall and
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Jack Klugman.”

What can yWhat can yWhat can yWhat can yWhat can you tou tou tou tou tell us about “Channels”? When does it come out?ell us about “Channels”? When does it come out?ell us about “Channels”? When does it come out?ell us about “Channels”? When does it come out?ell us about “Channels”? When does it come out?

“Already out.  It went to several film festivals and has won some awards.”

What oWhat oWhat oWhat oWhat other projecther projecther projecther projecther projec ts do yts do yts do yts do yts do you havou havou havou havou have going on right noe going on right noe going on right noe going on right noe going on right now?w?w?w?w?

“This week, the independent feature, ‘Diamond Zero,’ premieres at Universal Studios (September

27).”

YYYYYou’vou’vou’vou’vou’ve sustained a longtime Hollywe sustained a longtime Hollywe sustained a longtime Hollywe sustained a longtime Hollywe sustained a longtime Hollywood marriage to yood marriage to yood marriage to yood marriage to yood marriage to your high-scour high-scour high-scour high-scour high-school swhool swhool swhool swhool sweetheart.eetheart.eetheart.eetheart.eetheart.

HoHoHoHoHow do the tww do the tww do the tww do the tww do the two of yo of yo of yo of yo of you do it?ou do it?ou do it?ou do it?ou do it?

“According to my husband, frequent separations ... and gradual hearing loss!”

A cA cA cA cA chat with Khat with Khat with Khat with Khat with Ken Fen Fen Fen Fen Farmer: armer: armer: armer: armer: This tough guy’s pretty nice

He’s just as commanding over the phone as he is on the screen — and he’s a

Texan, to boot! And besides playing the guy who threatened J.R. at the Ewing

Barbecue, and an assistant D.A., as well as the original Southfork foreman, Ken

Farmer has cultivated plenty of other “tough guy” roles over his long career.

BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV had lots of fun chatting with this expert horseman, swimmer, wrestler,

martial artist, marksman and former Marine, in late January 2007 ...

Do people still ask yDo people still ask yDo people still ask yDo people still ask yDo people still ask you about you about you about you about you about your wour wour wour wour work on “Dallas,” afork on “Dallas,” afork on “Dallas,” afork on “Dallas,” afork on “Dallas,” af ttttter all these yer all these yer all these yer all these yer all these years?ears?ears?ears?ears?

“I get a few from time to time, wanting to know about this character or that character.”

YYYYYou wou wou wou wou workorkorkorkorked a loed a loed a loed a loed a lot with Mict with Mict with Mict with Mict with Michael Preece, I see.hael Preece, I see.hael Preece, I see.hael Preece, I see.hael Preece, I see.

“I’ve worked for Mike a total of nine times on ‘Dallas’ and ‘Walker’ and movies of the week. So I

guess I’ve worked with Mike more than anyone else. One of the things I loved about Mike was that

he never tried to direct me. He let me do what I wanted to do. He left me alone. The director has

four responsibilities. 1. Select the cast, 2. Supply the vision, 3. Block the shot, 4. Stay the hell out of

the actor’s way. Because if you did your first job right, you don’t need to get

in the way.

“I did six episodes of ‘Dallas.’ I think they only have four or five listed on IMDb.

I was the assistant district attorney in the ‘Who Done It?’ episode. The one

that they’re missing is ‘Barbecue Three.’ I can’t remember the name of the

character. I was an oil man who owned like 30 service stations in Dallas, and

J.R. had shut off the oil and my stations were going to go broke. I was a guest

at the barbecue out at Southfork. Howard Keel was in it. Great guy, great guy.

“I was the original Southfork ranch foreman (Tom?). That was before Steve

came in. He was in, but he wasn’t foreman yet. Actually, I think it was also the same character

that I played in ‘Lost Child.’”

WWWWWere theere theere theere theere they filming in Dallas at the time of yy filming in Dallas at the time of yy filming in Dallas at the time of yy filming in Dallas at the time of yy filming in Dallas at the time of your episodes?our episodes?our episodes?our episodes?our episodes?

“The earliest ones, yes. The last one I did (‘So Shall Ye Reap’), I lived in L.A. at the time, and they

were filming in L.A. at the time.
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“I auditioned for ‘Dallas’ one time. That was for the pilot, for Lenny Katzman. He had such a

remarkable memory, that he would call me and say, ‘I’ve got a part for you.’ That used to piss off

the casting directors.”

He remembered yHe remembered yHe remembered yHe remembered yHe remembered you from oou from oou from oou from oou from other things.ther things.ther things.ther things.ther things.

“Yea. In the ‘Who Done It?’ I was a replacement. Michael Jaymes (a real-life attorney), I think, was

originally cast as Burton. But he came up ill the night before. They called me at 9:30 the night

before we started shooting and said, ‘Kenny, can you be on set at 7:30?’ I always had a penchant

for learning dialogue very quickly. So I didn’t see the script until I walked on set. That was during

the summer when it was 45 straight days over 100 degrees. The day we were shooting in Dallas, it

was 115. We would have to strip out of our clothing, between takes, so that we wouldn’t sweat

through. They brought in three truckloads of bagged ice. So everybody was running around in their

underwear. Here I was, I was playing an attorney, and I’m in a three-piece suit. I’m dying, in this

thing. … We’d hang up our clothes, and they would dry in like 5 minutes. What is the old

expression, you can always put on enough clothing to keep warm, but you can’t take off enough

to keep cool.

“I did ‘Silverado’ and it never got above freezing. We had one scene at night that was 2 below with

a 35-mile-an-hour wind. Danny Glover was on the ground, and I was holding a gun on ‘im. I was

shaking like a leaf. We could do one take at a time, because the cameras took batteries and

would quit working after one take, because of the cold.”

Who all did yWho all did yWho all did yWho all did yWho all did you wou wou wou wou work with on the cast?ork with on the cast?ork with on the cast?ork with on the cast?ork with on the cast?

“Hagman, Patrick, Clayton. I’ve worked with just about everybody on the cast.”

Who did yWho did yWho did yWho did yWho did you likou likou likou likou like we we we we working with the most?orking with the most?orking with the most?orking with the most?orking with the most?

“Probably Duffy. He was a hoot. I remember in that ‘Barbecue Three’ scene, I’m supposed to be

really pissed off at J.R. There’s a confrontation at the party, out by the pool. And I’m addressing

J.R., and Bobby is there and so is Kanaly, standing there. I’m standing next to Kercheval, and we’re

all confronting the Ewings, and I’m saying, ‘My stations are losing a fortune, Bobby. One more

week, and I’m out of business. You better step aside.’ He says, ‘I guarantee if there’s any blood

spilt, it won’t be just Ewing blood.’ The camera was real close on my face. Duffy has the side of his

cheek pressed against the side of the camera. Here I’m supposed to be Billy Badass, and he’s got

his finger up his nose and his tongue stuck out at me, when he’s doing his lines, just trying to

make me screw up! I told him, ‘Duffy, I’m going to tear your head off.’ But actually, what that

makes you do is focus more. Because he’s trying to screw you up, it forces you to focus. …. He was

a real practical joker.

“I’ll tell you the nicest person on the set was Linda Gray. My first show that I walked on, she was

the first one who came up and stuck her hand out and said, ‘Hi I’m Linda Gray. Welcome to the

set.’ It was like, how nice. A few of them (we won’t call names) had the attitude like, ‘Everybody

knows who I am.’”

AnAnAnAnAnything else yything else yything else yything else yything else you want to add?ou want to add?ou want to add?ou want to add?ou want to add?

“Probably the one that caused more consternation than anything was Charlene Tilton. Could not

remember her lines. Had a personal coach on set, coaching her, in a van, on the set. She couldn’t

string three words together. In ‘Whatever Happened to Baby John?’ I (as the ranch foreman) was

supposed to go pick her up at school, and it was difficult.
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“I loved Miss Ellie. Loved Howard. Just a true professional, and a gentleman. And Hagman was fun. I

enjoyed Larry. Kinda like Will Rogers, I never met a stranger. As far as I was concerned, everyone

there were just actors, just like me. We’d get a lot of kids coming in who’d get a little intimidated,

working with Larry Hagman or Howard Keel. I’d think, ‘Get a grip. They put their pants on the

same way. Just do your job.’ That was probably the reason, in watching people come on the set,

and watching them get intimidated, that I became an acting coach. To try to teach kiddos what is

expected of them on a working set. After 35 years in this business, I’ve been on a few.”

What else are yWhat else are yWhat else are yWhat else are yWhat else are you doing noou doing noou doing noou doing noou doing now?w?w?w?w?

“I coach acting. I’m also a writer and a producer and a director. We’re going to start a movie I

wrote called ‘Damn You, Bones.’ I wrote it based on a real-life cop up here in north Texas. Last

year I went to a concealed handgun class, and the guy that conducted the class was a retired cop

from Dallas. … We started telling cop stories, and he said let’s go see a friend of mine. … Bones is a

little bitty guy, like 6’7”, 300 pounds. If I ever thought that Duffy was a practical joker, this guy

wrote the book. He starts telling stories, and they call ‘em Bones stories around here. I would go

home with a bellyache from laughing so hard. After a few visits, I thought no one’s done a script

on how cops really are. Not since ‘Choir Boys,’ and that was about big-city cops. But nobody’s

really done one about cops in rural. I wrote this script and every time something would happen at

the police station, like somebody opened up a flash shotgun shell, with no bullets in them, just

flash powder, well, he got a couple of them, cut ‘em open, and mixed the flash powder into the

cigarette ash on the chief’s desk. There was a highway patrolman who came in all the time who

was a chain smoker. The flash powder looked just like ashes. The highway patrolman comes in,

who happens to now be the sheriff. He was smoking. In a few minutes, you hear this monstrous

boom, and the smoke boils out of the chief’s office. And all you can hear out of the chief’s office is

‘God-da** you, Bones, you burned me up!’ The city council was having a meeting across the

hallway, and they never even got up. They just knew, that’s Bones. … This script is a cop whodunit

dramady. This guy was actually a one-man CSI. … We’re going to start filming it the first of March.

Our stars are Mike Moroff as Bones, Glenn Morshower from ‘24,’ Burton Gilliam from ‘Paper Moon’

and ‘Honeymoon in Vegas.’ Peter Brown from the lawman ‘Laredo’ series, James Hampton from ‘F

Troop’ and ‘Sling Blade’ and a bunch of stuff. We have 30 speaking parts. Other than the five that I

mentioned, the others I trained in my class. Some of them have been with me up to eight years,

and they know what I want, and they know how to do it. I wrote many of the parts for specific

people in my class.

“It’s interesting to me that a lot of things are written, and then they cast it. Well, I cast this, and

then wrote the script. We did a little teaser back in May of last year, just a sample run. We shot

two days, did 88 setups in two days, over 20 pages of the script. We averaged three takes per

setup. That’s phenomenal. It’s because my kiddos knew what to do. They knew I’d kick their ass if

they didn’t do it right. I’m sort of a cross between a football coach and a drill instructor. I’m

somewhat of a hard-ass, I’ve been told. … But I’m a nice guy(!). I was a Marine, I played college

football. Everybody thinks I am a Marlboro man, but I’ve never smoked a cigarette in my life. But I

look the part. I’m somewhat muscular, square-jawed.

“As an acting coach, I wrote a book called ‘Acting is Storytelling.’”

So ySo ySo ySo ySo you livou livou livou livou live in Te in Te in Te in Te in Teeeeexxxxxas noas noas noas noas now?w?w?w?w?

“Yes. I moved back from L.A. in ’93. I enjoyed about all of that I could handle out there. I loaded up

my horses, and I took them out there with me, and I brought ‘em back. I used to do the Ben
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Johnson celebrity rodeos before Ben passed away. Michael Horse was there. He comes in and he

spurs his horse. The horse wasn’t ready for that, and it goes to buck him. He drives to dive off the

horse and grab the railing. He plops his ass in the dirt. This horse is bucking all over the arena. …

Ben said, ‘Kenny, next to me, you’re probably the best horseman I’ve seen in Hollywood.’”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you kou kou kou kou keep up with aneep up with aneep up with aneep up with aneep up with any of the “Dallas” cast noy of the “Dallas” cast noy of the “Dallas” cast noy of the “Dallas” cast noy of the “Dallas” cast now?w?w?w?w?

“Not really. The only one that I see occasionally is Kanaly. He’s a pretty good horseman, too. I still

do the charity rodeo things. I run into Steve on occasion. I see Morgan Woodward a lot at the

rodeos.”

A cA cA cA cA chat with Derek McGrath: hat with Derek McGrath: hat with Derek McGrath: hat with Derek McGrath: hat with Derek McGrath: His agent claimed it was ‘against type’!

Derek McGrath was a comedic fish in the drama sea of “Dallas” — but he sure wasn’t a fish out of

water! He brought grace and aplomb to the role of Oswald Valentine, Sue Ellen’s effervescent

business partner in Valentine Lingerie. And though when he auditioned he might not have fit every

quality of the character sketch to a T, he sure took the role and made it his own. Born in a

Canadian town called South Porcupine, and raised in nearby Timmins, this funnyman has kept up

his acting over the years, particularly in (you guessed it) comedies and sitcoms. BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV had fun

catching up with Derek McGrath via phone in late July 2007, as he leisurely walked around his

farm in Ontario — after he’d gotten his Golden Retriever, Blaarsten, calmed down! (“Blaarsten, it’s

just me. It’s OK. ... He’s a glorious dog. He’s the best dog I’ve ever had.”)

So, I’vSo, I’vSo, I’vSo, I’vSo, I’ve goe goe goe goe gotta ask ... are there portta ask ... are there portta ask ... are there portta ask ... are there portta ask ... are there porcupines in South Pcupines in South Pcupines in South Pcupines in South Pcupines in South Porororororcupine, Ontario?cupine, Ontario?cupine, Ontario?cupine, Ontario?cupine, Ontario?

“I suspect there are! I left there when I was 15, which is many neuroses ago. I think there must

be. It’s up in the boonies. Timmins is 500 miles north of Toronto, so it’s up there. It gets sixty

degrees below zero up there. I remember going to school when it was sixty degrees below zero.”

HoHoHoHoHow did yw did yw did yw did yw did you first hear about the role on “Dallas”?ou first hear about the role on “Dallas”?ou first hear about the role on “Dallas”?ou first hear about the role on “Dallas”?ou first hear about the role on “Dallas”?

“It was one of those simple things — I got a call from my agent: ‘There’s an audtion for you, for the

role of Oswald Valentine in “Dallas.”’ For one episode, it was supposed to be. He was described as

a sort of fat-slob, Fredericks-of-Hollywood-type salesman with his gut hanging over his belt. I gave

my agent a call and said, ‘Excuse me?!’ She said, ‘I’m going against type. I think you can do this.’ So

I went in, and there sat, around this office, all these large people with bellies hanging over their

belts. Afterward, my agent asked me how I felt I did. I felt they thought I was a good actor but not

right for the role.

“They never gave me a contract. They kept hiring me for each individual show. I was making

$2,500 a day, or an episode, I don’t recall which, and there were people making $50,000 an

episode, and I had a larger role. They were regulars and I wasn’t. But I sure enjoyed doing it. I loved

the part. I remember when I first got to ‘Dallas’ to do the episode, and I checked into the hotel.

The bellman came, and I said, ‘How about I give you fifty bucks and just listen to your accent?’”

So ySo ySo ySo ySo you wou wou wou wou were shooere shooere shooere shooere shooting in the cting in the cting in the cting in the cting in the c ity of Dallas, then?ity of Dallas, then?ity of Dallas, then?ity of Dallas, then?ity of Dallas, then?

“My first episodes, I shot in Dallas, but then we did start shooting half the episodes in Dallas and

half in LA. I remember all the actors lined up waiting for the pay telephone, and you don’t see that

anymore, because now, of course, everybody’s got a cell phone.
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“And I’ll tell you who was the first person to welcome me and make me feel at home was Linda

Gray. If we were having trouble with construction noise on the set or something like that, they

would send Linda over to say, (he imitates a soft, feminine voice) ‘Hello, how are you doing, would

you mind knocking off for a half-hour or so?’”

WWWWWere yere yere yere yere you a fan of the shoou a fan of the shoou a fan of the shoou a fan of the shoou a fan of the show before yw before yw before yw before yw before you auditioned?ou auditioned?ou auditioned?ou auditioned?ou auditioned?

“I think I’d seen it a few times. I don’t know that I was a drop-down, I-gotta-get-home-and-see-

’Dallas’ sort of fan, but I enjoyed it, yes. You know what my only concern was? I knew it was an

international success, and I was concerned people might think this was normal behavior for

Americans. That was my only concern about ‘Dallas.’”

Oswald VOswald VOswald VOswald VOswald Valentine was a fun, eccentric calentine was a fun, eccentric calentine was a fun, eccentric calentine was a fun, eccentric calentine was a fun, eccentric characharacharacharacharactttttererererer. What did y. What did y. What did y. What did y. What did you likou likou likou likou like best aboute best aboute best aboute best aboute best about

plaplaplaplaplaying him?ying him?ying him?ying him?ying him?

“Oh ...” (laughs) “I liked that he was a little weasel. And not even particularly clever about it. He was

so obvious. He was fun to play because you could do all those nasty things. He was really cheesy,

and that is just really fun to play. He had a lot of colors to him. I really liked how cheesy and

obvious he was. If he shook hands with Victoria Principal, his hand would linger there a little too

long. Of course, most of my scenes were with Linda Gray.”

I think the twI think the twI think the twI think the twI think the two of yo of yo of yo of yo of you wou wou wou wou workorkorkorkorked wed wed wed wed well togetherell togetherell togetherell togetherell together.....

“I think we did work well together. She talked about the two of us doing a romantic comedy

together. We never got around to it.

“I think Oswald was the only kind of really comedic character on ‘Dallas,’ when I was on the show,

anyway.”

YYYYYes, thees, thees, thees, thees, they didn't really do a whole loy didn't really do a whole loy didn't really do a whole loy didn't really do a whole loy didn't really do a whole lot with humor; it was drama.t with humor; it was drama.t with humor; it was drama.t with humor; it was drama.t with humor; it was drama.

“Sure. So to be the comedic relief is a lot of fun.”

Is there anIs there anIs there anIs there anIs there anything yything yything yything yything you wou wou wou wou would havould havould havould havould have done dife done dife done dife done dife done dif ferently with the cferently with the cferently with the cferently with the cferently with the characharacharacharacharactttttererererer, if y, if y, if y, if y, if you hadou hadou hadou hadou had

been writing him?been writing him?been writing him?been writing him?been writing him?

“That’s an interesting question, but I don’t think so. I really liked the character a lot. I don’t know if

anything stands out that I would have done differently. I would have given him a lot of girlfriends.

And trips to Hawaii.” (laughs)

Is there a “Dallas” cast member that yIs there a “Dallas” cast member that yIs there a “Dallas” cast member that yIs there a “Dallas” cast member that yIs there a “Dallas” cast member that you think about noou think about noou think about noou think about noou think about nowwwww, y, y, y, y, years latears latears latears latears latererererer, as being the, as being the, as being the, as being the, as being the

best to wbest to wbest to wbest to wbest to work with (and I think york with (and I think york with (and I think york with (and I think york with (and I think you probably alreadou probably alreadou probably alreadou probably alreadou probably already answy answy answy answy answered that!)?ered that!)?ered that!)?ered that!)?ered that!)?

“I think I answered that, yea. Linda Gray. She was just wonderful to work with. I would watch her

work with other actors. I remember one particular guy who was sharing scenes with her who

was very enamored with her. The thing about Linda, too, is that she’s actually more beautiful off-

camera than she is on-camera.”

Are there anAre there anAre there anAre there anAre there any similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities betwy similarities between Derek McGrath and Oswald Veen Derek McGrath and Oswald Veen Derek McGrath and Oswald Veen Derek McGrath and Oswald Veen Derek McGrath and Oswald Valentine?alentine?alentine?alentine?alentine?

“I suppose ... I’m a bit of an imp. I don’t know if that word means anything to you. But Oswald is an

imp, too. I like to mess things up sometimes, have fun. I like to feel a little naughty sometimes, in a

totally harmless way. That was a part of Oswald, although he would probably do harm where I

wouldn’t. And maybe I have a similar energy, too. As far as the cheesiness, I’d like to think no

similarity whatsoever! I think if Oswald could be thoroughly happy, he’d be a big star in Las Vegas.
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Me, I have no interest in that whatsoever. I live on a farm, which I think would bore the hell out of

Oswald.”

YYYYYou’vou’vou’vou’vou’ve certainly done a loe certainly done a loe certainly done a loe certainly done a loe certainly done a lot of comedt of comedt of comedt of comedt of comedy and sitcom wy and sitcom wy and sitcom wy and sitcom wy and sitcom work oork oork oork oork ovvvvver the yer the yer the yer the yer the years.ears.ears.ears.ears.

“And a lot of humor in drama. My favorite thing to play is the humor in a one-hour drama, like I did

on ‘Dallas.’ Humor is more organic, more based in reality, than comedy. There’s a different way of

performing that. You have to be more honest, I think. Comedy can be organic, because it can be

improvised and immediate. In comedy, you don’t have to be thoroughly believable. I consider

humor to be very honest and real.”

Did yDid yDid yDid yDid you havou havou havou havou have ane ane ane ane any resery resery resery resery reservations about doing a heavy-duty primetime drama?vations about doing a heavy-duty primetime drama?vations about doing a heavy-duty primetime drama?vations about doing a heavy-duty primetime drama?vations about doing a heavy-duty primetime drama?

(laughs) “No, just a lot of excitement. I was thrilled to do a show like ‘Dallas.’ I was anxious to see

Texas and maybe see (he launches into a playful voice) some real cowboys.”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you havou havou havou havou have ane ane ane ane any eBay eBay eBay eBay eBay-wy-wy-wy-wy-worthorthorthorthorthy mementos from the “Dallas” set?y mementos from the “Dallas” set?y mementos from the “Dallas” set?y mementos from the “Dallas” set?y mementos from the “Dallas” set?

“No, nothing. I didn’t take anything. I didn’t think I knew I was leaving until a new series came up

that I signed a contract for.

“I remember the first time I met Larry Hagman. At the time, he was the biggest man in television,

and I was coming on as just a guest star. They said, ‘Right this way, Derek,’ and they sat me right

next to the man himself. I was extrememly nervous. We started running lines together, and I blew

some lines. I cursed a couple times. He said, ‘Oh, this is going to be fun.’ Then we did the scene,

and I’m usually pretty tight on my lines. Larry said something like, ‘Oh, you’re very good; that’s a

pleasant surprise.’ I was relieved. I just felt like I had put my foot in my mouth. I think he thought I

was going to be a really anxious, neurotic actor. I think he was directing that episode, so that’s

where his concern was, too. I remember getting off to a bad start with him then getting back on

track.

“I have a Victoria Principal story, too. We were working together and she was being a little naughty

with me. She said, ‘You’re a little nervous today, aren’t you?’ She said, ‘What’s making you

nervous?’ I said, ‘Truth be told, Victoria, you’re making me nervous.’ She took this long look up and

down my body, then said, (imitates a sultry voice) ‘I’m not making you nervous; you’re making

yourself nervous.’ I almost fainted.”

I imagine it was quitI imagine it was quitI imagine it was quitI imagine it was quitI imagine it was quite a ce a ce a ce a ce a challenge to be whallenge to be whallenge to be whallenge to be whallenge to be working with someone as beautiful asorking with someone as beautiful asorking with someone as beautiful asorking with someone as beautiful asorking with someone as beautiful as

Victoria Principal!Victoria Principal!Victoria Principal!Victoria Principal!Victoria Principal!

“There weren’t too many ugly women on that show — that was something! The second or third

episode I played, when I had sold Valentine Lingerie to Sue Ellen, and she decided to do the whole

thing on lingerie. There were about 12 incredibly gorgeous women wearing drop-dead-sexy

lingerie. It wasn’t hard to play that scene, because Oswald was supposed to come in and be very

distracted by them! And the woman who was the model ...”

MandMandMandMandMandy Wingery Wingery Wingery Wingery Winger, pla, pla, pla, pla, playyyyyed bed bed bed bed by Deborah Shelton.y Deborah Shelton.y Deborah Shelton.y Deborah Shelton.y Deborah Shelton.

“She was an extremely gorgeous girl. She had no idea what an extremely gorgeous girl she was!

Even Larry Hagman was an extremely gorgeous girl!”
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What are yWhat are yWhat are yWhat are yWhat are you up to, these daou up to, these daou up to, these daou up to, these daou up to, these dayyyyys? What can ys? What can ys? What can ys? What can ys? What can you tou tou tou tou tell us about the moell us about the moell us about the moell us about the moell us about the movie “Widevie “Widevie “Widevie “Widevie “Wide

AAAAAwakwakwakwakwake”?e”?e”?e”?e”?

“I just finished shooting that. That’s a murder mystery. The lead female works in a clinic. She has

narcolepsy. She can’t stay awake for very long, or she begins to hallucinate. The bad guys are

after her, and if she falls asleep, she’s done. That’s the premise. I play a doctor who treats her in

the clinic, who is murdered. I come back basically as a ghost. It’s in her imagination. I lead her

through the evidence and help her try to find the murderer and save her life. I’m also doing a TV

series that has had a lot of international coverage. It’s not playing in the States yet. It’s called ‘Little

Mosque on the Prairie.’ CNN has done stories on it. We’ve won awards. It’s a comedy, and what’s

really interesting about it is that the little mosque is in a church in a small western prairie town

called Mercy. It’s all these Muslims interchanging with the people in the small town. It’s very funny,

and it’s doing very well up here. It’s showing now in Europe, too. NBC has been interested in it.

We’re in our second season now.”

So is there anSo is there anSo is there anSo is there anSo is there anything else that yything else that yything else that yything else that yything else that you’d likou’d likou’d likou’d likou’d like to add?e to add?e to add?e to add?e to add?

“If they do a remake of ‘Dallas,’ I think Deborah Shelton and I should play a married couple.”

Or at least a couple inOr at least a couple inOr at least a couple inOr at least a couple inOr at least a couple invvvvvolvolvolvolvolved in some waed in some waed in some waed in some waed in some way!y!y!y!y!

“Yes!”

A cA cA cA cA chat with Camille Marhat with Camille Marhat with Camille Marhat with Camille Marhat with Camille Marccccchetta: hetta: hetta: hetta: hetta: The view from the printed page

There are actors, of course, and then there are writers. And the writer has the privilege, or the

challenge, of working from a completely different point of view on a show like our beloved

“Dallas.” BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV connected with Camille Marchetta, known for her writing on not only “Dallas” but

also “Dynasty,” in February 2007, and she took the time to share her thoughts on her experience

bringing the characters of J.R. Ewing and Co. to life.

I see that yI see that yI see that yI see that yI see that you wou wou wou wou were born in Brooklyn, Neere born in Brooklyn, Neere born in Brooklyn, Neere born in Brooklyn, Neere born in Brooklyn, New Yw Yw Yw Yw York, of a Sicork, of a Sicork, of a Sicork, of a Sicork, of a Sic ilian heritage. Where do yilian heritage. Where do yilian heritage. Where do yilian heritage. Where do yilian heritage. Where do yououououou

livlivlivlivlive, currently?e, currently?e, currently?e, currently?e, currently?

“At the moment, I’m living in Westchester County, New York, but I tend to move a lot.”

YYYYYou are cou are cou are cou are cou are classified on the IMDb as a writlassified on the IMDb as a writlassified on the IMDb as a writlassified on the IMDb as a writlassified on the IMDb as a writer and storer and storer and storer and storer and story editor for “Dallas.” Is thaty editor for “Dallas.” Is thaty editor for “Dallas.” Is thaty editor for “Dallas.” Is thaty editor for “Dallas.” Is that

accurataccurataccurataccurataccurate, and what is the dife, and what is the dife, and what is the dife, and what is the dife, and what is the dif ference betwference betwference betwference betwference between those tween those tween those tween those tween those two roles? (Can yo roles? (Can yo roles? (Can yo roles? (Can yo roles? (Can you eou eou eou eou explain toxplain toxplain toxplain toxplain to

us the nuts and bolts of what a TV story editor actually does?)us the nuts and bolts of what a TV story editor actually does?)us the nuts and bolts of what a TV story editor actually does?)us the nuts and bolts of what a TV story editor actually does?)us the nuts and bolts of what a TV story editor actually does?)

“I was both a staff writer and story editor. Obviously, a writer is someone who writes — in the case

of television, usually an outline and script — and can be either on staff or freelance. A story editor

is always on staff, participates in the development of all stories, is available to freelance writers to

answer questions and help work out glitches on their assigned scripts, and does one or several

rewrites, depending on the quality of the delivered script and the number of problems (there are

always problems) that arise during filming.”

HoHoHoHoHow manw manw manw manw many dify dify dify dify dif ferent writferent writferent writferent writferent writers wers wers wers wers would be would be would be would be would be working on “Dallas” episodes at anorking on “Dallas” episodes at anorking on “Dallas” episodes at anorking on “Dallas” episodes at anorking on “Dallas” episodes at any givy givy givy givy given time?en time?en time?en time?en time?

“Three or four. While I was on staff, Leonard Katzman (producer), Arthur Bernard Lewis (executive

story editor) and I were all involved in the story development of every episode. If one of us was

also writing the script, we consulted with the others through the entire writing and rewriting
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process to the end of filming. However, when a freelancer was assigned an episode, either Arthur

or I would shepherd the writer through the various drafts and then take over when production

started.”

HoHoHoHoHow long ww long ww long ww long ww long would yould yould yould yould you wou wou wou wou work on a scork on a scork on a scork on a scork on a script for a single episode?ript for a single episode?ript for a single episode?ript for a single episode?ript for a single episode?

“It varied, depending on the schedule. Sometimes it would take us weeks to work out a story,

sometimes just a few days. Once it was done, Leonard could write the first draft of a script in a

(very long) day, Arthur in two or three. It would take me at least three, and I preferred four or five.

Freelance writers were generally given a couple of weeks for a first draft.”

HoHoHoHoHow long did yw long did yw long did yw long did yw long did you wou wou wou wou work on “Dallas”?ork on “Dallas”?ork on “Dallas”?ork on “Dallas”?ork on “Dallas”?

“About 18 months, I suppose, maybe more. I wrote an episode for the miniseries, and then was

on staff for the full first season, through production of the ‘Who Shot J.R.?’ episode in the third.”

WhicWhicWhicWhicWhich “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” characharacharacharacharacttttters did yers did yers did yers did yers did you cou cou cou cou creatreatreatreatreate?e?e?e?e?

“Lots of minor characters, but one of my favorites is the country singer Garnet McGee, played by

Kate Mulgrew. And of course there was Jenna Wade, Bobby’s first love, played by Priscilla Presley.”

YYYYYou wou wou wou wou were there near the beginning of the shoere there near the beginning of the shoere there near the beginning of the shoere there near the beginning of the shoere there near the beginning of the showwwww. Y. Y. Y. Y. You wroou wroou wroou wroou wrottttte scenes and dialogue,e scenes and dialogue,e scenes and dialogue,e scenes and dialogue,e scenes and dialogue,

without a cwithout a cwithout a cwithout a cwithout a chance to see the achance to see the achance to see the achance to see the achance to see the actors and a lotors and a lotors and a lotors and a lotors and a lot of hot of hot of hot of hot of how thew thew thew thew they relaty relaty relaty relaty related to eaced to eaced to eaced to eaced to each oh oh oh oh othertherthertherther. Ho. Ho. Ho. Ho. Howwwww

wwwwwould yould yould yould yould you saou saou saou saou say yy yy yy yy you adjustou adjustou adjustou adjustou adjusted yed yed yed yed your writing latour writing latour writing latour writing latour writing later to reflecer to reflecer to reflecer to reflecer to reflec t the act the act the act the act the actual flesh-and-bloodtual flesh-and-bloodtual flesh-and-bloodtual flesh-and-bloodtual flesh-and-blood

acacacacac tors who wtors who wtors who wtors who wtors who were portraere portraere portraere portraere portraying the parts?ying the parts?ying the parts?ying the parts?ying the parts?

“I wasn’t there until after the miniseries was completed. To start, all I had to go on were the

scripts I’d read, written by David Jacobs, who created the series. Later, as was the custom then,

every day I would join the writing and production staff, the director and crew (if they were filming

on the lot) in a screening room to watch ‘dailies,’ the footage shot the previous day. It was all raw

film, various takes, over and over, of one, two, three, however many scenes, very tedious at times,

but also instructive. Before the editors started cutting, trying to make even weak scenes work, it

was easy to see what actors brought out the best in each other, which stories sizzled, which fell

flat. Perhaps not always consciously, but we did make adjustments as a result, cutting some

stories short, elaborating others. It was in dailies, on the day Sue Ellen discovered she was

pregnant, that we realized we had created a serial, which had not been our intention at all.

“Now, everyone watches videotapes of dailies alone, at home, or in an office, sometimes in small

groups, two or three writers, etc., which is not nearly so helpful in my opinion. A sizable crowd

gives a more accurate reading of what is working and what is not.”

And whicAnd whicAnd whicAnd whicAnd which ach ach ach ach actor protor protor protor protor provided the most “surprise” to yvided the most “surprise” to yvided the most “surprise” to yvided the most “surprise” to yvided the most “surprise” to you — maou — maou — maou — maou — maybe translatybe translatybe translatybe translatybe translated a role in aed a role in aed a role in aed a role in aed a role in a

wawawawaway that was vy that was vy that was vy that was vy that was vererererery dify dify dify dify dif ferent from what yferent from what yferent from what yferent from what yferent from what you imagined?ou imagined?ou imagined?ou imagined?ou imagined?

“I don’t know that I would call it a ‘surprise,’ but certainly I found Charlene Tilton’s performance in

‘Royal Marriage’ very moving.”

HoHoHoHoHow mucw mucw mucw mucw much of the filming did yh of the filming did yh of the filming did yh of the filming did yh of the filming did you get to watcou get to watcou get to watcou get to watcou get to watch?h?h?h?h?

“As much as possible. If the filming was on the lot, I would go down to the stage at least once a

day. Occasionally, I would drive out to a location. Of course if there was a problem, I’d be on the

set like a shot. But a writer’s job is to write, not hang around the set, tripping over cables, getting

in the way of moving equipment. At least, that’s what I’ve always thought.”
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Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you havou havou havou havou have ane ane ane ane any ky ky ky ky keepsakeepsakeepsakeepsakeepsakes from the “Dallas” set?es from the “Dallas” set?es from the “Dallas” set?es from the “Dallas” set?es from the “Dallas” set?

“I don’t have any keepsakes from the set, but I do have a few photos and a tape of the cast saying

goodbye when I left the show. That’s very special.”

WhWhWhWhWhy do yy do yy do yy do yy do you think “Dallas” strucou think “Dallas” strucou think “Dallas” strucou think “Dallas” strucou think “Dallas” struck suck suck suck suck such a ch a ch a ch a ch a chorhorhorhorhord with vied with vied with vied with vied with viewwwwwers?ers?ers?ers?ers?

“Arthur Lewis often says that ‘Dallas’ was such a big hit because the country was in the midst of

an energy crisis when it went on the air, long lines of cars, sometimes around the block, waiting to

get gas. As he tells it, that made a family with all the oil in the world very appealing to an

audience, as were the very rich in those films made in the 1930s, during the Depression. But I’ve

always thought that while the series’ surface glitter (and it really was not so glittery when

compared to, say, ‘Dynasty’) attracted viewers, what held them was the underlying drama of the

family relationships: J.R. vying with Bobby for their father’s love always seemed to me to be the

essential conflict and driving force of the series. It’s a very human story, familiar to everyone, but

compelling in its simplicity. Basically, I think people watched the Ewings to see their own family

problems played out: the jealous brother, the unacceptable bride, the alcoholic wife, the

adulterous husband, the strong father, the ill mother, and on and on. And of course there was the

chemistry of the cast. Nothing works without that. All of them played so well together, and

brought their characters to life. They made them believable, real, to millions of people.”

WhicWhicWhicWhicWhich “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” characharacharacharacharacttttter do yer do yer do yer do yer do you feel you feel you feel you feel you feel you wou wou wou wou were most instrumental in deere most instrumental in deere most instrumental in deere most instrumental in deere most instrumental in devvvvveloping,eloping,eloping,eloping,eloping,

during yduring yduring yduring yduring your wour wour wour wour work there?ork there?ork there?ork there?ork there?

“We really worked as a team and I don’t feel proprietary about any of the characters.”

WhicWhicWhicWhicWhich “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” ch “Dallas” characharacharacharacharacttttter do yer do yer do yer do yer do you feel shoou feel shoou feel shoou feel shoou feel showwwwwed the most personal groed the most personal groed the most personal groed the most personal groed the most personal growth during thewth during thewth during thewth during thewth during the

run of the series?run of the series?run of the series?run of the series?run of the series?

“When I left the show, it was not only to work on other projects, but to travel. I spent a lot of time

out of the country for one reason and another, and so I didn’t watch the show consistently

enough to be able to answer that question.”

What was the greatWhat was the greatWhat was the greatWhat was the greatWhat was the greatest cest cest cest cest challenge for yhallenge for yhallenge for yhallenge for yhallenge for you, professionallyou, professionallyou, professionallyou, professionallyou, professionally, in writing for “Dallas”?, in writing for “Dallas”?, in writing for “Dallas”?, in writing for “Dallas”?, in writing for “Dallas”?

“‘Dallas’ was the first series I worked on, so I was completely unfamiliar with the pace of

production. Having to write an episode in three or four days never failed to give me a knot in my

stomach. But I did it.”

Is there one particular person who was the most enjoIs there one particular person who was the most enjoIs there one particular person who was the most enjoIs there one particular person who was the most enjoIs there one particular person who was the most enjoyable for yyable for yyable for yyable for yyable for you to wou to wou to wou to wou to work with onork with onork with onork with onork with on

the shothe shothe shothe shothe showwwww, either an ac, either an ac, either an ac, either an ac, either an ac tor or someone behind the scenes?tor or someone behind the scenes?tor or someone behind the scenes?tor or someone behind the scenes?tor or someone behind the scenes?

“Leonard Katzman was a great producer. Larry Hagman, the most levelheaded of stars. And

Patrick Duffy, blessed with a great sense of humor. They kept everyone on an even keel. There

were no out-of-control egos, no tantrums. Everyone behaved amazingly well most of the time. So

hanging around with the production staff, the cast, and crew was always a lot of fun.”

As a writAs a writAs a writAs a writAs a writer for the series, did yer for the series, did yer for the series, did yer for the series, did yer for the series, did you wou wou wou wou work from, or help deork from, or help deork from, or help deork from, or help deork from, or help devvvvvelop, anelop, anelop, anelop, anelop, any sort of “referencey sort of “referencey sort of “referencey sort of “referencey sort of “reference

guide” to eacguide” to eacguide” to eacguide” to eacguide” to each ch ch ch ch characharacharacharacharac ttttter? Something that perhaps lister? Something that perhaps lister? Something that perhaps lister? Something that perhaps lister? Something that perhaps listed the birthdated the birthdated the birthdated the birthdated the birthdate, like, like, like, like, likes andes andes andes andes and

dislikdislikdislikdislikdislikes, college attes, college attes, college attes, college attes, college attended, marriage datended, marriage datended, marriage datended, marriage datended, marriage date, etc., for eace, etc., for eace, etc., for eace, etc., for eace, etc., for each ch ch ch ch characharacharacharacharacttttter to use aser to use aser to use aser to use aser to use as

reference when yreference when yreference when yreference when yreference when you wou wou wou wou were cere cere cere cere c reating scenes? (I hearreating scenes? (I hearreating scenes? (I hearreating scenes? (I hearreating scenes? (I heard mention of a “Dallas Bible” —d mention of a “Dallas Bible” —d mention of a “Dallas Bible” —d mention of a “Dallas Bible” —d mention of a “Dallas Bible” —

that’s where the curiosity comes from!)that’s where the curiosity comes from!)that’s where the curiosity comes from!)that’s where the curiosity comes from!)that’s where the curiosity comes from!)

“No, we had no sort of character reference guide. (As far as I know, even David Jacobs didn’t have

one, or, if he did, he never told us about it.) We knew the characters from living with them in our
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heads, day after day. The ‘bible’ was something else entirely. After we realized we had a serial in

progress, following discussions with Leonard Katzman and Phil Capice (the executive producer),

Arthur Lewis and I wrote a detailed breakdown of stories and character arcs for the following

season. It was quite extensive, but served mainly as a blueprint, as it’s impossible — for reasons I

mentioned above, and others — to stick to storylines. I wrote two bibles with Arthur, and I believe

there was one done for every season the show was on the air.”

WWWWWere yere yere yere yere you at all inou at all inou at all inou at all inou at all invvvvvolvolvolvolvolved in the process for the “Dallas” noed in the process for the “Dallas” noed in the process for the “Dallas” noed in the process for the “Dallas” noed in the process for the “Dallas” novvvvvel series produced in theel series produced in theel series produced in theel series produced in theel series produced in the

’80s b’80s b’80s b’80s b’80s by Soaps and Serials, or the Ly Soaps and Serials, or the Ly Soaps and Serials, or the Ly Soaps and Serials, or the Ly Soaps and Serials, or the Lee Raintree or Burt Hirscee Raintree or Burt Hirscee Raintree or Burt Hirscee Raintree or Burt Hirscee Raintree or Burt Hirschfeld books? Whfeld books? Whfeld books? Whfeld books? Whfeld books? Were yere yere yere yere yououououou

consultconsultconsultconsultconsulted for these? (There are a feed for these? (There are a feed for these? (There are a feed for these? (There are a feed for these? (There are a few facw facw facw facw factual disctual disctual disctual disctual discrepancrepancrepancrepancrepancies betwies betwies betwies betwies between what aired ineen what aired ineen what aired ineen what aired ineen what aired in

the series and what was writtthe series and what was writtthe series and what was writtthe series and what was writtthe series and what was written in the books — hoen in the books — hoen in the books — hoen in the books — hoen in the books — how cw cw cw cw c losely did the writlosely did the writlosely did the writlosely did the writlosely did the writers of thoseers of thoseers of thoseers of thoseers of those

nononononovvvvvels wels wels wels wels work with the writork with the writork with the writork with the writork with the writers of the shoers of the shoers of the shoers of the shoers of the show?)w?)w?)w?)w?)

“No, I was not involved. And I don’t know a script writer who was. It seemed to me when I saw

the books that Raintree and Hirschfeld worked from draft scripts, which accounts for the

discrepancies. As I’ve said, there are inevitably changes during filming.”

HoHoHoHoHow long did yw long did yw long did yw long did yw long did you writou writou writou writou write for “De for “De for “De for “De for “Dynastyynastyynastyynastyynasty,” and what particular stor,” and what particular stor,” and what particular stor,” and what particular stor,” and what particular storylines and ploylines and ploylines and ploylines and ploylines and plot twistst twistst twistst twistst twists

wwwwwere yere yere yere yere you responsible for?ou responsible for?ou responsible for?ou responsible for?ou responsible for?

“I did the fifth season of ‘Dynasty,’ the year it stopped trailing ‘Dallas’ in the ratings and went to No.

1. That was the year of the Moldavian massacre. I wrote the ‘bible’ for the season, but, again,

there were always a lot of people in a room talking story, so it’s hard to remember who thought

of what, but the massacre is definitely mine. And Alexis guilty of killing Mark, definitely not.”

What was the difWhat was the difWhat was the difWhat was the difWhat was the dif ference betwference betwference betwference betwference between writing for “Dallas” and writing for “Deen writing for “Dallas” and writing for “Deen writing for “Dallas” and writing for “Deen writing for “Dallas” and writing for “Deen writing for “Dallas” and writing for “Dynasty”?ynasty”?ynasty”?ynasty”?ynasty”?

“The first writers on ‘Dynasty’ had come out of daytime TV and so, as in daytime, story was

developed by one group (me with Joel Steiger, or Susan Baskin, in consultation with Richard and

Esther Shapiro, Robert and Eileen Pollock, and Peter Roth of ABC). After the detailed outline was

written and approved, it was turned over to another writer to script. It’s not particularly a way I

like to work, but it seemed to suit the show.”

What projecWhat projecWhat projecWhat projecWhat projects do yts do yts do yts do yts do you havou havou havou havou have going on right noe going on right noe going on right noe going on right noe going on right now?w?w?w?w?

“My third novel, ‘The River, By Moonlight’ is about to be published.”

What was yWhat was yWhat was yWhat was yWhat was your heart’s desire, for a careerour heart’s desire, for a careerour heart’s desire, for a careerour heart’s desire, for a careerour heart’s desire, for a career, when y, when y, when y, when y, when you wou wou wou wou were a little girl?ere a little girl?ere a little girl?ere a little girl?ere a little girl?

“Believe it or not, I wanted to be a writer when I grew up.”

What has been yWhat has been yWhat has been yWhat has been yWhat has been your most satisfying job, so farour most satisfying job, so farour most satisfying job, so farour most satisfying job, so farour most satisfying job, so far, in y, in y, in y, in y, in your career?our career?our career?our career?our career?

“I certainly enjoyed working in television, but the most satisfying moment I can remember was

typing ‘The End’ on the last page of my first book.”

Do yDo yDo yDo yDo you think you think you think you think you think you’ll eou’ll eou’ll eou’ll eou’ll evvvvver return to writing for ter return to writing for ter return to writing for ter return to writing for ter return to writing for teleeleeleeleelevision?vision?vision?vision?vision?

“It seems unlikely to me, but I suppose anything is possible.”
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YYYYYour scour scour scour scour script, sirript, sirript, sirript, sirript, sir

(or ma’am!)(or ma’am!)(or ma’am!)(or ma’am!)(or ma’am!)

Ah, to see things from the

actor’s perspective ... We offer

you this look inside a “Dallas”

first-draft script from Season 11,

giving an idea of what the

actors actually saw before

presenting the action to us. The

script, dated August 21, 1987, is

57 pages long and covers 54

scenes. The episode, “It’s Me

Again!,” aired on January 8, 1988

and is labeled Episode 15 here.

This particular copy of the script

has the label in the corner for

Bruce R. Berman, production

coordinator, and it’s signed by

Larry Hagman in red felt pen.

The script contains not only a

list of characters utilized in the

episode and interior and

exterior locations used, but also a chronology of

the actual time that passes during the episode.

Scenes 1-15, for instance, happen on the first day,

with Scene 16 that night, then Scene 17 the next

day, Scenes 18-21 that next night, and so on. The

episode encompasses four days’ time. (Funny, it

just flew by!)

It’s interesting to note the discrepancies between

this first-draft script and what actually aired and

what is credited now, years later. One example is

the character of Paul Beauvais listed on the cast

sheet of the script. The character is listed as

“Bovay” only on the IMDb. And note that secretary

Phyllis is listed by first name only, even though, as

actress Deborah Tranelli told BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV, she had the

last name Wapner, and it was even on the
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Before the daBefore the daBefore the daBefore the daBefore the dayyyyys of eBas of eBas of eBas of eBas of eBayyyyy, , , , , BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV nabbed this great scnabbed this great scnabbed this great scnabbed this great scnabbed this great sc ript, signed bript, signed bript, signed bript, signed bript, signed by Mry Mry Mry Mry Mr. Hagman, y. Hagman, y. Hagman, y. Hagman, y. Hagman, you see, from aou see, from aou see, from aou see, from aou see, from a
mid-Micmid-Micmid-Micmid-Micmid-Michigan high-schigan high-schigan high-schigan high-schigan high-school radio auchool radio auchool radio auchool radio auchool radio auction benefit in 1tion benefit in 1tion benefit in 1tion benefit in 1tion benefit in 19999990. The cost? A cool $5.90.90. The cost? A cool $5.90.90. The cost? A cool $5.90.90. The cost? A cool $5.90.90. The cost? A cool $5.90.

nameplate on her desk. Phyllis was simply never referred to with her last name, not even in the

scripts. And although Sue Ellen’s secretary is sometimes listed as Kehly in various sources (she was

played by Linda Gray’s daughter Kehly Sloane), she is listed as Kelly here.

It’s also interesting to note the direction the script gives for some of the characters. When Lisa

Alden goes to Cliff Barnes’ office and makes peace, for instance, it says, under her dialogue: “She is

so small, and so sad, and kind of helpless ... This poor little kid, taking on the Ewings by herself.”

And in the scene where Jenna goes to answer the door as Bobby arrives: “She stops, takes a

breath ... she loves to see him and hates to see him ... It’s always painful.”

The script gives ample description for Laurel Ellis’ loft home, seen for the first time in this episode:

“White, high tech ... High windows with sunlight streaming in. There are benches spread around ...

and an amazing collection of bonsai trees in various stages of growth and development on the

benches ... along with ferns, trees ... almost a greenhouse.” And Beauvais — who, by the way, is the

farmer hold-out for Cliff’s right of way in the natural gas strike — is “looking like a Grant Wood

painting.” Fun.
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StStStStStep inside Southforkep inside Southforkep inside Southforkep inside Southforkep inside Southfork

Though the Ewing family called Braddock, Texas, home, the delightfully opulent ranch used as

Southfork on “Dallas” is located in Parker, Texas, north of Dallas, and is now a fabulous tourist

destination and conference center. (See SouthforkRanch.com.) The ranch was originally called

Duncan Acres when the show’s production team approached the owner about filming the series

there. And the owner of the ranch, back then? J.R. Duncan. Yes, we said J.R.

Joe R. and Natalie Duncan traveled the country to see various kinds of mansions and ranches

before building their own in 1970, according to TVAcres.com. They stationed their custom-built

8,500-square-foot, six-bedroom mansion on a 200-acre horse and cattle ranch on FM 2551 South

(also known as Hogge Road or Murphy Road) near the suburbs of Plano. Once the popularity of

“Dallas” came forth, the Duncans actually sold off a few of their acres to hungry fans who wanted

their own hunk of Southfork, at a neat $25 a square foot, TVAcres.com says. Their teenage sons

sold Southfork T-shirts out of an old Dodge van near the property’s gate, and by 1981 tourists were

paying $4 to visit J.R.’s stomping grounds.

The Duncans sold their ranch to Terry Trippet and his Colin Commodore Ltd. partnership in 1984,

according to Kimberly Twomey, Southfork Ranch director of sales. A 63,000-square-foot

conference and event center was added. In 1985, it converted to a tourist and event venue open

to the public. About 500,000 tourists visited Southfork, paying $6 admission. The most earnest

could shell out $2,500 a night to sleep in J.R.’s upstairs bedroom, or simply $2 to have tea on the

balcony, or eat a $13.95 breakfast of eggs, biscuits and gravy (Bobby’s and J.R.’s favorite dish).

But a business deal went bad in 1990, Twomey says, and Southfork was closed for two years, until

1992. In June 1992, the ranch was purchased by Arizona businessman Rex Maughan. More

development — including $14 million in capital improvements — followed.

Nowadays, Southfork Ranch Event and Conference Center is open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. year ’round,

with the exception of Christmas Day and Thanksgiving Day. Tours of the mansion and ranch include

a tram ride and a “Dallas Legends” exhibit. “We’ve got Larry Hagman’s boots, Lucy’s wedding dress,

the gun that shot J.R., Jock’s Lincoln, tons of footage and clips and interviews,” Twomey says. While

you’re touring, you can even sit a spell and watch a clip of the show or an interview with a star

(though sleeping in J.R.’s bedroom is no longer offered, she says!).

There are two different gift shops at Southfork, Twomey says. “One is really more of your souvenir

gift shop,” she says. “Everything has Southfork all over it. The other one has men’s and women’s

western apparel. We have everything from T-shirts to belt buckles to hats to pins to shot glasses.

You name it.”

And the other part of Southfork’s livelihood — event hosting — is thriving. “We do 1,600 events

annually. Events — that’s not tours; that’s actually events,” Twomey says. “We do everything from

concerts, public events, car shows, weddings, proms, product launches.”

http://www.southforkranch.com/
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Behind the scenesBehind the scenes

I no longer havI no longer havI no longer havI no longer havI no longer have to struggle with typecasting, but bace to struggle with typecasting, but bace to struggle with typecasting, but bace to struggle with typecasting, but bace to struggle with typecasting, but back in the ’80s, it was ak in the ’80s, it was ak in the ’80s, it was ak in the ’80s, it was ak in the ’80s, it was a

difdifdifdifdifferent storferent storferent storferent storferent stor yyyyy. Ev. Ev. Ev. Ev. Everererereryyyyyone called me ‘Mandone called me ‘Mandone called me ‘Mandone called me ‘Mandone called me ‘Mandy’, wherey’, wherey’, wherey’, wherey’, wherevvvvver I wer I wer I wer I wer I went, incent, incent, incent, incent, inc luding abroad.luding abroad.luding abroad.luding abroad.luding abroad.

When I was in Thailand, eWhen I was in Thailand, eWhen I was in Thailand, eWhen I was in Thailand, eWhen I was in Thailand, evvvvvererererer yyyyyone was whispering ‘Mandone was whispering ‘Mandone was whispering ‘Mandone was whispering ‘Mandone was whispering ‘Mandyyyyy, Mand, Mand, Mand, Mand, Mandy’ to eacy’ to eacy’ to eacy’ to eacy’ to eachhhhh

ooooothertherthertherther. It was the same in Greece. In one Greek village, people w. It was the same in Greece. In one Greek village, people w. It was the same in Greece. In one Greek village, people w. It was the same in Greece. In one Greek village, people w. It was the same in Greece. In one Greek village, people were watcere watcere watcere watcere watchinghinghinghinghing

‘Dallas’ on the communal TV set!‘Dallas’ on the communal TV set!‘Dallas’ on the communal TV set!‘Dallas’ on the communal TV set!‘Dallas’ on the communal TV set!

— Deborah Shelton, to Erik Bloom, in a 2— Deborah Shelton, to Erik Bloom, in a 2— Deborah Shelton, to Erik Bloom, in a 2— Deborah Shelton, to Erik Bloom, in a 2— Deborah Shelton, to Erik Bloom, in a 2006 int006 int006 int006 int006 intererererervievievievieview for w for w for w for w for DeborahShelton.netDeborahShelton.netDeborahShelton.netDeborahShelton.netDeborahShelton.net

“
”

NoNoNoNoNow THAw THAw THAw THAw THAT’s a great line!T’s a great line!T’s a great line!T’s a great line!T’s a great line!

A sampling of fine vA sampling of fine vA sampling of fine vA sampling of fine vA sampling of fine verbal fare from our beloerbal fare from our beloerbal fare from our beloerbal fare from our beloerbal fare from our belovvvvved shoed shoed shoed shoed show ...w ...w ...w ...w ...

“ ’Bout time you learned the art of subtlety. The lack of it turns competitors into enemies and

enemies into fanatics.”

Jock to J.R.

“Real power is something you take!”

Jock to Bobby, 1981

“The real J.R. has finally come home.”

Sue Ellen, at finding the wrinkled bedsheets left behind by J.R. and Afton, January 1981

“I am Takapa!!!!!!!!!!!”

Jock to Miss Ellie, February 1981

“We may be wrong, we may be right, but we’re Ewings, and we stick together. That’s what makes

us unbeatable!”

 Miss Ellie, fixing J.R.’s mess and saving Ewing Oil, December 1981

“He’s really a Ewing, that’s for sure.”

J.R. to the family, after John Ross climbs into Jock’s empty dinner chair, January 1982

“Once you give up integrity, the rest is a piece of cake.”

J.R., February 1984

“This is Ewing Oil.”

J.R. to John Ross, pointing to the portrait of Jock on the wall of the Ewing Oil offices, May 1987

“I’m not going to do it to you; I’m going to do it to Cliff.”

Sue Ellen to J.R., after she tells him she’s going to meet Cliff and he says “I’m not going to let you

do this to me” ... and right before she knees him in the groin, 1984
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“The one thing I have to look forward to in my life is evening the score — and believe me, I will.”

Sue Ellen to J.R., after bringing John Ross back to Southfork to live, November 1988

“You’re not good enough to wipe the spit off my boots.”

J.R. to LeeAnn De La Vega and Michelle Stevens, after LeeAnn reveals who she is to J.R. and tells

him Michelle helped her get revenge on him, February 1991

“Contracts are made to be broken, honey, but a handshake is the law of God.”

J.R. to Blackie Callahan’s daughter after she tells him she realizes he’s been paying royalties to

Blackie out of his own pocket, March 1991

“You are addicted to losing!”

Liz Adams to Cliff after he rages at her and accuses her of telling Carter McKay he killed Johnny

Dancer

“I thought you needed a dispensational from God to sit in that seat.”

Michelle to J.R. at the Southfork dinner table, when J.R. offers Jock’s seat at the head of the table

to the newly arrived Debra Lynn Beaumont

“I just came to make sure he was dead. I don’t see a casket anywhere.”

Cliff (with a smile) to Carter McKay at J.R.’s “memorial service,” 1996’s “J.R. Returns” reunion movie
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   BirthdaysBirthdaysBirthdaysBirthdaysBirthdays

Victoria PrincipalVictoria PrincipalVictoria PrincipalVictoria PrincipalVictoria Principal January 3, 1950

Michael Wilding Jr.Michael Wilding Jr.Michael Wilding Jr.Michael Wilding Jr.Michael Wilding Jr. January 6, 1953

Fern FitzgeraldFern FitzgeraldFern FitzgeraldFern FitzgeraldFern Fitzgerald January 7, 1947

K CallanK CallanK CallanK CallanK Callan January 9, 1942

Sherill LSherill LSherill LSherill LSherill Lynn Rynn Rynn Rynn Rynn Rettinoettinoettinoettinoettino January 13, 1956

     (died July 3, 1995)

Barry JennerBarry JennerBarry JennerBarry JennerBarry Jenner January 14, 1941

LLLLLeigh Teigh Teigh Teigh Teigh Taaaaaylor-Yylor-Yylor-Yylor-Yylor-Youngoungoungoungoung January 25, 1945

CathCathCathCathCathy Py Py Py Py Podeodeodeodeodewwwwwellellellellell January 26, 1964

Donna RDonna RDonna RDonna RDonna Reedeedeedeedeed January 27, 1921

     (died January 14, 1986)

James CromJames CromJames CromJames CromJames Cromwwwwwellellellellell January 27, 1940

John BeckJohn BeckJohn BeckJohn BeckJohn Beck January 28, 1943

Susan HoSusan HoSusan HoSusan HoSusan Howarwarwarwarwarddddd January 28, 1944

Marc SingerMarc SingerMarc SingerMarc SingerMarc Singer January 29, 1948

David WDavid WDavid WDavid WDavid Waaaaayneyneyneyneyne January 30, 1914

      (died February 9, 1995)

Morgan FMorgan FMorgan FMorgan FMorgan Fairairairairairccccchildhildhildhildhild February 3, 1950

GaGaGaGaGayle Hunnicuttyle Hunnicuttyle Hunnicuttyle Hunnicuttyle Hunnicutt February 6, 1943

Tina LTina LTina LTina LTina Louiseouiseouiseouiseouise February 11, 1934

Gretchen WylerGretchen WylerGretchen WylerGretchen WylerGretchen Wyler February 16, 1932

      (died May 27, 2007)

George KGeorge KGeorge KGeorge KGeorge Kennedennedennedennedennedyyyyy February 18, 1925

Marj DusaMarj DusaMarj DusaMarj DusaMarj Dusayyyyy February 20, 1936

John AshtonJohn AshtonJohn AshtonJohn AshtonJohn Ashton February 22, 1948

Dennis RDennis RDennis RDennis RDennis Redfieldedfieldedfieldedfieldedfield February 23, 1943

Bert RBert RBert RBert RBert Remsenemsenemsenemsenemsen February 25, 1925

      (died April 22, 1999)

Barbara BabcockBarbara BabcockBarbara BabcockBarbara BabcockBarbara Babcock February 27, 1937

Arlen Dean SnArlen Dean SnArlen Dean SnArlen Dean SnArlen Dean Snyyyyyderderderderder March 5, 1933

Alice HirsonAlice HirsonAlice HirsonAlice HirsonAlice Hirson March 10, 1929

Dennis PatrickDennis PatrickDennis PatrickDennis PatrickDennis Patrick March 14, 1918

      (died October 13, 2002)

StStStStSteeeeevvvvve Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanalye Kanaly March 14, 1946

Patrick DuffyPatrick DuffyPatrick DuffyPatrick DuffyPatrick Duffy March 17, , , , , 1949

LLLLLesleesleesleesleesley-Anne Doy-Anne Doy-Anne Doy-Anne Doy-Anne Downwnwnwnwn March 17, 1954

James L. BroJames L. BroJames L. BroJames L. BroJames L. Brownwnwnwnwn March 22, 1920

     (died April 11, 1992)

JorJorJorJorJordan Charnedan Charnedan Charnedan Charnedan Charneyyyyy April 1, 1937

HuntHuntHuntHuntHunter ver ver ver ver von Lon Lon Lon Lon Leereereereereer April 3, 1944
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Joel GreJoel GreJoel GreJoel GreJoel Greyyyyy April 11, 1932

Michele ScarabelliMichele ScarabelliMichele ScarabelliMichele ScarabelliMichele Scarabelli April 11, 1955

BucBucBucBucBuck Yk Yk Yk Yk Youngoungoungoungoung April 12, 1920

     (died February 9, 2000)

HoHoHoHoHowarwarwarwarward Kd Kd Kd Kd Keeleeleeleeleel April 13, 1919

     (died November 7, 2004 — airdate of “Dallas Reunion: The Return to

     Southfork”)

Randolph PRandolph PRandolph PRandolph PRandolph Pooooowwwwwellellellellell April 14, 1950

LLLLLois Chilesois Chilesois Chilesois Chilesois Chiles April 15, 1947

PPPPPeteteteteter Mark Ricer Mark Ricer Mark Ricer Mark Ricer Mark Richmanhmanhmanhmanhman April 16, 1927

Lance LLance LLance LLance LLance LeGaulteGaulteGaulteGaulteGault May 2, 1935

Jeanna MichaelsJeanna MichaelsJeanna MichaelsJeanna MichaelsJeanna Michaels May 9, 1956

DenDenDenDenDenvvvvver Pyleer Pyleer Pyleer Pyleer Pyle May 11, 1920

     (died December 25, 1997)

PriscPriscPriscPriscPrisc illa Pilla Pilla Pilla Pilla Pointointointointointererererer May 18, 1924

Gail StricklandGail StricklandGail StricklandGail StricklandGail Strickland May 18, 1947

PriscPriscPriscPriscPrisc illa Presleilla Presleilla Presleilla Presleilla Presleyyyyy May 24, 1945

Barbara StockBarbara StockBarbara StockBarbara StockBarbara Stock May 26, 1956

David ADavid ADavid ADavid ADavid Accccckrokrokrokrokroyyyyyddddd May 30, 1940

Omri KatzOmri KatzOmri KatzOmri KatzOmri Katz May 30, 1976

Colleen CampColleen CampColleen CampColleen CampColleen Camp June 7, 1953

Alexis SmithAlexis SmithAlexis SmithAlexis SmithAlexis Smith June 8, 1921

     (died June 9, 1993)

AndreAndreAndreAndreAndrew Stw Stw Stw Stw Steeeeevvvvvensensensensens June 10, 1955

Jenilee HarrisonJenilee HarrisonJenilee HarrisonJenilee HarrisonJenilee Harrison June 12, 1959

Joan VJoan VJoan VJoan VJoan Van Arkan Arkan Arkan Arkan Ark June 16, 1943

Monte MarkhamMonte MarkhamMonte MarkhamMonte MarkhamMonte Markham June 21, 1935

LLLLLeigh McCloskeigh McCloskeigh McCloskeigh McCloskeigh McCloskeeeeeyyyyy June 21, 1955

TTTTTed Shaced Shaced Shaced Shaced Shackkkkkelforelforelforelforelforddddd June 23, 1946

John McIntireJohn McIntireJohn McIntireJohn McIntireJohn McIntire June 27, 1907

     (died January 30, 1991)

RRRRRosemarosemarosemarosemarosemary Fy Fy Fy Fy Forsorsorsorsorsythythythythyth July 6, 1943

Deborah TDeborah TDeborah TDeborah TDeborah Tranelliranelliranelliranelliranelli July 6, 1955

Kimberly FosterKimberly FosterKimberly FosterKimberly FosterKimberly Foster July 6, 1961

William SmithersWilliam SmithersWilliam SmithersWilliam SmithersWilliam Smithers July 10, 1927

SandSandSandSandSandy Wy Wy Wy Wy Warararararddddd July 12, 1926

     (died March 6, 2005)

Dale RDale RDale RDale RDale Robertsonobertsonobertsonobertsonobertson July 14, 1923

KKKKKen Ken Ken Ken Ken Kerererererccccchehehehehevalvalvalvalval July 15, 1935

Derek McGrathDerek McGrathDerek McGrathDerek McGrathDerek McGrath July 15, 1949

AAAAAudreudreudreudreudrey Landersy Landersy Landersy Landersy Landers July 18, 1956

Art HindleArt HindleArt HindleArt HindleArt Hindle July 21, 1948

Dierdre ImersheinDierdre ImersheinDierdre ImersheinDierdre ImersheinDierdre Imershein July 26, 1963

KKKKKeenan Wynneenan Wynneenan Wynneenan Wynneenan Wynn July 27, 1916

     (died October 14, 1986)

Sasha MitchellSasha MitchellSasha MitchellSasha MitchellSasha Mitchell July 27, 1967

Ben PiazzaBen PiazzaBen PiazzaBen PiazzaBen Piazza July 30, 1934

     (died September 7, 1991)
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Susan FlannerySusan FlannerySusan FlannerySusan FlannerySusan Flannery July 31, 1939 or 1943

Joanna CassidJoanna CassidJoanna CassidJoanna CassidJoanna Cassidyyyyy August 2, 1945

E.J. AndréE.J. AndréE.J. AndréE.J. AndréE.J. André August 14, 1908

     (died September 6, 1984)

Glenn CorbettGlenn CorbettGlenn CorbettGlenn CorbettGlenn Corbett August 17, 1930

     (died January 16, 1993)

RaRaRaRaRay Wisey Wisey Wisey Wisey Wise August 20, 1947

Barbara EdenBarbara EdenBarbara EdenBarbara EdenBarbara Eden August 23, 1934

Mel FerrerMel FerrerMel FerrerMel FerrerMel Ferrer August 25, 1917

Jim DavisJim DavisJim DavisJim DavisJim Davis August 26, 1909

     (died April 26, 1981)

Ellen GeerEllen GeerEllen GeerEllen GeerEllen Geer August 29, 1941

LLLLLeonareonareonareonareonard Katzmand Katzmand Katzmand Katzmand Katzman September 2, 1927

     (died September 5, 1996)
Annabel SchofieldAnnabel SchofieldAnnabel SchofieldAnnabel SchofieldAnnabel Schofield September 4, 1963

Sarah CunninghamSarah CunninghamSarah CunninghamSarah CunninghamSarah Cunningham September 8, 1918

     (died March 24, 1986)
Linda GraLinda GraLinda GraLinda GraLinda Grayyyyy September 12, 1940

MarMarMarMarMary Crosby Crosby Crosby Crosby Crosbyyyyy September 14, 1959

Morgan WMorgan WMorgan WMorgan WMorgan Woodoodoodoodoodwarwarwarwarwarddddd September 16, 1925

Shalane McCallShalane McCallShalane McCallShalane McCallShalane McCall September 16, 1972

Don StarrDon StarrDon StarrDon StarrDon Starr September 20, 1917

     (died July 11, 1995)

Larry HagmanLarry HagmanLarry HagmanLarry HagmanLarry Hagman September 21, 1931

Martha ScottMartha ScottMartha ScottMartha ScottMartha Scott September 22, 1912

     (died May 28, 2003)

Beth TBeth TBeth TBeth TBeth Toussaintoussaintoussaintoussaintoussaint September 25, 1962

Richard HerdRichard HerdRichard HerdRichard HerdRichard Herd September 26, 1932

Joel FJoel FJoel FJoel FJoel Fabianiabianiabianiabianiabiani September 28, 1936

StStStStSteeeeevvvvve Fe Fe Fe Fe Forrestorrestorrestorrestorrest September 29, 1924

Ian McShaneIan McShaneIan McShaneIan McShaneIan McShane September 29, 1942

Christopher StoneChristopher StoneChristopher StoneChristopher StoneChristopher Stone October 4, 1942

     (died October 20, 1995)

J .  Eddie PJ. Eddie PJ. Eddie PJ. Eddie PJ. Eddie Pecececececkkkkk October 10, 1958

Jim McMullanJim McMullanJim McMullanJim McMullanJim McMullan October 13, 1936

Greg EviganGreg EviganGreg EviganGreg EviganGreg Evigan October 14, 1953

Barry CorbinBarry CorbinBarry CorbinBarry CorbinBarry Corbin October 16, 1940

John AndersonJohn AndersonJohn AndersonJohn AndersonJohn Anderson October 20, 1922

     (died August 7, 1992)

It truly was “The ShoIt truly was “The ShoIt truly was “The ShoIt truly was “The ShoIt truly was “The Shot Heart Heart Heart Heart Heard ‘Rd ‘Rd ‘Rd ‘Rd ‘Round the Wound the Wound the Wound the Wound the World”:orld”:orld”:orld”:orld”:
the shooting of J.R. Ewing captivated fans, and itthe shooting of J.R. Ewing captivated fans, and itthe shooting of J.R. Ewing captivated fans, and itthe shooting of J.R. Ewing captivated fans, and itthe shooting of J.R. Ewing captivated fans, and it
was immortalized as a classic TV moment inwas immortalized as a classic TV moment inwas immortalized as a classic TV moment inwas immortalized as a classic TV moment inwas immortalized as a classic TV moment in
manmanmanmanmany tomes, sucy tomes, sucy tomes, sucy tomes, sucy tomes, such as “Soap Opera Historh as “Soap Opera Historh as “Soap Opera Historh as “Soap Opera Historh as “Soap Opera Historyyyyy.”.”.”.”.”
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John ZarembaJohn ZarembaJohn ZarembaJohn ZarembaJohn Zaremba October 22, 1908

     (died December 15, 1986)

Barbara Bel GeddesBarbara Bel GeddesBarbara Bel GeddesBarbara Bel GeddesBarbara Bel Geddes October 31, 1922

     (died August 8, 2005)

TimoTimoTimoTimoTimothththththy Patricy Patricy Patricy Patricy Patrick Murphk Murphk Murphk Murphk Murphyyyyy November 3, 1959

     (died December 6, 1988)

KatKatKatKatKate Re Re Re Re Reideideideideid November 4, 1930

     (died March 27, 1993)

Deborah RDeborah RDeborah RDeborah RDeborah Rennarennarennarennarennarddddd November 4, 1959

RRRRRussell Johnsonussell Johnsonussell Johnsonussell Johnsonussell Johnson November 10, 1924

Jack ScaliaJack ScaliaJack ScaliaJack ScaliaJack Scalia November 10, 1951

Dack RamboDack RamboDack RamboDack RamboDack Rambo November 13, 1941

                         (died March 21, 1994)

TTTTTracracracracracy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scogginsy Scoggins November 13, 1953

George OGeorge OGeorge OGeorge OGeorge O. P. P. P. P. Petrieetrieetrieetrieetrie November 16, 1912

     (died November 16, 1997)

Jocelyn BrandoJocelyn BrandoJocelyn BrandoJocelyn BrandoJocelyn Brando November 18, 1919

     (died November 27, 2005)

Deborah SheltonDeborah SheltonDeborah SheltonDeborah SheltonDeborah Shelton November 21, 1952

HoHoHoHoHowarwarwarwarward Dufd Dufd Dufd Dufd Duf fffff November 24, 1913

     (died July 8, 1990)

Stephen ElliottStephen ElliottStephen ElliottStephen ElliottStephen Elliott November 27, 1918

     (died May 21, 2005)

Joshua HarrisJoshua HarrisJoshua HarrisJoshua HarrisJoshua Harris November 27, 1978

Charlene TiltonCharlene TiltonCharlene TiltonCharlene TiltonCharlene Tilton December 1, 1958 or 1960

Nicolas CosterNicolas CosterNicolas CosterNicolas CosterNicolas Coster December 3, 1934

Morgan BrittanMorgan BrittanMorgan BrittanMorgan BrittanMorgan Brittanyyyyy December 5, 1951

Gunnar HellströmGunnar HellströmGunnar HellströmGunnar HellströmGunnar Hellström December 6, 1928

     (died November 28, 2001)

TTTTTom Fuccelloom Fuccelloom Fuccelloom Fuccelloom Fuccello December 11, 1936

     (died August 16, 1993)

Sheree J. WilsonSheree J. WilsonSheree J. WilsonSheree J. WilsonSheree J. Wilson December 12, 1958

Brad PittBrad PittBrad PittBrad PittBrad Pitt December 18, 1963

Jared MartinJared MartinJared MartinJared MartinJared Martin December 21, 1943

Susan LucciSusan LucciSusan LucciSusan LucciSusan Lucci December 23, 1946

Barbara CarreraBarbara CarreraBarbara CarreraBarbara CarreraBarbara Carrera December 31, 1945 or 1951
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I walkI walkI walkI walkI walked ofed ofed ofed ofed of f the stage and shut the doorf the stage and shut the doorf the stage and shut the doorf the stage and shut the doorf the stage and shut the door, but I just couldn’t sta, but I just couldn’t sta, but I just couldn’t sta, but I just couldn’t sta, but I just couldn’t stay away away away away awayyyyy. And so I. And so I. And so I. And so I. And so I

kkkkkept going bacept going bacept going bacept going bacept going back for a couple of dak for a couple of dak for a couple of dak for a couple of dak for a couple of dayyyyys. Pics. Pics. Pics. Pics. Picking things up. On the thirking things up. On the thirking things up. On the thirking things up. On the thirking things up. On the third dad dad dad dad day Iy Iy Iy Iy I

walkwalkwalkwalkwalked baced baced baced baced back onto Stage 2k onto Stage 2k onto Stage 2k onto Stage 2k onto Stage 23, the ‘Dallas’ set, and e3, the ‘Dallas’ set, and e3, the ‘Dallas’ set, and e3, the ‘Dallas’ set, and e3, the ‘Dallas’ set, and evvvvverererererything was gone.ything was gone.ything was gone.ything was gone.ything was gone.

EvEvEvEvEverererererything. The entire set: the house, the whole bacything. The entire set: the house, the whole bacything. The entire set: the house, the whole bacything. The entire set: the house, the whole bacything. The entire set: the house, the whole back part, the tk part, the tk part, the tk part, the tk part, the terrace whereerrace whereerrace whereerrace whereerrace where

wwwwwe used to have used to have used to have used to have used to have breakfast, the gare breakfast, the gare breakfast, the gare breakfast, the gare breakfast, the garden. Theden. Theden. Theden. Theden. They’d taky’d taky’d taky’d taky’d taken een een een een evvvvverererererything. In three daything. In three daything. In three daything. In three daything. In three dayyyyys.s.s.s.s.

Finished. Gone. It had been there for 1Finished. Gone. It had been there for 1Finished. Gone. It had been there for 1Finished. Gone. It had been there for 1Finished. Gone. It had been there for 13 y3 y3 y3 y3 years and noears and noears and noears and noears and now it was a big empty holew it was a big empty holew it was a big empty holew it was a big empty holew it was a big empty hole

in the stage.in the stage.in the stage.in the stage.in the stage.

— Larr— Larr— Larr— Larr— Larry Hagman, TV Guide, May Hagman, TV Guide, May Hagman, TV Guide, May Hagman, TV Guide, May Hagman, TV Guide, May 4, 1y 4, 1y 4, 1y 4, 1y 4, 1999999999911111

“

”
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   WWWWWebsitesebsitesebsitesebsitesebsites

Larry Hagman

LarryHagman.com    est. 1999

Email: Email: Email: Email: Email:  mail@larryhagman.com

FFFFFan-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address:  Larry Hagman, P.O. Box 57593, Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

Get the goods from the big guy himself, Mr. Larry Hagman, at his official website. Find photos from

“Dallas” and “I Dream of Jeannie,” biography and information on Hagman’s causes.

Linda Gray

LindaGray.com    est. 2001

Email: Email: Email: Email: Email:  mail@lindagray.com

FFFFFan-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address:  Linda Gray, P.O. Box 5064,

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

This is the official Linda Gray site, with biography,

credits, photos and news on what she’s doing now.

Victoria Principal

VictoriaPrincipal.com    est. 2001

WWWWWebmastebmastebmastebmastebmaster:er:er:er:er: Victoria Principal Productions Inc., Personus

Email: Email: Email: Email: Email:  victoria@victoriaprincipal.com

ContacContacContacContacContact for media requests: t for media requests: t for media requests: t for media requests: t for media requests:  Rogers and Cowan, (310) 854-8139

An above-average web design highlights the actress’ biography, filmography, charity causes, skin-

care products, books and more at her official site.

Steve Kanaly

77.pair.com/timem/kanaly/

WWWWWebmastebmastebmastebmastebmaster:er:er:er:er: Time Machine Collectibles / CR Management

ContacContacContacContacContact for media requests: t for media requests: t for media requests: t for media requests: t for media requests:  Terry Martin, tmartin419@aol.com

FFFFFan-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address:  2109 S. Wilbur Avenue, Walla Walla, WA 99362; (509) 525-4387

Kanaly’s official site features a filmography right on the home page, along with pages of photos,

links and more.  This one went down shortly before presstime; we hope it’s back up as you read

this!

Charlene Tilton

CharleneTilton.biz    est. 2007

Email:Email:Email:Email:Email: mikepingel@sbcglobal.net

Tilton is cute as a button in her photo on the home page, and she’s got the latest on what she’s

doing now, as well as a gallery of lovely Lucy shots and some autographed photos for sale.
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Priscilla Presley

PriscillaPresley.com    est. 2004

ContacContacContacContacContact (publict (publict (publict (publict (publicist):ist):ist):ist):ist): Rogers and Cowan, Paul Bloch and Sam Mast, 8687 Melrose Avenue, Seventh

Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90069; (310) 854-8136

Presley offers a “Mystique Boutique” from her official website, featuring jewelry, fragrances, her tell-

all book about Elvis and more. She also offers advice on beauty, and she puts her news section

front-and-center on the home page.

Morgan Woodward

MorganWoodward.com    est. 1999

WWWWWebmastebmastebmastebmastebmaster:er:er:er:er: Time Machine Collectibles / CR Management

ContacContacContacContacContact for media requests: t for media requests: t for media requests: t for media requests: t for media requests:  Terry Martin, tmartin419@aol.com

FFFFFan-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address:  2109 S. Wilbur Avenue, Walla Walla, WA 99362; (509) 525-4387

Woodward’s site features an extensive filmography right on the home page, along with pages of

photos, links and more, managed by the same agency as Steve Kanaly’s website.

Joan Van Ark

JoanVanArk.com    est. 2001

WWWWWebmastebmastebmastebmastebmaster: er: er: er: er: webmaster@joanvanark.com

ContacContacContacContacContact (management):t (management):t (management):t (management):t (management):  Konrad Leh, Sterling / Winters Company, 10900 Wilshire Blvd., Los

Angeles, CA 90024; (310) 557-2700, ext. 107; KLeh@sterlingwinters.com

With a “Joan of Ark” motif, this simple website offers a bio, current news of the star, her voiceover

commercial demo, filmography and other stuff.

Jack Scalia

JackScalia.net    est. 2002

WWWWWebmastebmastebmastebmastebmaster:er:er:er:er: Web Craf ters

Email: Email: Email: Email: Email:  pointman@jackscalia.net

FFFFFan-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address:  Jack Scalia, c/o Brian and Shawn Chrisagis, 103 Sinclair Avenue, Yorkville, OH

43971

Snazzy animation and handsome photos greet you at Scalia’s official site, redesigned in 2007.

You’ll find extensive bio info and photos, including a hot glimpse of Scalia’s modeling work as a

young’un.

Sheree J. Wilson

ShereeJWilson.com    est. 1998

WWWWWebmastebmastebmastebmastebmaster:er:er:er:er: mail@shereejwilson.com

FFFFFan-mail address:an-mail address:an-mail address:an-mail address:an-mail address: Sheree J. Wilson, P.O. Box 57593,

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

She’s a doll, and her website reflects that. Biography, filmography, photos and more at this official

site, and certainly a presence for “Dallas.”

Marc Singer

MarcSinger.com    est. 1997

WWWWWebmastebmastebmastebmastebmaster:er:er:er:er: Jane Schoff, webmaster@marcsinger.com

The official site has filmography, biography, news, links, photos and mainly info on his “V” and

“Beastmaster” series. Down at presstime.
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Morgan Fairchild

MorganFairchild.com    est. 2002

Email: Email: Email: Email: Email:  mail@morganfairchild.com

FFFFFan-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address:  Morgan Fairchild, P.O. Box 57593,

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

The actress’ rather beautiful official site features a

biography, filmography and a wealth of info.

Leigh J. McCloskey

LeighMcCloskey.com    est. 2002

Email: Email: Email: Email: Email:  leigh@leighmccloskey.com

Leigh McCloskey has interests in esotericism, string theory, quantum physics, Hermeticism, alchemy

and Kaballah, and he also highlights his art and his views on it, in this official website.  There are

photos, and just a touch of the “Dallas” realm.

Deborah Shelton

DeborahShelton.net    est. 2002

WWWWWebmastebmastebmastebmastebmasters: ers: ers: ers: ers: Christo Serkedjiev and Erik Bloom

Email:Email:Email:Email:Email: admin@deborahshelton.net

This is a beautifully designed fan tribute to Deborah Shelton, our own Mandy Winger, with

contributions from Shelton herself, including exclusive interviews.

Susan Lucci

SusanLucci.com    est. 2000

WWWWWebmastebmastebmastebmastebmaster:  er:  er:  er:  er:  SL Enterprises

This site used to open with the moment she’s most known for — when she broke the dreaded

best-actress Emmy Award curse. Now it offers a lovely photo of her on the home page. Beyond

that, you’ll see skin-care products, La Lucci cologne gift sets, and oh, ya, information about the

actress.

John Ashton

JohnAshton.com    est. 2001

FFFFFan-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: John Ashton Fan Club, P.0. Box 272489, Fort Collins, CO 80527

The official website of the man who played Willie Joe Garr early on in the series includes his

professional resume and bio, as well as manager and agent contact info. The site also keeps you

updated on his latest projects.

Peter Mark Richman

PeterMarkRichman.com    est. 2001

Email:Email:Email:Email:Email:  office@petermarkrichman.com

FFFFFan-mail address:an-mail address:an-mail address:an-mail address:an-mail address:  Peter Mark Richman Productions, 19528 Ventura Blvd., Suite 385, Tarzana, CA

91356

This official site chronicles not only Richman’s acting career, but also his work as an artist and a

novelist. He sells autographed photos at the site.
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Christopher Coffey

ChristopherCoffey.com

Email: Email: Email: Email: Email: chris@prismltd.com

AAAAAddress: ddress: ddress: ddress: ddress: 185 Pier Avenue, Tower Suite, Santa Monica, CA 90405; (310) 452-3340

The actor who played Greg Forrester, handsome college professor of Lucy Ewing, holds leadership

development workshops nowadays and does behavioral coaching and numerous speaking

engagements. He’s built up quite a business.

Lesley-Anne Down

LesleyAnneDown.com

Email:Email:Email:Email:Email: photos@lesleyannedown.com

FFFFFan-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: an-mail address: Lesley-Anne Down, c/o The Bold and the Beautiful Production Office, 7800

Beverly Blvd., #3371, Los Angeles, CA  90036

Lush with lovely photos of the London-born Down, this official site also includes a shop for

autographed photos.

BarBara Luna

BarBaraLuna.com

Email:Email:Email:Email:Email: regbush@aol.com

AAAAAddress: ddress: ddress: ddress: ddress: BarBara Luna, 11041 Santa Monica Blvd., PMB 420, Los Angeles, CA 90025

The woman who played LeeAnn de la Vega’s sister-in-law Carmen Esperanza is an accomplished,

longtime Broadway actress who has dabbled in other soap roles, as well.

Southfork Ranch

SouthforkRanch.com

AAAAAddress: ddress: ddress: ddress: ddress: 3700 Hogge Road, Parker, TX 75002

That beautiful spread where they shot the show is not just a tourist attrraction nowadays; it’s also

a convention venue. Take a peek inside at its official website.

Ken Farmer

KenFarmer.actorsite.com    est. 1999

Contact:Contact:Contact:Contact:Contact: linda@mcalistertalent.com 

Farmer’s official site is a professional one, reflecting his career as an acting coach and author.
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Behind the scenesBehind the scenes

WhatWhatWhatWhatWhateeeeevvvvver aner aner aner aner anyyyyyone saone saone saone saone sayyyyys about Larrs about Larrs about Larrs about Larrs about Larryyyyy, people w, people w, people w, people w, people would havould havould havould havould have to agree he’s dee to agree he’s dee to agree he’s dee to agree he’s dee to agree he’s devvvvvooooottttted toed toed toed toed to

his friends. When I whis friends. When I whis friends. When I whis friends. When I whis friends. When I went ahead with ment ahead with ment ahead with ment ahead with ment ahead with my divy divy divy divy divorororororce, he and Maj wce, he and Maj wce, he and Maj wce, he and Maj wce, he and Maj were the firstere the firstere the firstere the firstere the first

ones I talkones I talkones I talkones I talkones I talked to. He’s there for people. He wed to. He’s there for people. He wed to. He’s there for people. He wed to. He’s there for people. He wed to. He’s there for people. He would takould takould takould takould take care of things when thee care of things when thee care of things when thee care of things when thee care of things when the

eeeeexxxxxecutivecutivecutivecutivecutives did noes did noes did noes did noes did nothing.thing.thing.thing.thing.

— Linda Gra— Linda Gra— Linda Gra— Linda Gra— Linda Grayyyyy, in a Ma, in a Ma, in a Ma, in a Ma, in a May 1y 1y 1y 1y 199999888886 int6 int6 int6 int6 intererererervievievievieview with TV Guidew with TV Guidew with TV Guidew with TV Guidew with TV Guide

“
”
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   MerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandise

YYYYYou loou loou loou loou lovvvvve the shoe the shoe the shoe the shoe the showwwww, and y, and y, and y, and y, and you want to shoou want to shoou want to shoou want to shoou want to show yw yw yw yw your loour loour loour loour lovvvvve! Mere! Mere! Mere! Mere! Merccccchandisehandisehandisehandisehandise

for “Dallas” abounds; yfor “Dallas” abounds; yfor “Dallas” abounds; yfor “Dallas” abounds; yfor “Dallas” abounds; you just havou just havou just havou just havou just have to look in the right placee to look in the right placee to look in the right placee to look in the right placee to look in the right place

(eBa(eBa(eBa(eBa(eBayyyyy, in o, in o, in o, in o, in other wther wther wther wther wororororords). Here is some of the stufds). Here is some of the stufds). Here is some of the stufds). Here is some of the stufds). Here is some of the stuf f wf wf wf wf we’ve’ve’ve’ve’ve found (ande found (ande found (ande found (ande found (and

ofofofofof ttttten puren puren puren puren purccccchased!) ohased!) ohased!) ohased!) ohased!) ovvvvver the yer the yer the yer the yer the years .. .ears .. .ears .. .ears .. .ears .. .

�����     J.R. Ewing beer

�����     Bubble-gum cards and other trading cards in

36-count and 56-count sets, some from 1981

�����     Strategy card game by Mego Corp., 1980

�����     Board game, “Dallas: A Game of the Ewing

Family,” 1980

�����     Jigsaw puzzle, depicting the early cast, 1980

�����     Jigsaw puzzle, 551 pieces, 18" by 24"

completed, depicting Bobby Ewing and Jenna

Wade

�����     1986 calendar

�����     Commemorative watch with title of the show

on the face

�����     “Dallas” cologne for men

�����     Die-cast metal toy Ewing Oil truck by Toys of

Majorette Inc.

�����     Southfork Ranch plastic mug by J.R. Duncan, 1983

�����     “J.R. Ewing for President” campaign button

�����     Ewing Oil Company “Common Stock” certificates,

8" by 12", featuring images of J.R. Ewing and his

family, Southfork and historical sites

The handle brokThe handle brokThe handle brokThe handle brokThe handle broke ofe ofe ofe ofe of f this cutf this cutf this cutf this cutf this cute little plastic Southfork Rance little plastic Southfork Rance little plastic Southfork Rance little plastic Southfork Rance little plastic Southfork Ranch mug,h mug,h mug,h mug,h mug,
purpurpurpurpurccccchased at a garage sale in the Midhased at a garage sale in the Midhased at a garage sale in the Midhased at a garage sale in the Midhased at a garage sale in the Midwwwwwest.est.est.est.est.

YYYYYes, ees, ees, ees, ees, evvvvven bubble gumen bubble gumen bubble gumen bubble gumen bubble gum
cards can be had — ifcards can be had — ifcards can be had — ifcards can be had — ifcards can be had — if

yyyyyou look harou look harou look harou look harou look hard enough.d enough.d enough.d enough.d enough.

NoNoNoNoNowwwww, w, w, w, w, we’re noe’re noe’re noe’re noe’re not suret suret suret suret sure
what the story iswhat the story iswhat the story iswhat the story iswhat the story is

behind this item — itbehind this item — itbehind this item — itbehind this item — itbehind this item — it
just shojust shojust shojust shojust showwwwwed up!ed up!ed up!ed up!ed up!
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“The strat“The strat“The strat“The strat“The strategy caregy caregy caregy caregy card game that asks yd game that asks yd game that asks yd game that asks yd game that asks yououououou
to trust this man,” sato trust this man,” sato trust this man,” sato trust this man,” sato trust this man,” sayyyyys the bos the bos the bos the bos the box for thisx for thisx for thisx for thisx for this

gem of a find, snagged on gem of a find, snagged on gem of a find, snagged on gem of a find, snagged on gem of a find, snagged on eBaeBaeBaeBaeBayyyyy.....
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�����     Mego Corp. figures, 3.75" high, prototypes created but never released, 1981: J.R., Bobby, Jock, Miss

Ellie, Pam, Lucy and Sue Ellen

�����     Southfork Ranch frosted tall shot glass

�����     Southfork Ranch embossed brass luggage tag / fob

�����     J.R. Ewing’s “credit card,” fashioned to look like an American Express card with green motif

Mego deMego deMego deMego deMego devvvvveloped a line of figures of our beloeloped a line of figures of our beloeloped a line of figures of our beloeloped a line of figures of our beloeloped a line of figures of our belovvvvved “Dallas” ced “Dallas” ced “Dallas” ced “Dallas” ced “Dallas” characharacharacharacharacttttters, though theers, though theers, though theers, though theers, though the
projecprojecprojecprojecproject didn’t get bet didn’t get bet didn’t get bet didn’t get bet didn’t get beyyyyyond these proond these proond these proond these proond these prototototototypes, accortypes, accortypes, accortypes, accortypes, according to ding to ding to ding to ding to MegoMuseum.comMegoMuseum.comMegoMuseum.comMegoMuseum.comMegoMuseum.com.....
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�����     $10,000 bill from the “United State of Texas” with Larry Hagman’s photo and signature (as TV

Guide reported in May 1986, Hagman carried these fake bills around and gave them out to fans)

�����     Art print of Time Magazine cover from August 11, 1980 featuring the “Who Shot J.R.?” storyline

�����     Priscilla Presley has been developing fragrances since the late ’80s, such as the following, which

you can find in cologne spray, body lotion, dusting powder and shower gel:

- Moments, “a sensual blend of cassis, orange flower, ylang-ylang and jonquile,” according to

Presley’s official website

- Indian Summer, “a blend of light fruity top notes and rich, sonorous bassnotes”

- Experiences, “feminine scent possesses a blend of rich, aromaic florals,” its Amazon page says

- Roses and More

If you buy them from Presley’s site, she personally signs them. Presley also offers a collection of

precious jewelry inspired by the jewelry Elvis gave her over the years. These days, she’s also

designed a line of linens (see the Fun & Useless Information chapter).

Music releasesMusic releasesMusic releasesMusic releasesMusic releases
�����     “Dallas: The Music Story” record album, featuring the stars of the show

singing kooky songs, along with country artists like Gary Morris and Crystal

Gayle, produced by Warner Bros. in 1985

�����     “Who Shot J.R.?”, a pop-music single by Gary Burbank and Band McNally,

1980

�����     45 record featuring Larry Hagman, recorded in 1980 by CBS Records;

includes the single “My Favorite Sins” with “Ballad of the Good Luck Charm”;

Hagman sells this record from his official website

�����     Albums by Audrey Landers:

- “Dolce Vita,” Delta, January 2007

- “Santa Maria Goodbye,” Delta, January 2007

- “Spuren Eines Sommers,” ZYX Records, July 2005

- “Best of Audrey Landers,” BMG, January 2000

- “Meine Traume Fur Dich — My Dreams for You,” WEA, 1990

- “Secrets,” WEA France, 1988

- “Wo Der Südwind Weht,” BMG, November 1984

HavHavHavHavHave ye ye ye ye you seen anou seen anou seen anou seen anou seen any morey morey morey morey more
models of these?models of these?models of these?models of these?models of these?

Time Magazine offers anTime Magazine offers anTime Magazine offers anTime Magazine offers anTime Magazine offers an
art print of this famousart print of this famousart print of this famousart print of this famousart print of this famous
cococococovvvvver on the “Who Shoer on the “Who Shoer on the “Who Shoer on the “Who Shoer on the “Who Shottttt
J.R.?” mJ.R.?” mJ.R.?” mJ.R.?” mJ.R.?” myyyyystststststerererereryyyyy.....
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This stocThis stocThis stocThis stocThis stock certificatk certificatk certificatk certificatk certificate is date is date is date is date is dated Aed Aed Aed Aed April 1pril 1pril 1pril 1pril 1,,,,,
1111199999777779 and issued for 19 and issued for 19 and issued for 19 and issued for 19 and issued for 100 shares. There00 shares. There00 shares. There00 shares. There00 shares. There

was also a style with blue trim andwas also a style with blue trim andwas also a style with blue trim andwas also a style with blue trim andwas also a style with blue trim and
without cast photos.without cast photos.without cast photos.without cast photos.without cast photos.

This replica of a 1This replica of a 1This replica of a 1This replica of a 1This replica of a 1999997777788888
TTTTTeeeeexxxxxas license platas license platas license platas license platas license plateeeee

popped up on popped up on popped up on popped up on popped up on eBaeBaeBaeBaeBayyyyy.....
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VideosVideosVideosVideosVideos
�����     Episodes on VHS, released by Columbia House, packaged in two-

episode tapes as “Dallas: The Collector’s Edition”:

- “Digger’s Daughter” and “Lessons”

- “Spy in the House” and “Winds of Vengeance”

- “Bar-B-Que” and “Reunion,” Part 1

- “Reunion,” Part 2 and “Old Acquaintance”

- “Bypass” and “Black Market Baby”

- “Double Wedding” and “Runaway”

- “Election” and “Survival”

- “Act of Love” and “Triangle”

- “Fallen Idol” and “Kidnapped”

- “Home Again” and “For Love or Money”

- “Julie’s Return” and “The Red File,” Part 1

- “The Red File,” Part 2 and “Sue Ellen’s Sister”

- “Call Girl” and “Royal Marriage”

- “The Outsiders” and “John Ewing III,” Part I

- “John Ewing III,” Part 2 and “Whatever Happened to Baby John?” Part 1

- “Whatever Happened to Baby John?” Part 2 and “The Silent Killer”

- “Secrets” and “The Kristin Affair”

- “Mother of the Year” and “Return Engagement”

- “Love and Marriage” and “Power Play”

- “Paternity Suit” and “Jenna’s Return”

- “Sue Ellen’s Choice” and “Second Thoughts”

- “Divorce — Ewing Style” and “Jock’s Trial,” Part 1

- “Jock’s Trial,” Part 2 and “Wheeler Dealer”

- “A House Divided” and “No More Mister Nice Guy,” Part 1

- “No More Mister Nice Guy,” Part 2 and “Nightmare”

- “Who Done It” and “Taste of Success”

- “The Venezuelan Connection” and “The Fourth Son”

�����     “Dallas: J.R. Returns” TV movie on VHS, Warner Bros., 1996

�����     “Dallas: War of the Ewings” TV movie on VHS, Warner Bros., 1998

DDDDDVDsVDsVDsVDsVDs
�����     “Dallas — The Complete First and Second Seasons (1978-1979),” released August 24, 2004 by

Warner Home Video

�����     “Dallas — The Complete Third Season (1980),” released August 9, 2005 by Warner Home Video

�����     “Dallas — The Complete Fourth Season (1981),” released January 24, 2006 by Warner Home

Video

�����     “Dallas — The Complete Fifth Season (1982),” released August 1, 2006 by Warner Home Video

�����     “Dallas — The Complete Sixth Season (1983),” released January 30, 2007 by Warner Home Video

�����     “Dallas — The Complete Seventh Season (1984),” released July 31, 2007 by Warner Home Video

�����     “Dallas — The Complete Eighth Season (1985),” released 2008 by Warner Home Video

BooksBooksBooksBooksBooks
����� “The Dallas Family Album,” Bantam Books and Lorimar Productions, October 1980.

This, along with the next title, were part of a trio of “Dallas” books released by Bantam Books and

Lorimar Productions in October 1980, to coincide with the new season of the show that fall, as
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“Dallas” was beginning to get very popular. The family album is a softcover

coffeetable piece, very much a photo book of the stars of the show. Ellie Ewing

leads you through it, in the first person, and it is essentially meant to be the

family album that Bobby gives his parents for their 40th wedding anniversary.

Ellie tells you a little about each storyline (Lucy’s kidnapping, Bobby’s kidnapping,

Sue Ellen’s quest to adopt a baby, Kit Mainwaring, etc.), from her own perspective.

It includes a small family tree (without Christopher or Ray yet) and features a

secion on the stars themselves, along with a pull-out poster of

Larry Hagman as J.R. The album ends at The Shot Heard

’Round the World.

����� “The Quotations of J.R. Ewing,” Bantam Books and

Lorimar Productions, October 1980.

This one is a thin paperback, about 50 pages, with a

black-and-white photo and a J.R. quote on each

page. Each page has a topic heading (like “Famous

Last Words,” which accompanies the quote, “You’ll

see, Mama. You’ll be proud of me yet.”).

����� “The Official Dallas Trivia Book” by Jason Bonderoff,

1984.

����� “The J.R. Joke Book,” an obscure paperback.

����� “Dallas — The Complete Ewing Family Saga” by Laura Van Wormer,

Doubleday, 1985. This is a popular one among “Dallas” fans and

collectors, filling in some of the gaps in the Ewing family saga.

����� “Dallas: The Complete Story of the World’s Favorite Prime-Time Soap,”

paperback by Barbara A. Curran, Cumberland House Publishing, August

2005. Curran self-published the first version of this book, “25 Years Of

Dallas: The Complete Story of the World’s Favorite Prime-Time Soap,” a comprehensive history on

the show, in May 2004, then released an updated edition through Cumberland.

����� “Dallas: Who Killed Jock Ewing,” by Robert Tine, issued in England by Arrow Books and in the

United States by Simon & Schuster, 1985.

This novel, with action that happens outside the regular “Dallas”

TV continuum, explores the mysterious death of Jock Ewing in

the helicopter crash in the South American jungle. The book was

part of a contest. You bought and read the book, then you filled

out the form in the back of the book and mailed it in, along with

an essay on why you think your chosen character killed Jock

Ewing. Lorimar offered $200,000 in prizes, with the grand prize at

$50,000 in cash. As for the story, you could almost call this novel a

sequel to Lee Raintree’s “Dallas.” It picks up some key characters

and storylines from that novel, namely Roberta Lessing, whom

Jock had an affair with, and Bond Whitmore, Jock’s longtime,

faithful and emotionally dark (though albino!) driver. Several

suspects are presented in the “murder” of Jock Ewing, but it’s up

to you to make the call.

�����     “Why J.R.?: A Psychiatrist Discusses the Villain of Dallas” by Dr.

Lew Ryder with Bill Keith, Huntington House Inc., 1982.

This author, Lew Ryder, is a Christian psychiatrist, and the book is

evangelical, aimed at showing you the love and peace of Christ as
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preferable to the way of living that’s portrayed on “Dallas.” Central to the book’s theme: Why do

we as human beings love and watch such a despicable character as J.R. Ewing? “My effort in this

book,” the author writes, “is motivated principally by my desire, through grace, to share with my

fellow sufferers that knowledge with which the Lord has blessed me. That there is a way to

personal comfort, peace, joy and happiness even in the face of personal pain, suffering and

disappointments. In my opinion, ‘Dallas’ is the perfect vehicle through which to approach such an

effort.” The book, which this psychiatrist crafts with freelance writer (and Louisiana Senator) Bill

Keith, emerged in 1982, during the show’s heyday. We as “Dallas” fans know that so much more of

the show’s character development happened after 1982, so the author’s perspective on the

characters is naturally limited. With that in mind, however, here are some of the psychological

observations that the author presents and explains:

- J.R. worships three gods — money, power and pleasure.

- Underneath all of his brazen activities, J.R. is an insecure man, frightened and running away. He’s

the personification of the self-made man with no need for God. At the root of his problem is sin,

the alienation from God.

- Miss Ellie has a great capacity for love, and she commands respect, but she denies the troubles

that are going on around her.

����� “Watching Dallas: Soap Opera and the Melodramatic Imagination” by Ien Ang, Routledge Kegan

& Paul, 1986. First published in Amsterdam in 1982 (then published in English in 1985), this one took

a look, back then, at what was making “Dallas” so successful. The author, a lecturer at the

University of Amsterdam, placed an ad in a magazine asking people to write to him with why

they liked or disliked the show. He then analyzed the appeal of the show and, among other things,

whether or not viewers felt like they were seeing a reality of American culture through it.

There are quite a few novelizations based on the show, illuminating some of the

storylines, as well as creating more storylines between the characters. As the

last feature of this Merchandise chapter, here’s an elaboration on those:

�����     “Dallas” by Lee Raintree, Lorimar Productions and Dell Publishing, 1978.

Raintree wrote this first novelization of the “Dallas” TV series covering the five-

episode miniseries that is regarded as the first season of the show. It was

released just as the show was lifting off. This novel will give you a whole new

appreciation for Jock Ewing, as Raintree takes the style and tone of an old

western in the telling of the early days of the Ewings and Barneses (you’ll find

yourself wishing Raintree had made a whole novel out of just that first third of

the book). The characters are bold and substantial, the language colorful and

sometimes graphic (this book is not for younger readers) and the locale descriptions just enough

to light your imagination on fire. Raintree is a skilled writer, and the Soaps and Serials series pales

in comparison to this Dell novel. The only issue might be some lapses in continuity, as the show’s

writers took the series in different directions than this 1978 telling set out. Here, Ray Krebbs could

not be Jock’s son, as Jock’s only infidelity to Ellie was with a Ewing Oil employee who later

blackmailed him. And here he did not enter World War II, nulling the whole Pride, Texas, storyline

of one of the show’s final seasons. Also, here the alcoholic Gary was married twice — quickly —

with Lucy as the child of his second wife, Maureen (and Maureen sleeps with J.R. for years and

tells him that Lucy is his, which Lucy assumes to be true throughout this book), Bobby is a driven

Vietnam War vet who could blow at any moment and J.R. and Sue Ellen are only married four

years when Bobby brings Pamela home.
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�����     “The Ewings of Dallas” by Burt Hirschfeld, Bantam Books and Lorimar

Productions, October 1980.

This novel features a prelude of J.R.’s famous shooting, then opens a month

earlier, at about the late-third-season episode “Wheeler Dealer”: Kristin is

working as a secretary at Ewing Oil and sleeping with J.R., Digger Barnes has just

died after revealing that Hutch McKinney was really Pamela’s father, Lucy is

involved with Alan Beam, J.R. is paying Alan off to move Lucy out of Dallas, and

Kristin is appealing to Alan to team up with her and fight J.R. J.R. put Southfork

up as collateral in a risky Southeast Asian venture and has just managed to fish

it out of danger, though not without the anger of his parents. The book flashes

backward and forward throughout, also highlighting the plight of the drunken, distant Sue Ellen,

who’s pining away for Dusty Farlow, assumed dead in a recent plane crash. When J.R. talks the

cartel into his great deal of 75 percent of the Southeast Asian oil leases, they reluctantly jump in,

then lose everything in the wake of the region’s nationalization. J.R. makes enemies right and left

throughout the book, which coasts to its inevitable conclusion just as the episodes do, leading up

to The Shot Heard ’Round the World.

�����     “The Women of Dallas” by Burt Hirschfeld, Bantam Books / Nelson Doubleday

and Lorimar Productions, 1981.

Like Hirschfeld’s first “Dallas” novel, this one covers the time before J.R.’s shooting,

beginning at the third-season episode “Rodeo,” though largely from the

perspective of the females. Ellie is dealing with the lump she’s found in her

breast, even though Dr. Danvers reassures her that the tests show it’s benign. Sue

Ellen is accidentally “bumping into” handsome cowboy Dusty Farlow, whom she

touched off sparks with at the Ewing Rodeo. Lucy was impressed at the rodeo,

also, when she saw lawyer Alan Beam stand up to J.R. The novel flashes back to

the day of the rodeo and all the drama that plays out at this annual Ewing event. Then we return

to the current time, as Ellie proceeds with removal of the cyst that turns out to be cancerous, and

the family waits anxiously. The action keeps flashing back and forth, with Ellie’s tension with Jock

being the primary theme, though the points of view of the other Ewing females are featured. We

get just a splash of Pamela and Kristin here, and more of Sue Ellen and Lucy.

�����     “The Men of Dallas” by Burt Hirschfeld, Bantam Books / Nelson Doubleday and Lorimar

Productions, November 1981.

Hirschfeld’s next “Dallas” novel begins with a prologue in 1944 London, where Army Air Force

bomber pilot Jock Ewing is recovering from wounds received in a Nazi raid. He falls into a

relationship with Margaret Hunter, who’s engaged to Amos Krebbs back home in Texas. Flash-

forward to current day, where the novel picks up at the fourth-season episode “Taste of Success”

and continues through “The Venezuelan Connection” and “The Fourth Son.” J.R. is still recovering

from The Shot Heard ’Round the World, and Bobby is at the helm of Ewing Oil. Bobby makes the

controversial decision to reopen Ewing 23 and the even-more controversial decision to nab a long-

sought refinery by putting up Ewing assets as collateral, his daddy and his big bro tensely

watching every move. Lucy is trying to win over Mitch Cooper in various ways, but he’s ever-

conscious of paying his own way and not receiving any of what he sees as handouts. Sue Ellen is

still seeing Dr. Ellby, but now her hatred is turned toward Bobby and his threat toward J.R., whom

she’s completely reconciled with.
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�����     A series from Soaps and Serials, Pioneer Communications Network Inc., written by an

assortment of authors: Paul Mantell, Avery Hart, Mary Clare Kersten, Laura Taylor and Monica

Dean, and edited by syndicated columnist Mary Ann Cooper:

1. “Love Conquers Fear,” 1986

The story opens at the beginning of the second season (just after the first-

season miniseries, at the two-parter “Reunion”) and a few weeks after Pamela’s

miscarriage. Sue Ellen is feeling the threat of Pamela’s presence, determined to

be the one, instead, who will bear Jock’s first grandson. Lucy, who takes a trip to

the cattle auction in Fort Worth with Jock , J.R. and Ray, sneaks off to see her

mother, Valene, a diner waitress. Bobby and Pam go on an oilman’s junket in Las

Vegas and unwittingly run into long-lost Ewing brother, Gary, a recovering

alcoholic who fled the ranch 16 years earlier and who then decides to come

home to Dallas. Lucy arranges a reunion between Gary and Valene, then

convinces Valene to return to the ranch with them. Digger Barnes, meanwhile, ends up in the

hospital again after a drunken binge, and Pamela goes to see him. Neither Digger nor Pamela’s

Aunt Maggie think she should be there, however.

2. “Ardent Memories,” 1986

Unlike most of the other books in the series, this one covers only one episode

instead of two: the second season’s “Old Acquaintance,” where Jenna Wade

blows into town. Also unique for this book is a little bit of explanation about how

the various Ewing family members see and treat the Southfork servants. For the

Jenna Wade character, this book gives you more of a picture and explanation of

her as a self-involved spoiled former oil heiress, consumed only with her own

wants and needs and ready to rip up Bobby’s marriage in a second. The book

carries that theme throughout. At the beginning of this story, Maynard Anderson

is forced by his wife to give up his mistress, Jenna. Maynard turns to J.R. for help,

and J.R. has just the perfect usage for Jenna. He arranges for his brother Bobby and Jenna to

accidentally “bump into” each other. Jenna asks Bobby for help finding a home in the wake of

Maynard leaving her. Bobby (who’s been increasingly frustrated by his new job at Ewing Oil and

J.R.’s obvious attempts to exclude him) spends all day and night with Jenna, helping her and her

daughter Charlie move into a new place. Pam is upset. Bobby introduces Pam to Jenna to help

diffuse some tension, but J.R. is right behind Jenna, egging her on with wild tales of Bobby’s

“disastrous” marriage and Pam’s “temper.”

3. “Love’s Challenge,” 1986

This third novel, covering “Bypass” and “Black Market Baby,” begins just as Bobby

has been working at Ewing Oil for a couple months and J.R. has managed to

nose him out of any of the important business deals. Jock is worried about the

tension between his two sons. He has a heart attack while calling J.R. to the

carpet. He’s hospitalized and requires a triple bypass surgery. Sue Ellen,

meanwhile, is trying unsuccessfully to seduce J.R. and get pregnant so that she

can have that elusive Ewing heir. In yet another incident where J.R. rejects her

then drives off the ranch to get a call girl, Sue Ellen throws herself at Ray. She

then decides that since J.R. won’t cooperate, she's going to adopt a child. After

learning of the several-year wait for a baby, she gets a line on a lawyer who arranges “private

adoptions” — black market babies.
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4. “The Power of Passion,” 1986

This one’s based on the episodes “Runaway” and “Election.” At the beginning of

this story, the Ewings are planning a 17th birthday party for Lucy. The girl gets a

letter from her mother, Valene, explaining to her daughter that she never asked

J.R. for money to leave town (as J.R. had alleged). Lucy tells her family, but no

one believes her. She asks her Granddaddy if she can invite Valene to her party,

but the answer is no. Lucy takes off in J.R.’s Mercedes. She meets up with

psycho Willie Gust at a diner, and at first she’s enthralled, then terrified, by

Willie’s wild crime spree. J.R. and Jock, meanwhile, are scheming to put Cliff’s

opponent, Harrison Slade, in the Senate seat he’s vying for, with the

endorsement of Congressman Oates.

5. “Dangerous Desire,” 1986

This one opens with Pam and Liz Craig on a New York buying trip for The Store,

while J.R. and Bobby are in New Orleans on business. Based at first on the

second-season episode “Survival,” the book then focuses on the plane crash of

J.R. and Bobby. News gets back to Miss Ellie at Southfork, and she’s determined

to keep it from Jock, who’s still recovering from his heart bypass surgery. Sue

Ellen and Pam play along, trying their best to hide their worry. Jock overhears

Miss Ellie talking to Dallas Press reporter Ken Jackson about the missing plane,

and he storms into action, himself, sending Ray off to aid in the search and

instructing him to look for “three of anything,” the signal for help that he taught

J.R. at a young age. Ray does spot the crash site, and rescue the boys, because

of the three hubcaps J.R. laid out for their aerial view. In the second half of the book, the episode

“Act of Love” is highlighted. J.R. goes away on a business trip, leaving Sue Ellen free to play with her

new toy, Cliff Barnes, who’s trying to squeeze some info on J.R. out of her. Jock goes into the office

to watch over things while J.R. is gone. Bobby is entertaining the first huge deal of his new

construction company, and he asks Pam to plan a party for his East Coast business clients who will

be visiting in a few weeks.

6. “Double Dealing,” 1986

The book follows the second-season episode “Triangle.” Sue Ellen is pregnant

with a child that might belong to Cliff Barnes. Pamela and Bobby have been

married about seven months. Ray is dating a country-music singer, Garnet

McGee, whom Pamela knew in college. Ray is absolutely smitten with her and

wants to marry her. But she’s just passing time with him, and after she attends

a party with Ray at the Ewing home, she catches J.R.’s eye. Lucy, meanwhile, is

so enamored with Garnet (at the beginning of the book, though she’s later

jealous of her because of the way she’s diverting Ray’s attention) that she wants

her own country-music career. Jock and Ellie aren’t too hot about that idea.

Jock, at the prospect of Ray getting married, gives him an early wedding gift: a nice chunk of

property on Southfork.

7. “Hostage Heart,” 1986

The book follows the second-season episodes “Fallen Idol” and “Kidnapped.” This seventh volume

opens as Bobby and Pamela have been married almost a year and Sue Ellen is pregnant with a

child that might belong to Cliff. Bobby has been at Ewing Oil with J.R. for a while and has been

carving his own niche in the company with Ewing Construction. His old college buddy (and
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surrogate big brother) Taylor “Guzzler” Bennett, who’s also in the construction

business, comes to town for a visit, and the two strike up a partnership. They

plan to build a shopping mall on Southfork property, near some new housing

developments. But this parcel of land is Section 40, and J.R.’s been cutting some

deals on the side with Ames and Garr for drilling on the property (even though

it’s in his parents’ wills to never drill on Southfork). Then kidnappers mistake

Bobby for J.R. and take the younger brother hostage. They demand that Cliff

work as the go-between, but both Cliff and the kidnappers botch the meeting

time. J.R. then calls in the FBI.

8. “This Cherished Land,” 1986

We start in the second-season episode “Home Again” for this one, right after

Bobby’s been recovered from the kidnapping. Garrison Southworth, assumed

dead, drops in on Southfork to see his sister Miss Ellie after 20 years of faking

that death. J.R. and Jock immediately smell trouble, and they air their concerns.

But Ellie has decided to honor her late father’s request and give Southfork to

Garrison (her father had willed it to him, and only his alleged death had reverted

the ranch to Ellie’s name). Bobby and Pam learn that Garrison is dying. In the

second half of the book, based on “For Love or Money,” the pregnant Sue Ellen

has been embarrassed by J.R.’s open philandering one too many times, so she

angrily confronts him, then returns to Cliff’s arms. Her mother and sister arrive in Dallas, taking up

an apartment and planning to stay awhile. Cliff gets an offer to head up the brand-new Office of

Land Management, but the offer has strings attached. Ben Maxwell and his associates want Cliff to

OK a shady downtown development project.

9. “Power Play,” 1987

This one covers the episodes “Julie’s Return” and “The Red File” Part 1 and 2. Julie

Grey is vowing revenge against J.R. for driving her out of town one year earlier.

She goes after J.R. through Jock, “accidentally” bumping into him and renewing

their friendship. Jock, who feels he’s being treated like an invalid since his heart

surgery, enjoys her company. J.R. and Bobby catch wind of it and grow

concerned, with J.R. telling Miss Ellie. Jock gets a reality check from his wife and

drops the “friendship.” As the story progresses, J.R. picks up where he left off

with Julie, renewing their affair. As they spend time together, he asks her to spy

on Cliff Barnes for him. Julie realizes she’s been had by J.R. once again, and she

decides to sell her Red File secrets to Cliff. Before she can have the meeting,

though, she has an encounter with Willie Joe Garr and Jeb Ames, partners of J.R. who know that

her Red File secrets will incriminate them, as well. She falls to her death, and J.R. manages to

frame Cliff for her “murder.”

10. “Winner Take All,” 1987

This book opens at the second-season episode, “Red File,” Part 2, and continues

through the episodes “Sue Ellen’s Sister” and “Call Girl.” Pamela is just leaving

Southfork after J.R. has framed her brother Cliff for the murder of Ewing Oil

secretary Julie Grey. Sue Ellen’s mother and sister have just visited, and her

mother has left but her sister Kristin has stayed on, setting her sights on the

distraught Bobby and being highly encouraged by the wily J.R. Cliff, recently

defrocked from the Office of Land Management because of the murder scandal,
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catches wind of the Ewings’ dealing with farmer Wally Kessel, who owns property the Ewings

want to drill on. He sets out to ruin that deal. Pamela’s been immersed in her work at The Store,

meanwhile, working with model Leanne Reese, who’s secretly a former prostitute and who’s

working hard to get to the point to be able to bring her young daughter home with her. Bobby

works out the situation with Wally Kessel, then Pam overhears Cliff gloating about the whole thing

to a business partner, so she learns the truth. J.R. is now out to get Ben Maxwell, a supporter of

Cliff, so he blackmails Leanne into staging a naughty scene between Ben and Pam.

11. “Reality Strikes,” 1987

Here, the action starts at the second-season episode “Royal Marriage” and

continues through “The Outsiders.” Lucy has been dating Kit Mainwaring and is

finally experiencing what it is to be truly loved.  J.R. is salivating at the prospect

of a Ewing-Mainwaring union, as he’s been working on a refinery deal with Kit’s

father. He does what he can to ensure this union happens, despite Kit’s

reluctance and the revelation that he’s gay. In the second half, Ray meets the

mysterious and lovely Donna and immediately falls for her, unaware that she’s

married. J.R. finds out and uses the information to blackmail Donna into

convincing her powerful husband, Sam Culver, to lessen the power of Cliff Barnes

and his Office of Land Management. But Donna won’t be manipulated. Sue Ellen,

throughout the book, is becoming more and more of a drunken mess as she nears the baby’s due

date, and Lucy’s friends introduce her to drugs at the end of the book.

12. “Shattered Dreams,” 1987

With the 12th novel in the series, we move on to the “John Ewing III,” Part 1 and 2

episodes at the end of the second season. Lucy is heavily addicted to

Quaaludes. Sue Ellen’s drunkenness draws a warning from her doctor, Anita

Krane. J.R. is schmoozing Sen. Newbury (spelled differently than the Sen.

Newberry on screen) to disband the Office of Land Management (since he

couldn’t get Sam Culver to do it in the last book). Sue Ellen passes out in her car

and the family snaps into panic mode over her, with J.R. locking down all the

alcohol in the house and instructing the servants to closely monitor her. Bobby

and Ray must fish Lucy out of a party at her stoner friend Annie Driscoll’s house.

They take the pills and her car away. Sue Ellen falls down the stairs and, though the baby is OK, J.R.

uses this latest incident to put her into the Fletcher Sanitarium. She starts to dry out, but then one

of the orderlies, Hatton, sells her booze. She tells Bobby, in a moment of weakness, about her

affair with Cliff Barnes.

13. “A Cry in the Night,” 1987

This novel, which covers some of the same ground as “The Women of Dallas” by

Burt Hirschfeld, focuses on the beginning of the third season of the show and the

episodes “Whatever Happened to Baby John?” Part 1 and 2. John Ross Ewing III

has just been born, and Sue Ellen Ewing has little interest in her child. She

checks out of the hospital, while the fragile Baby John stays there, and she

withdraws to her bedroom at Southfork. Jeb Ames and Willie Joe Garr,

meanwhile, have been released on parole (from those pesky murder charges

regarding Julie Grey). Cliff Barnes is keeping a close eye on the tiny Baby John,

believing him to be his own son, not J.R.’s. Then, of course, Baby John is

kidnapped from the hospital and everything goes haywire.
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14. “Family Secrets,” 1987

The last novel of the Soaps and Serials series, covering the episodes “The Silent

Killer” and “Secrets,” begins with the recovery of little John Ross from the hands

of his kidnapper. The baby is returned, but Sue Ellen doesn’t seem to care.

Digger visits his son and daughter from the West Coast, where he has been

happier without the shroud of Ewing Oil hanging over him. It’s discovered he has

the disease neurofibromatosis, which killed two of his children in infancy. This

sends Pam into a tailspin, as she desperately wants to have Bobby’s children.

Patricia and Kristin Shepard return from out of town to provide “support” to Sue

Ellen, Kristin increasingly intrigued by her sister’s husband. Lucy is settling in to

life at Southern Methodist University — Jock’s alma mater — and trying out for

the cheerleading squad. Her mother Valene catches up to her at college and gets the cold

shoulder from the daughter who thinks she accepted a bribe from J.R. to leave.

�����     There are also a number of books by and about the “Dallas” stars:

- “Larry Hagman” by C.C. Risenhoover; PaperJacks, September 1988

- “Larry Hagman: A Biography” by Leon Adams; St. Martin’s Press, March 1987

- “Linda Gray: The Woman Behind Sue Ellen” by Mark Bego; W.H. Allen, 1988

- “Patrick Duffy” by Lee Riley; St. Martin’s Press, 1987

- “Victoria Principal” by Tony Brenna; St. Martin’s Press, 1989

- “Child Bride: The Untold Story of Priscilla Beaulieu Presley” by Suzanne Finstad;

Harmony, August 1997

- “I Like to Be Me” by Barbara Bel Geddes; Viking Juvenile, April

1963; Young Reader’s Press NY, 1971

- “So Do I.” by Barbara Bel Geddes; Price Stern Sloan Pub,

October 1973; Young Reader’s Press, 1975

- “Hello Darlin’: Tall (and Absolutely True) Tales About My Life” by

Larry Hagman and Todd Gold; Simon & Schuster, October 2001

- Victoria Principal has been a prolific author over the years:

“The Body Principal,” Simon & Schuster, 1983

“The Beauty Principal,” Simon & Schuster, 1984

“The Diet Principal,” Simon & Schuster, 1987

“Living Principal: Looking and Feeling Your Best at Every Age,”

Villard, April

    2001

Victoria Magazine, Hearst Corp., 1992-2003

- “Elvis and Me” autobiography by Priscilla Presley with Sandra Harmon, Berkley; revised edition,

August 1986

- “Elvis by the Presleys” by Priscilla Presley, Lisa Marie Presley and David Ritz; Crown, May 2005

- “The Rebirth of Ira Masters” by Peter Mark Richman

- “Hollander’s Deal” by Peter Mark Richman

YYYYYour best bet digging up “Dallas” merour best bet digging up “Dallas” merour best bet digging up “Dallas” merour best bet digging up “Dallas” merour best bet digging up “Dallas” merccccchandise suchandise suchandise suchandise suchandise such as this, besides hunting doh as this, besides hunting doh as this, besides hunting doh as this, besides hunting doh as this, besides hunting down thewn thewn thewn thewn the

aboaboaboaboabovvvvve books in used form on Amazon.com, is to do a seare books in used form on Amazon.com, is to do a seare books in used form on Amazon.com, is to do a seare books in used form on Amazon.com, is to do a seare books in used form on Amazon.com, is to do a searccccch on h on h on h on h on eBaeBaeBaeBaeBayyyyy, b, b, b, b, by ky ky ky ky keeeeeying inying inying inying inying in

“Dallas TV“Dallas TV“Dallas TV“Dallas TV“Dallas TV.” Y.” Y.” Y.” Y.” You’ll find 8-bou’ll find 8-bou’ll find 8-bou’ll find 8-bou’ll find 8-by-1y-1y-1y-1y-10 autographed pho0 autographed pho0 autographed pho0 autographed pho0 autographed photos, sctos, sctos, sctos, sctos, scripts and more.ripts and more.ripts and more.ripts and more.ripts and more.
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“Destination: Dallas” was actually the very first project of

the original BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV trio. I began crafting it, in web form, in

my evening hours while working in the newspaper business

in Detroit, in 1998. To have finalized the print edition of the

book represents the fulfilling fruition of this work, and I’m

very thankful to my Heavenly Father, first of all, for that.

�����     Special thanks to the following for their kind permissions and assistance with this book:

- The unequalled Mr. Larry Hagman, my sincere thanks for the generous use of your photos

- Art Hindle, as well as Independent Artists Agency Inc.

- Arthur Swift (see ArthurSwift.com for more “Dallas” interviews)

- Audrey Landers

- Barbara Carrera, Cheryl Perkey and Cheryl Perkey Fine Art of Los Angeles

- BarBara Luna

- Brian Heiler and the Mego Museum

- Camille Marchetta

- Charlene Tilton

- Christopher Coffey

- Deborah Tranelli, as well as Tommy Krasker of PS Classics

- Derek McGrath, as well as Oscars, Abrams, Zimel and Associates

- Erik Bloom and DeborahShelton.net

- Joan Van Ark and John Marshall

- Ken Farmer

- Ken Hall and Go-Star.com

- Hunter von Leer, as well as Sutton-Barth and Vennari

- Mark Jorgenson

- Nicolas Coster

- Peter Mark Richman

- Priscilla Presley and Samantha Mast of Rogers and Cowan

- Rick McLellan and the family of Barbara Bel Geddes

- Sasha Mitchell, as well as Stephanie Nese of Framework Entertainment

- Sheree J. Wilson, who, though the interview didn’t work out, still kept up contact despite a

  busy schedule!

- Southfork Ranch Event and Conference Center and Kimberly Twomey

- Victoria Principal and Veronica Pinto of Rogers and Cowan, Los Angeles

�����     Spence Beamon, Detroit musician and systems expert, thank-you for the support, both

technical and moral!

�����     Bro, thanks for the use of your fabulous, faithful 35 mm camera.

�����     Veronica Bates, I couldn’t have set up the camera tripod without your professional instruction!

�����     The wonderful fans who emailed me throughout the years since BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTVTVTVTVTV first launched — your

own obsession with the show continually inspires me!  Keep it up!

(That Curtis Mathis,(That Curtis Mathis,(That Curtis Mathis,(That Curtis Mathis,(That Curtis Mathis,
bbbbby the way the way the way the way the wayyyyy, is sort, is sort, is sort, is sort, is sort

of a “familyof a “familyof a “familyof a “familyof a “family
heirloom,”heirloom,”heirloom,”heirloom,”heirloom,”

purpurpurpurpurccccchased bhased bhased bhased bhased by BRB’sy BRB’sy BRB’sy BRB’sy BRB’s
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111119999980. It still w80. It still w80. It still w80. It still w80. It still works.)orks.)orks.)orks.)orks.)
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Some of the photography / scanning work you’ll see in “Destination: Dallas” is by Billie Rae Bates;

here are exceptions:

�����     Photo of Peter Mark Richman and art of his books courtesy of Peter Mark Richman.

�����     Snapshots of Deborah Tranelli with Patrick Duffy and with Duffy and Larry Hagman on the

    Southfork set, as well as CD front and back covers, courtesy of Deborah Tranelli and PS Classics.

�����     Photo of BRB with Charlene Tilton at the Motor City Comic Con by Scott Bates.

�����     Photos of Larry Hagman courtesy of Larry Hagman.

�����     1955 photo of Barbara Bel Geddes in the public domain.

�����     Photo of Patrick Duffy in the movie “Desolation Canyon” by Vern Evans / Hallmark Channel,

    ©2005 Crown Media United States, LLC, courtesy of the Hallmark Channel

�����     Two Southfork Ranch exterior shots courtesy of Kimberly Twomey and Southfork Ranch Event

    and Conference Center.

�����     Photo of Victoria Principal courtesy of Rogers and Cowan of Los Angeles.

�����     Photos of Ken Farmer courtesy of Ken Farmer.

�����     Photo of Nicolas Coster courtesy of Nicolas Coster.

�����     Art of Christopher Coffey from his website courtesy of Christopher Coffey.

�����     Photo of Mego Corp. “Dallas” toys courtesy of Brian Heiler and the Mego Museum.

�����     Photo of Joan Van Ark on her bio page by Charles Bush.

�����     Photo of George Kennedy in the film “Charade” in the public domain.

�����     Art of Barbara Carrera (“Paul Newman” and “Bette Davis”) courtesy of Cheryl Perkey Fine Art.

�����     Photo of Hunter von Leer and photo of his Indiana ranch courtesy of Hunter von Leer.

�����     Art of Audrey Landers’ “Dolce Vita” CD courtesy of Audrey Landers.

�����     Art of Jock Ewing portrait courtesy of Mark Jorgenson.

BibliographBibliographBibliographBibliographBibliography of supplemental soury of supplemental soury of supplemental soury of supplemental soury of supplemental sourcescescescesces

Like the other books in the BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV book series, “Destination: Dallas” was compiled and written,

first and foremost, from BRB’s own viewing and love of the TV series (the episode synopses,

for instance, are her own original content, initially posted to the “Destination: Dallas” website in

1998 then bulked up with further viewings of the episodes). BRBBRBBRBBRBBRBTV TV TV TV TV would like to acknowledge,

however, the following supplemental sources, which are often attributed within the text, for extra

fun facts and tidbits on the show:

- “Soap Opera History,” contr. Mary Ann Copeland, Mallard Press, 1991.

- “The Soap Opera Book of Lists,” Gerard J. Waggett, HarperCollins, 1996.

- “The Soap Opera Encyclopedia,” Christopher Schemering, Ballantine Books, 1987.

- “The Complete Directory to Prime Time Network and Cable TV Shows, 1946 to Present,” Tim

   Brooks and Earle Marsh, Ballantine Books, 2003.

- “People Weekly Entertainment Almanac,” People Books, Time Inc.

- TV Guide magazine

- The Internet Movie Database, IMDb.com

- TV Tome, TV.com

- Tim’s TV Showcase, TimVP.com

- Wikipedia.com

- UltimateDallas.com for fun tidbits and thought-provoking questions
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